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MISSION
The International Wire and Cable Symposium provides a forum for the exchange of technical information amongst suppliers, manufacturers, and users on technological advancements in
materials, processes, and products used for voice, data and video signal transmission systems.,
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MESSAGE

FROM

DIRECTOR

The sponsor, U.S. Army Communication-Electronics Command
(CECOM), Fort Monmouth, New Jersey and the Symposium Committee,
welcomes each contributor and attendee to the 37th International
Wire and Cable Symposium (IWCS).
The symposium committee is
dedicated
to improving and broadening the technology aud use of
wire and cable for both military and industrial applications.
Emphasis is always placed on making the symposium a learning
environment where knowledge is freely exchanged and in many
instances generated.
This year's technical program is extremely exciting,
beginning with a tutorial session on "Technology, Regulation and
the Consumer."
The program includes seventeen additional
sessions on various developments and uses of wire/cable
components, including three special sessions on specific cable
applications and testing.
A poster session which was received
with great enthusiasm last year should be a winner again this
year.
It is the committee's desire each year, to offer a program
that represents a balance of the technical interest desired by
all attendees and contributors.
The technical program will, at
all times, be a reflection of the current interest of the
symposium participants, which is dictated by the response to the
"Call-For-Papers."
In addition to the technical presentations,
many companies are planning special product demonstrations and
hospitality functions.
Committee members Ed Gurney of GTE Service Corporation;
Vieney Mascarenhas, Canada Wire and Cable; Raymond Jaeger,
SpecTrau and Tom Jones, Wyrough and Loser, are retiring from the
committee.
Each member was extremely dedicated and contributed
significantly to the success of the symposium.
On behalf of the
sponsor and the committee, I extend to each, a very special
thanks for their sincere dedication, cooperation and support of
the symposium's activities.
The committee and sponsor offers their appreciation to all
members of the wire and cable industry and solicit their
continued support to ensure the future success of the symposium.
Any comments and suggestions for improving the symposium are
welcomed.
The 1989 symposium (38th) will be in Atlanta, Georgia at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel and in 1990, the symposium will return to the
Bally's Reno Hotel, in Reno, Nevada.

Imer F. Godwin
Director, IWCS
V

Highlights of the 36th
International Wire and Cable Symposium
November 17, 18, and 19, 1987
Marriott Crystal Gateway Hotel
Arlington, Virginia

Ii'<

Greetings by Mr. Eugene Famolari Jr., Director, Center For
Command. Control and Communications C3 Systems, U.S. Army, CECOM, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.

Luncheon Speaker-Dr. C. Kumar N. Patel, AT&T Laboratories,
Murray Hill, New Jersey.

Panel Members-Tutorial Session: (Left to right) Mr. Gary J.
Handler, Vice President, Network Planning, Bell Communications Research, Liv;ngston, New Jersey: Mr. William J. Noll.
Vice President, Network Technology, Sal! Northern Research,
Ottawa, Canada; Mr. Clark Barlow, Vice President, Operations
Support, GTE Service Corp., Stanford, Connecticut: and Mr.
Michael L. Bandler, Vice President, Network Engineering and
Planning, Pacific Bell, San Ramon, California.

Committee Member Dr. Peter Bark (right), Siecor Corporation,
presenting the Award for Outstanding Technical Paper to Dr.
Simon D. Dadakarides, Stanford University, California.

Best Presentations- Two Winners

Committee Member Dr. Peter Bark (right), Siecor Corporation
presenting the Award to Dave Fischer, Superior Cable
Corporation.

Committee Member Dr. Peter Bark (right), Siecor Corporation
presenting the Award to John C. Chamberlain. Siercor
Corpoiation.
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AWARDS
Outstanding Technical Paper
H. Lubars and J. A. Olszewski, General Cable Corp."Analysis of Structural Return Loss in CATV
Coaxial Cable"
J. P. McCann, R. Sabia and B. Wargotz, Bell Laboratories-"Characterization of Filler and Insulation
in Waterproof Cable"
D. E. Setzer and A. S. Windeler, Bell Laboratories"A Low Capacitance Cable for the T2 Digital Transmission Line"
R. Lyenger, R. McClean and T. McManus, Bell
Northrn Research-"Art Advanced Mi 'ti-Unit Coaxial Cable forToll PCM Systems"

J. B. Howard, Bell Laboratories-"Stabilization
Problems with Low Density Polyethylene Insulations"
Dr. H. Margin, Kabelmetal-"High Power Radio Frequenoy Coaxial Cables, Their Design and Rating"
D. Doty, AMP Inc.-"Mass Wire Insulation Displacing
Termination of Flat Cable'
T. S. Choo, Dow Chemical U.S.A.-"Corrosion Studies
on Shielding Materials 'or Underground Telephone
Cables"
N. J. Cogelia, Bell Telephone Laboratories and G. K.
Lavoie and J. F. Glahn, US Department of lnteror"Rodent Biting Pressure and Chemical Action
and Their Effects on Wire and Cable Sheath"
Thomas K. McManus, Northern Telecom Canada Ltd.
and R. Beveridge, Saskatchewan Telecommunications,
Canada-"A New Generation of Filled Core Cable"
Fumio Suzuki, Shizuyoshi Sato, Akinori Mori and
Yoichi Suzuki; Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.,
Japan-"Microcoaxial Cables Insulated with Highly
Expanded Polyethylene By Chemical Blowing Method"
S. Masaki, Y. Yamazaki and T. Ideguchi, Nippon
Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation, Japan"New Aluminum Sheath Cable Used for Electromagnetic Shielding"
P. Kish and Y. BeBorgne, Northern Telecom Canada
Limited, Montreal, Canada-"General Crosstalk
Model For Paired Communication Cables"
C. J. Arroyo, N. J. Cogelia, Bell Laboratories, and B. J.
Darsey, Western Electric-"Thermal Behavior of
Experimental Plenum Cable Sheaths Determined in a Radiant Heat Chamber"
R. H. Whiteley, Raychem Ltd.-"A Comprehensive
Small Scale Smoke Test"
V. A. Fentress, Raychem Corp. and D. V. Nelson, Stanford University-"Fracture Mechanics Evaluation of
the Static Fatigue Life of Optical Fibers in Bending"
M. Fujise and Y. Iwamoto, KDD Research &
Development Laboratories, 1-23 Nakameguro, 2-Chome,
Meguro-Ku, Tokyo, Japan-"Self-Core-Alignment ArcFusion Splicer Based on a Simple Local Monitoring
Method"
James A. Krabec and John W. Kincaid, Jr., Belden
Technical Research Center-"Advances in the
Optimization of Multi-Layer Shield Design"
Simon D. Dadakarides and Bruce B. Lusignam,
Stanford University-"Magnetically Loaded Cables"

1987
Outstanding Technical Paper
Stephen B. Pierce-Contel
Laboratories-"Digital Transmission on
Customer Premises Wiring"

1968

Best Presentation
N. Dean, B,!.C.C.-"The Development of Fully Filled
Cables for Distribution Network"

1969

J. D. Kirk, Alberta Government Telephones"Progress and Pitfal:s of Rural Buried Cable"

1970

Dr. 0. Leuchs, Kable and Metalwerke-"A New SelfExtinguishing Hydrogen Chloride Binding PVC
Jacketing Compound for Cables'
S. Nordblad, Telefonaktiebolaget L. M. Ericsson"Multi-Paired Cable of Nonlayer Design for Low
Capacitance Unbalance Telecommunications Network
N. Kojima, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone-"New
Type Paired Cable for High Speed PCM Transmission"
S. Kaufman, Bell Laboratories-"Reclamation of
Water-Logged Buried PIC Telephone Cable"
R. J. Oakley, Northern Electric Co., Ltd.-"A Study
Into Paired Cable Crosstalk"
G. H. Webster, Bell Laboratories-"Material Savings
by Design in Exchange and Trunk Telephone Cable"
J. E. Wimsey, United States Air Force-"The Bare
Base Electrical Systems"

1971

1972
1973
1974
1975

1976

Michael DeLucia, Naval Ship Research and Development-"Highly Fire-Retardant Navy Shipboard
Cable"

1977

William L. Schmacher, AMP Inc-"Design Considerations for Singla Fiber Connector"

1978

Richard C. Mondello, Bell Labs.-"Design and
Manufacture of an Experimental Lightguide Cable
For Undersea Transmission Systems"

1979

I. Wadehra, IBM Corporation-"Performance of Polyvinyl Chloride Communication Cables in Modified
Steiner Tunnel Test"

1980

J. J. Refi, Bell Laboratories-"Mean Power Sum FarEnd Crosstalk of PIC Cables as a Furction of P erage
Twist Helix Angle"
G. S. Anderson, Belden Corporation -"Installation
of Fiber Optic Cable on 457 Meter Tower"

1981

1982
1983

1984

1985

1986

A. Yoshizawa, The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd."Structure and Characteristics of Cables for Robots"
J. R. Bury, Standard Telecommunication Laboratories,
Ltd., Hallow, England-"Development of Flame
Retardant, Low Aggressivity Cables"
William E. Dennis, Dow Corning Corporation, Midland,
Michigan-"Hydrogen Evolving Tendencies of Cable
Fillers and Optical Fiber Coatings"
Stephen Hornung, British Telecom Research
Laboratories-"Manufacture and Performance of
Fibre Units for Installation by The Viscous Drag of Air"
Dave Fischer, Superior Cable Corp.- "Progress
Towards the Development of Lightning Test forTelecommunication Cables"
John C. Chamberlain, Siecor Corp.-"Zero Halogen Fire
Retardant Fiber Optic Shipboard Cable"

Outstanding Poster Paper
William Wood-Bell Communication
Research "Performance Analysis of Optic Fiber Cleavers"

x i

Best Presentation
Richard Rossi-General Cable Company "Cabl" Sheathing Design and Performance Criteria"
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GELS AND THEIR SEALING APPLICATIONS IN THE OUTSIDE PLANT

K. Dawes

C. Debbaut

A. P. P. Sutherland

Raychem Corp.
Fuquay-Varina, N.C.

Raychem Ltd.
Swindon, U.K.
Highly swollen crosslinked polymers (or
macrdmolecules) are called GELS.
The type
of crosslink to form a qel may be either chemical
or physical in nature. The gel state has properties very different to a solution or non-crosslinked system in that the gel state the polymer
chains have restricted movement.

ABSTRACT
Gels are relatively soft, pliable materials
that readily conform to a range of substances,
Under compression they generate a good seal, and
do not loose the seal under temperature
excursions.
The dynamic material analysis (D.M.A.)
combined with other physical measurements produces a "characterization' window which defines
gel properties required for functionality.
Gel
and non-gel materials are compared. Several
applications are discussed which emphasize the
good sealing characteristics of gels, compared
to non-gel
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INTRODUCTION
Historically, many type of materials have
been used to seal interfaces in the telephone
networks. Crosslinked elastomers, hot melt
adhesives, mastics and tapes comprise the majority of sealing systems in use today.
In this
paper we wish to discuss a new sealing system
which offers advantages over many of the current
sealing materials.
The materials to be discussed fall under
the general classification of GELS. Gels are
very soft pliable materials that easily conform to complex substrates. Several applications of gels for the sealing in the outside
plant will be discussed,

3

FLEXGEL , used for the filling of telephone
cables, is an example of a gel.
It was formulated
for some very specific properties related to
the filling of telephone cables.
It has, for
example, a relatively low elongation at break and
is mechanically weak. Tiese properties are
important characteristics since it allows easy
removal at a splice opening.
Gels can be produced with a range of properties dependent on the specific application. They
are very soft materials which when formulated
correctly can be desiqned into devices that qive
a good seal but also allows reenterability and
reusability.

THE GEL STATE'
Crosslinked polymers are insoluble in all
solvents unless the solvent deactivates the
crosslink, for example, in the case of a physical
crosslink. Crosslinked polymers can be swollen
and exist in the swollen state. The degree of
swelling will depend on the following
parameters:
A. Crosslink Density
B. Polymer Structure
C. Nature of the Solvent

EXPERIMENTAL
Gel Synthesis
Gels were prepared by either dissolvinq a
monomer or polymer in the appropriate solvent and
then curing the mixture.
Cone Penetration
Cone penetration was measured according

In fact, the de gree of swelling of a :rosslinked
polymers by a given solvent has been used over
many years as a measure of the crosslink density
(Flory 0 Rehner Equat ion),

to

a modified version of ASTM D217 using a fullscale cone. The penetration was determined at
23c by releasinq a standard full-scale cone
assembly from the penetrometer and allowing the
cone to drop freely into the gel for 5 seconds,
the penetration depth
a millimeter.

is expressed as tenths of
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Tensile Testing
Tensile testing of the gels used a modified
version of ASTM D412. Samples for tensile
testing were cut from sheets of gel of uniform thickness between 1 and 5 m using a
Type BS 2728/ISO 37 or a type 3 ASTM D412 dumbbell cutter. Tensile and ultimate elongation
were measured at 23c.

the dynamic loss modulus (C') show a crossover
point, within the frequency range of 0.1 to 100

Gel

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis'

Figure 2
DMA Spectrum

I

Samples of the gels (and other materials)
were cut from sheets having a uniform thickness
between I and 5mm using a 25mm circular razor
cutter. The samples were cleaned with lintfree wipes before testing to remove surface

,

deposits.
The dynamic mechanical properties of the
gels were measured using a RDS-7700 instrument.
The oscillatory parallel plate mode (Figure 1)
was used at 25c and 80c over an angular
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Figure 3
Non-Gel DMA Spectrum
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frequency range of 0.1 to 100 rad s".
The
dynamic strain was generally maintained at 0.05
except for measurements at low rates and high
temperatures where larger deformations were used
to

improve

instrument

signal

resolution.

+
,'

The

O

,AiSE-

strain amplitude was kept within the reoion
where the dynamic stress in linear with
dynamic strain.
S t re s s Rel axa t i on
Stress relaxation experiments were performed

DYMA

Material

O~Ic
IANICAL AALYSIS

C

(23c/80

Tan

RESULTS

1EASURED AT

(23c/Oc)

Et;'

1002 dynesl ,

on samples prepared the same as for D.M.A. work.
The analysis was performed on the RDS-7700
instrument using the transient parallol plate
mode, allowing the input of a preselcted step
strain level up to 100/.
The decay of the
resul tant torque modulus and normal stress were
measured as a function of time at constant
temperature.
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RESULTS
The results for the dynamic mechanical
analysis are hown in Table I for a range of
gel materials with different polymer structures
together with data for a silicone elastomer, a
silicone grease and a mastic,
Figures 2 and 3 show the typical data for
a gel and a non-gel material.
Fo- the non-gel
material, the dynamic storage modulu, (G') and
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For non-gel materials the value of the loss
tangent, Tan ' shows an increase together with
a substantial decrease in the complex dynamic
viscosity, Eta' and G' with the increasino
temperature.
For the del materials the temperature inrrease gives relatively stable readinos
for Eta" and G', and a slight decrease in Tan
.

Table 2 gives data for the stress relaxat on
experiments carried

out at

for I hr.

23c

ten'.Penetration

Th-

stress relaxation ratio, SRR, is dfined as a ratio
of the stress, or modulus, G(T), at time t
divided

by

the peak stress achieved when

strain in applied at t=O,

i.e.,

the

Gel A

191

20

30

7
95
-1

3(
415

47

5

T(Q. .S

274
20.

S

max.M.

ln

CP.0. .I

Gel B
G6
C
C

[G(T) a- te/G(T)

Tee

Material

280o

65

1actic

UE (t)

a

'0

TABLY 2
Stress Relaxation Data

DISCUSSION
Material

SRR
It- 3600 s)

Gel A
Gel

Relaxation Time
(s)

0.835
0.593
0.740

B

Gel C
Grease

Mastic

>3600
>3600
>3600

0.235

49

0.093
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Figures 4 and 5 s:how the typical relaxaThe
material.
anon
el frand
nd gel
el mteral.
he
a non gel
tion cures for tioncures
non gel maturial shows rapid continuous relaxation
indicative of polymer chain flow for a non crossTnkdabler3ives tindicating

Tabe
te gve
ales
orth
cnepeerange of
tration and tensile properties for the
materials.
In the case of the silicone grease
the te:nsile: properties could not be me~asured and
en

is assumed.

elongation of O,

Figure 4
Gel

Relaxation Spectrum

The

results of

the dynamic

mechanical

analysis experiments clearly show differences
between gels and non-gel materials.
Although the
gel materials are vry soft and pl iable, at

elevated temperatures they maintain characteristics sim-ilar to ambient.
In sharp contrast, thc
non gel materials show a decrease in properties
at elevated temperature.
cuves
D.M.A.
showing typical
2 andgel3 materials
frFigure
orgel
and non
clearly
demonstrate
For the el material
substantial differences.
mandrial
fur
r on
cress-ov
nta
t
therL is not a cross-over point for G' and G",
the presence at all frequencies of a
viscoelastic network

system.

The

non gel

materials

show a cross-over of 6' and G" over the frequency
range indicating a loss of the viscoelastic netwr
hc
illa
opliirfo.Ti
This
work which will lead to polymur flow.
cross-over is typical for a norn-crosslinked
Figure 6 shows the D.M.A. curves for
material.
the polymeric components of gel B but without
curing.
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Non-Cured DMA Spectrum
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(cone penetration) and tensile properties further
characterize gel materials.
The hardness as measured by cone penetration
correlates well with the dynamic storage modulus,
G', for the gel materials and both can be used
as criteria to characterize a gel.
The tensile
properties show the materials to be relatively
weak when compared to a conventional elastomer
but to maintain a large amount of elasticity.

Terminal Protection
Trouble reports in pedestals and aerial
terminals are often due to moisture and corrosion.
A cap has been designed which contains a gel.
The
gel is precured and the cap is simply placed on
the terminal lug.
The cap is also designed
(Figure 7) to have a mechanical fit on the lug so
that it will be retained and at the same time

TFigure
.hdnxcal

Criteria for

ynami" Frequency Sweep @ 23C

7

1 x

C

Ea
Frequency Sweep @ 80c

OE6 dynes/c2 @ lHz

2 x 1OE

Tan
Dynamic

Terminal Cap Cross Section

Gel Characteric.ljn

1.00

G
Eta

C

pooise

lHZ

@ 10:

2 x IoE2 dynes/c-2
I X 10EZ poise @

10z
lH

Tan < 1.00 @ Iao
Dynamc Frequency Sweep

G

C

at frequencies below

15H. at 23 and 80c
stress

Relaxation

T

900

Cone Penetration

30 - 400 o.1-

Tensile Testing

T.S.
u.E.

2 MPa
100%

Table 4 gives a compilation of the
preferred
ranges of the previously discussed
properties which define a functional gel from a
mechanical point of view. These combined
criteria clearly distinquish a macromolecular
gel from greases, soft gums, mastics and elastomers.
All the properties discussed reflect the
elastic behavior of these soft materials and
are important in defining functional gel
materials for a particular application

apply a compressive force to the gel.
The
properties of the gel are crucial to the performance, if it is too elastic the cap will lift off
with time, too soft and the gel will not provide
sufficient compressive force to maintain a seal.
Table 5 gives the typical properties of a gel for
this requirement.

Properties of terminal protection
Tensile strenqth

Hydrolytic Stability (7 day/bOO)
Heat Aging (21 day/i0c)

volume Resistivity (ohm cm)

265
0.056
Ho Reversion
3% weight loss
3.5 a 10E12

and re-use are also important, the
adhesive strength of the gel to the cap is larger
than the adhesive strength to the substrate and
the cohesive strength of the gel.
On removal of
the cap, the gel is retracted into the cap,
leaving a clean terminal lug. The cap may then
be replaced with no loss of functionality.
Functional testing of the product shows excellent
performance, some of the results on a WECO 9AI
are shown in Table 6.

For a gel to perform well in the outside
plant it must have good electrical properties,
i.e. a good insulator, and also have good stahility.
Gels are formulated to the specific
c Gelsarequrments.d In the following
In the following
application requirments.
applications different gels are used since each
application requires a different set of requirement5.

8

1100

Cone Pentration (0.1mm)
Water Uptake (7 day/ 100c, 5)

APPLICATION OF GELS TO THE OUTSIDE PLANT
By their nature gels lend themselves to
numerous applications in the outside plant. The
general properties are as follows:
-They
a specific container.
They are
are precured
ver soft in
elaspoecifc
cRe-entry
They are very soft elastomers.
compressive force,
compression fo
el
Theymregod oid fgeiles angodwill.
The
egastid i•
They have elastic memory and removal of
Theyhaverelsi
mory and rasemthevl
the compressive force will cause the gel
to retract. to
reract.terminal
Temperature excursions can be readily
accommodated with a gel.
When in contact with a metallic substrate
and under compression they give excellent
corrosion protection.

1 x IE-2

(MPa)

Ultimate elongation (M)

fl

Gel
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mmBzs
Teminal Cap runcticnl Testing on WECO 9Al

10E6

ohs

Re-entry of above (26% of samples)

I.R. > 10E6

ohm

Salt Fog (30 day, 35c, 95%

No corrosion

Immersion in 5% NaCI solution
(30 day/20c)

N)

Bell cycling (21 cycles, -40 to +60C)
Immersion in 5% NaC Solution

I.R.

100% retention
ohm
I.R. > 1E6

The data illustrates the excellent seal and
corrosion protection offered by the gel.
A good
example of how well the gel seals is shown by
installing a cap on a termnal lug underwater the electrical integrity of the system is readily
achieved on application of the gel filled cap.
(Figure 8)
Figure 8
Water Displacement by Gel

Ni1.
tflC

.

. .....

am-

Figure 9
Cross-section of Terminal Block

Compression

them

.. I

Sustrelg

Fiqure a
Water Displacement by Gel Compression

6

Further evidence of the corrosion protection can be shown by measurement of the contact resistance at a terminal lug. After six
weeks of salt fog testing on a closed terminal
box with unprotected lugs resulted in an average
increase of 14 milliohms, whereas the gel protected lugs showed no change.
In contrast to the above, a similar cap
filled with a typical grease used in the outside
plant would show failures within 2 days after
Bell cycling.
Temperature excursions cause
greases to flow and generate potential leak paths.

Figure 10 gives a schematic for the type of
functional testing which is being applied to this
terminal.

Figure 10
Terminal Block Performance Testing P u~ram

TEMPEAiuPF CYCLINC

Terminal Block
The terminal protection cap was designed for
use on existing terminal lugs. As an extension
of Lhe concept of gel applications a new terminal
has been designed which incorporates gel directly.
Figire 9 shows a simple diagram of the
concept.
During the manufacture of the terminal
block gel is cured in the areas where metallic
substrates are present. Wires ranging from 18.5
to 24 gauge can be readily accommodated without
any modification, the gel allows easy entry for
the wires and gives an excellent seal.
The
rotary accion of the termination necessitates the
need for a gel with very good mechanical properties, since the mechanical requirements are
more severe than for the terminal cap protection
gel.
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Aerial

Closure End Pieces

The final application illustrates the use of
a gel to generate a good closure to cable interface in an aerial application.
The gel for this application is somewhat
harder than the other applications but the
principles of design are similar. The closure
end pieces comprise of two hinged half shells
filled with gel to a specific pattern. The
gel end pieces easily conform to the cable and

5.

C. Debbaut,

'Apparatus and Method for Protection of Electrical Contacts', U.S.
Patent f 4600261

6.

J. Jervis,

Personal Communication.

IADLZ
Tyvical Gel ProPerties for End Pieces Application
Tensile Strength 'MPa)
ultimste Elongation (%)
Cone Penetration (0.1mm)
Volume Resistivity (ohm cm)

1.0
1200
80
>XOE1l

The nature of the gel
help keep water out.
material makes the closure very easy to re-enter.

CONCLUSION
Dynamic mechanical analysis combined with
hardness and tensile properties show clear
differences between gel and non-gel materials.
The mechanical characteristics of a gel are
important to the functional sealing performance
of a gel, as shown by the applications to
outside plant products.
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF JELLY COMPOUND FOR OPTICAL CABLE
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M. Fukuma,

S. Masuda,

S. Suzuki

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.

Abstract
The effects of each components on the characteristics of filling compound for optical fiber
cables were investigated. It was found that the
cone penetration and the oil separation
of
filling compound could be controlled by changing
the mean molecular weight of base oil and the
contents of silica. curther it made clear that
the value of cone penetration at low temperature
should be more than 200.
It was also found that it was desirable for base
oil to have large mean molecular weight in view
of long term reliability.

The

relationship between required

chemical

and

physical properties of filling compound and the
characteristics of manufactured cable has not
been established. The effects of each component
of filling compounds on the characteristics of
filling compounds also have not oeen clear. We
produced the several kinds of filling compounds
which have different compositions to investigate
the characteristics of filling compound
and
manufactured cable. In this paper, the effects of
each components on the characteristics of filling
compounds
and the properties of cable
are
discussed.

2.Characteristics of filling compound
Filling compound generally consists of base oil,
silica, antioxidant, and the other ingredients.
We investigated the effect of each comp'7nents on
the characteristics of filling compound.
1.Introduction
it is necessary for the optical fiber cables to
keep off water because the strength of glass
fiber degradates by the water penetration. The
transmission
loss also increases
due
to
hydrogen
which is generated by a
chemicalI
reaction of water and components of the cable.
In order to prevent water penetration, there are
two types of cables. One is the gas-filling type
cable, and the other one is the cable with
Because of easy maintenance
filling compound.
for transmission line, the cable with filling
compound is widely used in the world.
There are several essential requirements for the
stable
to
maintain
compounds
filling
characteristics of the optical fiber cables, and
also easily to manufacture the cables. The main
requirements of the filling compounds for optical
fiber cables are as follows:

2-1 Cone penetration
The relationship between cone penetration and
components of filling compound, such as
the
mean molecular weight of base oil
and
the
contents of silica, was examined. Several kinds
of filling compounds were produced by a synthetic
oil which showed good performance in thermal
The composition of produced
stability test.
filling compounds are shown in Table.l. These
compounds consists of 90 to 97% of base oils
which have different mean molecular weight of
1440, 2330, and 3770, and 3 to 10% of silica.
The measurements of cone penetration of the
filling compounds were conducted at 20'C and
-40'C based on ASTM-D937 . As the contents of
silica increased, the cone penetration of filling
compound fc- each base oil became small as shown
7Tahl,,I

(1) Good water blocking proporty
(2) Exellent in thermal stability
(3) Appropriate viscosity for easy application
(4) Low temperature dependence of viscosity,
especially at low temperature
(5) No drips from the cable
(6) Good compatibility with the components of
optical fiber cables, especially with the coating

SA411F.

.I.,

1440

4

3

7

14 0

1440

CONTENTS
'*S.C 4.0 5.8 7.2 10.0

materials of optical fiber
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The cone penetration became small when

the mean molecular weight of base oil
became
large. The same tendency was also observed at low
temperature.
It
is
found that
the
cone
penetration of filling compound can be controlled
at any temperature by changing the mean molecular
weight of base oil and the contents of silica.

15.11
0.

olo.CC

2-2 Oil separation

5,0

.

In order to improve the drip property of filling
compound which is the one of the most important
property
for
jelly-filled cable,
the
oil
separation should be minimized. The measurements
of oil separation after aging for 24 hours at
100°C for the filling compounds listed in Table 1
were conducted in accordance with JIS-K2220.
Fig.2 indicates that the increase of silica

.

'.
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.
10.0

4.i

h,-pjon

Oi

0

I S'p.r.,

o
I,,

I

0 Jelly P
;'11Y 0

..
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I
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were added.

3.Optimal cone penetration at low temperature

.
.o

o. SIe.()
Conc,,f Lf

contents has good effect to reduce oil separation
of filling compound.
AS contents of silica
increased, oil separation reduced. However it was
impossible to reduce the oil separation less than
3%. When the contents of silica was same level,
higher
molecular
weight
made
lower
oil
separation. In order to reduce the oil separation
to 0%, other ingredient is necessary to be mixed.
Fig.3 shows oil separation of filling compounds
added two types of resins. In both cases, oil
could be reduced completely when 6% of
separation
resins

..
.

4.0

g
2.0

It is said that the attenuation of jelly-filled
cable increases at low temperature, because of
hardening of filling compound. In order to make
clear the allowable hardness of filling compound,
especially
at low temperature,
jelly-filled

cables with the different filling compounds

were

0.0

manufactured. The cross-sectional structure of
produced
cables is shown in
Fig.4.
Eight

rectangular

slots were provided helically on the

4.0

6.0

Cotents of Rejin()

Fi. 3

f eot of the 1,redien t
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have

different

with
compound
A and compound B
increased
similarly
at low
temperature.
These
loss
increases at low temperature may be caused by
shrinkage and hardening of filling compound. No
loss increase was observed for the cable with
compound C which had enough softness even in low
The
relationship between cone
temperature.
penetration value and loss increase at each
temperature is shown in Fig.6. In order to
prevent loss increase at low temperature, the
value of cone penetration should be more than 200
at low temperature.
n
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penetration. The attenuation of two cables filled
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Cables
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dependence of cone penetration value were used to
investigate the relationship between attenuation
increase at low temperature and the value of cone

TbIle. 2

JeI lly-Filled

nd

strand

r

spacer

sheath

which

1)

U

nn d
steel

spacer which were made of polyethylene. Stranded
galvanized steel wire was used as the strength
member in the center of the spacer. Six single
mode fibers coated with UV curable resins up to
250 um in diameter. The diameter of grooved
spacer and LAP sheath were 12.2 mm and 16.3 mm
respectively. Three types of filling compounds in
Table

T
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f i bcr

y co.po

5
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:'_
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roe
Cone

F

.C

200

Penetration

leIat ionsh ip bewceen Cone Pete Lrt ion and Loss
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4.Compatibility with coating materials of optical
fiber
Since the coating materials of optical fiber are
most sensitive to filling compound among the
components of cable, the compatibility with the
coating materials of optical fiber was examined.
For the examination of the compatibility with the
ccating materials, UV curable resin which was
generally used as a primary buffer was selected.
The sheet samples
of UV curable resin
were
0

immersed at 60 C into the three kinds of base oil

of
filling compound.
These base oils had
different mean molecular weights such as 470,
1010, and 3770. The weight changes of the test
specimens of UV curable resins before and after
immersion were measured. Before the immersion,
uncrosslinked portion of UV curable resin was
extracted with methyl-ethyl-ketone in order to
compensate outgoing of uncured extractable.
The
weight change of each test specimen was found to
be saturated within 7 days as shown in Fig.7. The
weight increase in
the small mean molecular
weight oil was clearly larger than that in the
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characteristics of filling compound was examined.
In consequence, it was found that the cone
penetration at any temperature and the
oil
separation could be controlled by changing the
mean molecular weight of base oil and
the
contents of silica. Further it made clear that
the value of cone penetration at low temperature
should be more than 200. And it was also found
that the weight change of UV curable resin
into filling compound could be lowered
as
the mean molecular weight of base
oil
increases.
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large
mean molecular weight oil.
It was
concluded that the small molecular weight oil
could penetrate into UV curable resin more easily
than the large mean molecular weight oil. In view
of long term reliability, the mean molecular
weight of base oil should be large, because the
adhesion of the interface between glass and resin
becomes lower due to penetration of base oil.
The stability of tensile strength of optical
fiber immersed into the base oil of fillinc
compound
was also examined. The optical
fiber
coated with the above resin was immersed into the
three types of base oil at 60'C. No degradation
of the tensile strength of optical fiber immersed
in each base oil has not been observed as shown
in Fig.8.
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AMORPHOUS POLYAMIDES AND BLENDS
THEREOF SUITABLE MATERIALS FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE LOOSE JACKETING

Dr. H.H. Dalla Torre

ENS-CHEMIE AG, 7013 Domat/Ems, Switzerland

Abstract
Very rigid, dimension and heat stable
copolyamides and
copolyamide-blends
are suitable materials for the dual
loose tube application.
For different application requirement,
variation in the properties can be
achieved by changing the
chemical
composition
of
the
copolyamides,
especially the amount of the lactam.
Special properties like crack resistance and flexibility of the materials
can be improved by blending them with
similar semicrystalline polyamides.
In forming special blends of these
copolyamides with polymers which show
poor water- adsorption, it is possible
to create materials for the mono loose
tube application.

The loose jacketing system is a
sophisticated construction
technology, which
provides
maximum
protection against compressive and
tension forces as well as chemical
and
environmental
influences,
provided the cable design and the
selected materials are of appropriate quality.
2. Loose tube material quality:
The materials, which can be used
successfully in loose tube construction must be able to fulfil
all of the following very demanding
requirements:

Among the various materials, which
are needed for the construction of
fiber optic
theimportance
buffer
materials
are cables,
of extreme

* good processability
* good melt behaviour
* high melt strength
* high shear modulus
* high stiffness
* high tensile strength
• high compressive strength
* good flexural strength
* sufficient tenacity
• good heat resistance
* good stress cracking resistance
against all buffer filling
materials
solvents used
in splicingand
operations,
such

to ensure long time of the optical
fiber.
fier. cn
They can
affect
the
optical,
mechanical and connectional performance of the cable and must,
therefore, be carefully selected.

as alcohols or acetones
*low water uptake
good dimensional stability
* sufficient abrasion resistance
(hardness)
an
and
•a competitive price

1. Introduction

The tight Jacketing is
usually
applied on single fiber cables and
needs rather flexible materials.
The loose tube construction represents a more rigid system, which
allows the use of one or a number
of optic fibers
embedded in
a
singletube.one
single tube.

3. Available polymers
Considering the various polymers
which would apparently be appropriate to a loose tube application.
onewould
wo
adiscover
ilo e t that
hat most
motiooff
them do not meet the specifications
as outlined above.
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Polyolefines
(polypropylene,
polyethylene,
copolyolefines,
polyvinylchlorides, etc.)
are
not stiff enough and show poor
dimensional stability and high
coefficient of thermal expan-

*

sion.
Polyesters (PET and PBT) show
generally
good
properties
especially low water uptake, but
fail because of weak compressive
strength and stability against
thermal hydrolysis.
ePolystyrene,
(Acrylbutadiene-styrene,ABS
PMMA
(polymethylmetacrylates) , SAN
and
(polystyrene-acrylnitril)
others suffer due to poor stress
cracking resistance.
Polycarbonates show low water
absorption and good mechanical
in
properties, but are weak
chemical
stress cracking and
resistance.
Polyamide 6, 6.6, 4.6, 6.10 are
not very suitable because of
dramatic changes in mechanical
properties under water saturated
conditions.
Polyamide 12 and similar long
chain polyamides are weak in
stiffness
and
dimensional
stability
because
of
their
tendency to post crystallize.
Fluoropolymers,
polysulfones,
polyetherpolyethersulfones,
etherketones (PEEK), polyetherimides
and
liquid
crystall
polymer (LCP)
generally
has
excellent mechanical and physical properties, but are not easy
to process, have an unfavourably
high density
and
are
very
expensive.

in a wide range by changing the
ratio of composition and nature of
raw materials,
which form
the
copoyamilde resin.
Aoo.adersn
frequent combination consist of
three to five compounds, of which
at least two represent the diamine/
dicarboxylic
acid pairs
and a third
or fifth a monomeric
lactam.

Easy adaptability of properties
to the requirements of different
applications.

The
properties
copolyrmides can

of
amorphous
easily be varied

2
The first pictures (pictures 11/1
shows some characteristic physical
and mechanical properties of two
representative
types
of

a
first
the
copolyamides,
acid
hexamethylene-isophthalic
copolyamide called in this paper
Copolyamide 3, and a laurolactamisophthalic acid copolyamide called
herein Copolyamide 5.
The shear modulus curves of the two
copolyamides
demonstrate
their
stability ft elevated temperatures
(picture 2 and 2 ).

1I

4. Quality of copolyamides
In comparison to the above polymers, amorphous copolyamides and
blends thereof presently
the ideal
thermoplastic

represent
materials

for the loose tube construction.
These polyamides display advantages
compared to the semi crystalline
polymers, but
also over
other
amorphous
polymers
currently
available, which consists chiefly
in the following areas:
*

High

stability

of

properties
within
temperature range
•
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pictures (pictures

3-11)

show the dependence of the glass
transition
temperature,
melt
water
absorption,
flexural
modulus,
tensile
and
impact strength on the amount of
caprolactam or laurolactam used as
co-component in the polycondensation of Copolyamide 3 and Copolyamide 5.

IVrigid

variation in properties
similar
be created by using (instead of
molecules like isophthalic
acid or cycloaliphatic diamines)
more flexible ones, such as longchain diacides or diamines (azelaic

acid,

Pcue22
piooo

M,:! PA S
-,9416.

-

5599529

2acid)

sebacic

acid,

dodecandioic

or, on the diamine
side
5-methylnonandiamine
or
dodecamethylenediamine.

,.!
8

8 "A 1 Z-.02
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Some
mechanical
properties
of
copolyamides, such as crack and
impact resistance or flexibility in
copolyamides are rather weak. They
can be substantially improved by
blending these copolyamides with
like
semi-crystalline polyamides
polyamide 6, 6.6, 6.10, 6.12, 11 or
which have good affinity to
amorphous polyamides forming alloys
with
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differ
These blend compositions
enormously in their characteristics
from the foregoing copolyamides,
which may contain, for example, the
same amount of polyamide 6 or 12
incorporated statistically as
a
lactam co-component in the polymer
chain without obtaining the same
improvements. Such blends partially
combine the properties of linear
(tenacity
crystalline polyamides
chemical resistance) with those
copolyamides
amorphous
the
of
(dimensional stability and indefrom
the rigidity
pendence of

Slaurolactem

processed using
StXo

ficcold.o to

3,

ple,.
10

1cause

and

heatable

rcrew extruder. This operation

may

partially
transamidation
reaction depending cn temperature
and residence time, usually without
affecting qualities.
The following two pictures (12-13)
two
display some properties of
blend compositions :

notched impact
Dependence of

resistance 1) on the amount of
laurolactam in Copolyamide 5
kj/i

a simple

Blend 9/8
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and

Blend 5/4
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represents
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Copolyamide 3 with Polyamide 6.6,
(Blend 5/4) demonand the second

strates a mixture of Copolyamide
with Polyamide 12.
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Peitr.

Although the blend
compositions
present outstanding properties, a
peculiar weakness (common to all
kinds of polyamides) still persists
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Dual loose tube
Long exposure to a water saturated
environment results
in
reduction of
certain
properties
of
these
copolyamides such as heat distortion temperature
or
dimensional
stability.
Therefore an additional protective
tube, consisting of resins with low
water
absorption
(polybutylentherephthalate, but also polyolefines,
and
fluoro
polyvinylchlorides
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tube must
the mono loose
Since
offer the combined properties of a
dual loose system, an appropriate
resin material must demonstrate, on
stiffness,
one hand a remarkable
dimencompressive strength and
sional stability and on the other

hand adequate flexijility, crack
resistance and a greatly reduced
water absorption faculty.

The
foregoing
copolyamides
or
polyamide blends may be additionally blended with compatible (but
not
similar)
polymers
like
polystyrene,
polyesters,
polyoxyphenylenes,
polyolefines
(which are known to have
poor
tendencies to water
absorption)
resulting in materials for the mono
loose tubing application with the
above mentioned combined proper-

Conclusions
.

2.

tes.content
The next table shows some outstanding properties of a representative type of this new class of
copolyamide
blends:
PA
blend
57/15/10 (picture 14). According to
the following picture (picture 15)
this blend
also presents
high
temperature
stability
of
the
polymer chain and a similar behaviour of the mechanical properties.
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4.
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and
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Abstract

Test Methods

The ability to cool superconductors with liquid
nitrogen instead of liquid helium has opened the
door to a wide range of research. The well known
Meissner effect, which states superconductors are
perfectly
diamagnetic,
suggests
shielding
applications. One of the drawbacks to the new
ceramic superconductors is the brittleness of the
finished material. Because of this drawback any
application which required flexibility (e.g. wire
and cable) would be impractical. Therefore, this
paper presents the results of a preliminary
investigation into the shielding effectiveness of
YBa Cu O x both as a composite and as a monolithic
materia f. Shielding effectiveness was measured
using two separate test methods. One tested the
magnetic (near field) shielding and the other
tested the electromagnetic (far field) shielding.
No shielding was seen in the near field
measurements on the composite samples, and only
one heavily loaded sample showed some shielding in
the far field. The monolithic samples showed a
large amount of magnetic shielding.

Three different test methods were used, one
testing far field shielding, one testing near
field magnetic shielding, and the other testing
for the presence of Meissner effect.
A
Superconducting
Quantum
Interference Device
(SQUID) magnetometer was used to measure the flux
expulsion or Meissner fraction.
A flanged coaxial holder design was selected for
measuring electromagnetic shielding, and like many
shielding effectiveness test methods, it is based
on an insertion loss type measurement. Figure 1
shows a diagram of the fixture. A flanged coaxial
fixture relies on displacement currents as opposed
to conduction current. The disadvantage of this
fixture is the extra measurement steps which must
be taken to compensate for the perturbation of the
transmission line caused by the insertion of the
sample. This measurement method is usually used
between 10 MHz and I GHz. The Naticnal Bureau of
Standards (NBS) has proposed the standardization
of this 2fixture and it is documented in several
papers.-

Introduction

UTECONDCTORS

The recent advent of higher critical temperatures
in superconductors has made It practical to
Investigate them for a wide range of applications.
One application suggested by the Meissner effect
is to use superconductors as a means of shielding.
The Meissner effect simply states that a magnetic
field is excluded from a superconductor. Thus, a
monolithic superconductive shield would exclude
magnetic interference as well as have infinite
conductivity unlike copper shields. However, due
to the brittleness of the ceramic high temperature

superconductors,

a caole

shielded with

this

material would be impractical in most situations.
An alternative might be to load a plastic with
superconductive particles. This paper presents
the results of a preliminary investigation into
the far field electromagnetic shielding and the
near field magnetic shielding of YBa Cu O
superconductors both mixed In a plastic matrix an
as a pure ceramic.
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Fiure 1.

Fianged Coaxia

TSPACES

Test Fixture

The NBS design for the flanged coaxial fixture was
modified to allow for the liquid nitrogen cooling
that is required. To allow for the boiling of the
liquid nitrogen, small slots were cut through the
outer conductor. This was also done in several
other locations to ensure sufficient ventilation
for the escaping nitrogen gas. The alternative to
cutting slots in the outer conductor was to make
the fixture "air tight". For safety reasons this
was not attempted because of the large vapor
pressure of liquid nitrogen.
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The other major modification to the NBS design was
to compensate for the liquid nitrogen dielectric.
Liquid nitrogen has a relative dielectric constant
To maintain a 50 ohm coaxial test
of 1.45.
fixture with this dielectric, the ratio of the
It was
inner to outer conductor was changed.
decided to reduce the size of the inner conductor
to maintain the 50 ohm impedance.
The magnetic shielding test apparatus is loosely
based on the Helmholtz coil, ASTM A698 Vol. 3.04.
It consists of a powered coil and a pick-up coil.
The powered coil was driven by an amplifier and
was swept in frequency from 10 Hz to 10 kHz. This
coil produced a 22 gauss magnetic field.
The
pick-up coil was placed inside the powered coil
and was centered for maximum output voltage. The
shielding material was placed around the pick-up
coil and was usually tube shaped. The ratio of
the voltage generated by the shielded coil to the
voltage generated by an unshielded coil is the
shield effectiveness,

milling, its temperature reached 150"F. The KELF samples were loaded to 10%, and 30% by weight
and the EVA samples were loaded to 10%, 30% and
80% by weight. A fourth EVA sample was loaded
with 70% YBCO and 9% carbon black. The addition
of the carbon black increased the press
temperature to 300"F. These samples were then
pressed into .040" thick plates for testing in the
flanged coaxial holder, and also rolled into tubes
for the low frequency magnetic shielding test
fixture.
Monolithic T'ibes

Processing of Samples
Composite Samples
The fabrication process begins with a well
characterized YBa2Cu 0. (herein designated YBCO)
powder. Powder synthesis may be carried out by a
variety of methods, and the mixed oxide route was
chosen in this study. Starting materials of BaCO ,
Y20
and CuO were mixed in stoichiometric amouns
an pressed into disks for calcination (reaction
at high temperatures).
In this study, the
calcination temperatures were between 900 and
950C for durations of 16 to 48 hours, and the
disks were crushed after firing.
Powder
calcination was a complex process due to low
melting eutectics and residual BaCO 3, and several
heat treatments were necessary to obtain the
proper YBCO phase 3 . The procedure was repeated to
produce a phase pure powder as judged by x-ray
powder diffraction patterns. The final particle
size and morphology will affect all of the
subsequent processing operations.
Milling
operations were carried 'ut to achieve the desired
particle size and distribution. In this study,
the calcined powder was milled to a median
particle size in the 4-7 gm range.
The YBCO particles were then mixed with two
different plastics, Ethylene-Vinyl Acetate (EVA)
and Polychorotrifluordethylene (KEL-F). The KELFTN was selected for its low glass transition
temperature and the EVA was selected because of
its low processing temperature. Each plastic was
loaded with superconductive particles on a
plastics mill. The KEL-F processed at 450"F and
the EVA at room temperature. However, due to the
shearing stresses built up in the EVA during the

Ceramic tube fabrication requires that the YBCO
powder be mixed with a set of organics. A solvent
provides the basic vehicle into which the oxide
powder and other organics are placed. Care must
be taken in selecting a solvent that iscompatible
with
the
YBCO powder
and
other organic
constituents, and common solvents include methyl
ethyl ketone, methanol, or xylene. Dispersants
are utilized to deflocculate the inorganic
particles in the solvent, and to assist in
obtaining higher green (unfired) densities.
Binders impart strength to the green body, and
plasticizers allow for greater flexibility by
reducing the glass transition temperature of the
binder. In extrusion, the plastic mass was forced
through a small aperture. Wire with radii between
0.3 and 1.5 mm have been manufactured in 12 to 20
cm lengths.
In this study 6" long tubes were
formed with a .190" inside diameter and a .040"
wall. These tubes were used to measure shielding
effectiveness in the near field test apparatus.
The heat treatment schedule for fabricated shapes
is divided into three basic sections. Initially,
a slow increase in temperature is required to
remove organics from the green body.
In this
study, organics were volatilized below 350C.
During sintering a well calcined powder will have
a liquid phase that has an onset temperature
between 930 and 960C 4 . The tubes were heated in
oxygen to 950"C in order to sinter the powder to
high density.
The final step is an annealing
procedure to incorporate oxygen into the YBCO
lattice to form the superconducting phase. The
relationship between oxygen content and phase
transition to the superconductin
orthorhombic
phase has been studied extensively
Monolithic Tapes
The tape casting process requires that the YBCO
powder be mixed with a set of organics, which
exactly parallels the ceramic tube fabrication.
However, instead of being extruded, the tape cast
samples were made by a doctor blade traversing
over a glass plate to form a uniform layer. The
tape was removed from the glass plate, and was
very flexible in the unfired state owing to the

KEL-F is a Registered Trademark of 3M
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organics incorporated in the cast material. The
heat treatment schedule also parallels that of the
tube fabrication including the final step of
oxygen annealing to obtain the superconducting
phase.
The
superconducting
tapes
were
approximately 4" in diameter and .012" thick.
These were used in the flanged coaxial test
fixture for shielding measurements.

This shows that the field strength which causes
the superconductor to become non-shielding is
frequency dependent. Also shown in Figure 3 is
the shielding obtained from a .048" wall copper
pipe and a .066" wall steel pipe.
(These two
measurements were made at room temperature.) At
this input power level the noise floor is around
60 dB.
This implies that the shielding is
actually better than 60 dB however more sensitive
equipment is needed to determine it.

Results
Meissner Fraction
The Meissner fraction testing was performed on
three composite samples and on the powder prior to
mixing. The YBCO powder consistently showed a
large Meissner effect.
The three composites
tested were the 10% and 30% samples loadd in KELF and the 80% sample loaded in EVA. The two KELF samples showed no Meissner effect.
This is
probably due to the lack of sensitivity in the
SQUID and not due to the high processing
temperature of the KEL-F.
The EVA sample which was loaded with 80%
superconductive powder showed a large Meissner
effect as seen in Figure 2. The horizontal scale
is in "K and the vertical scale is in arbitrary
units.

...
,

Figure 2.

_/

_o_

.
Figure 3.

Magnetic Shielding Effectiveness for Copper, Cold Rotted
Steel and YBCOSuperconductor

tube of YBCO. Another tube has been tested and
similar results were obtained.

eissner Fraction of 80% Loaded EVA

Magnetic Shielding Effectiveness

The

magnetic

shielding

effectiveness

----------

testing

I

0

showed rn shielding from any of the composites.

~

--

not properly aligned.

monolithic
the
on
test
shielding
The
superconductive tubes showed better than 60 dB of
shielding in some frequency ranges. The shielding
from 10 Hz to 20 kHz is shown in Figure 3.
Shielding is in decibels and the horizontal
frequency scale is logarithmic. Notice that the
superconductor provided no shielding under 300 Hz.
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This might indicate that the plastics were not
loaded heavily enough or that the particles were
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As the input power level is decreased, the
superconducting tube becomes superconductive at a
lower
frequency
as
seen
in Figure
4.
Unfortunately, as the power level is decreased,
noise floor is also decreased until only 30 dB
of shielding can be seen. This, again, is not to
say that this superconductive shield only provides
30
of shielding,
says the
equipment
is dB
limited
to 30 dB it
at simply
this input
power
level.
Figures 3 and 4 show the test results of a single

"the
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Conclusion

The electromagnetic shielding measurements showed
no shielding from any of the composite samples
except the sample loaded with 70% superconductor
and 9% carbon black.
This sample's shielding
effectiveness is shown in Figure 5. This meager
12 dB of shielding was firsL wrosigfully attributed
to the carbon black. An additional sample was
loaded exclusively with carbon black in the same
percent loading.
This sanple's shielding
effectiveness was measured in liquid nitrogen and
only 1 dB of shielding was seen. A large change
in shielding was also seen when the 70%
superconductive and 9% carbon black sample was
cooled past its critical temperature. This also
indicates superconductive shielding.

The monolithic YBCO superconductors provide a
large amount of magnetic shielding. By weight or
volume they provide more shielding than copper or
cold rolled steel.
The lack of electromagnetic
shielding from the tape cast samples is as .t ye
unexplainable. Thicker test samples might allow
direct mounting of the sample thus elimi'iating one
source of error.
There appears to ae several
problems with superconductive shields.
One
problem is the small critical magnetic field which
the YBCO superconductors appear to have. Other
problems include extreme brittleness and low
critical temperatures. Shielding from composites
with YBCO needs more development but should not be
ruled out as a possible shielding material for the
future.
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SUMMARY

effects un these cables.
These problems may be avoided by minimizir~ the
current circulating on the screens and the wires.

This paper describes a cable sheathing material
suitable for used on buried telecommunications
to
cables that maintains a low resistance
ground without sacrificing necessary mechanical
properties.

These materials have been extensively tested to

The first solution consists in grounding the
metallic screens at regular intervals along the
line (at about every mile). When the grounding
is of good and stable quality (<5ohms) a
solution to the noise appearing on the lines is
the use of cables with reducing coefficient in
which the shielding is acting as a lowering
transformerisfor
the wires.
This to
perfect
grounding
generally
very hard
obtain.

confirm that the properties sought in the
development endure in field installations.
A 5-year test program in direct earth burial
and a 6-months salt water immersion test have
been passed successfully.

Another well known solution that has not been
widely used, is to keep the cable and the earth
at the same potential through a good shield to

Also developed is a conductive jelly filling
compound to provide a low resistance path
between the metallic shielding materials and
the conductive jacket.

(Ref. 1)

earth continuity.

Cables have been manufactured using these
conductive jackets and are in service on the
French National Railways System where high
circulating currents may be induced.

Many problems have to be solved when using this
second approach:

.A semi-conductive jacket has to be used to
protect the shielding against corrosion, its
resistivity being, at most, equal to the resistivity of an dverage soil (10 to 1000 ohm.
meter).

INTRODUCTION:
Buried cables often have metallic armor which
provides good mechanical protection while
being installed. A polymeric sheath applied
over the armor prevents corrosion of the armor
and also isolates it electrically from the
earth. If induction effects occur, induced
currents are produced within the metallic
screens. Depending on the strength of the
magnetic field in which the cables are located,
very high potentials between screens and earth
may appear and sometimes destroy the sheath
by dielectric breakdown. Also, these high
induced voltages can be dangerous to the
personnel working on the cable system.

...The conductive properties must not be affected
by current circulation. The jacket should be
electrochemically stable.

...While the lowering of the electrical resistivity may be achieved by use of a high percentage of carbon black (Figure 1), these high
concentrations lower the mechanical properties
(Figure 2) and increase the melt viscosity to the
point that extrusion becomes impossible on
standard equipment (Figure 3) (Ref. 2).

This phenomenon is very well known and became of
more concern when the French highspeed railways
were installed. Signal cables and telecommunications cables are buried near the rails
and are parallel to the very high current
power lines for long distances. Electric
faults on these lines e.g., current surges,
short circuits, train starting, etc. create
high magnetic fields (typically from
10 to 500 A/m) including electromagnetic

...With most standard commercial grades of carbon
black, concentrations of above 30% are required
before the resistivity can be lowered below
10 ohms per meter.

...Similar observations have been made when
trying to formulate semi-conductive jelly; the
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higher the concentration of carbon black, the
higher the viscosity,
These problems have been overcome as a result
of this development.
MATFPTAIS DFVFI PMFNT:
This project was undertaken with the following
principal aims.
1. Development of a jacketing material
meeting the requirement of a conventional sheathing compound; specifically:
a. Having low resistivity, below
10 ohm. meter.
b. Having tensile strength at break
greater than 18MPa.
c. Elongation at break over 400%.
d. Being easy to extrude.
2.

Maintain these essential characteristics
in the jacket compound through the use of
a low percentage of a carbon black
additive, thus avoiding the delcterious
effects on physical properties observed

when high concentrations are employed.

1o a:conpis:h this, ACOME in cooperation with
the French company TOTAL, identified a family of
carbon blacks that could be used in concentrations of less than 10% and still achieve
the low resistivity required to accomplish the
objectives.
In addition to locating the preferred carbon
blacks, the processing problems of assuring
even dispersion of this reduced percentage of
material withing the polymeric matrix was
solved.
Materials with reproducible characteristics
have been developed for both semi-conductive
jacketing compounds and semi-conductive jelly
filling compounds.

especially XE2 electrode and a platinum electrode
in a 0.1 M KCl solution of pH 7. The result is
shown in Figure 5.
The electrochemical window of XE2 carbon black
extends from -1.5V to +1.5V versus the S. C. E.
'
!n +his re;:otn no electronic exchanges can occ"
between carbon black and the solution (Current
density is 0 A/m2) so XE2 carbon black can
neither be reduced or oxidized. This window is
larger than the platinum one (-1.1V to 1.4V
versus S. C. E.).
Figure 6 represents relative positions of XE 2
polarization curves for different pH of the
solution.
In the reductionl region In'getive voltages),
these curves shift towards negative potentials
as pH of the aqueous solution in-reases from
pH = 2. The current observed in this region is
due to the H 0 ions reduction i.e., the lower tie
pH is, the greater the H 0 ions concentration
in the carbon black electrode vicinity is.
So electronic exchanges between H 0 and electrode are easier and they appear at low negative
potential for very acid pH.
In the oxidation domain (positive
voltages), it
is the 0 H ions oxidation which is involved to
explain the current observed. With an interpretation identical to that described below, the
polarization curves shift towards increasing
potentials as the pH of the solution decreases.
This study shows that the only possible oxydoreduction reactions at the interface between
aqueous solutions and XE2 carbon black are
oxidation or reduction of water; that can
occur in an electrochemical domain more extended
than the platinum one. Also, since there is no
noticeable current in this region, XE2 carbon
black is chemically pure.

ELECTROCHEMICAL RESULTS:

Polarization curves of semi-conductive polyolefin compounds loaded with this XE2 carbon
black have been established and a typical
curve is represented in Figure 7. This curve
is more difficult to interpret because the
conductivity of the samples was too low. In
this condition an ohmic component due to a
potential gradient inside the electrode is
added to the polarization characteristic.
Even so, if we subtract this component, it seems
that the semi-conductive electrochemical window
is larger than the platinum one.

The objective of this study was to check the
stability of electrical properties of these new
compounds while conducting an electrical current.
The experimental device used is schematically
described in Figure 4.

In conclusion, whatever the current density
passing through the materials is, oxidation
or -eduction of the XE2 carbon black will not be
possible and if these components are in aqueous
solution, hydrolysis of water will be observed.

Polarization curves of studied samples are drawn
versus a saturated calomel electrode (S. C. E.)
which is the reference electrode, the pH of the
KCI solution was maintained between pH = 2 and
pH = 13. First we wanted to know the electrochemical behavior of the carbon blacks used and

NOTE:

Table 1 contains the material characteristics
obtained with these new compounds as compared
to the requirements of the French telecommunications cable standards for jacketing materials,
Table 2 displays the principal characteristics
of the semi-conductive jelly filling compound.
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Any trace of moisture in the materials
is to be avoided either in the storage
of the compounds or in the production
process especially near the metallic
screens. A study was done on the water

of carbon black loaded polymers (ref. 4).
The total amount of water absorbed depends
directly on the carbon black concentration.
It is evident that having as low a concentration of carbon black as p ssible is
absolutely necessary to and
obtain
rochemelec optimum
elecrica]..mechaial
ical a
jace Ing aleuahs,
RESULTS ON CABLE
Cables utilizing these newly developed materials
were manufactured and tested to confirm the
results obtained during the materials evaluation
phase. Aging tests were performed on buried
cable and cable immersed in salt water with the
results reported in this paper.
Cable Structure:
Cables of 28, 56 and 112 pairs with .6mm copper
wires were manufactured; see Figure 8. The
construction is as follows:
- Ringed aluminum screen
- Semi-conductive waterproof jelly
- Intermediate semi-conductive polyolefin jacket
- sef,.-conductive waterproof jelly
- Two steel capes anplied helically around
the cable
- Semi-conductive waterproof jelly
- Semi-conductive polyolefin sheath.
Transverse Resistivity
The transverse resistivity was measured as this
characterizes the grounding efficiency of these
cables. An argent painting metallic contact
is applied on about a 200mm length of the cable
specimen. Measurements were performed according
to the diagram as shown in Figure 9.
The resistance was measured between the aluminum screen and the argent paint contact. Since
the cable is cylindrical, the following formula
was used:
P = 2rr
L
Rx
In (--

)

0 -2e)

Natural variations in soil conditions fall within
the same general intervals of resistivity.
Accelerated Aging of Cables in the Laboratory
Several 1.5 meter long cable spccimens were
immersed in salt water (40g of NaCi per liter of
water) and subjected to a 50hz constant alternating current. The transverse resistivity
ot each sample has been monitored by measuring
the transverse resistivity between the aluminum
screen of the sample and an aluminum electrode
in salt water.
After 6 months immersion with the cables
subjected
to two different current densities,
5 A/m2 and 10 Alm' the resistance has
remained
stable after an initial decrease in the first
few weeks. Hydrolysis of the water was
observed during the entire length of the
experiment (Figure 11).
Moreover, there was no noticeable corrosion of
the metallic shielding materials on samples
aged for 24 weeks. This structure is stable
and waterproof so that it protects the screens
from corrosion and ensures stable electrical
properties of the shielding even for current
densities up to 10 A/m2 .
Cables Buried in Earth
A sample of cable approximately
50 meters long
was buried at about .d meters in depth in soil
of about 300 ohm/meter resistivity. The screens
were discharging to earth with a cu, nt density
of .4-.5 Aim 2 (this corresponds to a Latal amount
of 2 amperes flowing to the earth over the 50
meter length). The earth to metallic screen
resistance is measured with a tellurohmeter at
regular time intervals. The results are plotted
on Figure 12. Minor variations of resistance
around a mean value of 10 ohms corresponds to
climatic Conditions, particularly the amount
of moisture in the earth.
Earth resistance can be calculated using the
formula for buried cables:
R

rho
L

(In 2L
V2 re

where L = length of the external contact
D = external diameter of the cable
e = thickness between aluminum screen
and external contact
Rx= transverse resistance measured

Where: Rho = earth resistivity in ohms/
meter
L = length of the buried cable
2r = metallic screen diameter
e = depth in meters

Because of the multi-layer construction of the
cable samples tested, there are many different
materials of different conductivities in contact
with each other. Each interface presents a
contact resistance that varies according to
current density (Figure 10). The resistivity
varies from 70 ohm. meter to 700 ohm meter
depending on current density and cable type.
These large variations are due to manufacturing
variables. This measurement is a good method
to determine contact quality on cables.

The earth resistivity (rho) varies with the
moisture in the soil. In Figure 12, resistance
variations are represented versus earth
resistivity from 50 ohm. meter to 1000 ohm.
meter and length. This resistance tends towards
anasymptotic value below I ohm for a 1 KM length
and a 300 ohm/meter resistivity. Moreover, for a
50 meter length and a 300 ohm/meter resistivity,
the calculated resistance (10 ohms) is very close
to that measured in the experiment.
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In conclusion, after this 5 years of aging, the
earth resistance of buried cables remains stable.
There is no significant variation of either the
electrical or mechanical properties of the semiconductive materials and no noticeable corrosion
Lf LUc aluminum or steel screens. Flnaiiy, earth
resistance below 1 ohm may be reached even when
ground resistivity is as high as 1000 ohm. .meter;
this value being very difficult to obtain with
standard grounds.
CONCLUSION
Electromagnetic protection of telecommunications
cables needs not only an efficient screen
structure but also low resistance earthing.
This latter point is difficult to obtain and
continuous grounding through a conductive jacket
has been known for a long time to be a promising
technique.
Despite this, no commercially acceptable products
were available heretofore, probably due to the
poor mechanical and aging properties of the
carbon filled compounds.

Guy Bouchez is the Deputy Manager for
research and development of cables and
accessories (both copper and optical)
for CNET, "Centre National d'Etudes des
Telecommunications". Previously, he was
employed by the French PTT and was
responsible for the local network in the
Dijon area. He also was active on the
coaxial intercities cable system after
joining the FTT in 1953.

The new compounds developed by ACOME and TOTAL
overcome these difficulties by using low concentrations of a highly conductive carbon black.
In addition, these compounds achieve the same

mechanical properties as conventional poly-

ethylene sheathing matearials. The long term
suitability of this approach has been confirmed
hy a 5 year field test and a 6 month salt water

imme rSi~
Larger scale tests are now underway with both
the French Railway administration (SNCF) and
aACOME
(.
alway admo
thFrench
French Telecom, the PT.
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FIGURE 7
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FIGURE 9

TRANSVERSE RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENT DEVICE

FIGURE 11: SCREEN TO WATER RESISTANCE
VERSUS TIME FOR CABLE AGED IN SALT WATER
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EVALUATION OF OPTICAL FIBER TERMINATING
CABLES WITH FLAME-RETARDANT POLYURETHANE JACKETING

Susana CAMARA

Carlos BLANCO

Carlos G. CORTINES

Miguel P. BUSTAMANTE

ALCATEL STANDARD ELECTRICA, S.A.
Maliano - Cantabria - Spain

ABSTRACT
To comply with International Standards
for Indoor Telephone Exchanges, cables
must be manufactured with fire-resistant
The
materials.
suppressant
smoke
and
materials used at present, such as polyePVC or polypropylene do not
thylene,
possess these properties. This was the
reason for the study of a specially
treated polyurethane which would possess
the property of antiinflammability and
at the same time display high flexibility.
In this paper the properties of this
thermoplastic are shown, and a singlemode one fiber cable is described. Likewise, the paper shows the tests carried
out for the qualification of the cable.

bending
hardness,
abrasion resistance,
test at low temperature, cracking resisdeformation;
temperature
hot
tance,
its mechanical properties after submission
resistance
ageing
accelerated
to
an
resistance
radiation,
ultraviolet
to
to hydrolysis, electrical characteristics,
thermal and flame behavior.
Then, a cable, Figure 1, having good
designed.
was
transmission, properties
Finally, it was manufactured.
the
these steps,
carrying out
After
parameters of the said cable were studied
and
in detail: mechanical, electrical
thermal properties of the finished cable
and, of course, its transmission features.

if
These cables can also be joined,
with
connectors
optical
to
required,
insertion losses lower than 0.1 dB.

INTRODUCTION

designed for indoor instalThe cables
lations are usually cables for application
in short and medium distances such as
data transmission systems, instrumentafor
terminals
and
CATV cables
tion,
cables
of multi-fiber
the segregation
and connection to the transmission equipments. Since they are used inside buildings, they must meet a series of special
requirements.

_

by
required
properties
special
These
refer
Administrations
different
the
the cable
which
requirements
the
to
meet concerning flammability and
must
given off
gases
of
low-toxicity
the
when burning.
After profound studies the use of a
specially treated polyurethane, possessing

Figure 1

flame-retardance, was decided upon.

TESTS ON POLYURETHANE FOR JACKETINGS

was studied.
the raw material
First
tensile
properties:
mechanical
Its
strength at break, elongation at break,

sheathing the
for
used
material
The
terminating cables was flame-retardant,
elastomeric polyurethermoplastic and
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thane. It is one of the Fo called "lineal
polyurethanes" and is a result of the
reaction between aliphatic diisocianates
and aliphatic glycols.
contains
The group of lineal polyurethanes
both non-crosslinking
and partial crosslinking polyurethanes.
For the design
and manufacture of the terminal cable
a virtually non-crosslinking polyurethane
was used.
We would also like to point out that
the manufacturers of this polyurethane
use a special treatment so as to convert
it into a flame-retardant material with
a low content of halogens,
MECHANICAL, THERMIC AND ELECTRIC PROPERTY
TESTS

In order to carry out the study of the
properties of the above mentioned material, the raw material, in pellets,
underwent treatment with a laboratory
mill

and press.

From

the

strips

obtained

6.

Bending test at low temperature.

The B.S. 6469 Norm was
test temperature was -20
period of two hours.
7.

followed. The
+ 2QC for a

Hot deformation test.

The test was carried out in accordance
with B.S. 6469, and on a 1.25 + 0.15
mm thick strip. The material was kept
at a temperature of 120 + 1QC for an
hour. Then, without taking it out of
the climatic cdbinet, a 500 gramme perpendicular load was applied and kept on
it, at the temperature mentioned above,
for an hour.
8.

Brittleness temperature by impact.

In accordance with ASTM D 746.
9.

Dielectric constant and tag cc

in this way we got the test pieces we
needed. The mechanical properties studied
are as follows:

The test was madc following liquid displacement procedure as per ASTM D 1531.

1.

10. Volume resistivity.

Tensile strength at break.

The test was carried out following the
ASTM D 638 Norm, the test temperature
was 23 + 2QC with 50 + 5 % relative
humidity.

As
per
the
Electrode
of ASTM D 257 Norm.

Systems

Method

The results of
10 test pieces,
2.

Elongation
at break.

at

yield

anu

elongation

Tests were made according to ASTM D
638, at the same temperature and relative
humidity as in Test 1.
3.

Environmental stress cracking.

these tests, made on
displayed the average
values shown in Table 1.

FLAME BEHAVIOR TEST

The manufacturers of this polyurethane
achieved its special. behavior by adding

following ASTM
out
carried
was
Test
D 1693. The active agent used in this
test was Igepal Co 630 at 10 % in water.
The test temperature was 50 + 0.5QC.
-

a compound mixture to it. Some of these
additives include halogenated hydrocarbon
to
Acccrding
trioxide.
antimony
and
the manufacturers of the material the
concentration of the antimony trioxide
is higher than 1% and the concentration

4.

of chlorides is less than 10%.

Abrasion resistance.

The method followed was that
D 1242 Method A: Loose Abrasive.

ASTM

The LOI of the polyurethane was also
in
other words,
the minimum
studied,
oxygen concentration to support candlelike combustion, as per the ASTM D 2863
method. The value obtained was 31.5%.

The density was determined by the density
gradient
technique,
and
followed
the
ASTM D 1505 Norm. The gradient column
was made with a mixture of water and
calcium
nitrate.
The
temperature
was
23 + 0.lQC.

So as to carry out a more detailed study
of its behavior when faced with a flame
we carried out the tests in accordance
with ASTM D 1929 and we obtained the
flash ignition
temperature values and
self-ignition temperature.

5.

38

of

Density.
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The
flash
ignition
temperature
which
is the
lowest initial temperature of
air passing around the specimen at which
a sufficient amount of combustible gas
is evolved to be ignited by a smaller
external pilot flame, is of about 300QC
for this type of polyurethane.

HARDNESS
0

90
88

The self-ignition temperature is about
320QC.
By
self-ignition
temperature
we mean the lowest initial temperature
at
specimen
the
around
of air passing
which, in the absence of an ignition
source,
the
self-heating
properties
of the specimen lead to ignition.

86

84

TABLE 1

4

THE (WEEKS)

TEST VALUES OF MECHAIIICAL
THERMIC AND ELECTRIC PROPERTIES

PROPERTY

AVERAGE VALUE
OBTAINED

UNIT

kg/cm

Tensile strength at break

Graphic 1:

--

2

THERMAL AGPENG

TENSILE
STRENGTH

AT BREAK

(Kg/cm

290

300
Elongation at break

%

Modulus of Young
Environmental
ing

625

kg/cm

2

55

280

stress crackF/10

Resistance to abrasion

cm

Density

3

g/cm

Bending test at low tempera
ture

0/10

260

0.058
3

240
1.24

220

Hot deformation test

F/10

0/10

%

2

QC

-68

200

Brittleness temperature by

TIME (WEEKS)

impact
Dielectric constant

5.63
0.029

Tag CC
Volume resistivity

ohm.cm

1.10

Graphic 2:

THERMAL AGEING

10
ELONGATION

AT BREAK

THERMAL AGEING

The

material

treatment:
kept
air
conditioning

( )

underwent
in
at

the

following

a hot chamber with
70QC for four weeks.

Some
test pieces were
a week's treatment and

measured after
at the end of

65o0

630

the cycle.
610

The
variations observed in the above
mentioned
properties
of
the
material
are shown in Graphics 1, 2 and 3.

590

HYDROLISIS RESISTANCE

4

The polyurethane also underwent hydrolisis
ageing. The material was kept in water
at 70QC for four weeks. The variations
in mechanical properties (tensile strength
at
break,
elongation,
hardness)
were

TIME (WEEKS)

Graphic 3:

THERMAL AGEING

studied.
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Samples were taken at the end of the
first and
week,
also at the
week
f nlyat
the end
end of
of the
the second
cce
we esunfinally at te
en of t
hcycle.
The4, results can be seen in Graphics
HARDNESS

LIGHT AGEING
The same as in the last two tests strips
of polyurethane pigmented with special
masterbatches for polyurthane were used.
These strips underwent an Xenotest for
200 hours.

Shore A

90

The
masterbatches
used
for
the test
pieces were the same as those which
were afterwards used for cable manufacture.

as

m

86

The colour of the
hardly any change.

pieces

I
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TIME (WEEKS)

Graphic 4:
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suffered

As regards
the mechanical properties,
the variation which they displayed are
those shown in Graphics 7, 8 and 9.
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CONCLUSIONS
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In view of the results shown, we can
report that flame-retardant polyurethane
is an ideal material for optical fiber
indoor cables where suitable non-inflammable materials are required. The processability of this material, as well
as its low financial cost make it feasible
for optical-fiber cable manufacturers.

(%)

650-

600

Although the studies were made on monomode
fiber,
no problem would
be
attached
to using any other type of fiber, both
monomode and multimode.
100

50

200

Of course, neither is there any problem
attached to joining any optical connectors
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Graphic 9:

which may be required.
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CABLE CONSTRUCTION
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TABLE 2
CABLE PROPERTIES
AVERAGE
VALUE
PROPERTY

Outer diameter, nominal
Weight

UNIT

mm
kg/km

OBTAINED

3.0
8.0

Bending radius

mm

30.0

Tensile load
Operating temperature

N
QC

300
-20 to +70

Fiber type
Diameters core/clad
Attenuation
A = 1300 nm
A = 1550 nm
Cromatic dispersion
1285 at 1300 nm
1550 nm
Numerical aperture

Single-mode
um

10/125

dB/km
dB/km

0.5
0.3

ps/km.nm
ps/km.nm

3.5
20.0
0.11

-
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DEVELOPMENT OF SUPER RADIATION-RESISTANT CABLE
Kazumi Ito,Shin Yoshida, Fumio Aida, Enji Mada,Etsuo Hosokawa

Showa Electric Wire & Cable Co., Ltd. Kawasaki, Japan
ABSTRACT
With the advancement of-the nuclear power
fuel
the
construction of nuclear
industry,
recycling facilities
is imperative.
Since
nuclear fuel recycling and related facilities
contain much
heavier
radiation fields
than
nuclear power plants, the cables used in such
radiation
facilities require
extremely high
resistance.
To meet this challenge, we have
cable
that
flame-retardant
developed a new
retains
sufficient
flexibility
even
after
exposure to doses of 10 MGy. This cable uses, as
insulation, flame- retardant ethylene-propylene
rubber
which
exhibits
improved
radiation
resistance owing
to
special antiradiation
coagents.
Further, it employs, as a sheath
material, exceedingly radiation-resistant special
thermoplastic urethane elastomer that has been
modified through the addition of flame retardants
and anti-radiation coagents.

INTRODUCTION
Nuclear
fuel
recycling
and
related
facilities including radioactive waste disposal
plants
contain
extremely
heavy
radioactive
fields, so that high radiation resistance
is
required of systems and components used there,
At present, the flame- retardant cables used in
nuclear power plants are designed to maintain
their ability to resist r- irradiation of up to 2
MGy in terms of absorbed dose. Main materials of
such cables, such as ethylene- propylene rubber
(for
insulation),
chloroprene
and
chlorosulfonated polyethylene (for sheathes) "'
are degraded beyond use when exposed to radiation
doses of more than 2 MGy.
To overcome the
disadvantages of these materials,
we have not
only
improved
the
radiation
resistance
of
ethylene propylene rubber by the addition of an
anti-radiation
coagent, but also
selected a
special urethane polymer as a sheath material in
developing a super radiation-resistant cable.
It
is
flame
retardant
and
retains
sufficient
flexibility even after exposure to doses as high
as 10 MGy.

This

paper

discusses

the

to obtain corroborative evidence that this cable
provides
reliable
service
under
various
environmental conditions.

SELECTION OF MATERIALS
Base Polymers
of cable
With
the increasing
complexity
function, polymers as basiv components of cables
Since the
come in a great variety of kinds.
radiation resistance of these polymers depends
largely on their chemical structures, much work
has been done concerning this subject of inquiry.
As a result, acceptable radiation doses
fot
materials commonly used in such applications have
been suggested 12.
Fig. 1 shows typical examples
of such materials.
As is clear from Fig. 1,
ethylene- propylene
rubber
(EPR),
chloroprene
(CR),
and chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSM),
power
in cables for nuclear
currently used
plants,
show
relatively
high
radiation
resistance. In order to select the base polymer
for cables used in such places that have higher
radiation hazards than conventional nuclear power
plants
do,
typical
polymer
materials were
investigated for radiation resistance.
Seven
kinds of polymers were
tested for
radiation
resistance: 01 cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE)
and 2
EPR for
insulation,
and
3 CSM, V)
thermoplastic urethane A (TPU-A), 0? TPU-B, (
styrene butadiene rubber (SBR), and (Z acrylic
rubber (AR) for sheathes.

Polyimlde(Kapton)
Polyurethane rubber
EPR
PE,XLPE
Hypalon
Flame ret.EPDM
EVA
Polychloroprene
PVC
Silicone
Butyl rubber

DOSE IN GRAY

radiation

resistance of different cable materials that have
been screened to develop this cable and
the
Various
effect of anti-radiation coagents used.
tests including flexibility were also conducted

USEFUL RANGE=
Fig.1

_

1*4 1005
10 13 10

77 8
10_6- 10 10

,USE NOT RECOMMENDED

General relative

radiation effects.
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Specimens of these materials were pressed to
a sheet 1 mm thick, and tensile tests were
carried out after irradiation with 7-rays of
cobalt 60 in the air. Fig. 2 indicates the test
results, along with total doses computed, with a
dose rate of about 15 KGy/h. EIEo in Fig. 2 is
the ratio of post-irradiation elongation (E) to
original elongation (Eo)
The results indicate
that the materials which can be used at severe
radiation doses as high as 10 MGy are EPR and TPU
only. It was also found that the radiation
resistance of TPU varies substantially with its
polymer structure.
This finding suggests that a
slight modification of the polymer structure
could have a considerable effect on the radiation
resistance of materials.

tendency toward declines in percent elongation
for both base polymers.
The EPR has less
reduction in percent elongation.
This may be
explained by the difference in
radiation
sensitivity between the base polymers themselves.
The anti-radiation effect was more pronounced
when EPR was used as a base material, and the
specimens added with a UV absorption coagent had
the percent elongation about twice obtained with
no UV absorption coagent or with the addition of
an antioxidant.

100
O: control
0: ant i-Rad
A:anti-Rad
&:anti-Rad
X:anti-Rad

80

100.
CI:XLPE X:CSM
*:EPR
*:TPU A
80

A-i
A-2
B
C

60-

B

0:TPU

A:SBR
&: AR

ml 40

0

0
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I
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2

0
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0 1

1

1

0

2

4

_

1

6

_

1__

8

6

4
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Fig.3 Anti-Rad effect on elongation of EPR

_

10

DOSE(MGy)
Fig.2 Dose effects on elongation at break.

100
Fi

O:control
*:anti-Rad
L:anti-Rad

A-I
A-2

L:anti-Rad
X:anti-Rad

B
C

80
Anti-radiatior; Coagent
As mentioned above, EPR and TPU which have
superior radiation resistance to other kinds of
cable materials are considered suitable for
insulation and sheath materials, respectively.
EPR retains the mechanical properties adequate to
actual service even after the irradiation of 10
MGy. It has 20% retention to original elongation
(70% as an absolute value) and 10% retention (35%
ditto) at doses of 6 MGy and
10
MGy,
respectively. However, if EPR is to be used as a
cable component, its radiation resistance must be
improved further. To achieve this objective, we
attempted to improve the properties through the
addition of anti-- radiation coagents to EPR, a
base polymer.
For purposes of comparison, the
effect on XLPE as a base polymer was also
investigated.
Four types of anti-radiation
coagents were used: i.e., A-I) Amine antioxidant
-1; A-2) Amine antioxidant -2; B) Benzophenon UV
absorption coagent; and C) Benzotriazol UV
absorption coagent.
After irradiation at given
doses, specimens with these anti-radiation
coagents were subjected to tensile tests.
The
test results are presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
These figures indicate that the addition of antir;diation coagents will help moderate the
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DOSE (MGy)
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DOSE(MGy)
Fig, 4 Anti-Rad effect on elongation of
XLPE.
It has been known that much of degradation
of a polymer by radiation is accounted for by
oxidation "'. In other words, when a polymer
absorbs energy from radiation, oxidation occurs
of itself, giving rise to alkyl-radicals and
peroxi-radicals.
These radicals act on the
polymer
in
forming
hydroperoxide.
The
hydroperoxide is decomposed to peroxi-radical and
oxiradical again, thus promoting the degradation
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of the polymer. Attempts were made in the present
study to select suitable kinds of anti-radiation
coagents from the standpoint of degradation
The UV
prevention and energy absorption.
absorbing coagent exerts a greater effect than
The
the antioxidant types, as shown in Fig. 3.
basic function of antioxidant is to capture
active radicals, as shown in Eq. (1),
thus
providing the stability for auto-oxidation.
On
the other hand, the UV absorbing coagent absorbs
energy of radiation rays through ring formation
and releases it as heat energy, as shown in Eq.
(2) Furthermore, the UV absorbing coagent helps
decompose the peroxide to a more stable form.
The results of the present study suggest that the
energy absorption due to the aromatic structure
by the UV absorbing coagent is more effective
than the stabilization resulting from radical
capture by the antioxidant. It should also be
noted
that whereas some anti-rads of the
antioxidant type affected
the degree
of
crosslinking and the electrical properties, the
UV absorbing type was found having virtually no
adverse effect on the physical properties.
R'+ IH(AO) RH + I(Non active)
ROO'+ IH ROOH + I(Non active)
* Anti-oxidant
H
H1

TABLE 1 Initial
properties of materials
for sheath.
foTUsAeath.
FR-TPU
TPU A
3 .2
6.4
kgf/mmTensile strengh
430
430
Elongation
Hardness(A type)
82
83i
Oxygen Index
-~
2
31

2 00

-10O

Eq.(1)
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0 : TPU

A

X: EPR
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Eq.(2)
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20CABLE DESIGN
Component Materials
Insulation and Sheath Materials As is clear
from the discussion above, it was found that EPR
and TPU-A are suitable as base polymers for
insulation and sheath, respectively and an antiradiation coagent of the UV absorption type is
ideal for
obtaining excellent radiation
resistance. When it comes to cable component
materials, flame retardancy is no less essential
than
physical
properties and
radiation
resistance.
Since the oxygen index of TPU-A is
22, it still needs to have a much higher degree
of flame retardancy to be an ideal material for a
cable sheath.
Commonly used flame retardants
are not well miscible with TPU, thus posing such
problems as improper dispersion, blooming, poor
physical properties and low radiation resistance.
As a result of our research, we have improved the
flame retardancy of TPU (FR-TPU) without any
compromise in physical
or anti-radiation
properties. Table 1 and Fig. 5 show its initial
properties
and
radiation
resistance
characteristics, respectively,

0
0

2

4

6

8

10

DOSE(MGy)
Fig.5 Dose effects on mechanical properties.

Other Components
In order to improve the
radiation resistance of a cable, not only
insulation and sheath materials but also other
materials such as binder tapes, fillers, and
reinforcing tapes should be taken into account.
For purposes of testing, the materials which are
known to have good radiation resistance were
selected to determine the effect of irradiation.
Table 2 snows the test results.
Test Cable
The test cable was made using the most
suitable materials in
terms of radiation
resistance and flexibility.
Fig. 6 and Table 3
show a typical construction of the test cable and
its initial properties, respectively.
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TABLE 2 Radiation effects

3
W
T
"F
Dose
Tb
1
Eb
Eb

Size

{
/

"

..

um
lM
MGv
k(/

Kevlar

0
---

-0
6

10

f 70.4 66.8 60.3
18.

-

16. 1

0
9.5
-

.5 83.5

of

other materials.

PEEK

Kapton

Cloth

50
6
9.6

30

30

50
,
10
0
6
10 0
86236,22.5 24.8 3.1
'

50
6
1.6

10
1.0

23
2.

14

-

95.8 762[29 5 24.713

Conductor
Insulation
Filler

(Kevler)
Sheath
(FR-TPU)
Fig.6 Construction of trial cable.

TABLE 3 Characteristics of new cable.
I Conductor resistance
r Insulation resistance
AC voltage test
Insulation
Modulus at 100%
Tensile strength
Elongati-n at break
AC
breakdown test
eaCbe
Sheath
Modulus at 100%
Tensile strength
Elongation at break
Hardness(type A)
Brittleness temp.

,L/km
10
Mfkm
500
v/min. 3000 OK
kgf/m4 0.23
kgf/m
0.59
0
620
kv
k
,
220
kgf/mm
kgf/mo
%
-

°C

0.23
0.59
620
80
-50

Fig.? Flame test(IEEE std.383)

,

Physical Properties in General
After
irradiation with r-rays at doses of 2, 6, and 10
MGy, the test cable was cut into test pieces to
check the following physical properties.
(1) Tensile strength
(see Fig. 8)

of

(2) Hardness of sheath
EVALUATION OF TEST CABLE
Flame Retardanc
The flame resistance test was performed in
accordance with IEEE std. 383 using a vertical
tray. As is clear from Fig. 7 showing the test
scene, the test cable exhibits such sufficient
flame resistance that it meets the requirements
in the IEEE standards.
Radiation Resistance
The test cable was wound in a bundle of 500
mm diameter, and irradiated with r-rays at the
specified dose. The dose rate used in this study
was 8 KGy/h. After irradiation, general physical
properties and flexibility were investigated. No
abnormality was observed on the outer surface
after irradiation up to 10 MGy.
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insulation

and

sheath

(Durometer type A) (see

Fig. 9)
(3) Short-term AC breakdown test (Fig. 10)
(4) Insulation winding test (Fig. 11)
As is obvious from the findings obtained in
these tests, although the tensile elongation
decreased to some extent with increasing dosage,
the sheath hardness and the AC breakdown voltage
showed only limited change, indicating that the
cable has reasonably good properties.
In the
core winding test cracks occurred in winding of 2
and 2.5 times core's diameter when exposed to
doses of 6 MGy and 10 MGy, respectively. On the
other hand, in the cable winding test when wound
around the mandrel of cable's own diameter, the
cable remained intact after exposure to 10 MGy.
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Fig.80IDose effects on elongation of cable.
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(MGy)
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consideration
that airradiation
cable shouldandretain
its
flexibility after
provide
prolonged, trouble-free service in heavy
radioactive fields. To determine the flexibility
of a cable, the following three kinds of bending
tests were conducted.
(1)

0(The

_

2

Bending
properties
bending
test was performed

in accordance

80D

with JIS C 3005 29, then the tet cable was
carefully examined for inception of any cracks.
Fig. 12 povides tou l
ie sevhe test. In this
otest,
the mandrel diameter was made six times

60

the minimum
mobilTe

This is
diameter of a cable.
larger the outer
permissible bending radius for

z

0

2

I
4
6
DOSE(MGy)

8

0

cable had a substantial reduction in flexibility.
The newly developed cable, by contrast. suffered
no loss of flexibility.
(2) U-bending test
In this test Lhe cable was installed on the
equipment shown in Fig. 14, and bent into a Ushape by moving up and down the plate on the
moving side. It was then checked for failure or
cracks in its sheath.
Fig. 15 shows the test
results. Unlike the conventional cable, the new
one showed no loss of flexibility after exposure
to doses of up to 6 MGy, and retained sufficient
flexibility even when the dose was increased to
10 MGy.

L 20(

0

on a

c(i.e.,

Fig.9 Dose effect on hardness of sheath.

0

was
test performed

two cables, one made of conventional materials
EPR as insulation/tirethane as sheath) and
another made of improved materials.
The test
results are presented in Fig. 13.
After
irradiatiun at a dose of 6 MGy, the
eonerial

Iefull

0|

bbeei

2

4

6

8

(3) Reel-bendina test
In this test the cable was installed on the
equipment shown in Fig. 16, and reel winding was

simulated over the small reel on the upper part

10

DOSE(MGy)
Fig.10 Dose effect on AC breakdown
of insulation,

voltage

of the equipment to find failure or cracks in its
sheath. Fig.
7 shows the test results.
It
should be noted that prior to this reel-bending
test the cable was subjected, after irradiation
with r-rays, to thermal degradation for five days
at 1051C.
The test results indicated that the
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cable retained sufficient flexibility even under
this extremely severe conditions.
300mm

300mm

Fix

360mm

Cable

li

150mm

0~

Cable:

500mm
Cable

I

.Weighit
[5k9

Fig.12 Method of
bending test.

Fig.14 Method of
U-bending test.

k

Fig.16 Method of reel bending test.
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Fig.13 Bending test.

Fig.17 Reel bending test.

Environmental Properties
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Fig. 15 U-bending test.
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I

10

potential
investigate
to
order
In
application of this cable in light water reactor
(LWR) power plants, environmental tests were
performed using the profile shown in Fig. 18.
Fig. 19 shows the scene of the LOCA (loss of
coolant accident) simulation test that is in the
final phase in the environmental test.
The
voltage endurance test was performed at the last
stage of this test.
After the cable was mounted
the mandrel, the specifieJ voltage (2500 V)
was applied in the water bath.
Although slight
damage such as swelling was found on the sheath,
the cable withstood this voltage stress, showing
It is
no damage on its insulation layer.
therefore suggested that it can be used for
nuclear power plants.
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The results of our study provide evidence
that the super radiation-resistant cable finds
satisfactory use in applications that require
high flexibility as in removal from site to site
in radiation fields of 6 MGy or more and use with
Judging from its
intelligent manipulators.
excellent characteristics, this cable is likely
to find use in a variety of applicaticns at sites
high radiation hazards.
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Summary
Our discussion has ranged from the selection
of base polymers and anti-radiation coagents to
the assessment of various kinds of cable.
The
fi'ndings obtained in thi.~ study are summarized
below.
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Kazumi Ito
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Ltd.
2-1-1 Odasakae, Kawasaki,
Japan

(1) The radiation tests were performed on seven
kinds of polymers that are commonly considered to
have good radiation resistance to doses of up to
10 MGy. The test results show that EPR and rPU
alone can be subjected to post-irradiation
tensile tests.

4

(2) The findings obtained with various types of
anti- radiation coagents indicate that a UV
absorbing coagent is most eff'ctive in imparting
radiation resistance to EPR and TPU.
(3) The
super radiation-resistant
cable
consisting of the radiation- and flame-resistant
EPR insulation added with the anti-radiation
coagent and the radiation- and flame-resistant
urethane sheath exhibits no change in flexibility
after irradiation at doses of up to 6 MGy, and
may serve the purpose even when exposed to a dose
of 10 MGy.
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I-FIBER TACTICAL TETHER CABLE
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ABSTRACT
The recent development of tactical platforms for reconnaissance and/or anti-armor purposes sponsored by the U.S.
Army and Marine Corps have sparked needs for a single
fiber, lightweight, small size. crush resistant optical fiber
cable. This "tether" cable is to be used as a real time data
link between the remotely guided platforms and their
respective control consoles. The cable, to be payed off from
these vehicle-like platforms, must be extr nely rugged to
allow proper operation during battlefield co. itions. Passage
of vehicles over the tether cable must not interrupt the
signal transmission be'ween the console and the vehicle. To
meet these requirements an all-dielectric, 1.7 mm O.D., 3.1
kg/km cable was developed. It consists of a compositelybuffered 50 micron multimode fiber, stranded glassreinforced polyester IGRP) rods, and a Nylon outer jacket.
The cable shows negligible increases in attenuation across a
-25°C to +80°C operating temperature range. superior
crush performance in a simulated battlefield environment.
and excellent bending performance.

1.INTRODU('TION
To date several types of fiber optic cables have been developed for tactical deployment applications. Most of these
custom designed cables. however, were intended for dual
channel transmission (i.e.. 2 fibers) and did not require stringent size and weight characteristics 11,21, The outer diameter and weight of these cables have usually been on the
order of 6 mm and 32 kg/km respectively. These cables are
extremely rugged, but are not suitable for small size, mobile,
tactical platforms 13,41. Such platforms require long length
4 - 30 kin), single fiber cables, small enough to be spooled
on light-weight, portable reels and light enough to be easily
transported. Size and weight requirements for such cables in
the order of 1.5 mm and 3.0 kg/km respectively, are not
uncommon. Furthermore. the cables are to withstand the
physical abuse typically encountered in tactical environments. This includes severe localized lateral loads due to
heavy objects passing across the cable during deployment,
operation, or retrieval. This paper will discuss the requirements. the cable design which attempts to meet these
requirements, and testing results of prototype cables,

2. CABLE REQUIREMENTS
The requirements of a particular tele-operated vehicle
manufacturer were used as initial design guidelines for this
cable. Other similar applications may require different
performance levels on specific cable characteristics.
However. the overall design which evolved from these
requirements should satisfy the needs of most tactical teleoperated vehicles. Important to note are the extremely low
cable outer diameter (1.5 mm) and weight (3.0 kg/kml
requirements. A specific requirement for resistance to lateral. localized loading was not included in these specifications, but was understood to be one ef the most crucial
characteristics of the cable. Other pertinent requirements
include a small minimum bend radius 125 mnim which might
be seen by the cable as it is payed off or retrieved across
multiple sets of mandrels. The preliminary target requirements are summarized in Table 1.

3. ('ABLE DEVELOPMENT
The 1-fiber tactical tether cable was designed around the
requirements in Table I knowing that cable outer diameter
and weight characteristics might have to be sacrificed to
achieve the all-important local crush resistance. Flame retardance was determined to be a secondary requirement which
would be adressed in the future. Standard tight buffer cable
designs Itightly buffered fiber, tensile yarns, outer jacketl
could easily be processed and manufactured to meet the
O.D. and weight requirements. but are known not to be very
resistant to local crush. This fact is demonstrated in a later
part of this paper, where different cable types were compared with respect to their resistance to these kinds of
crushing forces. (ables which have shown extreme local
crush resistance include single fiber undersea cables consisting of a compositely-buffered fiber, an "armor" of steel
wires, and an abrasion-resistant outer jacket :5I. The steel
wires which are stranded around the composite buffer have
been found to form a protecti e shell around the fiber. The
only drawback to these types of cables for tactical tether
applications is their excessive weight. Even when their outer
diameter is reduced to the required 1.5 mm. the weight of
kg/km. Such a cable was manufacsuch cables is still 6.))
tured and showed excellent performance during temperature
attenuation ' ol -25' to
cycling (<t. 15 dB/km increases inl
+80°( for SMF at 1550 nm. The cable also withstood 5t(0(
N/cm loads in a modified crush test without experiencing
any power losses. However, an alternate design approach
was necessary to reduce the cable weight.
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It was stipulated that not only the 'shell effect" but also the
"effective flexural modulus" of the cable played a roll in the
cable's resistance to lateral, localized forces. Standard tight
buffer cables lack both shell strength and possess low flexural modulus, and, have thus failed when exposed to real
life field testing. Passage of HMMV type trucks over these
cables
on a dB)
gravel
road resulted
in fiber It
breakage
and/or
was therefore
high I >10
increases
in attenuation.
high1>1 inattnuaton.It
dB)inceass
as tereoreserved
necessary to design a cable which included light-weight
strength members which could be stranded over the fiber
without inducing attenuation increases, and which would
provide shell strength and increase the effective flexural modulus. The strength members chosen consisted of Glass
Reinforced Polyester (GRP) rods which have a flexural mo2
dulus of approximately 50,000 N/mm and specific weight of
2
2.1 g/cm'. This compares to the values of 190.000 N/mm
3
stainless
It wasastherefore
and 8.0
the steel anticipated
wire cable.
that
theg/cm
cable for
would
not besteel.
as strong
btatth would
e
nother an stro a
stl wireih
but would, on the other hand, show a drastic weight

.

*

Cable Twist Bend
Samples were tested according to FOTP-91 with a 3.0 kg
load and a 50 mm mandrel diameter. No damage was
seen after 2000+ cycles and power levels during testing
remained constant.
Modified Cable Crush:
rushtest was developed to simulate the loAAmodified
modified ccrush
calized lateral loads the cable could encounter in battlefield conditions. The test (see Figure 3) consisted of
placing the cable samples across an ASTM #10 mesh
sieve (simulating a gravel surface) and applying the
crushing force with a padded steel plate (simulating the
tire of a vehicle passing over the cable). The padding
consisted of tire stock samples. Power was monitored as
the crushing force was increased to 5,000 N/cm. At that
load the 1-fiber tactical tether cable showed an average
increase in attenuation of 3.4 dB. The average increase in
attenuation for a standard 2.4 mm tight buffer cable was
measured at 11.5 dB (see Figure 4). The steel wire undersea cable showed no significant increases in attenuation
up to the maximum load.
* Cable Tensile:
Cable Samples were tested for tensile performance according to FOTP-33. A maximum load of 150 N was
applied while power, fiber strain, and cable strain were
monitored. No attenuation increases were seen up to
maximum load. and cable strain remained below 0.28%.
The maximum short term load may be increased to 300
N if 100 Kpsi proof tested fibers are used in the design.

As is the case with some of the above-mentioned undersea
cables, the fiber buffering scheme of the new design was also
based on a composite buffer. The buffer material was a
tough. abrasion-resistant polyetherimide which would provide enough strength as a buffer when extruded with an
extremely thin wall to an outer diameter of 0.54 mm. Notice
that this is only 40 microns larger than the outer diameter
of a typical, unbuffered 500 um type fiber. The fiber was
mechanically isolated from the buffer with a film of filling
compound. This allowed stranding of the strength members
directly over the buffer without inducing microbending
losses in the fiber. Tolerances on the outer diameter of the
composite buffer were held tightly to achieve the "shell"
protection from the GRP rods. Furthermore, the outer nylon
jacket would be pressure-extruded over the GRP rods to
further enhance fiber protection. Minimal rod movement is
allowed in this format during exposure to different types of
mechanical abuse. The nominal outer diameter of the developed cable was 1.7 mm. slig~itly over the required 1.5 mm.
The cable weight was 3.1 kg/km. 0.1 kg/km over the target.
The cable cross-section is shown in Figure 1.

Cable Hot/Cold Bend:
Cable samples were tested at -25°C and 80'C for bending performance according to FOTP-37. A 50 mm diameter mandrel and 5 kg load were used for the test. After 4
hours of conditioning. the samples were wound across the
mandrel over 10 turns, while power was monitored. A
maximum increase of 0.62 dB at low and 0.69 dB at high
temperatures respectively was observed. No residual
power losses nor cable damage was noted after testing.

4. CABLE PERFORMANCE
The performance of the newly designed 1-fiber tactical
tether cable was determined after rigorous environmental
and mechanical testing of the cable and cable assembly (connectorized with ST compatible connectors). The test program included temperature cycling and testing for cable
impact. flex. twist bend, modified crush, tensile and hot/cold
bend performance. Connectorization losses and connector
strength were measured on terminated samples. The test
ronditions and results are summarized in Table 2. Specifics
were as follows:
Temperature Cycling:
A 3.5 km sample was temperature cycled from -25°C to
+80"C at 1300 nm with overfilled launch conditions. 8
hour conditioning and 6 hour ramp times were used. The
50 micron fiber showed maximum increases in attenuation of 0.13 dB/km with an attenuation at room- temperature of 2.42 (0.75) dB/km at 850 11300) nm. No
residual increases in attenuation were seen after five
complete cycles (see Figure 21.
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Cable Impact:
Samples were tested according to FOTP-25 with a 0.5 kg
load being dropped from a 75 mm height. The fiber broke
at an average (worst case) of 58 (28) cycles.
Cable Cyclic Flex:
Samples were tested according to FOTP-104 with a 2.0
wr a teste
to No damage
amagewa
S
was 2.0
obkg loada and
25 mm bendrdi
radius.
after 2000+ cycles and no changes in power occurred during testing.

Cable Connectorization:
The cable was terminated with standard ST compatible
connectors and showed a standard deviation/average
excess loss of 0.02110.036 dB 1300 nm per mated pair
and withstood an average 110 N pull strength. The terminated cable is show, in Figure 5.
The cable without connector showing cable components is
shown in Figure 6.
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1-Fiber Tactical Tether Cable

5. CONCLUSIONS/SUMMARY

Requirements

A 1-fiber tactical tether cable has been developed for remotely controlled reconnaissance/anti-armor vehicles. The 1.7
mm O.D., 3.1 kg/km cable has exhibited excellent
performance during environmental and mechanical testing.
Using a 50 micron multimode fiber, the cable showed negli-

Fiber Type

50/125, Graded Index, 0 23 NA.

dB/Km at 850 (1300) nm

gible increases in attenuation across a -250 to +80°C temperature range. Similar environmental performakie is
expected for single mode fibers. The cable also showed supe-

rior performance in all bending and flexing tests, where the
cable was exposed to the minimum bend radius (25 mm of
the fiber. Modified crush testing indicates that the newly developed tether cable will outperform standard tight buffer
type

cables

when

exposed

to

localized

lateral

loads.

Cable 0 D

1.5 +1- 01 mm

Cable Weight

< 3 Kg/Km

Connectors

4,0 (1 7)

ST compatible. - 1.0 dB pair loss

Connectorization of the developed cable using ST compatible
connectors is standard.

Cable Length

4 - 7 Km
-15 to +80 C

Operating Temp
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Figure 6: I-Fiber Tactical fTethet ('able

1-Fiber Tactical
Performance

Tether Cable:
Summary

Teprtr age

-25 !o , 80 C

Max Delta Attenuation
R T Attenuationt

0 13 08/km
242 (0 75) dB/km @ 850 (1300)

Nominal Cable 0 D
Cable Weight

3.1 kg/km

Impact Resistance

M . 0.5 kg. H - 75 inn,

Cyclic Flee

M - 2 0 kg. RP 25 mm >2000 cycles

Twist Bend

M . 3 0 kg. 0 - 50 mm

Modified Crush
Tensile
Hov~old Bend

Connector Loss

28 cycles

2000 cycles

334 483Power Loss at 50u0 N'cm
L

150 N <0 28 % strain.

0044dB loss

N = tO turns < 0869 (062) C8 loss

Connector Strength

1!1 N t
<0 0386

TABLE 2
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1 min)
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LONG LENGTH MINIATURE OPTICAL FIBER CORD
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ABSTRACT
A

long

length

miniature

singlemOde

optical

fiber cord has been developed for use in ground to
ground and ground to air telerobotic systems.
This cord was designed specifically to meet the
requirements for use as a tether to a operations
vehicle which is to be remotely controlled via
video and data transfer over the optical fiber.
Singlemode, tight buffer fiber is used for high
bandwidth
communications,
providing
excel;ent
micro- and macro bend resistance.
Aramid yarn
strength members and a polyurethane jacket provide
a
high
strength system
in a
compact
and
lightweight package (O.D. 2.1 mm, weight 5.2
kg/km) Rugged performance of the cord is verified
through
mechanical
and
environmental
tests.

This paper wIll detail design aspects of this
cord,teghmmesadjce
including fiber design, fiber
coating, use
o
aeilslcin
selection.
material
jacket
and
members
of strength
of
battery
a
through
verified
is
Cord performance
mechanical and environmental tests.
II.

The cord was designed to be light weight,
small in size and very strong and rugged for use
in conditions requiring payoffs of long lengths of
cable under difficult conditions.
The basic
design consists of a tight buffered singlemode
fiber surrounded by aramid fiber strength members,
and Jacketed with a tough polyurethane coat to
2.11 mm, as shown below In Figure I.

1. INTRODUCTION
A

singlemode

fiber

optical

Tightsbftler
t

cord

has

been

developed for use in tactical applications such as
military ground to ground and pround to air
telerobotics.

The

cord

is

DESIGN

designed

for

use

Anid

2.1

Xa8)

at

either the 1.3 mm or 1.55 om operating windows for
singlemode fiber.
The
higher bandwidth
of
singlemode fibers over multimode counterparts
allows for transmission of video as well as other
voice or data signals.
Structurally, the
cable was designed to
exhibit low loss over long lengths, greater than 5
Its high strength design, including aramid
km.

A. Fiber selection

yarn strength members and
a durable jacket
material is suitable for rugged applications. The
cord has the added feature of exceptionally small
low weight,
mm, and
2.11
less than
size,
(5.2 kg/km),

Sfnglemode fibers were chosen for this cord
application because of the low optical loss and
high bandwidth for video communications. In light
of the potential abuse to the cord, the fiber

FIGURE 1. Miniature Optical Fiber Cord

needed to exhibit
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excellent bend resistance efnd

high tensile
strength.
The
minimum optical
requirements for the fiber are in Table 1.

20 kg load was 0.32 dB.
Residual loss after load
removal was under 0.1 dB for all samples.
The same fiber set was subjected to a severe
temperature cycle and monitored at 1.55 jim. The
test
regimen
included
three
cycles
with
temperatures of
20C. -40C and +70C.
The soak

Cutoff wavelength

1190 to 1310 nm

Max. Attenuation
@1300 nm
@1550 nm

0.70 d/km
0.45 dB/km

time at each temperature was at least two hours.
Figure 3 Is a plot of loss Increase versus time
and temperature.
Even at -40C, maximum loss
increase at 1.55 m did not exceed 0.10 dB/km.

Max. Dispersion

@1300 nm
@1550 nm

3.5 ps/nm/km
25.0 ps/nm/km

3..-

0.2
c

< 1.0 jim

Core/clad offset

0.1

o

100 kpsi

Proof test

0

TABLE I. Minimum fiber performance requirements
0

Small mode field diameter fibers

Mm nominal)

(MFD

-0.1

= 9.0

were selected for optimum bending loss

performance.

A

nylon

jacketed

tight

.

buffer

4

configuration was used for the fiber coating. This
system provides good microbend resistance and low
temperature performance.

4

.

-20 -40 70

.
-20 -40 70

(1)

.
-20 -40 70

(2)

25

(3)

Temperature (C)
(cycle #)

FIGURE 3. Temperature CyclIng of Tight Buffer
0Fibers
0.32

B. StrenGth elements

0.28

0.24

To

0.20
) 0.16
0.12
u
c: 0.08
00

tensile

strength

the

cord
yarn

were

circumferentialiy

applied

to

380 denier aramid

strands of

around the fiber
parallel to the fiber axis during the jacketing
process.
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of
the yarns is 128 lbs (570 N)..
The maximum

-

004

provide

structure, 8

elongation at break is 2.4%.

0
0

2

4

6

In order to decouple the cable elements and
is carried
load
applied
the
that
insure
exclusively by the aramid yarns, the yarns were
impregnated with a lubricating agent.
Several
flooding compounds were evaluated and a silicon

weight (kg)

FIGURE 2.

oil compatible with the materials and existing
equipment was selected for this application.

Microbend Resistance of Tight
Buffer fibers

A selection of
tight buffered fibers
selected for cording was tested for microbend
resistance using 36 grit sandpaper.
Figure 2
shows loss increase at 1.55 om as a function of
applied load.
The maximum loss Increase under a
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i

ii

Payoff

of

tension

the

aramId

was

yarns

Once

processing

proper

established, production

This was expected to equalize strain

5 km were manufactured.

and

a

maintain

However,

high

system
of

self-abrasion
was

tension

too

strength.

high

Payoff

resultant

tensile

the

and

tension

was
was

strength.

yarns

at
In

resulted

strength

lbs (445 N), better than 81%

in the yarns

tensile

reduced

outer

and

the

were

100

(EIA,

jacket

material

selected

a

was

compound, selected for

abrasion

maintaining

circularity

maintaining

tight diameter

resistance.

its

Pressure

of

cord

the

tolerances.

and

However,

the pressure extrusion process over the soft core
found

such

to cause
the

that

shifting of

optical

This

protected.

was

fiber

abandoned

the aramid
was

not

in

favor

yarns

the

were

cord

was

conducted
DOD-STO

according
1678).

to

A

list

industry

standards

of

items

test

and

of

of 0.05mm.

goal

for the

cord during

impact testing

continuity after repeated

strikes

dropped

from

a

weight

onto

the

sample.

The test apparatus consisted of a weighted hammer
lifted to the desired height

and

released.

The

contact plate was a cylinder with a 1/2" radius of
curvature for controlled transfer of
the hammer to the cord.
Ten

a

energy from

samples were tested

,

five each using a

0.25 kg and 0.50 kg mass dropped from a height of
3 of
the
five
tests
150 mm.
At
0.25kg,

Diameter control of the jacket was maintained
mm to a tolerance

The

was to maintain optical

fully

tubing set-up with excellent results.

at 2.11

performance

manufacturing,

performance goals Is given above In Table 2.

of the design.

extrusion was desirable from the point of view of

was

during

In order to verify that
cable

A. Impact testing

polyether-polyurethane
toughness

of

cords greater than

subjected to a battery of mechanical tests. Tests

and

C. Outer Jacket
The

targets

maintained

than

reduced
greater

this

design

were

conditions

length

initially high (450 gms) during processing trials,

Even with

the tubed extrusion, the jacket formed a tight fit

experienced no fiber breakage or other power loss
during

100

strikes.

The

remaining

two

samples

withstood 60 and 70 strikes before fiber breakage.

around the core, preventing any fiber kinking due
With the 0.50 kg mass, all five samples
maintained continuity for a minimum of 22 strikes.

to migration.

One

sample

resisted

damage

for

the

full

100

strikes.

1l1. CABLE TYPE TESTING

TEST

B. Compressive resistance

GOAL

The cord was subjected to compression testing
between

Impact

.25kg/150mm
100 strikes

1.3
Compressive
Resistarnce

1,000 lbs.
(4,454 N)

10

cm

plates

using

an

Instron

4206

The load
machine.
tensile/compressive loading
was applied at a rate of 2mm/min.
Attenuation at
mm was

monitored

through

the test.

At the

design limit of 1000 lbs. (4454 N), attenuation
load was
The
less than 0.05 dB.
Increased
increased to a maximum of 3300 lbs. (15000 N)
Even at imaximum load, the maximum Increase In
There was full recovery
att' nuation was 0.32 dB.
upon release of

load. Loss

Increase as a function

of load is graphed in Figure 4.
Tensile strength

> 100 lbs
(445 N)

Temperature
Dependence of
Attenuation

-30 C to +65 C

TABLE 2. Cord type test items
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100

~

90

0.3

80
70

-

oo

60
0.2

C50
40

S

30

0.1

20
10

..

Cs

0

-

0

'

Condition 1

2

0

4

6

8

10

12

14

Compressive load (kN)

FIGURE 4.

Aramid yarn payoff condition

FIGURE 5. Cable strength versus processing
conditions.

Compressive Resistance of Miniature

Fiber Optic Cord

abe st-cngt% as

C. Cyclic flex
The

Condition 3

-

Condition 2

a percentag:f 'ultimate Tensile

trength (UTS)

of rald feirs.

cord

was

20,000

cycled

cycles/min around 229 mm

times

at

4 samples
4 samples

Cornditio
1: 450gram payoff tension trial
Condition 2: 250 gram payoff tension trial

30

sheaves with no optical

Condition 3: 250 gram payoff tension production optimized

or physical damage.

IZ samples.

D. Tensile Strength
From

trials

processing

was

strength

Tensile

to

through

measured

manufacturing

establish

tension

the
was

above

results,

chosen.

The

the

optimizing

Ibs,

(535

gm

potential of the aramid yarns.

established.

E. Temperature Dependence of Attenuation

for

the

The

testing

eliminate

damage

improperly
cord was

Instron tensile machine was used
with
to

securing

modified grips
the

the

cord
cable

as

a

for

wrapped around two 3"

designed
result

testing.

steel

Friction between the

prevented

the

repeatable

cord

from

The

of
The

mandrels as

cord

at

1300

was

tested

range -30

through the
nm

was

maintained

and

provided

IV.
A
well

small

under

payoff conditions on ultimate
originally

case.

samples.

believed

were

considerations.
strength

below

0.10

db/km

CONCLUSION

diameter
the

that

preferable
However,

Figure
versus

cable strength.

5

payoff

this

shows

higher
from

payoff
strength

proved not

the

tension

resulting
for

a

It

to

be

cable

number

of

cord

strenuous

applications has

the

change

Loss increase

throughout this range.

conditions.
The break load was
be one-half the test load at which

Is Interesting first to note the effect of

tensions

attenuation

cord and mandrels

slipping

the fiber broke.

was

for

C to +65 C.

test

determined to

It

120
full

to

shown in fig. so that a double strand of cord was
tested.

realizing

nearly

very

was
the

conditions for the aramid fiber payoffs and again
as a finished cable once optimum conditions were

N)

payoff

strength

conditions

processing

after

250
cable

final

designed

conditions

been developed

to
of

perform
tactical

and manufactured

In continuous long lengths greater than 5 km.
cord utilized singlemode
communications.
bend

resistance

The
and

the application.
silicon oil

fiber for

fiber
high

Aramid

lubricant

exhibits
strength

yarn

was

the

for

superior

necessary

Impregnated

used

The

high bandwidth
for

with a

strength.

An

abrasion resistant polyurethane Jacket was extrude
above the fiber and yarn , maintaining a round
concentric cord of Just 2.11 mm. Proper tooling
and processing allowed for full
strength potential

realization of the

of this product.

Type testing
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of the manufactured
design

of

the

cable

cord demonstrates
with

regard

to

the

rugged

impact

crush resistance and high tensile strength.
cord

design

should

lightweight yet

find

use

wherever

very durable fiber optic

a

and
This

small,
cord

is

desirable.

(Photo unavailable at this time)
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ABSTRACT

a longitudinal buffer tube fulfill the requirements above.
Design mechanics are quite different from stranded loose

Until ecently fiber optic cables for outside environments
typically used a common design for fiber counts ranging
from 2 to 192 Recently work was undertaken to design
cables specifically for low fiber count app~icatiors. which
offers the opportunity to design lightweight, compact
cables with enhanced ease of installation

tube cables, where the tensile and contraction windows are
determined from the lay length of the stranded tubes and
the radial distance of the tubes from the center of the
cable In cables where the tube is unstranded, the operating windows are achieved only through fiber movement
within the tube

An approacil that has proven to be successful for low fiber
count cables is the loose tube desion, with the buffer tube
positioned longitudinaly in the cable surrounded by
strength members and shea r. Important design parameters include the properties of the filling compound, the type
and effectiveness of antibuckling elements, and the control
ot excess fiber length (EFL) These design parameters and
their interactions are d:.cussed here. In addition, a test
method for determining the actual longitudinal cable shrinkage at low temperatures is presented.

Tensile Window - To achieve a "tensile window" where the
cable is elongated under load and the fibers experience no
strain a certain amount of ercess fihr length IEFL) must
be incorporated into the buffer tube The fibers ideally lay
in a helix within the buffer tube as descibed in Equation 1
below. Note that several important construction parameters
are included in the equation, including tube inner diameter.
fiber diameter. the fiber bend radius and the fiber stacking
factor Fiber stacking factor is simply an empirically derived
factor that is a measure of how fibers lie within the tube

Two experimental cables were p,oduced and the mechani
cal and environmental performance was evaluated. The
performance of these cable, demonstrates the success of
the design approach

The factor determines how much free space is available
inside a buffer tube for a given fiber count and tube size,
and is used to calculate the pitch circle diameter of the
fiber helix.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
counts offer unique chatFiber optic cables for low fiber
lenges to the cable designer An attractive alternative for
low fiber counts is the unstranded loose tube cable. This
arrangement allows efficient use of materials and reduces
t a processing steps required Special considerations are
required In such areas as antibuckling methods and excess
are
fiber lenyti control. Two variations of this basic design
The
cable
presented along with test results from each
work presented islimited to single mode applications with
performance ta,,ets aimed at conforming to the Bellcore
TR-20 specification

EFL

2 1 Cable Design Considerations

Common to all cable design approaches is the requirement
that the fibers within the cable be puctected from the rigors

installation

and

serviue

environment

-D-1

[EON.1

where:
EFL = Excess fiber length in buffer tube
= Minimum acceptable fiber bend radius (mm)
R

F
D

= Fiber stacking factor
= Fiber outer anetei (m-)

1 he magnitude of the EFL at room temperature determines
direcly how much the cable can be allowed to stretcti

2.0 GENERAL DISCUSSION

of

( +

extremes

Specifically, the fibers must be isolated from excessive tnnsile strain and prevented from cuxperrencing bends hal
op'raing
at
increases
attenuat on
cauise
would
wavelengths In addition it is desirab:e that the cables
themselves ue compact and light¢eight craftfiriendly and
readily Iroduced on a large sca;e Cable resign based on

before the fibcrs expoerience tensile strain This allo able
cable strain in turn delerirines the amount of stiength
member !hat must be incorporaten into the cable
Minimum Acceptable Bend Radius . The hehcat path ot ;he

fibers resuilts in an induced bend .,hose radius is dencted
as R in Equitoo I A grea! amount of efort hn5 be'n
belo,v the
snent o -nsLre that the bend radjs does not fall
-.
hir-h e dotermined
desired minimum benl radrus limits
from two consideraions long term stress and attenuaton
increasc
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Calculation of the stress induced by the helix Is straightforward; however, determination of the stress level that is acc-ptable is not so simple. The probability of failure In static
fatigue of fibers inl bending is significantly less than fibers
in uniform tension at the same maximum stress.2 This, of
course, Is due to the fact that a smaller portion of the fiber
surface is In tension, and only the very outer surface of the
fiber experiences the maximum tensile stress. The common
rule of thumb of limiting the long-term stress to 30% of the
proof stress is based on fracture mechanics of individual
3
flaws that survive the proof test. For fibers with "25 micron
cladding and proof test level of 50 kpsl, 30% of proof stress
would be experienced with a bend radius of 45 mm.
Attenuation increases at 1300 nm and 1550 nm do not
occur at bend radii greater than 25 mm to 30 mm in the
most common, currently available commercial single mode
4
fibers. . This implies that If the fiber bend radius is maintained above, say, 35 mm that the fiber will not exhibit
attenuation increases due to the helix,
Of the two considerations affecting the minimum bend
radius limit, the 45-mm limit imposed by long-term stress
calculations is obviously the more restrictive This value is
regarded as an absolute limit and considerable safety factors are used. Realistic design targets typically range from
70 mm to 100 mm.
Low Temperature Performance - Because the cable shrinks
with decreasing temperature, the tightest helix and subsequently the highest EFL and lowest fiber bend radius, will
be experienced at the lowest service temperature of the
cable. Given that the minimum bend radius occurs
at -40'C, the effective thermal coefficient o' expansion of
the cable must be known in order to calculate the nominal
room temperature value of EFL, which is used for the
manufacturing target. The expansion coefficient of thermoplastic cabling materials is approximately two orders of
magnitude greater than silica fibers, and It is necessary to
incorporate antibucklir,, muterials into the cable that limit
the expansion of the cable. A computer model was used to
iteratively calculate the antibuckling requirements for each
design presented in this paper.

0

2.2 Filling Compound Selection
Filling Compound Functions - A buffer tube filling compound is used to prevent the Intrusion of water and other
liquids into the cable. A compound should be non-volatile,
non-toxic, and chemically compatible with the optical fibers
and other cable materials. The rheological behavior of a
compound Is also critical to the manufacture and installed
performance
of a longitudinal buffer tube cable.
Rheologic.I measurements are conducted by measuring
the shear stress generated in a material as a function of
temperature, time, and shear rae,

Rheological Characteristics - Ideally, the viscosity of a filling compound for an optical cable will be in the same order
of magnitude at the high and low temperature extremes
experienced by Lne cable. At low temperatures, the compound should be fluid enough to allow the optical fibers to
move and remain stress-free: at high temperatures, the
compound should be viscous enough to remain in the cable
when tested according to compound flow tests (e.g.,
0
8
0
Bellcore 65 C drip test', R.E.A. 80 C drip test ). Figure 1
Illustrates the rheological behavior of two filling compounds
versus temperature: all other factors being equal, compound A would be the best choice for fiber optic cables.
The effect of shear rate on filling compound viscosity plays
a key role in the successful manufacture of buffer tubes.
Figure 2 shows a typical filling compound "flow curve":
curve i is ihe si xai stress versus shear rate curve for the
1
1
compound from a shear rate of 0 sec- to 100 sec- (up
ramp); curve 2 Is the shear stress versus shear rate from
1
1
100 sec- to 0 sec- (down ramp). The area between curves
1 and 2 of Figure 2 is an Indication of the amount of timedependent shear effects - or thixotropy - of the filling compound. Figure 3 shows the viscosity versus shear rate for
the two curves contained in Figure 2. Typically, the filling
compound viscosity will drop with increasing shear rates,
as seen in Figure 3.
In order to produce filled buffer tubes with the desired EFL
and EFL tolerance, the effect of shearing caused by proc
essing equipment on the filling compound viscosity must be
measured, understood, and controiled. Fluctuations in
processing conditions can result in wider EFL tolerances
and uneven EFL distribution along the length of the buffer
tube.

Practical Considerations - Two very important practical
considerations complicate the production of cables and
cause deviations from the cable behavior predicted by the
design approach presented. One is that all techniques
used to create EFL in buffer tubes result in a certain process tolerance or deviation from nominal targets The resulting EFL range must ue considered in the cable design with
the minimum EFL determining the tensile requirement and

Time-dependent filling compound behavior also plays a role
in the design and manufacture process The rate at which
a filling compound recovers its initial viscosity (if at all) after
shearing affects the short-term and long-term optical and
mechanical behavior of the fibers in the filled buffer tube

the
maximum
requirement

Long-term Compound Stabillty - Most optical cable filling

EFL

determining

the

antibuckling

The second practical cunsideration is the distribution of the
EFL within the buffer tube The helix equation assumes a
uniform helix is created to accom 'date the extra length
of the fiber In practice any helix formed will be nonuniform to a certain extent, resulting in fiber bend radii
smaller th-.n those predicted by the helix equation. This
phenomenon is closely related to catble material poperties
and process technology
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compounds are composed of blerds of some of the following materials waxes, natural and synthetic oils. polymers.
silicone oils. petrolatum. gels. thickening agents, and thixotropic -agents. These blended compounds have a tendency to sep.,te into individual components over time.
which can lead to major changes in the composition and
viscosity of the filling compounds and result in unpredictable long-term caoie performance
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An oil separation test 7 , originally developed to predict filling
compound drip performance, can be used to predict the
long-term physical stability of cable filling compounds.
Based on evaluations of prototype cables, filling compounds with an 80 0 C oil separation value of 20% or less
(total weight loss) can produce cables with good long-term
stability.

the gage aligned along the longitudinal axis of the cable
segment. The strain gage was connected lo an automated
strain measurement system composed of a Wheatstone
bridge circuit, thermocouples, and data acquisition unit
(see Figures 4 and 5).

2.3 Cable Antibuckling
Cable Contraction Theory - Cable shrinkage, caused by
thermal contraction of polymeric cable materials, occurs as
the cable Is cooled. If cable shrinkage is great enough, the
fibers will form a tighter helix, becoming compressed Into
smaller bend radii, and attenuation increases can result.

Wheatstone
Circuit
Steel
/,

In order to reduce cable contraction, antibuckling elements
are incorporated into the cable design. The antibuckling
materials have thermal expansion coefficients (a) in the
same order of magnitude as the glass optical fibers; they
also possess high Young's modulus values (E), enabling
them to withstand the shrinkage forces generated by the
other materials.

volts
C

g

Some cable designs use metallic wires or rods as antibuckling elements Advantages of metallic antibuckling elements are relatively low costs and high modtlus/area
ratios. Other cable designs rely on glass/resin c, mposite
rods (GRP, FRP) with high glass-to-resin ratios. Advantages
of GRP materials include no lightning. corrosion, or H2
generation problems.

s

Channel #n
Rs Gages mounted on steel blocks
Ag Gages mounted on lest cables

FIGURE 4

Schematic Circuit for Strain Channels

A new approach to achieving antibuckling in fiber optic
cables is to use lightly-impregnated fiberglass rovings
These rovings are coupled to the cables through speciai
processing techniques which take advantage of the high
modulus and low shrinkage of the fiberglass. Advantages of
this approach include more flexible cables, easier fiber
access, and more space-effective cable designs.
- It is necessary to
Calculating Antibuckling Requirements

first zalculate the antibuckling requirements of a cable
design in order to determine the amount of antibuckling
material to incorporate into the design. A number of methods have been previously discussed In the literature. The
most common approach is calculating the effective cable
thermal e (pansion coefficient and cable contraction strain
with the rule-of-mixtures.e

--

?
Data

Acquisition Uflit

for modulus and thermal
In the rule-of-mixtures, the values

expansion of all cable materials are selected at one specific temperature. These properties are highly temperature
depenc~ent. Using 23 0 C values for E and cc for thermoplastics may cause strain predictions to be lower than what
actually occurs. A more conservative approach is to use
-401C values for E and ot, which will predict higher strain
values. The most accurate approach should be to
characterize the relationships of modulus and thermal expanslon for each material over the entire temperature
range of the cable. 9 Then. the E(T) and a4T) functions can
be substituted into the rule-of-mixtures equation and inlegrated over the desired temperature range.

FIGURE 5 - Automated Multichannel Cable Strain Measurement System

Measurement Techni _ - A procedure was developed tc
measure actual cable shrinkage using strain gages. Using
the manufacturer's recommendations, a strain gage was
glued onto the midpoint of a 30-meter cable sample with
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The prepared cable seqments were loosely coiled and
placed in a temperature chamber programmed with the
desired temperature cycle (room temperature to -40'C at a
ramp of 2 5°C/hour) With the aid of a data analysis program. shrinkage and strain versus temperature graphs
(Figure 6) were created
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FIGURE 6 - Sample Cable Shrinkage Graph.

Predicted versus Actual Shrinkage - Table 1 shows predicted values of cable shrinkage for a number of different
cabl deign
t theshrnkae
copard
masued
ithTwo
cable designs compared to the shrinkage measured withIncluded
the strain gage technique detailed above. The predicted
values were calculated with: 1) room temperature Young's
modulus and thermal expansion values for cable materials;
2) -40'C E and ot values: and 3) E(T) and ot(T) functions
0
0
integrated from 23 C to -40 C.

3.0 CABLE EXPERIMENTS
prototypes were produced to evaluate the design techare general descriptons
of des praeted
he perforae
feac cableion
of design paraleters and the performance of each cable in
key mechanical and environmentpl tests.
3.1 Cable A
Design - Cable A, intended for direct buried, duct and
aerial applications, contains up to 12 single mode fibers.

Predicted % Shrin-age:
Cable
#

Measured
%Shrinkage

231C
E & a

J-40'C
E & a

Integration
of E(T) & a (T)

The color-coded fibers are packaged 'n a single. filled tube
positioned longilhdinally in the center of the cable. High
strength yarns are stranded around the buffer tube providing the required tensile strength. The yarns are saturated
with flooding compound ens,,Ing the entire cable of being
water-blocked Corrugated steel tape is longitudinally ap-

2

0.22

0.14

0.22

0.18

3

0.11

0.09

0.14

0.12

4

0.u8

0.08

j.12

0.10

TABLE 1 -

plied around the core protecting the buffer tube. An adhesive is applied over the steel armor and is followed by an
extruded polyethylene jacket. The outer diameter of the
finished cable is 10.5 mm A cross-sectional view of the
cable is presented in Figure 7.

Cable Shrinkage Actual & Predicted Test Results

MDPEJACKET
STEEL ARMOR

The predicted shrinkage values correlated very well with
the actual shrinkage behavior of the four cable designs
reported in Table 1.The table also indicates the wisdom of
using conservative approaches to calcUlating the predicted
shrinkage of cable designs The predictions obtained from
the calculations which used the -40'C E and a values were
,,ch closer to the actual measured values than the predictions made using 23'C E and
values.

STRENGTH MEMBER

10.5 mm

BUFFER TUBE
FILLING COMPOUND

F!GURE 7-

Cross-section of Cable A.
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Tensile and contraction windows for the cable are achieved
by assembling the fibers Inside the buffer tuoe In a helical
configuration as described earlier. This feature allows unrestricted fiber movement within the buffer tube, providing

Temp

a tensile window. Likewise, at low temperatures, fiber
movement accommodates cable shrinkage by decreasing
the pitch of the fiber helix. Note that the armor provides the
only antibuckling for this cable, and significant fiber movement Is necessary to ensure good performance.
design relies on the accuracy
The success of this particular
with which the EFL Is created and Its distribution Inside the
buffer tube. Excess fiber length was measured using a me0
chanical excess length measuring device.' The measurements were then verified by performing a tensile test where
fiber strain was determined using the time-of-flight method.

a

+7r
rto C

Result

20% <0.2 dB/kM

<0.1 dB @ 130

attn<0.1

dB@ 1300
all fibers

Tensile Strength

<0.1dB attn. change
@ 2700 N load

pass

Impact

<0.2 db attn. change

after 25 impacts

0 dB for 300+

Compressive Strength

<0.1 dB attn. change
@ 440 N/cm

0 dB @
440 N/cm

Cyclic Flexing

<0.1 dB attn. change
after 25 cycles
<0.2 dB attn. change

0 dB for 500+
cycles
0.10 dB cold

after 4 turns

0.01 dB hot

no dripp.age after
24 hrs @ 650 C

pass

Cold/Hot S.nd

Performance - The cable exhibited excellent environmental
and mechanical characteristics. In most cases, the prototype was tested beyond what the specifications called for
to determine the integrity of the cable design. Test results
are shown in Table 2 with typical temperature cycling
performance displayed in Figure 8.

i9

Bellcore TR-20
Requirement

Test

Compound Drip

impacts

TABLE 2 - Test Results of Crble A
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Temperature
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Cycling for Cable

A.

3.2 Cable B

This cable, like Cable A,was designed and tested

MDPE JACKET

with applications of 12 fibers or less ;n mind. The construclion consists of a single, filled, loose tube containing the
colored fibers. Around the tube are stranded high strength
yarns; In this case, special lightly impregnated glass yarns
along with conventional glass rovings. A flooding compound, corrugated steel tape and polyethylene jacket complete the construction. Figure 9 shows a cross-section of
the cable.

STEEL-ARMOE

Design

-

STRENGTH MEMBER
BUFFER TUBE

10 mm

FILLING COMPOUND
FIGURE 9- Cross-section of Cable B.

Cables A and B are very similar in concept but represent
different extremes with respect to design parameters. The
purpose of producing this prototype was to demonstrate
that a broad range of design parameters could result In
successful cables given the proper process capability.
Cable B differs from the prototype first discussed in that a

Bellcore TR-20
Requirement
Test
TestRequremntRsul

Result

smaller tube with less EFL is used. In addition, because the
smaller tube allows less room for the fiber helix to form,
minimize the
significantly greater antibuckling Is required to

Temp. Performance
.40' C to +700 C

80 %<0.1 dB/km
20%
<0.2 dB/km
attn. change

<0.1 dB @ 1550
dB @ 1300
<0.1
all fibers

cable contraction at low temperatures so that the fibers do
not experience severe bends. The antibuckling is achieved
through the use of the impregnated glass yarns mentioned
earlier and through some contribution from the steel armor,
Tensile requirements are fulfilled through the use of the
Impregnated yarns with the addition of conventional glass
rovings to achieve the full 2700 N target rating.

Tensile Strength

<0.1dB attn. change
@ 2700 N load
<0.2 db attn. change
after 25 impacts
<0.1 dB attn. change
@ 440 Ncm
<0.1 dB attn. change

pass
0 dB for 300+
impacts
0dBC
800+ N/cm
0 dB for 500+

Cold/Hot Bend

after 25 cycles
<.1 dB attn. change
after 4 turns

cycles
0dB cold
0.0 dB hot

Compound Drip

no drippage after
24 hrs@65 C

pass

Impact
Compressive Strength
Cyclic Flexing

Performance - As with Cable A, the performance of Cable
B was excellent. Table 3 summarizes the test results and
Figure 10 is a representative graph of the fiber attenuation
during temperature cycling. The results ot the temperature
cycling were considered critical to the evaluation of the
impregnated glass yarns as anlibuckling members. The
0
0
performance at -40 C after the 85 C heat soak demonstrates that the technique is successful.
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4.0 CONCLUSION
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LXE - A FIBER-OPTIC CABLE SHEATH FAMILY
with
ENHANCED FIBER ACCESS
P. D. Patel and M R. Reynolds
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Noreross, Georgia 30071
M. D. Kinard and .4. J. Panuska
AT&T Network Systems
Norcross, Georgia 30071

1. ABSTRACT

.As fiber-optic transmission penetrates the loop distribution network, frequent sheath entry for spiicing into a
tapered network will be required. A cable design maintaining strength-member continuity through the splice
closure particularly suits applications with many branch
splices. A new cable sheath family called LXE addresses
this need by placing two opposed linear strength
members outside the cable core in a plane passing
through the neutral axis of the cable. Metallic and
rodent-:ightning armored constructions are presently
available and a non-metallic construction is currently
under development. These sheath designs are used with
the proven Lightpack® cable core construction with up
to 96 fibers and were evaluated with laboratory testing
and field installations. Mechanical and optical performance is excellent, completely consistent with current
industry standards for long-haul and trunk cables. The
LXE Lightpack cable family offers standard performance
and e asy entry ii a compact size suitable for undergrond, buried, and aerial applications,
2. I.NTIOD ('TIO,\"
As fiber-optic transmission penetrates the loop distributicin network, it appears that a tapered architecture
fiber-optic
si.ilar to that for copper plant is evolving for
cable. In this Serving Area Concept (SAC) approach.
the dedicated channels for an individual customer
extend from a Remote Terminal (RT) ito a branclihing
tapered net work. The large fiber count backbone cables
will branch into smaller count laterals which will in turn
separate into single or multiple drops for businesses or
resideices, as ill istrat(,d in Figure 1. This taptred
architect ure restilts in many ibranching splice points,
Theref(,re. frequent entrv into the backbone and lateral
cables will

,e

(onition,

with

both

n.nd and

tm-span

Linear strength members embedded in the jacket
enhance sheath entry and maintain flexibility in a cornpact, rugged construction. LXE designs are offered with
a standard 600-pound (2700-N) tensile rating and are
intended for underground, buried, or aerial installation.
With up to 96 fibers, LXE Lightpack cables are suitable
for the backbone and lateral applications described
above and offer excellent optical performance.
3. SHEA4 TI DESIGN
3.1 Linear Strength Members
Fiber-optic cable designs must limit axial strain on the
fibers during installation to insure their performance.
While tensile loading strain is equal across the cable
cross section, bending ann torsional strains vary within
the cable. For axisymmetric cable structures, pure
bending and torsional strains increase from zero at the
cable center to maximum values at the outside surface.
with larger cables having higher strains under similar
iistallation conditions. For example, when bent around
a 10-inch radius, a 1-inch diameter cable experiences .5(
at the outside of the bend. 2.5"(
tensiletostrait
maxinum
halfway
strain
center the center, but zero strain at the
The original crossply cable design inherently minimized
fiber strain by locating the fibers in a single, central core
tube with strength meinbers uniformly list ributed on
the outside. 2. Embedding strength members in the
sheath lavers rather than the cable center also provides
a coimposite reinforced tube which results in a compact
The
construction and enhances fiber protection.
strength Imembers ii the crossply and similar sleaths are
helically applied within the jacket for fi-xibilitv and stalility during betding,

allowing

a

tight

bend

radius

splices.

without kinking.

A new 1ight guide cale family addresses this need by
cotbining the benefits of the Lightpack 5 ca bl e core construction with a unique new iheath family ralled LXE.
L.XE Liiht pack call, offer (nhanced sheat h entry cot biied with the easy fiber access (f' 1ightpark enbies. 1
F-asy access to all of the cable's ilers while retauiiin thi,

In keeping with these features, the 1,XI-' concept places
parallel linear strength toeoibers aligned witi the core
on opposite sides to allow ",%" core access. TIw OOppsing comiressiv\ely-stiff strength rernlers in the sheath
.imber to inainiain the :nilvantaz.s of
ar tli. tiinititi ir
a single rent rally lbat,-.i Core tile. Til-se. two oipposiiig

sheathis

Entry."
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Figure 1. Potential Fiber-Optic Distribution Plant Architecture
centers and the core center. This bending behavior, restricted to a single plane, is called preferential bending
and is illustrated in Figure 2. Rope-like elements adjacent to the rods can contribute to) a higher tensile load
rating.'ro
ItO

NcuTRL

fAXIS

l

e~crpto

rodeni-ightning resistant YEsheath (LX-I). Figures 3 and I are cross-sectional aind thIiree-iimension al
views of the, metallic LATE Light pack cable designs. The

armor, to help retardl corrosion.

Thle LYE, construction requires no helical lay since thle
strength memhei location causes preferential bending,
minimizing traim andr providing flexibility aiid stability,
Preferential bending is accomplished by local twisting
anid is not apparent to the user, requiring no special
handling procedures for any in~tallatioo,. Lxtensive test,iiig has shown that regardless of the direct ion of the
bend, under any combiniation of additional t ensile and
torsional loads, the cable will twist lo)Cally' to mtaintain
thme neutral axis through the strength 'members and core,
T1i5 tesFting.1

Irating.E

standard LYE sheath incorporates the ijolustrrv-s t alnlri
6-il lcrltcll-hn-otl
steel (B.CS) armor.
Thle armior of the I1NE-HL sheathI is thle AT&'lT bimetal
of :3-mul 30.1 stainless steel hondcd to 5-toil copper.3
[jotrh the BCCS aind bimetal armors ar- l)onjd to the
cable jacket with anl adhesive for imiproved letiirg performianc e aiiil inc reasel strengt h 1 aool, for thle

Figure 2. Neutral Axis of Bending

minimizing fiber strainj.

composite construct ion.
$
roe
X
ecito

types of metallic armored 1,.T- sheat hs are av ailable: the standard L\YE sheath (LEM)and
the

CABLE

CETE
OF1E

Torsional stability agaiuiit externally apphel
twisting during installation is providedl by thle cable's
tension.

is further discu sed

',

6

Bot h

iare corrugaited

for flexibility and, forri.--d with a longituiiial overlappe-d
seam. 1-nder thle armor are( a rip cord to assist in . heatlhi
removal and a water-blockinig core wrap surrounding tile
cable core.
Otietea
o
i
h
a
ierd
Ia
eltI
members wxith tenslle load calpacit~.vqepil to tI(e strenTgth
miembers
In
t he
c ro.05I51
or
I 'iimnr
Rodent /1igit niiig 3 sheat hs. Th'le armorr anl st rengm i
'InIelm h)ervs
are
encapsulated
by
a
Iuigli-demisit v
polyethylene lacket which oiids to, thle artillor anrd comm'pletes the composite structutre. Waier Ilockiig e-metnts

are also included uonder the jack-.

in the Mechanical Performance sectioin, below.
Since there is no helical lay, thle strength members have
no tendency to twist tht, cable when under itist allat ion

lIn this const rutiomi. thle slieathI commipone-oms form"
posite structure that respomids mierluamiv.1ca L a sile
Im~t. TFhe j'icket-to-ar-mor hol enhlances hoop st rengt Ih
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Steel Armor: ECCS or Cu 'SS

The rigid rods preferentially locate tile neutral plane to
limit bending strain and to control bending flexihlfitv.
Rip cords are placed along the rods which guide the rip

Water Blocking Tape
Ripcord

cords durin; sheath entry. The selection and phicem,,nt
of the strength members provide bending flexibility and

Wire Strength Member
HDI'E tore Tube

ease of sheath entrv along with mechanical integrity and
tensile stiffness and strength.

HDPE Jacket

This sheath design provides a compact and lightweight
cable with enhanced fiber access. Since all strength
members are coupled to the jacket, the entire sheath
acts as a composite unit. facilitating handling during installation. The cable has good crush resistance and
allows tight bends and twists without kinking or

'I - 48 Fibers: 0.5 in. -. A
50 - 96 Fibers: 0.6 in.

buckling. This design provides excellent water blocking

Figure 3. Armored LXE Lightpack® Cable

both through the core and the jacket. Furthermore. the

and evenly distributes bending and torsional strains.i 4
Thus. the cable with either armor has good crush resistance and allows tight bends or twists without kinking
or buckling.
3.1 Proposed Nonnietallic LXE Design
In the spirit of linear strength member design, two
nonmetallic strength members would be simplest conistruction for a nonmetallic sheath. Size and economy
considerations, however. may require a combination of
rigid and flexible strength members.1' This combination
must provide the 600-pound (2700-N) load rating.
In a proposed nonmetallic design currently under
development, an overlapping water-blocking tap( is
longitudinally applied over the core tube. Over that,
two opposing rigid strength members are longitudinally
applied ale ig with rip cords. Additional tensile stiffness
may be proviched by flexible strength netnbers adjacent
to the rigid ones. The cable construction is completed
with a high-density polyethylene jacket which encapsulates all the strength members and forms a composite
struct ure.

design is all dielectric and therefore well suited for
lightning prone areas.

4. FEATURE.ADVA.\TAGE.q
LXE Lightpack cables are comparable in size to their
crossily cable counterparts and are considerably lighter
and more compact than other cable designs for similar
fiber counts. Botlh armored L\E Lightlpack cables are
available in samre two sizes: 4 to 48 fibers in a 0.o-inch
(12.7-am) diameter cable and 50 to 06 fibers in a 0.6inch (15.2-mm) diameter cable. Table l compares the size
and weight of L
Lightpack cable to common stranded
fiber-optic cable designs.
Table I.

LXE Lightpack® Cable Comparisons

Desici'

Fiber

OD

\Veight

inch
0..19
0.59
0.63
0.7.

',b

Armored l-1.
Light pack® Cable,
Armored
Stranded Design

(oint
-t
96
48
9(6

High-Density Polyethylene Jacket
Wire Strength Member

-

Rip Cord--

"

LightpackO Cable Core
Figure 4. Armored LXE Lightpack® Cable Sheath
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''
103
150
170
230

Smaller and lighter cables offer the advantages of longer
aerial span lengths and longer pulls in urban ducts for
traditional long-haul and trunk applications. The highdensity polyethylene jacket also provides a low coefficient of friction.for duct ins allations anid protects the
fibers in harsh chemical environments. Further advaninlude eaier
tage inloopdisribtioninsallaion
aierloi
includ
instalation
itravilbutio
tagedling loop
ntar eerl witung
of
handklngatheihavlblit
stoc ma
legthswhih
hecutup ito
everl rnsrip

armor inl two w~hen pulled, releasing the cable core. The
LIghtpack (able core then provides direct access to fill
fibers Ahich are enclosed inl one large tuble.

The LU sheath famnily was first developed with thle
Lightpack cable core construction because it is especially
well suited to the multiple splices arnd triid-span etriy
aspects of the loop dist ribIturtion Ci viroritriert. While LXE

outer jacket into hailves. The jacket halves, along withJ
the water blocking tape. are peeletd froin the core tribe,
freeinrg all thle continutotis strenth mirembhers.
T]his
exposes the Light pack cale tore, ptrovidlinrg direct wicess

Lightpack cabtles currently offer- fiber counts up to 96,
ribbton core versions of the LXE c-able sheathI family are
tinder development ftor higher filter counts.l

to all the fibers.
Sheath emitries at the cable

entd for- all [ALK sheathIs
ttpiigi
thrtttgh the shteathIto
expose the Light tack cail I core for title or two ii clies.
A\fter ringing thre core tube,, as ittto pr:tt'ited. t lit enutire
sheath cotist riretioti. incelidlig ill( core tilbe. is Slippetd
off the depsired lerigi h of fibepr.
require only a ring-curt

5. SHE2RTI! ENTR Y
Aas discussed above, fiber-optic transmission in the loop
may, adopt, a taptered netw~ork similar to etjrrenit cttpper
plant, requiring frequent branch splicing arnd frequent
sheath entry. LXE [.1ghtpack cables were tdeveloped to
address this rieed.
Trhe helically applieti strenigthIiac
members in the crossply cable design have beri
integrated arid mnoved to two locations ott eit her side of
the cable and ripI cordls are added. The result is a niore
readily accessible cable core for either end or rnid-stari
entry. LAEZ hpat boustruiction expidites shteathI entry,
reucing installation timie in tire fieldl.
The

The nonniet allic LXE sheath uinder developmrent adloxt s
entries wit hout cutting theq
mnid-spait
taut-sheath
strength inembers as follows. Thel( two ri p cords located
adjacent to !lie rigid rods are first exposed hy shavinig
the outeCr jacket over thle rods for about two iches. Thbe
cords are then pulled, guided by the rods, to cut the

armored

LXE sheath designis allow tat-slieatli
s sripedawiv
etres Te jckt
s olows
midspn
nri-spn
a folow.
etris Te jcke isSt ilied wry
by first s havig it to expose the wire strccrigthhi citewt is
Th.e jacket halves are t .hein peeled front the( tarmor over
the desir-ed letu;tli. freeing the conitinuotis wires. A sinrli
opening iii ill armior extirses, lie rit cord which Slit's the

6. PEI?JFORA A.YCE
6.

61

efrac

lein

c.Prftrte

LXE Lightpjack cabiles were sti Ijected to a vail iv otf'
mrechanical
iiiitt
art
c tess
,
to
assuIIre
sti Perh ti
irechanical performiance ill lie field. Table II sititintatlize> thre battery ofI st anda-i tests terforriut on, ill tuitside phlnt cables. Theteva re colicrtet acco)rdinlg to It
thQel(u
ni tctitsBeer
Electronic Iidrisi rie, ssoiaio
celtires. LYE-1 Ligli tack cabes

i~IBl oe
i
(LIA) test ptrtet ttr exceed all tof t lie

teurmns In additin. LYEI- Light ttak cablvs haye
puassedl all applicalble inleltatical atnd etrist rittioiit est,
of t he Bellcore genieric criblc ,peciiction.

Table 11. Mechanical Tests
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LXE Lightpack cables were also subjected to two destructive buried cable simulation tests in the laboratory:
the sharp-edge test and the dynamic-squeeze test.
These tests, which abuse the cables wel! beyond the normal load ratings, have become standard design capability tests for AT&T's outside plant lightguide cables
since introduction with Lightpack cable in reference [1].
Both tests simulate improper and uncommon cable plow
procedures during buried installations. In both tests,
the LXE designs equaled or exceeded the performance of
the crossply design.
Finally, as part of AT&T's standard design capability
evaluation, test lengths of LXE Lightpack cables were
subjected to a series of field installation handling and
placing trials at the AT&T Bell Laboratories Chester
Field Testing Laboratory. The trials included actual or
simulated aerial, buried, and underground installations.
The tests reproduce normal or extreme installation procedures and Table IIl summarizes the tests conducted
for each installation (nvironment.
Of particular interest fur LXE Lightpack cables was the
Cross (Perpendicular) Sheave Pill, which forces the
cable to bend under maximnum load around two small

sheaves with perpendicular axes. During this test the
cables undergo g0 twisting over approximately 8 inches
to accommodate the bending about perpendicu!ar axes.
demonstrating how the linear strength members reorient
the cable during bending, maintaining minimum strain
on the fibers. During all testing, all fibers were monitored for loss and continuity. No adverse effects were
observed during either standard installation procedures
or abusive testing.

The mechanical test program showed that LXE Lightpack cables can withstand standard and abusive
mechanical installation and extreme manual handling
without sheath damage or optical loss increase.
6.2 Optical Performance
L\TE Lightpack cables were designed to give the same
optical performance characteristics as the crossply Lightpack cable. Figure 5 shows the optical loss distribution
from recent production armored L\E Lightpack cables.
These cables were manufactured to meet a maximum
individual fiber loss requirement of 0.40 and 0.26 dB/km
at 1310 and 1550 nm, respectively. The mean values for
LXE are 0.35 dB/kru at 1310 nm and 0.21 dB/km at
1550 nn which represent zero average added loss from
cabling as with other AT&T cable designs.
the
's,
In addition to room temperature optical
wa.
cable
Lightpack
LXE
of
environmental performance
investigated. Figure 6 shows the performance of several
cables for a standard Bellcore thermal
LXE Lightpack
cycle. 8 LYE cables exhibit the same excellent thermal
stability as crossply and Primary RL Lightpack ales.
6.3 Rodent and Lightning Performance

Fiber-optic cables in loop di.stribution plant will be subject to rodent, lightniing, and damage hazards similar to
those faced by other outside plant cables, although less
customer traffic ;s threatened in case of severe damage.
The LYX Ligh:, ack cable family offers three types of
protection fron these hazards.

Table III: Field Installation Testing

Aerial

* Max. Load Around 4 " dia. Snatch Block
* Normal Installation Technique
* Abusive Technique
- ltigh Tension from Heavy Reel
- Bending from Reel Offset

* Crush Into Earth around I" dia. Pin
- approx. 1000 lb Peak Loads
* Torture Run with Abusive Plow Technique
- 20 ft. Radius "S" Tn rn
,
- Raise/I.jwcr Plow witl Stationary Tractor
- Jerk Starts

* lint erinediate Assist Simu lat ion
Maximum Lioad
Txisted table Racking
* (ross (Perpendicular) Sheave Pulls at M\axinmlm
- 15" dit. s;heaves
- (-lanl hle Sheave and !"' di:. Sheav.
t lanlpill wil h Baekfeed l laldline
" Storrae
- "'Figure
-

[nilerground

-

Free loo;p Kink
Racetrack Storage

* "Figure X" (rushing l,.v lini Truck
with \\Lire (;rp
I ,,itinti
* h-xcessi-e l'etiile l a
l d T ,rui l it i n
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SELF-SUPPORTING DIELECTRIC FIBER OPTIC CABLES IN HIGH VOLTAGE LINES
Ulrich H.P. Oestreich
Siemens AG
Munich, West Germany
Hani M. Nassar
Siecor Corporation
Hickory, North Carolina
Abstract
Fully
dielectric cables installed in parallel
to
conductors of super high voltage
lines,
i.e. with conductor-conductor voltages
of higher than 132 kV suffer
from
tracking
currents occuring at
the
surface or even
inside the cable
close
to
the towers if the cable is wet
or
semi-wet,
e.g.
under
drying conditions.
The
minimum res'tt is a slow abrasion of the jacket, the worst case the
complete destruction of the cable,
The problem can be overcome even for very
high
voltages
by a control of the electric
field
at
the
surface
and in the
cable
interior.
The
control
has to be
made
by
a well
defined resistor which
is part of the cable construction.
The resistors
consist
of a highly compacted
concentric
layer
of
pretreated
Aramid -yarn
with
a resistivity in the
range
oC
1 to
10 MXfl cm. Experimental
installations
in
380-kV-lines prove the
perfect behaviour of the concept.

The
transmission
of non
disturbable
information of any bandwidth along high
voltage
lines
is
beneficl
not only
for the utility companies operating the
line,
but for
all who
have the right
to
use such a transmission path. Optical glass
fibers
can do this job with
almost
no limitations for bandwidth or
length
of
the
connection.
A
lot of
working fiber lines have been installed
around
the
world, but almost all have
been
incorporated
in
ground
wires
(OPGW) installed
in
similar
ways to
ordinary ground wires.
Unfortunately
these
installations, in
spite
of
satisfactory
performance,
leave several problems unresolved;
1.

of ground wires is
installation
The
Thisuallator
not
medium gounies ad
not usual for medium
votes, and
in
some places not even in 230 kVlines.

2.

Ground
wires
with
incorporated
optical fibers should be larger and
heavier than ordinary ground wires.
In
certain
cases,
where
ground
wires
serve
exclusively as lightning
protectors,
their
crosssection is very small and cannot be
replaced by larger and heavier products
without
causing mechanical
problems for the poles or towers.

3.

Although
it
is
not
a problem to
provide
new
lines
with
optical
ground
wires,
the installation of
such
connections in existing lines
is difficult.
Static
and dynamic
problems
as
well as
de-energizing
the
wire
may force the operating company to
give up their intentions. Installation
times,
particularly in
long
super
high
voltage
connections,
can be extremely time consuming.

That is why the idea of a light weight,
fully
dielectric
fiber optic
cable
installable
in any line at any
time
without
the necessity to de-energize
the line
is
an
nld
snd well undprstood
but
not
actually
realized
dream. In
fact,
there
do exist some
shorter installed cables in lines up to
132 kV. What
they
show in a positive
sense
is
that
the
often
addressed
mechanical problems
hardly exist. On
the
other hand, all trials to install
such cables in lines of very high voltages
have
Failed.
The
degree
of
destruction ranges from a slow erosion
of the jacket surface to the complete
burning down of the cable.
The simple
reason
is
that any semiconducting
part
of
the cable, 2.g. a
wet
jacket
surface
or even just some
humidity
in
a partially filled core,
attracts electrical field lines. Consequently, it is
loaded
by
a current
that
is dependent on the partial capacitance between the semiconducting path
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and the high voltage system, as well as
the ohmic resistance of this path.
A simplified model will give us the
basis For a calculation.(Fig. I)

I

.

800
700

voltage: 100 kV

capacitance phase to cable and
cable to ground: 5pF/m;delta:O.lm
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.I.
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500

cable resistance
1: Rz 1000 Mokn/M

o400
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..

.
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=100

300

3: R:

1uO

Whatever position such a cable may
have in the cross-section of a high
voltage line, it will have a resulting
capacitance to the system (C ) and a
capacitance to ground (C ). T~e semiconducting path representing a longitudinal resistance (R) is
definitly
not
homogeniously
distributed but
may be assumed to be. Inconsistencies
will lead
to steps in the voltage
distribution and to bridging gas disresulting electrical
charges if the
stress at points or lower conductivity
are high enough. While the calculation
is boring the result is not.(Figs. 2
and 3)
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Pig- 3:Oirrent on cable

What we see
is a drastic rall or the
absolute currents along a few meters
and the voltage passing a maximum which
enhances the electrical stress along
the cable in certain regions. The slope
of the fall and the distance of the
voltage peak depend evidently on the
resistance of the conducting path. If
that
resistance is sufficiently high,
everything happens along a Few centimeters; but as the currents in this
case are very low, nothing happens with
the cable. Ir the resistance Is low, we
need a long length of cable in order to
make the current negligible. As the
conductor in
all cases is
semiconductive,For such
high currents are dangerous
the cable
and for people
if such a cable should be installed in
an energized line.
the target is: make the longitudinal resistance of that cable as high as
to give it the highest safety;
but as a wet and dirty surface cannot
be controlled by itself, a built-in
element oF high reliability is required. What kind of an element could that
be ?

Unfortunately we do not have many options. The element has to5 have 9 res- cm.
1l'Z
istivity in the range of 10 has less, th minimum safe reIf
it
sistance of ca. 10 11 fm cannot be
achieved.
This number is given by the
maximum voltage to ground - say 300 kV
and
'he
minimum
distance phase to
ground - say 30 m, which for a safe
current to ground or ca. I mA requires
a value of the same order as above.
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If

we

like

to

have

a

satisfactory

phase

control
of the
cable
surface,
the
maximum value may not exceed 10 -L /m.
These
values have to
be stable, non
aging
and,
most
importantly, not dependant
on
electrical
or mechanical
stress. Up to this point in time, there
is no non-exotic plastic material which
will
quarantee this
to us. Available
semiconductive materials have resistivities which are by far too low and are

conductor
_

R2

not stable enough for long term reliability. So, semiconductive jackets are
out of the question. All what we can do
is
to use a material with a very large
surface-to-volume ratio and to pretreat
the
surface so that the resulting conductivity
can live up to the above requirements.
But
as
the semiconductive surface has
to
be loaded by currents
in the order
of
0.1
- 1 mA we have to provide the
voltage
controlling element
with
a
giant
surface
what means the use of a
large bundle of fine filaments.
It seems to be
reasonable
to combine
the two basic requirements, semiconduction
and high mechanical strength, in
one
element
and
to use
Aramid
yarn
as
the
supporting
element
with
the
large
pretreated surface. A cross-sec2
tion of
ca. 25 mm provides us with a
surface of
11.1 m'/m length. Theoretically
other yarns could be considered
also, e.g. glass cr polyester. But neither has
a satisfactory long term mechanical strength. Moreover, the Young's
modulus
is
too
low
leading
to high
weights.
Therefore,
we
give
the Aramid yarn a
pretreatment
with
an
ionogenic fluid
which
is
chemically
stable
and neutral
to
bring it to the highest possible
compactness.
This causes it to
behave
like
a solid
semiconductive
material
without
reducing
all of the
other important properties.
As far as we see there is no choice for
this
source
of
semiconductivity.
We
have now given the cable core the behavior
of
a reliable semiconductive
resistor
which gives the cable surface
the needed
voltage
control. This excludes
major
irregularities
in
the
electrical
surface
stress
which
are
otherwise caused
by droplets or separated conductive regions.
The electrical
fluw now gets a second
path
of conductivity R which controls
the
inevitable
and unieliable natural
path
R
of
the cable surface. As any
cable
3acket has a certain capacitance
C between core and surface, the inside
v6ltage control means a surface control
as well.(Fig. 4)

E T

ET

m2

-

0

grount
Fig. 4: control of the cable surface R2
by an inner element Pi

The remaining question is what kind of
a
jacket
material
should
we use?
Generally
and
following the aforementioned
statements, the jacket material
could
be
freely
chosen. Practically
the
choice
is
limited again. From an
economic
point of
view a black Polyethylene should suffice. But if we keep
in
mind the risk of switchovers of any
kind,
the jacket should have a certain
short
term
heat and flame resistance.
Furthermore
we
should
see
that any
control of the jacket surface by an interor
element is limited by the value
of the
capacitance C which is higher
by a factor 20 - 40 thin C, and C , but
probably not always high e ough f r extreme
conditions. This is particularly
true
if we do not ground the Aramid
yarns
at
each
tower, but rely on the
grounding capacitance to the supporting
helix (C , R in Fig. 4). Therefore it
is recom~end~d to give the jacket some
track
resistance,
which points in the
same
direction
as
heat and flame resistance.
The
final
combination
of all of that
looks simple and is simple to handle.
A cable
was
first tested for its mechanical
behavior as a self-supporting
cable
in several low voltage lines under most severe conditions for 8 years.
The second
step
was
to
apply it to
several
lines
in the
range of 110 132 kV.
The
special applicability to
very high voltages has been tested in a
220/380
kV
system where
it has been
installed
in
a distance
of 2 meters
from
a phase
conductor which clearly
gives higher C values than normal. The
result was a perfect long term behavior
without
remarkable
effects
on
the
jacket's surface.
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a self-supporting
we
have
We think
can be used up to 500 kV
which
cable
Installed
be
can
phase-to-phase and
without switching off the line.
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Optical Ground Wire Design
with a Minimum of Dielectrics
J.M. Schneider, J. Schmelter, R. Herff
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Summary

In this paper a different OPGW design is
presented, which includes a minimum of
dielectric materials leading to a cable
with

Most designs of self-supporting optical
powerline ground wires (OPGW) contain a
lot of of dielectric materials, such as
loose plastic tubes, FRP-rods and plastic tapes.
This may lead to a large cable diameter
and a heavy cable weight due to the
surrounding metallic armouring wires.
In this paper a OPGW design is presena
minimum
of
ted, which includes
dielectric materials by
using steel
tubes to enclose the optical fibres.
The use
of steel tubes enables the
an
OPGW, which
in its
design of
mechanical and geometrical properties is
comparable to a normal ground wire.
Moreover, excellent optical performance
can be achieved by using steel tubes.

1. Introduction

both,

excellent

ground

wire

properties and optical performance.
The main difference to a conventional
OPGW is the use of steel tubes instead
of plastic tubes to enclose optical
fibres.
In the following, the advantages of
steel tubes over plastic
tubes for
ground wire applications are discussed
and the
design of
the steel tube
containing OPGW is described.
The results of the first experiments
wiLh test cables of the new design are
presented.
2. Comparison of steel
plastic tubes
The

optical

tubes and

performance

of

cabled

fibres depends on the fibre curvature

/1 I.
Self-supporting ground wires, which are
used
in
overhead
power lines are
frequently modified into optical power
line ground wires (OPGW)
containing
optical
fibres for telecommunication
applications,
Most OPGW designs include all-dielectric
cable cores just as fibre optic ground
cables.
The metallic armouring around the cable
core determines not only the electrical
but
also the tensile
conductivity,
behaviour of the self-supporting cable,
The tensile properties must be adopted
to the cable weight.
The dielectric core leads to a large
cable diameter and therefore to a heavy
as wind- and ice-load is a
weight,
function of cable-diameter,

In usual loose tube cable designi /2,3/
this curvature is connected with the
mechanical operation range of the cable
due to the fibre
excess length in
relation to the tube length and due to
the stranding of the tubes around a
central member.
Moreover, also the radial clearance of
the
tubes
and the
the fibres in
stranding radius of the tibes determine
the mechanical operation range.
Self-supporting OPGWs usually need a
operation range of
large mechanical
about 0.6 %
Because the largest possible portion of
the
cable
diameter
is needed for
and
electrical
mechanical
strength
the
conductivity
the
diameter
of
dielectric cable core must be minimized.
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This leads
to
both,
small radial
clearance
of
the fibres and small
stranding radius of the plastic tubes,
which on the other hand requires a short
stranding lay length of the tubes to
achieve the desired operation range.

The
main
process-parameters
are
temperature gradients and longitudinal
pulling forces.
In Figs. 2 and 3 the contraction and
elongation -f the tubes are shown in
relation to temperature gradients and
applied longitudinal forces.

Therefore, a minimized core diameter may
lead to critical fibre curvature.
,,7-

To avoid added loss or fibre strain in
this case, every parameter must be of
small tolerance and well suited to the
special application.
While
the
fibre
excess length is
determined by

loose

-

tube manufacturing

F-,or

and tube stranding, the other abovementioned parameters are determined by
the
geometrical
tolerances
of the

0

,.

tubes.

PaFFO
1.2,
1,7

2.1 loose tube production
Plastic
loose
tubes
are
usually
manufactured by an extrusion process,
whereas steel tubes are manufactured by

'

a steel tape forming and welding process
(s.Fig.l).
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Fig.2 tube elongation due to winding up
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a. plastic tube extrusion
o.F

b. steel tube forming and welding

During the extrusion process as well as
during the forming and welding process
the tubes are exposed to temperature
gradients due to cooling and due to
longitudinal wind up forces.
Both may enlarge the
excess length
tolerance.

Fig.3

As can be seen from Fig.2 and Fig.3 a
better excess length tolerance can be
achieved with steel tubes than with
plastic tubes.

Therefore,
the
main
tube material
properties are the thermal expansion
coefficient and the E-modulus.

84

tube contraction during cooling
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In addition the shrinking of plastic
tubes after production must be taken
into account, which may enlarge the
excess length.
A similar effect does not occur for
steel tubec.
2.2 geometrical parameters
As
stated
above,
the
mechanical
operation range of a loose tube cable
depends strongly on the radial clearance
of the fibres.
For a given cable design this clearance
depends on the tube wall thickness.
Typical values for the tube wall thickness are between 0.1 and 0.3 mm.
The extrusion of plastic tubes with a
very small wall thickness is a critical
process, whereas steel tapes with a
minimal thickness
of
0.05
mm and
excellent
geometrical tolerances are
easily available.
Fig.4 shows examples
tube cross sections.

of

the resulting

3.

OPGW-desion

The first step to a new OPGW-design is
to modify a conventional design with an
all-dielectric core.
An example for such
a conventional
design is 1-he OPTOFLEX-cable, which is
described in the following.
6 loose plastic tubes each containing 2
optical
fibres are stranded around an
FRP-rod.
The core is covered with a plastic
sheath to keep the interstices of the
core filled with a thixotropic gel.
The protection of the otical fibre core
by
a
multifunctional
is
provided
flexible hollow conductor made of 6
aluminum alloy (AA) profile wires.
It absorbs the radial and torque forces
AA/AC-armour and
of
the
composite
contributes to its load bearing and
conductive cross section.
The flexible hollow conductor design is
important to avoid fatigue fractures
often occuring
on bending resistant
solid aluminum pipes due to aeolian
vibrations.
In addition to its rigidity the hollow
conductor adds
substantially to the
self-damping properties of the cable by
friction between the profile wires.
In the first step of modification, the
dielectric elements
are replaced by
steel tubes and metal wires without
altering the
design
of
the outer
armouring layers.
An example is shown in Fig.5.

ACS wire
i

O'

/

/

AA profile wire

AA wire_

optical fibre

filling compound

Fig.4

cross section of steel tube
1.4/1.7 mm and of plastic tube
steeltube

1.2/1.7 mm

Because of the smaller wall thicknes,
steel tubes therefore enable a larger
operation range for the
same cable
design with the same fibre curvature
than plastic tubes.
This will be shown in the next section.

Fig.5

OPGW-design with a minimum of
dielectrics
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Independent of the outer armouring the
cores of the two designs are compared in
the following section.

As follows from Fig.6, the decrease of
the wall thickness of 0.1 mm leads to an
increase of the operation range of about
0.1 %.

3.1 comparison of the
core designs

two different

In addition, the calculation was made
for core designs including different
numbers of steel tubes with different
outer diameters.
The core diameter is held constant in
every case.

In order to compare the all-dielectric
core
with the
metallic core, the
corresponding operation ranges have been
calculated.
The calculation
formulas

/

/3

is based
and

on well known
the

on

The results are shown in Tab.l.
Nr. cable

assumptions
- in each case the tube is stranded
around acentral member together with
five dummies
- The sizes of the tubes are :
plastic tube

1,2/1,7 mm

steel tube

1,4/1,7 mm

1 0

- The stranding lay length is based on
the mechanical operation range and the
minimal radius
of fibre curvature
which is suited to the desired optical
and mechanical requirements.
- The radius of curvature

is

70

r
no

core

following

df
mm

Szsso E.3oo Eisso
0/00 0/00
mm

S13o

mm

2

1,25 1,56

53

65

9,5

6,3

2 0 + 3

1,34 1,38

55

68

8,9

5,9

3

1 + 4

1,47 1,13

59

73

7,6

4,9

4

1 + 5

1,58 0,91

63

79

6,2

3,9

5

1

6

1,67 0,72

67

86

4,8

2,8

6

1 + 7

1,75 0,57

72

97

3,4

1,9

+

+

mm to

avoid added loss at 1550 nm or 50 mm
to avoid only critical fibre strain
due to fibre curvature,
- each tube contains 2 fibres

Moreover, because
the
radial fibre
clearance decreases with the number of
fibres in
a
tube,
the mechanical
operation range must be calculated for
different numbers of fibres per tube.

The calculation
conditions.

To give an example, this calculation was
made for the two different core designs
Nr.l and 5 of Tab.l.

The

results

was made for worst case

of

the

calculation

are

The results are shown in Fig.7.
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mechanical
two
the
designs

operation
different

range for
OPGW-core

Fig.7
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calculated mechanical operation
range for different numbers of
fibres in a tube

12

Based on the results of the calculations, an individual core design can be
chosen for the special application.

4.

3.2 measurement of the mechanical
operation range

In the previous sections the improved
of
an
OPGW
optical
performance
containing
steel
tubes
instead of
plastic tubes was shown.

Improved OPGW with a minimum of
dielectrics

To proof the results of the calculation,
the mechanical operation ranges of both,
the conventional OPGW design and the
corresponding new design ( Nr.5 ) have
been measured.

Moreover,
the
use
of steel tubes
enables
the
improvement
of
the
mechanical and electrical properties of
the OPGW.

To be
independent from the bending
sensitivity of the fibres, the operation
range in this case was not terminated by
the loss increase but by the increase of
fibre strain from zero.

The aim of the development was a design
of a cable which is comparable to a
usual ground wire in its mechanical and
electrical properties and which shows
better optical
performance than the
conventional OPGW-design.

The cable strain and the fibre strain
were
measured
simultaneously during
loading the cable with an increasing
tensile force.

4.1

The results of the measurement are shown
in Fig.8.
6Tof

A self-supporting ground wire consists
of a core of galvanized steel wires
serving mainly as tension elements and
an outer layer of aluminum wires
serving mainly as electrical conductors.
In order

cab,.

5 'i

ground wire properties

to anchor a ground wire on the

top of a tower, tension clamps are used
which crush the outer aluminum layer to
load the steel core.
addition, to improve the behaviour
against
aeolian
vibrations, damping
clamps must be mounted onto the ground
wire.

/In

3'

2'

ow

nOA

Sb,.n

ground wire must
be characterized by
the following main properties

OPGW

..-o
wo

Fig.8

200

operation
mechanical
measured
range for two different OPGWdesigns

Fig.8 shows an operation range of 0.4 %
for the conventional design and of 0.51
% for the new design.
This result is in good agreement with
the calculation of sec.3.1 (Fig.6).
The results of this chapter show, that
by replacing plastic tubes by steel
tubes with a smaller wall thickness, the
mechanical operation range or the number
of fibres per tube can be increased.

- outer diameter
- weight
- ultimate tensile strength
- E-modulus
- electrical conductivity
- thermal expansion coefficient
- torque behaviour

4.2

Improved OPGW-desion

At first sight, it seems to be an
economic solution, to rejlace a steel or
aluminium wire by a steel-tube enclosing
optical fibres.
The marmufacturing of such an OPGW would
not be very different from a normal
ground wire manufacturing.
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While the
mechanical
and electrical
properties of
such
a
simple OPGWdesign would be comparable to a ground
wire, this type of cable shows
the main
technical disadvantage,
that the steel
tubes are deformed under the
radial
pressure of
damper clamps and tension
clamps.
it could be shown, that
In a crush test
this may lead to added loss, as can be
seen in the following.
A
steel
tube containing
fibres was
crushed
in
radial
directicn by a
stemple.
The tube deformation and the attenuation
of the fibres were measured during the
radial load was increased.
As can be seen from Fig.9, the fibres
show strong
increasing attenuation when
a critical tube deformation is reached,

I

Awire

0"

-

2

/_ilincopon
steel tube
AA wire
galvanized steel wire
f
A profilewire

"r

Fig.10

Improved
OPGW-design
minimum of dielectrics

seen from
Tab.2.

cable diameter

0

rcable
ts-s

tore JN)

a

The mechanical and electrical properties
of this cable are comparable to a ground
of corresponding diameter as can be

ground wire

cable data

.

with

The cable
core includes a jelly filled
steel
tube
containing
the optical
fibres, which
is stranded around
a
central aluminum alloy wire
together
with six galvanized steel wires.
Around
the core, aluminium-alloy wires
of
trapezoidal
cross
section
are
stranded in order to protect the steel
tube against radial
pressure and to
guarantee anchoring
by spirals instead
of tension clamps.

technical aerial
___..
.

"

optical fibre
filling compound

weight

OPGW

50/30
mm

11,7

kg/km

378

11,8
380

supporting
cross-section

mm2

81

88,2

Fig.9 measured added loss
due to radial
steel tube deformation

aluminium
cross-section

mm2

51-2

65,4

optical
guarantee excellent
to
So,
performace
under all
expected conditions, the
steel tubes
in the improved
OPGW-design must be
protected against
radial pressure.

steel
cross-section
mm
ultimate
tensile strenght kN

29,8

22,8

43,8

51,8

tube deformation by tension
avoid
To
clamps, the OPGW should
be feasible to
anchoring by spirals.
against
tubes
steel
the
To protect
damper clamps,
armouring
by profile
wires as shown in Fig.5 is neceqsary.

t-modulus
nominal short
time current
(t =2Q0 C)

The
OPGW-design
which
meets
these
requirements best is shown in Fig.10.

88

kN/mm

2

kA,is I

107

5,1

78

6,1

In
order
to qualify
the cable
for
ground wire applications, the following
tests have
been done
on the improved
OPGW
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4.3

Mechanical Tests

a.) clamp test
To test the influence of damper clamps
on the steel tube in the OPGW-core,
damper clamps were mounted onto the OPGW
with a torque in the range of 46 Nm as
shown in Fig.ll.

Fig.12

anchoring
spirals

of

the

OPGW

by

While the cable was loaded up to the
ultimate tensile strength, the cable
strain was measured.
In addition the cable was loaded until
break.

The results
are shown in Tab.3 in
comparison to corresponding results of a
normal ground wire.
Fig.ll

damper clamps
OPGW

mounted onto the

The
attenuation
of the fibres was
measured after the clamps were mounted.
After removing the clamps, the geometry
of the steel tube was measured at the
location of the clamps.
loss, nor a
Neither a measurable added
deformation of the steel tube due to the

radial pressure was observed.
Therefore,

the

layer

of

technical ground wire
OPGW
cable data
50/30
calculated
b
cale-8
11,7
11,8
E-modulus
2
kN/mm
107
II78

OPGW
measured
11,8
81

_____10_8_

breaking

load

kN

43,8

51,8

54,4

aluminum

profile wires over the core guarantees
the protection of the steel tube against
radial pressure of damper clamps.
b.) tension test
In order to test the anchoring behaviour, the OPGW
was
loaded with
spirals as shown in Fig.12.

When the breaking load was reached, all
wires of the OPGW broke simultaneously
between the anchor points in the middle
of the span.
No slippage of the core inside the
outer aluminum-layer was observed.
A typical break is shown in Fig. 13
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C0fl-1-1l

so

Os

Fig.14
Torque
conventional
This

improvement

the small

Fig.13

OPGW after breaking

This demonstrates, that the steel core
of the OPGW can be loaded by anchoring
spirals, so that no tension clamps are
necessary.

behaviour of the
and the new OPGW
can

be

cable diameter

explained by
and the fact,

that the steel wires are concentrated in
the cable core.
So,
no
zero-twist
headboards
are
necessary for the new OPGW.
4.4

c.)

OPOW

Optical performance

Torque behaviour
All optical measurements on the improved

Due to the stranding of the armouring
layers, an OPGW tends to twist during
the laying procedure.
This may lead to a cable untwist and
axja± strain which exceeds the allowed
value /4/.
For this reason, in most applications

OPGW have been
done
on singlemode
fibres.
The
attenuation
after
cabling and
during tensile loading was measured at
1300 nn and 1550 nm.
a.) cabling

non-twist headboards are used to prevent

the cable from twisting.
But, this leads to a complicated laying
procedure.
To compare the torque behaviour of the
new design in relation to the conventional OPGW, twist measurements have
been done on both
cables during a
tensile test.

The
attenuation
was
every cabling step.

after

No added
loss due
to cabling was
observed.
After cabling, the following attenuation
values were measured
1x3]o

The results in Fig.14 show the improved
torque behaviour of the new OPGW design.

90

measured
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a~o

.3

=

0.34 ± 0.02 dB/km

0.21 ± 0.02 dB/km

b.)

mechanical operation range

A test cable of the new OPGW design was
loaded two times up to the maximum
all-wpble load over a length of about
/

loom.

was measured
The attenuation
increasing tensile force.

during

The results are shown in Fig.15.
06
o

6 T

i

/0

I

0

0

0

so

34

4

5

036-,

40

.34-

302

032 -

20

250

520

-30

030-

Fig.15 measurement of the mechanical
operition range of the new

OPGW

0

-

0

Fig.15 shows, that even at the highest
load no increase in attenuation could be
measured.
of the
While the measuring accuracy
attenuation depends
strongly on the
test length, the fibre strain can be
measured by a phase shift method over a
short test length with a high degree of
accuracy.
Therefore, to find out the mechanical
operation range of the cable, the strain
method is preferred.
The
results
of
the
simultaneous
measurement of
the cable and fibre
strain are shown in Fig.16.

3

Fig.16

3

3

3

.

2

3

4

5

6

3

measured cable and fibre
strain during cable loading

The results of the measurement are in
good
agreement
with
corresponding
calculations and
show the excellent
behaviour of the new OPGW.
4.5

Further tests

The

presented

new OPGW design is now
under study.
The most important tests are described
above.
In our future development we expect
further results
for additional test
conditions, such as
-

lightning
short current
vibration
temperature cycling

The results of these additional tests
will be published in future.
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5.

conclusions

A new technique of
loosely enclosing
optical fibres into steel tubes has been
presented in this paper.
This new type of loose tube enables the
design of a new OPGW-generation with a
minimum of dielctrics.
Due to the advantages of the steel
tubes over plastic tubes, the new OPGW
characterized by improved
design is
optical and mechanical properties.
The result of our development is an
OPGW, which is comparable to a ground
wire in its mechanical properties and to
a conventional OPGW in
its optical
properties.
We are confident, that in future the
cable will be used in overhead power
lines.
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SUITABLE DESIGN AND CHAKACTEKISTICS 'J"OPTICAL GROUND WIRE FOR 1.55pm WAVELENGTH

1-1.
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Chiyoda bldg.,

S. Yamazaki

T. rokunaga

K. Sanbonsugi

Hitachi Cable, Ltd.
2-1-2, marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 10O,

Abstract
Two rypes of Composite Fiber-optic Overhead Ground
Wire (OPGW) for 1.55pm wavelength at which silica
based optical fibers have minimum optical
attenuation have been developed,
One is the long distance type which consists of
low attenuation type fiber and highly reliable
"Sponge type" optical fiber unit.
The other is the large capacity type which
consists of small dispersion type fiber and
high-density "Spacer type" optical fiber unit.
Many tests have made it clear that both types of
OPGW have satisfactory performances,

1. Introduction
Optical fiber telecommunication systems have major
technical advantages in power utilities, such as
low-attenuation, large-capacity and immunity of
electromagnetic interference.
Therefore Composite
Fiber-Optic Overhead Ground Wire (OPG), which is
most reliable and suitable fiber-optic media along
overhead power transmission lines, has been used
widely in the world, containing 1.3pm SM fibers.
To fulfill recent demands for longer distance and

and smaller than 4.5pm respectively.
In this case, attenuation will be large due to the
increase of Rayleigh scattering.
On the other hand, when refractive index
difference is smaller, attenuation will be small,
but the bending loss and dispersion will be
increased.
Furthermore, for the actual production, bending
properties for cabling process and mode field
diameter for easy splicing should be considered.
As a result of the above mentioned consideration,
we designed two types of fibers having simple
index profiles which are suitable for fully
synthesized VAD (Vapor Phase Axial Deposition)
methods;
One is low attenuation type which is optimized for
attenuation properties, and the other is small
dispersion type which is optimized for dispersion
properties. As the profile of small dispersion
type, we adopted the triangle index profile which
has greater advantages than step index profile in
low attenuation and large mode field diameter.
The characteristics of those two types of fibers
are shown in Table 1.

Cut-off Wavelength
Ic =I.

1.60-

larger capacity communication of power utilities,
1.55)im OUW has been developed based on the fact
that silica based optical fibers have minimum
attenuation at 1.55pm wavelength.
But, when fibers designed for 1.3pm wavelength are
used at 1.55pm wavelength, attenuation will be
increased by microbending due to rabling and high
temperature etc. especially for OPGW. Therefore
it is necessary to design SM fibers for 1.55pm

*

Japan

1.55

5V=.6

Ac =I.2pm
V=2.0

1.45

wavelength operation, but it is difficult to
optimize both attenuation and dispersion at the
same time. Then, we propose two types of 1.55pm
SM fibers for this reason.
In addition, two types of Optical fiber unit (OP
unit) were also designed for more usefull
application of the above mentioned fibers.

4/5c
0

(A 1 40-

Gu m

$_

7pm

5ym
V=2.4

1.35-

8Po
2. Fiber design

V.2

na
'

1.30

Core dia.2a=l0Pm
The relationship among refractive index
difference, cut-off wavelength, zero dispersion
wavelength and core diameter is shown in Fig.[.
Assuming that cut-off wavelength is 1.2pm and zero
dispersion wavelength is 1.55pm, refractive index
difference and core diameter should be about 1%

1.25
0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Refractive Index Difference Z()
Fig.1

Parameters of Step Index
Profile SM Fiber
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Characteristics of 1.55pm SM Fiber

table I

Low attenuation type

Type of 1.55ni Sti fiber

Small dispersion type

Refractive index profile

Step

Triangle

Refractive index difference

0.3b%

U.b5%

U. 5pm

Niode field diameter *

7.7pm

Cladding diameter

125pm

125pum

Cut-off wavelength

1.45pm

0.98am

Attenutin at [.55pri wavelength

0.19dB/km

0.22dB/km

Dispersion at L.55pm wavelength

lbps/nm.km

1.5ps/nm.km

• According to Petermannil

definition

3. Cable design

(I) "'Sponge type"

It is necessary for designing of optical fiber
unit (UP unit) for OPGW to consider that optical
fiber cores should be housed inside a 9rmall
aluminum tube and the inside space of the tube
should be utilized effectively,
'therefore, we concluded that the reliable "Sponge
type" is suitable for a cable containing
relatively small number of fibers and the highdensity "Spacer type" is suitable for a cablt
containing relatively large number of fibers,
Both types of UP units containing 1.3pm SM tibers
have been already adopted to UP'W both in Japan
and abroad.
Every material to be used is selected to have heat
resistance of 300C.

Fig.2 shows the cross-sectional view of "Sponge
2
type" oPGW 70mm .
Eacn individual silicone coated fiur ic jacketed
by fluorocarbon polymer for easy handling and
protection against heat and mechanical force.
Tne jacketed fibers are stranded onto a sponge
core having FRP (Fiber Reinforced Plastic) tension
member in the center of it, then covered by heat
resistant glass tape, and covered with aluminum
tube.
As shown in Fig.3, "Sponge type" OPGW is designed
to reduce optical fiber strain.
when the OP unit is stretched together with the
whole OPGW, each jacketed fiber compresses the
cushion (sponge) layer and moves toward the
center. Thus, the strain to each optical fiber is
reduced considerably.

_-Aluminum-Clad Steel Wire (AS-Wire)
/

Optical Fiber with

[Heat Resistant Jacket

Optical Fiber
xoamed

Silicone Rubber

OP unit

Silicone

-FRP

Fluorocarbon Polymer

ilcat Shield Glass Tape)
0.7mm

II.4mm
2
(a)(Sponge
OPOW 70mm
Type)

Fig.2

94

(b) Optical Fiber with
Heat Resistant Jacket
Construction of "Sponge
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type" OPGA

FRP Tension Member
Optical Fiber without Tension

c R

L

Cushon Layer

OPGW Length without Tension _.

~Strain
~Reduction
Optical

Fiber Length when Tensioned'

Foamed Silicone Rubber (Cushion Layer)

Fig.3

(II)

Strain Reduction Effect of "Sponge Type" OPGW

"Spacer type"

The construction of sub-unit is that b silicone

Fig.4 shows the cross-sectional view of "Spacer
2
type" OPw 70mm . In order to save space, b
fibers are formed into sub-unit and then settled

coated fibers are stranded around FKP core and
wrapped with a thin heat resistant tape.
In this spacer type, the strain to the whole OPGW
is directly transfered to each fiber. Therefore,

inside the grooves of aluminum spacer.

it should be considered to increase the screening

load to the fiber for reliable design.

Aluminum-Clad Steel Wire (AS-lire)
Sub-unit
Silicone Coated
Optical Fiber

Aluminum Tube
OP unit

FRP

Aluminum Spacer

Heat Resistant Tape

1.25mm
I].4mm

(a) OPGW 70mm 2
(Spacer Type)
Fig.4

(b) Sub-unit

Construction of "Spacer Type" OPK
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4. Cable characteristics

* OPGX.A

The evaluation was made on the following two types
of ONA4.

0.2

A) OPGW combined low attenuation fibers and sponge
type unit (OPCW.A)
long distance type

0 OPGN.B

11

tS) OFGW conbined small dispersion fibers and
spacer type unit (OPGW.B)
large capacity type

-

----

0-o
4.1 Optical fiber and fiber unit

0

In this paragraph, the characteristics of the low
attenuation fiber jacketed by fluorocarbon polymer
in OPJ..A and the small dispersion fiber in subunit ot OPGW.B are evaluated.

i
0

200

300

400

20*C

Time at 150'C (Hours)

(1) heat cycle test

Fig.b

Fig.5 shows the attenuation change at I.55pm
wavelength under the heat cycle test. The applied
0
0
temperature of -30 C to +150 C is considered based
on the estimated low environment temperature and
high temperature caused by induced current. The
attenuation change showed a good result of within
O.03 dB/km in both types.

100

Optical Attenuation Increase of
1.55um Fiber under Continuous
High Temperature (15*C)

(3) Heat shock test
Fig.7 shows the attenuation increase when 3UO*C is
applied in short time. This test simulates the
condition of short circuit failure. The attenuation change was within 0.03 dB/km in both types.

9 OPCW.A

0.2

OPGV.A

o OPGV.B
a)0.2-

L

o OPGW.B

0.1

00

0

o
I

20

-30

I

150

I

-30

a

150

C

20

Temperature (C)

Fig.5

Optical Attenuation Change of
1.S5pn
Fiber under
Heat Cycle
0
0
(-30 C to +15 0C)

,too-

0

(2) Continuous 150 C temperature test
The test result of attenuation increase under
continuous 15*UC environment was shown in Fig.o.
0
The test condition of 15U C x 400 hours was
considered as the accumulated heat of the temperature rise by induced current during summer
seasons within the life cycle.
The result showed a good figure of the variation
within O.U5 db/km.
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Fig.7

2

3

Time (Hours)

4

5

Optical Attenuation Increase of
1.55pm Fiber under Heat Shock
0
(2u C to 300C)

Through the above tests, the optical fibers and
sub-units were proved their good characteristics
under severe conditon of OPlG application.
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4.2

PGw

Therefore we confirmed the attenuation increase
through the rated current test on OPGW.d.

(1)

Stretch test

Fig.9 shows the attenuation increase under rated
current of 70%C to 160%C for 400 hours.

Fig.8 shows the stretch-strain relations while
monitoring optical attenuation. While the fiber
within "Spacer type" receives the same strain as
the whole OPGW, the strain of the fiber within
"Sponge type" is approx. bOX of that of the whole
OPGW.
This shows the high reliability of "Sponge
type".
It is a remarkable characteristics of
"Sponge type" that it has both high teuperature
resistivity and strain reduction effect.
Through this test, ooth types of OPGW showed no

Although this test was aimed at the same condition
as mentioned 4.1(2) continuuus 150C temperature
test, the temperature varied from 70C to 1bOC
according to environmental conditions in the
actual outside fields.
The attenuation increase was considerably small of
within 0.04 dB/km at 1.55pm wavelength.

10

attenuation increase upto OPGW breakage.

-

.

8

Initial

After Current

to 160C)X400hours

at
1.55pe Wavelength
aW(70°C

+0.1

0

o
50

-0.

=

* OPMWA062
o OPGW.B
E£

1.1

1.0

--0.50-/

Yig. 9

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5 1.6

Continuous Current

1.7

Test

00

i/

0.33%/

of OPGW. B
,L

Z,

0.25

:0.9%
C4

0

Fig.6

0.25
0.50
0.75
Strech of OPGW (a

1.00
(3) General tests

Strech Test of OPGW

Following tests were carried out on 1.55pm OPC;W
and the result was as good as that of the ordinary

(2) Continuous current test
i)

Bending

ii)

Twist

Although the components of OP unit are of hydrogen
free

materials since

the attenuation increase by

H 2 is a serious matter to optical fibers, moisture
within aluminum tube may react to aluminum and

iii) Vibration

create HZ
to OPGW.

iv)

gas when the electric current is

rated
Compression

0./
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(4) Installation
i)

attenuation value at 1.55pun wavelength among the
three stages of optical fiber, OPGW and postinstallation was U.I9d.B/kw to U.Iudi/kin.
we
consider the values are very smnall and the change
by installation is negligible in view of measuring
conditions.

Field application

The result of an actual field application of one
type of OP(A4.A is shown in Fig.IU.
The average

60n=9O6

n=90
-9=0.198 dB/km
uy=0.014 dB/km

R=0.l81 dH/km
c-0.007 dH/kM

son=90
$gzo.202 dB/km
a =0.019 dB/km

40-

40-

40-

20-

20-

20

101

0

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

0-

_

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.30f 0.15
0.25
0.20
0.15
Optical Attenuation (dR/km)
Optical Attenuation (dB/km)
(b) 0PC1
(a) Optical Fiber
Fig.1O

Optical Attenuation Iiistogramn at 1.55pm wavelength (OPGW..A)

Fig.12 shows the optical attenuation value of
about 0.2Zdb/km. lhe result shows that OFGI..b
has also stable characteristics for stringing and
sagging.

ii) Field test
Oj'GW.6 was finally sagged in the test line shown
in Fig.1I after three times of stringing process.

534m

Span Length
Height above the Sea

373m

No.3

No.2

No.1

Tower No.

0.:10
0.25
0.20
0.15
Optical Attenuation (dBlkm)
(C Post-Installation

4511m

394m

386M

CD O
Fiber

Fig.11

Fig.12

Conclusion
For OPGW operated at 1.55Spm wavelength, long distance (low attenuation and high reliability) type
and large capacity (small dispersion and high
density) type were developed and evaluated,
Both types of OPGW showed good characteristics in
various tests, and we are sure that those OPGW
will contribute greatly to power utilities.

OPGlW

PostInstall]ation

outline of the Test Line

optical Attenuation
at 1.55)pn wavelength
(UP(;s B)

On the actual line, the long distance type havini
"Sponge type" OP unit was already installed and
showed stable characteristics.
Flexibility of OPGW selection depending on the
requirement of transmission distance and capacity
will be given by a suitable combination of Sm
fiber for I.55pn wavelength and OP unit
construction.
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MOVEMENT OF NON-METALLIC SELF-SUPPORTING OPTICAL FIBER CABLE UNDER WIND PRESSURE

Y. Ishihata*, K. Saito*, K. Nakadate*, H. Horima** K. Niikura**,
A. Kurosawa*** and T. Ohmori***
*Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc.
**Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
***Kitanihon Electric Cable Co., Ltd.

Abstract
Non-metallic self-supporting optical fiber cable
has been developed for use as optical transmission
line to be installed on steel pylons.
When this
optical
fiber cable is installed on steel pylons
with intervening long spans, the cable may be
placed under severe conditions with higher wind
pressure load. Therefore, it is important for the
proper design of cable installation to determine
clearly whether galloping vibration exists or not.
Non-metallic self-supporting optical fiber cable
was subjected to wind tunnel tests and an actual
scale field test. Based on the test results it has
now become possible to determine the most appropriate installation position of non-metallic selfsupporting optical fiber cable on steel pylons.
1.

to the optical fiber cable itself until the
suspension line is elongated by about 0.5%.
Young's
modulus of suspension line thus becomes 3-4 times
that of conventional FRP rod in equivalent terms.
Therefore the diameter of the FRP suspension
line
need not be enlarged, and small diameter and light
weight of the entire cable are thus possible.

However, for installation of this non-metallic
self-supporting optical fiber cable,
the rangc of
movement due to wind and other factors must
be
taken into consideration so that the optical fiber
cable does not come in contact
with the power
transmission line.
The results of wind
tunnel
tests and an actual scale field test with regards
to range of movement and the presence/absence of
galloping are herein reported.

8 m FRP
PE Sheath

o

1
0E

Intr n

Fig.

3.

I

onntor

Susension
(FRP
•
OO,,

Slack
Optical Fiber
Cable

Structure of non-metallic self-supporting
optical fiber cable
(Note: cable weight is 0.21 Kg/m)

Summary of study

Wind tunnel tests and a field test were conducted
in order to analyze the range of movement and
the
lateral
deflection and galloping characteristjcs
of
non-metallic
selt-suporting optical
fiber

Anchoring point

Structure of non-metallic self-supporting

optical fiber cable.

Lateral deflection angle

The
structure
of non-metallic
self-supporting
optical fiber cable is shown in Fig.
1. In order
to prevent
electromagnetic
induction from the
transmission line, glass fibor reinforced plastic
is used
for the suspension line and the
(FRP)
composition of the cable is completely non-metallic.
The optical fiber cable is attached to the
suspension line by polyethelene
(PE) connectors
with constant spacing so as to provide for catenary; i.e., the main body of the optical fiber cable
to
is about 0.5% longer than the suspension line
which it is attached, midway between the plastic
connecting bodies.
Since this composition does not result
intension

100

P

optical ct)
Fiber
a¢
FRP
Grooved Spacer
wrapping Tape
Sheath

Im2

Introduction

The authors have developed a non-metallic
selfsupporting optical fiber cable which can
be
installed on power transmission steel pylons in
order
to implement the flexible application of
optical fiber cable.
Furthermore, field testing
has
shown
that this
cable
possesses
the
-3
characteristics necessary for practical use.1

2.

3-7-1, Ichiban-cho, Sendai 980, Japan
1, Taya, Sakae-ku. Yokohama 244, Japan
1-2-I, Koriyama, Sendai. 982, Japan
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attack angle

Relationship between wind pressure
force and lateral deflection angle

Range of movement of non-metallic optical fiber cable

Lateral deflection
characteristics

Galloping characteristics

From Equations 1 and
4, presumption of
lateral deflection
angle against wind
velocity

drag coeff.
Cd

Wind
tunnel
tests

Drag coeff.
Cd
Lift coeff.
C1

From Equation 3,
evaluation of
Den Hartog's type
galloping

Evaluation of application of type of
transmission line
oninstallation
on

Wind
velocity

Field
test

Wind
velocity
vs. lateral
deflectionanl

Evaluation of
abnormal
vibration

7v

pylons

anl
I

Presumption of
standard deviation
of lateral deflection angle oO

Wind
velocity
vs. lateral
deflection
angle.
Wind
velocity
vs. standard
deviation
of lateral
deflection
angle.

Presumption of lateral
deflection range,

Occurrence or nonoccurrence of ab-

± 306

normal vibration

Fig. 2

Flow of analysis
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The flow of analysis is as shown in Fig.
cable.
2, and the definitions o: lateral deflection
(drag
angle, attack angle and wind pressure force
force and lift force) are as shown in Fig. 3.
4.

deemed to be the outer dia -ter of projection
when the cable was at 45
-nilination, set(22mmx
tin g a uniform' diameter of 15.6mm
1/2). Test res--ts regarding drag coefficient
Cd and lift coefficient Cl are shown in Figs.
6 and 7.

Wind pressure characteristics

(1)

Aerodynamic coefficient characteristics
As shown in Figs.
4 and 5, non-metallic
optical
fiber cable is fixed on a balance.

c'

This optical cable and the wind are set
to
obtain angle a (attack angle); wind velocity
was
changed and wind pressure force
(drag,
the
measured.
Furthermore,
lift) were
aerodynamic
coefficients (drag coefficient
coefficient Cl) were obtained from
lift
Cd,
the following equations.Z05
Pd

-

2

P1
namely,

pCd DV '

-3

Attack
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k

4

View of wind tunnel test equipment
etlilialent

Characteristics of non-metallic optical
cable against attack angle
of
aerodynamic coefficients

EvalIuat iontof Den -arIog 's t--pc gallo(ping'
ben Ilartog's equaticon isay used to
let ermine
w;het hor -or not gal loping occurred.
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Fig. 5

7
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inserted
into Equation (3) to evaluate whether
the Den Hartog's type galloping occured.
It was
found that aerodynamic coefficients of non-metallic optical fiber cable did not satisfy Equation
(3) against respective wind velocities and attack
angles.
Therefore,
it seems that this type of
optical
fiber
cable is not conductive
to Den
Hartog's type galloping.

certain point.

p
Installation condition Steel pylon No.4
(Temperature0°C

t"

5.

Field test of

actual scope

To

verify the range of movement

•
of

non-metallic

E-

j

1988).

SOUTH

System composition
Information regarding
the installation of
non-metallic optical fiber cable is shown in
Figs. 9 and 10,
and composition of the test
syst-m is shown in Fig. 11.

""
Load

,oC

fiber cable and the occurrence/non-occuroptical
rence of galloping, non-metallic optical cable was
installed on actual scale steel
pylons of the
Mutsu test line of Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc.
8. The field test was conducted
as shown in Fig.
over a period of 2.5 years (Feb.
1986 - July
(1)

'-

the reflections,

Power transmission
io
tsine
'alic
optical
i
a IfE op

-.

T

"-e

C"

n

fiber cable

/

Fig. 9

E

2 8 5m

NORTH

Situation of installation of
optical cable

Non-metallic optical fiber cable was
installed on steel pylons of actual scale with a
Cable tension was measured
span of 285 m.
using a load cell,
and this measured result
together with
the values of wind direction
and wind velocity were recorded by a data
recorder and a multi-point dot printing strip
Regarding the observation of
chart recorder.
behavior of cable, a target composed of reflection plate was fitted at the mid point of
the span;

Tension 500 kgt)

"

E

E

non-metallic

mon-metallic

cable

"optical

"-

from the target,

1>

--

'

a- -

,

of sunlight
during daytime and
a lighting-fixture
from underheath of night were observed using an ITV camera and recorded by a

VCR.

AOMORI

Jopon

MUTSU TEST LINE

SENDAI

TOKYO

Fig. 10
.6s""
<A

.
Location of

of non-metallic optical fiber cable

installed on steel pylons
(2)

Fig. 8

View

test

line

recorder
data
VCR and the
the ld
Furthermore, we
a tm tc lyin
o
o
a
to e s
were
so controlled as
to
automatically
act ivate when
Lhe wind velocity reached
a

Result of measurements
(a) Wind characteristics of the test environment
The relations between average wind velocity
and gust rate (=maximum wind velocity/average
wind v',,Iocity) and between average wind velocity) and intensity of
wind disturbance
(=standard deviation of wind velocity. average
wind velocity) at the site during the
field
test are shown in Eigs.
12 and 11.
As shown
in he
1.
12
o12 ngs
intFig.
Fig.

12,

gust

rate

high velocity band,
elsewhere in general.

is 1.2

- 1.6

in

the

equal to that
reported
This test line envi-
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Data recording equipment
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:a Start/Stop Signal

Fig. 11
ronment is presumed to be typical, not special.
Fig. 13 shows the intensity of wind disturbance
used to calculate standard deviation of lateral
Based on this
deflection angle mentioned below.

Couposition of test system
result, the intensity of wind disturbance in the
high velocity band which poses a problem for the
access of lateral deflection, was found to be
0.18.
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velocity V(ms)

wind velocity
Relation
between
intensity of wind disturbance

and

(b) Cable tension
The relations between average wind velocity
and tension ard between average wind velocity
and maximum value of tension variation are
From these
15.
14 and
shown in Figs.
figures, it was clarified that the maximum
less
value of cable tension variation was
100 Kgf, which is less than 20% of
than
installation tension, and that there was no
of abnormal vibration such as
occurrence
galloping.

(Dec. 17. 1987: 7 hr. 22 min.
4 sec - 7 hr. 26 min. 4 sec)

V 24 m/s
30.7 m's
Vmax
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A
wmovement
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Furthermore, the locus of lateral deflection
recorded in VCR was subjected to AD
of 0.1
the sample interval
conversion at

wind

The average value and standard
second.
deviation of cable lateral deflection angle
were calculated, and the relation to average
is
The result
wind velocity was obtained.
is
given as
17 and 18.
shown in Figs.
follows:
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Dependence of maximum value of
variation on wind velocity

>
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tension

5

0[

2

Average wind velocity V (m/s)

Lateral deflection

An example of the locus of lateral deflection
movement at the midpoint of the span of nonmetallic optical fiber cable observed by ITV
camera is shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 17

Relation between average value of lateral
deflection angle of cable and wind velocity
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From the result of Fig. 17, theoretical value
of Cd was calculated using Equations (1) and
(4) and the value of Cd = 0.34 was obtained
1.12)
which was lower than the value (Cd
tunnel
obtained from the result of wind
tests,

M

0

00

34

.

6.

.

C.0

-"

6. Study concerning range of movement of nonmetallic optical fiber cable
For the designing of installation of non-metallic
optical fiber cable on steel pylon, we used the
method whereby the variation range of lateral
deflection angle, with the average lateral deflection angle 8 as the central
datum point, was
expressed as standard deviations 07 as siown in
Fig. 19.
3a with occurence probability of 99.74%
was used in the present study while 2oe and
lo6
with occurrence probabilities of
95.44%
and
respectively also fell within the range.
68.26%
Therefore,
the lateral deflection angles against
the respective wind velocities are as shown in
Table 1 as based on Equations (1) (4) (5) and CH
1.12.

23

,'

Table 1

Lateral deflection angle of
non-metallic optical cable

0 c
Average wind velocity

Fig. 18

Relation

between

a

V (m/s)

standard deviation

lateral
deflection angle of
wind velocity

cable

of

also due to the

g)

5

7.11

0-deg)

3

1.41

2.88

Ldeg)

11.3

and

It can he considered that the low Cd value
was .btaine because of the drop of wind pressure
force due to the difference of height
between the position of the installed cable
and the position of the wind velocity meter,
and

(m

10

26.5

4.58

12.8

40.2

15

48.3

5.69

31.2

65.4

20

63.4

4.59

49.6

77.2

72.2

3.33

62.2

82.2

25

fluctuation of wind into

_

different blocks in the direction longitudinal to the cable (size of air
lump).
Drag
coefficient used when designing the installation of steel pylon was based on the
result

30

77.5

2.42

70.2

84.8

35

80.7

1.83

75.2

86.2

of

40

82.9

1.41

78.7

87.1

wind tunnel tests that

offered

value for purposes of safety.

a high

Also,

Cd

as shown

in Fig. 18, because the actual measured value
coincided with the theoretical value obtained
from Equation (5),
which has conventionally
used to calculate standard deviation of
lateral deflection for the designing of installation on steel pylons of power transmission
lines,

it

was

found that

Equation (5)

can

Power transmission line

also be applied to non-metallic optical fiber
cable.
= li sin (2 1)
. 1.1
(5)

ce

V
namely

.j:

Nn-metallic self-supporting
No

decremental coefficient
3-

Wind
3

(ks)
k =

Lx

= average

(ks),
S (ks)
exp(-ks)}

L
x

(ks)

4

exp(-

optical fiber cable

) +

size of air lump in line
direction (= 30m)

S
span length (= 285m)
lateral deflection angle (deg)

Ov

-
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= intensity of wind disturbance
S
rFig.
(0.18 from Fig.

19

Lateral deflection based
analysis of wind variation

13)
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7.

Conclusion

-.

Non-metallic self-supporting optical fiber cable
was
subjected to wind tunnel tests and an actual
scale field test and the resulting data was applied to the design of installation of this cable
on steel pylon.
Based
on the result obtained on the aerodynamic
coefficient characteristics, it was found that
this non-metallic self-supporting
type optical
fiber cable
is not conductive to Den Hartog's
type galljrlrg .1br-tio,.
FuriiheLsoia,
-tn,,imal
vibration of galloping was not observed during the
field testing conducted over a period of 2.5
years.
Also,
based on the result of the field test,
it
was shown that the equation of standard deviation
of cable lateral deflection angle conventionally
used in the design of transmission line installation on steel pylon could be applied.
Using
the
equation of aerodynamic coefficients and equations
of lateral deflection angle aid standard deviation
of lateral deflection angle, the guidelines as to
the range of movement of non-metallic self-supporting optical fiber cable were obtained.
Based
on the results mentioned above it has now
become possible to determine the most
appropriate
installation position of non-metallic self-supporting optical fiber cable, with consideration given
to the spacing between this optical fiber cable
and the power transmission line, and to its height
above ground surface.
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The newly designed self-supporting
optical cable was developed through new

Abstract
A new type of metal-free selfsupporting optical fiber cable was
developed.
This cable can be applied to
long-span aerial power lines.
The design
of the cable is unique.
Four optical
fiber units with small diameter are SZcabled around a single rod FRP support
member and fixed by two lashing wires.
The cable was evaluated in a
Results of
laboratory and a test field.
various tests have verified that the cable
has excellent transmission and mechanical
characteristics.

It consists of four tight
technology.
buffered optical units with polyethylene
outer jacket.
These units are SZ-cabled
around the FRP support member.
This
configuration gives optical units excess
length.

2.
2-1.

Cable design

Design Criteria

The design criteria of the new cable
are as follows.
(1)
1.

Introduction

A power transmission network usually
has very long power lines.
So using
existing towers, an optical transmission
trunk line can be economically installed
in the power transmission network,
One well-known cable which is already
applied to power lines is OP-GW (Composite
Overhead Ground Wire with Optical Fiber).
Another is a metal-free self-supporting
optical cable.
In designing OP-GW, heat resistant
characteristics of an optical fiber must
be taken into account in case of lightning
and short circuit.
On the other hand, the metal-free
self-supporting optical cable is free from
induction.
So heat resistant cable design
is unnecessary.
But the axial elongation
of a metal-free self-supporting cable is
larger than a metallic one, so that from
the view point of life time of an optical
fiber, it is very important to design the
stress of the cable.
One approach is an
application of loose tube cable in which
optical fibers have excess length.
It has
an advantage that the excess length of
optical fibers can compensate the stress
of the cable.

Metal-free configuration.
From the view point of safety, the
new cable must be free from induction.
So it must be composed of all
dielectric materials.
(2) Maximum allowable fiber stress at
maximum working tension.
A predicted life time of the cable is
over 25 years.
To achieve this
target maximum allowable fiber stress
is 0.2% using 0.5% screen test fiber.
(3) Maximum allowable stress of the
support member at a maximum working
tension.
For the dielectric support member,
G-FRP(Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic)
and K-FRP (Kevlar-FRP) are available.
Determining allowable tensile stress,
the properties such as the time to
break and the maximum creep strain
have to be considered.
If the predicted failure probability
of 10 Fit/lOOkm is allowed during 25
years, 0.5% continuous tensile stress
of G-FRP is allowed.
The failure
probability of K-FRP is less than
that of G-FRP.
The maximum creep strain of K-FRP at
50% UIS(Ultimate Tensile Strength) is
0.1% during a life time of 25 years.
The creep of G-FRP is less than that
of K-FRP.
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(4)
(4)

In actual working conditions, maximum
tensile stress of supporting member
is under 0.5%.
Under this condition,
the creep strain of K-FRP is
nheege.
strcan
negligible.

The tight buffered single mode fibers
with 0.7mm nylon jacket are accommodated
in a 4mm polyethylene slot.
Each units

From the reason mentioned
above, the
alloablestres
oftheThe
maximum allowableadvantage
supporting member is set to 0.5%.
Maximum tower span of 500m.
Noriml tower span is 20m. tstiffness
Normal tower span is 200m through
exam.l
crtosng
idriveris
fo
example crossing wide river
is often

The tight ouer
sheath.
buffered
fiber has an
to be handled with ease.
Because it has a suitahle diameter and

allowable tower
* required.
spn of50G So maximum
±ssued.ease
span of 500m Is Lssumed.
(5) Aerodynamic characteristics,
From the view point of the life time
of the fiber, the excess elongation
of the cable induced by wind,
galloping and ice load must be
minimized.
To minimize the
susceptibility of the cable to wind
load, the cable diameter must be as
small as possible.
(6) Easy installation with high
reliability,
To minimize the installation cost,
the cable must have a capability to
be laid and anchored quickly to tower
structures.
(7) Fiber counts up to 20.

~s

2-2.

Structure

Fig.l shows the cross section of the
newly developed cable.
Four tight optical
units are SZ-cabled around a 10mm diameter
FRP support member and fixed by two
lashing wires.
The lashing wires are made
from Kevlar yarn and have a flat
polyethylene sheath to minimize lateral
pressure for optical units.

accommodate five fibers
polyethylene outer
sheath.

and have

5.5mm

to be handled by installation
technicians.
And also it has a strong
resistance to lateral force, so it can be
accommodated in a splicing closure with
aomad and no trouble.
in arplit
From the view point of aerodynamic
characteristics, the optical cable is
divided into four units to minimize the
over all cable diameter resulting in low
susceptibility to wind load.
This
structure also make it easy to branch any
unit without shutting down another live
units.
Moreover the support member is
separated from optical units, so it makes
it easy to anchor the supporting member to
the Lower structures, resulting in less
instailation time.
The unit has slotted structure to
protect the fibers from the large lateral
force in case of installation.
The tight
buffered optical fibers are tightly
stranded in the slotted core to make the
unit diameter as small as possible.
In order to get excess length of
optical fibers, the optical units are
cabled around the supporting member by
SZ-cabling method.
The theoretical
excess length depends on the cabling lay
length and the reverse angle.

that

is,
fxRxA 2
K= l+(-4xP

where,

Erratin of excess length (%)
R=pitch diameter of the optical
unit(mm)
Azreverse angle(rad)
Pzlay length(mm)

Support member
Lashing wire
17.5mm
Optical unit
I

But, because the optical
units
can not
move freely
due to the tension
of the
lashing wire, the effect
of excess longth
is
reduced.
So the opt imum lav length of
the optical
units
was experimentally
determined.
Fig.2 shows the
the unit
lay length

Opticalunit

Lashing wire

Support member
____

optical

between
fiber

Based
of 0. 5%.
st rain at the cable st rain
upon this
data,
the lay length of 360mm
was chosen as opt imum to meet the
at lowable

720ra n0.2%.
Fig.1

relationship
and the

Cross-section of the cable
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Table. 2 Typical parameters of cable installation
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The material of the support member is
selected from G-FRP and K-FRP in
accordance with an installation conditions
such as tower span, sag, tension, wind
load, ice load and temperature. Table.1
shows the characteristics of G-FRP and
K-FRP.
Based upon the following conditions,
we calculated the sag and the cable strain,
Maximum allowable cable strain=0.5%
Maximum allowable sag
=4%
The results are shown in Table.2.
In
conclusion, the 10mm G-FRP can be applied
up to 300m tower span.
And the 10mm K-FRP
can be applied up to 500m tower span.
Because we have the towers with 250m
span, the experimental cable shown Fig.1
was made to be subjected to the field test
using the 10mm G-FRP.
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Fig. 2. Relationships between lay length of optical unit
and excess length of optical unit and fiber
elongation at 0.5% cable strain
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3. Characteristics
3-1. Tensile characteristics
The cable was subjected to tensile
test to verify the stress level of the
fiber.
The optical attenuation was also
monitored. Fig.3 shows the relationships
between the tensile load and the fiber
elongation and the cable elongation and
the attenuation change at 1300nm
wavelength. The test results show
that
the fiber elongation is less than 40% of
the cable elongation at any tensile load.
The fiber elongation is 0.14% in case of
0.5% cable elongation. The attenuation
change was scarcely observed.

1.0
span : 50m
Table. 1 Data of support member
ITMG-FRP
10
(mm)
Outer diameter of FRP
Outer diameter of support member (mm)
12
Weight per unit length
(kg/km)
193
Trhermal coefficient of expansion (1(K) 7x10 -2
47
(kg/mrn )
Young's modulous
Breaking load
Tension at 0.5% elongation strain

(kN)
(kN)
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Fig. 3. Cable load versus strain
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The cable
was also subjected to the
repetitive
repetitive tensile test.
Fig.4 shows the
The cable was subjected to
result of it.
a 9.8kN load 50 times. The test result
shows that the elongation of the optical
fiber decreased and converged to 0.07%
which is one fourth of the cable
elongation. This means that the fiber
elongation is assumed to be 0.13% at heavy
load condition.
It is small enough
compare to the allowable continuous
elongation of 0.2%.
The test verifies that the new cable
satisfies the design criteria and has
enough reliability in terms of life time.

span:50m
0.3

......_____
:of
_
support member

r 0.2o
(d
o

Where
P:the wind pressure 3 )(kg/m
(kg/rn
d:aid
)
d:air density (kg/m
Cx:Cd or Cl

2

)

Fig.5 shows the test results of the
wind tunnel test. Where, sample A is the
support member with 12mm outer diameter;
sample B is the newly designed cable.
In case of figure-8 cable, it is well
known that the number of Cd and Cl change
depend on wind velocity.
In general Cd
has a trend of decrease and Cl has a trend
of increase.
This makes the cable
unstable to the wind, resulting in
galloping.
On the other hand, the newly developed
cable has same trends as a support member
with a round shape in terms of Cd and Cl.
The test results verified that the Cd
the new cable was improved about 20% by
SZ configuration.
And it also verified that the new
cable has less susceptibility to the wind
pressure, resulting in rare possibility of
galloping.

optical fiber
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3-2. Aerodynamic characteristics
Designing a self-supporting optical
cable, aerodynamic and icing
characteristics are the most important
factors from the view point of the life
time of the cable.
The new cable was subjected to the
wind tunnel test to verify the excellent
aerodynamic characteristics.
The important aerodynamic factors are
a drag coefficient(Cd) and a lift
coefficient(Cl).
Cd relates to the excess tensile load
induced by wind load. Cl relates to the
susceptibility to a galloping,
The wind pressure due to Cd and Cl,
That is,
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Fig. 5. Wind velocity

versus

aerodynamic coefficient

3-3. Attenuation in cable manufacturing
process
Fig.6 shows the attenuation of optical
fiber measured at each manufacturing
process.
The attenuation change through
cabling was less than 0.02 dB/km.
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3-6. A sheave wheel test

wave length:1300 nm

0.4

allowable pulling force during a cable
Fig.8 shows an outline of a
installation.
Up to a cable tension
wheel test.
of 4.9kN no attenuation change at 1300nm

0sheave

O0
0.3

and no mechanical damage of the

So4wavelength

The attenuation
cable were observed.
change was observed from 5.9kN. The groove
polyethylene slot was deformed by
lateral force to pinch the optical fiber,
resulting in the attenuation increase.
Therefore taking a safety margin of 2.OkN,
2.9kN was determined as a maximum
allowable pulling force.
Since ordinary pulling force is under
1.0kN, 2.9kN is large enough as an
allowable pulling force.
a

p

fiber

cable
Ny strand
sof
jacket
sheath

Fig. 6. Attenuation Of optical fiber
F ig. e mtatonuofaptui
in cable manufacturing

3-4. Temperature Characteristics
The cable was subjected to the
temperature cyclic test of ten cycles. The
temperature range was -40c through +60c.
Fig.7 shows the relationship between
change.
temperature change and attenuation
than
change was less
The attenuation
0.01dB/km and the residual attenuation was
scarcely observed after ten cycles,
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cable length
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Fig. 8. Outline of sheave wheel test
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3-7. Cable clamp
Fig.9 shows the structure of a cable

20

clamp. From the view points of a
reliability and a material and an

L

ES

4 F
0

6

12

18

installation cost, several methods to
clamp the cable on the tower structure
were investigated. We conclude that the
following new method is the best one which
cost.
can achieve a high reliability and a low

24

Time(hour)

Fig.7. Temprature dependence
of attenuation change

Thimble

PE sheath
3-5.

FRP

Vibration test

The optical cable was subjected to 2
tests; horizontal and 30 degrees inclined
The test condition was as
vibration test.
follows. The span was 20m. The tensile
The
load was 4kN (0.13% cable strain).
The
amplitude of vibration was +6mm.
After vibration of
frequency was 40Hz.
times, no attenuation change and no
lxl0
mechanical damage were observed.

Spiral rod

Waterproof
tape

Silicone
filler

Fig. 9. Structure of cable clamp
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The preformed spiral
rod (grip)
is
wound around an unjacketted FRP rod.
Then
for the purpose of waterproof, they are
covered with self-bonding tape, silicone
An advantage of
sealant and vinyl tape.
this method is that special tools and
materials are unnecessary.
A lot of sample were subjected to
tensile test under several environmental
conditions to verify the reliability.
Fig.10 shows the relationship between
the grip

length and

the

intrinsic

tensile

Table 3. Results of reliability tests on cable clamps
Tensile Strength (kN)

waterproof

600mm of it,

length, the slip
and the FRP.
But

20c

Anlitude±5mm
Frequency 0Hz
Tension 3.9kN

60c

lx0times

68.6

68.6

lxl0trnes

68.6 7

68.6

lxltimes

69.6

,xlO 7 times
20c 1x1O6times

happens
over

the FRP breaks before

slipping.
So 600mm
clamp length.

waterproof

VIBRATION

strength.
Tensile strength is
proportional to the grip length. Under
600mm of the grip
between the grip

With

Item & Condition

-

69.6
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Length of spiral rod versus
tensile strength

After

treatments

water immersion,
cyclic,

the clamp

such as

vibration,

freezing and temperature
samples were

subjected

tontheasieof tes. cthan
I n c a s e treamen,
o f dgraatio
t h e c lte
a m p w iofthetenile
t h a w a t e r p r o o fc
treatment,
the degradation of the tensile
strength was scarcely observed at any
treatment conditions.
The maximum tensile load at the heavy
load condition is one fourth of the
tensile
strength
of the clamp. So the
reliability of the clamp is verified.

in the

field

4-1. Stringing method
optical

cable has been

towers with the spans

of

strung on

248m arid

test

field.

Fig.ll shows the outline of
this stringing method.
A pilot rope with
many suspended small pulleys and a
messenger rope are pre-strung using a
existing wire so as to minimize the
tensile load of the cable and the sag

during the installation.

The measured

pulling

field was

force

in

the test

less

small
o p 0.5kN.
r to
t o the
compare
L This
e allowable
a lload
w b is
force
e pulling
u l i genough
f
(. , of f
2.9kN.
After installation
any damage was
observed

scarcely

on the

cable.

existing cable
pisterper

s1

spu al
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A pi ot r pe

rope

counter

optical

weight tail

pay off
Fig. 11.
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148m

by the carrier stringing method in the
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Carrier method of stringing

puller

4-2. Clamping and Jointing

6. Reference

Fig.12 shows the layout of the cable
clamp and the joint box. The support
member is fixed on the mid arm of each
steel tower. Four optical units
are
branched at the cable clamp. These units
are protected by the flexible plastic tube
with a slit and guided to the joint box.
The necessary time to anchor the
support member to the tower structure was
about twenty minutes per one clamp in the
field.
The necessary splicing time per one
fiber was about eight minutes.
The field test verified that the new
cable has a capability to be installed
very fast.

(l)NKuwabara"High Reliability FRP
Strength Member for Non-metallic Optical
Fiber CableJ71-Bo5,pp626-632,198,
Transactions of IEICE Japan
(2)H.TakeshitaDip of Overhead Power
Lines",1966
(3)T.S.Swiecicki,"Unit core cable
structure for optical communication
systems",pp656-660,Wire Industry,
September,1979
(M.H.Horn
et al.,iStrergth and
durability characteristics of ropes and
cables from kevlar aramid fibers",MTS-IEEE
24E,OCEANS

1977

(5)"Creep and stress-rupture of kevlar
ropes",Technical Documentation kevlar 29
kevlar 49 aramid fibers

-

cablee clamp
joint
box
r

optical fiber units
inprotective tube

Fig. 12. Joint box location

4-3. Attenuation change after installation
An at t enuat ion change at. I300nm
wave length after inst a I I at ion in the test
field was less than O.01dB/km(average of
twenty fibers).

5.

Conclusion

A newly designed metal-free
support ing opt ical

cable

for

self-

long

span

application was developed.
In this cable
S/-cab I i ng con fi gu rat ion gives excess
length to opt ical fi bers.
The test
results in the laboratory and the test
field verified that the new cable has
superior transmission, mechanical,
aerodynamic charac teristics
and the new
clamping, method has a high reliability
to
any environmental condition.
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DRY BAND ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY ON OPTICAL CABLES SEPARATELY STRUNG ON OVERHEAD POWER LINES

C.N. CARTER

Central Electricity Research Laboratories, Leatherhead, United Kingdom
Summary
Several self-supporting optical cables strung
on power transmission lines in Europe have suffered
sheath failure after less than one year in service,
Large scale capacitive coupling experiments have
enabled electrical activity to be observed and
recorded outdoors in natural wind and rain. They
have shown that the main cause of failure is dry
band arcing which occurs when a wet cable begins to
dry. Degradation always occurs near a cable
support because the currents flowing and voltages
available are highest there.
An analytic,.i
treatment allows judgement to be made on which
particular power lines pose a threat and the
optimum stringing positions to be determined for
any given power line.

Several developed what they term track
activity.
resistant sheaths. This approach has apparently
worked well, although a suitable test regime which
will accurately predict lifetime performance remains
elusive.
Experimentally Induced Degradation
6

It has been found"''
that degradation
apparently similar to that found in service can be
produced on small (0.1 to 0.5 m long) cable samples
sheathed with polyethylene, the original sheathing
material, by exposing them to electric fields in the
range 5-100 kV/ts while the samples are wetted by
salt fog or spray. In general the most damaging
currents lie in the range 0.5-5 mA. Electtode
effects can be dominant in these small scale tests
and results on other materials are sometimes
confusing.

Introduction
There is a need for optical cables in the
Electricity Supply Industry and the various cable
types available for use on overhead lines have been
reviewed'.
Self-supporting, metal- free cables,
developed originally in W. Germany and the
Netherlands, have been in apparently successful use
on power lines of up to 110 kV for some years.
It
has been demonstrated many times' that cable of this
type satisfactorily meets the optical and mechanical
requirements. However, the first attempts to instal
cable on 220 kV lines was met by failure. After
less than a year the cables fell down and on
examination were found to have been damaged near to
the supports, apparently by electrical activity,
Several theories were put forward as to why
this had happened and several solutions were
3
proposed.
It was suggested that near the earthed
supports longitudinal components of the electric
field drove currents along a wet and dirty cable
sheath. If these cables were not earthed then the
currents would not flow and degradation would be
e'iminated.
Insulators were incorporated in the
conductor fittings but to no avail; the damage
appeared as before. Suggestions were made that,
since the damage always occurred near to fittings,
the problem was one of small radii metallic parts
raisiig the local electric field. Several stress
relieving devices were proposed and tried but no
improvement was observed,
The cable manufacturers then tt.rned to
resisting rather than preventing tlie electrical

In order to gain experience at more nearly the
correct scale, an outdoor test facility was set up
on a coastal site. A 10 m long, 275 kV (159 kV to
ground) busbar was suspended horizontally by tension
insulator strings between two vertical steel towers
16.75 m apart.
Up to six cable samples could be
suspended between these towers, parallel to the
busbar and on an arc 1 m distant from it.
Both ends
of the cable samples were earthed. The calculated
potential at the centre of the dry, insulating
cables parallel to the 275 kV busbar was 75 kV.
Observation has revealed that electrical
activity is confined to periods of heavy mist,
drizzle, and dryig after rainfall.
No visible
activity occurs when the cable is well wetted or
when it is dry. After rainfall dry bands form more
or less randonly along the end few metres of the
cable and glow discharges run circumferentially
around the ends of the cylinders of wetted surface.
The two rings of discharge are separated by up to
50 mm of dry surface over which run thin serpentine
unstable arcs. While damage to the sheaths which
degraded (not all did, was heaviest near the cable
ends, some damaged areas were bounded by undamaged
cable. A metal electrode was not necessary for
damage to occur.
To gain further insight into what happens in
practical operation, two lengths of cable were
joined and strung on one 308 m span of a double
circuit 400 kV pcwer line.
One half of the
iesulting cable was sheathed in polyethylene and the
other in a degradation resistant material. The end
regions of the cable were examined by eye at monthly
intervals.
After exposure for four months the
polyethylene sheath was noticeably degraded. The
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form and course of the degradation was similar to
that observed on the outdoor capacitively coupled
rig and to that seen on some of the small scale
laboratory experiments. Initially the material
surface loses its hydrophobic nature. This is
followed by the destructive phase which is
essentially a melting and relaxation process that
eventually exposes the cable core. After nine
months exposure the polyethylene half span was so
badly degraded that it was removed and replaced with
a second degradation resistant cable. To date,
after just over a year, the original degradation
resistant cable has not suffered degradation.
Induced Voltages and Currents
The electric potential and the currents flowing
at any point on an optical cable, strung on a power
line separately from the conductors, are determined
by the phase voltage and frequency, the conductance
of the cable or the pollutants on it and the
capacitive impedances from the cable to the line and
ground. The capacitances per unit length to line
and earth, C, and Ce, are broadly constant
throughout the span and are governed by the geometry
of the phase and earth conductors and the supports.
Near to the supports the capacitance to ground rises
sharply and there are minor variations along the
span caused by sag, which itself varies with the
weather,
1

10.-1
0.8 -

'

0.a-

.6-

to assign values to the parameters I., V and R,
which together with r are defined in the Appendix.
The advantage of using these parameters, rather than
the freq_=cny -6d capacitances from which they can
be derived, is that at least in principle they are
measurable experimentally.
Most of the electrical activity is confined to
a length of cable adjacent to the support. The
concept of an active length, 6, is introduced and
defined in the Appendix.
It is dependent on only
the line geometry, circuit status and cable
resistance. When the active length is much shorter
than the half-span, which is usually the case on
power transmission lines, the earth leakage current
is as though drawn from the line through a capacitor
of value C 1 6. Although the earth leakage current
falls with 6, the heating per unit length at the
In most practical
support approaches an asymptote.
cases heating will be at this asymptotic level,
leading a wet cable to dry preferentially near the
In general the effect of increased
support.
capacitance to ground near to the towers is a minor
perturbation, which will only affect the
characteristics of Fig. 1 significantly when the
cable specific resistance is greater than about
10 Sl/m and will act to limit the longitudinal field
at the support.
Dry-band Formation

-'
2-

0.4

It is our experience that wet aged cable
sheaths have resistances which vary widely in the
range 1-100 MN/m. Drenching with simulated sea
water decreases these values to around 100 kQ/m but
this is an unusual extreme. When dry, the aged
cables have resistances of many gigohms per metre,
which is high enough, when carrying the calculated
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Normalized i-v characteristics

The analysis given in the Appendix, which
assumes that capacitances and resistance per unit
length are constant, shows how potential and current
at any position on a cable vary over the full range
of cable specific resistance, line voltage and
constructional practice. The normalized plots shown
in Fig. I are a convenient way to display the
information. Current and voltage characteristics
2
have been drawn for a range of values of K, where K
is the normalized cable resistance. When the cable
has zero resistance it is at ground potential along
its entire length. The current then builds linearly
from zero at mid-span to a maximum at the support,
determined by the line voltage and the capacitive
When
impedance between the half-span and the line.
the cable resistance is infinite, the current flow
along the cable is zero everywhere and the cable is
at a constant potential determined by the ratio of
the capacitive impedances to line and ground. For
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finite resistances the resistive impedance to ground
falls as the support is approached. Hence the
potential will also fall and the current rise in the
manner illustrated by Fig. 1. To obtain current and
potential values for a specific case it is necessary

currents, to sustain a surface field which would
break down air.
A wet cable suspended on a power
line is likely to dry preferentially near the
supports, partly because the cable slopes
encouraging water to drain away, and partly because
the current and hence the electrical heating is
highest there. The exact site where crystallization
of electrolye first occurs will be to some extent
random, but at that site rapid drying will ensue.
Heating in the surface film will rise as its
resistance rises, creating an unstable runaway
condition. In direct contrast, drying around the
circumference of the cable at this site will be even
because all current carrying paths are in parallel
and heating will be highest in the path with the
least resistance. Fig. 2 shows how the heating in,
the voltage across and the current passing through
the drying band vary with its resistance for a
It can be seen that the voltage
400 kV case.
developed across a drying band, likely to be
initially of the order of the cable diameter in
length, will rapidly reach that required to flash
over the surface. The dry-band will then grow until
its length just matches the voltage available to
break down the gap. Figure 3 shows, for the same
400 kV case how the available potential difference
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Fig. 4 shows how Io and V. vary with height on
the centre line of a double circuit (both live)
132 kV line, a vcltage at which no in-service
degradation has been seen. The values are an order
of magnitude lower than those calculated for a
typical UK 400 kV line. Fig. 5 shows similarly how
Vo varies with height on the centre line of a
400 kV line.
In determining the optimum stringing
position more than one case must be considered. On
a double circuit line one or both circuits oay be
live.
If only one circuit is live
other may be
either earthed or floating. As if the
that were not
enough, the relative phasing may vary from line to
line; lines carrying more than two circuits are even
more complex.
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Although it has not been finally proved, it
seems likely that sheath degradation is caused by
arc-root heating. In that case the two important
parameters in determining the heating are the arc
striking voltage and the current

flow or

charge

transfer, which are related. It can be seen from
Fig. 3 that at the support the striking voltage is
usually V o . The current flow during dry-band
arcing will be in bursts, of a frequency much higher
than the power frequency, caused by repeated
charging from the power line and discharging through
the arc, of the capacitor formed by the optical
cable and ground. It is not possible at this stage
to analyse this complex dynamic situation, but it is
probable that the maximum, power frequency, earthleakage current To provides a measure of the arc
current, however imperfect.
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The voltage alone is not enough to determine
the threat level. Geometry, which includes:
conductor spacing and size, ground clearance,
relative phasing, earthwire positions and
subconductor spacings, is equally important. These
comlexities are not insurmountable, but they must
be fully appreciated before self supporting optical
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cables which are reliable can be designed and
tested.
Discussion
We have shown theoretically that, as is found
in practice, dry-banding, and the degradation caused
by it, is confined to an active length of cable
adjacent to the support. The crucial support
feature which ensures this is the availability of a
path for a modest current to flow to earth. Field
shaping on cable fittings was ineffective in
preventing degradation because stress raising was
not the main degradation mechanism. Insulated
fittings wcre equally ineffective. The insulators,
which had relatively short creepage paths, and were
as susceptible to pollution as the cable, were
ineffective in preventing milliamp sized currents
from flowing to earth. The rapid rise in the
capacitance between cable and ground near to the
supports, far from being a causative factor, is seen
to be helpful in limiting longitudinal fields,
Conclusions
Large scale outdoor experiments have confirmed
that dry-band arcing is the main mechanism causing
sheath degradation in self supporting optical cable
strung on power lines. Experimental and theoretical
results show that the threat of damage will be
confined to cable adjacent to the support positions.

Analytical expressions have been derived for the
voltages and currents induced on self supporting
cables, and for the voltage available for dry-band
arcing for any power line. These expressions can be
used to assess the level of threat and the best
stringing position for cable on a given power line.
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Appendix:

and Currents on an Optical Cable
Consider an optical cable suspended between the
supports of an overhead power line which carries one
or more circuits. The capacitive coupling between
the cable and the line will be made up of the sum of
the capacitances to each of the phase conductors.
The inductive coupling, which would dominate if the
cable resistance were very low, is ignored. We will
assume that the circuits are all synchronous.
An
equivalent capacitance per unit length between the
optical cable and the line, whose terms are grouped
by phase, can be written:

C1 = rc [(C

+

E2 -.) + 0 a I

+

( I

+ 7'2.)}
.

( )

where 0 = -1(1 - jv13) and a, 0 and Y are the
geometric terms reflecting the relative positions
and sizes of the optical cable and phase conductors
of circuits 1, 2 .. n. We can then define the
reference phase of the system voltage V s to ground,
such that C1 will have no imaginary component.
Similarly the capacitance per unit length of the
cable to ground, C 2 , is the sum of the capacitances
to the ground plane, the earthwire and the
conductors of any earthed circuits. If we assume
that C 1 , C2 and R, the resistance per unit length of
the cable, are independent of position the problem
can be treated quite simply.
Consider the infinitesimal element shown
below:
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development of a metal-free, self-supporting,
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Arlington, Va., Nov. 1987
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It is convenient to define normalized

L

parameters for voltage, current, position and

Write

K

where

62

(0 + j)

=

...

(8)

specific resistance which simplify the algebra and
generalize the results. Thus:
I RL

V
SI
0
where:

and K2

0

L is the half-span, V. the cable potential
when R tends to infinity, Vs the phase to
ground system voltage, and Io is the earth
leakage current when R is zero.

Here 6, which we will call the active length,
represents the length of cable adjacent to the
support along which most of the electrical activity
occurs. When L - 6, as will usually be the case,
equation (5a) reduces to

By considering current continuity at the node
and resistive potential drop along the element we
can write:

1

di
-d

... (2)

and
dv

- i

d

2
wR(C, + C 2 )

=

0

v=

=

K

...

i(l)

L (Ij)
2L

.

(9)

so the earth leakage current, for a uniformly
resistive cable, will have the magnitude
I(L) = VswC1 6. The two ends of the cable will be
independent of each other and of the span length;
the earth leakage current will be as though drawn
from the line through a capacitor of value C1 6.

(3)

hence
d2 i

2

i

-

... (4)

d&2
The cable is earthed at the support, so if we choose
= 0 at mid-span where i is zero, a solution for
equation (4) is
i

=

sinh K&

... (5)

K cosh K
and the normalized earth leakage current
i(l)

=

tanh

...

(5a)

K

end from (3):
v(&)

cosh K&
h

=

-Central

...

(6)
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so the mid-span potential

v(o)

=

1 -

[cosh K]''

... (6a)

If a cut of infinite resistance is made in the cable
a distance D (i.e. a proportion d = D/L) from the
support then by analogy with (6a) the normalized
voltage appearing across that cut is:

v(d)

=

[cosh Kd]-' - [cosh K(2-d)]-'

The parameter K is complex.

Chris N. Carter
Electricity

...

(7)
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Abstract
A single-mode optical cable network is presented
meeting all subscriber requirements for individual communication (conventional telephone,
videophone, data exchange) and broadband distribution services (TV, stereo channels, data
services)
- capable of being used without modifications for
further services (i.e. HDTV) and new systems
(i.e. coherent detection).
Cables based on high-fibre-density loose-tube design and containing up to 840 fibres have been developed, meeting all the requirements for
the introduction of this network.
Introduction
Optical communication systems have reached a high
technical and economical standard, proved by the
fact that about 10 million kilometers of optical
fibres have been cabled and installed up to now
throughout the world.
Nevertheless, the introduction of optical coi,o,..nication systems considerably depends on the network level:
While mainly optical systems are installed instead
of copper systems in trunk networks [ 1 ], in
subscriber networks almost all the operating and
even newly installed systems are based on copper
cables (although the reliability and high performance of optical subscriber networks were demonstrated already long ago 1 2 ].
The reasons for this difference are well known:
- the existing symmetrical copper cables are sufficient and cost-effective for narrowband services
(telephone, data transmission)
- coaxial cable systems are an economic and reliable solution for broadband distribution services (radio, TV)
- new services, especially those requiring a high
bandwidth (videophone, videoconference), which
can only be handled using optical systems are
not yet used extensively,
Considering this situation, the installation of
optical subscriber
instead of copper
work networks
wil(inaddiionto
beenhnced
cst-n networks will be enhanced

(in addition to cost-m

effectiveness), depending on the following condi-
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tions:
- all existinS subscriber requirements (conventional telephone, TV, stereo audio channels, data
services) can be met
- transmission of future services (HDTV, videophone, high-speed data transmission) is possible
without modification of the cable network
- application of ne. systems (i.e. coherent detection) is possible
- the same star network design is used as for the

-

existing copper system (step-by-step-introduction of optical systems and replacement of copper by optical fibres)
the same cable design and splicing technique is
used as for existing optical cable systems (reliability, use of existing cables in an initial
stage)

A network meeting all these requirements is presened hee
sented here.

System
All services are transmitted on one single-mode
fibre. The communication and distribution services, however, are independent and strictly separated using 2 different windows: the second window
(1200 - 1330 nm) for communication, and the third
window (1500 - 1600 nm) for distribution services [ 3].
A bi-directional transmission is used in both
windows.
The separation of the 2 windows and of the forward
and backward signals within each window is realized by means of wavelength division multiplexers
(WDM).
This design allows a gradual introduction of new
services and the corresponding terminal equipment:
- For broadband communication
bi-directional transmission each at 150 Mbit/s
for the forward and backward channel.
- For additional distribution services
four 150 Mbit/s channels from centre to subscriber to be selected from an "unlimited" number
of channels via a narrowband backward signal.
For
sysem
chereper channel where n and
channels
d o n t h with
v tom bMbit/s
fi e , a d s fu re eq r medO not
can halwaysto be mfixed, and so future require-
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Both wavelength windows are easily combined and
separated by existing components, i.e. taper coupiers or interference multiplexers [ 4 ].
The separation of the forward and backward channel
within each window is more critical [ 3 ]:
In order to minimize the WDM costs for the required low crosstalk
a separation of more than
60 nm between the forward and backward channels is
necessary, and therefore a wavelength range from
1200 to 1600 nm for single-mode operation is required.

ter of this cable is 35 mm, resulting in almosl
the same fibre density achieved by ribbon cables.
A modular cable design and different fibre counts
per tube ensure an optimum fitting to each requirement.
The cross-section of the 120-fibre basic unit of
the 840-fibre cable and a view of the 120-fibre
cable are given in the following figures:

Fibres and cables
The single-mode operational window of a cable system is given by
- modal noise (short wavelength limit) [ 5

Colour-coded
fibre
Counter tube

- microbending and macrobending losses of the fundamental mode (long wavelength limit).
In order to ensure the large single-mode wave-

00be

length range, the fibres to be cabled must have an
adequate mode field diameter and cutoff wavelength; furthermore macrobendings and microbendings must be avoided as far as possible due to
cable design and production.

000
00

0 00O
00 0

0 000
The fibres used for the cables are standard matched cladding single-mode fibres. They have a mode
field diameter of between 9,5 and 9,8 um at 1300nm
and cutoff wavelength A c of between 1230 and
1290 nm.
Theoretical calculations and experimental results
carried out in the meantime have demonstrated that
larger mode field and cutoff wavelength tolerances are possible.
Economical small-size high-fibre-density highfibre-count cables are required for subscriber
networks. Many cable desinsmeeting these requirements are possible [ 6 1. However considering the
fact that the loose tube design is well suited for
minimizing microbends and that this cable type has
been succesfully installed and proven its reliability in the networks of the Deutsche Bundespost
r I j and in many other countries, we have also
used this construction for our developments.
The cables are based on an improved loose tube design, each tube containing 1, 5, 10 or 20 fibres.
A common basic unit contains six 20-fibre tubes.
For purposes of identification, the fibres are
colour-coded by 10 different colours and by additional black ring marking.
While conventional copper cables contain up to
2000 pairs, a maximum fibre count of about 800
seems to be sufficient for optical cables, because each subscriber is only supplied with one
fibre, and one copper cable can be replaced by
three optical cables by subdividing the existing
cable ducts, if the cable diameter is sufficiently small.
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Fig.1 Cross section of 120-fibre basic unit
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Filling
element
Wrapping
Strengthmembers
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Fie.2 Cros- section of 940-fibre cable

The fibre count of the largest cable is 840. This
cable consists of 7 basic units. The outer diame-
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which complies with theoretical findings [ 7].
Taking into account the fact that matched cladding
fibres are used, the cable cutoff wavelength is
mainly given by the two 76 mm loops used in the
arrangement for the cc measurement.
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Fig.3 120-fibre cable
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Fig.4 Spectral attenuation of cabled fibres
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Cable production
The different cable production stages are as
follows:
- colour coding
- tubing (secondary coating)

Furthermore, the behaviour of the fibres as a
function of the cable tensile load was measured at
the 120-fibre cable, as shown in Fig. 5.'-

- stranding
- sheathing
critical
. The
wmmost
lilI•I
fibre density

In order to ensure single-mode operation of the
cable network even at 1200 nm, an additional 76mm
loop is included close to the terminal equipment
of the 1200 nm channel.

-imilmm l lI4"+

step is tubing, because highrequires precise control of the excess fibre length in the tube; developments for
speeding up this process are in progress.

Fig. 4 shows the spectral attenuation of the
cabled fibres. Even at 1600 am the attenuation is
sufficiently small.
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Conclusions: - Fibres with and without ring

subscriber networks, it is becoming more and more

marking have a similar behaviour,
- The excess fibre length has been
well controlled.
(The measured value of 0.35% exactly meets the theoretical value of
0.33%).
-

The fibres in the cable are stressfree under standard operational
conditions, and high reliability is
thus ensured.

The temperature behaviour of the cabled fibre attenuation slightly depends on the colour coding
(and naturally on the wavelength). Fig. 6 shows
performance under worst-case conditions (ring
marking, 1550 nm wavelength).

Attenuation change
Standard deviation on-1

[dB/km]

important for faster splicing methods to be available which are adapted to cable construction.
A
Analysing the particular steps of single-fiber
splicing methods, it is conspicuous that it is not
the splicing process itself, but preparation, fiber handling and mounting the splice protection
which are the timeconsuming aspects of the splicing process. It is thus obvious that splicing
time should be reduced by introducing multiple
splicing techniques, where the timeconsuming stages can be effected simultaneously for several
fibres.
The splicing technique is strictly related to the
cable design.
The following table shows the advantages and disadvantages for the splicing technique of the loose
tube cable design compared with the ribbon cable
design, which
networks
[6 ]. is also suited for future subscriber

+0.10

0.00

JSimu

Stages in splicing procedure

Loose tube unit

Removingthe buffer-jelly

necessary

Ribbon unit

Inot necessary

Removing the buffer

simultaneously possible for several fibres

Removing the primary coating

simultaneously wossible

Itaneous removing the

or several fibres

not possible

possible

Fibre sorting

necessary

not necessary

Fibre cutting

simultaneously possible for several fibres

Subsequent axlal adjustment
of the fibres

possible

Subsequent switching of
individual fibres

possible

notpossible

Branching

easy

difficult

primary coating and buffer

-0.10

Baciges

+201-20 +70 20 1-20 1-40 1+70 1+20

Temperature[°C

not possible

o

ifcl

I

Fie.6 Attenuation change of cabled
fibres vs temperature

The temperature behaviour of the attenuation is
already sufficient. Additional improvements can be
reached by better optimiziation of the tubing process.
Summarizing, it has been shown that a very highfibre-density cable based on the loose tube design
can be manufactured with a large single-mode operational window and good optical and mechanical
properties.

The comparison shows that both cable designs are
nearly equivalent in their influence on the splicing technique. Ribbon cables allow slightly more
economic features by simultaneously
removing the
primary coating and fibre buffer and sorting the
fibres in the ribbon.
Loose buffer cables have advantages with regard to
the possibilities of subsequent axial adjustment
of the fibres thus allowing higher tolerances in
the multiple cutting process and in subsequently
switching and branching individual fibres.
Furthermore, it is possible to overcome the remaining disadvantages of fibre bundles by converting the fibres into a quasi-ribbon by means of
additional tools.

Fibre splicing

Summarizing, loose tube cables have no disadvantages regarding splicing.

Up to now, single-fibre splicing methods based on
fusion methods or mechanical coupling methods have
reached a high standard of reliability and prac-

For subscriber networks, fusion splicing technique is favoured because of the following advantages when compared with mechanical splices:

ticability F9, 10, 11 j. However, with the increasing number of fibres per cable required in

- The self-aligning effect can be used for low
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geometrical tolerance single-mode fibres.
- The longitudinal fibre offset and the quality of the fibre endfaces are less critical,
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Conclusion
A single-mode optical cable network has been
presented meeting all the specifications required for present and future subscriber communication systems.
Particulary high-fibre-count cables based on a
loose tube design have been developed which
have the following features (not yet in production but in the laboratory)
-

10

[ 11

good optical and mechanical performance

- a large single-mode operational window (12001600 nm)
- high fibre density.
Because the network design is as far as possible the same as for existing copper and optical
systems
(star network, loose tube cables,
fusion splicing technique), a gradual introduction of the optical subscriber network and a
gradual replacement of copper by optical fibres
can be easily achieved in accordance with current requirements.
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The Architecture and Technology for the All-Fiber Loop
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Summary
Since 1983, when high speed multiplexers
operating over fiber feeder cables were first
introduced, the race has been on to fiber the "last
mile' of the telephone distribution network. This year
several fiber distribution systems have been proposed,
AT&T's system, the first in service in August 1988, is
based on the SLC® Series 5 Digital Loop Carrier
System, which has been extended to include the
distribution plant. An all fiber network is completed
by using DDM-1000 (DS3) or higher rate multiplexers
in the feeder plant. This first Fiber-to-the-Home
system will enable the Telephone Companies to
prepare for future wideband services in an
evolutionary and economical manner,

All Fiber Loop Architecture
The final barrier in the loop, the so called "last
when
mile" has finally been breached. Since 1983,
high speed multiplexers operating over fiber feeder
cables were first introduced into the network, the race
has been on to complete the fiber picture with a fiber
distribution network. With the introduction of fiber
distribution and drop cables into the network this
year, AT&T's system, using the SLC® Series 5 Digital
Loop Carrier System, bridges the span from a copper
network to an all fiber network. The SLC Series 5
Digital Loop Carrier System, in conjunction with the
DDM-1000 in the feeder, is the first production all
fiber network; see Figure 1. This all fiber network
will enable the Telephone Companies to position
themselves for future wideband services in an
evolutionary and economical manner.
Initially
AT&T's system provides POTS (Plain Old Telephone
Service) type services, with enhanced services
following shortly thereafter,
Technology in the Loop
The architecture of this system is based on the
SLC Series 5 Digital Loop Carrier System, which has

been extended from a feeder only system to include
the loop distribution. The basic system consists of a
SLC Series 5 central office terminal connected to a
SLC Series 5 remote terminal over a DDM-1000
Multiplexer in the feeder plant. The subscriber side
of the remote terminal is connected to an optical shelf;
fiber jumpers coming from this go to a fiber
interconnect. The fiber interconnect terminates the
fiber distribution cables, which runt temhe distant
terminal, mounted on the outside of the customer
premises. The following sections elaborate on these
system components.
Central Office Terminal and Feeder Plant: The
standard SLC Series 5 channel bank, with all the
common plug-in units is the Central Office Terminal
(COT) used in this system. The COT channel bank
demultiplexes the DS1 signals to DSO signals for
switch input. Since the initial offering will be POTS
service,
standard
POTS channel units will be used in
the central
office terminal.
The DDM-1000, operating at 45, 90, or 180 Mb/s
in the feeder part of the loop, transports the DS1
(1.544 Mb/s) SLC® Series 5 signals between the
central office and the remote terminal. Single-mode
fiber cable is used in this feeder portion of the loop
plant. If desired, higher rate systems, such as
AT&T's FT Series G at 417 Mb/s, can also be used.
The feeder part of the system is, in fact, no different
from that used when SLC Series 5 serves conventional
venbe
Cper feeer co
ditrution
cop
used, but would be unusual with fiber distribution.
Remote Terminal: The remote terminal also uses
the standard SLC Series 5 bank, and all the common
plug-in units, but it has new channel units. These
channel units are connected to optical units, in an
optical shelf, by twisted pairs using standard 710
connectors. Four optical shelves, mounted under the
SLC Series 5 banks can serve a maximum of 192
customers (two SLC Series 5 Dual Channel Banks);
see Figure 2. The optical shelf is connected by fiber
jumpers, with ST® connectors on each end, to a fiber
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interconnect, which terminates the fiber distribution
cable. The complete arrangement is housed in the
initial trials in Controlled Environment Vaults (CEV).
In 1989 deployment in smaller above ground
enclosures will be available.
Channel Units

unit, power converter unit, back up batteries and
voice frequency terminals which are wired to a
Network Interface Unit. See Figure 3 for a diagram
of the DT. The DT's function in the receive
(incoming) direction is to convert the 1.544 Mb/s
(DSI) optical signal to a DSI electrical signal and then
convert the electrical signal to the standard
telecommunication voice frequency signal. In the
transmit (outgoing) direction the DT functions in the
reverse fashion.

Two new RT channel units were developed for this
fiber system. They fit into standard SLC Series 5 dual
channel bank shelves, in place of the standard metallic
channel units that would provide service over copper
distribution pairs. The two units are functionally the
same, except that one provides two POTS lines and
occupies one channel unit slot, and the other provides
four POTS lines and occupies two slots. Each channel
unit serves one customer (unlike copper channel units,
which provide two lines that may go to different
customers). The initial service provided is standard
two-wire analog, single party POTS with loop-start
signaling and fast forward disconnect.

The DT channel unit also provides the "BORSCH"
functions which are normally provided by the remote
terminal channel unit in conventional copper
distribution: battery feed, o~ervoltage protection,
ringing, supervision, coding and decoding, and hybrid.
Hence conventional telephones can be used by the
The distribution fiber, with an ST
customer.
connector on it, terminates into the optical unit. The
optical unit converts the DS1 optical signal to DSI
electrical signal or vice versa, depending on whether it
is receiving or transmitting a signal.

Fiber Interconnect: The fiber interconnect used in
this system provides direct termination of the outside
plant cables on ST connectors. The interconnect
provides a flexible rearrangement point for connecting
fiber jumpers from the optical shelf to the distribution
plant, and access to the optical line for system turn-up
and maintenance.

The optical unit interfaces in the DT with the
Channel Unit (CU). The CU provides from one to
four lines to the customer, depending on the RT
channel unit selection discussed earlier. The CU
provides line mux, clock recovery, clock dividers,
control, signaling and the BORSCH functions. Each
of the line interfaces is provided with a current

limited line feed.
Optical Unit: The heart of the system is the optical
unit. Two optical units are used for each loop, one
The Power Converter Unit (PCI) provides battery
located at the remote terminal in the optical shelf and
charger, rectifier and ringing generator functions at
the second in the distant terminal. The optical unit
the DT. The battery charger is a constant voltage
and the SLC Series 5 channel unit are connected via
charger and is used to maintain a charge on the
two twisted pairs through a 710 connector. The
backup batteries. The PCU monitors the incoming
optical unit operates at a line rate of 1.544 Mb/s, and
AC power and provides automatic transfer to battery
provides electrical-to-optical and optical-to-electrical
battery
p
is
Tmactn
end of DSIsigals
the fiber distribution
signal conversionloop
at each
Th optcalunitrecive
romthebackupAC ifpower
AC power
fails.
The backup battery
pack
loop. The optical unit receives DSI signals from the
contains six cells and is rated at 12 VDC, 5.0 Ah. The
battery pack will provide a minimum of 8 hours of
channel unit and converts the electrical DSi signal to
an optical DSl signal for transmission over the
operation for the DT.
distribution fiber. A 1300 nm laser diode performs
The AC power enters the DT enclosure into a
this transmission functionality. In addition, the
sealed box for craft protection. The box contains a
optical unit receives the optical DSI signal transmitted
switch type circuit breaker and a line transformer
over the single-mode fiber and converts it into a DS1
which converts 120 VAC to 17.6 VAC. The AC line
electrical signal. A PIN (positive-intrinsic-negative)
cord is three to four feet in length and is housed in
diode performs the receiver functionality in the optical
unit. Transmit and receive signals are combined by
bidirectional
splitter,
providing
optical
an
The DT enclosure also contains air vents on the
transmission on a single distribution fiber. Singlebottom, grounding arrangements and av ,ganizer to
mode fiber is used because of its superior transmission
store any slack fiber.
characteristics, while providing a wideband vehicle for
future services.
Distant Terminal: The Distant Terminal (DT) is an
outside plant closure mounted outside the customers
premises. The DT contains an optical unit, channel
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The SLC Series 5 Fiber-To-The-llome System

presently has multiple applications in various stages of
deployment. Listed below are the sites of these
deployments,

closure serves up to four houses; drops for unbuilt
houses are coiled in plastic boxes at the lot line. First
customer service is scheduled for November 1988.

New Jersey Bell - South Brunswick: The first trial
of this system was in New Jersey Bell. The first
system was cut into service on August 5, with
customers put in on a service order basis. Each
customer will have a DT mounted on a stake designed
by New Jersey Bell. The architecture used in NJ Bell
consists of a SLC Series 5 Digital Loop Carrier
remote terminal housed in a CEV. The entire outside
plant is buried in conduit, including the drops.

GTE: Cerritos, California is the Fiber-To-TheHome site selected by GTE. It is an existing
community located in Southeast Los Angeles County.
Homes in this community are already established and
are currently served by a traditional copper
architecture. Cerritos thus becomes the first site
where a modernization situation is encountered.

Southwestern Bell - Leawood, Kansas: The
Leawood site is the first application of the fiber-tothe-home feature utilizing production equipment.
Subscribers will be provided with service over fiber
commencing in October 1988. The distribution is
LXE fiber with metallic shielding and terminates into
above-ground pedestals. The drop cable is composite
with two fibers and three metallic pairs.
South Central Bell - Memphis: South Central
Bell's first fiber-to-the-home system is in a
development in the eastern suburbs of Memphis,
Tennessee. The feeder is optical and somewhat
unusual in that it is at 417 Mb/s, using two stages of
multiplexing (the first to DS3).
Distribution
fiber
cables
(AT&T's
LXE
Lightpack®) are direct buried 36 inches deep, with
direct burial of drop splice closures, als.. Each drop

GTE has established Cerritos as a test-bed
whereby they can evaluate equipment and services
from various vendors. Accordingly, Cerritos has been
dissected into separate service areas to facilitate
GTE's evaluation. Initial service is expected to be
available in late December of 1988.
Contel: Contel's selection for a Fiber-To-TheHome site is a new subdivision within an existing
community
located
in
Ridgecrest, California.
Ridgecrest is a community located in California's
Mojave Desert near the U.S. Naval Weapons Center at
China Lake.
Equipment for this site is initially designed to
serve homes through the 1990 timeframe. All utility
services will be provided through underground
facilities. Distribution fiber has been planned for this
area using the conventional single single-mode fiber
per home. Initial service is expected to be available in
late December of 1988.

T/P

TERMINAL OFFICE
LOCATION

REMOTE TERMINAL
LOCATION

RESIDENCE
LOCATION

Figure 1 - SLC® Series 5 Carrier System Fiber-To-The-Home Universal Configuration
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LINE PLANT CONSIDERATIONS FOR PASSIVE OPTICAL NETWORKS FOR THE LOCAL LOOP

M.H. Reeve

British Telecom Research Laboratories, Martlesham, Ipswich,
Suffolk IP5 7RE, England

Abstract
Recent work at BTRL has concentrated on the
introduction of single mode fibre in to the local
loop against an initial use for telephony, whilst
allowing later upgrade to broadband.
In order to
approach copper pair costs for telephony the fibre
is
shared
amongst
a
number
of
users.
One
particular network studied at BTRL, the Telephony
on Passive Optical Network (TPON), is a passive
splitter approach.
In this network a single fibre
is
fed from the exchange and fanned out via
passive splitters at the cabinet and distribution
point
(DP)
positions
to
feed
a
number
of
individual customers.
This paper considers the
line plant issues for such networks, including
components
design
and
maintenance and
testing
issues.
A system model is developed to predict
overall
system
losses.
Finally
a
system
demonstrator
was installed
on the BTRL site to
tetfesbiiyofte
procsplitter
test feasibility of the approach.

1.0

Introduction

Recently proposals have been made for passive
optical networks for the local loop having the
potential
to
cost in
against
copper pair for
telephony use, and yet still have the potential
(1,2)
In BT studies
for future wideband use.
have concentrated exclusively on the use of single
mode fibre for these networks.
at BTRL, the
One particular network studied
Telephony on Passive Optical Network (TPON), is a
In
this network a
passive splitter approach.
single fibre is fed from the exchange and fanned
and
the cabinet
out via passive splitters at
distribution point (DP) positions to feed a number
of
individual
customers.
A
TDM
signal
is
broadcast to all terminals from the exchange on a
single
wavelength,
with
the
customer
time
accessing the particular bits meant for him.
In
the return direction data from the customer is
inserted at a pre-determined time to arrive at the
exchange
in
synchronism
with
other
customer's
data.
Inclusion of
an optical filter
in
the
customer's terminal
that passes only
the TPON
wavelength
allows
the
later
provision of new
services on other wavelt~igths without disturbing
the telephony transmission.
A target maximum of a
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128 way split operating at 20 Mb/s would allow the
provision of basic rate ISDN to all customers.
In line plant terms the cable count near to the
exchange is considerably reduced, with fibre and
cable costs shared between many customers.
In
addition the exchange equipment is also shared by
the splitting ratio, further reducing the cost per
subscriber.
This paper examines the critical line plant
issues for such networks, including likely overall
losses
using
typical
components,
reflection
problems in duplex working
and maintenance and
testing issues.
2.0
The

basic

network

points
flexibility

Basic Network

points

is shown in Fig 1.
Two
are
assumed
to
model
the
present in the existing copper

network
(streetside
cabinets
of
up
to
600
customers and distribution points (DP's) up to 15
the
and thus most easily fit into
customers)
existing underground cable duct system.
Typical
lengths are shown with the average local loop
being around 2 km total length in the BT network.
Table I shows a comparison of component numbers
for various levels of split against a point to
point system having one fibre to each customer.
It is apparent that the passive splitter network
typically has 10% of the fibre and half the number
of splices and connectors.
the fibre
cost
aspect
In
addition to the
sharing also removes the need for high-fibre count
nightmare of
removing
the maintenance
cables,
damage to a cable containing many fibres.
3.0

Critical Components of the Splitter Network

Component
issues
4mportant
splitter based network are:-

to

the

passive

-- Splitter arrays of up to 16 wavs.
Since it is
likely that the initial telephony system will
operate In the 1300 rn window, with broadband
upgrade in
the 1500 nm window the splitter
arrays will need to be wavelength 'flat', with
low loss and constant coupling ratio across a
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wide band of wavelengths
"steering" by the network,

to

avoid

later

wavelength

wavelengths

--

Blocking filters to exclude
from the customer's receiver.

--

Low fibre-count cables for cabinet
and
DP
interconnect and customer's drop (overhead and
underground) and internal applications,

--

Housings for splitter arrays
equipment with adequate fibre
testing facilities.

--

Testing and monitoring facilities that can be
Since it is
employed with the network "live".
likely to be impractical to shut down service
to up to 100 customers to test for a fault on
one the network must be maintained whilst live.

--

--

and customer's
management and

If bi-directional working is used, (as in Fig
I) or reflection-sensitive systems (microwave
subcarrier or coherent systems for example) are
contemplated for future use then attention will
need to be paid
to reflection levels from
splices, connectors and unused fibre outlets on
splitter arrays.
In this paper this is explored
for the case of bi-directional working.
Low-cost components easily used by local network
staff.
In spite of the fibre sharing aspect it
is unlikely that copper pair costs will be
approached without a significant reduction in
single mode fibre cnd component costs. To date
fibres tend to have been installed in long haul
networks by small numbers of highly skilled
staff.
In the local network it is likely that
staff numbers will be higher and skill levels

from the 3 dB or 50% split of up to 0.8 dB over
the system wavelength range of 1270-1580 nm.
Each
curve corresponds to the output from one of the
splitter legs.
Clearly any particular path through an array of
splitters will exhibit a loss due to the summation
of effects from each split.
These may add or
cancel,
producing
a
variation
in
wavelength
response from path to path (ref 3).
Nevertheless,
it is always the case that one path will exhibit
the worst case response, leading to a loss given
by multiplying the response of Fig 2 by the number
of split levels.
This loss is used in the system
model.
In addition to the "loss" effect of coupling
ratio,
losses
due
to
polarisation effects
on
coupling
and
splitter
excess
loss
due
to
imperfections
must
be
taken
into
account.
Measured values for these effects across a typical
batch of 20 splitters made at BTRL are shown in
table 2 and later used in the system model.
The
results
shown
are
for
individual
2x2
splitters
spliced
into
arrays.
Although this
approach
can
give adequate
performance
it
is
unlikely to lead to low cost, and tends to produce
large package sizes.
A method of producing the
splitter arrays by direct 'knitting' of the fi:iLs
without splicing is required, either by sequential
or
simultaneous
manufacture
of
a
number
of
splitters in one operation.
Thus far prototype
4x4 arrays have been made at BTRL by simultaneous
pulling of 4 splitters, although much work remains
to be done to refine the process.
4.2

Customer's Blocking Filter

lower.
In order to study each of these aspects a
system demonstrator has been built at BTRL, and an
overall system model produced by consideration of
individual component
losses.
In the
following
part of the paper the critical components and
issues will be examined in more detail to produce
an overall expected power budget for the system
from the system model.
This is then compared with
results from the demonstrator.
4.0
4.1

As previously explained a blocking filter is
needed in the customer's telephony equipment to
exclude
later
wavelengths
from the
receiver.
Initial work at BTRL has attempted to reduce the
amount of optical spectrum used for telephony to
allow several extra wavelengths in the 1300 nm
window.
The result is a target for the blocking
filter of 15 nm full width at half maximum, 1.5dB
loss and essentially "top-hat" spectral shape, if
it assumed that the exchange source is a DFB laser
controlled to 1 nm.

Component Design
Fig
BTRL.
filter

Splitter Arrays

At
the
present
time
the
technology
most
suitable for making passive splitter arrays is
that of
the fused splitter,
with planar iondiffused glass and integrated optics (eg LiNbO3)
likely to be contenders in the future.
The work
at
BTRL has concentrated on the fused-splitter
approach.
In this approach a 2x2 splitter is made
by fusing and tapering two fibres together.
The
wavelength
dependance
of the
splitter
can
be
reduced by altering one fibre slightly to ensure
that the maximum available coupling between the
two is at the 50% point.
The splitter is then
tapered to this point to produce a fairly flat
wavelength response.
Fig 2 shows the wavelength
response for a single splitter, giving a deviation

3 shows a prototype device produced at
In this approach a multilayer dielectric
is mounted in a slot in a conventional

connector
ferrule,
with
the
connector ferrule
providing fibre
alignment to yield a low cost
fibre-tailed device that can be spliced into the
network.
Fig 4 shows the response of the filters
produced so far, with a performance of 16 nm FWHM
and 1.5 dB loss.
4.3

Cabling

Interconnect of exchange to cabinet and cabinet
to DP can use low fibre-count single-mode cables
(either conventional or blown fibre) already in
use in the network without significant development
effort, with the existing specification of less
than 0.5 dB/Km in both windows.
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For the subscriber drop and internal cables
little is available and the area is technically
challenging from both strain and bending aspects.
on
subscriber drops
70% of
With as
much as
overhead cable in some areas it is likely that
both overhead and underground solutions will be
required.
In the case of overhead drop cable
termination methods are
vitally important
and
often dictate cable design. Designs must be built
to withstand ice and wind loadings of 5 mm radial
respectively, whilst
thickness
and
80
km/hour
still maintaining fibre strains below 0.15%.
Plate I shows prototype ruggedised blown-fibre
tubes suitable for direct burial in underground
drops and a prototype overhead drop cable in which
the support member can be separated from the
blowing tube and held using existing methods,
4.4

Cabinet and DP Housings
At

cabinet and DP points, housings are required
for the passive splitter arrays and associated
splices. Important factors are:--

--

Maintenance of minimum bend criteria (35 mm) to
avoid loss increases at 1550 nm.
Housings must allow rapid
Fibre management.
re-entry for addition of new subscribers without
damage to existing fibres,
Test access.
Provision must be made for clipon or end-on access to each fibre.

--

Termination of spare fibre ends to prevent stray
reflections.

Experience
from the on-site demonstrator has
shown the fibre management issue to be a critical
one, with conventional approaches in which splice
trays hold a number of fibres and splices being
inadequate.
An
approach
has
been
totally
developed in which each splice and the associated
fibre loops for splicing and clip-on are held in a
novel
single-spl4rc
holder
having
moveable
components
to
release
and
contain
the
fibre
loops.
A prototype DP made in this way is shown
in Plate 2.
4.5

Reflection Levels

|

i

w--------------

Since most
unterminated ends on splitter arrays.
mechanical splicing systems currently have return
losses in the 30-40 dB range it is difficult to
see how these can be used, restricting splicing to
fusion.
5.0

System Model

BT
route
length in
the
The
average
local
In
network is around 2 km, with 90% below 5 km.
order to assess likely overall losses of the TPON
network a model was built of a 5 km system having
a 128 way split and full duplex operation.
This
gives 9 levels of splitting (7 for 128 ways and 2
duplex).
Measured data for splitter arrays
components such as splices, connectors
was gathered as shown in table 3.

and other
and cables

The resulting spread of
losses for the worst
case path is shown in Fig 5 for 1300 rn.
The
resulting spectral loss is shown in Fig 6.
Losses up to 42 dB are expected for the worst
case components and wavelength.
6.0

Testing Issues

Two approaches have been taken to testing the
The first
passive splitter network whilst live.
involves the use of conventional OTDR equipment
used At a test wavelength, with the blocking
filters screening the test wavelength from the
system
receivers.
Commercially
available
OTDR
equipment currently has a dynamic range of around
23 dB, with the result that fibre can only be
monitored over half of the split levels in a 128
way (9 split levels) network before losses become
too great.
This was overcome by monitoring from a
mid-point in both directions through a demountable
optical tap.
The test wavelength used was 1550nm,
with the system running at 1300 nm. The tap was
made from a polished coupler (ref 6) designed to
preferentially couple at 1550 nm.
In this way the
loss to the system due to the tap was 0.7 dB
whilst coupled and 0.02 dB uncoupled, whilst the
loss seen by the test equipment was around 3 dB.
In this way a conventional OTDR trace could be
obtained whilst the system was running without the
need to terminate fibre ends.

The use of bi-directional working (as shown in
Fig 1) has advantages in reducing the amount of
plant in the ground, easing the fibre management
problem at cabinet and DP points and of reducing
the
possibility
of
error
in
record
keeping.
(there is no chance of confusing go and return

Clearly when looking in to a splitter network
light will be returned to the OTDR from several
branches simultaneously, leading to problems of
interpretation in determining in which branch a
fault lies.
A partial solution is to make use of
customer's
laser
power
monitoring
normally

fibres).
However, the network immediately becomes
sensitive to reflections appearing back at the
sending receiver in the form of crosstalk,

employed by the system to determine which leg has
developed a fault by looking for increased laser
current to that subscriber.

For
the
target
transmitter
and
receiver
performances of 0 dBm launch and -50 dBm receive
reflection levels close to the system ends must be
kept below 50 dB down on the incident signal (50dB
return loss) if the signal to noise ratio of 5 dB
required by the analysis of ref 5 is to be
achieved.
This
applies
to
both
splices
and

In addition to the test wavelength approach a
second
test method was
produced using optical
"clip-on"
to produce
a low cost
power meter,
somewhat equivalent to the AVOmeter in use for
copper
pair.
In
this
way a piece
of
test
equip'ent was
produced that would allow basic
fault finding by each linesman.
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The clip-on idea is based on using a small bend
in the fibre to tap a small amount of light out.
This light is collected and guided to a detector
by a short waveguide to give the power meter
operation.
Careful choice of the bend radius can
give an indication of power in the fibre to around
3 dB whilst adding less than 3 dB loss to the
system with even the most bend sensitive fibre
allowed by the fibre specification at the highest
wavelength.
A prototype instrument sensitive down
to -30 dBm fibre core power is shown in plate 3.
7.0
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Demonstration System

In
order
to
test
the
various
trade-offs
inherent
in
the
passive
splitter
network
a
demonstrator system was built at BTRL, as shown in
Fig 7.
Two exchange points and two DP's were
interconnected
via
a
passive
splitter
array
mounted in a standard BT external cabinet
to
simulate a 128-way split.
The total system length
was around 1.5 km, with blown-fibre cable being
used throughout.
The measured loss of the system
at 1300 nm was 35 dB, in comparison to a loss of
34 dB predicted by the system model.
Unused
legs
on
the
splitter
arrays
were
terminated
by
a
mandrel-wrap
technique
of
introducing several turns at 3.4 mm radius to
prevent
reflections
back
into
the
network.
Although
effective
it
is
unlikely
to
prove
reliable in the long term and further work is
necessary
to produce
a field
termination for
unused fibre ends.
As previously described the system could be
tested with clip-on testers or by means of OTDR
equipment launched via a demountable tap in the
external cabinet.
8.0

10.0

Conclusions
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Passive splitter approaches to fibre In the
local network can enable initial deployment for
telephony by means of fibre sharing amongst a
number of customers.
The result is a considerable
reduction in the installed plant in the ground.
This
paper
has considered
the problems of
design, installation and testing presented to the
optical plant by such a radical approach and has
described the successful exploitation of prototype
solutions in an on-site demonstrator at BTRL.
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Fig 1. Basic Passive Splitter' Network with Average Lengths.

Table 1.Plant Per customer
o.-the network
of Fig1.
Plant per customner..

Fibre

(mn)
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Table 2. Typical results for wavelength flattened splitters
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Fig 4. Wavelength Response of the Blocking Filter.
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Table 3. Measured Data for Passive Network Components.
Mean loss
(db)

Standard deviation
of loss (db)

Number used

Coupler
Splitting ratio

3.18

0.29

9

Coupler
excess loss

0.1

0.04

9

Connector
loss

0.17

0.07

2

Splice loss

0.2

0.1

19
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0.4dB1km
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Fig 5. Overall system loss distribution
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Plate 2. Prototype Subscribers Distribution Point.

Plate 1. Prototype Subscribers Dropcables.

Plate 3. Clip-on Optical Power Meter.
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Loop-Network Configuration For Subscriber Loops and Single-Mode
Optical Fiber Ribbon Cable Technologies Suitable For Kid-Span

Access

Masaaki KAWASE, Tatsuya FUCHIGAI, Tadashi HAIBARA,
Shinji NAGASAWA and Seiji TAKASHIHA

NTF Network Systems Development Center
Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-11, Japan
ABSTRACT

premise
cities.

This paper describes the loop-network
configuration and high-fiber count, single-mode
optical fiber ribbon cable technologies which
enable a quick response to service demand, and
offer high-reliability in the subscriber network,
A 1000-fiber cable composed of 8-fiber ribbons
was developed.
A mass-fusion splicing technique
and a multifiber connector were developed for the
fiber ribbon.
Their performances were evaluated
in an experimental line.
It was found that these
techniques were highly suitable for mid-span
access which is indispensable for the fiber count
nonreductional loop network,

1. Introduction
The introduction of fiber optics into
telecommunications has enabled the construction of
more economical, flexible telecommunications
networks.
Its high-speed, broadband services are
superior to those of conventional metallic pair or
coaxial cables.
Initial efforts have invoked the
introduction of optical fiber cable into trunk
lines in telecommunications networks for
commercial use.
The current focus is the spread
of optical fiber cable into nationwide subscriber
networks.
NTT has introduced
Graded-Index
optical fiber cable into subscriber networks to
provide high-speed digital leased circuit services
and video transmission services to meet business
use demands over the past several years.
In
1988, NTT started the INS service and the demand
for high-digital services is rapidly growing.
The optical fiber transmission system is suitable
for these services because it can provide a very
large capacity transmission line. Moreover, from
the viewpoint of actual telecommunications plant
installation and maintenance, it is essential that
metallic cable be replaced by optical fiber cable
because of the lack of underground conduits and

pipe

facilities

especially

in

large

In order to construct optical fiber

lines a wholly synthesized VAD".) method, high
count optical fiber cables (2 ) and a precise and
efficient fiber jointing technique have been
developed.
These techniques allow the
introduction of high performance and low cost SM
(Single Mode) fiber into subscriber loops( 3 ).
The star topology network configuration was
adopted for metallic subscriber loops. In its
early stages the demand for optical subscriber
services varies and is very difficult to estimate.
The fiber count nonreductional loop network
configuration permits access at any point and to
any number of fibers. Therefore, the loop
configuration is suitable for optical fiber
subscriber loops for business use in metropolitan
areas. The above factors suggest that the single
mode optical fiber and loop configuration
subscriber network should be adopted as standard
to achieve simple, high quality, high reliability
optical subscriber loops over a wide area.
This paper describes the concept of the network
configuration, and introduces single-mode optical
fiber ribbon cable structure and jointing
techniques suitable for mid-span access which is
indispensable for the realization of the fiber
count nonreductional loop network configuration.
2. Network configuration
2.1 Star and loop topology
The Features of the optical subscriber network
are as follows.
(1) Demand variance ; In the early stages of the
new service it is very difficult to predict the
size and nature of the demand.
(2) Reliability ; The reliability of the broadband
services should be higher than that of
conventional telephone services.
Therefore, it
is desirable to have two transmission lines
between the telephone office- and each subscriber.
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(3) Subscriber area
Single-mode optical fiber
has a very broad band and low loss performance,
compared with metallic cable. As a result, the
distance between the telephone office and the
subscribers can be longer and the subscriber area
can be wider,
The network configurations for the subscriber
loops are illustrated in Fig.l and Fig.2.
For

the conventional metallic pair subscriber network,
NTT has adopted the fiber count successive
diminution star topology as shown as Fig.l.
It
is an efficient network configuration for
uniformly large demand such as conventional
telephone services.
Fiber count nonreductional
loop topology is shown in Fig.2.
It can be
accessed by subscribers at any point by the midspan access technique.
Table I compares the
features of the star and the loop network
configurations.

USER

Table I

Features of the star and the loop network
configuration.

Network

Flexibility Number of cable Total route

configuration

jointed point

Non reductional
loop
TELEPHONE

0

Successive

OFFICE

Multi routing

length

o

diminution star

Taking the above conditions and the factors
shown in Table I into consideration, the fiber
count nonreductional loop topology is highly
suitable for the optical fiber subscriber network
-inthat it is more flexible and reliable than star
topology especially in metropolitan areas.

Figure 1. Star network configuration.

2.2

USER

Fiber
count
configuration

nonreductional

loop

Fiber jointing at drop points in the loop
configuration was shown in Fig.1.
span access is shown in Fig.3.

Scheme of midIn

this cable

TELEPHONE
OFFICE
D

] TELEPHONE

®

OFFICE

~POINT
SMID-SPAN
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POINT)
F ig u re 2 . Lo op ne tw o rk c o n f ig u r a t io n .
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network configuration, any number of optical
fibers can be dropped at any point along the cable
by using a mid-span access technique, and the
subscriber can access two di-ectional routes in
the cable loop.
Accordingly, fiber usage
flexibility can be improved.
Furthermore, it is
advantageous in that it improves network
reliability since the circuits between the
telephone office and subscriber are livided along
Iwo routes and a stand-by system can also be
provided.
A practical way to change the
configuration is shown in Fig.4.
The loop
configuration can be realized by adding a path to
the star configuration.
ADDED PATH
ADDEDAbending

span access point, the length of fiber to be
jointed with the distribution cable is not so
long.
Therefore, a technique for jointing short
fibers is needed.

3.2 Cable
(I) Optical fiber parameters
When fibers are accessed in a closure or at
any point along the cable, the optical power
change caused by fiber bending must be kept to
less than the allowable value.
The optical loss
changes while accessing the fibers in a closure
were measured.
From the relation between the
measured values and the estimated values of
optical fiber bending loss, the equivalent fiber
radius during the handling of fibers in a
closure was evaluated.
As a result, it was found
the optical loss increase V(rdue to fiber

-that

bending should be less than 1 dB/Iturn at a
bending radius r of 15 mm in order not to affect
the digital transmission signal at a wavelength of
1.55im.
I1
As the 1.5 pm wavelength region will be
used for WDM in the future and the performance at
1.55 pm was considered.
The relation between MFD
LOOP

STAR
Figure 4. Practical
configuration.

way

to change

the

(Mode Field Diameter) and fiber bending loss is
shown in Fig.5.
To suppress the excess loss due
to fiber bending, it is necessary to choose a
small MFD and/or a high cutoff wavelength.

3. Cable, jointing and mid-span access

EFFECTIVE CUTOFF
WAVELENGTH

3.1 Requirements

20

=~c1.1 Pm

-

1.2

E
Several hundred or more fiber cables are
needed to construct a network in an area with
several thousand subscribers.
A high-fiber-count
compact cable is advantageous in a metropolitan
area where additional duct construction is
difficult.
At the mid-span access point, optical
fibers must be able to be handled without causing
optical power level changes in in-service optical
In particular, loss changes caused by
fibers.
fiber bending while accommodating excess length of
fiber into a closure should be suppressed.
Therefore, the optical fiber parameters should be
designed to decrease the excess loss due to fiber
bending, and the coated fiber should be designed
to make fiber handling easy.
To joint highis necessary that the
fiber-count cables, it
coated

fiber

structure

is

suitable

for

1.29

105

2

0

-

D
1
Z
Z 0.5

0.2
0,1
7

mass

jointing techniques.
Mass Jointing t-echniques
are required to increase the 'jointing
work

Figure 5.

efficiency
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However, to reduce jointing loss, it is desirable
to choose a large MFD.
The calculated mean
values of jointing loss are shown in Fig.6.
For
example, when level differences of transmission
systems are 20 dB and the required transmission
distance is 20 km, the optical loss %.of the line
The mean optical loss of the
is 1 dB/km.
Therefore,
optical fiber is 0.4 dB/km at 1.3 pm.
the total permissible jointing in a 1 km cable is
less than 0.6 dB.
When the transmission line has
one connector and one fusion splice in each I km,
an MFD more than 7.8 pm should be selected.
As
a result, fiber parameters were chosen in
accordance with CCITT recommendations and are
shown as the hatched area in Fig.7.
The optimum
range of MFD is from 8.Spn to l0.5pm.
A fiber
diameter toleranre of less than 2 pm was chosen to
minimize jointing loss.

1.0
FIBER OUTER DIA.:125±Xpm

CI
-CONNECTION

-

V)

0
J 0.5

LOSS

Z

'Urn
SPLICE LOSS
8
9

0

-

10

11

12

ligure 6. Calculated mean values of splice and
connection loss.

(2) Optical fiber ribbon cable
A 4-fiber ribbon was developed for a cable of
600 fibers or less and 8-fiber ribbon was
developed for a cable of 1000-fibers.
The crosare shown in
sectional structures of the cables
Optical fiber ribbon is superior in
Fig.8.
packaging densiL,
handling ease and mass
Cable diameters are 35 mm and 4Omm for
jointing.
600 and 1000-fiber cable, respectively.
Slottedrods are made of polyethylene, and five
rectangular slots are shaped helically on the rod. "
The slot structure is an open structure for fiber
accommodation, which allows easy access to the
fibers after removing a part of the cable sheath.
Fiber ribbons are accommodated tightly in each
slot and stacked closely at the bottom of the
slot.
The tight structure makes the cable
compact and also offers other important
advantages ( 2 ).
Fiber strain is easily controlled
during the insertion process.
The stacked
ribbons remain
cable is

bent or

in regular
vibrated.

1.5
<l.0dB/Km
1.4

X,,e<1.29tmm
1.3E
1dB/turn
>

';= 1.55/ m '

6 <3.5ps/km/mm
(A= 1.3mm)

1.1

1.0

-*

9

8

7

10

11

12

MODE FIELD DIAMETER (pr)
Figure 7. Design range of fiber parameters.
Dispersion ; at 1.3pm was considered.

PRIMARY COATING

does not prevent ribbon movement along the ribbon
axis when the cable is bent.
If the cable is bent

144

V

.1.2

order even when the
The tight structure

and elongation and compression strains occur at
the outer and inner parts of the cable, the
ribbons move to cancel out these strains.
A 4
fiber unit was selected as the most suitable for
dropping to a subscriber considering the existing
demand in metropolitan areas.
Therefore, the 4fiber unit is used to -onstruct the cable.
A 8fiber ribbon is a combino' ioi, of two 4-fibcr
ribbons and is better than a 4-fiber ribbon in
terms of packaging density for high-fiber-count
cables consisting of more than several hundred

<.B

-

PRIMARY COATING
RIBBON COATING
RIBBON COATING
SINGLE-MODE
SINGLEMODE

,
£

FIBER

0

(a)

FIBER

SLOTTED ROD

0

-STRENGTH-MEMBER0
CENTRALMEMBER
SHEATH
(b)

Figure 8. (a)
600-fiber cable composed of .fiber ribbons, and (b) a 1O00-fiber cable cnmposed
Gf 8-fiber ribbons.
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fibers.

For practical use, 4-fiber ribbon cables

must be able to be jointed to, and also dropped
Because of this, an
from 8-fiber ribbon cables.
8-fiber

ribbon which

be divided

can

easily

the shearing force of

ribbon can be divided by
developed simple

newly

into

An 8-fiber

two 4-fiber ribbons was investigated.
tool.

a

distances

All

between adjacent fibers in a 4-fiber ribbon and an
ribbon are the same.

8-fiber

fiber ribbons and

8-fiber

As a result, 4-

ribbons can

be

Maximum fiber end
about

lOum

cutting

by

face variance

using

tool.

splice machine

is

As a result,

the

splice machine

smaller

(4 )

is 1l0x140xlO mm

80% was achieved

rate of

3

than

Figure 9

.

The size

shows the mass-fusion splice machine.
of the machine

mass-

mass-fusion

was made simpler and

the conventional

reduced to

a fiber

and

this tool

.

A success

during splicing

procedures from coat stripping to fusion splicing.

jointed

to each other by a common mass splicing machine or
with common connectors and a 4-fiber ribbon can be
branched from an 8-fiber ribbon cable.
3.3 Jointing techniques

j

In addition to the fiber cable cost, the
reduction of the construction cost is an important
factor in the introduction of optical
subscriber
multifiber

loops.

splicing
of

to
of

techniques

splicing-efficiency
reductien

fiber

The establishment
are

to

achieve

indispensable

construction

cost.

in order

length optical
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splicing
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licag ae

p

s

and

length

by

reducing the number of mis-splices,
c) miniaturization of the splice machine to redure
fiber length for jointing.
of

the connector

structure

indicated.

The

splice

length

is about

9cm.

As

trial

success

rate

the usable

the length

from

the inside of the closure to the splice machine is
about 16cm, it is possible to splice an
fiber ribbon of 25 cm in length.

optical

for
_80

easy construction.
e) suppression of connection loss due to clearance
between the ferrule hole and outer diameter of

tIU

the
ir

fibers.
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fiber

reduction of splicing time
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Figure 9. Mass-fusion splice machine.
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(2) Connector

b) The slotted rods are

The structure of the multifiber connector for a
10-fiber ribbon is shown in Fig.ll( 4 ). Ten fibers
are positioned accurately between two guide-holes.
The fibers to be connected can be easily aligned
by two guide-holes and guide-pins.
The connector
component is made by a precision plastic molding
technique for mass production.
The connector
loss

is

significantly

affected

by

mis-alignment

separated by pushing the
cable from either end a distance of about 5cm and
the tension member is cut.
c) The branched fiber ribbons are removed from the
slotted rods and the required slotted rods are
Cut.
d)

The closure is attached to the part at which
the cable sheath has been removed.
e) The fiber ribbons which are removed are cut at

due to the clearance between the inner wall of the
fiber hole and the outer diameltr of the fiber,
Therefore, to attain low sp ice loss it is

the center.
about 25cm.
the ribbon

important to suppress mis-alignment.
By injecting
adhesive into the fiber hole the fiber axis is

by applying the above

aligned automatically.

optical

As

a result,

an

connector loss of 0.4 dB was attained.
this multifiber connector

average

Moreover,

was easily assembled

using a heating machine

to

heat

adhesive

by
for

The length of the fiber ribbons is
Therefore, it is possible to branch
from an arbitrary point on the

installed optical

and
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The
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and
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time

was about

machine
3

to another
splicing

loss change at

optical

technique.

mid-span

cable
The

access was

examined for single-mode optical fiber
While fiber ribbons were removed from or
into a closure, excess losses of the

fixing the fibers and a polishing machine to
polish the ferrule ends.
The size of the heating
machine
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When
fibers were less than 2 dB at 1.55 pm.
an 8-fiber ribbon was divided by the shearing
tool, the optical loss did not increase more than
These results show that digital
1 dB at 1.55 pm.
services at 1.3 pm are not interrupted by optical
power level change while fiber ribbons are
accessed at the cable jointing point and mid-span
These techniques were field tested
access point.
and the results were found to be satisfactory.
The details are described in section 4.
4.

a wavelength of 1.55 pm.
Mass-fusion splicing and a multifiber
connectnr were evaluatcd 4n t!. :xperimrntal line.
Figure 14 shows the splice loss distribution.

Ave.

Experiments

20
cc

W

The total performance of singI --ode optical
An
fiber ribbon techniques was examined.
experimental line was constructed in the area of
Ibaraki Research and Development Center and
included duct installation of the cables,
splicing, and connection in manholes.
The
Experimental routes are shown in Fig.13.
line consists of 3 underground cables and 2 short
rising cables.
The cables were jointed by massThe route
splicing and multi-fiber connectors.
In order to confirm the
length was about 620 m.
practicality of single-mode optical fiber ribbon
techniques for high-fiber-count cable, the
experimental line was constructed by using cables
The underground
consisting of 10-fiber ribbons.
cables have the same structure as the 1000-fiber
The loss change
cable shown in Fig.8.
during cable installation was negligibly small at
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Figure 14. Splice loss distribution in field test.

The total splicing
The average loss was 0.11 dB.
time, required for splicing a 10-fiber ribbon in
This
the field was 270 sec from start to finish.
that the splicing time per fiber was only 27
sec, which is extremely short for high-density and
Performances of the
cables.
multifiber connectors constructed in the factory
and in the field have also been evaluated in the
Figure 15 shows the
experimental line.
connection loss between the field- and the
The average
factory-instal led ferrules.
It took 20 minutes
connection loss was 0.42 dB.
These
to assemble the ferrule in the field.
splicing and connection losses are found to be
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developed

the performance of these techniques was evaluated
It was
by constructing an experimental line.
confirmed that these techniques were highly
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CITY FIBRE NETWORK ESTABLISHES LOCAL ACCESS OPTICAL PLANT

Ray Adcock

British Telecommunications, UK
SUMMARY
Early 1988 saw the opening of British
Telecom's City Fibre Network as the first
Flexible Access System with the latest
single-mode optical fibre technology. A

Investments of over $200 million have
already been made in the first
operational systems. The total quantity
of optical fibre installed by mid 1988 in
the City Fibre Network is already
substantial and now stands at around

cable-network involving several thousand
business customer sites has been deployed
in the City of London with equipment
installed to handle initially some 10,000
analogue private circuits but which will
also include digital private circuits.
New external optical plant products were
developed which provide for both 1300nm

35,000 fibre km direct to customers in
the access network (local network for
FAS).
This compares with a total of
about 350,000 fibre km installed in the
core network, that is both trunk and
junction. Already, one building
providing a switch point node for the
City Fibre Network has over 15,000

and 1550nm operation. 96 fibre
fully-filled cables provide main spines
to nodal jointing positions whcre Blown
Fibre techniques or low fibre count cable
connect customers for service. Future
developments may lead to a new and
refined network architecture where one
single-mode fibre feeder will fan out
from the exchange to several customers
via passive optical splitters.

single-mode fibres terminating within it,
see Fig 1.

INTRODUCTION
Development of optical plant for use in
the local network by British Telecom was
first reported in 1986. By the end of
that year, construction of the Flexible
Access System (FAS) [11 optical network
was well under way in the City of London
where it serves the financial centre.

y

When this City Fibre Network was
officially opened in January 1988,
British Telecom said that the new FAS
will provide 'future-proof' solutions for
business customers with rapidly changing
requirements. The immediate advantages
were highlighted:
-

fast supply of new circuits

-

prompt circuit

reconfigurations
-

rapid maintenance and high
reliability

Fg 1 OPTICAL CABLES IN CABLE CHAMBER FOR SOME OF THE
'5 000 FIBRES TERMINATED IN ONE SWITCH POINT NODE
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There are three nodes in the City Fibre
Network and this, the first FAS network
is dimensioned to serve several thousand
customer sites. FAS networks are
currently being extended into Docklands,
an adjacent area of London. This will be
followed by other parts of London and
other major cities. Within 6 years, it
is intended to roll-out FAS to provide
several million lines over optical fibre
direct into all customer sites of 25
lines and over.
linesand

systems back to 2Mbit/s, the various
2Mbit/s blocks are distributed to the
appropriate functional networks. Higher
bit rates can, of course, be provided for
when required. Private analogue and
digital circuits (the first to be
available) are routed through automatic
cross connect equipment known as a
Service Access Switch (SAS) and the
system is managed from a Service Access
Control Centre (SACC), see Fig 2.

ver.SAS

- SERVICE ACCES S WITCH

Initially, British Telecom has restricted

mACe- SERVICE
ACCESS CONTROL CEN

optical fibre provided service to large

MOOUE
CSM -CUSTOMER SERVICE

DI
LOCAL

PSTN

EXCANG

and medium size businesses where there
are significant operational benefits to
be gained. In particular, the provision
of an optical pipeline provides a single
bearer over which all services can be
provided. Fibre in the local network

;

o
In

MUX

OPTICAL FIBRE MUX

CSM

SAS

IPDN

8.

I

TELEX

140Mbil/s

will enable restructuring to take place

E

by node consolidation and hence reduce
maintenance costs. British Telecom is
seeking to reduce the price of optical
line plant by increasing the volume
required through network replacement.

L -

i

Fig.2 FLEXIBLE ACCESS SYSTEM

An evolution plan has been devised which
will lead to eventual provision of
optical fibre for the single line
residential customer site. For this to
be economic, FAS network architecture
will not be suitable and a new approach
known as Telephony on Passive Optical
Network (TPON) [2] is being considered by
British Telecom.
The following sections deal first with
some basic detail of the current FAS and
future possibilities for TPON networks,
The second section deals with development
of optical cable and plant for the main
infrastructure of the FAS Network and the
third with Blown Fibre plant as a
flexible system for service connection of
a customer. The fourth section concludes
with some developments for the future.
THE NETWORKS
Flexible Access System
FAS comprises of an intelligent
multiplexer at the customer end in a
Customer Service Module (CSM) which
modulates the various customer inputs
into a common format that is suitable for
transmission over the network. The CSM
includes opto-electronics, higher order
multiplex and the appropriate number of
primary multiplex (channel-banks).
Automatic protection switching is
provided at the 2Mbit/s level via
duplicated fibre and transmission
equipment. There are also standby
batteries and line-testing aids. At the
exchange end, opto-electronics and higher
order multiplex demodulate the line

FAS provides a common bearer to make
available a full range of services
including ISDN telephony and analogue
telephony. The latter requircs a
signalling system soon to be available
which is known as Digital Access
Signalling System 2 (DASS2). This is a
high capability customer to network
64kbit/s common channel signalling
system. Normally, both switched and
private circuits will be separated at the
2Mbit/s level but there is potential for
grooming where a single 2Mbit/s path is
required to contain only a small number
of private circuits as well as switched
lines. The SACC provides for software
control of the network allowing for a
high degree of network management without
the need for technican visits to customer
sites. FAS will allow new circuits to be
set up more speedily or to be
reconfigured by a simple software change
at the SACC, which can also monitor the
status of any circuit ensuring high
levels of reliability. Standby circuits
switch in automatically should a fault be
detected and centralised alarms will
speed maintenance.
Telephony over Passive Optical Network
The future development of TPON presents
one possibility to take fibre direct to
residential customer sites using passive
networks comprising single-mode fibres.
These are fed from the exchange and
fanned out via optical splitters at the
joint box or cabinet and distribution
point positions to feed a number of
customers. For example, an arrangement
giving 8 ways out at the cabinet and 16
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ways at each distribution point would
give capacity for 128 customers, each
with a 144 kbit/s ISDN line. Downstream
signals could be formed into a
conventional time division multiplex at
about 2OMbit/s, particular time slots
being assigned to each customer. In the
upstream direction converging traffic
streams are passively multiplexed at DP
and cabinet branching points,
synchronisation being achieved by means
of a timing handshake between customer
and exchange.

in tube constructions have been design
approved for all the suppliers. Ribbon
constructions are not precluded but so
far have not proved suitable for large
fibre size cable. A range of fibre cable
sizes based on units of 8 fibres has been
chosen up to the current 96 fibre
maximum. Although larger sizes have been
considered, their use has so far not
proved to be necessary despite the high
density of fibre installed into the City
Fibre Network. A factor here is the need
to maximise reliability by providing
diverse routing as far as is practicable,
each customer is supplied by 4 fibres, a
main and standby pair of go/return
fibres. Consequently, it is desired that
main and standby pairs are routed through
separate 96 fibre cables.

The TPON structure may be evolved to
carry broadband services such as CATV,
HDTV and broadband ISDN as well as
telephony services by using wavelength
division multiplexing. This concept is
termed Broadband Passive Optical Network
(BPON).
Each optical wavelength can be
used to support a different service or
provide a dedicated link to each
customer. Possible configurations for
TPON and BPON are shown in Fig 3.

The decision to specify both l300nm and
1550nm operating wavelength has been
fully justified by the achievement of
0.5dB/km maximum loss in both windows by
all the cable manufacturers. A stringent
program of design approval testing has
been satisfied by all the suppliers.

A complementary paper [3] from British
Telecommunications develops the detail of
the architecture required for the TPON
system,

The cable network for FAS is laid down
with 96 fibre cable spines, these may be
broken down through the range of 72, 48,
32, 24, 16 or 8 fibre cables as required,
to a nodal joint from where a 4 fibre

A TPON with REMOTE MUX at DP
PASSIVE

cable or Blown Fibre Bundle connection is

FIBRE
8 TPON with FIBRE to CUSTOMER

made to the customer site.
M

Joints and Splices
FIRE

E CMANE
..

'

not to provide cabinets for flexibility

C BPON

but to arrange for this within the nodal

EXCHANGE

FIR
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SCAST

WAVELENGTH

DIVISION
---- i
-EX
SWITCHEDO0NTERACTIVE
VEO
NDV

It has been decided, initially at least,

M

WAVELENGTH
FLTER

Fig3 NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS FOR TPON (TELEPHONY ON
PASSIVE OPT"AL NETWORK) AND 2PON (BROADBAND
PASSiVE OPTICAL NETWORK)

joint. It is intended that flexibility
is restricted to initial provision and
not allowed for rearrangement purposes
because of the risks that may be imposed
on other working fibres. To provide the
maximum number of cable entry ports to
allow for all likely nodal joint

configurations, including use of blown

fibre microduct, an in line sheath
closure design which is fully accessible
has been adopted. Splice trays have been

adapted to meet the needs of the FAS
network, in terms of both flexibility for
FAS NETWORK OUTSIDE PLANT

The design of filled single-mode optical
fibre cable first described to IWCS in
1986 (4] is now well established and
detail given then is not repeated in this
paper.
However, it is interesting to
note that although British Telecom

initial installation and access for
maintenance. Self-contained trays with
lids and which can be independently
accessed are mounted within the sheath
closure system.
Each tray provides for
separate routing of 24 fibres and their
splices in such a manner that a tray may
be entered to work on a single fibre
without interference with any of the
others.
This may be for either

specifies optical cable in performance
terms which allow a manufacturer
considerable design choice, similar fibre

maintenance p rposes or connection of a
new customer for se-vice. A typical
nodal joint is shown in Fig 4.

Cable
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shown in Fig 5, up to 24 splices are
housed in jointing trays, each tray also
containing sufficient spare fibre to
enable re-connections to be made in
future. With over 15,000 single-mode
fibres already having been terminated in
one building for the City Fibre Network,
the economic need to restrict use of
connectors to only the final
connection into the terminating equipment
is very obvious.

Qoptical

N=

Fig.4 NODAL JOINT SHOWING ORGANISERS AND THROUGH
CONNECTED BLOWN FIBRE MICRODUCT

A minimum bend radius of 40mm is applied
to each fibre within the splice tray.
This figure has been arrived at from
considerations for both assessment of
fibre lifetime limited by the probability
of mechanical failure of the fibre and
the need to maintain availability of the
1550nm window.
British Telecom continues to require
fusion splicing to be used within outside
network line plant and the current limit
of 0.5dB per splice is met with ease.
Although a tighter limit could be set
which would be readily achievable,
optical power budgets do not require this
for the short route lengths employed on
FAS and unnecessary remakes of splices
are avoided. Because it was recognised
that some situations arise where fusion
splicing may not be practicable, a
detailed program of evaluation of
mechanical splices has been undertaken.
However, all those which were short

listed as likely to be suitable have
shown some evidence of environmental
temperature instability which has caused
concern with regard to potential for long

Fig5 EXCHANGE TERMINATION SPLICE ORGANISER TRAYS

term use.
Return loss is of critical importance, in
particular with regard to future
exploitation of fibres for bi-directional
working or wavelength division multiplex.
Evidence has also been noted of
variability of return loss of a
particular mechanical splice in an
experimental route due to Fabry-Perot
effects. Consequently, use of mechanical
splices is currently restricted to short
term maintenance use only.
Flexibility and Termination in Exchange
The system reported on previously [41 has
proven to be highly successful for the
high density of single-mode fibres which
have to be terminated in an exchange
building. In this rack-mounted system

Consequently, connectorised patch panels
have not been utilised and flexibility
has been provided for by routing internal
fibre through equipment racks of splice
trays as follows. The external 96 fibre
cables are jointed in the cable chamber
to 24 fibre tight jacketed internal cable
which is routed to the first rack of
splice trays. A splice is made here to a
single fibre ruggedised internal cable
which is routed to a second rack of
splice trays. This is, in turn, spliced
to another 24 fibre cable routed to the
final rack of splice trays serving the
terminal equipment, here a single fibre
ruggedised and pre-connectorised tail
cable is spliced on ready for the final
connection. Flexibility is obtained by
re-routing and re-splicing the single
fibre cables as required.
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Although this system is operating very
satisfactorily, it is desired to progress
to a flexibility system that will allow a
choice to be made between use of either
connector or fusion splice to provide for
flexibility. Such a design is now
awaiting trial installation and is shown
in Fig 6a and 6b. Each splice tray
allows for independent access of any one
fibre.

The NTT design of FC/PC connector has
been chosen as the standard for use on
single-mode fibre by British Telecom.
Field termination is not yet deemed to be
sufficiently practicable and reliable so
pre-connectorised single fibre ruggedised
cable tails are supplied for splicing on
in the field. A 2.4mm diameter cable
design was originally chosen but this has
now been changed to the 2.5mm IEC
standard.
Blown Fibre

4of
"

This was reported on in 1986 and is now
in full operational use by British
Telecom. The first successful trial in
Leeds, UK was completed mid 1985. Many
the final connections from the nodal
joint in the City Fibre Network have been
made using Blown Fibre. The attributes
of the Blown Fibre system were dealt with
in the earlier paper [4] and elsewhere
[5] so the principle of operation is only
briefly considered here. A fibre unit,
currently 4 individually coloured and
buffered fibres are held in a symmetrical

unit, together with a ripcord to aid
stripping, with a coating of foamed
polyethylene.

:ii hhhI
Fig 6a

liii

SPLICE ORGANISER SHELF, RACK MOUNTED

AUSTABLE
SO

CO

'

Microduct is
installed prior to provision
of fibre, this is a small diameter tube,
currently 6mm bore, extruded to provide a
low friction static-free bore. Several
of the microducts are bundled together
(current sizes 2, 4, 7) and given an
overall sheath of polyethylene or PVC.
When required, the fibre unit is blown
into the microduct using a blowing head
shown schematically in Fig 7.

T

Compressed air
Hypodermic Tube

FIXED

'

'

"

Blown Fibre
/ uIng

//'

Reel of Fibre Unit

0

CLIP

Rubber Wheels

Fig 6b

INDIVIDUAL SPLICE ORGANISER (FROM FIG 6a,

The mountings shown on the splice tray
for a connector may be changed to ones
which laold a splice protector and thus
achieve the choice desired,
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g7 BLOWING HEAD FOR BLOWN FIBRE UNI-

Rubber driving wheels

feed in the fibre

unit which is then carried through the
microduct tube by the viscous flow of air
which distributes the applied forces
along the whole length of the fibre unit.
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The particular advantages of Blown Fibre
are that it confers the ability to defer
fibre provision allowing inexpensive

microduct tubing to be installed at an
early stage, possibly on a speculative
basis. Also, the installation technique
virtually eliminates any additional
strain from being applied to the fibre
unit and hence it is not necessary to
include a strength member for strain
relief. Blown fibre is of particular
benefit within buildings enabling fibre
to be re-routed by appropriate
interconnection of microducts.
For initial installation into the City
Fibre Network, a maximum planning limit
of 600m for a single length blow has been
adopted. However, range extending
techniques have been developed which are
in process of being introduced into field
practice.
[6] The planner and field
installer will have available a choice of
method most suited to a particular
situation. Three are currently being
made available:
-

Mid Point Blowing.

Tandem Blowing.

TOROIDAL STORAGE PAN FOR BLOWN FIBRE UNIT

The fibre

unit is supplied on reversible
toroidal storage pans which
give access to both ends, see
Fig 8a.
The fibre unit is
first installed in one
direction and then, after
inverting the pan, in the other
direction. Each loop within
the pan is stored under torsion
in such a manner that when
dispensed the torsion is
unwound.
-

Fig 8a

,4'

By automating

the blowing heads with fibre

unit "buckle-detectors" on
either side, a number of
blowing positions can be set up
in tandem for simultaneous
blowing in of a theoretically
unlimited length of fibre unit.
-

End Loop Feeding (ELF).
This
uses an ELF machine, shown in
Fig 8b, which receives fibre
unit at the end of an up to
600m blow and re-stores it in a

toroidal storage pan.

Fig8b END LOOP FEEDER

ELF)

MACHINE

FOR LOWNFIBRE
EFAI
FOR BLOWN FIBRE UNI

The pan

is then inverted as in the
first method and the fibre unit
can then be blown on for a
further 600m.

British Telecom sees great potential for
Blown Fibre techniques as installation of
optical fibre in the access network
expands. Not only does the planner have
an alternative to cable but also
presented is the exciting prospect of
spliceless networks for the future.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The establishment of FAS as a large scale
access network with direct termination of
optical fibre in customers premises has,

USER
COOE

OPI

OPTICAL

coDE

NMODM

MODEM

initially, required an over generous

C__

BYTE

-O0

deployment of fibre. Four individually
dedicated fibres serve the customer all
the way to the exchange while the future

D

prospect of TPON requires only a single
fibre which for most of the route from
the exchange will be shared between many
customers.

RECEIVER

Intermediate between these extremes will
be the introduction of couplers/splitters
within the network to provide for both
bi-directional working and wavelength
division multiplex. Establishing a ;Aigh
integrity fibre network with commitment
to fusion splicing to avoid restrictions
due to return loss has been seen by
British Telecom as an essential step in
preparing for use of couplers/splitters,
now successfully providing bi-directional
working on core network routes,
British Telecom is actively pursuing
non-instrusive fibre testing technology.
In a novel instrument a controlled
localised bend taps and a secondary
waveguide efficiently collects a portion
of the signal in a fibre. This "Clip-on"
instrument generates little loss to the
system, and therefore will not cause a
disruption in the transmission to occur.
"Clip on" technology will have several
applications. Fig 9 shows a prototype
"Clip-on" live fibre identifier/power
meter. Fibres can also be actively
identified [71, using a "Clip-on"
instrument, by extracting and decoding
unique identification codes incorporated
into maintenance channels of a
transmission system. An example of such
a system is shown in Fig 10.
"Clip-on"
instruments will therefore be very useful
in installing and maintaining a
fibre-based local access network,

Fig 10

DISPAY

APPLICATION OF 'CLIP-ON AS AN
IDENTIFICATION DECODER

The large scale use of fibre in the
exchange is making new demands on optical
testing. In particular, where splices
may be in close proximity, there is a
need for OTDR's of much increased
resolution of around 0.5m and decreased
dead zone. The bulk of test results to
be taken on commissioning also demands
data bank storage and retrieval systems
for maintenance purpose. These areas are
all being pursued by British Telecom.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has detailed the design and
construction of a large single-mode
optical fibre public network providing
direct access for the customer, now fully
operational and in service. Local access
network requirements are driving forward
development and economics of optical line
plant, new horizons will enable telephone
networks to evolve from the long serving
copper pair local loop to fibre capable
of providing a full range of services to
every customer.
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INSTALLATION AND TESTING OF MULTISERVICE FIBER LINKS IN THE
SUBSCRIBER LOOP: A CASE STUDY
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Bell-Northern Research, P.O. Box 3511, Stn. C, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada Ki Y 4H7
Northern Telecom Inc., 1 Ravinia Drive, NT Centre, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. 30346
Abstract

The recent flurry of activity in deployment of fiber
cables in the subscriber loop has produced
considerable speculation as to the need for new for
designs and test methods for optical cable and
hardware. This paper reviews some of the early
results from one such installation at Heathrow, rear
Orlando, Florida.
The design of residential fiber links in terms of link
attenuation (loss) and optical reflections is analyzed.
Also, we describe the design and operation of a loss
and reflection test set custom-built for the Heathrow
project. Finally, recognizing that the experience
gained from these early fiber-to-the-home projects
will provide valuable input to optical hardware
suppliers, some of the current shortcomings are
discussed.

Introduction
The shorter loop lengths associated with fiber-to-thehome systems have been considered to be an
advantage in terms of fiber, splice, and connector
losses. Consequently, it was generally assumed that
subscriber loop installations could tolerate higher
losses and, therefore, less expensive fiber, splices
and connectors. In fact, practice has shown these
assumptions to be incorrect. The profusion of splices
and connectors in a 4 km subscriber link quickly
depletes the available system margins, especially
when passive optical devices such as power splitters
or wave division multiplexers are used.
Most cost-effective fiber-to-the-home architectures
planned for the future will probably rely on the
multiplexing of either services and/or subscribers on
a single fiber. To achieve this, optical splitters and/or
wave division multiplexers (WDMs) will impose not
only significant attenuations, as discussed above, but
also new requirements for link testing and troubleshooting. For example, bidirectional and to a lesser
extent, multiwavelength transmission systems rely on
low optical reflections for high performance
This requirement introduces a new
operation.
parameter which needs to be qualified during link
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Fortunately, the Heathrow
acceptance testing.
experience has provided the impetus to design a
field usable reflection test set. Also applied research
into the measurement and analysis of reflections
from concatenated fiber links is in progress.
Bidirectional transmission architectures also
introduce a number of practical problems for outside
plant and maintenance engineers. One of these
problems, is the drop in productivity resulting from
the need for fiber link acceptance testing in both
upstream and downstream directions. The fiber-tothe-home project currently underway in Heathrow,
Florida encompasses these issues, and others such
as environmental performance of optical
components, maintenance testing, and fault location,
to name a few.
The Heathrow fiber link design uses optical splitters
for bidirectional transmission at long wavelengths
(1300 nm) as well as WDMs for bidirectional
transmission at short wavelengths (780 nm and 890
nm). Furthermore, both long and short wavelengths
go through a second stage of multiplexing onto a
single fiber between the central office and the
subscriber's residence.
The design, engineering, construction, and testing of
these complex fiber links provide invaluable
experience and data for next generation fiber-to-thehome architectures.
Fiber Link Test Set (FLINTI
The unique system design for Heathrow, using both
short and long waveletngth bidirectional transmission
systems on single-mode fiber, required a test set
capable of measuring both loss and reflections.
Since no test equipmert was commercially available
Bell-Northern Research (BNR) engineers designed a
custom Fiber Link Test set (FLINT) which enabled
field personnel to fully characterize the fiber optic
links.
The general features of the FLINT set may be
summarized as follows:
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In simple terms, reflections within a fiber link will
cause electrical cross-talk in systems which employ
optical power splitters for bidirectional transmission
S(Figure 1). In digital transmission systems, a signal to
interference ratio (SmI) of less than 10 dB can result in
significant transmission degradation.
Tocomponent
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the successful operation of bidirectional and multiwavelength transmission systems.
Figure 3
describes the loss and reflection assumptions made
during the design phase of the Heathrow links.
These assumptions were based on a combination of
factors:

environment and installation variability.
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WORST CASE

COMPONENT LOSS (dB)

130Cnm

780nm

890nmn
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3.2km

2.7/kmi

CONNECTORS

0.7

SPLICES
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II

1.0

1.0

0.2

0.2

_

interpolated from the 780 nm and 890 nm data
shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3: Loss Design Criteria
Results of lab tests showed that although single-

mode fiber is normally not tested at short
wavelengths, its loss performance at 780 nm and

890 nm is well within the worst-case design criteria

as shown in Figure 3, above. Various types of
single-mode connectors were characterized for both
loss and reflection performance. As expected,
connector losses were approximately 0.3 dB higher
at short wavelengths than at 1300 nm. Reflections of

Figure 4: Heathrow Feeder Link Budget

Unlike connectors, splices were expected to perform
consistently at 0.2 dB loss, or better, over the entire
range of wavelengths. Lab testing confirmed this to
be true for both fusion and mechanical splices using
index-matching fluid.
The Heathrow experience has shown that fusion
splices consistently achieve reflection performances

better than -40 dB.

In fact, reflections from fusion

CEV

C.O.

less than -40 dB were achievable with state-of-the-art

PC polished connectors only. in general, singlemode connector performance has improved
considerably over the last two years, however, the
ability to mate connectors from different
manufacturers and production in large quantities are
two issues which need serious attention before large
deployment of connectors in the subscriber loop is
practical.
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Figure 5: Feeder Fiber Configuration
Attenuaion A summary of the measured attenuation
results for both 1300 nm and 820 nm (Figure 6)
illustrates that the worst case design assumptions
discussed above give a reasonable estimate of the
losses achievable in the field. At 1300 nm the worst
case design estimate was 2.7 dB. Statistical analysis of
the measured results gives a mean of 1.4 dB. The
spread
between
theinconsistencies
minimum and maximum
was and
2.3
dB which
reflects
in materials
d13itiich to

in

ons

i

es

sensitivity to installation methods.

splices are typically better than -50 dB and often too
low to measure.
Although more sensitive to
installation methods and less repeatable, field test
results from mechanical splices shower that -40 dB

a

LNKMEASURED
DESIGN
MEAN
MIN.-MAX.
ASSUMPTION (dB)
(dB)
SPREAD (dB)

reflections are achievable only if they are properly

polished and index-matched.
Using these component loss and reflection criteria,
sectional and total link loss budgets can be calculated
for acceptance testing. As an example, the calculated
worst case loss for the feeder portion of the Heathrow
fiber link which operates at 1300, 780 and 890 nm
wavelengths is shown in Figure 4.
Field Test Results
A schematic description of the 'feeder' fibers at
Heathrow is shown in Figure 5, below. Attenuation
and reflection test results from 72 'feeder' fibers are
analyzed below. Since the FLINT set was used to
obtain these measurements, short wavelength data
are shown for the 820 nm wavelength only.
Consequently, component and total link loss must be
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1300 nm

2.7

1.4

2.3

82ohm

7.5

5.0

3.4

Figure 6: Attenuation Results Summary
Similarly, at the 820 nm wavelength the worst case
design assumption was 7.5 dB. By comparison, field
test results give a mean of 5.0. The spread between
minimum and maximum was 3.4 dB. The higher
spread of the 820 nm data compared to the 1300 nm
data can be attributed to the higher variability in the
optical performance of long-wavelength components
and fiber at the shorter wavelength. Although this
variability was a major concern during the system
design phase, these preliminary results give us a
high degree of confidence that existing outside plant
construction practices and long wavelength
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components can be applied for short wavelength
transmission.
The data shown in Figure 5 represents loss in only
one direction.
Since the link must support
transmission in both directions an important analysis
to consider is the impact of the bidirectionality on test
methods.
Attenuation measurements were
performed in both the upstream and downstream
direction on a number of Heathrow fiber links. As
expected, the results show that loss can vary
significantly depending on which direction is
measured. Although the results at 1300 nm are more
encouraging than those at 820 nm in terms of
establishing a trend, we feel that there are insufficient
data at this point to draw strong conclusions as to
whether acceptance testing for bidirectional systems
can be performed in one direction only. Further
analysis of this issue is ongoing.

LINK
DESIGN
ASSUMPTION (d8)

MEAN
(dB)

UPSTREAM

-32

-33.2

DOWNSTREAM

-32

-34.2

Figure 7: 1300 nm Reflection Summary
Based on these early experiences in the construction
and testing of bidirectional fiber-to-the-home links, a
number of conclusions and recommendations for
material improvements emerge:
1. Since short wavelength transmitters and
receivers can offer significant price advantages in
the near term, the performance of link
components such as fiber, splices and connectors
should be specified by manufacturers at these
short wavelengths.

Reflections: A summary of the field-measured
reflection results from the same 72 fibers is shown in
Figure 7 for the downstream and upstream
directions. The reflection specification for this fiber
link configuration was -32 dB. Although the mean in
each direction is quite good, i.e. -33.2 dB
downstream and -34.2 dB upstream, the variation in
results measured in the' two different directions would
seem to indicate that the primary, or larger,
reflections exist at the near-end of the downstream
measurement, or conversely at the far-9nd of the
upstream measurement. This conclusion is drawn
from the fact that reflections close to the source will
attenuate less, whereas far-end reflections will be
significantly attenuated before they reach the
receiver. Since reflection measurements are a
relatively new requirement for outside plant fiber
links, there are limited data available from which to
predict field performance. Total reflections are, of
course, very much a function of individual component
performance. Therefore, the ability of connectors
and splices to achieve the discrete component spec
of -40 dB is key to maintaining total link reflections at
an acceptable level. Unlike link loss, where one bad
splice can be compensated for by one better than
average splice, several low reflecting splices will not
compensate for one highly reflective splice. It is,
therefore, critical to ensure all components in the link
achieve high quality reflection characteristics, not
only for bidirectional links but also for high speed
:(gigabit) links where laser performance can be
degraded by high reflections. Again, further study of
the reflection characteristics of installed links is
ongoing and will be reported in subsequent papers.

2. Future bidirectional and high speed fiber links will
require low reflection characteristics to avoid
optical cross-talk and laser performance
degradations. Since connectors and splices are
the primary sources of reflections, suppliers of
these components must specify their reflection
performance. Current experience indicates that a
maximum reflection of -40 dB for individual
components, either factory -installed or field
installed, will provide adequate performance for
most bidirectional fiber links.
3. Due to the lack of standards for low loss and low
reflection connectors, the ability to mate
connectors from different manufacturers is a
major problem for system suppliers and the
network operators. It is also clear that the volume
supply of connectors for large scale fiber-to-thehome projects does not yet exist.
4. The development of cost-effective test sets
capable of measuring individual component and
fiber link reflections is required.
5. Research into the loss and reflect7,. performance
of bidirectional links at both luig and short
wavelengths is essential to establish practical
and reasonably productive field test methods and
equipment.
6. Results from the initial field tests showed that
several Heathrow fiber links failed to meet the
maximum specifications for loss and/or reflection.
Although the faulty components in these links
were subsequently replaced, this reinforces the
need for high quality components and
construction methods in order to meet subscriber
loop link margins while maintaining a reasonable
level of productivity.

Conclusions
The analysis of 72 field constructed fiber links shows
that the design objectives for bidirectional loss and
reflections are realistically achievable. State-of-theart splicing and connector technology must be used
combined with rigorous attention to quality of
installation.
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SINGLE-MODE MEDIA AND APPARATUS
FOR FIBER-TO-THE-HOME
J. B. Haber, D. Kalish, and J. J. Refi
AT&'T Bell Laboratories
Noreross, Georgia 30071
ABSTRACT

2. MEDIA ARCHITECTURE

Information Age technology has begun to appear in
homes across the U.S. as several local exchange

2.1 Similarities to Copper Distribution Design

carriers, working closely with AT8T and other
vendors, have begun placing fiber to residences in

The media architecture for AT&T's SLC Series 5
Fiber-to-the-Home feature is best described as a star

preselected upscale communities.
AT&T has
developed a complete line of single-mode fiber cables,
splices, connectors, and closures to provide the media
support for an all-fiber loop. The architecture used in
current fiber-to-the-home applications is much like
the architecture used in copper distribution. High
fiber count backbone cables are spliced to lower fiber
count laterals that branch out to the residences.
Service drop cables are spliced in at subscriber
property lines. Outside plant fibers are terminated in
single-mode connectors. Easy entry cables, passively
aligned splices, field-installable connectors, and
reliable closures are all necessary components if fiber
is to be deployed to the last mile of the loop on a
widescale basis. All of these needs are met with
AT6T's current line of fiber-to-the-home media
products.

emanating from a remote terminal (RT). The design
requirements are similar to those used for copper
distribution plant engineering. High fiber count
backbone cables typically fan out from an RT and
are spliced to lower fiber count lateral cables which
run down side streets to bring the media to
subscribers' front lot lines (for front lot feed) or
backyard property lines (for rear lot feed). Figure 2
shows one spoke of a distribution network using a
star-type architecture. Buried service lightguide or
aerial drop cables are spliced to the lateral cables to
complete the distribution to the subscriber.
FIGURE 1. FIBER TO THE HOME FEATURE
ON SLC' SERIES 5 CARRIER SYSTEM

. AITRODUCTION
Fiber optic technology has spread rapidly through
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transmission medium of choice for long distance and
metropolitan trunking networks; it is currently being
deployed in more than fifty percent of new digital
loop carrier installations; and now, in 1988, several
Local Exchange Carriers in the U. S. are installing
their first Fiber-to-the-ilome service to residences in
several preselected upscale communities. Maoy of
these first applications, such as AT&T's SLC Series 5
Carrier Fiber-to-,he-llome Feature (Fig. 1.). use a
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are not shared among many subscribers, the
challenge to media and apparatus designers is to
provide low cost, easily installable components to
minimize the cost per subscriber. These objectives
are met with AT&T's current line of fiber to Ihe
home media products.
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2.2 Differences from Copper DistributionDesign

FIGURE 3(b).

COPPER DESIGN

An architectural difference between fiber and copper
distribution design is that the all-fiber design does

50 PR

not require a feeder distribution interface (FDI). This

1

eliminates a craft access point and may help reduce
outside plant maintenance costs._
The relative costs for splicing versus cable lead to
some differences between fiber and metallic
distribution design. Copper distribution designs, for
example, rely heavily on tapering to reduce pair
counts and minimize the expense of cut-dead-ahead,
or unusable, copper pairs. Since copper splices are
relatively inexpensive compared to copper cables,
extensive tapering often results in significantly lower
cost installations.
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FIGURE 3(a).
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Over the past few years, there has been much
discussion about whether to use multimode fiber
(MMF) or single-mode fiber (SMF) in "the last n:ile"
(the portion of the subscriber loop from th- RT to
the subscribers' homes). Just a short time ago,
single-mode components were very expensive relative
to multimode components; but, the gap in costs has
narrowed. As the cost of single-mode technology has
dropped, the arguments for SMF have become much
SMF has less intrinsic loss than MMF,
because it has less doping, and it is also more
resistant to added loss due to bending and
environmental fluctuations. The bandwidth of SMF
is only limited by .the optical characteristics of the

laser or LED being used, whereas the bandwidth of
MMF is restricted by the fiber itself. Finally, SMF is
being used in most trunk and feeder routes and,
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Fiber splicing, of course, is more expensive than
copper splicing and costlier relative to cabled fiber,
so fiber distribution area designs tend to use less
tapering to minimize splicing costs. The savings in
splicing costs often offset the cost of the cut-deadahead fiber, particularly for short distances.
Figures 3(a),(b), and (c) help to illustrate these
differences between fiber and copper distribution
area design. The plat for a new residential
subdivision with 115 hom es is shown in Figure 3(a).
Figure 3(b) shows how this subdivision might be
served from a subfeeder 800-pair copper cable, with
tapering and branching on every street, and a total
of seven splice points. A cost optimized fiber
solution is shown in Figure 3(c). This fiber design
uses only two distribution splice points and no
tapering of the lateral cables from which the drops
are made. The elimination of some splices was
accomplished by using short runs of parallel cables.
Several operating companies have reduced the costs
on their first applications by using this approach
with parallel cabkls.
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furthermore, may be required for future advanced
lightwave technologies like integrated optics and
coherent transmission. For these reasons, AT&T's
Fiber-to-the-Home offering is designed to use singlemode fiber.
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4. CABLE AND APPARA TUS DESIGNS

FIGURE 4(b).
RIBBON CABLE
OPTICAL PERFORMANCE - AMBIENT
(1065 FIBER KILOMETERS)

Distribution area lightguide cables and components
must withstand a wide range of installation and
environmental conditions. Cables are installed
underground where temperature excursions are small,
and aerially where temperatures can vary widely.
Humidity extremes may be encountered because of

0.25

0.20
FREOUENCY

condition

is

required

of

all

fiber to the home. The challenge to lightguide media

and apparatus designers is clearly one of designing
rugged, low loss components at a cost that will a!low
widescale use. Additionally, components should be
easy to field install with a minimum of craft training
and equipment.

should incorporate both efficient core designs and
easy sheath entry. AT&T has two lightguide cable

core options and a new sheath design ideally suited
for use in the distribution plant.
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4.1.1 Core Structures

The ribbon cable has a high fiber density core (Fig.
4a) with up to 144 fibers in a 0.6 inch diameter cable,
using up to 12 ribbons. Each ribbon includes 12
individually color-coded fibers for easy identification.
The histograms in Fig. 4(b) show the optical loss for
production cables at 1310 nm and 1550 nm. The
ribbon structure adds no loss to the fiber.
Temperature cycling from -40*F to +I90*F shows
no added low temperature loss at 1310 nm and
negligible added loss at -40*F for 1550 nm (Fig. 4c).
The ribbon structure readily lends itself to mass
splicing which can result in substantial reduction in

0.2

0.1

4.1 Cable Options
Even with only moderate levels of tapering in fiber
distribution area designs, cable sheaths must be
entered frequently for both mid-span and endsplicing. Fibers must be readily accessible. Cables
specifically designed for the last mile of the loop
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Lightpacke Cable Cores
AT&T's second option is the Lightpack core (Fig. 5)
which contains up to 96 fibers within a 0.6 inch
diameter sheath. The color coded fibers are bundled
loosely with color-coded yarns for easy identification.
There are up to 12 fibers per bundle. Fibers for this
core option can be individually spliced or made into
ribbons on the ends for mass splicing.

FIGURE 5. LIGHTPACK
a CABLE

CORE
FIGURE 4(a). RIBBON CABLE CORE
CORE TUBE
FILLING COMPOUND

00

COLOR-CODED
BINDER

STACKED RIBBONS
COATED
ADHESIVE FIBER

) '

POLYESTER

OFILLING
COMPOUND

TAPE

- 2 >LIGHTPACK

ADHESIVE SANDWICH RIBBON
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FIGURE 7.
BURIED SERVICE LIGHTGUIDE

Both ribbon and Lightpack cores include a waterresistant filling compound to protect against water
ingress.

METALLIC

4.1.2 Sheath Designs These core structures come in
a

v-riety of

sheath

options

including

standard

BRONZE ARMOR

conligurations like metallic crossply, all-dielectric,
and

rodent

and

lightning protected.

All AT&T

BUFFERE.
FIBER

RICCORD

cables are designed so that strength members are
external to the core of the cable. This type of design
provides protection against microbending losses in
the

fibers

and

insures

optimum

mechanical

IMPREGNATED

performance.

E

FIBER GLASS

A new sheath option for the Lightpack core is the
LXE, or "Lightguide Express Entry", sheath (Fig.
6).12 1 This sheath, which was specifically designed for
distrl ution cables, allows easy midspan entry for
splicing service drops while the remainder of the
fibers are expressed through. The Lightpack core
tube is surrounded by a waterblocking tape and a
steel armor. Two longitudinal steel wires provide
tensile strength, and their placement opposite each
other along the longitudinal axis of the sheath makes
midsheath entry convenient, because sheath layers
can be stripped away to expose the core while leaving
the wires intact. A ripcord facilitates the removal of
the steel armor.

NYLON

FIGURE 6. LIGHTGUIDE EXPRESS ENTRY SHEATH
l JA
Wire
Strength
Member

Corrugated,
CostMd
SteeI
W.ter
Swellable
Tape
Liglte

( ater c

buried service lightguide cable with a metallic sheath.
Buffering is required in the drops for protecting and
handling the coated fibers. Buffering materials
should perform well at low temperatures and should
be easily strippable. Thermoplastic polyester buffers
outperform PVCs in keeping added losses minimal at
temperatures below -20 C. Both thermoplastics and
PVCs, however, can be difficult to strip at low
temperatures. AT&T has choser a thermoplastic
polyester buffering material for its excellent low
and
has
temperature
(-40 C)
performance,
introduced a new laboratory hand tool for stripping
that has been successfully used on a trial basis by
BOC craft.
variety of sheath options is required for protecting
drop cables, and AT&T currently offers a metallic
option with a bronze armor, a non-metallic option,
and a rodent and lightning prote-ted version. Since
the cables will run along the outside wall of the
subscriber's home to the optoelectronics box, all drop
cables have PVC jackets rather than polyethyltne for
fire retardancy, and all have filled (ores corflired
within a nylon core tube.

Tae
pre

4.1.3 Drop Cables Either buried service or aerial
drop cables are required to complete the distribution
to the subscriber. Only one fiber per drop is required
for bidirectional transmission systems like AT&T's
SLC Series 5 Carrier Fiber-to-the-flome Feature.
AT&T's drop cables are available with either one or
two color-coded, buffered fibers. Figure 7 shows a
cross-sectional view of the two-fiber version of the
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SPLICES AD (OAT'TORS

5.1 Mass and Single-Ftber Splicing Techniques
Splicing in fiber-to-the-home applications involves
joining high fiber count backbone cables to lower
count laterals and joining lateral to drop cables to
AT&T recommends
complete the distribution.
mechanical splicing, because it can be done quickly
with miininal equipment.
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Temperature cycling between 40'F and +1700F
shows lcs changes less than 0.1 dB from the mean
(Fig 8c).
FIGURE 8(c).
SM RAPID RIBBON SPLICE
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST RESULTS

5.1.1 Array and Rapid Ribbon Splices Mass splicing
techniques are preferred for joining high fiber count
backbone cables to laterals and for any tapering of
the laterals. Mass splicing can be accomplished by
using factory-installed silicon chip array splices or
field-installed rapid ribbon splices.

A=VF.B=70"F.C- 14FS:.D10F.EE70F.F -O

AT&T's silicon chip array splice can be applied to
either ribbon or Lightpack fibers and allows cables to
be joined very conveniently in the field. Field
termination hardware protects the splices during
shipment.
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Single5.1.2 Enhanced Rotary Mechanical Splice
fiber splicing is required where drop cables are joined
to laterals, for joining laterals (generally where the
fiber counts are not integral multiples of twelve), and
for repairs. AT&T's enhanced rotary mechanical
splice (ERMS) (Fig 9a) is ideal for all of these
applications, particularly since it requires no special
1
equipment, active alignment, or testing.i 1 The glass
plugs for each splice are supplied as a continuous
and
V-groove
a
circumferential
with
ferrule
alignment tabs. To make the splice, the mated plugs
are snapped apart and installed on the two fibers.
Simple passive alignment tools allow the fibers to be
positioned with identical orientations inside the glass
plugs and rotated to their original relative positions.
The splice is then secured with a metal coupler
sleeve. The entire procedure, from the time the
fibers are exposed and made available for splicing to
in an
completion, with the splice ready to place
FIGLRE 9(a).
ENHANCED ROTARY MECHANICAL SPLICE
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FIGURE 8(b).
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The single-mode rapid ribbon splice (Fig. 8a) is fieldinstallable and ideally suited for mass splicing
3
ribbons in the field. f It can be used directly on
ribbon cables and also on Lightpack cables if the
individual Lightpack fibers to be spliced are formed
into ribbons, a procedure that requires roughly ten
minutes to perform. Splicing two ribbons with the
rxpid ribbon splice requires about 25 minutes from
the time the ribbons are accessed through the cable
sheath opening. Laboratory and field splice loss
measurements for AT&T's rapid ribbon splices show
mean losses of less than 0.4 dB (Fig. 8b).
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organizer tray, requires about 5 minutes. Average
losses using this completely passive alignment
procedure are roughly 0.2 dB. Blind splicing results
by BOC craft confirm these low average losses (Fig.
9b). Even lower mean splice losses (0.1 dB or less)
can be achieved by spending a few additional
minutes actively tuning the splice. Temperature
F for ERMS
cycling between -40'F and +1700

E g(b).
ALL BLIND-SPLICED BY BOC CRAFT
FiG

6
connector 11 (I"ig. loa)
AT&T's single-mode ST
meets all of these requirements and is the connector
recommended for the SLC Series 5 Carrier Fiber-toThe fibers are positioned in
the-flore Feature.

"IGURiE 10(a).
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splices that were cycled for over nineteen nionths
shows peak-to-peak loss variations of 0.03 dB or less
(Fig 9c).

picyidiasleean
-leen the fiber ends are hield ill
spi cyidia
direct contact by the spring load of the coupling
mechanism. The latching mechanism, which uses a
ramped slot, is a twist-lock design that allows
connections to be made easily. The ST connector
can be factory or field-installed with a mean loss of
less than 0.4 dB (Fig lOb). This loss is stable with
temperature cycling between -40*C to +85" C with
less than 0.1 dI added loss (Fig 1().

I WE 10(b).
Fi-'G
The distribution and drop cable splices must be
stored and protected inclosures, pedestals, or aerial
terminals. These are discussed later in Section 8.
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5.2 Connectors
The outside plant fibers for AT&'T's Fiber-to>-thiHome offering miist be terminated at the RT and at
a distant terminal (DT) on the outside of a
subscriber's home with a single-mode connector.
Single-mode connector- should exhibit low insertion
and reflection losses an,1 be easy to install in the
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The distribution fibers in AT&T's Fiber-to-the-Home
system are terminated in LGX (Lightguide CrossConnect) distribution shelves at the remote terminal.
The termination facility provides high density
interconnect or cross-connect arrangements for the
fibers.

The AT&T drop repair closure is available to restore
cables in the case of digups in service drop cables. It
is quite small (only 18 inches long) and can
accommodate up to four single-fiber splices.

6. CLOSURES
A variety of closures is required for deploying fiber in
the loop distribution network. Where backbone
cables are spliced to laterals, or where branching of
lateral cables must be accomodated, closures or aerial
terminals with several cable ports and multiple splice
organizer trays are required. Lower splice capacity,
multiple-port buried service closures, pedestal, and
aerial drop terminals are required for storing splices
(or possibly connectors) where drop cables are joined
(o psibyconctrs
heedrpcale

rejindconnectors

to laterals. Drop repair closures are required for
splices in case tCie drop cables are
handling
handling repair
repasps
infcasne dop clcrs ae
accommodate all of these needst

7. FIBER TERMINATION FACILITIES
For the AT&T SLC Series 5 Carrier Fiber-t-theHome Feature, the outside plant fibers must be
terminated at a cross-connect or interconnect facility
inside the RT and at the DT at the subscriber's
home. At the RT end, the fibers, terminated with ST
connectors, are housed in LGX (Lightguide CrossConnect) shelves capable of handling up to 72 ST
each. The LGX equipment is co-located
with the transmission equipment in a controlled
eqpmninactold
wihterassio
environmental vault. At the DT, the drop cable fiber
is terminated with an ST connector and plugged into
the optical unit.

6.1 Distribution Closures

The universal closure, which has been used for
several years for lightguide applications, is a twostage. re-enterable closure-within- a-closure. This 4port closure is well-suited for handling branching
from backbone or higher fiber count lateral cables
and can accommodate both single-fiber and arraytype splices. It can be used for in-line splicing as well
as butt splicing arrangements.
A new, 6-port, re-enterable, midsize closure with
molded plastic parts is available and is ideal for use
where laterals are tapered or joined to backbone
cables. This butt-type closure allows fibers to be
spliced or unspliced fibers to he expressed through
the closure.
6.2 Distribution/Dropand Pedestal Closures
low
count,
buried
plastic,
A
molded
distribution/drop closure designed to accommodate
single-fiber splices can be used for low fiber count
branching and drop cable splicing. It is re-enterable,
requires no encapsulant, and can be used in either
in-line or butt configurations.

8 MEDIA DEPLOYMENT AND TESTING
REQUIREMENTS
The typical sequence of steps for installation and
testing of the outside plant lightguide cable are the
following:
1. Cable Placement
2. Fiber Splicing
3.
4.

Connectorization
Completion Testing

Some general guidelines which are useful for
deploying and testing fiber cables in distribution
areas follow.
8.1 Cable Placement

An option to buried service closures in the drop is
above ground pedestal closures, and AT&T has a
lightguide pedestal closure which fits Li most
standard pedestals with at least a six-inch crosssections. This allows fiber drop splices to be stored
above ground for easy access.

No special precautions should have to be taken to
place fiber cables in distribution areas. Standard
practices used in the deployment of fiber feeder are
also applicable in "the last mile". On-site inspectors
should check to see that cable tension load ratings
are not exceeded, that minimum bend radius
requirements are not violated, that neither the
maximum recommended number of turns nor the
maximum pulling distances are exceeded, and that,
in general, recommended deployment procedures are

AT&T is also developing a lightguide aerial drop
terminal for use where aerial plant is preferred or
required. This product is expected to be used
extensively in rehabilitation areas where fiber will
replace existing copper plant.

being followed. Cables received for placement have
generally undergone extensive factory testing to
insure quality, and if they are correctly handled, the
cable integrity should be preserved. No special
testing should be necessary to insure cable integrity.

I
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8.2 Splice Testing
Splice testing can be handled several
ways,
depending upon the level of detail that the local
construction crew is expected to acquire from their
test measurements. The simplest test is a continuity
test to merely insure that the splices pass light. A
bare fiber adapter can be used to couple light from a
source into one end of the fiber, and a fiber identifier
can then be used to check for light on either side of
the splice (Fig. Ila).
If an approximate path loss measurement is desired
along with a continuity test, then a source could be
coupled through a rotary splice on one end of the
fiber, and a power meter could be used to take a
measurement at the other end (Fig. lib).

first applications where fiber-to-the-home is initially
carrying POTS only services
in
1988.
The
architecture is designed to allow a graceful upgrade
to wideband services.
The experiences
gained in working on these
installations have allowed both AT&T and the
operating companies to gain first-hand knowledge
about fiber distribution area design, deployment and
testing strategies, and desirable product features that
will make fiber-to-the-home installations as economic
and easy as possible. Installations have run relatively
smoothly, schedules have been met, and subscribers
whose homes are among the first to receive service
over fiber have been watching the operations with
enthusiasm.

The most detailed level of splice testing would
require an OTDR; this would allow continuity, path
loss, and individual splice loss to be determined (Fig
lc).
Multimode OTDRs can be used very effectively
in this part of the loop, because the distances are
short, and the narrow pulse widths allow better
resolution of pulses.

10. CONCLUSIONS
Fiber optic technology has spread rapidly through
the telephone network since its introduction in the
late 1970s. Media and apparatus manufacturers have
worked aggressively to reduce the costs of fiber optic
components. If the rapid and widespread acceptance
and deployment in earlier fiber markets is any

FIGURE 11

component
media
and
and
if
indication,
manufacturers are able to further reduce the costs on
the cable, apparatus, and hardware necessary to

TESTING SEQUENCE
(a). CONTINUITY
-URC

SPUCE 1

SPUCE 2
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0
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t
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ADAPTER

t

t

complete fiber distribution systems, it is likely that
fiber will

t

areas.

IDENTIFIER

(b). PATH LOSS (APPROXIMATE)
____________
'
SOURCE
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POWER
METER

ERMS

(c). INDIVIDUAL CABLE AND SPUCE LOSS (ONE-WAY)
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be deployed

Subscribers

are

aggressively

in

looking forward

residential

to new

offerings, and operating companies are eager to be
able to provide them. First applications, such as the
currently underway in 1988, are just the
beginning. The challenge to designers continues to
be to design and construct fiber optic subscriber
systems as economically
as possible
and to
incorporate into the designs features that will
minimize maintenance and operations expenses.
1.
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Completion testing is performed when both ends of
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members of the component design and testing groups
in AT&T Bell Laboratories, Norcross, whose designs
and advice made these irst installations of fiber-tothe-home possible.

9. FIRST APPLICATIONS OF FIBER-TO-THEHOME USING A T& T'S MEDIA AND
OPTOELECTR ONICS
AT&T has been working to support several operating
companies, among them New Jersey Bell. South
Central Bell, Southwest Bell, Contel, and ;TI,, in
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A NEW INSTALLATION METHOD FOR CONIENTIONAL FIBRE
OPTIC CABLES IN CONDUITS
W. Griffioen
PTT, dr. Neher Laboratories
Leidschendam
the Netherlands

Abstract
A new technique for the instaihition of
commonly used
conventional fibre optic cables in
conduits using the viscous flow of
air
is
decribed. Blowing experiments have been carried
out,
using
different
cables,
conduits
and
lubricants. For better understanding also pulling
experiments
with
conduits
having
different
tortuosities and supporting laboratory experiments
have been performed. The non linear pressure decay
in the
tube in which
the cable is blown is
experimentally verified. Furthermore a
simple
experiment for measuring the cable stiffness is
described. With one installation unit 1 km fibre
optic cable can be installed with speeds up to
1 m/s. Even 36 right angled curves in the conduit
can be passed. In less than one hour a reel with
2100 m fibre optic cable can be installed using
the
installation units
in
cascade,
without
synchronisation problems. This means that longer
cables can be installed in the future.
The
described method is very simple because
for
instance no pulling ropes have
to be
installed.
Furthermore the cable strain can be kept low.
Halfway 1988 1000 km fibre optic cable have been
installed in the public network of the Netherlands
using the described method, considerably saving
man and time.
Introduction
The old installation method
In many countries
fibre optic cables are
pulled
in pre-installed conduits. The pu~iing
force is
fully concentrated at the cable end
there. It is well known that with this
technique
an exponential build up of the pulling force
occurs due to the cable
tension, especially on
tortuous routes . In some countries conduits with
an inside diameter of only 26 mm
(cheap!)
are
used. The only disadvantage of these
conduits is
the fact
that without special
precautions the
windings give rise to a quick build up of the
pulling force, necessary to
install
the cable
(appendix 1). To reduce excessive forces on the
cable,
capstans
are
used
for
intermediate
assistance. For the small diameter conduit , as
are used in the Netherlands, the most economic
distance between those capstans is 175 m for the
installation of a reel
of 2100 m fibre
optic
cable,
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figure 1: pulling 1050 m of fibre optic cable with
the help of capstans and a bufferreel
(Netherlands PTT, before 1988)
In figure 1 the old installation method, as
formerly used by the Netherlands PTT,
is shown.
The
reel is placed halfway. In three 175 m
sections the pulling rope is installed by means
of a shuttle driven by compressed air.
The cable
is pulled with a winch assisted by two capstans.
Next the winch is placed at the far end of the
traject and the pulling rope is installed in the
next three sections. Now the pulling takes place
with the help of five capstans. When the
first
1050 m is installed the
rest of the reel
is
("van den Akker")
rewound on a special buffer
the
reel. Now the next 1050 m can be installed in
same way as described above
(this part of
the
installation is shown in figure 1).
It is clear that this installation method is
man and time ccnstuing. For this
reason and
for
the need to install cable lengths longer than 2100
m in the future, another
installation method is
searched for.

The new installation method
The previously mentioned exponential build up
of the pulling force can be preventeC
when
the
cable tension is kept low. This can be achieved
when the frirtion between cable and conduit
is
compensated locally. i.e. when the pulling force
is distributed along the whole cable
length
T
that case each coi,duit can be considered
straigth
for flexible cables Cassidy et al. 2 have found
an elegant method for
reaching this.
They blow
very small, flexible and lightweight fibrc members
(designed for use inside buildings) "nto conduits
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without the use of a shuttle at the cable end. The
force F/1 exercised on the cable per unit of
length, when the pressure drop at the cable inlet
2

Reel

Compressor

Compressor

is compensated mechanically, can be written as
F/I
...

Ldz

Coniejet

dp

r=b rcd

-Xt~s'

where dp/dz is the pressure gradient along the
conduit, and r,. and rCfld are the outer radius
of the cable and the inner radius of the conduit
respectively.
In this contribution a scaling up of this
method is described which can be
used
for
conventional fibre optic cables. The cables do not
need to be flexible, in fact a certain stiffness
is advantageous. In that case the cables can be
pushed over a certain distance which is a useful
assistance because of a relatively low pressure
gradient in the first part of the conduit 3. In
appendix 2 measurements have been carried out in
order to verify the non linear pressure decay in
the conduit. The stiffness of the cable must be
such large that pushing of the cable causes not
too much buckling. On the other hand the stiffness
of the cable may not be too large because then the
cable experiences too much friction with the
conduit in curves and windings of the conduit. A
good choice for the stiffness B of the cable can
be derived
8

a(P/4)

2

F

A

B

p-

CDee

(1)

2 W(P/4)

- 3

4

Compressor

Exhous!

Compressor

Cab(e-er
exrr~s

Cablejef
525

figure 2: Blowing 2100 m of fibre optic cable
using the injection units in cascade
(Netherlands PTT, after 1987)
The injection mit
compressed sit

duct

(2)

A

where W is the cable weight per unit of length, A
and P are the (estimated) amplitude and period of
the (sine shaped assumed) windings in the conduit
respectively, Fp is the pushing force and a is the
half free radial space (rCOnd-rc,) of the cable
in the conduit. This relationship has of course
only sense when Fp may have values such that it
effects the installation of the cable. Most

fibre

optic cables forfill inequalty 2. In appendix 3 a
simple experiment
for
measuring
the
cable
stiffness is described. It can be shown
that for
a situation which is typical for the cable and
duct combination of the Netherlands PTT, the
additional
pushing
force
can
double
the
installation length that can be reached by cable
blowing.
In figure 2 the new installation method is
shown. The 2100 m reel is placed at one end of the
traject. Four special developed dismountable cable
injection units can operate in cascade with a most
economic intermediate distance of 525 m and the
whole cable reel is installed in this simple
single operation, eliminating the installation of
pulling ropes and the need for a bufferreel.

figure 3: The first
unit

prototype

of

the

injection

A special cable injection unit has been
developed and is shown in figure 3. The airflow
and all the other functions can be supplied by a
simple compressor (75 1/s, 8 bars), which was
formerly used for the installation of the pulling
rope. The unit consists of two parts that can be
mounted together in such a way that it will be
possible to use several units in cascade. The
compensation of the pressure drop along the cable
inlet
and the additional pushing force
are
supplied by grooved hollow wheels driven by a
pneumatic motor. These wheels are pushed against
the cable by means of pneumatic pistons (not shown
in figure 3) so that small variations in cable
diameter can be tolerated. The pneumatic motor can
be stopped, just by holding the cable, also when
lubricants are used. This is a great advantage
when the cable injectors operate in cascade. The
installation speed is controlled by the unit with
the lowest setting of the pressure regulator for
the pneumatic motor. For protection
of
the
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injection units in cascade and for reasons of
safety, a 'funnel' for the exhaust of the airflow
(not shown in figure 3) has been developed for
operation together with the injection units,
Results
It turned out to be possible to install
cablelengths with a maximum of 1 km in conduits
with an inner diameter of 26 mm using one single
installation unit, while speeds up to I m/s were
reached when using standard cables. Using cables
with ribbons on their jackets or 40 mm inner
diameter conduits the performance even increases,
For the latter application a compressor with a
maximum pressure of 8 bars and a capacity of 130
i/s is needed, while for smaller conduits smaller
compressors are sufficient. The independency of
curves and windings in the conduit is clearly
shown during a test in an extremely tortuous
circuit. In this circuit, which has a length of
420 m and in which there are 9 right angled curves
and windings equivalent to 27 right angled curves,
a cable is installed using the described method.
Several lubricants have been tested for the
blowing method as a possible alternative for
paraffine oil. The lubricants, two types 2 and one
type 3 (see appendix 1), gave rise
- foaming,
were dried by the airflow or caused the cable to
'stick' to the conduit wall because of their high
viscosities. Pipe 3 with lubricant 4 (see appendix
1) iave satisfactory results, however, only 800 m
was available as a testlength. Until now paraffine
oil is the best solution. It is sufficient to pour
about one liter of the latter in the conduit
before connecting the installation unit.
The
paraffine oil will be distributed through the
conduit by the airflow and the cable doesn't need
to be lubricated.
In an experiment in which 500 m of 26 mm
inner diameter conduit was already filled with a
cable, an attempt has been made to install a
second cable using the blowing technique. This
installation was possible in the first part of the
conduit but stopped after 280 m.
In the public network 2100 m fible optic
cable can be installed in less than one hour using
four installation units in cascade. Occasionally
also cables with a length of 3150 m have been
installed using the blowing method. Halfway 1988
more-than 1000 km of fibre optic cables have been
installed in the public network of the Netherlands
using the described method, considerably saving
man and time. The old pulling method has now been
abandoned.
Conclusions
The blowing technique for the installation of
conventional fibre optic cables as is described in
this contribution is a quick and simple method,
eliminating the extra step of installing a pulling
rope. The cable strain is kept
low
during
installation. Long lengths can be installed per
installation unit in both straight and tortuous
routes so that cheap conduits can be used without
paying special attention to reduce the windings
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during the installation of the conduits. For
lubrication it is sufficient to pour a small
amount of paraffine oil in the conduit before
connecting the installation unit while the cable
doesn't need to be

units

can

be

lubricated.

easily

used

in

The

installation

cascade

with

intermediate distances only dependent on
the
properties of the cable, conduit and lubricant
and
curves
used, and almost independent of
windings in the conduit sections. There are no
synchronisation problems when several units are
used in cascade. This means that there is nc limit
for the cablelength that can be installed, so that
longer lengths and hence less splices in the
future are possible. The possibilities of the
described installation method can furthei iL, ase
when special cables (optimised for blowing instead
is
of pulling) and lubricants are used. It
possible to install more than one cable in a
conduit (not necessary in the same time) for short
distances. This might add some applications to the
described method, such as local networks and
unforeseen expansions of the trunk network.
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Appendix l: The

effect

of

conduit

windings

on

pulling force build up

0

In order to calculate the effect of windings
in a duct traject Buller's formula 1 is used in
combination with a formula
that
gives
the[
effective angle per unit of length 9*f/l for a
given conduit geometry 3ocr
F2 - WR sinh [f
O.ff/l

-

F

Whee
Dut

o120 cm

-

+ arcsinh (FI/WR)]

1/R*0 f - 4,rA/P 2

(3)

This formula gives the pulling force F2 as a
function of the force F, of the cable when
entering the conduit at certain cableweight per
unit of length W and bending radius of the conduit
R. In the second part of the formula Rff is an
effective bending radius of a tortuous conduit
with (sine shaped) windings of amplitude A and
period P.

LoaI..

winch
Loodl

Cabte
Loodc
oad -uthe
105m-figure 4: Field experiment for measuring the effect
of defined windings.

The formula which
gives
the
effective
tortuosity in an angle per unit of length has been
verified in a field experiment with horizontally
'sine shaped' conduits (figure 4). Conduits with
an inside diameter of 26 mm and a length of 105 m,
having windings with amplitudes of 7.5 and 15 cm
and periods of 2, 3 and 4 m were used. From the
measured forces before and after the conduit in
which the cable is pulled with a speed of about 20
m per min, the friction coefficients can be
derived using formula 3.

Loci
Loodcell

,.z!.

-Contrweight
figure 5: Laboratory equipment for the
determination of the friction
coefficient between cable and conduit.
In
figure
5
an
equipment
for
the
determination of the friction coefficient between
cable and conduit is shown in which the cable is
pulled through a 270 degrees section of a conduit
around a 120 cm diameter wheel. The cable is
pulled with a non controllable velocity of 12 cm
per minute. The pulling force measured by a
loadcell is monitored on a x/t-recorder. The cable
is pulled with several contraweights attached at
other )end. The friction
coefficient
is
calculated using a formula which can be derived
analogously to the formulas derived for vertical
4

90 degrees sect ons In
F 2 - WR.[2f.e f'3/2(1f 2)]/(l+f2

f.3/2
+ F

e

(4)

%150-

0.
A33.0

_
4100-

27.

50P(.

AMcm)

4
3
4
3

7.5
7.5
15

0.46

15

0.27

F(N) 10

0.38
0.35

20

30

40

50

100

0.42
o.5
0.31
0.24

0.40

0.34

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.28

0.28

0.34
0.28
0.27

150

98

200
0.24

o24
0.23

0-

0

0.24

table 1: Friction coefficient f between cable and
a
as
oil
conduit, using paraffine
lubricant, derived using formula 3. F is
the load at the inlet side.
the
low, not only
forces are
When the
accuracy of the measured forces is
low but also
the cable stiffness plays an important role. This
causes measured friction coefficients
in that
region that are higher than in reality, as can be
seen in the left and upper part of
table 1.
Carrying the-! things
in
mind
a
friction
coefficient of roughly 0.25 is found which is
in
agreement with the value derived from laboratory
measurements.

0.5

1

-

(Min)

figure 6: Example of the measured force necessary
through the conduit
to pull the cable
around the wheel as a function of time
for different contraweights (represented
by the numbers near the recorder traces
in kgf).
In figure 6 a typical example of a recorder
trace of a measurement of the friction coefficient
is shown. The 'wiggles' in this recorder trace can
be explained as a result of a combined effect of
elasticity
and inertia of the whole experimental
5
setup . The results shown in table 2 are obtained
using the peak values ot the recorder traces which
can be considered to be
the static friction
coefficients. It is worth noting that not all the
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recorder traces look the same, for instance
water based lubricant doesn't show 'wiggles'.

the
P

27.0

33.0

40.2

pipe 1, dry

pip. 2. dry

0.29
0.27

0.29

0.30

0.29

0.28

0.29

0.28

pip* 1, lubricant 1 0.28
pipe 2, lubricant 1 0.27

0.28
0.23

0.27
0.26

0.26
0.27

0.25
0.23

pipe 1, lubricant 2
pipe 1. lubricant 3
pipe 3, lubricant 4

0.17
0.21
0.22

contraweight (kgF)

5.0

0.16
0.20
0.23

9.86

15.0

6

4

0.21

table 2: Measured (static) friction coefficients"
between cable (standard Netherlands P7T)
and several conduits lubricated
with
several lubricants using formula 4. Pipe
I and 2 are standard HDPE pipes with an
inner diameter of 26 mm, while pipe 3 has
longitudinal ribbons. Lubricant I
is
ordinary paraffine oil, 2 Is a water
based lubricant, 3 is a lubricant based
on triglycerine of eatable fat
acid
modificated by yellow amber acid and 4 is
a mixture of a silicon based lubricant
and microspheres.

Appendix 2: Measurements

(bor)

of

the

pressure

.
2

0

figure

decay

The pressure decay along the conduit is not
be
simply
cannot
flow
linear because the
considered incompressible in the pressure regime
covering almost one order of magnitude. This
pressure decay is calculated in

x
p0 2_o -p2).
1

(5)

with p(x) the (absolute) pressure at distance x
from the air supply. The (absolute) pressures at
the air supply side and at the exhaust side of the
conduit with length 1 are p. and p, respectively,
In order to verify this formula measurements have
been carried out using conduits with different
tortuosity ranging from about 3 to 30 degrees per
meter. The results in figure 7a are obtained by
forcing an airflow through respectively 4, 5 and 7
pipes in cascade. These 26 mm inner diameter pipes
are roughly 105 m long and measurements are
carried out in the sequence of both increasing and
decreasing tortuosity. The pressure is measured
at the connections of the pipes.
The results shown in figure 7a agree quite
well with the calculated curve, bearing in mind
the
following
things.
After
starting
the
compressor it took
about
one
hour
before
equilibrium was reached. This can be caused by the
warming-up of the compressor, the setting of a
stationary temperature decay along the
pipes
(after some time the pipe right behind
the
compressor feels warm,
while
after
100
m
underground it feels unchanged). Another cause can
be the condensation and/or the evaporation of
water in the expanding and cooling flow. All the
mentioned effects as well as the effecr
of
different tortuosities did not cause a sig-ificant
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1
Xi

along the conduit,

p(X)-

T

0

7a: Pressure (relative to
atmospheric
pressure) p,., as a function of the
normalised distance x/l from the air
supply. The solid curve is calculated
for a (relative) pressure of 8.1 bars
at the inlet side of the pipes using
formula 5. The dashed line represents
a linear pressure decay. The open
circle, triangle and square
symbols
are measured at a total pipe length ot
420, 525 and 735 m respectively with
flow
increasing tortuosity in the
direction. The solid circle and square
from
obtained
been
symbols have
measurements in the reversed direction
at a total pipe length of 420 and 735
m respectively.

difference between measurements and theory.
The pressure gradient dp/dx can be derived
from the calculated curve in figure 7a and is
shown in figure 7b. In the first part of the pipe
this pressure gradient, which is proportional to
the force of the airflow acting on the cable, is
almost twice as low as the pressure gradient for
the case of a linear assumed pressure decay. In
the last part of the pipe the pressure gradient is
almost one order of magnitude larger thian in the
first part.
Because
in
most
duct
routes
(especially in tortuous ones) the 'overforce' at
the exhaust side of the conduit can not reach the
shortcoming at the airsupply side of the conduit,
the cable blowing can be largely improved when an
extra pushing force is applied at the cable by the
injection unit.
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The stiffness B is defined as the deriviate
of the bending moment H with respect to the
curvature k. For a small sag
(y'<<l)
this
curvature is equal to
y''.
Using
boundary
conditions y(1)-y'(1)-O this curvature can be
expressed with the sag Ay-y(O) of the cable end

dP/dx
(dP/dx)L
54-

k

-L

-

12

3 -Because

in the case of an elastic cable k as well
as M are proportional to x the value of B can be
derived from the slope of M against k at for
instance x-l. When the cable is not elastic but
shows a behaviour as in'
the transition from
elastic to inelastic behaviour occurs first at x-1
and translates to smaller x values when larger
masses are attached to the piece of cable. This
causes a smoothing of the mentioned transition.
For the installation of the cable using the
viscous flow of air only the elastic behaviour of

2

0

__t

0

the

0

3)

05

cable is of importance (worst case estimation
so this smoothing causes no problems.

1
Oo I = 20cm

/0,5
figure

(6)

1

7b: Quotient
d
a of the pressurerfm gradient
dpdx. calculated using formula 5 for
a (relative) pressure of 8.1 bar at
the inlet side of the pipe, and the
pressure gradient (dp/dx)1
for
a
linear assumed pressure decay as a
function of the normalised distance
x/lI from the air supply.

m

=

0,4-

0

/
0

0.3-

0
0

0

/0

Appendix 3: A simple experiment for measuring

the

cable stiffness.
Applying a bending moment to,

and

measuring

the curvature of a cable is a way in obtaining its
stiffness. A much more simple method is measuring
the sag of a clamped piece of cable as a function
of the weight of the mass attached at the end of
it.

0,20,1-

/
n/

/
E

a0

0
0

A

0

O

'

0__

_o

5

k (M-1 )
figure 9: Measured values of M against k for a
standard Netherlands PTT fibre optic
cable.

of

The measurements must be done using cable
lengths and weights in such a way that y' remains
much smaller than 1 and that the transition from
elastic to inelastic behaviour is shown in the
results. The results from the standard Netherlands
PTT fibre optic cable (9.5 mm diameter, 6 fibres)
are shown in figure 9. The transition from elastic

The sag is measured with the help of a
displacement gauge. In order to eliminate the
force on the piece of cable exercised by this
displacement gauge (0.5-0.8 N) the situation of
first electrical contact of the pin of the gauge
and a piece of copperfoil, attached at the end of
the cable, is measured,

to inelastic behaviour is clearly
shown
in
measurements using a 20 cm piece of cable. For
comparison measurements with a 10 cm piece of
cable are shown resulting in the same slope in the
elastic region. The cable stiffness B in this
example can be found from figure 9 and is roughly
0.9 Nm2 in the elastic region. This stiffness is
mainly due to the aluminium waterbarrier of the
cable.

F

figure 8: Schematic view of the clamped

piece

cable.
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Present

optical

1. ABSTRACT
cables
and
fibers

industrial

manufacturing
conditions
are
mainly
oriented
according to long haul and trunk networks needs.
Anticipated
development
of
local
videocommunication broadband networks calls for new
technical and economical progress in order to meet
the
low
cost
and
mass
production
challenge
presented.
Multipulling
and
cabling
in
line
process (MCL) brings one innovative contribution
towards
this
goal.
After
prior
feasability
demonstration, the first real size prototype of an
industrial MCL machine has been realized.
The
indutrial
desc
hits obeies rad te . h l
article describes
its
objectives and technical
features enabling to perform ink one step
the
fetuesenbln
t
prfrmi
oe
te
te
simultaneous pulling and cabling, at speeds up to
100 mimin, of 5 fibers in a V-grooved structure,
with possible extension to other types of fiber
modules. Sinple and reliable operation is granted
allowing
system
accumulation
original
an
by
fiber
storage of several
intermediate
dynamic
concerning
approach
new
kilometers. Resulting
and
fibers and cable testing, quality control
yieli is ul 3 discussed.

2. INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of optical
transmission
technology more than 10 yeors ago, the goals and
evolution process, as regards fibers performance,
specifications and industrial organisation have
been primarily guided by the needs of long haul or
trunk networks. These have seen a continuous and
fast increase of both transmission unreapetered
spans and bit rates justified by communication
requirements and new possibilities brought by the
upgrading
of
fioe:-s
and
other
components.
Presently some re::a 'kanle achievements have been
reported .
In this respec*.
1
a. ention has been
focused or trans;
e-: stics. First,
with multimode fioe
rc'etn
9c _'Ks have been
largely applied to
nu x profile and resulting
bandwidth. Then, tne
orientation
being shif ed
towards single mode fibers,
the
main
fields
of interest became optimisation of
loss and

2
near theoretical limits, improvement
dispersion
of
bending
and
microbending,
together
with
wt
oehr
irbnig
n
edn
o
mastering of geometrical tolerances in view of low
loss splicing.
Furthermore, special efforts ave been devoted to
fibers
mechanical
strength ,
necessary
when
considering long term reliability level required
for long haul
terrestrial or submarine links
representing
strategic
aspects
for
telco
Ora
tions. and important consequence of this
One practical
evolution
is
the
facv
that
present
fiber
manufacturing
conditions
are
probably
not
economically optimized as regards production yield
o
on a global basis.
Both
requirements
of
top
grade
fibers
and

~hlbss

remaining limitations in technical possibilities
of state of the art manufacturing and control
processes result in a significant percentage of
produced fibers being unsuitable for integration
.he
in long haul or trunk cables. Unfortunately,
present state of the market does not make it
possible to use these lower grade fibers for less
stringent applications which are not yet widely
developed.
Furthermore,
the
efforts
applici
by
fiber
manufacturers
in
order
to
improve
technicoeconomica. efficiency are mainly leading to ever
more sophisticated and high investment-consuming
preform and drawing processes, justifying large
scale and specialized production facilities.
However one can today seriously raise the question
of whether the future of optical fibers needs a
new approach in terms of types of applications,
corresponding goals and industrial organization.

3. EVOLUTION OF OPTICAL FIBER APPLICATIONS
On one hand one may reckon that prospects in long
haul and trunk networks are somehow limited, due
to present stste of completion and development
rate of modern networks. On the opposite, most
recent forecasting analyses agree to show thafuture boost in optical fiber needs :'illprobably
come
from
6ubscrib-r/-ideocommmun cation
cr
broadband multiservice local networks .
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In spite of important uncertainties remaining as
regards for example political aspects, services
offered,
network
architecture,
inprelentation
strategy, economics, advances in components other
than fibers etc .... there is no doubt that the
realization of such networks would result in huge

An alternative and innovative approach has the
ambition of combining
and
simplifying
in
an
harmonious way several of these steps, ie the
Muliipulling - Cabling in Line process
(MCLI,
which
is bound
to drastically reduce optical
cables
manufacturing
costs
by
avoiding
many

quantitative needs.

intermediate stages (fig. 1).

On the other hand, it has to be considered that
"subscriber
fibers
and
cables"
technical
requirements will differ considerably from the
present ones. Whether multimode or singlemode, the
emphasis
on
transmission
performance
can
be
questioned when considering relatively
limited
link lengths and bit rates which will be used.
Mechanical properties will have to be compatible
with practical use in underground cables in most
cases. Finally, a reasonable compromise can be
and
tolerances
geometrical
between
expected
connections
budget.

suitable

for

subscriber

link
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As opposed to these aspects, the necessity of low
cost fibers and cables, together with industrial
conditions enabling mass production, will be of
paramount importance with a view to ensuring
credibility and rapid implementation of these new
distribution networks.

,le
e e
C"'Cfl

Fig 1
Comparison between stages in
conventional and MCL production
Several ways of aiming at such targets are already
well under consideration. Some of them focus on
preforms, mainly in order to improve productivity
by
considerably
increasing
preform
sizes,
deposition rate and mass glass production, leading
to development of new and promising third or forth
generation
technologi s
such
as
fully
synthetizing , 7 aol-gel
or
plasma
methods,
especially POiD . In this last case, the economic
progress is also expected to be accompanied by
significant advantages
as
regards
geometrical
tolerances and mechanical strength.

Other works aim
at
introducing higher
fiber
drawing
speeds
such
as
reported
already
experimentally at 600 or 1000 m/min .

Finally studies
are
also
being
carried
out
concerning
cable
structures
with
the
main
objectives of achieving high cabling density,
allowing cables with high fiber counts to be
pulled in existing ducts, by means of modular
designs aimed ah reducing production as well as
connection costs

All these different research works, dealing with
important topics and having ambitious goals are
nevertheless somewhat restricted to one particular
production step among the several ones leading
from preform raw materials to completed cables,
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To some extent, several
costly steps of the
classical separated organization are not justified
only by technical requirements but rather stem
from present industrial and commercial conditions
where preform pulling and
fiber
cabling
are
generally performed
by
separate
co7,anies
or
factories.
The
needs
for
these
steps
will
naturally disappear in an integrated organization.

On another aspect, MCL will enable to take full
advantage
of
progress
made
on
preform
manufacturing, drawing and cabling which are today
well mastered techniques. One can for instance
presently consider that preform yield is close to
100 % as far as subscriber network needs are
concerned. Furthermore it must be noted that the
simultaneous use by MCL of simple drawing lines
running at moderate speed will actually compare to
the speed performance offered by the most advanced
and sophisticated single fiber pulling processes.

As a matter of fact, MCL concept shows some
similarities with the reasoning having led in the
past to integrate in one continuous operation
copper
drawing
and
wire
insulating
in
the
telecommunication
copper
cable
manufacturing
process.
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4. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF MCL PROCESS
The initial concept of MCL was defined in 1980 and
further technical feasability demonstrated tj the
French Telecom Research National Center CNET

Considering the outstanding prospects resulting
from this breakthrough, France Telecom promoted
the development of an indistrial MCL machine and a
consortium of three French companies was put in
charge of this task, with the following general
objectives =

-

Number of fibers = up to 5. This figure was
primarily deducted as representative of the
basic
modularity
used
in
future subscriber
network architectures (for example the initial
French videocom profiam was built with 5 fiber
distribution boxes
),
and
also
considering
practical possibilities concerning multipulling
and
cabling of
fiber
modules. However the
concept can be adapted to slightly different
figures.

-

Preform size up to 35 mm (either multirode or
singlemode) and continuous cable manufacture
length about 20 km, in order to take
into
account the anticipated evolution of preforms
and the needs of cable mass production. These
figures can also be expected to be increased in
future developments.

- Line operation speed from 50 to 100 m/mn,
compatible with expected possibilities of both a
medium-sized pulling machine and a fast cabling
process. Operation of the machine by minimal
staff number in order to minimize labor costs.

- Fiber chaeacteris+ics (geometrical, mechanical,
transmission) complying with the usual quality
level presently available for use in videocommunication
networks,
and
with
CCITT
recommendations.

- Special emphasis on the industrial character of
the machine, which has to be suited to usual
scale, conditions and environment found in a
cable factory. In this respect a reasonable
compromise had to be found between simplicity
(in
view
of
installation,
operation
and
maintenance) and some necessary sophistication
(in terms of automatization, quality control and
yield).

- Use of elementary equipment supplied, as far
possible, by French manufacturers,

as

lI

II

i

a

.

In addition to these requirements,
the general
design of the machine has been greatly influenced
by th- fact that initial experiments 2howed
.!hE
feasability of realizing large capacity fiber
accumulators able to reliably store and deliver
several fiber kilometers between the pulling and
cabling operations. This breakthrough opened the
way
to
extremely
favorable
possibilities
as
regards operation flexibility of the machine,
which could then be designed, on the multipulling
side, as several drawing lines able to be operated
to some extent independently and at different
speeds.

On
the
cabling
side
the
machine
has
been
designed for realization of fiber modules or
low fiber count completed cables based on the
cylindrical
slotted
core
structure. This
stemmed from
the
solid
experience
gained
in
FRANCE and
several other countries on this Iype
of design which offers
many
qualities
=
reliability, industrial manufacture
mastering,
excellent temperature and mechanical behaviour,
modularity
enabling 1jhe
construction
of
a
full
range of cables
. The
cabling
process
had to be adapted to the speed objective stated
by means of
development
of
fast
SZ
cabling
technique.

It should be noted however that the choice of the
V-grooved structure
for
the
first industrial
machine does not preclude possibilities of MCL
concept, which can be extended to produce other
types of fiber modules such as ribbons, bundles
etc... bound to be used in future high density
cable designs.

Finally, as will be explained when describing
the
corresponding
equipment,
the
industrial
development
o1
MCL
concept
has
led
to
qu-tion the
ustl
reasonings
as
regards
continuous fiber mechanical
testing
and
cable
quality control
and
to propose
radically
new
approaches.

S. TECHNICAL REALIZATION OF THE MCL MACHINE
Based on the above mentionned principles, the
first real size prototype of an industrial MCL
machine is now completed and being subjected to
detailed evaluation test program.

We will describe hereunder its general
outlay
(fig.
2)
and
the
new
range
of
equipment
specifically developed for its realization.
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DIAGRAM OF MCL MACHINE
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5.1. Multipulling tower.
Classically situat,
in an air conditionned clean
room the tower has a frame madc of
steel moduL,es
boltu to -ethp ;,,verall dimensions are height
9
.m ; floor area
2.50xl.50 m).
For start-up and
possible ad3-ustments
during operation,
a frontA
lift
running the full
height of the tower is
provided. The different equiment are mounted side
by side on supports fixed onto a front vertical
sliding rail (5 raiis for preform feeding sgstems)
wi th a 200 mm distance between axis of t he 5
lines. This figure has been chosen as a rosult of
equipment
dimensions
and
ergonorric
study
of
operation by one person situated in tee facing
lift.

,i

I

The fusion furnace (fig.
3)
i z of' g~rzph-te RF
induction type.
7he 5 suscptors heated by
5
independiently powered induction coils are situated
in
a common steel chamber eontaininp- necessary
water cooling and argon gas circuits. Temperatur
is
controlled
by
thermocoliples
encased
in,
ssceptor

wdth,

and

can

be

ad105sted

with

pon

precision and st.abi lity in: each slisceptor due to
independen. ,nd,-ction systems. However for fwItjre
phases
of )CL
optimization
solution 0 using
a
unique generator could also be considered.
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The fiber diameter 8.d XY position monitors are
new compa, , and -, i-rely static systems based on
the
princip'
of
lighting
the
fiber
along
2 perpendic .i. axis by LEDS and transmitting via
microscones
the
fiber
image
on
photodiode
deteciors.
lr'ormation treatment is made by microprocessor
ensuring high performance and flexibility to the
system = accuracy of a few tenths of a micron ;
output rate 300 Hz ; storage of measurements,
statistic calculations and communication with the
centralized process control system of the MCL line
via analog and digital links,
A tube system for protection and helium cooling of
fibers is provided.
The coating system (acrylate materials) is made
classically of 2 pressurised dies per drawing
line. For reasons of
simplicity
the 5 dies
corresponding to each one of the
two coating
layers are fed by a common container and pressure
system. However studies have been made to ensure
the possibilities of pulling at different speeds,
as featured by the MCL process.
The UV curing furnaces (2 per line) have been
specifically developed and are characterized by
water couling, due to reasons of compactness and
practical difficulties of providing in a small
volume the important air flow required by 10 more
conventional air cooled furnaces (fig. 4).

5.2. Fiber accumulators (fig. 5)
The 5 accumulators are situated on a platform
right above the ins:tion nozzle of the cabling
machine. These innovative patented systems, which
are a key element
to the MCL line operation,
ensure the feeding of
the
fiber down
to
a
container where it is stored as overlapping coils.
Due to the small weight of fiber, even in case of
several kilometers storage, the mooth pulling of
lower coils through the certer of the container
base is performed without disturbing the upper
coil accumulation.

------

'Lo
Fig.

Fig. 4

Water cooled U

curing furnaces.

At
the base
of
the
tower
are
sitLiate
ti e
following equipment - coat ing diameter monltr, al r, one axis, basci
on principles similar to 'tle fiber r,asurerer'
sys' ens ;
- ptllins capst ns
load cll

with

fiber

te.. _in control

t-,

- devices
ulJing the fibers ei ther 'owariis
scrp
containers
t or
start-up,
C
t)wards
tihe
accurnu lat ors, via
tubas pass ir
"hraugh
th,
tower base,.

5

Large capacit, fiber accumulators

1he feeding and retrievini speeds are controlled
according respectively to
he pulling and cabling:
speeds.
In normal
operaI i on
these
speeds are
ident ical
but
the
possibility to adjust
them
independently from a few to 100 m/mmn enables to
solve in a very simple way the difficult problems
raisod by the integration in one single continuous
process of the fiber drawing and cabling steps
(start-,ip of the line ; ch,,nging of preforms or
slo- ed core ; occurcnce of incidents or defec's
etc...).
As an example,
the capacity of
thr,
c.ilators
eases
considerably
the
start-lip
sarqerce of the machine - after initial
feedin
down
of
the
5 preforms,
the
5
tines
are
sequentially and independently
adjusted at
lo
speed up to the time when satisfactory fihr
is
present :n each ac"'I
ator, when the
cat] i ns
process is then s, arted. Trlei r, it i al inbalance of
fihr
quanti ies stored in the ac,-cr'ul ators can e
further cancelled Ly c"lI inc at -qria
-H ' speeds.
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5.3. Cabling machine.
It
is
situated
outside
the
environmentally
controlled room containing the tower. Due to the
speed and continuous cable length objectives not
allowing use of conventional methods of cabling
fibers in a cylindrical V-grooved structure (for
example
drum-twister),
new
equipment
and
techniques had to be developed =
- static slotted

core pay-off and take-up s-and,,
where the rod is stored in overlapping coils
into containers
(diameter 1600 mm x height
1000mm, accomodating more than 20 km of 4 mm
diameter rod),

-

rotating
capstan
ensuring
slotted
elongation
in
order
to
provide
the
overlength Jr, the V-grooved structure,

core
fiber

- SZ insertion nozzle (fig. 6)able to efficiently
and
reliably
operate
at
100
m/min,
and
incorporating a device which optically detects
the actual angular position of the rod with
reference to its average position along the SZ
pitch,

Fig. 7

5.4. Process control system.

- in line compound filling and sheath extrusion

The control
and operation of the machine is
jisisted in a "user friendly" and flexible marner,
ny a fully computertzed systrm
bu:lt around 3
-icrocomputers situated respectively in the tower
lif', in the tower room
priority between *hebeing chosen depending on operational phases) and
at tne control desk of the cabling machine. This
system performs the main followir.p tasks

- in line cable tension testing unit prior to take
up (fig. 7). Performed by means of 2 capstans,
this
test
represents
a
new
approach
to
mechanical testing of fibers and cables. Rather
than providing the machine with on-line fiber
screen-testing systems, whose both efficiency
and
significance
can
be
questioned
in
an
integrated production process such as MCL, the
option has been taken of simulating the actual
tensile stress and elongation which the fiber
modules or cables as a whole are called to cope
with
in
fur'her
stages
of
manufacturing,
installation and operation.

Fig. 6
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SZ cabling and computer

-

setting of all parameters necessary for running
the machine, from either manually entered or
preprogrammed data, and subsequent calculations
on these parameters

-

automatic sequencing of start-Jp and adjustment
procedures on the different equipment and parts
of the machine ;

-

monitoring
of
the
individual
electrical control
systems,
with
alarms or safety commands in case
conditions

-

control
monitoring and recording of quality
parameters. For
each
manjfactured length
a
statistic data sheet is delivered
stating for
instance
diameters
mean
values
and
RMS).
Furthermore, the derects detected as regards
operation parameters or measurement results,
are
precise
location
with
their
together
recorded and a mark printed onto cable sheath.
This last feature is a new approach to qualit;
control adapted
to continuous and integrated
process such as MCL. It enables to keep the
machtne running .n case of localised occurence
of defects, which are further eliminated
in
following manufacturing or conditioning stages.
This is especially suitable for applicattons
reqjiring supply and installation of relatively
small or irregular cable lengths, as it will be
the case in local networks.
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6. EXPERIMENTATION AND YIELD

'.

Due to largely indepenuent design of the 5 pulling
lines on one hand, and of the pulling and cabling
machines on the other
hand,
enabled by
the
accmulators, a first repre'entative experimental
phase
consisted
in
thoroughly
testing
the
different equipment on a monofiber drawing tower
prior to manufacturing of the complete sets and
installation on the multipulling tower. In the
same way the main operational conditions have been
simulated. These detailed tests have proved all
the -quipment to be complying with the performance
and industrial objectives,
As examples we can note =
- fusion furnace =
0
* temperature stability better than 5 C
susceptor life duration of several hundred
hours

CONCLUSION

The development of MCL concept takes place in 9
medium term context of preparing the ground for
future
subscriber,'videocommunication
networks
which will require low cost and mass production of
optical cablis and justify
new approaches on
several technical and economical aspects.
Th- realization of the first industrial machine
prototype has brought technical solutions to main
questions
raised
by
this
innova-ive
process
integrating 2 presently separated techniques.
Evaluation phase is under way and expected to
demonstrate the reliability and competitiveness of
this technology which is complementary to research
and development works carried out worldwide in the
field of uptical fibers and other components.
Prospects offered in terms of economic progress
and new industrial organization will have to be
thoroughly examined and
deepened
in view
of
potential returns at stake.

- coating system = stability of coating diameter
and concentricity, as well as complete curing in
che whole range of speeds up to 100 m/min,
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.
- transmission and mechanical characteriscics of
fibers comparable
to
commercially
available
fibers,
Besides, flexibility and reliability of fiber
transportation and accumulation systems have been
demonstrated on several hundred fiber kilometers
at speeds varying from 20 to more than 100 m/min
and accumulator filling up to 7 km.
Finally a few kilometers of cables have been
produced with the cabling machine, showing results
comparable
to
those
achieved
on
traditional
machines.
Presently a detailed program is being carried out
as
regards
testing
and
assessment
of
the
tandem zed process, with the aim of evaluating
industrial yield on significant quantities of
cables. In this respect it has to be emphasized
that yield concept needs to be considered on a
global basis.
Taking into account the practical yields of each
of the pulling and cabling process, as known
today, and theoretically combining them would lead
to wrong and unrealistic final figures. One must
rather reason in terms of global difference =
total quantity of good fiber incorporated in the
completed
cables
as
compared
to
quantity
potentially pullable in initial preforms. Due to
industrial
flexibility afforded by MCL design
incorporating
accumulators
and
by
specific
features of subscriber cable market ("low grade"
fibers and short cable lengths) it is anticipated
to reach high yield values making the MCL process
particularly attractive. Furthermore one may even
reasonably
expect
that
the
realization
and
performance of this first machine will prove
suitable
for other
more
stringen'
types
of
application.
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Hydrogen Gas Effects on Installed
Submarine Single-Mode Fiber Cables

W. T. Anderson, A. J. Johnson, J. P. Kilmer, and R. M. IKanen
Bell Communications Research
Morristown, NJ 07960-1910
degradation of cable materials

Summary

and the corrosion

measurements of installed
Spectral attenuation
aleuatontainingase-m o firsl
submrinet
submarine cables containing single-mode fibers
exhibit increased attenuation due to the presence
of molecular hydrogen. While the hydrogen levels
are not presently high enough to impair operation
operati
onthesecaamounton
are ot prsthighenoughmtos
1

of metallic members in the cable structure.
Evolution of hydrogen from cable materials can be
such as gas
quantified
using a technique
c
chromatography . However, metallic corrosion is
more difficult to test in the laboratory because the
and nature of the corrosion depend upon

the levels are high enough to limit the future use of
these cables at other wavelengths. The amounts of

one in
fro
cr actre in

correlated to the
hydrogen observed are fairly well
easreRpeaed
Repeated measure-

several different types of corrosion that may lead

ments of one cable show that the amount of hydrogen is increasing slowly with time.

to hydrogen evolution, such as galvanic corrosion
of dissimilar metals, self-corrosion of galvanized
steels, and biological corrosion by sulfate-reducing

of the 1310 nm systems operating on these cables,

ofthecabl.
cable.
average depth averge
of the ept

the cable's environment, which is highly variable

ieren

sevral

bacteria.

ffiu l

an i
ion to anoh
general. I a d ther

types

Which,

if

of corro

any,

are

ion th

of

these

a e

corrosion

mechanisms present a practical problem for
installed optical cables containing metals is
Hydrogen gas increases the attenuation of optical
12

fibers. '

However, very few cases of hydrogen-

difficult to predict.

cables

containing

Therefore, measurements of

metals

installed

(that is, environments

in

hostile

which

are

induced attenuation increases for in-service cables

environments

have been reported3 '4 , and these few involved
high-phosphorus multimode fibers, which are known
to be more susceptible to the effects of hydrogen.
The use of single-mode fibers and a "proper" cable
design (i.e., one which generates no hydrogen) are
thought by many to be sufficient to prevent
t
hydrogen problems based upon laboratory testing
However, the effects of a corrosive and hostile
environment on the materials in the cable are not

conducive to metallic corrosion) were performed to
determine whether hydrogen is present in
significant quantities.
One hostile environment of particular concern
because of the high cost of installing and
aprotecting the cable is the submarine environment.
Submarine cables are typically used to cross rivers,
lakes, and bays, which are often comprised of salt
water. The possible presence of heavy marine

easily simulated in the laboratory, and some users
question whether hydrogen will present a limitation

traffic typically requires armoring the cable with

to the useful life of optical cables. Measurements
of in-service cables can best answer these questions.

mechanical protection and to provide sufficient
weight for the cable to rest securely on or in the

Two mechanisms for the generation of hydrogen
chemical
extensively:
studied
been
have

bottom. This environment provides opportunities
for all three of the above mechanisms for metallic
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one or more layers of armor wires, both for
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corrosion to take place.
The optical measurement which most conclusively
Thenpticas
mheareent whihdrogen
m
stcon
il

partial pressure, of hydrogen present. In principle,
many of the other, smaller peaks in the 1100 to
1200 nm region could also be used for this purpose,

is not
attenuation. However, this measurement
easily performed in a field environment, so a mobile
test set was developed for this purpose, as will be
described in the next section. Using this test set,
three different submarine cables were measured.
trouh 5

measure since the fiber may support higher order
modes in this wavelength region. The presence of
ano
an ea o
modes
increases in the measured attenuation. Therefore,
wer
atenfation
allq
e
in-this pa
will be

thesand
are analyzed in Section 6. Finally, based upon
these measurements, some conclusions are drawn
and future work is suggested.

partial pressure of hydrogen produces an added
loss at 1240 nm of approximately 7 dB/km. Using
this relationship, a spectral n..,ar-ment of an

2. Spectral Attenuation Measurements

installed span gives both qualitative information
(identification of hydrogen if present) and a

identifies the presence of hydrogen is spectral

inSecions3
Thes calesarediscsse

but in practice these peaks are more difficult to

in this paper, all quantitative information

2.1 The Signature of Hydrogen

quantitative measure which can be tracked over

When hydrogen is generated in a cable, it diffuses
readily into the glass fibers, taking approximately
one week at room temperature to reach the core of
a single-mode fiber. Once hydrogen is present in
the glass, it may remain in a molecular state or
may dissociate and chemically bond to the glass.
In the molecular state, hydrogen causes a series of
readily observable absorption peaks in the 1100 to
artculrlystrng,
egin
icluingone
1600nm
te
strong,
narrow160peakat1240
n
n nm.ri
ne particularlYf

another or one installation against another.

time or used to compare one cable design against

at120
s
the
hydssdiffer
sroon
nearrw pea
chemically bonds to the glass, different absorption
lmade
tepea
rappe,
outerd
a
the relatiy

2.2 A Mobile Test Set
The measurement of the characteristic spectral
signatures of hydrogen-affected installed fiber cable
necessitated the construction of a field-portable,
ruggedized spectral attenuation test set. Because
B mause
o e ation est s
rge tned t
o u
of the urgent need to measure existing submarine
cables, no major changes were made to the design
of an existing laboratory system, with which the
authors had several years of experience and had
numerous measurement comparisons with

submarine
tresult

other laboratories. While this design does not
in a compact, easily transported system, it
does give measurements which are traceable to an

Therefore, a spectral attenuation measurement of
an installed cable to determine whether hydrogen
is present should look for the characteristic
peaks,
and
hydrogen
absorption
molecular
especially for the pronounced peak at 1240 nm.
These distinct peaks are unique to the molecular
hydrogen effect and are unlikely to be confused
with other loss-increasing mechanisms, such as

interlaboratory standard. One serious drawback
to this expedient approach is that the launch and
detect ends of the fiber must be located at the
same end of the cable. This requires that two
fibers be looped at the far end, and the result will
be a measurement of the round-trip loss of these
two concatenated fibers.
A high dynamic range (greater than 30 dB) is

or macrobending,
which
have
microbending
different spectral signatures. Furthermore, the

needed to measure 1240 nm hydrogen peak, which
could be as large as several dB/km. Also, the test

height of the prominent 1240 nm peak is
proportional to the partial pressure of hydrogen
present so that a measurement of the height of this
peak can be used to estimate the amount, or

set must be stable over a wider range of
temperatures than those encountered in the

the
e
single-mode fibers should be negligible
temperatures

encountered

in

laboratory since the test set will sometimes be in
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could be estimated. An example of the template
locations where there is little or no environmental
and the more coarsely measured data is shown in
ccntrol.
1. The template is shown as a continuous
SdFigure
The details of the measurement system, which is
while the measured data, from a different fiber
r sline,
viepr simia t e, may
e
follwspecTrtal
measured at a different time, is shown as discrete
widespread usage, are as follows. The optical
data.
on a light weight,
launch apparatus was arranged
one by three foot optical breadboard. The light
source was an optical feedback stablized tungstenhalogen lamp. Wavelength selection was provided
by a grating m9nochromator which was driven by
a stepper motor under computer control. The
effect of the monochromator grating, slits, and fiber
aperture is to reduce the spectral width to less
than 10 nm. The launched light was chopped so
that it can be synchronously detected using a
lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier readings

6

further
signal-to-noise
averaged
for
are
On the receive end, a 75 pm
improvement.
diameter pigtailed InGaAs PIN diode is coupled
through the current-sensitive input of the lock-in.

d
C,
1

124

126

128

2

In choosing a list of wavelengths to be measured,
many points are desired in the 1100 to 1300 nm
region where the distinctive hydrogen peaks are to

Figure 1.

be observed, and several points close to the
important peak at 1240 nm are needed to fully
resolve the height of the peak. However, as the
number of points increases, the time required to
perform the measurement also increases. As a

The correlation coefficient between tile measured
data and the template was always greater than 0.9
for all fibers, and when the 1240 nm peak was 2
dB/km or greater, the correlation always exceeded
0.99 which gives high confidence that the shape of

compromise, 10 nm steps were used in the 1100 to
1300 nm region. Between 1300 and 1600 nm, step
sizes of both 10 nm and 20 nm were used. The
1240 nm peak was fully resolved using 2 nm steps
for one measurement of a fiber known to exhibit
the hydrogen effect. This measured data was then
used as a template to fit the routinely measured
data, which had coarser wavelength resolution,
over a wavelength range which included both the
1240 nm peak and the region near 1310 nm where
there is little hydrogen effect. This fit contained
wavelengtha
parameters:
fitting
three
independent attenuation (to account for differing

the peak does not vary significantly from one fiber

splice and connector losses and measurement
offset.), a wavelength shift (to account for slight
shifts in the monochromator central wavelength),
and a multiplier from which the true peak height
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1240 nm Fitting Template Applied to
Measured Data

In most cases, a cutback attenuation measurement,
which is destructive, was not, possible. Instead, a
reference measurement was obtained through a
short piece of similar fiber using the attenuation by
substitution, or insertion loss, technique. Care was
taken in all cases to leave the launch conditions
unchanged throughout both the reference and the
While attenuation by
unknown measurement.
substitution measurements are less accurate than
cutback measurements in an absolute sense, the
uncertainty is limited to a "baseline" or "DC"
attenuation that is approximately constant with
wavelength. Therefore the spectral signature, an
particularly the height of the 1240 nm peak above
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the scattering baseline, can be measured with high
precision.
The test set did not perform flawlessly. Since the
equipment was originally intended for the wellcontrolled laboratory environment, it is hardly
of the system
surprising that the performance
For future
suffered when used in the field.

was left unterminated at these manholes.

Domain
an
Optical
Time
measurements,
Reflectometer, or OTDR, with a measurement
wavelength adjusted to match the 1240 nm
hydrogen peak may be used. An OTDR permits not
only end-to-end average estimates of the quantity
of hydrogen present, but also gives a profile of the
amount of hydrogen present along the length of the
cable.

Post-construction measurements made by the cable
supplier revealed anomalously high attenuation at
While
1550 nm for several of the fibers.
attempting to isolate the cause for this high
attenuation during the following year, a gradual
degradation at 1550 nm was observed. Because of
the presence of dissimilar metals and bacterial
matter, the telephone company was concerned that
hydrogen-related problems may be responsible for

3. Submarine Cable Number I

this degradation. A diagnostic series of spectral
attenuation measurements were initiated.

8. 1 History
In the summer of 1985, two submarine optical fiber

*

When the cables were placed in the summer of
1985, one cable was immediately placed in service
while the second cable was considered a spare. 55
fibers in the service cable were spliced to 55 fiber
iter
o
e wo mnles
cabl
terstac
he
ebt arine crosi n Th
sideof

8.2 First Measurement- CO to CO

cables approximately 1.9 km long were installed
across a tidal bay. The bay is fed by two rivers,
matter
contain considerable bacterial
which
emanating from several large metropolitan centers
upstream. The maximum depth of this crossing is
approximately 31 meters (100 feet), and the
average depth is 18.3 meters (60 feet). The 1.9 km
submarine cables comprise only a small part of the
total 12.9 km span between central offices, with 8

The easiest points to access on the route are the
two ends- at the two central offices, or COs. At,
each CO, the cable was terminated in a

km of terrestrial optical fiber cable to the east and
3 km of cable to the west.

looped together at the far end. A reference power
reading was obtained by connecting the source and
detect connectorized patch cords together through
a connector sleeve, and the power transmitted
pober w ac mared
throughcthe looped air of

The submarine cables each contain 100 single-mode
are all
fibers organized into ten units. The fibers atcedof a conentonalphophous-fee
atcedof a conentonalphophous-fee
units
loose-tube
The
cladding single-mode design.
central
steel
stainless
a
are stranded around
member and are surrounded by layers of aramid
yarn, polyethylene, corrugated copolymer-coated
high-carbon steel, and polyethylene from the inside
out. To provide mechanical protection against
dredging operations and other marine hazards, two
layers of galvanized steel armor wires are added,
and the entire structure is then covered with an
asphalt jacket.

connectorized panel, and fibers not yet placed in
service could be easily connected to the test set.
The test set was located at the eastern CO. A
patch cord was used at the western CO to loop one
test fiber onto another so that each measurement
corresponded to the measurement of two fibers

through the looped pair of fibers was compared to

this reference level to determine the loss. The
the s pan
ie
gt h r
sre e le
e
tota
length, was 25.8 km.
Connector losses were rather high, and OTDR
measurements identified as much as 5 dB
attenuation in the western CO where the patch
cord was used to create the loop. Combined with
the length of the round-trip path, this high loss
connection gave total round-trip losses which
the
exceeded,
and occasionally
approached,
range of the measurement system,
dynamic
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approximately 35 dB.
6 fiber pairs were measured, and two of these
measurements which did not exceed the 35 dB
dynamic range of the test set are shown in Figure
2.
Three features suggest the presence of
2.lecula
Thr
aroges:
uthe
molecular hydrogen:
1.

A sharp absorption peak at 1240 nm

2.

A gradual loss increase above 1500 nmnpotdi

3.

A small alrsorption peak at 1590 nm

performed on the eastern end of the spare cable.
Two fibers in each unit were spliced together at
the eastern end so that 10 fibers were available
frmaueet
i~eterudti
eghi
for measurement. Since the round-trip length is
now only 3.8 kin, the attenuation did not approach
dynamic range of the test set. Nine fiber loops
were actually measured (the tenth had a high loss
splice at the far end). The mean and the standard
deviation ofiue3
the niine spectral measurements are

plotted in Figure 3.

40,
Mec
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Figure 3. Spectral Attenuation Statistics- Spare
Figure 2. Spectral Attenuation Measurement- CO
to CO
To better resolve these features, a second series of
measurements were performed,
8.8 Second Measurement- the Spare Cable
Since the submarine cable represents only a small
portion of the total span, the spare cable, which
was not spliced to the terrestrial cables on either
end, was measured. Accessing the spare cable was
much more difficult since it was not terminated in
a central office but rather was left unterminated in
the manholes on either side of the submarine
then anhles
ethersid
of he
ubmaine
some
provides
which
trailer,
splicing
A
section.

Cable
3.4 Interpretation of the Measurement
Data
The initial measurement of the entire pan clearly
showed a 1240 nm attenuation peak which is
characteristic of molecular hydrogen. From Figure
2, the peak is estimated to be approximately 20 dB
added
If this
loss.
the scattering
above
3.8
the
to
exclusively
attributable
is
attenuation
km submarine section (1.9 km, two passes), then
the 1240 nm added loss in the submarine section is
a
ded
added_7
dB/km
produces approximately 77 dne
hydrogen approximately
loss at 1240 nin, 0.7 atmospheres of hydrogen on

work
clean
a
and
control
environmental
environment, was provided by the telephone

average across the submarine section would be
needed to produce the observed loss increases.

company at the manhole on the western end of the
submarine section, and loop-back splices were

The measurements made on the spare cable gave
better resolution of the naaity hydrogen peaks in
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the 1100 to 1300 nm region and clearly
demonstrated
that
hydrogen
was
present.
Furthermore, the
spare
cable
more
accuatey
te
reolvd
120 measurements
n
pea.
Tese
accuratelyincrease,
measurements sectionthe
will be further analyzed in the next

These results were quite distirbing. A submarine
cable, only two years old, has clearly degraded due
to the presence of molecular hydrogen. While
service had not yet been affected, it would be
affected
if
the
hydrogen
levels
increase
significantly, and the significant loss increases at
the longer wavelengths near 1550 nm may limit or
preclude the future use of the cable in that
wavelength

region.
To determine the rate at
whic
cale th i
deradng,
epeted
measurements of the cable were performed over the
follwing year. These results are reported in the
nt wog yeatios.
TheseAlts are reporstinshe
roxt two sections. Also, a theoretical worst-case
value can be computed.
cable
The
pressurization,

withstand
cannot
structure
and the core of the cable is

comprised of essentially incompressible

materials

(plastics and gel filling). Also, the filling materials
do not readily flow. Therefore, the pressure in the
cable core, including the space around the fiber, is
the same as that of the surrounding water. The
worst-case loss increase can be calculated from
total pressure around the fiber, which can be found
from the average depth of the cable, 18.3 meters.
At this depth, there are 2.8 atmospheres of
pressure on the cable. This pressure is the upper
limit of the partial pressure of hydrogen. With 2.8
atmospheres of hydrogen present and in the
absence of chemical bonding, the attenuation
increases would be approximately 2.0 dB/km at
1270 rim, 0.8 dB/km at 1290 nm, 0.6 dB/km at
1310 nm, 1.4 dB/km at 1550 nm, and 2.2 dB/km at
1570 nm. These estimates are based upon the
added loss due to molecular hydrogen presented in

3.5 Repeated Measurements of the Spare CableTime Dependence
To

test for the time dependence of the loss
the spectral attenuation
uements of
the specal
thremestimes- in
of
spare
cable wereenuato
repeated three

October 1987, in May 1988,
and in August 1988.
The same test set was used, and the same nine
fiber loops were measured in all four cases. All
fibers measured clearly demonstrated the presence
of molecular hydrogen, and the levels of hydrogen
were
slightly
higher
for
each
successive
measurement.
To better aiial
indicator was

.v th,.sc

measurc'ments, a hydrogen
calculated.
This indicator was

computed from the fitted 1240 nm attenuation
peak, found by fitting the previously measured
template to the measurement data and subtracting
the baseline scattering, which is assumed to be of
thfomaX'+b
The hydrogen indicator computed for the four
measurements of the spare cable are summarized
statistically in Figure 4.

A g- q
4

,
3

7

2

I-8

87
d o e

-8
t

Figure 4. Submarine
Summary Cable
of Four
Measurements
Number
1

of

Reference 4.
The observed time dependence is well described by
a power law fitting function with a zero intercept
of the form a time' (since the hydrogen effect was
assumed to be absent prior to installation), and an
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exponent z c, 1.24 gave a correlation coefficient of

a river from the ocean than the first cable, the

0.99.

salinity of the water was somewhat lower. The
route depth varied from only one meter at one end
to the maximum depth of 14 meters at the other
end. This installation consists of two separate

The average hydrogen indicator and the
power law fit are plotted in Figure 5.

cables, each each containing 48 fibers, and the two
cables follow a somewhat different route along the
bottom, which accounts for the differing cable

6i

lengths- 6 and 6.5 km. The average depth of the
cables is approximately 4 meters.

Ftwo

The cable design was similar to that described in
the first case except that the central member was

I

4

I

,^-

Z

O

!X

dielectric rather than steel, and the cable was
manufactured by a different cabler. The fiber used
in this cable was of the same design as that used in
the first cable- a matched cladding, phosphorusfree single-mode design.

Aoe. j¢s snce klstjto

Figure 5. Time Dependence
Indicator

of

the

Hydrogen

Based upon these measurements, taken over a 14
month period, the hydrogen effect appears to be
Since the mechanism of
worsening slowly.
hydrogen generation is not known, extrapolating
of
thistim deendece
this time dependence
iss rsky
risky, andtherat
and the rate of
hydrogen generation could either increase or
decrease. However, it appears safe to conclude
that, while hydrogen may limit the use of the cable
both at longer wavelengths and for multichannel
wavelength division multiplexing around 1300 nm,
hydrogen does not pose an immediate threat to the
operation of the 1310 nm systems presently in use

The cables were accessed at, a central office near
one end of the submarine section. Relatively short
terrestrial cables were used between the submarine
cable and the central offices, so in this case an
office-to-office measurement was appropriate since
most of the measured loss was that in the
submarine section. Twelve unused fibers within
otuer cera oice
were loete
eacae
each cable were looped at the other central office
near the opposite end of the submarine section to
give six fiber loops in each cable. Access to the
fiber was obtained at a patch panel using
connectors on both ends.
The

mean

and

standard

deviation

of

the

measurements made for these Iwo cables are
plotted in Figures 6 and 7. In spite of the fact

on this cable.

that these two cables follow nearly identical routes
and are identical in construction, the height of the
4. Submarine Cable Number 2
1240 nm hydrogen peak is significantly different in
the two. The
is not
o
ifrnei
esnfrti for this difference
h reason
teto
of hydrogen detected in
of
Because
ea
othethe presence
prrstcablesthencale f
srogens
eted
in
known. Since the two cables behaved significantly
theilarst. cable,
tern abevinstaion
w itchdifferently,
they are plotted separately and will be
similar cable design and environment were chosen
analyzed separately.
for measurement so that the effect of cable and
fiber design and environment could be studied.
The second installation was similar to the first,
iisallation, reported in the previous section,
except that the depth was less but the distance
was longer. Since this cable was located farther up
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These spectral attenuation measurements again
clearly demonstrate the effects of hydrogen.
although the magnitude of the attenuation
increase is smaller in this installation. Further
analysis will be performed later in this paper.
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an average depth of approximately 8.5 meters.
The cable was accessed at a manhole near one end
of the submarine section, and fibers were spliced at
the manhole on the other end of the submarine
section to form twelve fiber loops. Measurements
were again made in a splicing trailer.

3-

2

The

mean

and

standard

deviation

of

the

measurements on the 10 fibers are plotted in Figure
8.
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Figure 6. Measurement

14

of

Second

16

S

3!

Installation,

First Cable

13
12

Z,

1

14

Figure 8. Spectral Attenuation
Third Installation

Measurements-

The spectral attenuation measurements again show
the effects
of molecular
hydrogen.
Other
3

differences from the first two installations are
apparent, such as an anomalous loss at long
wavelengths, probably attributable to bend loss in

15
4

16

Wavoeno

Figure 7. Measurement
Second Cable
5.

A

shorter

of Second

Installation,

Submarine Cable Number 3
and

shallower

installation using a
and fiber design was

different cable structure
investigated. In this cable, a cable structure with
steel wires in the sheath was used, and galvanized
armor wires were applied over this sheath as in the
other two cases. The fiber was a depressedcladding design with a small amount of phosphorus
in the cladding. The crossing was 1.4 km long with

splice cases or microbending. The measurements
also are noisier, which is a result of the relatively
short length of the cable. llowever, these features
of the spectral attenuation are probably not
hydrogen-related. All three installations will be
aaye
ute
ntefloigscin
8. Comparison of the Three Cables
6.1 General Characteristics
most

Perhaps

the

is uth e
is their

m art
similarity.

striking

feature

of

the

ough athe cable
n th
Even though the cable
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structures were significantly different, the fibers
were of different designs, and the environment in
which the cables were laid was somewhat different,
the unmistakable presence of molecular hydrogen is
clear in all three cables. With these similarities in
mind, common factors in the three installations
should be considered.

laboratory
planned.

work

and

field

measurements

are

6.2 Dependence upon Depth
The depth of these three installations appears to
be an important factor in determining the amount
The depth dependence is
of loss increase.
summarized in Figure 9. The two cables of the
sepaa ely o
plT e
re
n
s econ d i

First, all three cables were arm ored with layers of
wires are the
galvanized steel wires. These armor
only metallic metnbers common in all three designs.

first is a
The indicator,
withaverage
the data.
curves
are plotted
fit to the
hydrogen
simple linear
depndce
eh
the
wich apears to

Also, a sample of a similar submarine cable which
physicallydependence
been in operation for two yearsarwas
had
represents 25%
reasonably
well. The second curve
sl
, nd
aen
hamned
yrgnidctra
o h
optdwrtcs
galvanized wa
armorh wires
and tperaion
the galvani
examined,
of tile computed worst-case hydrogen indicator as
appeared to be significantly corroded. Second, all
a function of depth, which bounds the observations.
three cables were placed in a salt water
environment, so galvanic corrosion is a possible
source of hydrogen. Third, all three cables were
buried in a soft bottom to provide additional
protection from shipping and dredging operations.
This would tend to reduce the rate of galvanic
corrosion, which would be more pronounced if the
cables were in free flowing water, but burial also
ensures that the cables are in an anaerobic
environment, which would permit sulfate-reducing
bacteria to grow. Such bacteria can act on metals
and generate hydrogen.

-

.

-

,

-

X

.

Telephone company engineers have reported to the
authors that similar installations in fresh water
have not shown increased attenuation at 1550 nrn,
while all three of these installations and several

A,

others in salt water have shown attenuaLion
increases at this wavelength. This may indicate
that salt water is a necessary ingredient for the

Figure 9. Dependence of llydrogen Indicator on
Depth
It is interesting to note that both of these two

generation of hydrogen by these and similar cables.

curves have a non-zero intercept at. zero depth,
which implies that cables at the surface could also

Also, a restoration cable, identical in design to the
cables used in the installation for which
measurements were feported in section 3, has not
yet been installed. Measurements of this cable by
telephone company engineers show that there is no
degradation, which would seem to rule out one of
the possible mechanisms for hydrogen generationthe chemical degradation of cable materials- in
favor of corrosion. However, with the information
currently available, neither galvanic nor bacterial
corrosion can be ruled out, and additional
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be slightly affected by hydrogen if they are of
similar construction (i.e., contain galvanized armor
wires) and have a similar environment (i.e.,
anaerobic ai-d saline).

However, terrestrial cables

are not typically armored, and no cases of
hydrogen effects on terrestrial cables containing
c
a
e
e ffes on teeti
hyrg
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Conclusionm
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LIGHTNING DAMAGE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF FIBER OPTIC CABLES

Richard E. Clinage

Siecor Corporation
Hickory, North Carolina

ABSTRACT
One of the main reliability concerns today among
cable's ability to
Telco's is the optical
paper
This
stroke.
a
lightning
withstand
presents a practical outlook on the lightning
damage susceptibility of today's most common
The objective of this
optical cable designs.
study was, if possible, to establish upper limits
Hopefully,
of performance for these designs.
these results will give users valuable insight as
to the long-term reliability aspects of installed
cables and fiber optic systems. Conclusions are
that dielectric cores and longitudinally applied
armoring
(corrugated) copolymer coated steel
provide the optimum protection against lightning
damage. Of those cables tested, double armored
designs suffered less outer sheath damage than
single armored designs. Results show that proper
provide
of materials
selection
and
design
alternatives to all-dielectric core designs. For
the first time, results of testing performed to
TR-20 requirements at current levels as
Bellcore
high as 229 kA are discussed.

BACKGROUND
Concerns began in the communications industry
system
many
that
showed
statistics
when
breakdowns were due to lightning damage. In the
copper world, cables suffered pair to pair and
electrical
These
faults.
ground
to
pair
sensitive
very
also
contained
installations
solid-state devices which were vulnerable to even
low levels of surge current caused by lightning.
The introduction of fiber optic cables has
however,
concerns;
these
of
some
relieved
manufacturers have been unable to take full
advantage of their all-dielectric nature, Faccd
with a lack of alternatives, fiber optic cable
manufacturers often utilize metallic components
to provide for low cost strength elements or
As with
optimum mechanical/rodent protection.
copper cables, lightning is attracted to metal
components because of their effective ground

lightning's harmful effects. In principle, lightning arcs to buried cable when the resistance of
the soil is greater than the resistance of the
cable system. The potential for lightning damage
is expected to increase as the number of
lightning strokes, the duration of the stroke,
stroke current and soil resistivity increase.'
No decisive studies exist, to date, relating the
depth at which the underground cables are placed
and the resultant lightning protection. In fact,
prevent
exist to
methods
very few proven
objects.
buried
to
discharges
lightning
more
is even
occurrences
such
Predicting
difficult. The effective cost of protection must
always be considered relative to the risk of
service loss, the frequency and severity of
those
In
discharges.
lightning
expected
instances where "more" lightning protection is
of
burial
direct
are
options
required,
all-dielectric designs, installation of cables in
concrete, steel or plastic ducts, or placement of
shield wires above armored buried cables,

The single most important lightning parameter
is
the level of current discharged during a stroke.
Most lightni ng discharges range from a few
hundred amperes in strength up to several hundred
thousand amperes (kA); however, in most buried
for
occurrence
recorded
the
environments
lightning strokes greater than 100 2 kA is too rare
to be of any practical importance.
The average lightning stroke is between 30 and 40
kA. Ninety-five percent (95%) of all lightning
strokes occur at less than 1OOkA (Figure 1).3,4,5
I
2Mo
2-i

however, it was soon
applications were not
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Figure 1

A map of the most susceptible lightning areas
across the United States is in Figure 2.6, 7
Estimated Lightning Exposure Factor
for Buried Cable inU.S.A.

H

The sand box test was originally developed by
Bell Laboratories in the 1960's. Since then,
variations of this test have used different box
sizes and cable grounding methods. Studies have
shown that the only difference in results of
these tests is dependent on the location of the
cable ground. Typical placement of the ground is
either inside' 0 ,'',' 2 (in direct contact with the

,

wet sand) or outside of the test box.
Tests
performed where the ground is located inside the
box allow for some portion of the current to

r"C3-n
r-=3

a-

buried cables.
Both the cables' ability to
withstand extremely high crushing forces and
carry high levels of surge current are evaluated
in this test. Although there is still much
discussion as to the accuracy of these tests and
how they relate to the real world, there has been
a consensus in the cable industry that the
proposed sand box test is the most difficult test
to pass with even today's best cable designs.
Based on this fact, the sand box test was chosen
for our evaluation.

Figure 2
Based on this low percentage of lightning
occurrences above 100 kA and the uncertainty of
these strokes arcing to buried cables, the
Bellcore
established
105
kA
performance
requirement appears to be a very practical limit
to
characterize
cable
lightning
damage
susceptibility.
HISTORY OF CABLE LIGHTNING TESTING
For many years, numerous studies have been
performed in an attempt to understand the
fundamental behavior of lightning. To date, three
methods have been developed to evaluate the
performance of cable in buried environments,
They
are
the magnetic
crush
test,
the
longitudinal current test and the arc discharge
or "sand box" test. 8
A review of the principles of these three tests
yields two basic scenarios. Lightning damage
occurs due to either a direct strike or by a
strike in the vicinity of an object. Previous
studies have shown that crushing and burning of
buried cables can result from magnetic field
effects caused by lightning. The magnetic crush
test simulates a lightning strike in the vicinity
of a cable, not a direct strike. The degree of
physical damage to the cable is a function of the
electrical and circumferential conductivity of
the sheath and crush resistance of the cable core
design.
The higher the conductivity of the
shield or armoring, the greater the crushing
effects. The longitudinal current test simulates
the ability of a cable (with metallic components)
to withstand very high levels of surge current.
The cable's ability to quickly dissipate this
current following a lightning strike helps to
minimize the damage9 caused by further arcing,
burning or charring.
The arc discharge or "sand
box" test simulates a direct lightning strike to

bypass the cable by flowing through the wet sand
to ground. Results where cables were tested with
the ground electrode inside the box show less
damage than when the electrode is located outside
of the test box. No significant difference in
test results can be correlated to the size of the
test box alone. Current Bellcore requirements and
proposals for an EIA test method require cables
to be grounded outside of the test box.
THE EXPERIMENT
The most common concerns today
in buried cable
environments are both lightning and mechanical/
rodent protection. Field results have shown that
the best rodent protection is provided by a steel
tape armored cable design. Maximum mechanical
and rodent ptotectin is achieved by using a
double steel tape armored cable design. Single
jacketed all- dielectric "duct style" cables are
usually
not
considered for direct
buried
applications because of their generally lower
mechanical
performance
characteristics
and
vulnerability to attack by rodents.
The objective of this study was to evaluate currently available buried cable sheath constructions, and if possible, establish upper limits
(maximum current levels) for their practical use.
Today's most popular fiber optic cable sheath designs for direct buried applications are the cross
ply with steel/copper armoring, the double jacket
(polyethylene)/single steel tape armored, and the
triple jacketed/double steel tape armored designs.
Previous lightning studies have been performed on
all of the above listed cable types.1 3,14,15,1 6
Maximum current discharge levels ranged from 50
kA to 145 kA. These results indicate that for
lightning current levels above 110 kA, only
dielectric core double jacketed steel armored and
triple jacketed double steel armored cable
designs prevent significant damage to the cable
core. Based on this performance, these designs
were selected for our study, Figures 3 and 4.
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Slecor Single Armored
Mini-Bundle Cable

The Bellcore procedure and failure criteria for
the sand box test were used to evaluate cable
performance.''
As specified, the test box was

approximately 2.5
'
S n-s~w~,,,
Mthe

ft. (1 m) in length.

I.WmNW F=,

ommDft Tube
s,,,w*Sh.

%L
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Figure 3

(.76

m) square and was

filled with 20 to 40 mesh wet sand. The depth of
electrode
withinThe
thecable
box, specimens
was approximately
12 inches
(30 cm).
were 3.5
Both ends of each specimen

were stripped back and all metallic components of
the cable were electrically shorted to ground.
The cables were placed horizontally within the
box such that the end of the electrode (within
the box) was approximately I inch from the cable
sheath. A small pinhole was burned in the sheath
to ensure that the arcing occurred at the point
directly facing the electrode. A total of 14
tests were performed. Current levels ranged from
70 kA to 229 kA. The specific current levels and
waveform data are listed in Table 1.

Siecor Double Armored
Mini-Bundle Cable

Fibberndo

~sw
'
me"b"

As noted, slight variations from the required
time to half values were experienced and are
attributed to the difficulty of controlling the
water level within the sand.
Deviations from
Bellcore requirements were permitted only if the
required
crushing
damage
was
obtained,
as
specified.
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Figure 4

Current (kA)
70
88

Time to Half
Values (us)
30
36
30
48
51
46
41

19.2
20.0
20.0
16.5
18.0

115
150
150
185
229

The testing was performed at an independent
laboratory capable of testing to currents in
A schematic of the test
excess of 110 kA.
apparatus is in Figure 5.

Frequency (kHz)
19.2
19.2

Arc Discharge "Sand Box" Test
Double Armored Designs

Current (kA)
72
96
112
130
136
226

Frequency (kHz)
19.5
18.2
19.5
18.9
18.9
17.0
TABLE 1

Figure 5
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Time to Half
Values (us)
27
42
42
43
44
60

m

RESULTS
Both single armored and double armored cable
designs significantly exceeded the maximum
Bellcore requirement of 105 kA for lightning
damage susceptibility. Throughout all of the
testing, 100% of the fibers remained continuous,
As reported in previous studies, the damage
mechanisms appeared to be a combination of minor
crushing, charring, melting of the jacket, and
vaporizing of the steel armor. These results are
consistent with the informal surveys obtained
from other researchers, cable maintenance crews
and field damage reports.
SUMIMARY OF LIGHTNING TEST RESULTS

Single Armored Desiqns
Current Levels

Results

70 kA

Minor abrasions to inner jacket,
no fiber/core damage

115 kA

Minor abrasions to inner jacket,
no fiber/core damage

150 kA

Slight melting and abrasions to
inner jacket, no fiber/core damage

185 kA

Slight melting and pinhole in
inner jacket, no fiber/core damage

229 kA

Abrasions and holes melted in
inner jacket, no fiber/core damage

For each sample tested, every layer of outer
sheath (polyethylene jacket and armor) was
removed and photographed following the strike.
No significant damage occurred to the inner
sheath or core on single or double armored cables
tested up to 115 kA. Only the outer jackets and
armor were penetrated on both the single and
double armored sheath designs at current levels
as high as 150 kA. At higher current levels, 229
kA, only minor damage occurred to the inner
jacket on the single armored design.
In all
cases, the double armored design suffered less
damage than the single armored design. None of
the samples tested exhibited any significant
damage to the cable core. Testing did not exceed
229 kA due to equipment limitations.
Justifiably, questions exist about the lightning
damage performance of cables that employ more
than one metallic element (for example, steel
armor/steel central member or steel wire type
armored cable constructions. 18 ) In order to
-address these concerns and establish a formal
baseline for further studies, a Siecor steel
armored steel central member design, Figure 6,
and a steel armored twisted pair design, Figure
7, were
tested
to the maximum
Bellcore
performance requirements.
Results show only
minor inner jacket abrasions and no core damage
on cables tested at current levels as high as 112
kA. All designs tested performed equally well in
comparison
to
their
all-dielectric
core
counterparts. Based on the performance seen in
these tests, we expect Siecor designs to
withstand
significantly
higher
levels
of
lightning discharge current.
Double armored
designs are expected to perform better than
single armored designs.

Double Armored Designs
Current Levels

Results

72 kA

No inner jacket damage, no fiber/
core damage

112 kA

No inner jacket damage, no fiber/
core damage

Siecor Single Armored
Mini-Bundle Cable
with Steel Central Member
St

Cntal

136 KA

Minor abrasions to inner jacket,
no fiber/core damage

Fier

226 kA

Minor abrasions to inner jacket,
no fiber/core damage

SnthMembr
Interstitial Filling
Loose Buffer Tube

TABLE 2

olyethylene Sheath

Closer examination of the cable samples revealed
that the damage was concentrated to the point

-Polymer
rrgated
Coated
St"-Taps
A
Smorte-

where the current's energy was transferred to the

PolyethylSheath

steel armor. No physical damage, melting, or
burning occurrod away from this point. Surface
damage to both the Siecor single and double
armored sheath designs was the same for similar
current levels. Also as expected, the damage to
both designs became slightly worse as the current
levels were increased.

N=a ThisltlustratonisNottoScale

Figure 6
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Figure 7
Most lightning sti 4ies have concentrated on the
performance of outer cable sheath designs.
Cables with longitudinally applied copolymer
coated steel armor have consistently shown
superior
lightning
performance
to
other
sheath/armor options in all types of lightning
test evaluations. As shown by our results, the
dominant damage mechanisms of lightning strikes
are both severe mechanical crushing and thermal
effects.
It is our belief that the crush
resistance and thermal properties of the core
materials are as important as the sheath design
in providing cable lightning damage protection.
Consequently, cable lightning performance can be
improved by the
selection of more crush
resistant, higher temperature core materials.
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PERFORMANCE OF OPTICAL FIBRE CABLES AND OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES IN THE
AUSTRALIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

L.

KISS

TELECOM AUSTRALIA, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

ABSTRACT
Lelecom Australia has turned to digital
techniques for the development of its
network.
Optical
fibre
transmission
systems form the high capacity backbone
routes for the digital traffic,
With the advent of the new technology
associated with the use of optical fibre
systems and the strategic importance of
these
high
capacity
routes,
specific
procedures must be implemented to ensure
the
cable's
effectivie
operation
and
performance,
This
paper
briefly
describes
Telecom
Australia's
optical
cable
network and
details its performance using the co-axial
cable network as one basis for comparison,
Details of the operations and maintenance
philosophy
currently
being
impiem=.1_d
throughout the network are also provided,

organised and only the immediate concern of
emergency
fault
restoration
had
been
addressed.
To correct this situation a
comprehensive operations and maintenance
manual was
prepared
in 1987 and was
nationally implemented early in 1988. The
manual
equips
field
management
and
supervisory
staff
with
the
necessary
information to effectively operate and
maintain these cable systems and react to
emergency needs in the required time frame •
Fault statistics confirm that fibre cable
is performing better than any other cable
bearer.
It
also
confirms
Telecom
Australia's decision to use a non-metallic
cable for lightning immunity reasons.
An
analysis of the fault causes indicates that
optical cables are following a similar
pattern to other cables.
Furthermore, if
the optical cable's improved performance is
to be maintained, acceptance and adoption
of the practices detailed in the manual
will have to be vigorously pursued.
THE AUSTRALIAN OPTICAL FIBRE CABLE NETWORK

INTRODUCTION
Application of Optical Cables
Optical fibre cables have been in routine
use
in
the
Australian
network
for
approximately four years, although, there
were
some
early
optical
cable
trial
installations which were installed
ten
years ago,
During the introduction of these systems
considerable effort
was given
to
the
development of external plant Items, cable
designs
and
installation
practices.
Success in these activities is confirmed
with
the
satisfactory
installation
of
approximatley 6,000 sheath kilometres (skin)
of optical fibre cable.
In

relation

to

the

longer

term aspects

Since 1984 the use of optical fibre cabl.
systems in the Australian telecommunications
network
has
increased
at
an
explosive rate. This has been due to the
reducing cost of singlemode optical fibre
(SMOF) cable, the availability of suitable
cable ploighing techniques and the need to
economically
satisfy
the
rapidly
acce3-rating demand for digital bearers.
Current
applications
for optical
fibre
cable in Telecom Australia's network are
for:
Inter-exchange
long haul;

routes,

short

and

of

the operation of fibre systems, operations
and maintenance issues were not as well

The
customer
access
wideband services; and
Special applications.
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network

for

Early

to
were
confined
installations
However, since 1985
metropolitan areas.
major long haul project work has comprised
approximately 50% of the total usage of
is
The
remainder
fibre cable.
optical
shared between the major urban areas and
Unless a
minor rural trunk installations.
major change occurs, such as optical fibre
being routinely provided in the residential
to
is
expected
this
pattern
network,
Annual
continue into the early 1990's.
quantities
of optical fibre cable and the

general areas
in Table 1.-

of application are

being

)

-,r

APPLICATIONS

.,-

-

j

provided

fibre
cable
optical
all
Initially
installations utilised M!1OF in the urban
area. With the push to higher bandwidths,
the availability of suitable SMOF cable
ploughing techniques in 1985 (Reference I),
and the ready availability of transmission
equipment in 1986, a rapid changeover to
in
is
detailed
made;
this
SMOF
was
Business
District
A
Central
Table 2.
application using MMOF was established in
reported,
been
previously
1986 and
has
CBD
of other
2).
A number
(Reference
The
SMOF cable.
installations now utilise
use of SMOF cable in the residential area
being
investigated
is
currently
(Reference 3) and two trials are currently
In
in progress in Melbourne and Sydney.
each trial area approximately 100 customers
have been cabled with fibre to provide
basic and enhanced telephone services. The
next phase of the trial due to commence
iuteracri,e
1988
will
include
late
in
services.
and
video
broadband
services

currently

TABLE 1 - OPTICAL FIBRE CABL.

U.I
m

TABLE 2 -

RELATIVE USE OF MMOF AND SMOF

7

..

finalised

Plans

are

also

which
fibre

may
in

result in the routine
quantities
significant

use
for

of
an

I

interactive video application.
Major Projects
It is planned that by the early 1990's all
mainland capital cities in Australia will
be linked with a high capacity single mode
optical fibre network. Duplication of this
planned
for
network
is
inter
capital
This will
completion by the mid 1990's.
an
with
Telecom
Australia
provide
meeting
capable of
intercapital network
both the expected interstate traffic growth
route
1990's,
and
the
well
into
the
key
and
major
needs
of
its
security
Details of
customers by route diversity.
under
currently planned,
major projects
construction, or completed, are given in
Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 1 and has
been previously reported, (Reference 4).

m

v

:
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TABLE 3 - MAJOR SINGLE MODE PROJECTS IN AUSTRALIA

DarwinKatherine

Melbourne
-Sydney

Tenant CreekAdelaide

PerthAdelaide

Adelaide-MelbSydney-Brisbane

Route Length (km)

330

1000

2100

2600

3100

Nomnal Fibre Count

8

30

8

14

16

Fibre Kilometers (Fkm)

3000

32000

27500

37500

88000

Initial

140

140-565

140

565

565

Oct 1986

Nov 1987

July 1988

Oct 1989

May 1991

Capacity (Mbit/s)

In-Service Date

PERFORMANCE OF THE NETWORK

Optic Fibre Cable Comparative Performance

Fault Recording and Categories

In

attempting

of optical
To monitor its
external plant component of
the optical
fibre cable network Telecom
Australia has implemented a system whereby
specific reporting procedures are followed
in the event of a cable fault.
A report
must be completed
for
any
cable fault
whether or not system outage occurs.
Faults are categorised on the
basis of
their cause and this information is used as
an indicator of the suitability of the
cable
designs,
installation
techniques,
training
and
effectiveness
of
Telecom
Australia's
operations
and
maintenance
procedures.
The
broad classification of
these fibre fault categories are: Outside
Authority,
Natural
Causes,
Manufacturer,
Installation, Post-installation and Unknown.
FIG. I. Inter Capital Network in Australia

Da

IY
s

athe

o

....

to

fibre

quantify

cables,

the

performance

a comparison has

been made with co-axial
cable as
these
cables at the time of installation were the
highest capacity cable bearers in use, are
installed in similar areas of the network
and
were
jointed
by
specialist
groups
displaying a
high
degree of
care
and
expertise.
A
further
feature
of
the
co-axial cable network is its ettective
fault
performance
reporting
system.
Table 4 provides a comparison between these
cables.
In analysing this comparative performance
it should be noted that currently a low
penetration of working fibres exist in most
optical cables. Also extensive use is made
of optical fibre cable protection systems
which protect the operating system in case
of both fibre cable and equipment faults.
For these reasons both fibre faults and
actual
outages are
considered.
It
is
readily
concluded
from
Table
4
that
irrespective of whether actual outages or
all
fibre
faults
are
considered,
the
current performance of optic fibie cable is
the
most favourable when compared with
proven good performance of co-axial cable.
Some allowance however could be made for
fact
that
the optical
network
is

nowhere near as 'aged' as
cable network,
however little

the co-axial
evidence of

this can be found from faults categorised
under Natural Causes and Unknown

0
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To explain this relatively good performance
of optical fibre cables an analysis of the
co-axial
cable
faults
was
performed.
of
majority
Findings indicate that the
co-axial cable faults are attributable to
'human' element (65%) and the remainder
to
natural/undetermined
causes.
Current
optic fibre experience, although limited,
generally confirms this trend.
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TABLE 4

-

FAULT ANALYSIS; CO-AXIAL CABLE VS OPTICAL FIBRE CABLE
1985 TO JULY 1988
Optical Fibre

Co-axial

Av. Annual Skin (Operational)

3057

11,000

Ratio of co-axial to optical
fibre faults (Normalised)

4.3:1

actual
outages

allI
1.6:1

faults

Notes:

I

Normalised to their respective average Annual operational Skm.

2.

All co-axial cable faults caused
resulted in outages.

3.

Co-axial cable is an 'aged' network compared to optical cable

4.

Most optical systems have protection as well as spare fibres available.

Telecom
also
confirms
The
analysis
Australia's decision to standardise upon
fibre
the use of non-metallic optical
The comparative fault rate of
cable.
co-axial cable faults due to lightning is
optical
for
than
higher
significantly
cables even when allowing for the relative
quantities of each cable in service.
As both co-axial and optical cables are
conditions,
no
installed under similar
these
between
difference
practical
This is
categories of faults should exist.
partly confirmed by the fact that the
predominant fault cause for both cable
is
similar.
types, the human element,
Differences do however exist, and may be
attributable to the difference in inherent
the
actual
in
material
failures,
to
the
techniques and/or
installation
possibility of a statistical 'abberation'
different
by
the
significantly
caused
sample size.
It is postulated that a correlation between
the two cable types does exist. Unless the
installation and operation and maintenance
of optical fibre cable is improved beyond
that performed on co-axial cable systems it
can be expected that the performance of
optical cable will tend to that of co-axial
cables. It is therefore imperative that an
improved operations and maintenance plan be
adopted for optical fibre cables,

some outage whereas for fibre only 35%

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
Early Experience
Prior to 1987, Telecom Australia's cable
designs and installation materials/
techniques were in a developmental stage.
This was reflected in an ad hoc approach to
the restoration of faulty cables. Various
prepared on specific
publications were
issues of emergency repair, but no overall
Since then
plan had been considered.
been
have
designs/techniques
however,
a
where
point
the
to
rationalised
and
nationwide
Operations
meaningful
With
Maintenance plan could be considered.
the rapid expansion in the use of optical
cables, and their strategic importance in
the digital network, an increasing need for
an effective operations and maintenance
plan became apparent.
Particular problems also arose from Telecom
Australia's cable maintenance group who are
generally non-specialist operational staff
and are a different group to the optical
The installers
cable installation staff.
and
through
training
become
familiar
fibre
optical
to
exposure
constant
technology whereas the maintenance staff
receive only initial training with little
This situation
or no continuing exposure.
situation was
repair
in an emergency
further exacerbated with the cable testing
staff being a separate group.
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With the installation of the first
major
long-haul optical cable in the remote north
Australian
region
the
lack
of
any
particular maintenance plan for this and
other similar projects under construction
also became obvious.

Restoration
Targets.
Minimum
restoration times are
provided as a
guide to fault staff.
Quality
Assurance
of
Installation
Practices.
On the premise that
'no
amount
of
maintenance
effort
can
overcome
inherent
design
and/or
installation
deficiencies'
recommendations are provided on design
details and insLallaLion standards for
both
initial
and
subsequent
installations.

Because
cable
design
and
installation
techniques were basically set, this, to a
large extent, dictates the fault rate.
It
was therefore considered that to improve
the
plants'
performance,
effort
was
required to establish an effective
plan
which would ensure that service restoration
times could be kept to a minimum.
This was
required
to
be
achieved
on
both
metropolitan and remote long-haul routes
through
effective
planiing
and
implementation
by
the
available
non-specialist maintenance staff,

Fault
Notification
and
Action.
Simplified flow diagrdms, are provided
for the procedures which should be
followed
during
cable
restoration.
Action
options
available
are
also
provided.

National Plan

Repair Techniques.
Included in
this
section is a recommendation on the use
of a (rapidly deployable) interuption
cable
for
those instances
where a
difficult
area/situation needs to be
by-passed.

In late 1986 all of these issues together
with
the
routine
operations
and
surveillance issues were recognised.
In
1987,
they were
addressed and a single
comprehensive document detailing a complete
plan for the external plant operations and
maintenance requirements of optical
fibre
cables was prepared.
In addition to the
technical
details
required
in
restoring
service,
all
other
related
issues
are
included such as organisational and support
needs,
restoration
targets,
ongoing
training, strategic surveillance etc.

Maintenance
Equipment
and
Spares.
Recommendations are provided for the
holding
and
storage
aspects
of
external plant material which must be
held at strategic locations to enable
the restoration of cable within the
suggested times.
Training.
Both initial
and ongoing
training
requirements
are detailed.
Ongoing training is most important as
in zero/low fault incidence areas some
skills
may be lost as they are
not
utilised
in
routine
day
to
day
installation activities.

The
'targetted'
user of the manual was
identified
as
external
plant
managerial
staff, field supervisors and in particular
the individuals assigned the responsibility
for fault restoration.
A more practically
oriented version was also prepared for all
other maintenance field staff.

Major

Due

to the importance
and/or
isolation
of
some
routes,
;peZ!1
ooprq r Inns
and
maintenance
plans have been prepared for
these

and familiarising them with the

routes.

content of

the manual.
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Routes.

In early 1988 implementation was commenced
by
identifying
all
key
personnel
and
instructing them of their resposibilities

Details

are

provided

and

brought to the attention of the user.

The contents of the manual is
detailed in
Table
5.
Some
significant
features
included in the various sections of the
manual are as follows:

Since the issue of the manual practical
application has confirmed the satisfactory
outcome and operation of the principles and
organisational arrangements provided in it.

Local Organisation.
Full details of
all
staff
groups (including emergency
telephone numbers) together with their
resposibilities are provided for all
fault repair work activites including,
fault identification
and
reporting,
emergency
repair,
transmission
measurements and permanent repair.

The manual has been well received and its
effectiveness
in
containing
faults
on
optical fibre cables to a low level will
continue to be monitored.
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This cable is available in fibre counts of
fibre
count
fibres.
Larger
up
to
10
requirements are met by the use of more
Details of the design are
than one cable.
provided in Fig. 2.

TABLE 5 - ODNTENTS NATIONAL EXTERNAL PLANT
OPTICAL FIBRE CABLE OPERATIONS AND
MAINTENANCE MANUAL
I

LOCAL ORGANISATION

2

RESTORATION TARGETS

3

ASSURANCE
QUALITY
PRACTICES

4

ROUTINE
MAINTENANCE
RESPONSIBILITIES

5

ROUTE MARKINGS AND PLANS

6

FAULT NOTIFICATION AND ACTIONS

FIG.

7

INSTALLATION

2 -

RAPIDLY DEPLOYABLE CABLE
CROSS-SECTLON

AND

FAULT LOCATION

~~8CABLE

i

OF

,

DESIGN

9

REPAIR TECHNIQUES AND OPTIONS

10

MAINTENANCE
STORAGE

i

TRAINING

12

SAFETY ASPECTS

13

MAJOR ROUTES

EQUIPMENT

SPARES

AND

A more basic approach has been used by the
use of single fibre cord.
The fibre is
fashion
to
the
in
a
similar
used
'piecing-in'
procedure but as the fibre is
protected it can be used in long lengths to
faulty section of
temporarily by-pass a
this
of
disadvantage
A
major
cable.
approach is its high cost.

Rapidly Deployable Cable
In
providing
cable
for
the
temporary
restoration
of
service,
a
number
of
Depending upon
alternatives are available.
the actual situation the following may be
used
A spare length of conventional cable
Rapidly deployable cable
A length of fibre for 'piecing-in'
at
the repair joint.

the

following

Lightweight; 20kg/km
Small diameter; 6mm
Robust, uncomplicated construction
Non metallic
2km drumlength (handled by one person)

A practical application and assessment of
not
cable
has
deployable
the
rapidly
occurred, as there have been no occurrences
rapid
requiring
damage
of
mechanical
restoration.
Conclusion

may
be
of
requirements
majority
The
satisfied by the spare length of fibre or
cable options but under certain conditions
rapidly deployable
a specially designed
to
provide
the
cable
may
be
required
A design
for such a
optimum solution.
available
cable has been prepared and is
for use.
The cable design proposed has
features

,......

fibre cables
Telecom Australia's optical
cnrrently performing better than any
arAn
other cable bearer u-pd in its network.
analysis of the fault causes on optical
fibre cables indicates that a similarity
It is expected
exists with co-axial cable.
fibre
'unchecked' optical
that, if
left
will in time,
tend to
cables performance,
that of co-axial cables.
An analysis of lightning related faults has
confimed the advantages of the previously
to
reported decision by Telecom Austr lia
standardise upon the use of non-metallic
cables.
The largest contributor to cable
remains to be tne
human
faults however
factor.
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With the increasingly strategic importance
of optical fibre cable
in
the digital
network
an
innovative
external
plant
operations and maintenance plan has been

L. Kiss
Inter-Exchange
Networks Branch
Telecom Network

prepared

Engineering

by

Telecom

Australia

to

ensure

that
service
restoration
times
will
be
minimised.
The plan also provides for the

Telecom Australia
29/570 Bourke Street

continuing

MELBOURNE

operations

and

surveillance

The plan is included in
a single document
and is applicable to both metropolitan and
remote long-haul installations.
With its
recent
implementation
throughout
Telecom
Australia
it
is
expected
that
the
performance of optical fibre cables should
be maintained at or below the current fault
performance levels.
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Reliability in Silica Based Optical Fibers

Dipak R. Biswas

Alcatel Cable Systems
Roanoke, Virginia

reliability of fibers in storage arid services
particularly iii presence of moist environment.
The initial high strength of optical fiber
degrades u.ider strass with time irn presence of
moisture due to static fatigue.
Strength

Abstra t

2.1

The long-term reliability in silica based
optical fibers is extremely important for the
fiber optic system performance over its
lifetime.
The two major reliability issues
are considered ira this paper.
The mechanical
reliability which includes the strength and
static fatigue arid the radiation response on
optical losses are discussed.
The optical
performance reliability arid the hydrogen
induced optical losses should also be
considered for the total fiber optic system
reliability.

The tensile strength of glass fiber is mainly
governed by the random distribution of small
flaws on the surface and inside the fiber.
The tension on the fiber enlarges the flaw to
a critical size for failure.
The theoretical
strength of silica giass fiber is nearly 3
million psi.
One to two million psi strength
was measured ir a dry liquid nitrogen
environment.
The average strength of silica
'ased optical fiber is around 800 kpsi at room
temperature and at ambient humidity.
Lower
strerngths are reported when measured on longer
length fibers.
The variability irn strength
distribution can be ( xplairied by the
Griffith's theory of brittle fracture.
The
strength is inversely proportional to the
square root of flaw size.
Typical flaw size
for a 100 kpsi fiber strength is 0.8 micron,
whreas for a 500 kpsi strong fibcr, the flaw
size is only 350 angstrom.
The flaws are
distributed randomly along the length of
fiber.
The probability of finding a larger
flaw is greater irr longer length of fiber.
A
typical strength distribution (Weibull plot)
is shown in Figure 1.

1.0

Introduction

The reliability in silica based optical fiber
is of great interest trom the point of view of
its applications ira different environment,
Two major areas o, concern are the mechaniical
reliability arid the radiation induced optical.
losses.
2.0

Mechanical Reliability

The mechanical reliability is mainly related
to strength arid static fatigue. The strength
is important for mechanical reliabiliLy ira
cab!.e

construction,

installationi

arid

services

for telecommunication industries where the
proof-test level (which cnn usually guarantee
the minimum strength of entire length of
optical fiber) is typically 50-80 kpsi.
IT
military applications, where tLe proof-test
level is in excess of 200 kpsi, the strength
of fiber is important for high speed payout of
optical fibers and for ruggedized cables. The
static fatigue is importa,,t for long-term

1

-2

"

.
Figure 1.

T k.In
A Typical Weibull Plot
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2.2
The slope of the probability vs strength plot
The
gives the Weibull parameter (mi-value).
step 1 portion of this
bimodal strength
distribution plot has considerably higher mvalue than the step 2 portion.
The higher mvalue
indicates
the
narrower
flaw
distribution.
For a reliable product,
the
fibers with step I type strength distribution
is preferable.
The following four processes
are mainly used to fabricate silica
based
optical fibers:

From the point of view of different optical
fiber
applications,
minimum guaranteed
strength in
long length fibers,
rather than
strength in short length fibers is important.
By proof-testing the entire length of fiber,
one can guarantee the minimum stre'igth.
Proof-testing eliminates the flaws larger than
the critical size corresponding to the prooftest level.
2.3

1)
2)
3)
4)

Outside vapor deposition (OVD)
Modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD)
Vapor phase axial deposition (VAD)
Plasma chemical vapor deposition (PCVD)

Out of these, the MCVD process is relatively
simpler and used extensively.
In the MCVD
process, glassy layers of doped silica are
deposited inside a rotating high purity quartz
tube.
The cladding layers are first deposited
followed by the core layers.
After the
de,osition,
the central hole of the tube is
collapsed at a high temperature to a solid rod
(called preform).
Optical fibers are drawn
from this preform.
During the draw process,
the bare glass is protected by using an uvcured acrylate polymer.
To assure higher strength, the flaw sizes have
to be very small.
The flaws are mostly
generated by the particles.
The sources of
these particles are:
*
*

*

QLartz tube
Environments for
- deposition of glass layers and
collapsing tube during preform
fabrication
- drawing and coating fibers
- proof-testing, measurements and
splicing fibers
Unfiltered polymeric coating

Other types of flaws are bubbles, scratches
and uncured coating.
The following procedure
can help in minimizing the number of flaws in
fibers for a reliable high strength optica
fiber product:

Proof-Testing

Static Fatigue

The initial strength after proof-testing is
reduced due to long term stress.
It is
accelerated particularly in presence of
moisture due to stress corrosion (static
fatigue) by the interaction of water molecule
with silica
glass fiber surface (Si-O-Si
+
H-OH
= 2SiOH).
There are mainly three
different ways to improve the static fatigue
resistance of optical fibers:
1.

2.

3.

By fabricating very high strength
fiber containing only small flaws
that will not grow to the critical
level in an acceptable time under a
desired stress level
By producing a surface compressive
stress which will inhibit the flaw
growth, and
By sealing the fiber surface from
the surrounding environment with a
hermetic coating.

Both metallic (such as Al, Ni, Sn, In, Sb) and
dielectric hermetic coating materials (such as
oxides, carbides, nitrides) are successfully
applied on optical fibers.
Recently there are
considerable interests in carbon coating on
optical glass fibers.
Static
fatigue
parameter (n-value) which is a measure of
fatigue resistance of carbon coated fiber is
reported to be greater than 100 whereas the
nt-value of standard silica based optical fiber
is only 20.
After determining the static
fatigue parameter, proof-test level (OTp),
the
lifetime (tmir) cat, be calculated (1) from:

tmin
*
*

*
*
*
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High quality defect free quartz tubes
Preform fabrication, drawing, coating,
proof-testing, measurements and splicing
in clean room environments
Use of filtered polymers
Use of right combination of uv-curing
lamps for proper coating cure, and
Minimize handling related damage on fibers
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Where B and [L are constants,OTa is the applied
stress.
Taking ri=22,
inB=15 mPa2. sec,
(Tp=200kpsi, arid0a=Okpsi,
the lifetime cart be
When the applied
calculated to be 82 days.
stress is reduced to 84 kpsi, the lifetime cart
be as high as 10 years.
The accurate
determination of B and n-values are very
important for predicting the lifetime of
optical fibers.
Therefore, to assure
mechanical reliability,
one should consider
the strength,
static fatigue test for short
term and long term, design diagram of lifetime
prediction,
properties and performance of
polymeric arid hermetic coatings and the
interaction of coatings with the service
environments,
Radiation

3.0

Induced Optical Losses

Optical losses increase when the fiber is
exposed to nuclear radiation due to the
formation of color centers in the core of the
optical fiber.
It is particularly significant
when the fiber is
placed in service at low
temperatures due to slower recovery process at
low temperature.
The different parameters
responsible for increased losses due to
radiation
exposure are mainly the glass
composition,
polymer material,
temperature,
dose rate, total dose, time of exposure, arid
operating wavelength.
Figure 2 shows the
induced loss vs the wavelength of different
glass fiber compositioni when exposed to cobdlt
60 source for one hour.

1-hAFEfibers

E10

4.0

Summary arid Conclusions

For a reliable
optical fiber product,
one
should consider the mechanical arid optical
reliability besides radiation arid hydrogen
induced optical
losses.
In mechanical
reliability,
the strength arid static fatigue
are very important.
For uniform strength
distribution in
longer length of optical
fibers, the processing arid handling related
defects 3hould be minimized.
To improve
static fatigue resistance, hermetic coating on
glass fiber is considered.
Radiation induced
optical losses cart be minimized by improving
mainly the glass arid polymeric compositions
arid fiber processing parameters.
Hydrogen
induced losses
(5-8)
cart be reduced by
selecting the right organic materials in
do riot release
hydrogen, and
by cables
reducing which
the metallic corrosion
in cables, arid by avoiding the
fiber in hydrogen environment.

4

exposure

of

P DOPED

-!

o

Phosphorous doped silica fiber shows the
highest loss whereas urdoped silica
and
germania doped silica fibers show the lowest
loss at 1.5 micron wavelength.
Plastic clad
silica
fibers showed low radiation induced
losses in many cases.
In ultraviolet cured
polymeric coating on
glass
fiber,
the
photoinitiators car absorb gamma radiation and
optically damage the fiber.
Several review
articles (2-4) dealt with radiation effect on
optical fibers.
There are many variables that
will affect the optical losses in different
radiation
environments
arid one should
carefully consider those variables for
determining the reliability of optical fibers.

Ge OPED
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Figure 2. Radiation, induced loss vs.
wavelength of different glass composition
(from re. 3).
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HIGH STRAIN-RATE TESTING OF OPTICAL FIBERS
Torbjorn Svensson
Swedish Telecom, Technology Department
Material Laboratory
S-123 86 Farsta Sweden

that K equals the fracture toughness. KIc. the terminating crack
growth is unstable and the fiber will fracture.

ABSTRACT
The implementation of a new technique for lifetime estimation of
optical fibers and fibers in cables required the development of an
easily accessible method for determination of the fiber's inert
strength. The method is based on the use of a newly developed
instrument for high strain-rate tensile testing of optical fibers,
The fearures of the method are presented along with some
Weibull statistics of fiber strength for a wide range of stress
rates.

From this can be shown that the time dependent change of the
fiber's latent fracture stress, af, is given by
Of n-2

n-2 - B-loJ

'

ndt
2

2

where ori is the inert strength and B = 2/(Ay (n-2)Klcn- ). From
integration follows that the current fracture stress, at, under

The method further advances the possibilities to map fiber
properties in the early stages of fatigue in various environments.
It appears to be a promising way to reduce the dependence of data
generated in process of fiber drawing, thereby enhancing
impartiality during a qualification process.

static stress can be written
n-2 f

=

n-2 -

('stB.)

-

where ts is the duration of the static stress a s . Tensile testing
at a constant stress-rate c" yields the current strength
.fn-2 =

Introduction

i

,in-2 - o.l/(B(n+1)O.)

(2)

To describe the strength of a long length of fiber, one has to

The design of optical fiber cables and stated limits for their
bending radii and pulling forces during installation are intimately
related to the risk of failure due to fatigue cracking of the
optical fibers.
At the Material Laboratory of the Swedish Telecommunications
Administration, the base for such risk management is presently
the Failure Frequency Technique, which has been applied for a
1
couple of years by several cable manufacturers. The technique
has obvious advantages, but the customer is bound to the
supplier's information, and has few possibilities to make an
independent control of all the parameters which will determine
the fiber's lifetime.
For this reason. a complementary technique was searched for at
the Material Laboratory. The present paper is dedicated to the
rebirth and implementation of the Inert Strength Technique.

consider also the variation of inert strength along the fiber. A
useful description for optical fibers is the Weibull distribution of
strength according to
N = (,/,o)m

Hence, the survival probability S for an evenly loaded fiber with
length L is given by the cumulative failure probability F as S =
1- F = Exp(-LN) = Exp(-L(a,/a 0 )m).
It is commonly known that in optical fibers there are at least
two types of failure modes. They represent failures caused by
intrinsic flaws (significant for the failure of shoM-length fibers)
and failures due to extrinsic flaws. The most severe extrinsic
flaws are eliminated at the screen test which is routinely made
on
drawn fiber.
extended
of the survival
probability
of a Thus,
screen antested
fiber description
will be

1- F = Exp[-L((otOoe) m e

Basic Assumptions

... (3)

+

(a1 '0 o1 )mi

-

(ap/Oaoe)me)]

where me and mi are the shape parameters and aroeand

The basic assumptions made on the propagation of, and final
fracture due to fatigue cracks in optical fibers are common for
the two techniques of lifetime estimation which will be
discussed later,
The stable growth of fatigue cracks in glass will follow Paris
law. Under the major time of its growth, the change of the length
n,
of a crack will be due to da/dt = AK where n is the crack growth
2
resistance parameter. The stress intensity factor, K, ahead of
the crack's edge is K . Yaqa. The value of Y is determined by the
geometry and orientation of the crack, and o' is the load divided by
the cross sectional area. When the applied stress, o, is so high

.. (4)
oi are the

site parameters for the extrinsic and the intrinsic modes of
failure. The variables are the fracture stresses, a, and aP, which
depend on the stress history. At inert conditions they are
constant.
This formula corresponds to the findings that when short lengths
of fiber are stressed, failure most probably will be caused by
intrinsic flaws. If the length of stressed fibers is largely
increased, the probability for a single fiber to fracture at a low
stress will increase significantly due to the extrinsic mode.
Finally, when very long lengths of fiber are stressed, one has to
consider the magnitude of the screen stress aP, which defines the
lower limit of stress for which failure occurs.
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Techniques for Lifetime Estimation

The failure curves are computed by inserting the values of Np and
C in Eq. (5) using the substitutions

Two techniques for lifetime estimation of stressed fibers will
be briefly reviewed in this chapter. The techniques can be used to
estimate the failure probability of an arbitrary length of fiber,
e.g the multikilometer lengths between repeaters. Both of the
techniques require that a number of parameters be evaluated from
tensile or static load testing of fiber. It will also be shown, that
the application of their respective formulas yield similar results.
In these respects, they are compatible tools for lifetime
estimation.
However, if made available, the one presented here as the inert
strength technique would offer such advantages as failure
probability based on the cable's service environment (which can
be different from the screen test environment) and also an
independence of statistical data from the screen test of fiber.

Failure FreQuency Technique
r

Fc

1 1

measure parameter, B, is one of the advantages of the failure
frequency technique.

Inert Strength Technique
Essentially the same static fatigue failure curves as from the
application of failure frequency technique are obtained also from

T

An extensively studied technique to estimate failure probability
for long lengths of screen tested fiber was presented in the
1, 3
beginning of the eighties.
In this paper itis called "failure
frequency technique", since it is mainly based on the failure
frequency, Np, by which the fiber will fracture at the screen test
after drawing.

the use of inert strength technique with identical values on the
basic parameters ooe Me. B and n. For static stresses smaller
than the screen stress (Op = 0.5 GPa) both techniques yield
identical results, provided that the screening time tp is short.
This can be clearly seen ifthe diagram below is compared with
the previous one. In both diagrams the applied static stresses, c s .
are 2, 1, 0.5, 0.4, and 0.3 GPa. The samples' length L is 20 m.

According to this technique, the time dependent cumulative
failure probability F of screen tested fiber at static stress, a s ,
will be given by

F.0
90.0

NLii
1- F = Fl(I
Exp-Np

2

t/B
,n
+ afn-2
/
e and C B/(o .t
p
p
p
e
P
The expression for Np can be derived from Eq. (3) and Eq. (1) by
setting of = ap* The substitutions for Np and C made here, enable
the later comparison with the inert strength technique.
The failure frequency at screen test Np is only weakly dependent
on B, but C is linearly proportional to B. The latter fact is an
argument for the common assumption C = 0, which makes the life
time estimation conservative. This ability to avoid the hard-toNp =

(O/ /. P)nts/tp)(1/(1+C))] m e /(n-2) -1)) ..(5)
+ (a

and can be derived from the equations (1), (3) and (4) given in the
chapter Basic Assumptions above. The duration of the stress at
the proof- or screen !est. O, is tp. Other parameters have their
usual meaning. Use of this expression shows during
that thestatic
failure
load.
t . passes
probability increases as the time, s
The failure probability versus time is shown in the familiar
4
double logarithmic form below.
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times to failure using the two techniques
were thus
computed from the same inert strength distribution and fatigue
2
parameters: Tee= 10 GPa, me = 2, B = 1 (GPa) s and n = 18.
According to the inert strength technique, this distribution will
changed due to static fatigue causing the failure probability to
read
I- F = Exp[-L(( r/1oe)me + (a,/o)mi - (op/0 o)m 0 )]
-(6)

3

_,

7

/be

where

of= (o n-2 - o 3 nts/B)/(n-2) , which is Eq. (4) and Eq. (1)

combined to the statical load case.
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Increasing duration of the screen test displaces failure curves to
the right: tp for the curves are 0.01, 1 and 100 s.
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A comparison betwen the failure curves computed from Eq. (5)

and (6) shows that, when differences exist between the failure
frequency- and the inert strength technique, the inert strength
technique is the more conservative, i.e. assigns the highest
failure probability to the fiber. This conclusion is drawn also
from studies on the variation of a'pand B.
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Measurement and AhIleatlon The inert strength technique
presented here is based on mapping the strength of an eventually
prepared fiber over a wide range of strain rates. A strength
saturation at high rates, if observed, would then reveal the inert
strength, (tri, by which the value of the B-parameter is calculated
This can be done by extrapolating the fracture stress at low
tensile speed with a slope 1/(n+1), until it intercepts the level of
inert strength o i, at the stress rate o';
3

B ,-O'i /(tf(n+1))

.. (7)

The expression can be derived from Eq. (2), since the term

al~,

2

in Eq. (2) can be neglected at low stress rates, and by using the
equality a' = ori at the intercept,
Another method is to fit the Eq. (2) to the measured data by
iteration. This is used in the forward chapter Experiments.
After evaluation of B, the lifetime at any level of failure
probability for arbitrary lengths of fiber is available according to
Eq. (6). When long lengths of multiple fiber cables are involved,
the estimated failure probability often turns to be so extreme
that it is not meaningful to quantify. In such cases the statistics
are not very fruitful, but a simple formula as Eq. (8) below can be
used as well.

The safe way is to replace in Eq. (6) the inert strength with the
fiber load at screen test, and to use the values of B and n as
determined in an environment significant for the fiber's future
operation. This gives the time and load dependency of the weakest
flaw in an arbitrary length of fiber, thus enabling to state the
limits of failure-free operation. Knowing the value of B. the
estimation of a minimum lifetime, t min , at a static strain, e .
s
will be made due to 5
tmin

B((ep/es)n'2 -1)/(Ees)2

... (8)

with ep = oi/E where E is Young's modulus of the glass. The
expression is derived from Eq. (6), by setting F = 0 and by using
Hookes law e . alE. For a screen tested fiber, the minimum lifetime of the weakest part of the fiber is determined by inserting
for ep the value of the screen strain. Conversely, the maximal
allowed static strain, e s , for a given lifetime tmii, is given by
1In
as max

{B(ep)n'

2

i

/(Eltm n)

j

Ways to the Inert Strength
To justify the use of the basic crack growth equations one has to
clearly define the meaning of inert strength. As will be pointed
out, this strength only occasionally corresponds to a maximally
attainable fiber strength.

Strength in Inert Environment
Extremely high, values of strength have been reponed on tigers
tested under inert conditions, i.e conditions presumed not to
influence the fiber's strength by fatigue. Values found in the
litterature on fracture strength of optical fibers are about 12.6
GPa, or 18% strain, measured in liquid nitrogens and 8.6 GPa
measured by tensile testing shortly after vacuum soaking of the
7
fiber. For freshly drawn silica glass, values as high as 24 GPa
8
are stated.
However, the applicability of these strength values for a
mechanical equation of state for fiber fracture is obscure. When
the inert strength of glass is searched for to enable evaluation of
crack propagation parameters, it is necessary to consider any
load supported by an eventual fiber coating. It is also obvious that
crack-similar defects must exist, otherwise the simple crackgrowth model will fail (in accordance with the chapter Basic
Assumptions). If no cracks exist, almost any high level of
fracture strength would be expected at short times of loading.
When this is the case, some preparation of the fibers to induce
crack-similar defects will be necessary to enable use of the inert
strength technique.

Inert StrTength when Cracks Prevail
Here, the usi of the term inert strength applies to the strength of
the fiber at the beginning of the tensile test, at the moment when
fatigue by stable crack propagation has just been initiated. From
the time when the nucleation of a fatigue crack is completed, the
crack propagation is assumed to follow the growth laws given in
the chapter Basic Assumptions.
Hence, an aged i.e strength degraded fiber has an inert strength as
well as a freshly drawn fiber, though the latter's strength is
considerably higher. So, when aiming at the value of the Bparameter, it does not matter whether the testing is done on aged
fiber or a virgin fiber, as long as cracks prevail and the chemical
and thermal environments are the same.

Inert Strength by Preparation

Thus the *long length" statistics will be unnecessary and only
information regarding the screen strain will be needed from the
manufacturing process,
As pointed out before, a total description including allowable
times for non-zero failure probability, is available from Eq. (6).
but will of course require fracture statistics from long lengths
of screen tested fiber.

Since the B-parameter should be dependent only on the material
and its environment, one would expect the strength saturation to
occur at lower stress rates when the value of a i is lower,
according to Equation (7). Observation of the saturation at tensile
testing would then be simplified, i.e. lower stress rates would be
required, if the value of a i could be suppressed by some ageing or
static prestraining. Treatments based on chemical or mechanical
atlack on the glass surface are means by which the strength of
optical fiber can be suppressed.9,10
A theoretical way to accelerate the nucleation and growth of
truly crack-similar defects (in the respect of their growth-law
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obeyancy) would be static load knock-down of a large number of
11
parallell, equally loaded fibers.
When fractures start to occur,
the load is decreased step-wise each time fibers fracture. The
p:ocess can thus be regarded as a strength degrading screen test
of fibers with unimodal strength. After a sufficient number of
steps, a low strength level is reached on average, and the
remaining fibers can be used for e.g. tensile testing. Due to the
high load, most of the fibers then will contain the nucleated
cracks required. In this way, an average low level of inert
strength would nuirIv he achieved to simplify evaluation of the
B-parameter searched for.
The figure below shows the initial and final strength
distributions from a numerical simulation of strength knockdown.

the lowest rates corresponding to the ones previously employed
at testing at the Material Laboratory. Thereby, the new
instrument's reliability could be checked and verified also by
comparison with previous measurements on selected fibers.
The wide range of speed strived for was achieved by the
instrument's unconventional design. Simpleness and easy
maintenance did not allow the use of a gear box. so a stepping
motor with a pulley mounted directly on the motor's axis was
chosen. Abovs the pt-llpv the !oad cell is adjustably mounted on a
beam. The load cell consists el a rubber coated disc on which the
torque from the wound-on fiber is measured by strain gauges
located close to a low-noise DC amplifier with 125 kHz cut-off
12
frequency.
The amplified signal is fed into a waveform
recorder (Hewlett-Packard 5183) for analysis and storage.
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The measurement of tensile force on the fiber is influenced by
the step-wise motion of the pulling axis at low speed and by the
has
of the load cell at highest "peds.Considerable effort
made to secure accurate measurements,

Error sources
The figure shows how an initial Weibull distribution around 5 GPa
with a shape par'ameter m = 10,000 is affected by 5 steps by 10%
load reductions. The final distribution is centered around 3.5 GPa
with m . 38. Cracks are assumed to prevail from the beginning.
Assumed values of fatigue parameters are B= I (GPa)2s and n= 18.
One disadvantage is, that for more than a few steps, a very high
value of the weibull shape parameter m ( i.e. a very small scatter
in strength) is required from the beginning, otherwise the
strength of the remaining fibers will scatter too much to enable
reliable evaluation of the fatigue parameters.
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Owing to the difficulties above, the most straightforward way to
obtain a measure on the inert strength seems to be, to increase
considerably the stress rate at tensile testing.

Test Equipment
Tensile testing of the fibers is done in controlled atmosphere at
3
a constant rate of strain, selectable within the range 10, to 103
strain units per minute. The rates were chosen in decades with
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A 5-phase stepping motor with a resolution of 1,000 steps per
turf,will elongate the fiber step-wise with a resolution of 0.24
mm corresponding to 150-190 steps per load event. Hence, a
frequency of 34 Hz moves the fiber with a velocity of 500
mrain at the pulley end. The fully loaded length of fiber is 500
mm nominally, but is easily adjustable. An electronic driver is
equipped with two oscillators which cover a frequency range of
0.03 Hz to 40 kHz.
Since the loaded length of fiber is not bound at 500 mam, the speed
dependent errors have not been related to strain rate but to the
frequency (Hz) by which the axis' position is stepped.
_mmm

Low-speed errors, At 34 Hz and below, the motor in itsi
original shape showed pronounced oscillations around its virtual
poles. By adding a mass on the rear end of axis and a proper
amount of viscous damping between the axis and the added mass,
teevbain

eerdcdt

elgbelvl

However, the principle of the motion in distinct steps sets a
limit to the accuracy by which fiber strength is measured. For an
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average optical fiber the fracture strength is measured with an
accuracy better than one percent.

At 340 Hz and above there are no measurable steps due to the
inertia of the pulley.

below, which is computed from the experimental value (o
rad/s.

Damping ratio z=0.I15
Error at frcture=0.9

80

/

High sneed errors. The relatively high eigenfrequency of the
load cell would not severely affect the load accuracy at 3.4 kHz,
but at 34 kHz one hes to ccn,-ider the oscillations i,' e load
cell's mass due to the rapid onset of motion of the fiber's pulled
end. The load duration at the highest rate used here (34 kHz),
corresponds to only 14 periods of free oscillation of the load cell
with the fully loaded length of 500 mm of optical fiber.
If the load cell is modelled as a mass-spring system with
internal damping, the deviation between measured load and load
on the fiber can be studied as a function of time and loading
rates. From this study it is possible to map the limits of the
system's accuracy.

/
I

/
/

/
/

With reasonable accuracy, the model has been approximated with
a mass on which the fibsr force acts. On this mass a viscously
damped spring is attached, which is rigidly coupled to a fixed
to be linearly proportional to the measured load F.

/

The displacement y with time t, of the mass m, from its unloaded
equilibrium position is given by the differential equation
2

2
d y+Cdy
d mdl +o

2

y=

Atrn
0

t

Otat i

t

L
0-

2 .0

f

where C is the damping coefficient and w is the undamped angular
frequency (rad/s).
The load on the fiber is increasing linearly with time with a load
rate, A, until fracture occurs at t = tfwhen the load vanishes.

.0

8.0

10.0

(mns)

The duration of the linearly increasing load, 5.5 ms. is typical for
tensile test of optical fiber at the highest rate used here.
The corresponding deviation between applied and measured load
during the simulated tensile test is shown below. The ordinate is
[1-(measured load/applied load)) 100
the underestimation. i.e.

To reduce the number of parameters, one will make the
substitution z . CICcr where Ccr is the value of the coefficient C
2

at aperiodic, i.e. critical damping, and B . w V_1With these substitutions, the assumptions made above and the
boundary conditions y(0) = 0 and y'(0) = 0 one will find the
13
solutions to the differential equation ;
2-

1 C,
TIME
-

f

F(t)= A( t- 2z/to+ [((2z

14,000

1)lB)sin(Bt)+(2zhe)cos(Bt)]e

Damping ratio
8

Error

z= 0. 15

at fracture =0.39Z

-z °

o t) ..(9)

which is the measured load, i.e. the load on the spring, valid for
any value 0 < z < 1,0 SI tf.
From the time, tf.when the fiber fractures, the subsequent load
is given by
zc
F(t) = (cos(Bt)+ Dsin(Bt))Ce' ot
where
t
C = F(tf)[(cos(Btf)+Dsin(Btf))e-Ze fI with F(tf) from Eq. (9)
and

D = (Bsin(Btf)+z(ocos(Btf))/(Bcos(Btf)-zosin(Btf))
The relation between heights of two adjacent peaks of the same
sign is equal to exp(21ic/1-z2). This relation enables
adjustment of the value of z to minimize the deviation between
measured and applied load at fracture. No other entities are
lrequired except o and z since B was given by B =
The value of w is easily measured as w = 2x/T where T is the
period of undamped oscillations, and the value of z with the load
cell in its damped state is calculated from the relation between
peak heights after fiber fracture,

A close agreement between the measured and applied force at the
moment of fracture is obtained for z = 0.15 due to the figure

0

0

2.0

6.0
' .0
TIE (rs)

.0

10.0

measure of the fracture strength at high loading
Thus, a reliable
rates is expected when the load cell is adequately damped.
However, due to the rapid onset of stress on the fiber, tensile
waves will propagate along the fiber. Repeated wave reflection
from the fiber's ends will be superimposed oscillation of the load
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cell. This effect of variation of the fiber's load will not severely
influence the measurement at the time of fracture, since the
internal damping in the fiber's coating and the cyclic slip of the

taking five more samples to be tested at each rate. The resulting
fracture stresses for virgin fiber is shown in the Weibull diagram
below.

fiber ends on the grips, will cause the load oscillation to decline
rapidly. At the moment of fracure, there is only second order
oscillation, which is negligible besides the residual underestimation of fiber load due to the load cell's damping. The figure
below is typical for captures of high speed tensile testing.
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The fully loaded fiber length was 500 mm and the pulling speed
was 8.3 m/s. As can be seen from the figure, the initial vibration
is about three times as strong as predicted from w and z for the
load cell, but the deviation between the fiber load and the
measured load at fracture, is essentialy determined by the
damping of the load cell.

The logarithm of median fracture stress plotted versus the
logarithm of pulling speed shows a slight but significant
deviation between the upper points and a straight line through the
points at low rates of stress. Essentially the same shape is
obtained when the median fracture stress is replaced by the site
parameter 7o * Applying the fatigue strength formula, Eq.(2),
yields the curve fit shown below together with the median
fracture stresses from tensile testing of virgin fiber.
The curve fit corresponds to the parameter values (Ti = 7.0 GPa,
n = 205 and B 0.04 (GPa)2s.

Thanks to the precautions taken, the accuracy of a single
measurement of the fracture strength of an optical fiber is
expected to be better than one percent for all rates of strain.
The accuracy of the measured mean fracture strength of several
equally strong fibers should be even better.

oI

8

Experiments

6

The instrument's reliability has been checked in a series of
tensile tests of preconditioned fiber. For this purpose single
mode fused silica fiber coated with UV-hardened acrylate was

5

0

used. Conditioning and tensile testing were made at 23 C, 55 %RH.
Measurements on stripped fiber indicated that the load supported
by the coating at fracture, was only about 5% of the total load at
low stress rates. The present experiments did not aim at the
exact values of the fiber's fatigue parameters, so the fiber's
fracture stress has been calculated roughly as the fracture load
divided by the cross sectional area of the glass. Also, the samples
were not randomly chosen prior to tensile testing, but the
measurements are made on two independent series of fiber
samples.
A number of samples were cut from the fiber drum and tested,
beginning with five samples at the highest rate, 5.105 mm/min,
next five samples at 5,104 mmmin and so on, including the
lowest rate used. 0.5 mm/min. The procedure was repeated by
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The theory predicts a sharper transition to the inert strength
level, ci, than is obvious from the measured data. Deviation of the
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distribution of data from the theoretical curve within the
transitional region, could be the result of delayed crack
initiation, which will lead to higher fracture stresses than
anticipated from the simple crack-growth theory alone. Another
possibility would be, that the crack-growth law is still valid at
high stress rates, but with an increased value of n.
To check this hypothesis, a series of tensile tests were made on
statically preloaded fiber. Due to the static stress, crack
initiation was supposed to occur after a sufficient time. The
specimens were stressed at a level equal to the median strength
at the lowest rate at tensile testig, u.a mrnrmin. All specimens
were kept at the same constant stress for 60 seconds. This
duration was chosen experirnqntally to avoid extensive fiber
fracture. Theoretically, the duration of static preload should not
exceed a factor 1/n times the loading time to fracture at the
slowest tensile test of virgin fiber, or about 200 seconds. Though
the duration was quite short, some of the fibers fractured at the
static preload. One reason for this was that the fiber slipped on
the pulley, which caused the applied stress to vary a few percent.
As expected, the static fatigue reduced the Weibull modujis of
the fiber's strength at the following tensile test, cf. chapter
above on Inert Strength by Preparation. The values of m were
reduced to 25-52. To obtain a reliable estimation of the fatigue
parameters, a large number of samples would be required, but a
rough estimate can be made from the present data which include
about eight samples for each stress rate.
The resulting median fracture stresses at the tensile test of
statically
preloaded fibersare shown below.

Conclusions

The instrument for high strain rate testing described in this
paper offers extended possibilities for the study of the mechanisms responsible for crack initiation and growth in optical fibers.
Tensile strength of acrylate coated, fused silica fiber has been
studied at 231C and 55 % RH. The present measurements give
evidence of a saturation of the optical fiber's strength at high
stress rates. Assuming that crack initiation is not suppressed at
high stress rates, a close agreement between basic crack growth
theory and measurements is obtained for the values of the crack
growth parameters, n = 20.5 and B = 0.04-0.06 (GPa)2s .
The inert strength of virgin fiber found in this study. 7 GPa, is
significantly lower than the strength of optical fiber under inert
condition, as stated in the litterature. This indicates that fatigue
in high strength fiber may be caused by more than one single
mechanism- Such strength degrading mechanisms are surface
roughening due to corrosion, and the stress enhanced initiation
and stable growth of cracks. When the initiation is suppressed,
the fiber's strength will exceed the upper limit as given by the
equations for growth of proper cracks only.
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By analogy with the previous estimation of fatigue parameters
the above curve fit yields the values ai = 6.35 GPa, n = 20.5 and
2

B = 0.06 (GPa) s.
According to the present measurements, it seems doubtless that
a saturation of the fiber's strength occurs at sufficiently high
rates of strain. Extended testing of fiber with regard to the
number of samples and their treatment for crack initiation before
tensile testing will tell whether the basic crack-growth model is
suitable for reliable lifetime estimation of optical fibers and
cables.
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Abstract

2. Bending performance

Three types
of
depressed
cladding
single mode fiber were
experimentally
produced by the all synthetic VAD method.
The micro and macro bending performance
of
these
fibers was tested with the
mandrel
and
the
sandpaper methods.
The induced loss was 1.0dB/m--2.0dB/m
at
1.55pm
,using a mandrel
20mm in
diameter.
In
order
to confirm
the
fiber
characteristics, the depressed
cladding
single mode fibers were manufactured by
way of trial.
These
fibers had hgh
strength,
low attenuation,
and
low
splicing loss just as the normal
single
mode fiber produced by the all synthetic
VAD method.
From the results of the analysis of
the macrobending performance of
these
fibers,
it was clear that the MFD and
the cutoff-wavelength
had almost
the
same
effect on
induced
loss
during
mandrel test.

1. Introduction

In

In order to evaluate the relationship
between
bending
performance
and
depressing depth( A-),
three
fibers,
having three kinds of depressing
depth
were
produced
through
the
all
synthetic
VAD process ,using advanced
flourine doping technology.

2-1.

Fiber design

Fig.l
shows
fiber construction.
The
outer portion of
fiber( H )
consists of
pure
silica,
the
inner
cladding( II ) is of F and SiO2 glass
and the core section( I ) consists of
F,Si0 2 and GeO 2 .
The
depressing
depth( A- ) in each fiber was
controlled
by
the doping the quantity of flourine
and
the
total
delta N( 6+ ),
which
realized the same MFD of 8.6 m for each
type fiber, was adjusted by the addition
of germanium.
The depressing depth( A- ) and
the
total delta N( A+ ) are shown in Table 1.
Each fiber's
cutoff-wavelength( Ac
was about the same at 1.2lum.

order to provide longer and higher

count
single mode fiber cable,
single
mode fibers must exhibit the followings:
strength,
high
length,
piece
long
superior bending loss resistance and low
splicing loss.
Recently, a high performance and high
strength fiber produced through the all
synthetic VAD process was introduced. (I)
The
major
advantage of
the
all
synthetic VAD process can be found in
the following typical characteristics:
the median attenuation of 0.20dB/km
at
1.55pm,
the median length of 56km and
30km under
0.7% and 2.0% strain
proof
test, respectively.
Today,
the development of
flourinehas
successfully
doping
technology
accomplished production of the depressed
cladding single mode fiber through the
all synthetic VAD process.
In this paper,the characteristics of
the fabricated depressed cladding single
mode
fibers will be discussed.

I
-"

-

I
I]
Fiber design
I I

Fig.1

Table 1

1

Fiber construction

No.

__

0%

a

0.40%

b

0.42%

0.03%

c

0.44%

0.05%
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2-2.

2-3. Sandpaper test

Mandrel test

The lateral load test is a way of
measuring microbending performance.

In order to evaluate the ma-robending
performance, the loss induced in a fiber
section wrapped on mandrels
at
low
tension was measured at 1.55 m.

was
The
looped fiber shown in Fig.3
placed between two square metal
plates
which
has
the
size
of 10cm x 10cm.
The face of the lower plate is covered
with 150-grit sandpaper, and that of the
upper cne
is
smooth.
One
or more
weights were placed on the upper metal
plate.

Fig.2 shows the induced loss for each
with
type of fiber wrapped on mandrels
diameters of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and
40mm.
The inducea loss was linear with
bend,
length
of
the fiber
under
therefore,
the results were reported in
dB/m.

Fig.4
shows
the
induced
loss
was
from
measured
over a range
of
'.ads
the
three
1.0g/mm to
8.0g/mm, using
The deeper depressed
types of fiber.
cladding
fiber
exhibited
smaller
induced loss in
this test.

The induced loss of each fiber shows a
in
the
mandrel's
similar
increase
diameter of more than 25mm. However, at
less than 25mm,the slope of the induced
The
fiber, which had
loss changed.
smaller
depth
depressed
cladding,
exhibited a smaller induced loss.

weight
Fiber
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100
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-
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Macrobending loss at 1.55 Pm
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induced by wrapping
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2

3

F

4

5

5

6

7

8

Macrobending loss at 1.55pm
induced by sandpaper test

3. Trial manufacturing result

3-3.

In order to evaluate the all synthetic
depressed cladding single mode
fiber,
the fiber was manufactured by way of
trial,
having the A0.02% 0.03%,
the MFD=9.0 % 10.0im and
the
cutoffwavelength( \c ) 1.19
1.33pm.
These
fibers had
a
125pm outer
cladding
diameter and were dual-coated with UV
curable materials.

Splicing loss

In order to realize low splicing loss,
we have reduced the core eccentricity in
the preform making process.
As
a result,the median value of
the
core eccentricity
became 0.16m and the
0.038dB
of average splicing
loss
was
obtained by
the self
centering
force
splicing
method.
Fig.6
splicing

shows
loss.

the histogram

of the

3-1. Attenuation
The
attenuation of these fibers
was
measured at the wavelength of 1.30im and
1.55 1m.
The median value of all fibers
was
0.347dB/km
at
1.30-m,
and
0.197dB/km at 1.55,,m.

2-4.

The influence of MFD and
refractive
index profile
design
on macrobending
loss was discussed in various rcports. 2(3
It
is
well known that
the cutotfwavelength
has
much
influence
on
macrobending loss.
Therefore,
the MFD
and
cutoff-wavelength effect on
the
macrobending
performance of single mode
fiber
was
analyzed by multiple
regression analysis.
The
analyzing method and results were
described as follows.

Fig.5
shovs the spectral
attenuation
curve which was the lowest one of
trial
manufacturing fibers.

3-2.

The
influence of MFD -nd cutoffwavelength on macrobending loss

Fiber strength

The high strength was one advantage of
the all
synthetic VAD process.
After
those
fibers were in-line proof-tested
at
0.7%
strain during
drawing,
the
average length of the fibers were 56km.
After
those fibers were re-tested at
2.0%
strain ,
the average
length was
30km.

15

N=50

X=0.038dB
0.7
10
0.6

'a

0.5 F

C
-o

0.4

Z

0.3

.

\

z

5

0.33

S0.2

0.1

0

0

.Splicing

.
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Fig.5
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Splicing loss histogram
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Those fibers were wrapped on mandrels,
and measured
having 20mm diameters,
as
loss at 1.55wm as the same
induced
2-2.
As usual, the induced loss during
logthe mandrel test was described in

These induced loss ranges were almost
same in mandrel wrapping test.
the cutoffTherefore,
the MFD and
wavelength had almost the same effect on
macrobending
performance of single mode

scales,

fiber.

Therefore, the induced loss data(dB/m)
was
calculated
in accordance
with
following formula before analyzing:

diagram
shows
the
scatter
Fig.7
between the estimated value
calculated
equation, and the
with the multiple
actual value.

l=log L

L:Induced loss (dB/m)
4. Conclusion

As a result of analysis, the following
multiple equation was obtained:

L=I(0899+l
L:
MFD:
Ar:
r:

0

9xMFD8

"1

9
xc) :r=0.942

Induced loss (dB/m)
Mode field Diameter (vim)
Cutoff-wavelength ( pm)
Multiple correlation Coefficient

The
0.942 of r value was very close
to one,
therefore,
the above equation
explained
the
relationship
between
macrobending
loss of single mode fiber
and the MFD or the Ac, very well.
The
MFD and the Ac range of
those
fibers
were
1.0om and 0.14pm,
respectively.The induced loss range for
12.3dB/m
l.Opm
of
the MFD range was
calculated with multipule equation and it
for 0.14pm of xc range was
14.0dB/m.

The depressed
cladding
single mode
fiber
was
produced with
the
all
synthetic VAD method.
Those fibers
exhibited
excellent micro
and macro
bending performance.
The
low attenuation of 0.197dB/km at
1.55pm, the high strength of 30km under
2.0% strain proof test, and the low core
eccentricity of 0.16 n were confirmed as
being
the same
as the
all synthetic
matched
cladding single mode
fiber,
as a result of trial manufacturing.
Resulting
from multiple
regression
analysis concerning
the
induced loss
data of 20mm wrapping mandrel,
it was
confirmed
that the MFD and the
cutoffwavelength had
the same effect on
the
macrobending performance of single mode
fiber.
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Automated Optical Fiber Test Systems

Katsuya YAMASHITA, Mitsuhiro TATEDA and
Hiroaki AZUMA
NTT Transmission Systems Laboratories
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-11, Japan
ABSTRACT
Two types of an advanced automated measurement
system have been developed. One is for measuring
graded-index multimode(GI) fibers, and the other is
for single-mode(SM) fibers. In order to attain the
highest possible operation rate, two iethodologies
have been investigated.
One is to speed up each
measurement, and the other is to employ a fully
multitask operation.
Several measurement
techniques, such as the side launch excitation
technique for measuring structural parameters,
are newly investigated
to simplify measuring
procedures and make these systems much faster than
before.
Multitask software has been developed
enabling computer automation of almost all
measuring procedures.
By using multitask
operation, we can assemble the arbitrary number of
measuring setups into both systems without
throughput decreasing. When one operator controls
all the measuring procedures, both systems provide
measuring rates of between 3 to ?0 times greater
than the rates of cr, 'entional methods, thur
resulting in extremely low test cost optical fiber
cables.

INTRODUCTION
More economical optical fiber cables have
become neccessary in order to accelerate opticalfiber network development.
Faster and more
automated optical testing equipment is one
prerequisit for reducing cable cost. Optical fiber
testing procedures have been more time-consuming
than metal cable measuring procedures.
Various
techniques and instruments have been developed to
measure several optical characteristics.
But,
there has been insufficient consideration on
constructing and unifying them into one system.
During optical fiber cable measurement, there
are six basic procedures:
'1)fiber endface preparation
(2)fiber transportation to a measuring setup
(3,fiber axial alignment
(4)measurement
(5)fiber end transportation
(6)data processing/filing to mass storage systems
Here, we consider automation of procedures '2) to
All the procedures except for
(6) in one system.
(a) are common for all automated systems for C- and
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SM fibers.
Items to be measured for GI fibers are loss,
baseband freouency response and structural
parameters ( c
diameter, cladding diameter, etc.
).
Those foi SM fibers are loss, cutoff
wavelength, mode field diameter and structural
parameters. In order to realize high throughput in
automated systems, two methodologies have been
investigated. On is to speed up the measuring
rate for each item, and the other is to emplky a
fully multitisk operation.
High density optical
fiber cable
testing should be applicable to
optical fiber ribbons, which contain two to ten
fibers. In this case
a ribbon-end remover 2 and a
ribbon fiber cutterl are used to achieve higher
measuring efficiency
than
that for a single
fiber.

SYSTEM CLASSIFICATION
Three types of automated measuring setups Are
shown in Fig.1.
Type 1 nas single
pair of optical terminal (input
and output)4 . All measurements are sequentially
done by optical switching for each measurement
item.
Advantages of this system are, as follows:
1)no fiber end transportation for any measuring
item
2)only one time alignment for each fiber
3)easy software construction
Disadventages are:
1)time-consumption due tu sequential operation
2)a limited number of measurement items, which
depend on optical switching device characteristics
Type 2 has a manipulator to enable transportation
of several fiber ends at a time. There is the same
number of optical terminal pairs as measuring
items.
Multitask opeiation can be introduced for
each measurement. Transportation of all fiber ends
at a stroke is carried out when all meaurements are
finished. The advantage is:
1)n times greater operation rate than Type I if
measuring time for each measurement ite. is the
same, where n denotes the number of measuring
items
Disadvantages are:
1)needs higher grade softwnre than Type 1
2)it needs a reliable transportation system
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Type 3 has a random transportation function, and
as for Type 2. This type requires a flexibly
controllable manipulator.
The advantage is :
1)maximum operation rate
Even if there are especially time-consuming
measuring items, Type 3 keeps a high
operation rate by assembling two or more
measuring
ter
setups into the system for the same
item.
Disadvantages are:
1)significantly difficult software creation
2)needs a reliable manipulator
from
protected
3)highly rigid structure
vibration caused by random manipulator

TYPE 1
T2

T1

TV

T3

DETECTOR OPTICS

LAUNCH OPTICS
F
TYPE2
T2

T3'

F3
TYPE3

transportation during measurements

2
This paper precisely describes the Type
system. To optimize Type 2, we tried to make each
measurement measuring rate approximately the same.
Hardware components between Type 2 and Type 3
systems are almost the same and a Type 3 system
will be realized in the near future.
Fig.1

MFA SUwMENT TMFNIqUFS

G1 and SM fibers measurement items are
classified as shown in Table 1, in regard to
measuring sample length.
Table I. Measuring items and sample length
fibers

GI fibers

SM fltcrs

items
attenuation
baseband response
structural parameters

T: EQUIPMENT
F: FIBER

Basic constructions of the automated
fibei test system.

optical

cutback method is adopted for the loss spectrum
This measurement occupies the most
measurement.
measuring time and requires the following
sequential procedures:
I)long sample measurement
2)short sample measurement for attenuation
evaluation
3)short sample measurement under bending for
cutoff wavelength evaluation

sample length
long
long
short

To reduce each procedure's measurement time, fast
and precise equipment was developed using Fourier
Transform Spectroscopy.

long
spectral attenuation
short
cutoff wavelength
short
mode-field diameter
short
structural parameters
short or long
kdispersion

Attenuation and Baseband response for Gi fibers

long : more than 50 m up to 20 km or more.
short: typically 2 m.

Here, much time is consumed in cutting a sample
fiber and setting its endface in a holder.
Therefore, reducing endface preparation time as far
as possible is important for realtiing fast
throughput.
From Table 1, it is found that long
sample measurement is more common for C1 fibers,
whereas short sample measurement is more common for
SM fibe s. Thus, a sid, launch excitation technique
was developed for G0 fiber structural
(SLETparameters measurement. This makes it possible to
measure structural paramet rs in a long sample,
thus rendering it needless to out down a long fiber
into a short piece by means of side launch using a
fiber bend. If a rfernce fiber comparison method
is employed for attenuation -and baise band response
measurement., then all measurement requices only one
end,'ice preparation.
it
is very difficult
For SM fibers, however,
to measure all items on a long sample, so the

These two items are measured by th, referenc,
RFCT) .
Loss
fiber comparison technique
measurement setup for GI fibers consists of a I.3
pm wavelength LED, an InGaAs photodiode, a 3Dalignment pulse stage pair and an A/D converter.
Optical power is launched through a steadypm state
core
CSG exciter , and is detected through an t
step-index fiber. Baseband frequency measurement
ijmwavelenfth L), a ;eAPD,
setup consists of a 1.
a --1) alignment stave pair, a synithesized sweeper
oS
verfil-nn,
AnS
and a selective voltmeter.
7
and an 8C. sin cure Step-iniex iet sln
exciter
fiber were used.
To make systems much more suitab le for
automated operation, a spatial b tin 7 mnthod is
lied for launching and detection, instead ,I fusi )
.
rg m 1
ii
splice method or a mathin4
he
m~hod re-i
order to obtain biqh butting m
o redu,'e the inf,1u ?r.
moot important point i
s t r
r.ndli.n th" unstable launching
Tw
-Ba'.
end'ace" and launch/detet fii-r
insta[tl:ity.
methods were combined tc ombat 'hi"
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First, a precise non-contact endface gap sensor
for automated alignment with high
was built in
Second, a spatial averaging
repeatability.
technique was developed to reduce the influence of
9
multi-reflection interference . By varing the
endface gap within a range of about six microns
along the fiber axis, coupled optical power
repeatability can be obtained below 0.02 dB.
Practical power repeatability is governed by
repeatability due to
alignment repeatability, s,
endface inclination distribution, s2, and source
power instability, s3 . Overall repeatability for
is summarized in Table
automated alignment, Stot
2 for loss measurement, whiere:

Table 2. Loss measurement reproducibility
c nd ition
two endfaces
.6 degree inclination
2 dei'ee inclination

33

0.02 dB
0.01
0.05
0.01

Stotal

0.023 dB
0.056 dB

.6 dgree inclination
2 aegree inclination

W

Test
fiber

cutback
Lc

RFCT
Lr

.348 dB

1

.172
.523
.368
.216
.717
.897
.824
.677
1.027

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

relative

to

ISHUTTER
F LENS

TEST
FIBER

These reproducibilities are approximately the same
as those of the conventional manual cutback
method. Experimentally observed attenuation error
of RFCT relative to the cutback method is shown in
Table 3.
Table 3. RFCT attenuation error
cutback method

By the side launch excitation techniqu.
fast measurement of
(SLET) shown in Fig.2,
structural parameters can be done without cutting a
5
Core diameter
short piece from the long fiber .

L

LAM P

va lue

5I

Structural Parameters for GI fibers

reproducibility by SLET is compared to that of the
conventional transmitted near-field technique
(TNFT) in Table 4. Core diameter error in SLET
relative to that in TNFT is also shown in Fig.3.

2+ 2+2
2=
Stotal -i
s2
3

E lemen t

Fur baseband measurement, RFCT has been
conventionally used. This automated system's
reproducibility is almost the same as that in the
Within 0.10 dB
conventional manual method.
reproducibility was obtained at 800 MHz at an
endface inclination ranging from 0 to 2 degrees.

.291
.3 56
.395
.314
.674
.799
.764
.745
.982

MINI COMPUTER

Table 4. SLET reproducibility compared with TNFT
(core diameters standard deviation)

1
2
3

error
Lr-Lc

-.119
+ .167
-.027
-.098
+.043
+.098
+.060
+.068
-.045

___AUTOMATE
BENDER

C

for GI fibers.

Sample #

-.006 dB

FILTE
MICROSC

Fig.2 Structural parameter measurement diagram
using the side launch excitation technique

the

.354 dB

.

CAM ERA

SLET
0.09 Pm
0.08
0.10

0.10
av er ag eaverage

- - - - - - 0.09 Pm

TNFT
0.07 pm
0.07
0.06

0.08

- - - - - - - 0.07 pm

SLET reproducibility approximately equals TNFT
reproducibility. Relative error is within 0.40 pm.
These values are sufficiently small for core
diameter measurement. Using this method reduces the
time-consuming fiber-end preparatic,, process.

------------------------------------------------

average

+.014 dB

-

(NOTE) at 1.3

sm wavelength,

Mode-Field Diameter Measurement for SM fibers

Discrepancy from the conventional method is small
enough on average. The small difference, which may
become significant in some application, reflects
the different 6tructural parameters or the
reference fiber and the test fiber. If necessary,

This item is measured by the scanning fiber
A one-dimensional far-field
probe technique(SFPT).
technique is the easiest method for measuring the
A detector's
mode-field diameter of an SM fiber.
is much greater than
practical sensitive area
typically specified diameter, hence endface
be
separation must be large enough not to are
influenced by the large diareter. Endface

deviation from the cutoff method can probably be
diminished by a correction using structural
parameters which are almost simultaneously measured
by the automated system.

conventionally separated by 80 to 120 milimeters.
A relation between the Fraunhofer limit and
detertor surface sensitive area was investigated
theoretically and experimentally. It is found that

test fibers are 500 to 1,000 meters long.
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Attenuation & Cutoff Wavelength Measurement
ufor M Fibers

53-.
/

S'

A Fourier transform spectroscopy.FTS) usirg a
Michelson interferometer was aptriej to th<
spectral
attenuatior
and cutoff' wave ength
measurement,
instead of conventlonai spectroscopy
using a monochromator.
This method is fast-r than
the conventional one because an interferogram
entirely constructed by light flux can bt measured
short-distance mirror scanning.
The final
results of over the full spectrum range from 0.8 to
1.6 um are obtained in less than 0.5 second.
In
order to reduce noise influence, a time domain
interferogram averaging method was developed, which
is superior to the spectrum domain averaging method
in signal-to-noise ratio enhancement effect.
When
using an InGaAs diode as a detector with 64 round
averaging, the rms noise level can be reduced to

... it

/;

-by
,.

,

f
"

N
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47
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53
2aconv.p m)
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Fig.3 Measured core diameter comparison
TNFT for GI fibers,
and

0 .25

, . ......

. . . .......
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.3 jm

1ecs

SLET

of

1NG

W

k
-

0

k

than -85dBm in about

only

T

secr-ds.

A

reproducibility test sample is shown in Fig.5(a),
Standard deviations, say , averaged in the range
to 1.6 pm) are
from ?.above cutoff wavelength
also shown in Fig.5(b) plotted as a function of the
interferogram averaging number.
0.02 dB
3
repeatability(
say ) can be obtained over just 16
This rap id
r-unds averaging in 8 seconds .
measurement enables high total automated system
throughput.

RRER

±0.05 jimERROR
0y
w-------------------------__
z

0

SYSTEm4 CONSTRUCTION

EThe
w

/

/
T'/ 5

1.3 to 5 pairs of three dimensional compact pulse

o
C,

~2"a

basic construction of the automated test
system is shown in Fig.6. The main hardware
components are, as follows:

,
!

0 5

-stage
e

u.

.

ENDFRCE

(O

(are

r-

.

O

milimeter width):

Launch/detect optics

assembled on the xy stage and a sample fiber
holder is transported on the z stage
common x shift stage suitable for measuring
optical fiber ribbons including up to 10 fibers:
z stages are assembled on it

..

,mm

Fig.4 Mode-Field estimation errors as a function of
endface separation between the fiber under
testing and the detector(a pr .Aefiber).

Solid lines are computed results. Triangles
A,Aare experimental results obtained by
rotational scanning detector method. Circles
are results obtained by a linear scanning
fiber probe method.

endface separation between the test fiber and the
detector surface can be reduced to several
milimeters by using a fiber-probe coupled
11
. Calculation and experimental results
detector
According to these results,
are shown in Fig.4.
small-sized and faster measurement became possible
because of reduced scanning range and a strong
optical field.

Up to 10 fiber holders can be
manipulator:
mEPRRT
transported at a stroke
4)local controllers: All stages and a mani;ulator
can be controlled by the corresponding
controllers

5)measuring equipment for all measuring items: For
example, a halogen light source and an FTS
michelson interferometer are assembled for
spectral attenuation measurement
6)a host computer: It runs multitask programs,
controls the local controllers and the measuring
equipment, and processes data
7)an S,,T module: It has fiber bend mechanisms and
light sources (only for GI fibers)
8)a bending machine: it is added for cutoff
wavelength (only for SM fibers)
Multitask scftwares for the GI/SM systems are:
1)main controller-scheduler
2)loss/cutoff wavelength module controller
3)baseband/mode-field diameter module controller
4)structural parameter module controller
5)data processor-filer
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Fig.5(a) FTS measurement reproducibility, attenuation standard deviation to 10 rounds
measurements, as a function of wavelength
(when the averaging number is 64).
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Fig.6 A block diagram of the constructed automated
optical fiber test system.
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Fig.5(b) FTS measurement reproducibility, attenuation sample standard deviation to 10
rounds measurements, as a function of the
interferogram averaging number.

Fig.7(a) The system for GI fibers
systems, a manipulator
controllers).

(alignment
and local

These host programs are constructed on a Hewlett
Packard 90 0AS comp.r. These programs control
module controllers
by macro-commands
through
GPIB(IEEE488-1978 interface bus).
Each module
controller
consists of an 8 bit
CPU with each
driver program's ROM.
The photos

*

of

these two

systems are

shown

-

in

__-_, _

.

Fig.7(a) and (b).

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The GI fiber system applied to
single coated
fibers has its performance summarized in Table 5.
This result shows that the measurement rate for GI
fibers
is 8 to 10 times greater than that of the
conventional manual measurements with equal
reproducibility.
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Fig.7(b) The system for SM fibers.
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time
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THE IMPORTANCE AND APPLICATION OF DISPERSION OF MULTIMODE
FIBER IN LAN's AND ITS RELATION TO NA

M. J. Hackert

Corning Glass Works, SP-BN
Corning, New York 14831
Abstract
In
the search
for
more cost effective
needs,
system
to
communications
solutions
designers are now giving more consideration to
using wide spectral width sources such as LED's,
performing wavelength division multiplexing (WDM),
and increasing the system's operating frequency or
bit rate.
In these cases, chromatic dispersion of
multimode fiber (MMF) can be very significant and
should be a specified optical parameter to ensure
proper system operation.
To save the system designer the expense of
costly dispersion measurements which minimize the
risk that the system will not meet specification,
a simple means of accurately calculating the
chromatic dispersion from MMF's numerical aperture
(NA)
fabricated by
Corning's outside
vapor
deposition
(OVD) process has
been developed,
'r'
r
that a
relationship between
Ttpor,
dispersion
and
NA should exist.
This paper
presents the results of an experiment (Appendix 2)
that
characterized this dispersion versus NA
MMF types and
for all
common
relationship
summarizes the means of applying the calculated
dispersion to a given system design (Appendix 3).

Optical Fiber Dispersion
The
information carrying capacity of optical
fibers,
both single-mode (SMF)
and multimode
(MMF), is limited by the temporal dispersion which
occurs in a fiber. There
are two main forms of
dispersion
which
occur
in optical
fibers:
chromatic dispersion and intermodal dispersion,
Chromatic dispersion consists of two components material or intramodal dispersion and waveguide
dispersion.

Table I - Types of Dispersion
1)

2)

Chromatic Dispersion
a) Material or Intramodal Dispersion
b) Waveguide Dispersion
Intermodal Dispersion

Chromatic dispersion measurements typically
give a value which is inclusive of its two parts.
Intramodal
dispersion, or within
mode pulse
light at
broadening, is caused by the fact that
different
wavelengths propagates at different
the material characteristics of
speeds due
to
silica based glass.
This effect can thus be
minimized by using a source with a known central
wavelength and a narrow enough spectral width so a
pulse of light (being carried by one mode of the
fiber) sees essentially one propagation delay.
Waveguide dispersion results from the fraction
of the power
in
the highest order mode which
propagates in the cladding changing as a function
of wavelength. (This should not be confused with
cladding modes which are undesirable and which
typically are attenuated by the fiber's coating.)
For
multimode fiber, waveguide dispersion is
negligible
because the relative percentage of the
power is
so
small.
However, foc
cladding
single-mode fiber,
the percentage of the power
carried outside of the core of the fiber is large
enough to make it a contributing factor.
In
practice, one value for chromatic dispersion is
reported because
it is difficult
to separate
waveguide dispersion from intramodal or material
dispersion. A bandwidth (chromatic bandwidth) can
be calculated from the chromatic dispersion.
Intermodal pulse broadcning occurs because all
of
the modes (rays of light) of a multimode fiber
do not arrive at the output of the fiber at the
same time.
Although grading the index of the core
5
improves the consistency of the modal delays ,
intermodal dispersion will still have an impact on
multimode fiber information transmission, even for
In
a theoretically ideal, graded-index profile.
order to measure the intermodal dispersion, a
narrow spectral width source is chosen so that the
impact of chromatic dispersion is less than 5%.
The resulting measurement is
usually called the
bandwidth or intermodal bandwidth of the fiber and
is the number typically specified for a fiber.
Importance of Chromatic Dispersion
effective
for
more cost
the search
In
solutions
to
communications
needs,
system
designers are now considering using wide spectral
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width sources such as LED's and performing WDM to
the number of channels per fiber. LED's
increase
usually provide lower cost and better reliability.
However, they typically operate at 850 nm which is
far
from the zero dispersion wavelength (called
the fiber.
Two wavelengthi
Lambda 0 or Ao) of
for WDM
which are typically chosen
windows
Although the
operation are 850 nm and 1300 nm.
zero
1300 nm window is near to the fiber's
dispersion
wavelength, the 850
nm window is
sufficiently far from lambda 0 that the fibers'
chromatic dispersion is large and can degrade the
bandwidth significantly,
Even near the zero dispersion wavelength of
the
fiber, chromatic
dispersion can
become
significant as the transmission frequency or bit
Increased bit rate is a viable
rate is increased.
upgrade scenario hbing considered for laser based
For these systems,
systems already in the field.
the designer needs to know the fiber's dispersion
relative to the system source's wavelength. This
will permit the determination of whether or not
the
system will
operate
with
the required
signal-to-noise or bit-error ratio at the higher
operation speed. For a system designer to take the
fullest advantage of the fiber's capability to
to provide the most cost
carry information and
effective
communication
system,
the fiber's
chromatic dispersion must be known,
There have traditionally been two common ways
to minimize the impact of chromatic dispersion and
avoid
explicit
consideration
of
it.
One
alternative is to use a narrow spectral width
source such as a laser. A second alternative is
to choose the operating wavelength corresponding
wavelength
fiber's
the
to
(normally
near
1300 zero
nm). dispersion
These alternatives
may

also should bracket the slope of dispersion versus
wavelength at the
zero di3persion wavelength.
Such a specification is a minimum requirement for
sound system design.
In
some cases the system designer may desire
an even more precise estimate of a specific
fiber's chromatic dispersion. Traditionally, this
required expensive and difficult measurements of
the individual fiber. Recently, Corning has found
in its
empirical
relation
a
very
strong
manufacturing
process between
fiber NA
and
chromatic dispersion (see Appendix 1 and
2).
Since an
individual fiber's NA measurement is
easier to make than a dispersion measurement and
is
a normal
production measurement on Corning
fibers,
this
relationship
allows
precise
calculation of a fiber's
Chromatic dispersion
(Equations 3, 7, and 8 in Appendix I and 2).
Because of variations between fiber manufacturing
processes,
this empirical
relation is
only
to
Corning
fiber;
other
expected
to
apply
relations
could also be derived
for fiber from
other manufacturing processes.
It was implied earlier that dispersion becomes
more
significant as the operating wavelength
shifts further and further off the zero dispersion
wavelength.
This effect has
been modeled using
the equations for chromatic dispersion developed
in Appendix I and
2, and translating the two
dispersion factors (chromatic and intermodal) into
system bandwidth (see Appendix 3).
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have been a viable design methodology in the past.
However, in today's competitive market, they are
losing commercial acceptability because of their
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inherent higher cost penalties.
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Dispersion measurements (described later in
Appendix 1) are relatively complex, are typically
require a large
consuming to perform, and
time
investment in capital equipment. This leads to a
Since the
the
measurement.
cost
for
high
dispersion of the fiber does not change from the
time of manufacture, a system designer should
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on

manufacturer

specifications
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chromatic
dispersion.
Chromatic
dispersion
specification by the fiber manufacture provides
the
system designer with a
vital piece of
information which is required
to remove some of
the risk that the system will not operate at the
needed bandwidth or bit rate.
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Maximum Spectral Width For A 10%
Intermodal To System BW Error
Figure 1

Application of Dispersion
In order to estimate the system bandwidth, the
chromatic dispersion of the fiber must be known.
Some manufacturers provide
a specified value of
chromatic dispersion for their single-mode fiber
similar to that provided for Corning's single-mode
fiber or LNFTM 62.5 ;m multimode fiber.
The
specification should bracket
the fibers'
zero
dispersion wavelength with a certain range, and
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The
impact of spectral width as a function of
wavelength is displayed in Figure 1. In Figure 1,
the chromatic dispersion caused
by the spectral
width
of the source, where the difference between
the
system bandwidth and
the manufacturer's
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specified intermodal bandwidth is 10%, is plotted
as a function of wavelength. The
NA used in the
dispersion calculation was chosen to be 0.20 and
0.275, which corresponds to the nominal values of
the more
popular fiber sizes,
50 and
62.51km
fiber, respectively. A range of system bandwidths
were evaluated - in this
case 100, 200, and 400
Mhz.km.
number of key observations can be made from
Figure 1. First, irrespective of system bandwidth
and fiber NA, the allowable spectral width for a
10% degradation in the intermodal bandwidth at
850 nm is small
(less
than 5 nm).
Next, at
1300 nm, the allowable wavelength region, over
which the spectral width is insignificant, becomes
much narrower as the expected system bandwidth
increases. Thus, consideration should be given to
how tightly the nominal wavelength of the source
should be specified or traded off against a
tighter
spectral width restriction.
Another
observation is that NA tends to shift the curves
to longer wavelengths as NA increases.
From the discussion to this point, it should
be evident that dispersion has
the ability to
limit
the maximum attainable bandwidth of a
system. This is readily apparent in Figure 2. In
Figure 2, the resultant system or link bandwidth
is
plotted
versus
the measured
intermodal
bandwidth at 850 nm. For the calculation of the
chromatic bandwidth, a range of spectral widths
were used - 25 nm, 50 nm, 75 nm, and 100 nm.

Spectral

200

Width
N25nm

16°

h

*...-.-manufactured

120o
Sinm

go-

These system bandwidths are
reduced by 5 to 10
Mhz.km for 0.275
NA fiber as compared to the
0.20 NA
fiber which has lower dispersion at
850 nm.
Therefore,
depending on the
spectral
width of the system source, choosing a fiber with
a higher bandwidth may have little or no effect on
increasing the end-to-end system bandwidth.
The degradation in the information carrying
capacity of a link due to the spectral width of
the source was demonstrated in
Figure 1. First,
the
spectral width
at
which the chromatic
dispersion causes the system bandwidth
to be
reduced by
10% from the fiber's bandwidth was
plotted.
At 850 nm, this spectral width is less
than 5 nm. Figure 2 shows the asymptotic relation
between system bandwidth and intermodal bandwidth
for a range of common spectral widths.
For a
spectral width of 100 nm, the system bandwidth can
not exceed 45 Mhz.km.
Conclusions
Chromatic dispersion for a multimode fiber can
prevent
a system from achieving
the required
Information carrying capacity, irrespective of the
bandwidth of the fiber used in the system, and
should
be evaluated
prior
to
installation.
Therefore, a system designer should insist on
specifying chromatic dispersion when using wide
spectral width sources at 850 nm such as LEDs.
Also, by insisting on manufacturer specifications
for chromatic dispersion, a system designer can
save the added expense of costly measurements
(both in time and in equipment).
Since
it
is
not practical
to measure
dispersion on every fiber at every wavelength, a
simple means of accurately predicting dispersion
from NA over a range of 0.20 to 0.29 for fiber
by Corning's OVD process has been
developed and presented in this
report. Thus, a
system designer can use this algorithm to more
precisely
predict
the
information
carrying
capacity
of
the
system
prior
to
actual
optimize the
consequently
and
installation,

system.
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Appendix I - Measurement Overview

803O320400

the

intermodalBandwidth (MHz.km)

Chromatic

dispersion is typically measured by
Electronic
Industry Association's
(EIA's)

Fiber Optic Test Procedure (FOTP) number 1681. The
technique described by FOTP 168 is
relatively

System Bandwidth At 850 nm For
Various Spectral Width Sources

simple.
Thc
time-of-flight
differences
of
different wavelength light pulses are measured.
A centroid calculation is used
to
improve the
precision of determining the pulse's delay.

Figure 2

The
impact of dispersion at 850 nm is very
dramatic. The maximum system bandwidth approaches
170, 90, A0 ,
- 45 Mhz.km for 25 nm, 50 nm,
75 nm, and 100 nm spectral width, respectively.

Lasers
are used to produce
the pulses
to
obtain both temporally narrow (on the order of 400
psec
or
less) and
spectrally
narrow pulses
(typically less than 10 nm).
The narrow temporal
width allows accurate and precise determination of
the pulses' relative time-of-flight.
The narrow
spectral
width
produces
limited
chromatic
broidening which could degrade the time-of-flight
determination.
The
sources' wavelengths
are
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chosen between 800 nm and 1600 rum to achieve a
range of delays.
A modescrambler is used to
produce
a spatially and angularly overfilled
launch.
Figure 3 presents the block diagram of
the apparatus.

The
zero dispersion wavelength and the slope
at
the zero dispersion wavelength fall directly
out
of equation 3.
Because of their ability to
completely describe
the dispersion of a fiber,
standards organizations have agreed to specify
dispersion in terms of a range of zero dispersion
wavelengths and
a maximum value for the zero

dispersion

Cladn

system will function as required.

;=

Several
additional,
useful
relationships
between the fit coefficients B and C, and the zero
dispersion wavelength and the slope at the zero
dispersion wavelength are given in equations 4
and 5 .
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These equations allow a jump between the fit
to the delay data and Xo and So without having to
actually perform a differentiation.

Multimode Fiber Chromatic
L
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Thus, an accurate
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AU.wustor

wavelength's slope.

determination of the chromatic dispersion, which a
source with a known spectral width will produce,
can be made by a designer to ensure that the

Dispersion
Measurement System
Figure 3

Appendix 2 - The
Experiment

The delays are next fitted to equation I by a
least-squares curve fitting routine,

[Il

-intuitively
2
t(X) = A + ( B * A ) + ( C * \
)
where

The
fiber .; dispersion results
from the
wavelength dependence of the propp-rinn delay, or
index of Lhe glass, which makes up the fiber's
core and cladding. The exact relationship between
dispersion and index is complex and is outside the
scope of this paper.
However, it depends among
other things on the NA of the fiber. This is
acceptable since NA is also a function
of index according to equation 62.

T(X) = relative time of flight
X
= wavelength
A, B, and C - fit coefficients

[6]

6here
w

the time delay into
In order to convert
dispersion as a function of wavelength, equation I
is differentiated to give equation 2.

[2]

D(X) = ( 2 * B *
where

Equation
equation 3.

[3]

D(X)

where
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) -

( 2 * C *

-3

)

D(A) = dispersion

2

=

can

* X

4

then

*

be

[

modified to

yield

n1

2

n,

-

2

core index
-

n2 = clad index
Since theory predicts a relationship between
dispersion and NA, approximately 50 fibers with
NA's covering the range of the four standard MMF
types (0.20, 0.26, 0.275, and 0.29) were selected
and
measured to specify
the range of
MMW
dispersion.
The results of the measurements are
plotted
in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 displays
zero dispersion wavelength (1o)
versus NA;
and
Figure 5 displays the slope at the zero dispersion
wavelength (S O ) versus NA.

]4

-

NA = /(

-X

A = zero dispersion wavelength
S0 = slope at zero dispersion
o
wavelength
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For
the zero dispersion
wavelength, the
correlation is visibly quite good over the range
the
slope (Figure 5), the correlation is limited

13551"

of NAs from .20 to .29 (Figure 4).
£-1.42'mean

,2

the measurement error. The
squared error (RSME or regression's
effectively root
the
standard deviation of the error about the
fit) is
on the order of the measurement reproducibility
of
the
dispersion
measurement.
Therefore,
the
relationship is as good as could be
expected
without
making
major
improvements
to
the
aeasurement system.

-
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Appendix 3 - System Design Equation

.,¢ I~iA)

hW.-,

Dispersion
takes on real world meaning by use
a few simple system design equations. Because

of

Multimode Fiber Chromatic

chromatic dispersion and intermodal dispersion are
statistically
independent, they can
be added in
quadrature as given in equation 93.

Dispersion NA Regression Model

4I

1

191

1

system
where

1

inter

chrom

BWinter = intermodal bandwidth

caused by the propagation
delay differences of the
different modes,

-

multiplied by the system
E
EBdchrom

length

chromatic or intramodal

=

bandwidth resulting from
material and waveguide
dispersion, multiplied by
the system length

-

1

0.

0.

024

The
specified

02chromatic
NA)

intermodal
by
the

bandwidth
is
typically
fiber manufacturer.
The

bandwidth needs
0.20

to

be calculated from

the dispersion by equations 10 and Li4 .

Multimode Fiber Chromatic

Dispersion NA Regressior Model

[101

Bm chromatic
where

=

187,000
sigma
om

away from0

sigmachro m = ( .425 * &X * D(X)

6) = full width half maximum (FWHM)
spectral width
[111

BW chromatic =

where
Conveniently, a linear
relationship to NA
accurately predicted the dispersion results.
regression model is included on both graphs The
and
are given in equations 7 and 8.
[71
j

181

o

=

So =

1221.04

+ ( 425.78 * NA)

102.234 -

1 22.16 * NA)

187,000
sigmahro

sigmachro m

=

near X
0

( ( .425*&X),D(X) 2 )
6

(S02
0 * (.425*6X)4/2)

Equation 102 applies to wavelengths
far from
zero dispersion wavelength such
as 850 nm.
However, near the zero dispersion wavelength,
equation
this
goes to zero although a wide
spectral
width source still experiences pulse
broadening.
the

Therefore,
equation 11
includes
second order
effects and should be applied
to wavelengths near
the zero dispersion wavelength.
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actual condition,

for

fibers

improved

and possess

micro/macro

to

resistance

(more

performance

bending) can be used. To achieve this on a routine
basis

1) simulates

that

deployment

a measurement

design,

first

The

and

to

be

3)

allows

predicted

Electronic

has adopted

from

meter

section

produces
field

core

of

wavelength

view. The
easily
(i.e.

calculated

cabled

fiber

uncabled

data

both

length

of

results

cabled

fiber.

which best

conditions
however,
from

routine
a

minimum

This

method

cablers

point

case

restoration

measurements
of

would

be

view

and

of

the

impossible for a fiber manufacturer.

from
To

this

above method

near

mapping function which maps uncabled

and

where

simulates worst

(typical

index

because

(EIA)

is determined by measuring a 22

however,

importance

effects substantially increases

Association

(FOTP-170) [1]

refractive

diameter),

little

theoretical

Industries

a test procedure

cutoff wavelength

uneconomical
system designer's

difference

a

cutoff wavelength

theoretical

long

exhibit

length),

fiber

from

of cutoff wavelength

(above operation wavelength)

order,

it is the

order modes)

effective

must be developed.

characterizing single mode fiber because

exists.

best simulates

an

cabled single mode fiber is desired because

performance

LP1 l,

determined

prediction

Accurate

cable

cutoff

reason,

cabling effects precisely , 2) is not dependent on

good correlation,

The

this

mapping

effective

typical

(depressed ) and

22 nm

shifts of

linear

For

(curvature of
200

to

mm

100

fiber

experimentally for matched
fiber.

clad

diameters

bend

cabling

independent

routines were develo5
depressed

the
cabled

on

effects

27709

mode.

cutoff

wavelength.

of

the

A new uncabled fiber deployment was developed

curvature

and

North Carolina,

curvature

the attenuation of

remove

(FOTP-80)[21

the

it has

into

economical

drawback

been suggested that

cabled

experimentally determined

[3).

fiber
This

a linear

fiber cutoff
cutoff

be

a beneficial
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procedure, but without a complete knowledge of how

wavelength

cable

relationship between cabling

structure

effects

mapping would be

cutoff,

a

different

required for each cable

and manufacturing

design

( a very

process change

time

consuming process)
It

has

deployment

is

introduced.

cutoff wavelength shift
focus

on the

In

addition,

the

induced bending

(uncabled -

and

cabled) with

development of a cable

independent

mapping routine is presented.

also been

suggested

conditions

of

simulated by substituting

that

the

FOTP-170

cable

could

This substitution

[4].

THEORETICAL BENDING LOSS OF LP

The

of cable

the 20 meters

with 20 meters of uncabled fiber bent at a minimum
bend radius of 140 mm

II,

-ODE

be

is

effective

cutoff

is

wavelength

the loss of the LP

wavelength where

EIA/FOTP-170 specifies cutoff

required value.

the

exceeds a
as

believed to be based on the facts that for matched

the wavelength wiere the power contribution from

sufficiently

the second order mode is 0.10 dB as referenced to

(at the wavelengths

the total power of the primary mode. Applying the

strip the higher order modes
of

interest)

would

mm bends

the 76

clad fiber,

would

effects

cabling

and

be

basic loss equation to the above condition,
p, + p. e-a

inconsequential, and conversely, typical depressed
clad

fiber

,

induced losses

being
[5],

more

resistance

would exhibit

to

bending

P

only a length
P,

where

dependence,

fundamental
These

conclusions

specific cable

may

designs, but

be

adequate

in most cases,

exaggeration

of

fiber

curvature

accurately

LP

Im

Cable

theoretically
second

order
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by

calculating

mode

for

the

determined

can

be

the

losses

of

the

bending/deployment

conditions of FOTP-170 (Figure 1)

*

-

20m Cable

-

1.

Variable Mandrel
76m
Light
1
Source
2=
• -S-i g
-20a
h C
D.> I=

Figure 1

wavelength

cutoff

76im

(A)

(B)

the

to be 19.38 dB at cutoff.

76mm

4-

of

(i.e.

cutoff

fiber

cabled

power

order mode, requires the total attenuation of the

In this paper, a new method

simulate

total

and a is the attenuation coefficient of the second

which utilizes both length and curvature effects
to

the

second order modes respectively,

the

effective cabled fiber bend diameters of 100 mm to
200 mm are common).

and

for

results would be extremely pessimistic due to an
over

and P. are

76m

Detector

lm

Uncabled
Fiber

Schematic diagrams of A) deployment for cable cutoff per FOTP 170,
and B) simulated cable cutoff
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a LPll = 2 * L76 * a76 + L

where

a7 6

mandrel,

is the
acable

cabl e = 19.36 dB (2)

attenuation due
is the

cabling

to

the

induced

76 mm
bending

For both

fiber

types

sensitive[5],

showed the

In either

L7 6 is length of fiber around the 76 mm mandrel,

effects are

and L is a compensation factor for cable

accurate predictions

The

effective

bend

mandrels

case,

these

largest overall shift.

results

importaAt and

suggested

must be

cabling

simulated

of cabled cutoff

if

is to be

achieved. To further understand this impact a new

derived mathematically for most cable structures,

simulation technique was developed , and a battery

and Eq.

of tests conducted.

to

the

common

can

mm

be

(3) applies

diameter

76

induced the most bending losses. For the spectrum
of radii analyzed, matched clad, being more bend

losses calculated from an effective bend diameter,

length,

the

loose

tube,

helical pitch design.

effective

rs
2 D

D
2

Figure

II,

EXPMU)INETAL STUDY

1

shows

conditions

helix pitch length,

deployment developed
for

currently

in

the

ballot

approval cycle

of EIA,

simulating

wavelength.
mandrel,
looped

280

occurring

effects. Table

1 summarizes the calculated

shift

mandrel

the

fiber

and the

scheme

a variable

to offer

cabling

With

deployment

effects

addition

on

of

cutoff

a

variable

the 20 meters of uncabled fiber can be

that 20 meters of uncabled fiber wrapped around a
m mandrel could be used to simulate cabling

cable

specified by FOTP-170,

where D is the helix planar diameter, and P is the

As stated earlier, it has been proposed, and

the

a

at

bend

inside
size,

diameter
the

the

equivalent

cable.

By

relationship

in cabled fiber cutoff wavelength with respect to

induced curvature effects

effective bend diameter as compared to the above

was modeled.

to

adjusting
between

that
the

cabling

and cutoff wavelength

recommended simulation. Both depressed and matched
clad

fibers

calculations

were
were

and

studied,

the

on

based

A

loss

curvature

derivations

collection

of

commercially

available

depressed and matched clad single mode fibers were
analyzed. Each sample was 24 meters in length: 22
meters for cable cutoff simulations and 2 meters

presented in references t6,7,8].

for

fiber

cutoff

wavelength

measurements.

All

fibers were subjected to mandrel diameters ranging
Fiber
Type

Effective Bend Diameter (mm)
___
290
200
160
120
80

between 80 mm to 280 mm, and cutoff was determined
by comparing
the
spectral
power
transmitted
through the simulated deployment te

Matched

0

0

Depressed

0

1

2

It

smaller

_additional

L

EI

4

18

mm) was

mandrel
I Theoretical
shift o ineffective
cable cutoff
wavlegthwih
rspct
ffetie
bnd
bend

wavelength

with

respect

diameter. All results
280 mm simulation.

to

are

referenced

to

diameter

mandrel

(typically 30

introduced. For each test, the 20 meters

of looped fiber was

Table

that when an

40

to

introducing

secured and removed

eliminate
microbending.

the

from the

possibility

Uncabled

fiber

of

cutoff

was determined by u ing POTP-80 method A.
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Because

of

the

linearity

results a linear least squares

of

fit was

develop
simulated

relationship

wavelength.

this

relationship

illustrates

used

to

uncabled

between

cutoff

measured

(4)

Xcs = m * Xcf + b

a

the

+

2A

Figures
for

and

matched

R

fiber and simulated cutoff
the

wavelength

range

remained constant over

of

interest.

of

respect

mandrel diameter).

to

the
with

changed

relationship

this

magnitude

only

The

small

skewness

observed was due to a narrow distribution of fiber
cutoff wavelengths.

and
fiber

both

that

note

to

interesting

is

It

depressed clad fiber respectively.

types possessed a critical effective bend diameter

r --

:::

.-

200 am for matched, 160 m for depressed) where
curvature effects become important.

ee~

To examine the above effects more closely the

7
-

1

average

shift

mandrel,

as

calculated.

77

in

wavelength

referenced
Figures

to

3A

+

theoretically

7

)A,aCh. C161

equations

C

FE

1.35

determined

(2)

and

each

I

was

illustrates

this

types. Also shown are
curves

(3).

for

uncabled
B

relationship for both fiber

-

1.5

cutoff

computed

from

experimental

Both

and

theoretical showed a comparable dependence. There
was, however
a bias with respect to critical

FIBER CUTOFF

diameter

implying

function
(from

of

ideal/theoretical)

would be

0.15

bend

I-

in

diameters

wavelength

-

in

of

shifts

cable

of

22

a

structure
induced

this additional loss

mm
nm

at

be

may

coating

form,

100

occurs

fiber

and/or

In any case,

present

loss

offset

nonuniformities

bending losses.
2

bending
This

diameters.

bend

1.25
zsmall

more

and

to

200

for

typical

mm

cutoff

(depressed)

and

50 mm

(matched) would occur.

s'

K

.

.

.

.

..1.25

1.15

The final

,esC'ad

-

the

accuracy

Five

loose

different
2

Relationship

between

simulated

cable

cutoff and uncabled cutoff for various effective
bend diameters ( A-matched clad, B-depressed clad)

for

a function of bend diameter was constant, only the
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(i.e.

analysis was to verify

new

simulation

technique.

relationship

bend

wavelength

per

pitch
diameters

cables

with

were measured

FOTP-170.

Each

sample

was 24 meters in length: 22 meters for cable
cutoff deployment and 2 meters for fiber cutoff

determined
For the most part, the slope of each curve as

changed

the

tube/helical

effective

cutoff

measurements

intercepts

this

1.35

FIBER CUTOFF
Fn,

Figure

step of
of

(FOTP-80).

from

fiber

Predicted

cutoff

data

cutoff
utilizing

was
the

experimentally derived mapping functions. When the
effective

between
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bend

diameter

fell

between

fitting

200

I Cutoff

MPTCHED CLRC

.Fiber

=

-L9

Effective
Di,-meter

Type

TE

(mm)
DimtMeasured

Tye

150

Bend

0

wave I ength

Shift

(nm)

-___

Predicted

160

83

80

146

89

87

D

160

77

80

M

120

121

124

96

93

to

M284
50

. D-L

1.

Table 2
Measured and predicted cabled fiber
cutoff for various loose tube cable structures (Ddepressed clad, N-matched clad).

DEPRESSED CLIt

200

.20

-

TWOmY

150

50

) Mtchd

0

0

0 .

12

i,10

-

1-20

1.30

F[[SER CUTOFF

SENn Ul[iPI- 4

m

e

1I
bend
effective
between
Relationship
3
Figure
diameter and cutoff shift (uncabled - simulated)
for A) matched clad fiber and B) depressed clad

equations,
summarizes

interpolation
the results.

standard

deviation

measured

results

The average

(la)
were

between
.25

nm

respectively.

... I. .i . i

Table

2

difference

and

predicted

and

used.

was

i

and

3.2

nm

Cla

J.40

f-1;

i

5

5

.35

.4

t

-.

.

_.

:E
Figure

4

Comparison

J o0 ,.

between

predicted

and

for A)
wavelength
cutoff
measured cabled
matched clad and B) depressed clad. 280 mm
mandrel simulaton is shown for reference

S

2
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Figures 4A + B compare predicted and measured
data

(linearly

fitted)

cables.

In

mandrel

simulation

160

m.

shown

for

the

measured

a

280

m

reference.

The

cutoff

I

there was little to
two

the

between

clad

fiber.

an

obvious

offset

from

prediction

of

this

simulation

280

of

and

example,

mm mandrel

approximately

condition,

cabled

the

fiber

cutoff

induced

It

is

3.

is

was

effects

[4]

D. W. Peckham, and F. M. Sears, "Relationship
Between Fiber and Cable Cutoff Wavelength of
Depressed-Cladding
Fiber,"
in
Technical
Digest
on
Optical
Fiber
Communications
(Optical Society of America, Washington DC,
1988), paper WE5.

[5]

L.

on

examined. Both

typical bend diameters ranging
wavelength

(depending

on

Neglecting

(i.e.
would

effectiveness

20 am

would

effects,

20

be

or

fiber/

m

cable

200

50

the

Losses

effects
based
bend

on

diameter.

mapping
compared
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simulate both

ability

length

to

showed

measured

This

calculate

Experimentally

functions
to

"Influence
Doubly

181

wavelength

good

and curvature
simulation
the

linear

correlation

(FOTP-170).

is

effective

developed

Knowing

Clad

of

Curvature on

Fibers,"

when
the
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Opt.,

V. Shah,
" Curvature
Dependence of
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Effective
Cutoff Wavelength in Single-Mode
Fibers," J. Lightwave Technol.,vol. LT-5, no.
1, pp. 35-43, 1097.

on cutoff wavelength.
the

of

Appl.
21, no. 23, pp. 4208-4213, 1982.

A new uncabled fiber deployment was developed
accurately

Saravanos,

D. Marcuse,

specifications.

to

C.

[71

mmVol.

reduce

cutoff

and

D. Marcuse, "
Curvature Loss Formula
for
Optical Fibers,"
3. Opt. Soc. Am.,vol. 66.
no. 3. pp.216-220, 1976.

inadequate
280

Lowe,

(61

on

observed.

fixed

significantly

of

to

R. S.

1147-1155, 1987.

For

from 100 mm to
of

design)

curvature

simulations
mandrel)

fiber

shifts

fiber's

cable.

the

inside

diameter

bend

Wei,

"Practical Upper Limits to Cutoff Wavelength
for
Different
Single-Mode
Fibers,"
J.
Lightwave Technol.. vol. LT-2, no. 9. pp.

theoretical and experimental results showed cabled
cutoff wavelength to be a function of the

C.

Va, (1987).

must

effects

P. Kilmer, W. T. Anderson, R. M. Kanen

M. Connor Davenport, 'Cabling Dependence of
Optical
Fiber
Cutoff
Wavelengths,"
IWCS
Symposium Proceedings, pp. 49-56, Arlington,

accurate

wavelength

curvature

E

EIA -455-80,
"Cutoff Wavelength of Uncabled
Single-Mode
Fiber by
Transmitted
Power,"
Association,
Industries
Electronic
Engineering Department, 2001 Eye St., N.W.,
Washington, DC.

simulation

if

curvature

induced

cabling

cutoff

the

[21
showed

40am.

that

cabled fiber cutoff wavelength

mm,

to- be

without

EIA -455-170, "Cable Cutoff Wavelength of
Single-Mode
Fiber by
Transmitted
Power,"
Electronic
Industries
Association,
Engineering Department, 2001 Eye St., N.W.,
Washington, DC.

IV, CONCLUSIONS

effective

cutoff

design

[I]

new

not be neglected.

The

cabled

contained

measured results

and

The

this

cabling

required

In

technique

correlation.

showed

cable

depressed clad

effective bend diameter of 120 mm,

good

allows

any

and

proliferation of numerous mapping routines.

techniques and the measured results. On the other
hand,
the
cable
shown
in Figure
4B had
ar

simulation

for

diameter

bend

this diameter exceeded the critical

difference

matched

wavelength

predicted

effective

effective bend diameter of

diameter for this fiber type,
no

of
from

4A contained

exhibited an

Since

two

results

are

cable shown in Figure
fiber and

for

addition,

relationship between
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STATUS OF REA-FINANCED

RURAL SUBSCRIBER DISTRIBUTION

PLANT

Gerald S. Schrage and Raymond E. Hitt

Rural Electrification Administration
Washington, D.C.
20250-1500
ABSTRACT
CURRENT STATUS OF REA-FINANCED

The

future

cable
three

market

plant is
factors:

for

rural

wire

and

primarily
influenced by
1.
aging and obsolete

cable plant, 2.
subscriber growth, and
3.
ultimate
conversion
to
fiber
optics.
The current REA-firnanced rural
loop plant is well designed and built
using Feeder - Distribution Serving Area
designs.
This
article
examines
the
model of current loop plant using the
1986 REA loop study and investigates the
paths for transitioning to the
future
loop plant,

THE LOOP STUDY
In
1986,
the
Rural
Electrification
Administration (REA) completed the data
collection
phase
of
a
random
1,000 subscriber loop study.
Since then
we have translated this raw field data
into an electronic data base model that
we use to simulate and analyze
rural
telecommunications plant and facilities
in the United States.
This article will
concentrate on the outside plant wire
and cable aspects of the loop study.
The loop study data consisted of four
categories
of
information:
general
interest, measured transmission values,
circuit layout schematic, and associated
switch
information.
This
data
was
collected through on-site visits, route
checks
and
record
searches
on
each
loop.
The
circuit
layout
schematic
provided the data base for the wire and
cable plant analysis.
The 1,000 loops
were chosen by
a computerized
random
search
routine
from
just
over
three
million
rural
loops
financed
by REA.
Therefore any specific numbers referred
to in this article can be multiplied by
3,000
to
statistically
Lepresent
the
total rural base financed ay REA.

250

OUTSIDE PLANT
Since

1976,

REA

Engineering

Practices

have
officially
endorsed
the
Feeder-Distribution Serving Area Design
Concept using dual fine guage cables in
rural
telecommunications
plant.
The
1986 loop study has provided the first
check on how well that design philosophy
has been implemented by the telephone
companies and their engineers.
Figures
1 through 3 illustrate the composition
of the current
loop plant.
Figure
1
that up to
(Gauge Sizes) demonstrates
about 60 kilofeet (kf) from the Central
Office the dual fine gauge design of 24
followed
has
been
22
gauge
plus
rigorously.
Beyond
60
kf
the
attenuation and resistance of the loop
necessitates
an
increasing
use
of
19 gauge cable pairs.
Interestingly, at
about 70 kf we see an increasing use of
the finer 24 gauge cable.
This is the
result
of the use
of
remote
digital
switches where the availability of a new
battery supply allows finer gauge cable
pairs to be used at that distance from
the
host
Central
Office.
Figure
2
(Cable Pair Sizes) is more subtle in its
demonstration of the Serving Area Design
Concept.
Note
the
change
in
slope
between the large (400 + pairs) cables
and small (less than 100 pairs) cables.
This illustrates the use of large pair
count
cables
out
a
relatively
short
distance (generally under 20 kf) to a
Serving Area Interface (SAl) point and
small pair
count
cables
predominately
beyond that point.
Figure 3 (Cable and
Wire Types) does not illustrate Serving
Area Design but, completes a picture of
the
cable
composition.
REA
has
recommended the use of buried cables for
over 2 decades and over 90 percent of
new
construction
is
buried
plant.
Figure 3 demonstrates
this policy has
been effective and implemented as 60 to
70 percent of the total loop plant is
now buried.
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or

The fiber optic cables averaging
feet.
the
represent
really
feet
long
48,784
span length from the Host Central Office
There are fiber
to the Remote Switch.

distribution cables and distribution of
cable
of
the
length
size
and
the
segments are governed by the subscriber

optic splices in this span length, but
Average
that data was not collected.
wire lengths are generally quite long

terrain
the
natural
distribution,
physical
the
and
features
As would be expected in
infrastru7ture.
are
the
routes
rural
environment,
a
route
subscriber
by
low
characterized
The current average subscriber
density.

ranging

DISTRIBUTION MODEL OF SUBSCR!BERS
AND CABLES
The

physical

layout

of

the

feeder

from 897

feet

to

2,586

feet.

pairs
in
each
number
of
average
The
cable also varies by the type of cable
from 4 pairs for a buried drop cable to
1,206 pairs for a filled cable placed in

density in REA-financed plant is 5.7
Figure 4
subscribers per route mile.
a
gives
Distribution)
(Subscriber
graphical picture of how rapidly the
with
decreases
number of subscribers
from the central
distance
increasing
of
all
Exactly half
office switch.
rural subscribers are within 15 kf of
the Central Office and over 75 percent
An
average
kf.
30
are
within
currently
switch
rural
REA-financed
Figure 5
serves only 998 subscribers.
(Segment Length Distribution) gives a
perspective on how long a segment of
cable can be placed before an obstacle
is encountered that requires cutting the
Even in rural areas almost 50
cable.
percent of all cable segments are less
The
only
long.
feet
than
1,000

Note
the
role
conduit.
underground
reversal in cable pair size between air
Filled
core and filled core cables.
core buired cables average 212 pairs and
filled core aerial cables average 125
The equivalent air core cable
pairs.
in
reversed
are
approximately
sizes
size. All of the fiber cables currently
used in the loop plant are sized with 4
fibers.

exceptions to this natural distribution
REA
is caused by the use of load coils.
has standardized on D-66 loading and a
decided peak in segment length occurs at
There are some
the 4,500 foot distance.
systems using H-88 loading as shown by
length at
in
seg ..t
peak
the minor
6,000 feet.

basis over 90 percent of the contracted
buried cables were 100 pair or smaller.
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In addition to the loop study data we
also locked at the sheath miles under
miles
1987.
In sheath
for
contract
slightly exceeded the
cables
50 pair
Together,
amount for the 25 pair size.
25 and 50 pair cables made up 40 percent
of all the total sheath miles contracted
Also on a sheath mile
for in 1987.

FUTURE RURAL WIRE AND CABLE MARKET
The future rural wire and cable market
least
three
of
at
will
be a product
marke
immediate
The
factors.
maior
aging
an
a need t) replace
will be
A
deteriorating buried aii core cables.
continuous market w: II be a result of
A
rural
areas.
growth
in
subscriber
the
total
long
range market
will
be
replacement of all loop plant with fiber
accommodate
subscriber
optic cables to
not
requiring
bandwidfhs
:5eIvices
pail
r available with c 1pp
practical
cables.
Let's
cable

look first at
rural market.

the buried air core
From Table 1 and
using our factor of 3,000 we estimate
that there is 3.0 million sheath miles
future.
near
the
in
replaced
be
to
These cables are generally i5 or more
they usually
old.
In
addition
years
which
content
moisture
some
have
prevents

The sheath length of the cables depends
are
they
and
how
usage
on
their
Tip cables are the shortest
installed.
and average only 37 feet long compared
to buried filled cables averaging 2,603

their

usage

for

carrier

based
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of
An
analysis
designs.
growth
location of the loops containing buried
Figure 6
air core cabIes was performed.
(Distribution or Sample Loops) is a map
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are
states
I'he
cr sshatched
state.
indicated
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contain some buried air core segments
and are candidates for early replacement.

depth of placement.
Figure
8
(Cable
Placement Depth) compares the placement
depth of fiber optic cable versus copper
cable.
Because of
the
potential
to
disable
a larger
number of
circuits,

Figure 7 (Cable Pair Sizes - Air Core
Cable Only) is a graph similar to Figure

2.
Notice the difference in the two
Air core cables were installed
graphs.
during the period that the dedicated
outside plant design concept was used.
This resulted in larger pair size cables
However,
when
for longer distances.
these cables are replaced they will be
replaced by a size distribution similar
to Figure 2 resulting from a feeder distribution design.
This will produce
an equivalent number of sheath miles but
less conductor miles in the replacement
plant.
Subscriber growth provides a continuous
Table 2
market for rural outside plant.
lists the rural growth for residence and
10
business subscribers for the past
Except
years in REA-financed systems.
for

the years

rates

have

1985-86 most

been

in

annual

the

2.0

fiber optic cable is usually placed an
extra six or more inches deeper than
copper cable with 36 inches being the
preferred depth.
FURTHER SUBSCRIBER LOOP PLANT INFORMATION
As a service to the telecommunications
industry, REA has made the entire 1986
loop study data base publicly available
in electronic form at a nominal charge.
(5 1/4 inch)
It is contained on five
floppy
disks
organized
in 11
files
containing a total of 1,040 kilobytes of
data. To use this data base all that is
required
is for
the
user
to
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LOTUS 1-2-3 Version 2.0 or better.
To purchase these disks,
to
for
$25
payable
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TABLE 1
TYPE OF FACILITY

Quantity of
Segments

Cable or
Wire Type

SheathMiles

ConductorMiles

Avg. Sheath
Lengthft

Avg. #
of Pairs

Buried-Air Core
Aerial-Air Core
UDG-Air Core
Total-Air Core

2,161
2,778
945
5,884

996.6
1,110.2
101.4
2,208.2

280,177.4
475,958.0
214,993.8
971,129.2

2,435
2,110
567

141
214
1,060

Buried-Filled
Aerial-Filled
UDG-Filled
Total-Filled

3,319
251
349
3,919

1,636.4
101.3
37.1
1,774.8

694,886.8
25,329.1
8,946.5
729,162.4

2,603
2,130
561

212
125
1,206

Tip Cable
Buried Drop
Submarine
Fiber Optic

57
1,116
1
6

0.4
48.7
0.2
55.4

242.5
369.2
40.4
443.4*

Filled Wire
Dist Wire
Buried Wire
Open Wire

35
80
74
11

13.8
13.6
36.2
3.2

78.4
124.6
191.3
6.3

2,083
897
2,586
1,517

11,183

4,154.5

1,784,200.4

1 962

TOTAL

311
4
100
4**

37
230
1,066
48,784***

3
5
3
1
215

*Fiber-Miles
**Fibers
***Span Length

TABLE 2
RURAL SUBSCRIBER GROWTH

Year

Subscribers
Res.

(000)
Bus.

1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977

4,383
4,240
4,205
4,162
4,071
3,998
3,852
3,754
3,589
3,403
3,169

621
592
587
585
557
548
522
507
482
471
427

% Annual Growth
Bus.
Res.

Ten Year Average

3.4
0.8
1.0
2.2
1.8
3.8
2.6
4.6
5.5
7.4

4.9
0.9
0.3
5.0
1.6
5.0
3.0
5.2
2.3
10.3

3.8

4.5
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Tokyo,

1. Abstract

&

Cable

System-

Takashima

Se iji

Sakuda,

Koj i

Technologies

Corp.

Telephone

Japan
cable as shown in Figure 1, by developing new materials,

For the purpose of total cost reduction in aerial

manufacturing techniques, and reliability assessments.

distribution cable systems, NTT has rearranged and
drastically reduced the number of specifications. First,

method has been achieved by adopting a foamed

9e

0

0

gauge integration f.-om a 4 gauge method to a 2 gauge

04

o. 6r mm

polyethylene insulation technique. But this type

.

requires an improved wearing characteristic. The usual

0 gmm

-

Cabta

structure

0

6

*

6
Round coble SS coble

L.D.P.E. has thus been replaced by H.D.P.E. and a double
layer structure. In addition, laminated aluminum
polyethylene (LAP) structure is used for sheath. Second,

E

(

cable structure integration from round type to selfe
supporting (SS) type has been achieved. To expand the

SSi1l

range of SS cable applications, a Zn-5%Al alloy
Figure I

messenger strand has been developed to counter

Cable

integration

vibration fatigue of the messenger strand due to wind
and corrosion in coastral areas.
3. Integration of Gauge Diameter and Sheath Structure
2. Background

3.1 Investigation of lowering line loss

The main subject in technulogical development has

For reducing kinds of specifications, the usage of

been shifted to the area of optical fiber cable from

larger gaige rusults in higher cost. Since the usage of

that of metallic cable. From the viewpoint of facility

finer gauge leads to loss increases, countermeasure,

investment, however, metallir cable will continue to

such as coil loading or two-way repeater installation,

play an important role in our management.

must be adopted to compensate. Furthermore, these

For aerial distribution cables, NTT uses color

measures cause other problems in that they take up

coded polyethylene (CCP) insulated metallic cable.

considerable installation space at the central office

Specification; for this type of cable can vary

and acr ;-astricted by the wider usage of frequencies in

according to gauge(O.4, 0.5, 0.65 and 0.9 mm), number of

transmission lines that will be introduced with

pairs(10, 30,

progress of digitalization.

50,

100,

200 and 400),

sheath

structure(plain and laminated aluminum polyethylene)
and cable structure(round type and self-supporting type).
On the other hand, since privatization in 1986, NTT

In terms of electrical characteristics, it is
effective to use a foamed polyethylene technique which
is normally applied to underground cables such as jelly

has made an intense effort to implement cost-saving

filled or multi-pair cables, based on the concept of

measures in plant engineering, the flow and storage of

keeping mutual capacitance (50nF/km) constant;.

goods, and maintenance.

However, NTT requires 40nF/km mutual capacitance

As one such measure, NTT has sought to drastically

using a foamed polyethylene technique. Consequently, NTT

rearrange and reduce the specification variables of CCP

realizes a line loss in the conventional 4 gauge methoo
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of 0.4, 0.5, 0.65 and 0.9 mm by substituting 1-rank

optimum design was sought by checking various patterns.

finer gauge. In other words, NTT has adopted a 2 gauge

Table 1 shows an example design of double layer

method in which 0.4-mm gauge is substituted in 0.5-mm

insulator. Consequently, line loss is lowered as will be

gauge applications and 0.65-mm gauge in 0.9-mm gauge

described in 3.3, and the area over which the finer

contexts,

gauge can be applied can be extended as shown in Figure
3.

3.2 Applying foamed insulation in aerial cable

Table 1 Design of dodble layor insulator

Aerial cable is used in severe natural environments
and release conditions 2 . Thus, applying a foamed
polyethylene insulation technique to aerial cable
requires measures to counteract the decline in

i
item

CCP-F

CCP

CCP-F

0.65 mm

0.4mm

gauge
diameter

CCP

mechanical and physical characteristics. First, highdensity polyethylene (H.D.P.E.) is adopted in place nf
low-density polyethylene (L.D.P.E.) for its favorable
physical characteristics. Second, a double layer

thickness of
insulator

0.14 mm

thickness of
solid skin

0.03 mm

foaming rate

40 %

0.22 mm

0.13 mm

0.20 mm

0.03 mm

insulation technique consisting of foamed core and solid
skin is adopted. Third, laminated aluminum polyethylene

40 %

(LAP) sheath is adopted for its excellent mechanical
properties.
These countermeasures have made it possible to
cc

design an insulator that realizes 40nF/km mutual
capacitance. 4OnF/km is based on manufacturing ability

P Cable opplicoaon

7

of the present jelly-filled CCP cable whose
characteristic is about 40nF/km removing the filling
jelly. The foaming rate, thickness of the insulator and

09

solid skin, which are the main structural parameters of
the double layer insulator, are shown in Figure 2.
2

05

Insulotor

0/4

'
0

2

(3.19)
3

t14.00 (5.26)
4
5
6

7

(752)_
8

Coble line length (km)

CCP-F Cable

7
Solid skin

opplicotion

Wider
opplicotion from
9
o. mmto O 65 mm

6
Wider opplicOtion from
o0mmto.9.4m

m

Figure 2 Double layer insulator

094

It is required that the maximum increase of thickness of
the insulator be 10% more than that of the present

0
W

2

cable, because the thickness relates closely to cable

I

weight and outer diameter. The foaming rate and
thickness of the solid skin, which depend on
manufac Jring ability, influence mechanical

0

5a,(357)

1

2

3
Coble

4

(598

5

6

(843)

7

8

,ne
lengthikm)

Figure 3 Wider applicationof finegouge

characteristics such as pin hole level. Therefore, the
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New CCP cable having this double layer insulator
and adopting the countermeasures described above is
called CCP-F (Foamed) cable. CCP-F cable has a menu of

loo

0.9-mm gauge as shown in Figure 3. However, this is a
provisional measure for subscribers requiring high line
loss compensating, since optical fiber cable will be
substituted in the near future.
a

3.3

Characteristics

0 al

b

of CCP-F cable

The characteristics of CCP-F cable are evaluated
CCP cable (solid PE type) for
aerial cable applications which require stringent

0.4mm

against conventional

o CC

(n3)

mechanical requirements.
450

(1) Insulation characteristics

Figure 4

500

550

(9)

Wearing charocteristic of Q4mmgauge

In terms of heat-oxidation inferiority, CCP-F cable
has no problem because the oxidation inducing time of
CCP-F cable is 31.8 minutes (9 data average) which is

(2) cable characteristics

longer than that of CCP cable (more than 11 minutes).

In terms of frequency characteristics of 0.4-mm

Briefly, the test method was as follows. After 400

CCP-F cable secondary constants, line loss at 1.5 kHz

hours, the heat disposition of film condition sample

is 1.93 dB/km, which is 11% lower than that of the

thickness in 160 ± 20u m in 70 T

N2 atmosphere,

present CCP cable. On the other hand, characteristic

oxidation inducing time is measured at 200C by the DSC

impedance is 839 0 at 1.5 kHz, which is 7% higher than

method.

the present CCP cable. But quality degradation such as

The pin hole level is required to be less than that
of conventional CCP cable which is 2 pin holes per 3000

increasing side-tone caused by impedance mismatching is
apparently negligible.

m. CCP-F cable satisfies this target. The test method

The Far end cross-talk

(FXT) frequency

is briefly described below. After soaking 3000 m-long

characteristics of 0.4mm CCP-F cable is 70dBlkm. They

gauge in water for I month, a gauge whose insulate

satisfy the present CCP cable requirement (more than

resistance is less than 50, rn Q is selected as a poor

55dB/km at 90% data, and 40dB/km at 100% data).

insulator having pinholes.
The minimum breakdown voltage of insulation is 3.3

Change of mutual capacity was examined while
subjecting the cable to bending, squeezing, and twisting.

kV in 0.4-mm gauge and 3.5 kV in 0.65 mm. These values

The maximum change in CCP-F cable is -1.74% after

for CCP-F cable are smaller than those of CCP cable (by

twisting and that of CCP cable is 3.32%. This indicates

more than 10 kV). However, they satisfy the present CCP

that the electrical characteristic is not affected by

cable requirement; there is no problem by applying AC

mechanical force. The heat shrinking test after

350 V for I minute.

squeezing, the cold proof test and the water proof test

Though wide deviation was obtained for the wearing

were also examined. Consequently, no problems were

test, the wearing characteristic of CCP-F cable was

detected by the three test. Table 2 shows the

similar to that of CCP cable, as shown in Figure 4. A

mechanical test method.

NEMA wearing tester was used for the experiment and
wearing times were measured at 23 * for each applying

From investigation of (1) and (2), it is confirmed

weight such as 450, 500, 550 gf for 0.4-mm gauge and

that the foamed polyethylene technique can be applied to

800, 850, 900 gf for 0.65-mm gauge.

aerial cable.
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Table 2
Test

Mechanical test methods
Test method

bending
test

No.of times

this as a turning point, theoretical analysis and
repeated observation were carried out at the Sakata
experimental field station that can catch the full force

5 and 10
times

of strong and transverse winds from the Sea of Japan.

nding angle: 180

As a result, a messenger strand protection method was
developed as shown in Figure 5, and a messenger guard,
2.15 mm in diameter and 500 mm long, minimizes the
strain on the stranded messenger wire 3..

queezing

.10

and 15

test

times

self
$,pol

W: 150kgf (0.4 mm)
200kgf (0.65 mm)

twist
test

Ne ,..

pnson

me,,,,

1 twist

clonp

gord

W:3Okgf
Sp1r0l$1eovo

4.Integlation of Cable Structure
NTT uses both round and SS (self-supporting) aerial

Figure 5 Messenger strand protection method

cable. The former is installed on a messerger strand
with hanger rings. Since this method depends on manpower

This method was first introduced in 1981.

and includes overhead work, it is neither efficient nor

Application in strong wind areas has been avoided,

safe. The latter method, on the other hand, employs a

however, out of consideration for worker safety. In

messenger strand attached directly above the cable.

addition, many strong wind areas in Japan overlap with

Therefore, regarding the cable structure, integration

intense metal corrosion areas. Corrosion resistance

into self-supporting cable is desirable for both safety

reliability assessment of the SS cable messenger strand

and cost savings in cable installation work. Measures

and end grip has also been carried out. Based on 10

must be adopted, however, to counter vibration fatigue

year-technical investigation in a particular

of the supporting wire in strong wind areas and

geographical area as Sakata, the development of SS cable

corrosion snapping in coastral areas,

for high corrosion areas enables SS cable to be used in
strog wind areas.

4.1 Application in strong wind areas
Self-supporting cable has a critical defect in

4.2 Application in corrosion areas

regard to easing vibrations; the so-called dancing

Present SS cable exposes a galvanized messenger

phenomena that occurs in strong wind. In 1965, NTT had

strand at the cable's grip end. Galvanized messenger

problems with the messei ger wire being broker due to

strand excels in corrosion resistance. After the

metal fatigue caused by this dancing phenomena. Thus,

galvanizing coming off, however, protection-less steel

countermeasures, such as the adoption of larger size

strand rusts rapidly and breaks. Corrosion in salty

messenger and cable suspention method improvement, were
taken to reduce the dynamic load due to the dancing

areas is conspicious, and the lifetime of strands is
less than 10 years. For this reason, round cable and

phenomena. Although the problems experienced in 1965

aluminum coated steel wire strand supporting with hanger

have not reoccured, aluminum material fatigue on LAP

rings is substituted for present SS cable in corrosive

sheath was found at their suspension clamp points. With

areas such as coastral, hot spring, and factory areas.
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Application of SS cable in corrosive areas requires

water washing -16

hours in 35*C and 9ORH- I cycle/day).

corrosion-proofing of the cable's grip end. A number of

The aim of the intermittent test is to cteck the effect

measures for accomplishing this are described below;

of chlorine-ion condensation on corrosion. The sample is

(1)gripping onto the messenger strand directly without

a 450-mm-long Zn-5%Al alloy coated steel wire strand

stripping the PE outer sheath, (2)the corrosion proving

consisting of 7 wires 2.3mm in diameter, and partly

of the messenger strand partially where PE outer sheath

coating with PE to simulate the messenger strand. Figure

is stripped, (3)using high corrosion resistance

6 shows the relationship between incidence of red rust

messenger strand. Since (1) and (2) proved to be

at the opening part and time. This result indicates that

inferior to (3) in reliability and economy, we

there is no generation of red rust after 1500 hour of

concentrated our investigation on (3).

the salt spray test. Photo 1 shows the rpsult of the

Development of a high corrosion resistance

intermittent salt spray tesL after 1500 hours. Salt

messenger strand, which is hereinafter referred to as CR

water penetrates under the PE covered part, however, the

messenger strand, requires such characteristics as

corrosion speed of the PE covered parts is much slower

corrosion resistance, bending fatigue and cost

than that at the opening part. This is the same results

performance. At present, NTT judges Zn-5Al alloy

as was obtained in the salt spray test. For this reason,

coated messenger strand to be a leading candidate for

it is confirmed that there is no local corrosion of the

CR messenger strand, as wil' be described below in more

PE covered parts.

detail.
40
4.2.1 Corrosion resistance characteristic
(1) Requirements

P

t!30

Messenger strand corrosion is divided into 2 parts;
20

first, opening part corrosion where PE outer sheath is

/

o

stripped, and second, corrosion under the PE covered
part. On the other hand, messenger strand lifetime is

/

*

-..gonled tl l-Al

10

, 0'

Z -5%A( alloy coated
l

1000

2000

defined as the time it takes to generate red rust. At
the opning part, NTT requires a life of 15 years in

0

strong corrosive areas. This requirement corresponds to
experimental condition that no red rust generates after

200

100

500

5000

t,#e h)

Figure 6 Corrosion resistance charocteristics of
Zn- 5/Al alloycoated steel wire (saltspry test)I

1500 hours of salt spray test. This is thought to be
analogy with galvanized messenger strand, because its

life span is 5 years under the same conditions and

-i

generates red rusts after 500 hours of salt spray test.
Considering the difficulty of observing the

4

corrosion under PE covered part, its local corrosion

_

risk must be investigated. Corrosion factors applying to
the PE covered part are described below, (1)long time
in moisture conditions, (2)condensation of chlorine
ions, (3)formation of differential aeration battery.

-

II

-1-II

Therefore, NTT requires that no local corrosion be
present.

mini

..-.

(2)Experiments and results
Corrosion resistance c'aracteristics are examined

opening part

under PE covered part

by salt spray test (35 C, 5%Na-Cl solution) and
intermittent salt spray test (8 hours salt spray test -
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Photo 1 Result of the intermittent salt spray test
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4.2.2 Bending fatigue characteristic

Figure 8 shows the result of the bending fatigue test.

(1) Requirements

It is confirmed that the bending fatigue characteristic

In corrosive areas, round cable has been supported
by aluminum coated messenger strand for its anti

of Zn-5%Al alloy coated messenger strand is the same as
that of galvanized messenger strand.

corrosive characteristic with hanger rings. But field
data shows that the bending fatigue characteristic of

20

aluminum coated messenger strand is much inferior to
Zn-5%Al al1oy coated

that of galvanized messenger strand. On the other hand,

w~

1I- -seoel

there is no problem of bending fatigue in the case of

E

galvanized messenger strand. Thus, for CR messenger

-Rqu'.mnfg
.trongwid

strand, NTT requires bending fatigue characteristic

in
areas

equal to or greater than that of galvanized messenger

a
E

strand.

45

0

(2)Experiments and results
The bending fatigue characteristic was examined by

106

a strand bending fatigue tester constructed as shown in

Number

of repetitions

107

till breakage

(timoe)

Figure 8 Fatigue characteristics of
Zn-5% alloy coated steel wire

Figure 7.
Suport roller

Supprt rtle,
Support edge

,.Drive

roller

F :r

rm

8uf

r spring

.It

is confirmed by the described experiments and
cost considerations that SS cable can be applied to

strong wind and corrosive areas by using Zn-5%AI alloy

Buffer
sprig

coated messenger strand.
Weight

5. Integration effect
By integrating gauge diameter and cable structure,
the number of aerial distribution cables can be reduced

Figure 7 Bending fatigue
tester
The settings of the tester are as follows: distance

from 80 to 17. These integrations raise the cost of

between two support rollers; 1000 mm, distance between

production, but consequently, a total cost reduction of

support rolle,- and drive roller; 500 mm, and diameter

approximately $13 million a year is realized by cost

of support roller and drive roller; 87 mm. The test

savings in plant engineering, the flow and storage of

conditions were as follows: tension; 30% of the maximum

goods and so on, as shown in figure 9

standard tensile load of CR messenger strand, and
repetition speed; 6 Hz. The sample was 7/2.3 Zn-5%Al
up
Castoi

alloy coated messenger strand and its rechanical

S$25 milion I

Cast down
1$ 38.nfionI

characteristics are shown in Table 3.
Direct eftecl

Table 3

Mechanical characteristics of Zn-5%Al
alloy coated messenger strand

2

; 2.8%

tensile load; 160 kgf/mm

(Gauge ,tegraton etc?

enhancing

wire diameter; 2.31 mm number of torsion; 44 times
elongation

65%

by cable

deposit of coating; 330g/m

T
UCT
E..os

Figure 9

[

etect
Indirect
Song designc.t ec)

Economic effect by article reduction (a year
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6. Conclusion
A foamed polyethylene insulation technique has been
applied to aerial distribution cable systems without
Koji Sakuda

filling compound, in order to compensate for line loss
increase due to adoption of finer gauge conductor.

NTT Network Systems

It is confirmed that a Zn-5%Al alloy coated

Development Center

messenger strand is the most suitable for application
to self-supporting cables for aerial distribution
systems from the viewpoints of cost saving, reliability
and workability.
This newly developed CCP-F cable is now under

m

~

2-1 Uchisaiwai-cho 1-chome
%Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100 Japan

commercial tests and will be widely introduced from
Koji Sakuda received his B.S. and M.S. degree in

1989.

electrical engineering from Tokyo University in 1979
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Development of Optical Composite Drop Wire
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In consideration for laying work convenience and
maintainability after completion, the self-support
structure with
the
electric wire
serving
for
suspension is employed.
As for the electric wire,
the same DV line as the existing drop wire (JIS C
3341 polyvinyl
chloride insulated
drop service
2
wire, 8 mm
7/1.2) is used.
The product is so
designed as to allow the electric wire and optical
fiber cable to be readily separated.

Introduction

The optical communications system is considered to
serve for domestic use in future as means of
measurement and control of electrical facilities,
wide
band communication
system,
closed-circuit
television and home automation.
In Japan, the
optical
fiber
cable
will
be
dropped
to
the
subscriber mostly through the aerial lead-in method
in the bame way as the electric wire. As separate
drop of optical fiber cable and electric wire makes
the
laying
work
complicated
and
harms
the
appearance, supply of these in one-piece unit is
desired.
To answer this demand, we have developed
the method of incorporating the optical fiber unit
and electric wire in the optical composite drop
wire. This is a report on this product,
2.

Sendai-shi,JAPAN

(1) The structure shall be of self-support type
with electric wire to serve for suspension.

The optical communication system is expected to be
introduced
to
general
subscribers.
On
that
occasion,
it
is
desirable
to
incorporate the
optical fiber unit and electric wire into one-piece
structure for the convenience of laying work and
its good appearance.
From this viewpoint, the
authors have developed the optical composite drop
wire,
examined
its
electrical
and
optical
properties to find it serves far this purpose,
1.

Tetsu Sl;gisaki*

Designing Conditions

The optical composite drop wire is used to drop the
electric wire and optical
fiber cable through
one-piece unit from the service pole to each home.
The concept diagram of the optical composite drop
wire is given in Figure 1.

(2) The optical fiber shall
years against frdcture.

77.
COMPOSITE

Ficqur

WVIPE

1 CONCEPT DIAGPAM

guaranteed

for

20

The optical fiber must be free from fracture in
aerial lead-in state even when the tensile force is
increased by fallen snow or wind pressure for 20
years.
(3) The optical
fiber
unit
shall
be
of
the
structure
resistible
to
electrical
and
mechanical influences from the electric wire.
The
optical
fiber
unit
employs
non-metallic
structure
so
as not
to
be
affected by
the
electromagnetic induction from the electric wire
and the optical unit is so designed as to be
resistible to the influence of vibration.
On the basis of the above,
we designed the optical
unit and optical composite drop wire, produced it
by way of trial and tested it.
Description of each
step follows.
3.
3.1

SU

be

Optical Fiber Unit
Designing

.
as
was
designed
unit
fiber
The
optical
spacer-type to house a maximum of 6 optical fibers,
with FRP of 1.2 mm in diameter as core tension
member of the spacer of 0.5 mm in groove diameter.
This spacer houses optical fibers GI and SM of 0.25
of
0.2%
used within
be
diameter, to
mm in
elongation rtrain of optical fiber on application
in the same way as
of the maximum supposed load.
of
PVC
is
made
sheathing
the
wire,
electric
(Polyvinyl Chloride) cf 1 mm in thickness for high
The optical fiber unit of
weather resistance.
and 30 g/m in
external diameter,
about 6 mm in
The sectional appearance of
weight was prepared.
The optical fiber unit is shown in Figure 2.
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HARD-DRAWN
CONDUCTOR (7/1 2mm)

(i.2mmi

0FlIP

o 0
~OPTICAL FIBE R (0.25 m)

INSURATING
_______________COMPOUND

019
FLAT TYPE

SLOTTED CORE (4.Cnrn)

SH EATH (6.0mmr)

XPVC

Figure 2 CROSS SECTION OF OPTICAL UNIT00
3.2

Test Results
.0cV

Q-

The optical fiber unit was manufactured as per 3.1
and a test was run to find nothing abnormal in
optical loss variation between manufacturing steps,
pressure
lateral
and
tension
temperature,
and
properties. The test results are shown in Table 1.
4.
4.1

YE)wrs

YE2SRNE
SRNE
STADDYP 2v-sSRNEDYE(3wr)

optical Composite Drop Wire0
Designing

For external configuration, the flat type, stranded
type and bundle sheath type were selected taking
work
installation
the
consideration
into
convenience and appearance. The optical fiber unit
For the electric
was prepared as per section 3.
of
conductor
copper
hard-drawn
the
wire,

U

2
8 mm in sectional area for two or three type was
The sectional appearance of each type is
used.
shown in Figure 3.

The span length limit was determined
shown in Figure 3.

U
163

for each type
BNL

Ficure

Table

1 Tnst

(opt ical

VWIRES

3SCINLAPAACOFCMSTE

Uni t)

ConditionReul

Item

Optircl 1LoFse3 in
"anufacturinoi

Cnara :reriS
Te-nsi'

Re:7ult

HAHTP

5

GI:. i=0.8
L.3
SM.:

-,,
L.3
-iu.m,
1.rltin

.m,

ma1ximum less chango was
than 0.02

:fla.;

r7

nrnn'4th

Th1,

-rn

ijith:

I r

m

Th.,nni
Ln 0.2A
L5

K~f ,

cr -as-

az7

wC,

fihu

load coriL
un~oir

.,,4din
.fli
waS rn(ogniz-

spn.(n
a
rO
Fit

than

40 kgf.
Iateral
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Pressure

50mm x 50 mm flat platcu

The attenuation ;nr-r~a 0' was
200D kji
nrethan
r-O35i~I
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The limit is calculated to be 25 m for the flat
type, 37 m for two core stranded type, 32 m for
three core stranded type and 30 m for bundle sheath
In any case, the span is reduced by the
type.
sunier-time load.
The data for span length limit
obtained by calculation are given in Table 2.

TYPE

-

FLAT

-

STRANDED TYPE 1 2,-.
STRADEC IYPE 3E ,

-

1
I

BU'DLE SHFATHA TYPE

Calculation conditions
Wind speed at 40 m/sec
Wind speed at 20 m/sec, and snow
fall of 0.9 in specific gravity
and 6 mm in depth
326 kg/core
Fracturing load of electric wire:
Safety factor:
2.5
Summer time:
Winter time:

4 --------

The summer-time load was applied to determine the
change of the elongation strain of the optical
fiber and the tension of the lead-in wire caused by
The
data
obtained
by
temperature
change.
calculation are given in Figure 4.

_
.7-

0

Wind speed at 40 m/sec
2%
30 m

-20

0

20

Figure 4

3tranded
Tyne

,r

Cable

A!lowable'
kI
Tens;ion

5
In Winter

LimIt'.
Lenqth

i , ,n
[m]

wires)

Stranded
Type
(3 wires)

Wundle

Flat

Type

Stranded

Type

(2

wiien)

Type
I

wire-s

3-54 0.

0.235

0.340

0.365

0.235

0.231

19.1

12.9

14.5

21.3

19.5

12.9

14.5

26

260

390

260

26

26

3z

30

33

2r

37

r.nLo

Stranded

e

I:.eat
1,

0.235

26(

u
CEJpE.TI

CALCULATEDWINDPHRE.SURE ,AND ASSOCIATED
ELONGATION OF THE COMPOSITE WIRES

in Summer

(2

0

iJ

!T'.AfiPE

2 Limited Span Lelnjth

labie

Type

0

4,
- I:

length of the
the span
indicate,
As the data
For this
lead-in wire should be 30 m at least.
reason, the flat type was excluded from the objects
It is also clear that
of examination this time.
the three core type can hold two core wire.

Cable ;, i31t

200

0 .uj

Calculation conditions

Ilat

-

i

As the figure shows, the flat type exceeds the
permissible
value
for
the
tension
at
low
temperatures and that for the elongation strain of
the optical fiber at high temperatures.

Summer time:
Looseness
:
Span length:

02 ---- -------------

T

Ppe
3 61

24.1

34
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4.2

Properties

0

The trial product
showed

of optical composite

drop wire

STRANDED TYP,

insulation

resistance,

voltage

the

:

(

resistance, tensile strength at the same level as
existing DV wire, and no degeneration due toexisting

DUNDLE
6

composition was detected in the properties.

8

04,'

00

3-

o

'

0

r

,
5 OPjICAL LOSSES IN MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Figur1

T

Test Result
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D,

t1..rtf

14,,

ltahed Strald.,d

SH-EAT,,

Y,

Measured
optical
transmission
loss
between
manufacturing steps of the optical composite drop
wire is shown in Figure 5.
Values obtained by
elongation test for the optical composite drop wire
are given in Figure 6.

I~~~A

Pi

TYPE

0

Test results for electrical property are given in
Table 3.
The optical fiber unit in the optical
composite drop wire is evaluated as follows.
The
optical
transmission loss between manufacturing
steps did not vary to ensure stable production. The
elongation test indicated the relationship between
the load and elongation almost as per the theory
being kept within the elastic limit as far as the
elongation was 0.2 % or under.
This means the
electric wire of hard-drawn copper conductor serves
as the tension member for the optical fiber unit,
the influence to the optical fiber unit is small
even when the tensile load is increased, and the
elongation strain of optical fiber can be kept low.

'able4

-1

JSTPANDED'

o

3 4

~
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RESOLUTION
L

TEST CHART

NATIONAL BLIPF , Of STANOARD:" lbA

in oi.ir
to determine the influence to th optical
fiber in case an excessive current flowed to the
an
lectric wire of the optical composite wire,
excessive current test was run.
The results are
given in Table 5.
In the test, the both ends of

ator

thac'

tho

-

electric wire were fixed with span length of 5 mn,
and the conductor temperature was raised to 75°C
0
and 120 C to measure the loss variation of the
optical
fiber,
its
elongation
strain
and
the
surface temperature of the optical fiber unit.
The conductor temperature of 12CPC corresponded to
supposed temperature rise caused by short-circuit,
and the
test
indicated no
transmission
loss
variation.
The elongation strain of the optical
fiber due to rise of electric wire temperature was
kept within 0.05%, and the unit temperature was
0

60 C to remain in the permissible range.
..

A laying te.t was run for the optical composite
drop wire we developed.
For holding the lead-in,
wire, the jig for the traditional DV wire is used.
The jig used for the test is shown in the Photo 1.
According to the cable structure, the drop wire
insulator was used for the stranded type, and the
shackle type strain insulator for the bundle sheath
type.
As the drop wire insulator could hold two
electric wires only, two wires were held even in
the case of three-line electric wire.
The bundle
sheath type required a jig for separation of the
optical unit.
However, the laying work could be
carried out for either type in the same way as the
case of electric wire only. The wire when laid is
shown in Photo 2.
6.

drop wire

the

Laying Test

Photo

1

The jig

-e for th

te."

Transmission Loss Continuous Measurement
Photo 2

In order to determine the property variation of-the
optical
composite
drop
wire
thus
laid,
the
transmission
loss
of
the
optical
fiber
was
continuously measured.
The measurement started in
June 1988, and the results as favorable as 0.1
dB/km have
been
given
for
each type.
This
measurement is planned to be continued.

Table 5 Excessive current Lest result
7

Sample

,Conductor
Temporal ure
'

Opt:al Loss

Fib,.r Strain

Optical Unit
Temperature [C]

Stranded Type

75

0

C

0

0.022

50

(3 wires)

1200C

Bundle qhealh

75°C

60

JA

1200C

0

0

0.045

iype

0.020

45

0.045

60
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7.

Conclusion

The optical composite drop wire was developed for
the purpose of rationalization of laying work and
improvement of appearance and evaluation tests were
run.
Each of the trial products of the two
stranded types and one bundle sheath type proved
successful in the test.
In the laying test, the
work progressed
moothly, and almost the same
method as that of existing electric wire can be
applied. For the laid optical composite drop wire,
check of long-term reliability and observation of
fallen snow will be carried out aiming at the
practical use of this product.
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Abstract
This paper describes how one crossconnection cabinet can efficiently
accomodate a high density communication
network of optical fibers.
With the
current expansion of optical fiber cable
networks, the number of optical fibers
accommodated in cross connection cabinets
is also increasing. Consequently, there
is greater demand for the compact workable
accommodation of optical fibers.
Now the accommodation density has been
improved to about three times that of the
conventional cabinets by designing the
connector-adaptor panel into a movable
The cross connection cabinet is
type.
capable of accommodating 400 optical
fibers of feeder cable and 500 optical
fibers of distribution cable by means of
500 connector-adaptors incdrparated for
this purpose.

interface feeder cables and
distribution
cables and capable of that of the metal
cable network.

2. Investigation Purpose
Fig. I shows a pattern of the
communication network, which consists of a
regional center, district center and an
end office with cables installed to the
subscribers. The cross connection cabinet
is to be installed in each center and
office, that is, in the office or in an
outdoor hut or cubicle.
Since the installation space is often
limited, the following poitits have been
considered in investigating the structure
of the cabinet:
l)Installation floor space should be
comparatively small (compactness).

1. Introduction

2)Work should be from the front of
the cabinet alone (without using
the rear or side space).
3)There should be flexibility toward
the market trend.

Optical fiber cable has already found
an immense field of applications as a
trunk cable, replacing metal cable.
In
Japan, this cable has been introduced not
only into trunk lines but also into
subscriber networks and iu expected to
find increasing applica tons in the field
of ISDN.
Following such an expansion of
optical fiber networks as cited above, the
necessity for an efficient operafting
network (optical fibers) will come
naturally. However, since, the previous
scale of subscriber networks was so small,
it scarcely required the consideration of
a cabinet for accommodating a large number
of optical fibers.
Therefore no such
cabinet has been developed until now.
Under the above circumstances this
research has led to the development of a
cross connection cabinet with high-density
accomodations. One is equipped to

278

4)The cabinet should be designed not
to impair transmission
characteristics.

3. Basic design conditions
The points which are shown in Table 1
were condsidered as basic conditions for
the cabinet design.
The optical fibers in the cabinet have
been designed to form a cord disregarding
the increase in outside diameter, for fear
of damage to the optical fiber itself when

International Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1988

Consequently, these pig tailes have been
designed to form a cord with consideration
focused on safety of the optical fiber
during the threading arrangement.

Subscriber

The distribution cable uses a
connecterized cable to make the cabinet
compact and ease operation at the work

site.

The

cable are
connector
cabinet.

feeder cable and distribution
connected by means of a
panel in the center of the

a Regional center
[I District center
0 End office

Fig. I
arranging

I

Optical communication network
the

optical

cabinet. This design

fiber

in

"

the

t=

is also to prevent

the instantaneous attenuation increase
which may arise from contact by the
operator or another fiber
during the cross
connecting operation.

.. :

I

The feeder cable uses a 5-fiber
ribbon-type cable for the sake of high
density and the distributon
cable employs
a mono-fiber cable for
ease in
distribut
inn to t he subscriber.
It is

_

*,

i-

therefore necessary that in the cabinet
the ribbon fiber
is converted to monofibers
as rncessary.
Photo.

Table

I

Feeder cable
iDistribution cable

Basic

Developed

Design Condition

5-fiber ribbon type cable
Mono-fiber type cable

I

(Multi mode)

Connectorized

(Multi mode)

ribbon-mono
Connector

Push-on type connector

Accomoodated
number of fiber

Feeder cable
Distribution cable
Connector adapter

4.

cabinet

cross-connectio

fiber

converting pig

tail
Cabinet

400 fibers
500 fibers
:500 pcs

Structure of cross connection cabinet
max. 400 fibers

Photo. I shows the high-density
accommodated cabinet which has
been developed.

I max. 500 fibers

(80 ribbons)
(ro

recently

I

Fig. 2 illustrates the arrangment of
high-density optical fibers in the cross
connectionn cabinet.

I
I
Fusion splices

The feeder cable enters the cabinet. in
the form of a five-fiber ribbon-type
cable.
It is spliced to the ribbon-mono
fiber converting connectorized pig tail

Feeder cable

(Fig. 3), decreasing the number of optical
fibers in the cabinet (400 fibers - 80
ribbons).

Distribution cable
(connectorized)

Fig.

2

Threading

in the

cabinet
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1

I

-I

Push-on type connector
10 mm (dia.)

85

Fig.

5-fiber ribbon-mono fibers
coverting pig tail

3

Fig.

mm<

4.1

Structure of connector

It

panel

To miniaturize the cross connection
cabinet the structure of the connector
panel connecting the distribution cable
and feeder cable must be able to
accomodate a high density of optical fiber
cord and connectors.
It is further necessary to keep a
reasorahle
operating
space to allow for
In order to satisfy the
easy threading.
above contradictive requirements, instead
of keeping the operating space open all
the time, a basic design was decided which
reveals a cross connection cabinet in a
The
constant state of high density.
operating space is provided only when the
fibers
are cross-connected,
optical
Fig.
I s;hows
connecIor pan. I

the
It

structure
of a
is designed so

that

a

which
20 fibers
connector panel contains
of
are epuivalent to 4 ribbon fibers
excess
The slack of all
feeder cable.
of the connector
the rear
is set at
fibers
panel (particularly
in
the case of a
distribution cable), so that. the connector
with
may be observed in a normal state,
t.he c:onnec:tor adapte r I o(at.ed on the
th coinect or
aneltard
loted
rnth(,iOn
c:onnec'tor paneol toward the front (F.ig.
5
).rotat,

Fede

cable
-

Connec
adaptors

0

-

I\Jpanels
,dapof

is designed
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4

Distribution cable

Connpctor

pael

(1)

the slack

fiber

To creating the space for threading or
fibers
in the
cross-connect.ing optical
there
are two methods as follows;
cabinet,
1 ) Connector
2) Connector

panel
panel

rotat
ion method
drawing rrethod

After investigating the above methods,
he adopted connector panel rotation
method was based on the following reason:
In the case for the drawing method,
tightens
during the
the excess fiber
forward movement and slackens during the
backward movement. of the connector panel
and therefore it
is difficult
to maintain
During the
the optical fiber cord safety.
wit.h the connector panel drawn
operation,
the
the draw length represenis
out
e ffetieoeaigsaeThsp(,
uperating space. The space
ctive
into consideration
when
should be takn
is installed
another piece of equipment
rnear by.
the other
oajnmehdirevfthdawck

iorr method

hand

is

the

free

connctor

panei

of the drawbacks

the operating
creating
met'rod the connector panel
don-ward state
trmal I y ressts i n a
half
(at, 20 ) and the connector panel directly
above t he coninector panel to be operated
rotation
to
on is shift(,d
upward by
The connect or
rat
e the ope rat inrg space.
have a
state
natural
their
in
but an operat ing space
spacing of 63 mm,
to
195 mm is created
when one is
l i fted

~

orr

another.

Trhe photo. 2
enough to permit.
panels

Fig.

so that

(2)

cord accomodation on the connector pane)
will maintain the fiber at a radius of 50
mm to ensuring that the optical fiber
cannot. be reduced below a radius
of 30 mm.

operteL
Front

Connector panel

cited
above in
In this
space.

Accommodation space
of slack of excess fiber
Bc

5

oIf a
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wi l I be

connector

(Fig.

61

shows that, the
the operation.

influerrced
panel.

by

the

space
Four
rotation

is

r

f

Back of cabinet
Influenced paneles
brotating
by
|

I

oxccsbfbet

fibers_

Excess

(feeder cable)
.
Excess fibers
(distribution cable)

195 mm

\

WiringspaceRotating

:

~

6

axis
mConnector

panel
Fig.7 Threading pass line
of optical fiber-,

Fig. 6

Rotation of connector panel

5. Characteristics
Optical fiber losses are checked after
accommodating excess length of fiber- cords
of feeder and subscriber cable into
cabinet.
Measuring procedures of fiber
losses and results are shown in Fig. 8 and
Table 2.
Fig. 9

Measurig

1) Initial

procedures

of

optical power

LED light source

fiber

loss

(PC)

Cabinet

Detector

Excess fi
(slack)

Power ceter
Feeder cable

Distribution cable

Not yet accommodated

Photo.2 Space for threading or
cross-connection operation

2) Optical power after accodtnoq
excess fibers of feeder cable

in

cabinet

(P1)

4-2.Fiber arrangement in the cross
connection cabinet
3

Fig. 7 shows the fiber arrangement in
the cabinet with the feeder cable and
distribution cable passsing near the
rotary shaft of the connector panel. The
optical fiber cord is subjected to torsion
alone but free from length variation
(slack or tension of the optical fiber
cord) in the connector panel movements.
And Fig. 7 shows the pass of feeder cables
in the cabinet.
Excess length of fibers
are adjusted by semicirculare guide.

Optical power after accomodating
ftbmrs of distribition cab
exces

-.

02

_[7_J77

Table 2 R-ult.
Nuher or fibers
wh ch are put

It is possible for the prototype of
the cross connector cabinet to accommodate
500 connector adaptors by arranging 20
connector adaptors per panel, with 25
vertically installed panels.
Dimensions
of this cabinet are 2300 mm (H) x 800 mm
(W) x 320 mm (D).

e

|

400 fib.-r

int. chbinet
t

n')

n

tos incre..e

(80

IF Per

cbl. (PO-PI)

hel-

0.02dH

Distr~bution cable(P1-PS):belo- 0.02dB
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Conclusion
A high-density accommodated cross
connection cabinet has been developed and
confirmed. Occupied floor space is
It is highly operable and does
minimal.
not impair transmission characteristics.
This cabinet has already been operated
by Osaka Media Port Corp.. a
telecommunication company, and has proven
it's effectiveness.
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ACCESS METHODS FOR NON-INTRUSIVE OPTICAL FIBRE NETWORKS
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Abstract
This

paper discusses

the design

of

an

fibre are already commonly used in the
alignment of two cleaved ends prior to

optical fibre local area network which
uses
a
non-intrusive
technique
to
access fibre at each network node.
A

fusion splicing.
Work has also been
published which outlines the detection
and
extraction
of
real

demonstration

traffic'

constructed
10 Mbits/s

system

which
and
has

has

been

operates
a
capacity

at
of

.2

.

The

progression
the
use
of

of
this
LID
to

natural

work
is towards
provide multiple

100 nodes.
Practical
aspects
of
a
real
system
have
been
addressed,

access points on an optical
provide a network, and such

particularly

is

tapping
to

implementation

method which

fibre through

the

can

of

gain

a

fibre to
a system

outlined.

access

sheath of a cable.

Whilst a rudimentary cable and access
technique
has
been
used
for
the

demonstration
networks

Introduction

requirements

Optical fibre is now accepted by the
telecommunications
community
as
the
preferred
technology
for
long
haul
point-to-point
links,
and
is
moving

even closer to the end user.
In order
to give the user direct access to the
bandwidth of fibre, a convenient and
cost
effective
means
of
linking
terminals and workstations to
local area network is needed.

a

network

is to

be

reconfigured

or

fibre

core

in a non- intrusive way, and

which

uses

cheap

readily

host

the

cable

of

new

designer.

Simple
cables
can
offer
low
cost
solutions,
but
more
complicated
structures which
incorporate some
of
the
necessary
tap
features
may
be
attractive;
the
trade-offs
are
considered here.
Design details such

as the effects of static fatigue and
time-dependent deformation
of
fibre
coatings are also discussed.
System Overview

added
to.
To
realise
a
practical
fibre LAN. an approach is needed which
can access
the
data
carried
in
the
and

to

non-intrusive

a

fibre

Current optical technology is based on
point-to-point
links, and for a true
local
area
network
is
cumbersome
in
terms
of
both
cable
requirement and
system organisation.
The alternative
approach
to
use
couplers
and/or
power
splitters
requires
a
large
investment
in
such
components.
generally limits the number of system
nodes, and involves system downtime if

the

system,

give

available

components.

Work
at
STL
has
centred
on
direct
detection
and
injection
with
single
mode fibres using a grating, a large
area
photodiode
and
a
compact
disc
type
diode
laser.
A
system
demonstration of on
master
node and
four
slave
nodes
operating
at
10 Mbits/s
has
already been
achieved
with operating parameters which could
allow up
to
100
nodes
on
a
single

fibre

ring.

It uses

1 km

with
taps
which
can
anywhere along the cable

Many

of

optical

the

often

fibre

quoted

of

cable

be
inserted
length.

advantages

transmission

applicable to non-intrusive networks
Techniques for the local injection and
detection (LID) of power in an optical

284

of

systems are
-

noise
immunity
and
high
bandwidth
but
in this subset of systems, it is
of course possible and practical to
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insert or remove a node where desired
This may be of
and thus reconfigure.
great utility in business premises, in
industrial process plant, and on board
ship.
Cables
specific
to
each
environment will then be needed.

Qptical Fibre Tap

A
schematic
diagram of
the
tap
is
shown in Figure 1. with the injected
and collected light travelling in the
same direction.
The
primary coated
fibre is sandwiched between a grating
and
a
of
appropriate
dimensions
transparent block incorporating a lens
system.
A load
is
applied
to
the
grating, perturbing the fibre so as to
induce coupling between a core mode
and ore or more cladding modes.
In
order to extract light, the cladding
power
is
transmitted
across
the
boundary between the cladding and the
protective primary coating, into the
block,
and
is
then
collected
and
focussed by the lens onto a detector.
Light injection is achieved similarly
with an LED or
laser
replacing the
detector.
One of the useful features
is that the coupling fraction between
the core and
cladding modes, which
determines the maximum number of nodes
in
the
system,
can
be
controlled
variably from zero to nearly 100% by
simply adjusting the pressure on the
grating.

Laser

Cable and Fibre Access

For the dLmonstration system, it was
necessary to prove all aspects o.f a
practical
non-intrusive
approach.
Therefore.
a practical
and
reliable
cable and access
method was needed.
The system was required to operate in
a
real
but
relatively
benign
laboratory
or
business
environment
(rather than on a bench) which eased
cable design, but all the essential
features of a more hostile environment
had to be considered.

The
cable
chosen
(Figure
2)
is
a
simple
oval
loose
tube
design
strengthened
with
two
pultruded
dielectric
strength
members
which
allow
moderate
in-building
installation forces to be withstood.
Dielectric
strength members
'4

LesDetector

r

T_1__support

Grating

Figre 1:

Tap Schematic

Polyethylene

Optical fibre

Figure 2:

Non-intrusive Cable Prototype

tube

initially

If a semiconductor laser is used for
injection (as opposed to an LED) then
aberrations in the imaging optics will
need
to
be
minimised,
and
the
fibre/source
alignment
is
critical,
For collection, the active area of a
semiconductor detector will typically
be much larger than the emitting area
of a laser, and less highly corrected
optics and less stringent alignment is
necessary.

Kevlar

49

cords

were

used

for
strength,
but
these
proved
difficult to cut reliably when access
was
required.
The
current
strength
members provide a surprising amount of
flexibility to the cable before break
a
minimum
bend
radius
of
approximately 10 mm is achieved on the
easy axis.
Fibre access is gained by
controlled
cutting
of
the
sheath
within a
jig which acts both as a
cutting guide and as an 'exoskeleton'.
providing strength and protection when
the fibre has been exposed.
The tap
may be easily mounted on the jig.
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*have

is

cable

The

prod'ice.

to

cheap

facilitate

To

access,

the

two

shaped pieces are clamped to the cable
sheath.
A
longitudinal
cut
which
penetrates into the fibre space is
then
made along
one
edge
of
the
sheath.
it
has
been
found
experimentally that the fibre is not
damaged, but moves out of the way of
the blade
reliably and
repeatably.
The jig is inverted and a similar cut
made along the opposite edge.
Then.
transverse cuts are made across the

it
should
be
directly applicable
to
the plastic loose tube packages widely
used
in
the
optical
fibre
cabling

sheath, half of which falls away:
the
jig
is
inverted
again
and
similar
transverse cuts made in the other half

industry.
Indeed, any cable where the
sheath can be partially cut without
damage to the fibre has potential for
non- intrusive use.
Gaining access to the fibre does not
involve system downtime, and has shown

of the sheath which also falls away.
exposing the fibre.
Figure 4 shows
the sequence of
cutting.
A small
knife alignment mount has been found
to
considerably
ease
the
cutting
process. Note that the blade could be
ultrasonically
excited,
or
rotated

initial reliab'lity.
The principle is
to use two opposed 'U' shaped pieces
(Figure 3) which clamp onto the cable,
the sheath of which is then cut in the
manner
described
below.
The
double

(e.g. a dentist's drill): or a heated
tool
could
be used
which
melts
the
cable
sheath.
Note
also
that
the
method is
in principle applicaule to
structures with multiple fibres.

.U.
cable
clamp
and
sheath
removal method gives nearly 3600
access

sided

to

the

the

access

approach

the

fibre.

allows
fibre

from

laser/photodiode

This

the

double

grating

one

to

side,

and

from

the

package

(a)

other.

(b)

• x~osed fibre'

(C)

(d__

Figure 3:
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l

_

Tap Clamping Method
Figure 4:

..

''

involving only a single processing
stage, and gives zero incremental loss
over
primary
coated
fibre.
Full
environmental
and
mechanical
tests
yet to be carried out.
Although
currently
a
single
fibre
design,
multiple fibres can be used, but. in
this case modifications to the access
method will be needed.
These have
already been considered.
A possible
bonus of the access approach is that

i

l

l

i

Cable Cutting Sequence

The fibre is
U's.
and
longitudinal
Proper design

now
is

exposed between the
protected
by
the
parts
of
the
clamp,
allows the cable sheath

to be gripped effectively.
are
also
a
convenient
mounting a tap.

Copper
Ethernet
uses
TDMA
(time
division multiple access) with carrier
sense
and
collision
detection.
Collision detection is more difficult

The 'U's'
means
ot

in an optical system and so a simpler
technique
was
required
for
the
demonstration system. Unlike Ethernet
networks
with
distributed
intelligence,
the
master
station
naturally
lends
itself
to
a
central
control approach (and can also be used
as a gateway to other networks) so a
polling protocol was adopted with the
master
controlling
allocation of
the
channel
based
on requests
from taps
for channel usage.

Demonstration System

The demonstration
syztem comprises
a
master
station plus four
taps
(slave
nodes)
working
over
a one
kilometre
ring of specially designed single mode
fibre
cable.
The
system
is
shown
schematically in Fijure 5.
Both fibre

ends are connected to a master station
which can launch and receive directly

A
standard
telecommunications
type
laser emitting at 1300 nm, and with a

into and from the fibre without loss.
This
master
station
is
used
as
a
regenerator and allows downstream taps
to
communicate
upstream.
The
experimental
network
uses
desktop
computers
as
the
slave
node devicc
and
a
data
rate
of
10 Mbits/s
was
chosen
to
be
compatible
with
other
standards such as Ethernet.
This data

launch power of I mW was used as the
master
source.
To
be
economically
viable, it is essential to use cheaper
components at the tap and restrict any
more expensive components that may be
required to the one master site.
The
(cheap)
laser
used
in
compact
disc
players was the idea]
choice for
the
tap
injection
source
emitting
at

rate is the total channel capacity for

790 nm.

all

conventional

the

taps,

and

multi-access protocol
to share the resource.

so

must

a

suitable

be

chosen

At

this

wavelength,

telecommunications

fibre

can support more than one mode, and in
order to prevent modal noise problems.
the laser
reduce its

is modulated at 250 MHz
coherence.
A silicon

to

Diew

Mast.w

79Onn,APO

1300rv,1gw

S790-g ddU fro..
sbr^ nodf.

13001-. dat to
91en rwdes

L detcto.

~

700

Goowe

Figure 5:

fl

7

~

"Oft

F

l

-

Prototype System Schematic
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Wavelength
Fibre loss
Source power
Receiver sensitivity
Peak/mean ratio

nm
dB
dBm
dBm
dB

1300
0.2
0
-45
3

790
3.5
-5
-62
3

Injection loss
Tapping loss

22

--

--

10

dB
dB

Coupling fraction
Total node loss
Total loss
Operating margin

17
5
50.5
6.5

17
5
35.2
9.8

dB
dB
dB
dB

Figure 6.

Power Budget for 50 node, 1 km system

avalanche photodiode was used at the
master
receiver
where
its
high

coloured plastic inserted by a small
piggy back' extruder.
When a tap is

sensitivity could usefully be employed
to offset the tap injection losses,

required,
the
cable
can
be
easily
split
down this
line.
and a wedge

Relatively cheap germanium

shape

were

used

as

tap

photodiodes

receiver

detectors,

tap

inserted.

Positive

tap

alignment can be achieved.

the efficient light collection process
obviating
the need for an expensive
a
workable
APD
to
realise
sensitivity.
The tapping fraction was

The second example is a cable with a
sheath which is made in two identical

adjusted at each slave node to be
representative of a fifty node system,

halves.
halves,

not
but
economic considerations did
allow for fifty taps to be constructed.

the sheath
to
provide
which
indent
knock-out
panels which ease
removal
(in the manner of a soft drink can lid
The cable is then
with ring-pull).
together
by
glueing
or
put
oversheathing.

The demonstration system
is shown in Figure 6.

power

budget

Whilst
periodic

manufacturing
stampings are

the
made

Cabling Techniques

The concept of an installation based
techniques
presents
on
non-intrusive
novel
cable
requirements
to
some
engineers.
They are used to designing
the
fibre
by
cables
which
protect
making it difficult to access.
They
are now asked to cable it in such a
quick
and
easy
way
that
it
gives

Whilst elegant, both of these designs
to
multi-stage
production
lead
processes,
with
inevitable
drop
in
yield and rise in cost.

which
aid
Other
cable
structures
tapping
can
be
envisaged.
For
the grating
itself
can
be
example,
incorporated during manufacture. (e.g.
above) and designed to be used only
when a tap is required - although this
may be somewhat dangerous if the cable

adequate

is
By
using
a
complicated
cable
structure. convenient features can be
built
in.
such
as
a
measure
of
fibre/tap alignment,
but at a cost.
Take two examples.
The
first is a
cable in which a coated fibre is held
on the cable neutral axis by a lightly
foamed
elastomer
which
is
extruded
with a permanent split to its centre,
achieved by the use of
a web in the
In
the
cable
extruder
crosshead.
construction, this split
is arranged
to correspond with an easy split line
This
line is marked
in the sheath.
during sheath extrusion by a different

bent.

stamping

described

by

providing

the

process

access to. and anchorage for, the tap.
still
while
protection,

Alternatively.

like features
cable sheath.

could

'zip-like,

be included

in

the

However. such additions will increase
cabling costs, and will only be used
in fields where
the simpler tapping
for
this
procedures
compensate
Simplicity will be of
increased cost.
down in
the essence, to keep costs
what are likely to be very competitive
and cost-conscious markets.
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System Reliability

From
the
overall
system
view.
a
properly
designed
non-intrusive
optical
network
will
be
no
less
reliable
than
a
conventional
point-to-point link, as they both use

this
strain.
The
probability
of
failure was then calculated using data
obtained
from
longer
length
tensile
strength
experiments
on
commercial
fibre'.
This
is
less
than
10 10
over
the
ten
year
period
and
is thus negligible.

similar
optoelectronic
components.
There
are,
however,
two
important

The

additional

reliability,

which

aspect7

merit

of

the

special

technique

consideration.

These. both concerning the tap itself,
are
static
fatigue
and
long-term
deformation of fibre coatings.

Static
fatigue
must
be
considered
because the tap subjects the fibre to
bending strain.
One of the advantages
of
using
a
grating
rather
than
a
simple bend to tap light
is that the
bending
strain
is
much
lower'.
Using classical
bending beam
theory,
the shape of the bent fibre has been
described
by
means
of
a
Fourier

due

second
to

aspect
creep

loading

by

of
of

long

fibre

the

term

coatings

gratings

over

the
system
lifetime,
has
also
been
addressed.
Any such deformation would
result in drift in the amount of light
collected or injected.
A theoretical
analysis of the problem is difficult,
since it is not clear which model of
deformation
applies
to
the
coatings.
Each
model
predicts
a
different
behaviour
in
the
long
term.
ranging
from
continual
flow
leading
to
breakdown,
to
the
eventual
establishment
of
an
equilibrium
distortion.

series2.
The
crucial
result
of
this, as far as static fatigue is
concerned,
is the
maximum
surface
tensile
strain.
This
is slightly
different for injection and detection,
as two different gratings are used.

A
simple
approach
was
adopted
measurement of coating movement under
simulated
service
conditions.
The
experimental configuration is shown in
Figure
7.
The
tWu
bare
fibres

The

simulate

maximum

injection
0.12%.

is

tensile

strain

0.15%. and

for

for

collection

The
inert fibre scrength required
to
survive a 0.15% strain for
ten years
service
life
was
calculated
using
standard
static
fatigue
theory,
assuming
an
N
value
of
25
for
an
indoor environment and a B
value of
0
2
101 Pa s.
In
terms
of
strain
this
inert strength is 0.645%.
This
is comparable with the 0.5% proof test
level
used
for
standard
telecommunications
fibre,
so
it
can
already be seen that fatigue will not

be

a

major

realised

problem.

that

only

When
a

it

very

is

small

two

bars

of

the

the fibres are loaded by
weight to the top plate.

grating

and

applying
This is

a
a

mechanically
stable
configuration
where the load on an intersection can
be
calculated.
Coating
deformation
may
be
measured
by
monitoring
the
capacitance
between
the
metallic
plates.
The
area
of
the
formed
capacitor
is
large
enough
to
ignore
changes in dielectric constant at the
crossovers.

At
room
temperature.
90%
of
the
coating distortion was complete during

the
after

first

few

which

minutes

from

exponentially

loading.

decreasing

surface area of the fibre is exposed
to this strain, a large safety margin
is seen to exist.

movement was observed.
Extrapolation
of
results
made
over
a
month
(Figure 8) suggests that after some
80 microns
of
flow
(66%
coating
deformation), a stable condition was

In
the demonstration system tap,
the
length
of
fibre
under
strain totals
13.6
mm.
In
order
to
obtain
a
conservative
estimate
of
failure

reached.
Indeed, many centuries would
pass
before
complete
penetration
of
the 120 m primary coating.

probability, the following assumptions
were
made.
Firstly,
the
entire
13.6 mm was considered to be under the
maximum 0.15% strain, and secondly,
the entire
fibre surface was also
considered
to
be
at
this
maximum

Further experiments,
also shown
in
Figure 8, were conducted at elevated
0
temperatures to 70 C and showed no
evidence of catastrophic breakdown to
(ductile)
failure.
The
apparent
inconsistency between the results at

surface

40 C

strain.

In

actuality.

only

the extreme outside of the bend is at

0

and

50

0

C

can

be

explained

by the fact that there is a glass
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Summary and Conclusions
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This
paper
has
presented
the
implementation
of
a
non-intrusive
optical fibre network.
It
has shown
that such techniques are fundamentally
practical, and have the potential to
operate reliably over extended periods
of time.
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Abstract
Techniques so far developed for optical
telecommunication trunk line networks do not
fulfil the requirements of future subscriber
loop networks. Based on the optical fibre
ribbon cable, multiple splicing techniques and
the plastic connector a full range of cable
accessories has been developed,
New type splice organizers assure orderly
storage of ribbon-to-ribbon connections and
splicing lengths in both existing and future
splice closures. The splicing lenghts of fibre
ribbons are stored prior to the splicing
process. They are to be pulled out of the
organizer for the splicing procedure and pushed
back when the splice is finished.
Modular constructed cable terminals employing
the recently developed plastic connector [1]
and pre-connectorized jumper fibres are the
main elements of optical cross connecting
cabinets and main distribution frames.
1. Introduction
Optical telecommunication techniques are
succesful used in trunk line networks for
several years. The next step of development
will be the introduction of fibre optic techniques into subscriber loop networks. Techniques, equipment and procedures developed so far
for telecommunication networks therefore fulfil
the requirements of trunk line applications but
are hardly the appropriate approach of the
subscriber loop networks of the future.
Key
the
the
and

element of the subscriber loop network is
optical fibre ribbon cable, which offers
combined advantage of high fibre density
multiple fusion splicing of the fibres.

In addition to permanent ribbon-to-ribbon
connections subscriber loop networks also
require detachable fibre connections for cable
terminals in cross connecting cabinets and main
distribution frames. A new technological
approach to cables terminals is the subscriber
loop connector employing precision thermoplastic moulding technologies and fibre
adjustment in v-grooves [1]. Together with the
above mentioned splice organizer this plastic
connector is the main element of terminal units
in modular constructed terminals for fibre
ribbon cables.
2. Splice Organizer for Fibre Ribbon
Connections
The main problem of cable accessories for
optical fibre ribbon cables is to store the
ribbon-to-ribbon connections and the appropriate splicing- and repair lengths well
arranged in an easy and time saving procedure.
Due to the rectangular shape of the fibre
ribbon these lenghts cannot be stored in simple
loops after completing the splice procedure as
it is done with single fibres.
Special splice organizers for optical fibre
ribbons have been developed. In these organizers the splicing- and repair lenghts of the
ribbons to be connected are stored in separated
storage chambers prior to the splicing
procedure. Before the splic ng procedure is
started the ends of the already stored fibre
ribbons have to be pulled out of the storage
chambers of the splice organizer. When the
splicing procedure is finished the ribbons are
pushed back into the storage chambers.
2.1 One-chamber splice organizer

Based on this cable and splicing approach the
principles of a complete range of cable
accessories for subscriber loop networks have
been developed including a new splice organizer for fibre ribbons.
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The one-chamber splice organizer is made up by
two cylindrical storage chambers for fibre
ribbons as shown in Fig. 1.
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In contrary to the one-chamber splice organizer
the storage chambers are subdivided into two
zones by a separating wall. In the interior
zone of the storage chamber that part of the
ribbon length is stored, which is necessary to
bring the organizpr close to the splicing
machine. The splicing- and repair length is
stored in the outer zone. The two-chamber
organizer is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.l One-chamber splice organizer

The fibre ribbons to be stored are introduced
through guiding channels into the organizer.
Before they reach the interior of the storage
chambers they are turned into upright position.
Thus the ribbon lenghts to be stored are
inserted into the storage chambers through
slotted holders loop by loop. The ends of the
fibre ribbons are led out through ports in the
outer walls of the storage chambers. Normally
all layers of the ribbons are close to the
outer walls due to their stiffness. The ends of
fibre ribbons are to be pulled out of the
storage chambers before the splicing procedure
is started, the coils of ribbon layers are
drawn together and ribbon length is gained to
lead the ribbon ends to the splicing machine,
When the splicing procedure is finished the
ribbons are pushed back into the storage
chambers and the protected splice is fixed in
the space between both storage chambers.
The one-chamber splice organizer fulfils all
requirements for the storage of ribbon-toribbon connections including the appropriate
splicing- and repair lenghts. But the splice
organizer cannot be taken out of the splice
closure to bring it close to the splicing
machine without providing further unprotected
lenghts of fibre ribbon remaining unarranged in
the splice closure.

2.2 Two-chamber splice organizer
The two-chamber splice organizer should be used
in all cases where it is required to take the
splice organizer out of the cable accessory and
bring it close to the splicing machine,

FIG.2 Two-chamber splice organizer
To prepare the two-chamber splice organizer for
the splicing procedure the fibre ribbon is
inserted into the interior zone first and then
is changed over into the exterior zone. At the
separating wall between both zones the fibre
ribbon is fixed by a clamping device. All other
mounting steps are the same as described in the
case of the one-chamber splice organizer.
Due to its construction it is possible to take
the two-chamber splice organizer out of the
splice closure whereby the ribbon portions
stored in the interior zones are used; to get
the ribbon ends to the splicing device the
stored lengths in the exterior zones are used.
When the two-chamber organizer is placed back
into the splice closure after the splicing
procedure both fibre ribbon lengths are stored
well protected within the splice organizer.
3. Support for Splice Organizer
The supports as shown in Fig. 3 serve for
screwless fixing of both type of splice
organizers in cable accessories. The supports
are provided with slots for the organizers to
be pushed in. Every slot is able to carry one
organizer in horizontal position or two
organizers standing upright. According to the
modular construction long rows of supports can
be formed.
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Two-chamber splice organizers cr- ie used
beginning with the size TK 120-... This closure
is able to take up 20 'wo-chamber organizers
for 200 fibre splices. It is shown in Fig. 5.
One of the two-chamber organizers has been
taken out for splicing.

FIG. 3 Support for splice organizer

-

4. Splice Closures for Optical Ribbon Cables
The described splice organizers are designed
for both existing and future types of splice
closures. In the initial stage of optical
subscriber loop networks probably proven types
of splice closures will be used, e. g. the well
known TK-closures of screwed- and clamping
type.
Due to their dimensions the clozures TSK 100-4
and TK 95-64 are only suitable for one-chamber
splice organizers. Fig. 4 shows the splice
closure TSK 100-4 equipped with 5 one-chamber
splice organizers to store the splices of 5
fibre ribbons.

FIG. 5 TK 120-80 equipped with 20 twochamber splice organizers, one taken
out for splicing
The closures TK 155-100 and TK 155-IOOL are
able to take up 50 or 80 two-chamber splice
organizers respectively. Table 1 surveys the
dimensions and the fibre/ ribbon capacity of
the complete TK-closure family equipped with
one- and two- chamber splice organizers.

One chamber organizer
Type

J

Dimension (mm)

TSK100-4

86.114x 207

TK 95 64

0155 x 430

Capacity
organizer

fibres

5

50

15

150

Two chamber organizer
Type

Capacity
organizer

fibres

TK 120-80

018

x 585

20

200

TK 155-100

0214 x 675

50

500

TK155-100LI

0

80

800

FIG. 4 TSK 100-4 equipped with 5 onechamber splice organizers
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Dimension (mm)
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210x 925

Table 1: Dimension and fibre capacity
of TK-closures

The further progress in building out optical
subscriber loop networks will require the
development of a new closure family especially
designed to the requirements of fibre ribbon
cables. In Table 2 the possible range of a
future closure family with main dimensions and
fibre capacity is shown.

Dimension

Capacity

Size

(mm)

organizer

tibres

10

100

120 x170 x 385

25

250

170x230x 375

3

50

500

170 x 230x 550

4

100

1000

170 x 230x 850

5

20'

2000

270 x 275 x 850

1
2

h

On its bottom side it is provided with modified
splice organizers and a tenfold connector
port. One fibre ribbon of the outside plant
cable is spliced to single fibre pigtails of
the plastic connectors. Both splicing lengths
of the fibre ribbon and the pigtails are stored
in separate storage chambers see Fig. 7.

11

Table 2: Possible capacity and dimensions
of a future closure family

Al

i

5. Switching Units for Fibre Ribbon Cables
Based on the above mentioned plastic connector
for subscriber loop network applications I] a
new type of optical cable terminal was
developed to provide detachable connections in
cross connecting cabinets and main distribution
frames.
This cable terminal allows termination of 100
fibres. It is modular constructed and made up
of plug-in units to terminate one fibre ribbon
each.

FIG. 7 Plug-in unit, bottom view
On the upper side of the
terminal unit a stack
of storage disks for pre-connectorized jumper
fibres is arranged. These disks are needed to
store the overlengths of pre-fabricated jumper
fibres, see Fig. 8.

A complete mounted plug-in unit is shown in
Fig. 6.

IfI

FIG. 6 Plug-in unit completely mounted

FIG. 8 Plug-in unit: top view with
storage disk and pre-connectorized
jumper fibre
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Switching units are built up by at least one
pair of terminal blocks but only one stack of
storage disks per terminal is needed. Therefore
a second type of terminal unit, without storage
disks was taken into account.

References
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Cross connecting cabinets and main distribution
frames built up with described cable terminals
are comparatively small units. They offer the
advantage of time saving switching operations.
Fig. 9 shows the first model of a column of
terminal units for use in cross connecting
cabinets. Simular structions can be built up
for main distribution frames.
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Fig. 9 Cable terminal units for fibre ribbon
cables in cross connecting cabinets

6. Conclusion
The basic principles for a complete range of
cable accessories for optical fibre ribbon
cables have been developed which fulfil the
very special requirements of subscriber loop
networks.
One- and two-chamber splice organizers assure
easy storage of ribbon-to-ribbon splices in
splice closures.
Cable terminals built up by plug-in units
provide detachable fibre connections.They also
provide well organized arrangement of preconnectorized jumper fibres in cross connecting
:abinets and main distribution frames,
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ABSTRACT

2. Cable specification

A new small diameter, light weight optical fiber
cord with good optical and mechanical performances
was developed for airplane application by overcoming microbending and jacket shrinkage problmes.
The fiber has 20Bpm core and 250m cladding. The
transmission loss is less than 8.0dB/km at O.85om
in the temperature range from -65'C to +150 0 C.
This temperature range would be applicable to
a relatively large area of thp airplane.

The airborne optical fiber cable is very different
from other application cables in the following
ways.
i) It must have much better reliability.
ii) The cable must withstand a very wide
temperature range, from -650 C to +150
or more.

0

C

iii) The fiber must transmit as much optical
power as possible due to the vast amount
of branching necessary.
Based on these requirements, the specification
for optical fiber cord described in Table I was
set. The reason for a very high N.A. (=0.35)
is to make the fiber very resistant to microbending loss, since microbending loss is propor-3
or An 5 [1],[2]. An is the refractional to An
tive index difference between the core and the
cladding and is related to N A as follows:
NA~nV7-A-, where~n is the refractive index of core.
A large size core (=208m) was chosen due to above
requirement iii).

1. Introduction
Among various features of optical fiber cable, the
compactness, lightness and immunity to electromagnetic interference are the most attractive
aspects for its application to airplanes. Optical
fiber cable used in airplanes is required to
function properly over a very wide range of temperatures about from -651C to +150*C. An optical
fiber cord (single fiber cable) has usually no
anti-bucking elements. Therefore it shows a
very large increase in optical loss at temperature
below -501C due to thermal shrinkage of the cord
jacket material and its relaxation of residual
strain of extrusion after being exposed at high
temperature. This problem has to be solved,
In addition, extremely high mechanical reliability,
flexibility, lightness and low loss optical transmission property are required for an airborne
optical fiber cord. This paper reports the development of an optical fiber cord to meet the abovementioned severe requirements.

3. Cable technology
To get a cable that meets the specifications
in Table 1, the cable as shown in Fig.1 was
designed. The following ne..'
concepts and techniques were developed and applied to the cable;
(

A very high index difference fiber (An=3.6%)
was made by doping a large quantity of
germanium in the core as well as in the
fluorine in the cladding. An example of
an actual refractive index profile is shown
in Fig.2.
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Table 1

Specification of optical fiber cord

Requirement

Item
A. Optical performance

Less than 15dB/km from -650 C to +150 0 C

I1 Attenuation
2 Numerical aperture

10. 3 5 ± 0.03

Light susceptibility

. I3
Less than 150 nanowatt/km for 3000 foot candles

B. Mechanical/Physical characteristics
I E

ccentricity

Less than 6% for core/cladding and cladding/jacket

2aTesl
eng

st

nLess than 3% elongation for 80kg

,cd

and elongation
3 Flexibility

IFlex torgue is less 'oan 650k.cm, 875k-cm
for bending 900, 1800 respectively

4 Impact

ILe

5 Weight and diamete

s than 0.5dB for 50 cycles of 37.Skgfm impact

Weight; 4kg/km max., O/D; 1.8mm max.

C. Environmental requirements
Accelerated aging
2 Cold bend

No cracks for 120 hours at 2001C
Loss increase less than 0.5dB for 8 turns
on 50mmo mandrel

3 Flammability

Self-extingishing within 30 sec after flame removed
Loss
ndre l for 2000 cycles
m o ma0.5dB
h 50mthan
exing w itless
f flincrease
Strength member shall not be exposed

uu anceo
4reFlexnd
5 Scrape abrasion
resistance

for specified brade

6 Thermal shock resistance

Shrinkage of any layer is less than
3.5mm
for rapid temp. change from +150 0 C to -650 C

7 Shrinkage or elongation
of layers

0
Less than 3.5mm for aging for 6 hours at 150 C

8 Wicking

Less than 3.5mm for ink immersion test

TAPE
SECONDARY COATING

--

-

CLADDING
2

CO4RE

_7

PRIMARY COATINGI>
STRENGTH MEMBER

_

1

OUTER JACKET
H..2
F i.:
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Fluorocarbon polymer in which 3.8% of inorganic wiskers were added was used for the
outer jacket. The reason for this is as
follows: Plastic generally used for a jacket
of optical fiber cord degenerates at a high
temperature (+150 0 C). Though fluorocarbon
polymer can withstand this temperature, it
adversely affects fibers due to thermal
shrinkage and relaxation fo extrusion stress.
To reduce this problem, wiskers were added
into the fluorocarbon polymer. We selected
K20,6TiO as wisker he-ause it as able twithstand the extrusion temperature of the
fluorocarbon polymer. Wiskers in the polymer
were oriented in an axial direction during
the extrusion process as shown in Fig.3 which
suppressed the polymer shrinking.

By adding wiskers,
i) Thermal shrinkage can be reduced to 40
60" of the original value (Fig.4).

'

ii) Young modulus at high temperature is as
twice as the original value of the fluorocarbon polymer. This increases the mechanical strength of the cord at high temperatures (Fig.5).

qq

ILI
.K

1

.

U,.

0 X 3.

. 0 0

10

1

I
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I

(J A slipping tape was applied beneath the
outer jacket layer in order to achieve uniform
lengthwise jacket contraction. This costruction served to reduce the increase of transmission loss.

I

*I

Construction of finished optical cord is shown
in Table 2.
Construction of

Fiber

cord

Core diameter

208wm

Clad diameter
N.A.

25Ohm
N.A.

0.35 ± 0.02

+=
Index profile ~N
2.6% (Gr doped silica)i
IN-=-1.0%
(F doped silica)

Priary
coating

Diameter

0.45mm

econdary

Diameter

0.5 mm

Diameter

1.7 mm

coating
Outer
jacket
Total
iweight

3.2g/m

ii

300

300

at

ZI

..

The attenuation loss measured at room temperature
is shown in Fig.6 and loss change at 0.85pm
against temperature from -651C to +150*C is shown
in Fig.7. From these results the attenuation
of this optical cord is less than 8dB/km over
the temperature range from -650 C to +150 0 C.

1) Construction of finished optical core

finished optical

m

2) Attenuation

4. Property of the finished optical cord

Table 2

-•

3n
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3) Tensile strength

4) Other mechanical properties

Fig.8 shows the elongation of the cord when tensile
load was applied. This cord showed no breakage
till 130kgf since all the constituting materials
had breaking elongation at more than 2%.

Some mechanical properties are shown in Table 3.
All other properties listed in the specification
(Table 1) are satisfied.

5. Conclusion
2.0

A new small diameter, light weight optical fiber
cord with good mechanical performance was
developed for airplane apolication. The transmission loss is less than 8.0dB/km at 0.85pm
0
the temperature range from -651C to +150 C.
This temperature range would be applicable to
a relatively large area of the airplane.

-in

1-5
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Table 3 Mechanical properties of a developed optical fiber cord
Items
Impact
Cold bend

Flexure endurance
Scrape abrasion
resistance
Twist

Test condition
The hanmer of 0.25g weight was dropped from
150mm height for 50 cycles
6m length specimen was wound 8 turns on
50mm diameter mandrel at -650 C

Loss change

LLess

than 0.1dB

Less than 0.1dB

The specimen was bent through 180*C using mandrel with
50mm diameter at a rate 15 cycle/min.

Less than O.05dB

The specimen was subjected to 30 cycles of
scraping using blade with a 0.5kg applied weight

Less than 0.05dB

250mm specimen with a load of 2kg weight was
twisted through 1800 in either direction for 200 cycles

Less than O.05dB
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ABSTRACT
Application of fiber-optic technology can significantly
enhance the operational capability of a ship. Ship
designers and builders have already placed fiber-optic
systems aboard ships to take advantage of the inherent
attributes of fiber-optic technology. A fiber-optic
cable's small size allows for substantial weight reduction
and increases usable ipterior space. The characteristic
of optical fiber provides for very high bandwidth, low
noise-to-signal ratio, and immunity to EMP /EMI/RFI
radiation. Early trials aboard ships used large core
100/140 pm core/cladding fiber. However, the present
trend is towards radiation-hardened 62.5/125 pm
graded index multimode and single-mode fibers to take
advantage of these fibers' characteristics. In any case,
the impressive features of fiber-optic systems when
matched to shipboard requirements, not only enhance
system performance, but also increase system reliability
and survivability. This paper describes a shipboard
fiber-optic cable design and presents some test results,

a to remove tens of thousands of pounds from a ship's
weight and reduce cable space requirements by
providing cables that are light in weight and have
small diameters (volume), yet increase
the
information carrying capability compared to present
copper cable systems, thereby enhancing the ship's
operational capability
e to integrate all of a ship's systems and sub-systems,
i.e., control (machinery), sensors, alarms, weapons,
surveillance, telecommunications, administration,
video, etc., into a single survivable network aboard a
ship
e to be assured that this network is capable of
sustaining technological and capacity growth. and
that the components are designed to last for the life
of the ship
o to implement a cable plant that provides immunity
against
electromagnetic
pulse
(EMP).
electromagnetic interference (EM), and radio
frequency interference (RFI) and requires no sheath
grounding
o to achieve cost effectiveness when compared to
similar functional systems and to enhance the overall
reliability, survivability, and capability of a new
class of warships
As the Navv moved to integrate fiber-optics technology
with naval shipboard requirements,. programs were
started to produce standards and specifications for
marine shipboard fiber-optic components. The intent of
these specifications is to avoid a proliferation of designs
and
acquire
an
inventory
of marine-qualified

INTRODUCTION
Fiber-optic technology can take a place among other

components.

These components would be available for

great technologies such as radio, radar, transistor, laser,
etc. Even in its infancy this technology caused the
restructuring of the entire national long distance
network. In its subsequent growing age, fiber optics
progressed and reached beyond the telephone loop plant
into serving areas, office buildings, and finally
residences. Today, the technology has reached a more
mature stage, and the military is actively engaged in
extending fiber optics into weapons systems, sensor
systems. control systems, and combined computer and

use in several new systems being develcped for
For example, the Fiber
shipboard installation.
Distributed Data Interface (ANSI X3T9.5) system and
the SAE (A-9 system are two commercial Local Area
Network (LAN)standards that are either fiber based or
enhanced through the use of fiber. These commercial
systems. based on multimode fiber, are being studied as
base-line models for conversion to military systems
including shipboard applications. Military qualified
fiber-optic hardware designed for shipboard use

telecommunications systems.

to
naval
compliance
necessary
provides
the
requirements to support the implementation of these

The U.S. Navy has numerous programs underway to
efficiently integrate fiber optics into both shore facilities
and shipboard systems. With regard to shipboard
systems,
the U.S . Navy
has recognized
the
overwhelming advantages fiber optic systems can
provide to enhance a ship's operational capability. It
should
be noted
that fiber optics affords the
opportunity:

systems aboard ships. In a further effort, the Navy is
also developing a shipboard fiber optic distribution
system to provide both high and low speed data
transport for the various systems aboard ships. Based
on single-mode fiber, this distribution system will have
excellent throughput and latency characteristics with
data rates in the upper gigabit ranges.
System
survivability and network integrity is assured , bvpa.,s
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mechanisms, distributed switching, and redundant path
features. It should be noted that systems of this type
could not have been considered without the application
of fiber optic technology with its inherent low loss and
extremely high bandwidth characteristics,
In ships today, copper coaxial cables are used
extensively to connect radar and other surveillance
systems to a ship's main computers and processors
distributed throughout the ship. Figure 1 illustrates
typical system locations aboard a ship. Most of the
sensory equipment is generally interconnected and
clustered in the superstructure while the computers and
displays are located below decks. This causes a high
concentration of copper cable weight in the
superstructure which must be balanced by ballast
below. Since modern ships no longer have heavy
boilers, piping, etc. below decks (lighter weight gas
turbines are the main propulsion units), the added
compensating ballast reduces the weight advantage
originally gained by installing gas turbines. Fiber-optic
cable can drastically reduce the weight of the
transmission med' aboard a ship and restore some of
the weight reductions sought. It is estimated that a
75% or higher weight reduction of transmission media
can be achieved by replacing copper cables with fiberoptic cables. Furthermore, because the volume of the
fiber cables is less than their copper counterparts,
usable space inside a ship is increased.
Recently, several trials and shipboard tests of fiberoptic components have been successfully completed.
These trials consisted mainly of point to point data
links and embedded system applications. Nevertheless,
the success of these trials and experimentation, the
recent ongoing development of fiber-optic shipboard
component specifications, and the publishing of a first
draft standard for a ship
9ard LAN using fiber-optic
technology (SAFENET) 21r 3 attest to the high level of
activity surrounding the placement of fiber-optic
components and yotcms aboard ships.

In summary, fiber-optic technology can provide the
means to achieve weapons platforms with a high degree
of survivability, ship systems that are more reliable,
flexible, and secure, and a ship that has a substantially
increased operational capability. This paper presents
preliminary information on a new fiber-optic cable
design for shipboard applications. The following
sections describe the fiber, the cable structure and some
early optical, chemical, mechanical and environmental
performances of the cable.
FIBER FOR SHIPBOARD APLICATIONS
The 62.5/125 pm fiber is becoming the standard
multimode fiber for LAN and other premises
applications, and is ideal for many shipboard system
applications. Early trials aboard ships used 100/140 pim
multimode fiber. However, the present trend is towards
radiation-hardened
62.5/125
um
graded
index
multimode fiber. It offers the best combination of low
loss, low microbending and macrobending loss
sensitivity, good source-to-fiber coupling efficiency, and
high bandwidth as well as compatibility with existing
connectorization and splicing technologies
and
components. In the future, as data transmission
capacity requirements increase, it appears that single
mode fibers will find more applications in shipboard
fiber-optic systems.
The standard 62.5/125 jim fiber has a typical
attenuation coefficient of 0.8 dB/km at 1300 nm and a
bandwidth of up to 1000 MHz-km at 1300 nm. Table I
shows a relative performance comparison of three other
multimode fiber designs with the 62.5/125 jm fiber.
The source-to-fiber coupling efficiency increases with
core diameter and refractive index difference. However,
bending loss sensitivity increases as the core diameter
increases or as the refractive index difference decreases.
Bandwidth performance is inversely related to the

RADAR
SYSTEMS
MISSILE
SYSTEMS

PROPULSION
SYSTEMSYSTEMS

MISSILE
SYSTEMS

COMBAT

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Figure 1. Typical System Locations Aboard a Navy ship
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TABLE I. RELATIVE PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PREVALENT MULTIMODE FIBERS
Core/Cladding
Diameter
(m)

Index
Difference
(%)

Numerical
Aperture
NA

Relative
Source-to-Fiber
Coupling
(dB)

Relative
Microbending
Loss
(dBlkm)

Relative
Macrobending
Loss
(dBfloop)

50/125
50/125
62.5/125
100/140

1.1
1.3
2.0
2.2

.21
.23
.29
.31

-3.8
-3.2
0
3.0

2.5
1.5
1.0
2.5

1.5
1.2
1.0
1.5

refractive index difference, i.e., an increase in the index
difference results in a decrease in the bandwidth of the
fiber. The typical bandwidth of the 62.5/125 pm fiber
is 700 MHz-km at 1300 jAm. The 62.5/125 pm fiber is
well-suited for applications in a shipboard environment
because of its low bending loss sensitivity and high
bandwidth.

62.5/125 pm fiber is 0.8 dB/km at 1300 nm and the
bandwidth is 400 MHz-km at 1300 nm. The low dose
13 7
rate, room temperature sensitivities,
measured with
C
gamma radiation from a Cs
source at 5 rad/hr for
approximately 100 rads total dose, of standard and radha 62.5/125 am multimode fibers are shown in Table
1.
The high dose rate sensitivities, measured with
gamma radiation from a Co ° source at 200 rad/s for
approximately 62,(00 rads total dose, at room
temperature and -55 C are shown in Tables III and IV.
The radiation sensitivities, expressed in mdB/km/rad,
were determined by dividing the peak induced loss by
the total dose and do not imply that the induced loss is
linearly related to the total dose received by the fiber:
the radiation sensitivities are used for comparative
purposes only. Figures 2 and 3 show the radiation
responses for the standard and rad-hard 62.5/125 pm
fiber at room temperature and -55 C. The rad-hard
62.5/125 pm fiber is suitable for shipboard applications
requiring nuclear radiation survivability because of the
lower induced losses and enhanced recovery after
exposure to nuclear radiation.

In military applications, particularly shipboard and
tactical applications, the survivability of a fiber-optic
communication system after exposure to nuclear
radiation is of extreme importance. One of the most
susceptible components in the system is the fiber itself,
Radiation from a nuclear event causes darkening or
transmittance loss, scintillation effects, dispersion, and
several other effects in optical fibers. Scintillation
effects from Cerenkov radiation produce noise in a
fiber-optic transmission system and generally do not
last very long. Dispersion effects are due to radiationinduced changes to the refractive index of the fiber,
The primary mechanism for radiation-induced loss in
optical fibers is absorption at the common operating
wavelengths for fiber-optic transmission systems of 0.85,
1.3, and 1.5 pm. This absorption is caused by trapped
carriers, which are generated by the ioniz ,ng radiation,
at defect sites in the glass matrix.14 The fiber
composition, particularly the type and concentration of
the dopants, has a significant effect on the radiation
sensitivity of a fiber. It has been shown that the
radiation sensitivity is strongly dependent on the
concentration of the phosphorous in the core.(t5 (61Many
other factors govern the severity of radiation damage in
an optical fiber such as the total ionizing radiation dose,
wavelength,
temperature,
operating
dose
rate,
processing conditions, and photobleaching effects due to
transmitted and ambient light. In order to improve the
nuclear radiation survivability of the 62.5/125 pm fiber,
a radiation-hardened (rad-hard) version of the 62.5/125
pum fiber has been developed and optimized for
operation at 1300 nm. While standard 62.5/125 pim
fiber has both germanium and phosphorous in the core,
the rad-hard 62.5/125 pm fiber has no phosphorous.
The typical attenuation coefficient of the rad-hard

SHIPBOARD CABLE SPECIFICATIONS
Currently, there are two military specifications, namely
DOD-C-85045C and PMS-400-XYZ-1, which can govern
The DOD-C-85045C
the shipboard cable design.
specification is used at present for tactical cable
designs. This specification also includes requirements
pertinent to shipboard cable designs. However, this
specification is not currently being used for shipboard
cables. PMS-400-X-YZ-1 is the specification which is
being used at present for shipboard cable designs.
These specifications are currently being reviewed by the
U. S. Navy and a new specification or modification to
the existing specifications may result. Due to this
reason, the performance of the cable described later has
been evaluated from a general and diverse shipboard
test requirements basis, instead of evaluating the cable
to any specific specification.

TABLE 1I. LOW DOSE RATE, ROOM TEMPERATURE RADIATION SENSITIVITIES
(mdB/km/rad) OF 62.5/125 pim MULTIMODE FIBERS
Wavelength
(Mm)

Standard
Design

Radiation
Hardened

0.85
1.3

8.7
3.4

0.98
0.05
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TABLE III. HIGH DOSE RATE, ROOM TEMPERATURE RADIATION SENSITIVITIES
(mdB/km/rad) OF 62.5/125 pm MULTIMODE FIBERS
Wavelength
(IrM)

Standard
Design

Radiation
Hardened

0.85
1.3
1.5

20.1
5.7
7.9

2.64
0.39
0.30

TABLE fV. HIGH DOSE RATE, -55 C RADIATION SENSITIVITIES
(mdB/km/rad) OF 62.5/125 ,m MULTIMODE FIBERS

Wavelength
(Am)

Standard
Design

Radiation
Hardened

0.85

18.8

38.8

1.3

15.5

5.2

1.5

22.1

2.9

1

1400

62.5/125 um MULTIMODE FIBER
1
0.85 Mm

1200
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1000m -

800
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- - -t-
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0
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RAD-HARD
-

-

STD.

Figure 2. Optical Fiber Radiation Response at 25 * C

These specifications, in general, require that the cables
have low toxicity, contain low or no halogen, generate
low smoke and acid gas, be flame retardant, operate
under extreme operating and storage temperature
ranges, withstand stringent mechanical requirements
and very high water pressure, survive hostile fluids at
high temperature, and meet other demanding criteria,
All the above requirements, individually and in most
combinations thereof, can be met with appropriate
material selection and cable design features. Meeting
all of the requirements simultaneously without any
exceptions may be very difficult and/or may result in

306

quite expensive cables. For example, meeting the high
temperature fluid exposure requirement may call for
radiation crosslinking or continuous vulcanization of
jacketing materials. There are some thermoplastic
materials available which will meet the fluid
requirements, but are too stiff for shipboard
applications. These aspects make the design and
development of shipboard cables most difficult and
challenging. Design and development of cables for
shipboard applications are currently underway. In the
foll-wing, such a preliminary cable design and test
results are presented.
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Figure 3. Optical Fiber Radiation Response at -55 * C

CABLE DESIGN

OFCC is given in Figure 6.

The OFCC contains a 900

Pim poyester elastomer buffered fiber, surrounded by
Kevlar yarn and a low halogen jacket. Over the
OFCC units, two lavers of Kevlar
varn strengt
members are stranded in opposing lays. these Kevlar
yarn strength members are treated with polymers which
are water swellable, eliminating the need for separate
waterblocking members. The use of such waterblocking
Kevlar yarn also minimizes the cable size. in addition
to providing a uniform waterblocking structure. A low

Preliminary development of a four fiber shipboard cable
has been completed.
The cable cross-section is
presented in Figure 4, and an isometric view is
presented in Figure 5.
The cable uses radiationhardened 62.5/125 jam multimode fiber. The cable
consists of a central waterblocking yarn with four
optical fiber cable components (OFCC) stranded over it
along with waterblocking yarn. The cross-section of the

OUTER JACKET
WATERBLOCKING
KEVLARS YARN
WATERBLOCKING
CENTRAL MEMBER

OFCC (4 UNITS)

WATEROLOCKING
YARN (4 UNITS)

7.5

Figure 4.

nmm

Cross-Section of 4-OFCC Shipboard Cable
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WATER3LOCKING
OFOC JACKET
YARN

WATERBLOCKING
KEVLAR(9YARN
...

CABLE COMPONENT (OFCC,4
WATERBLOCKING CENTRAL MEMBER

Figure 5. Isometric View of 4-OFCC Shipboard Cable

JACKET
KEVLAjq® YARN
FIBER
B UFFERI

Figure 6.
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Cross-Section of Optical Fiber Cable Component (OFCC)
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cable is required to meet the standard UL-910 smoke
requirements of 0.15 and 0.5 average and maximum
optical density values, respectively. With respect to
flame propagation, the modified requirement under
consideration is that the flame travel time product
value for the cable for the first ten minutes of the test
using the ASTM-E-84 procedure should not be greater
than 27.5 m-min. The finished cable also meets the
above requirements under consideration. The standard
flame propagation requirement is that it should not be
greater than 1.5 m within the test duration of 20
minutes. For the 4-fiber shipboard cable, the flame
traveled the 5.9 m full test length of the tunnel in 10 to
15 minutes of '.he test.
Three of the most important environmental tests are
temperature cycling at ambient and high humidities,
and accelerated aging. For shipboard cable evaluation,
the temperature cycling at ambient and high humidities
have been combined to a temperature-humidity
(95%RH above 20'C and uncontrolled below 20'C)
cycling as shown in Figure 7. The first three cycles
correspond to the required temperature range of -28'C
to 65 C. In the next two cycles, the cables were
evaluated for an extended cold temperature of -55 C.
The result of the temperature-humidity cycling
performance of the cable is given in Figure 8. In the
accelerated aging test, the cables were subjected to a
constant temperature of 100*C for 240 hours. The
result of the accelerated aging performance of the cable
is given in Figure 9. The cable meets and surpasses the
requirements for these environmental tests shoering
performance.
The cables were then subjected to a battery of other
mechanical and environmental tests. The results of
these tests along with the specified requirements are
The cable's mechanical and
given in Table NI.
environmental performance exceeds that of the
specification requirements in terms of test loading,

halogen outer jacket is then extruded over the Kevlaro
yarn strength members. The waterblocking features,
the central member, waterblocking yarns and the
waterblocking Kevlar yarn, incorporated in the cable
design and the use of flexible elements for the central
member ensure that the cable is very flexible, compact
and meets the waterblocking requirement more than
adequately,
CABLE PERFORMANCE
The shipboard cable performance evaluation consists of
optical, chemical, environmental and mechanical tests.
Optical properties of attenuation rate, bandwidth and
numerical aperture along with numerous other
dimensional and mechanical requirements are checked
at the fiber stage, and fibers which meet all the
specifications are then used for cabling. Fibers used
were proof tested to 690 MPa. The mean attenuations
of the finished cable at 850 nm and 1300 nm were 4.3
dB/km and . dB/km, respectively,
The chemical tests consist of acid gas generation,
halogen content, toxicity index, and fire an(' smoke
The results of these tests mid the
properties.
requirements are presented in Table V. The finished
cable meets the acid gas generation, halogen content,
and toxicity index requirements with good margin. The
halogen content results correspond to the total of th,
four halogens, namely fluorine, chlorine, bromine and
iodine,
iodie,cexcellent
asl the required IEEE-33 flame test. In
The cable
addition, the cable was also evaluated for flame
propagation and smoke generation using the L,-0
test. Note that the shipoard cable is not required to
meet this stringent plenum cable test. However, the
employment of this test is being considered with the
following partial modification to the requirement. The

TABLE V. CIHEMICAL AND FIRE PROPERTIES OF SHIPBOARD CABLE
Requiremen

'[est
Acid (;as Generation

<2.0

lalogen Content

<0.2%

Cable Performance

1.
=0.0 I r:

NES 713

Toxicity Index

<5.0
IEEE-383, Flame
Spread < 2.4 in
I

Flame Propagation
and Smoke Generation

J

=3.)2
Maximum Flame
Spread = 1.3 m

UI-910

Average Optical
Density - 0.15
Maximum Optical
Density < 0.5
Flame Spread Time
Product for First
10 Minutes < 27.5 m.min

Average Optical
Density = 0.11
Maximum Optical
Density = 0.5
Flame Spread Time
Product for First
10 Minutes = 12.8 rnmin.
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Figure 8. Temperature-Humidity Cycling Test Result for Shipboard Cable
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TABLE VI. MECHANICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTIES
OF SHIPBOARD CABLE

Test

Cable Performance

Requirement
EIA-455-33
150 m Length
> 1875 N @ 0.67% Strain

AT&T Bell Laboratories
1.8 m (Short Length)
= 1920 N @ 0.67% Strain

Cyclic Flexing

ELA-455-101, 4.5 kg, 8x**
500 Cycles
A < 0.5 dB

10.0 kg
2000 Cycles
A = 0.05 dB

Torsion

EIA-455-63, 10 Cycles
A <0.5 dB

30 Cycles
A = 0.03 dB

Cold Bend

EIA-455-65, 8x**, -28 *C, 3 Turns
A < 0.5 dB for OFCC
No A Requirement for Cable

A
A

Twist Bend

EIA-455-91, '1.5 kg, 8x**
500 Cycles
A <0.5 dB

10.0 kg
2000 Cycles
A = 0.10 dB

Crush

EIA-455-41, > 1500 N
A <0.5 dB

A = 0.04idB

Impact

EIA-455-25, 1.0 kg, 100 Cycles
A < 0.5 dB

2.0 kg
A = 0.04 dB

Corner Bend

5x**, > 375 N
A < 0.5 dB

A = 0.03 dB

FED-STD-228, 150~C, 6 hrs
No Drip

No Drip

0.175 MPa, 6hirs
Leakage < 33 ml

Leakage

fensiie Loaing

* < 0.5dB

Dripping
Waterb locking

A =0.08 dB

0.03 dB for OFCC
0.29 dB for Cable

=

18 nil

Jlacket Material
Tensile Strength
and Elongation

FED-STD-228
>900 /c2
o%N/cm2

1134 N/cm 2
142%l

Cable Shrinkage

150' C, 6 hrs
< 0.63 cm

0.13 cm

EIA-455-90
A <0.5 dB

A =0. 11d B

Gas Flame
Salt Spray
Jacket Self-Adhesion

*A

-

E[A-455-16, 35
No Damage
EIA-455-84, 71
No Adhesion

0C,

96 hrs
No Damage

0C,

48 hrs;
No Adhesion

Increase in Attenuation
diameter to cable outer diameter ratio

**Mandrel
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Figure 0. Accelerated Aging Test Result for Shipboard Cable
number of cycles, and/or attenuation change. During
these tests, two of the fibers were monitored at 850 nm
wavelength, and the other two fibers at 1300 nm. The
increase in attenuation (A) reported in Table VI
corresponds to the maximum of the four fiber values.
CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary design, development, and performance
evaluation of fiber-optic cable for shipboard systems
were presented. The cable either meets or surpasses the
requirements in the tests conducted thus far. Further
evaluation of the cable against the remaining PMS--tooXYZ-1 and other specification requirements are
underway and a complete evaluation will be presented
in the future.
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3. Cable Design

3.1 Submarine Optical Fiber Cable
The 1.55 u m submarine optical fiber cable
structure is shown in Fig.3. This structure is the
same as that for the 1.3 um submarine optical
fiber cable. Double-layer pressure-resistant pipes
are used to protect optical fibers at 8,000
meters below sea level. The pipes are made of
aluminum to reduce cable weight. This results in
lower tensile strength when the cable is lifted
from the sea bottom. The space between the pipes
and the fiber is filled with a special compound
to prevent water infiltration.
3.2 Terrestrial Optical Fiber Cable
The 1.55 gIm terrestrial optical fiber cable
structure consists of four optical fiber ribbons
accommodated in slotted rods.This structure
results in lower cable cost and improved space
efficiency (Fig.4). Cable diameter and cable
weijht are 14 mm and is 200 kg/km respectively.

4.1 Commercial Test Ro'!tes
The 1.55 m m dispersion-sifted optical fiber
cable have been introduced in three sections in
Japan (Fig.5). These routes are Hiroshima to
Matsuyama(69 Km), Matsuyama to Oita(120 Km), and
Nagasaki to Fukue(108 Km). As can be seen from the
map, all three routes include a submarine section,
which as summarised in Fig.5, are 30 Ki, 111 K,
and 93Km, respectivery. There are 12 optical
fibers per cable for the Hiroshima to Matsuyama
and Matsuyama to Oita routes, and 8 optical fibers
for the Nagasaki to Fukue route.
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This structure is also the same as the 1.3
u m single-mode optical fiber cables, which
enables the use of conventional transmission route
construction techniques, including installation
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Fig.5

Commercial Test Routes

In the factory, 1.55 grm dispersion-shifted
optical fibers are spliced together to withstand
the high-strain proof test and a 47 km maximum
piece length is achieved.
4.2 Trasnsmission System
Maximum repeater spacing for the F-400M
transmision system is 120 km. 11 This is three
times long than that for the conventional system
using 1.3 g m fibers. Moreover, as traffic
increases, it will be possible to switch over to
the F-1.6G system, which has a 23,040 telephone
channel capacity, "I simply by replacing the
transmission equipment in telephone offices.
The system employs a 1.55 u m DFB
(Distributed Feedback) laser diode for the optical
source and a InGaAsP-APD for the detector.

(2) Dispersion Characteristics
Average dispersion coefficients at 1.53um
and 1.57um are -1.38 ps/km/nm and 1.21 ps/km/nm,
respectively. On the other hand maximum dispersion
coefficients are -1.86 ps/km/nm and 1.51 ps/km/nm.
These are shown in Fig.9.

30
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5. Commercial Test Results
5.1

0
0.18

Optical fiber Cable

(1) Optical Loss Characteristics
The commercially introduced (Matsuyama-Oita)
1.55jum dispersion-shifted optical fiber cables
show excellent optical loss characteristics, as
indicated in Fig.6. Average loss is 0.22 dB/km.

__j
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Optical Loss (dB/km)

Fig.6

Histogram of Optical Loss
(Optical Fiber Cable)

20
(2) Dispersion Characteristics
Dispersion Characteristics for the 1.55 urm
dispersion-shifted optical fiber in cable are
shown in Fig.7. Maximum dispersion coefficients at
1.53 mm and 1.57 u m are 3.24 ps/km/nm and
3.50 ps/km/nm, respectively. These values are
almost equal to the characteristics for
conventional single-mode optical fiber in the 1.3
mm wavelength region.
5.2

10

0
-3.0 -2.0 -1.0
0
1
Chromatic Dispersion at 1.5 3 u m
(ps/km/nm)

Section Characteristics

Optical characteristics of the Matsuyama-Oita
for the 1.55 mn dispersion-sifted optical fiber
cable after burying are as follows.
(1) Optical Loss Characteristics
Overall length for the Matsuyama-Oita route
is 120 Km of which 9 Km is overland. The average
piece length of the terrestrial section is about
2 Km. The optical loss is shown in Fig.8. Average
loss is 0.225 dB/Km
represents optimum
optial which ossCharcteistcs.Chromatic
optical loss Characteristics.
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cause 1.6 times greater loss in 1.55 g m
dispersion-shifted optical fiber than in
conventional optical fiber.
Figure 10 shows splicing loss characteristics
for 1.55 grm dispersion-shifted optical fiber.
Average splicing loss is 0.09 dB which is almost
the same as the splicing loss for 1.3 u m
single-mode optical fiber. It was also clarified
that there is no significant loss increase due to
core-end misalignment.
In addition, a mass-fusion splicing machine
was used, which was develcped for conventional
single-mode optical fiber. The mass-fusion
splicing loss characteristics for 1.55 u m
dispersion-shifted optical fiber is shown in
fig.11. Average splicing loss is 0.10 dB. These
values are almost equal to the caracteristics for
conventional fiber. This machine drastically
reduces the number of splicing operations and
makes full use of the advantages of ribbon optical
fiber.
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5.3

Splicing

NIT uses a direct core-alignment method for
conventional single-mode optical fiber. The same
method was also applied in the commercial tests on
the 1.55 urm dispersion-shifted optical fiber.
The nominal mode field diameter for 1.3 mn
single-mode optical fiber is 10 mn, while that
for 1.55 urm dispersion-shifted optical fiber is
8ur.
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5.4. Submarine Optical Fiber Cable Laying
Technology
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submarine optical fiber cable laying technology
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6. Conclusion
This paper has described NTT's 1.55 u m
dispersion-shifted optical fiber cable
technologies, and has provided the first
commercial test resultus for this cable.
Introduction of these technologies in largecapacity, longhaul transmission systems will at
least double the repeater spacing, reduse total
cost and improve reliability for the systems.
1.55 um dispersion-shifted optical fiber cable
technologies will greatly advance optical
transmission systems.
The authors wish to acknowledge the support of
many people and organizations.
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FOR
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SEA

UNMANNED

VEHICLES

M.NARUSE

FUJIKURA Ltd.
TOKYO,JAPAN

Summary
Scientific and technical interest in deep seabed to survey
oceanic resources have been rising. Japan Marine Science
and Technology Center (JAMSTEC) has been developing many
kinds of seabed survey systems for that purpose.
Shinkai 2000, a manned deep submergence vehicle that can
dive to a depth of 2000m, has been in operation to bring
valuable information to us from the seabed,
The Dolphin 3K system, a new unmanned deep submergence
vehicle capable of diving to a depth of 3300m was developed
to survey the seabed where it is too dangerous for manned
deep submergence vehicles to approach, and where the depth
exceeds 2000m, the maximum capability of Shinkai 2000.
A 5000m long optical fiber/power composite tether cable is
used for electric power and signal transmission for control
the vehicle. It comprises a compact, optical fiber/power
composite, underwater connector and a compact mechanical
cable termination for the Dolphin 3K system.
This tether cable system is required to be highly reliable
under a water pressure of up to 376ig/ici:.
side-wall
pressure of 2tons/m, and high tensile strength of 16.5tons
and have high bending endurance properties.
The cable system is installed in Dolphin 3K, supported by
a mother ship, and sea trials to a depth of 3400m have been
satisfactorily conducted.

survey the condition of the seabed.
It is difficult to develop a long tether cable of 5000m if
it is designed by conventional cable techniques such as
those applied for some coaxial transmission cables, and
some high tension steel mires for tension members.
Shinkai 2000 , a manned deep submergence vehicle capable
of diving to a depth of 2000m was developed by JAMSTEC for
survey;ng oceanic resources, structures for marine use and
for oceanography and geophysics research. The system is now
in use. In order to conduct surveys and perform research
safely and effectively using it, the Dolphin 3K system was
developed for the following purposes:
Presurvey before the Shinkai 2000 dives.
Surveys of seabeds with complicated topography that are
dangerous for the Shinkai 2000 to perform.
Oescuing the Shinkai 2000 in an emergency.
The development of this system started in 19b3 and
delivery was made in 1987. The vehicle and control
equipment of the svsiem were developed and constructed by

Mitui Engineering and Shipbuildings Co. Ltd.IMES).
Sea trials started since Feburary 1987 were conducted
satisfactorily. Details of the development results are
given in this report.
2. Construction and Requirements of the Dolphin 3K System
2.1 Abstract on Dolphin 3K System

1. Introduction
Interest in deep seabed to surveys of oceanic resources
has been rising in Japan, a resourceless country surrounded
by the sea.
Objects of such surveys include hydro thermal deposits,
manganese nodules at depths from 1O00m to 6000m, and seabed
research to predict earthquakes, as well as surveys of
fishery resources on continental shelves. Interest is
centered not only on resources, but also on technical and
scientific aspects.
Interest in Japan declined in the 196Ds ,ecause of
insufficient technical support and social demand.
But intcrest re-(merged with the, ai,,(-i.
inrc arid
availability of new techniques of optical fibers providing
light weight, small diameter, low transmission loss, and no
interference from electric fields and for aramid fibers for

tension members providing light weight and high tensile
strength. A highly reliable tether cable is needed, capable
of supplying electric power to drive the vehicle, and

Fig.1 shows the composition of the Dolphin 3K system.
The system, a direct-shot type system, consists of a
control station, vehicle, tether cable, winch, tensioner
and acoustic navigation equipment.
The abstract of the system is as follows:
Dimensions
im) : 3 (I.) (W
2 (ill
Weight
(kg) : 3700 (inair) and -10 (inwater)
Max.Operation Depth(m): 3300
Speed
(knot) : 3 (forward), 2 (reverse),
r jsters
Naga on equipmni

:
:

Instrumentation

:

I (up and uuv,
Electro-hydraulic seivo mrir
sonars, gyrocimpas:;
depthrometer, veioc)meter
altitude sensor, etc.
Tligh-resolutin
iuior T.Y. etc.
Maipuiator

Grabber and cutter
Two mother ships are available to support this system.

sending a large quantity of signals from high resolution
colour TVs and other instruments mounted on the vehicle to
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2.2 Requirement for Tether Cable
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Fbo

of cores

As shon in Fig.l, the vehicle is suspended by a tether
cable through many sheaves from a cable winch on the
supporting mother ship
Hgh tension and high side all pressure is applieds af
repeatedly to the cable, so toughness and beletino1p anl
durabilety are requred of dhe cable's design. t
Furthermoret
a smsll diameter, loheeight and flexibility
are also required of the cable to prevent reduced movllity
and to reduce drifting in a tidal
of the vehicle in
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the water, it
To prevent the cable from being tangled
must have a small degree of self-rotations
Furthermore, a water-tight structure, in other words a dry
the cable to prevent optical
structue, presure res
transmission fiber from suffering a deterioration of
tensile strength caused by direct contact with the sea
waterk
Main specification of the tether cable is as follows:
(1) Supply voltage and pofer
:
(2) Overall diameter
(3) Cable length
(4) Breaking Tensile Strength o
(5) Optical fiber
(6) Water pressure resistance

(Transmsion loss of
optical fibers)
7) Transmission oss
optical fibers

in

Band width in optical

g

O.70KVA
2500V 3
30mm
5t00m
16.tons r more
4 fibers, G.b.type
1 .0 dB/km or

less at wave

length of
under water pressure of
r76kgsstn
.0 dB/km or less at ave
length of | . ,ir.

3.0 dB/km or less at wave
length of 0.85)tm
fibers: 400 Mbps. 5km or more

~to
i

3. Development. of Tet~her C~able
I
: .IConstrqction of Tether Cat-le
1

gn
Three porer cores, 4 control cores and optical fiber unit
containing 4 fibers, are laid around a earth core.
The metal cores are all insulated with closs-linked
into
a spacer made of
polyethylene and fibers are inserted
engineering plastics and covered mith the same material.
Optical fibers used are made of 50/125hm graded index
type silica, have secondary coat of UV-cured resin and have
been subjected to a proof strain test of 2% elongation.
The laid cores are sheathed with a solid extrusion of
coss-linked polyethylene to prevent the deterioration of
tn water, and to
o
the tensile strength of optica fibers
give a uniform bedding for to layers of contrahelically
round
tension members.
impregnated with
Rod-type aramid resin fiber (Kevlar (e)
unsaturated polyester resin and covered with polyamide

rea,
s.5.tm,is appled to the tenson member.
sttenson was paled to the design o the double-layered
tension member, such as the rato of the numbers of tension
member in each layer and the lay angle of each layer, to
prevent it from rotating when torsional balance s affected

by tension.
And a solid extrusion of the overall sheath made from
specially formulated EP rubber, covers the tension member
provide protection from mechanical deterioration such as
abrasion (Fig.2, Fige3) .
Abrasion of tension member caused when passing through the
sheaves many times, causes a deterioration of the ten~sile
strength of the cable.

Cross-sectional shape and construction of the developed
tether cable are shown in Fig.2 and Table 1, respectively.
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(2) Long-term water pressure test
A specified water pressure of 376kg/,:w was applied
for 10 days continuously to the cable specimen; same
as item (1). As shown in Fig.6. no change in
transmission loss of optical fiber was observed.
The normial submergence operation of the vehicle will
only he several hours.

3.2~~Fi
rsue
Wae

rpry Tether

Cable

Some prflso
ae
rsuetests were conducted on20
the developed cable and transmission loss from the optical
fiber etc. w ere measured.

(1) Short-term water pressure test
A short-term but high water pressure test up to
600kg/cwt was conducted on 1.5m long cable specimen.
The increment of water pressure was approximately

I___

___

I__I___t

Time (days)
iResat
ioten Prossurzdtm
adI~imeinLs
(3) Water pressure ts
ihalrevse
Fi.

100kg/cn per minute.
The test results are shown in Fig A and Fig.5. No
change of transmission loss was observed, not only at
specified water p'rcssurc of 376kg/ce'r,, but also at

+0.05

a

A water pressure test ems conducted at 2 times
376kg/ei' for 30min. on 20m long cable specimenlapprox.
80m long fiber core) in a large water press5ure test
vese
1.min~da, mhihmxiu pressure
No cagoftasiso
loswsobserved.
vessel are shown in Fig.?.

-Test

0.O
0.0

200

<>0

10

400

600
Wate

Fig.?

Water Pressure
Prssue

P

kg/m')Vessel

Fig. 4 Relation Between Water Pressure
and Transislsioni Loss

(Courtesy
of JAMSTEC)

0

~

0.05
Xgcm
4

i.

60

800 -00

yci

sae
2

41,

3n.an/cm

* 200 -approx.

smte
hodin

M
t~e a

37kgcni wa

5

oo

8 min. each for pressurization and
depressurization.

0
Fig.5

Th

aerpesuets

Trensmissioni Loss VS.
Water Pressure Patterns

The pressure-ime profile and the test results are

shown in Fig.8 and no change of transmission loss was
observed.
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3.3 Rechanical properties of tether cable
(1) Flexibility test
Flexibility of the cable was measured by a supported
beam deflection test using a In long cable specimen.
The test results are shown in Fig.9; the deflection
of the cable was almost the same as one for a common
low voltage CV power cable (XLPE insulation, PVC
sheath) having the same overall diameter. It shows us
that the cable will be flexible enough and easy to
handle.

60

Fig.1
Tensile Tester

1OOmm
lw

500mm

_4S

oT_
LOAD

(3) Self-rotation test
The self-rotation property of cable was measured by

*0

-0-

0
0
Fig.9

2

Z

Tether Cable

applying a tention of upto 2tons using the same test

-equipment

600V CV 3 X 38mm'

6
4
Weight (kg)

8

10

and same length of cable as in item (2).
The test results are shown in Fig.12 and the angle
of self-rotation was about 31/m, the torque was about
0.6kg-m at normal operating tension.
6

Relation Between Weight
and Deflection of Cable
5

(2) Tensile property test
Elongation of cable and transmission loss of optical
fibers mere measured by appling tension of 15tons
repeatedly using lOOtons horizontal Amsler tensile
tester. The test was conducted using an 8m long cable
specimen with a pulling speed of about 15mm/mn, and
the tension was released immediately the peak tension
of 15tons was reached.
The test results are shown in Fig.I0. The test
facility is also shown in Fig.11.
The elongation of a cable saturated to 0.5% at a
normal operating tension of Iton, 1.8% at 15tons
respectively in a few tensioning cycles.
And little change of transmission loss was observed in
the optical fiber.
Finally, the cable specimen was broker at 17.4tons.
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1
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Fig. 12 Reiation Between Tension
and Roltion Angle

(4) Tensile strength test
As shown in Fig.13, the tensile strength when the
cable specimen broke was high enough for the specified
value of 16 4tons. The test conducted was almost same
as that in item (2). The transmission loss of optical
fibers and continuity of insulated metal conductors
mere also monitored in this test. As shown in Fig.l4,
the optical and insulated metal conductors broke at
the same time as the cable broke. The maximum
elongation of the cable is considered to be
approximately 2%.
The mechanical cable termination used in these tests
is shown in item 4.

(5) Small radius bending test
A test was conducted to evaluate the resistance of
small radius bend such as a kink. A streight cable
specimen was gradually bent to a smaller radius, and
the transmission loss of the optical fiber was
monitored during bending.
As shown in Fig.15, specimen was bent to a radius of
75mm, no change of transmission loss in the optical
fiber untill a radius of 75mm was observed. And no
break, no change of insulated metal conductor, tension
member rods and optical fiber were also observed after
the test.
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(6)Side-wall pressure test
estimate the life of the cable, up to approx.
8 times the side wall pressure under normal operation

ITo
m

-

200

l

were applied to a IOm long cable specimen and the

continuity of iusulated metal conductors, transmission
loss of optical fibers were monitored.

TI te
Breaking Tensile Strength (ton)

Fig.16, shows the test equipment.
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As shown in Iig.17,
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water pressure affects them concentrically (radially), and
the pushing force on their smaller cross-sectional area is
also smaller.

I

I I
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Fig.18
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Fig. 17

Relation Between Side Wall
Pressure and Bending Life

(7) Twisting durability test
The twisting durability of the cable was also
evaluated at a twist rate of .45O/m, 30 times/min.
using a Im long cable specimen.
After twisting 10,000 times, no change of cable

appearance, optical fibers or insulated metal
conductors was observed.

Z'

4. Mechanical Cable Termination
A suspension ability of 16.5 tons or more, which is equal
to the specified tensile strength of the cable,is required
of the mechanical cable termination because the tether
cable has the role not only of supplying electric power and
exchanging signals, but also of tying the vehicle to a
mother ship, as shown in Fig.l. Flexibility is required so
as not to disturb the mobility of vehicle on and in the
sea, as well as suitable tensile strength and bending
durability,
A polyamide covering of rod-type tension member was
removed from the end of the cable, then a termination block
made of titanium alloy was inserted into the end of the
cab! .

T-'nsi,,n
Aia-- apF!hc-d unif-rwsiv

-.

i,-r
ue

Fig.19 Mechanical Cable Termination

A large space is required on a small vehicle if connectors
are prepared for 4 optical fibers, 7 insulated conductors
of the tether cable individually. This constitutes a big
problem regarding convenience and reliability.
A one-touch connection, one body type, compact, lightWeight, optical/power composite under water connector was
developed as shown in Fig.20 and 21.

-dftr-

being arranged in an orderly may, and epoxy resin was
easted inside the termination block.
The breaking tensile strength has already been shown in

Fig.13, and the suspension ability mould be 20 tons or
more. No change of transmission loss in optical fibers,
continuity and insulation resistance of insulated metal
conductors were observed after 3000 bending cycles at 50kg
and alter 150 cycles at 200kg with a G-FRP bell-mouth.
The compact, light-weight and highly reliable mechanical
cable termination that was developed is shown in Fig.18,19.
5. Optical/Power Composite Underwater Connector
A one-iody type, optical fiber/power conductor, composito
connector was developed for the electricity supply and
signal transmission from the mother ship to the vehicle.
It is not difficult to develop connectors only for an
optical fiber and a power conductor individually, because
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Composite Irder Water Connecter

7. Conclusion

Fig.21

Composite Under Water Connector

A water pressure test was conducted at 2 times 376kg/c'
for 30 min., and no change in the transmission loss of
op-ical fibers, continuity and insulation resistance of
insulated metal conductors were observed, nor was a water
leak. Furthermore, in a cyclic water pressure test,
conducted at 100 times of 376kg/c? for 5 win., by the same
method as in item 3.2.(4), little change was observed. The
test result is shown in Fig.22.

From the results of many sea trials conducted since last
1987, it has been proved that Dolphin 3K system with a
tether cable, a mechanical cable termination and a optical/
power compos i te underwa ter connector, are of suf ficienr
quality and reliability for regular applications, includtng
joint use with Shinkai 2000.
The speed of recent technical innovaLtion ha b)ee2n
remarkable, and the development of unmanned deep-water
submergence vehicles capable of operating at a depth of
10,000m using an approximately l3km long cables without a
repeater for optical fibers and higher voltage electricity
is now under consideration.
In the future, the authors will approach more difficult
themes by applying knowledge and techniques gained from the
development of Dolphin 3K including the development of this
new system.
The authors wish to acknowledge the joint developers, the
members of Japan Marine Science and Technoiogy Center
(JAMSTE:C) and also member of Mitsui Fngincet irig and Sh ip
Building Co. Ltd. (MES).
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Relation Between Repeated Water Pressure
cycles and Transmission Loss

In addition, water pressure tests of 513kg/c for 30min.on
the feed through elements of optical fiber and insulated
metal conductor mere also conducted satisfactorily.

6. Sea Trial
The Dolphin 3K system was equipped on a supporting mother
ship and over 30 sea trials have been satisfactorily
conducted in SAGAMI BAY by JANSTEC, since last 1987,
9
including a maximum dive to a depth of 342 m.
A large quantity of valuable information including images
of the seabed and living creatures and samples of water,
rocks were collected from the deep seabed.
The benefits of an unmanned deep submergence vehicle are
that images and living creatures on the seabed are observed
in realtime by many people on the mother ship via a high
quality colour TV. monitor.
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SUMMARY
The use of microelectronics in Digital
Multiplexers
has
increased its
packing
density. It has been necessary to develop
a
minicoaxial
cable
which
maintains
a high quality in its transmission parameters;
special attention has been given
to the cable return loss, far end cross
talk and transfer impedance. The insulation
process has been controlled
very
carefully to obtain a uniform diameter
and expansion degree of the dielectric
and a low return loss figure. The addition
of a thin foil of aluminium polyester
has improved significantly the far end
cross talk figure of the cable.

In central telephone exchanges digital
multiplexer
devices
are
connected
to
transmission
line
equipment
by
means
which are
cables
coaxial
flexible
of
together in rather large bundles,
grouped
Within these bundles, the coaxial cables
run parallel to each other along distances
rn prael
om eh totr
a
g d
s
that range from 30 to 100 m.
The electronic devices are grouped tomoment,
the
at
and,
racks
in
gether
each rack contains four digital multiplexers.
As
each multiplexer
needs a total
of
number
total
the
outputs,
10
cables
10 cables
ot
s
the
totl
n
e
of cables is 40 per rack.
With the application of LSI techniques
to the construction of digital multiplexers, its packing density has been increased up to 16 multiplexers per rack.
of
number
total
the
that
means
This
cables in the bundles is 160 per rack.
conventional

Therefore it has been necessary to develop
a miniature flexible coaxial cable having
transmission
characteristics
able
to
support digital rates of up to 8 Mbits.
As
the
new cables
must
run
parallel
to each other along the same distances
as
the
conventional
ones,
no
change
must be made to their transmission characteristics
except
for
the
attenuation
which must obviously be higher due to
the smaller size of the new cable.
A parameter that has been found to be
critical
in high speed
digital transmission is the return loss of the whole
system. In order to maintain this loss
at
the
specified
level,
a
stringent
to
the
imposed
has
been
requirement
cable intrinsic structural return loss.

INTRODUCTION

With

till now, the access to the new multiplexer
outputs
is
virtually
impossible
due to the fact that they are crammed
into a very small space.

coaxial

cables,

used

Another parameter that has been necessary
to
control
carefully
is
the
transfer
of energy between cables running parallel
to each other for a long distance. This
leakage of energy is
regulated by the
cable
transfer
impedance.
However,
an
alternate
approach
to
the
evaluation
of
this
influence
is
the
measurement
of the Far End Cross Talk between two
toete
b
s
o
orte
as in a real installation.
From the mechanical construction
point
of
has been necessary to design
th view
cal it wihamxumoerdmtr
the cable with a maximum outer diameter
of 3.3 mm in order to adapt it to the
connectors used at the inputs
of
the digital
multiplexer
t.
u
missiondli e

and outputs
and
trans-

necessary to design
also been
It has
wire
a
drain
incorporating
cable
the
to facilitate the solderirnq of the outer
conductor of the cable te the body of
the connector.
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concerning
the
A
final
consideration
cable jacket is that it has been chosen
with good flame retardant and abrasion
resistance properties
since the cable
is intended for indoor installations.

In both types of cable, the jacketing
material used was PVC which is a good
compromise
between
reasonable
flame
retardant properties and low cost.

CABLE DESIGN

CABLE-2
OUTER

Two different approaches have been followed to design the cable. In both of
them bare copper was used for the central
conductor. As the diameter of the cable
is small it is not necessary to use
a stranded conductor. Also common to
both

alternatives

is

the

use

of

JACKET
03.3mm

foamed

'

-

-

DRAIN

WIRE

polyethylene as dielectric.
CENTER
CONDUCTOR
0 0.4mm

,

.

CABLE-I
DRAIN
WIRE
0 04m

CENTER
CONDUCTOR
00.4mm,

COPPER
BRAID
R-

-

ALUMINIUM
POLYESTER
FOIL

/
DIELECTRIC
0 1.82mm

FIG. 2:

CROSS SECTION OF CABLE 2

DIELECTRIC
02 15mm

between
similarities
the
of
Because
the two cable constructions the analysis
that
follows
will
only be applied to
the first prototype.

'OUTER

JACKET
0 3.3mm

COPPER
BRAID

The
characteristic
impedance
of
cable was determined
by that of
multiplexer whose value is 75 ohm.

Cross section of cable 1

FIG. 1:

Based

on

the

well-known

the
the

expression

of

the impedance of a braided coaxial cable.
The
distinctive
element
between
two cables is the outer conductor.

the

138.2
first approach

incorporates a tinned

copper braid, of a
applied
over
the
drain wire. Fig. 1.

high covering factor,
dielectric
and
the

The

The second approach has an outer conductor

made

of

aluminium
tudinally
Fig. 2.
Ove_

it

a

thin

laminate
applied
a

tinned

film

of

a

braid,

of

D1 +1.5 dw _

(i)

kld

where:
Er

=

Relative permitivity of dielectric

=
Diameter over dielectric
Dl
d = Over-all diameter of inner conduc-

a

lower covering factor, has been applied.
The drain wire
is
placed between the
aluminium-polyester foil and the copper
braid.
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log10

=

VEt

polyester-

overlapped and longiover the dielectric.
copper

Zo
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tor
= Effective diameter factor
(k1 = 1 for bare conductors)

The
used

following

geometrical

design

was

(For D1 = 2.15 mm, kb = 1.7).
C1 = Resistivity of inner conductor

DI

=

2.15 mm

d

=

0.4

dw

=

0.13 mm

C 2 = Resistivity of outer conductor
mm
tgb = Tangent of

'he
Using the above expression of
pedance the resultant permittivity is
Er = 1.415 hence
As

im-

tg6= 5 10- 4 (slightly foamed polyethylene)

Er = 2.00

permittivity of solid polyethylene
is 2.28 this indicates that the insulation
requires a certain degree of expansion.
The
resultant
mutual
capacitance
of
the cable is obtained from the expression
Er

Using the values of
CI=C 2 =1.7241 10-6 ohm/cm (pure copper)

the

C

loss angle of dielectric

(2)

The
resultant
3.85 dB/100
10- 5
nep/cm
or
itsattenuation
equivalent is 3.35
m, which
value.

is

lower

than

E,

B (I)
where:

A requirement imposed by the transmission
equipment is that the cable attenuation
at 4 Mhz must be kept below 4 dB/100
m.
To
verify
that
this
requirement
can
be adequately met with
the dimensions
and values used in the design the following expression was used( 1 ).

10

+ 1.0470

E

-

1.28

1

d

4
(

/

This expression takes into account the
different
specific
gravities
of
both
foamed and solid polyethylene.
Entering into expression (4) the relative
nermittivity
obtained
above,
we
can
determine
the
expansion
degree
that
must be given
to the
polyethylene by
the extrusion line. The figure obtained
is 22 %.

] +

As mentioned previously a critical parameter that must be controlled very carefully in a high data rate link between
a
digital
multiplexer
and
its
corresponding
transmission
line
equipment,
is the return loss. In order to maintain
this parameter as low as possible, the

r
J

have a very
figure.

-

2.28701 0-3
D1
k Dd

100f 1

\

Entering into this expression the values
obtained previously we get for the mutual
capacitance the figure of C = 63 nF/km.

cl + Cc2 + Cc3

=

B

3 108 m/sec.

C=

especified

To
determine
the
expansion
degree
of
the polyethylene that must be extruded
to
form the
dielectric of the
cable,
the following formula was used

c Zo
c =

the

low

structural

return

loss

k I d_

10-4

E

f

tg 6 (nep/cm)

It is a very well-known fact that the
impedance regularity of a coaxial cable
(return
loss)
is
directly
related
to
the
extrusion
uniformity of
its
dielectric. Even small variations
in the
insulating material diameter or expansion
degree
can
have
detrimental
effects
on the final cable return loss, specially
if these variations are regularly spaced.

(3)

where:
f = Frequency in Mhz
k3 =Voltage gradient factor
(k3 = 1 for bare conductors)
kt = Coating factor
(kt = 1 for pure copper)
kb = Braiding factor (it is a function
of the diameter of the dielectric.

In consequence, if we want to maintain
the final return loss of the cable below
a certain level, it is of primary importance to evaluate the maximum deviation
allowed to the
diameter and
expansion
degree of the dielectric.
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In evaluating this parameter what concerns us
are the
highest
peaks which
are
obtained
at
a
certain
number
of
critical
frequencies
and
their
corresponding overtones.
At
these
frequencies
of a coaxial cable is
lowing expression( 2 , 3 )

PR

=

the
return
given by the

e

2 Xdielectric
L

j
(L

+L)

-PR/20
-20Ln )

10

(8)

expression shows that the differenvariation of the diameter of the
is
a function of
frequency
therefore, wish to obtain
if we,
and
the worst return loss peak, calculations
must be carried out in a complete range
of frequencies.
Assuming
critical
frequencies
of
10

in
100 m, table I shows the tolerance
allowed in the diameter of the coaxial
cable insulation at these critical frequencies.

12)

+ L2 )

2e(L

(Ie-ML)
eqX

cable
dB
than a 20
greater and
return
respectively
Mhz figure
100 loss
and

2n
2

-1-

2Z,

This
tial

-20log
R01 P12

1tp
2) e

\Er

loss
fol-

2wt 2 + {cos 2wt 2 -(1-p1 2) e-20L2

Isin

Dl+l. 5 d
60.02

dDl

where:
TABLE 1
P12 = Reflection coeffient between two
irregularities
LI,L

2

= Physical length
regularity

tl,t

2

= Propagation times in
regularities

n

=

of

(I

-

e-OL)

10 -PR/20

e- L(

-

e-2

Cable RL

ir-

(Mhz)

(nep/u)

(dB)

the

ir-

10
100

0.0060
0.023

20
20

Number of
irregularities
certain length of cable

=

Attenuation

each

dD

l

("M-)
0.070
0.020

in a

If there is perfect
symmetry of the
irregularity and if P1 2 "l, we can express
the reflection coefficient
at the critical
(3 )
frequency as follows

P1 2

Cable
Frequency

(6)

Ln)

In other words, when the operating frequency increases and if a certain value
of return in the cable is to be met,
a stricter control of the extruded diameter of the insulation must bc maintained.
The other parameter that is controlled
during
the
extrusion
process
cf
the
dielectric
is
the
uniformity
of
the
dielectric permittivity, which in turn,
is
controlled through the coaxial capacitance of the insulated wire.
If
we
combine
(3 )
we can obtain

Using
the expression of the
impedance
given
by equation
(1) we
can express
the differential variation of the diameter
of the dielectric as follows

equations

(1)

and

(2)

(J-r)
dEr

1

( ) 1
138 log 1 o

dZ

(9)

ki1d

and

dD

+ 1.5 d
60.02

dzo

(7)

Finally, based on the relation between
the
differential
impedance
variation
and
the
reflection
coefficient
of
an
(3 )
irregularity we obtain
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dC= -2

Er
cZ2

dZ°

(10)

Using now the relation between the differential
impedance
variation
and
the
reflection coefficient, the differential
variation
of
the
coaxial
capacitanc
of the dielectric is expressed as follow '
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H
a

....

(1
dC = 4
CZ0

e

-

-

-

.

e-

CL (I - e

-2

C

Ln

(11)
)

the cable has

previously
obtained
the
values
Using
for the reflection coefficient at freand 100 Mhz to get a
quencies of 10
in 100
20 dB
loss of
minimum return
meters we obtain

TABLE II

10
100

to withstand.

When specifying dimensions and the type
2000
as
dielectric,
used
of
material
voltage
r.m.s.
minimum
the
was
volts
allowed for continuous operation.
To prove that the selected cable
design
really conforms to the safe r.m.s. value
mentioned above, the following equation
can be used

dc

Cable RL
(dB)

Frequency
(Mhz

-

Due to the small diameter of the cable
might
parameters which
are
two
there
a cause of concern,
be considered as
i.e. the r.m.s. voltage under continuous
operation and the maximum power rating

R
10 -P /20

L)

_

. ...

(pF)

0.081 Ed
k2

2.36

20

0.65

20

Dl
log 0
gld

(12)

(k)

where:
E

Voltage gradient

conduc-

at inner

the
same
indicate that,
These results
as in the case of the control of the
the insulation, the higher
diameter of
the smaller
frequency,
operational
the
allowed to
can be
tolerance that
the
the coaxial capacitance of the extruded
material.

Taking the figure of 100 kV/cm for E,
as corresponds to a low expanded polyethylene, we obtain

the continuous
3 is a chart of
Fig.
monitoring carried out on this parameter
produring the extrusion manufacturing

which is well over the required limit.

-

cess.

The second critical parameter to consider
is the maximum power rating to be transn
mitted. Although the cable is not i tended
to be used immediately after the transmission line equipment, where the output
power is maximum, a figure of 100 watts
is considered as a safe minimum at ambient

.-

.'......
,______

temperatures

of 40QC.

tempeabove

Taking the expression of the total
conductor
inner
of
rise
rature
4
temperature we get( )
Sambient

I
,
t

i

!

c +

.

'T

...
,

27T

i....
c
4

-

D.

I

(13)

T

1

D,

TDk

2t<
Gd,

CONTINUOUS COAXIAL CAPACITANCE.
MONITORING

4/5kid

H
R,"

Ln

2

Fig. 3:

D1

3

-

4

---------

"c

of

resistivities
Cc = Thermal
dielectric and sheath

Do and Ds =nner an, outer
of the jacket

!,ameter
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kh = Thermal dissipation constant
cable surface exposed in air

for
TABLE III

(For a cable of a diameter of 3.4
mm, kh is equal to 8 10 - 4 W/QCm 2 )
expression the values
Entering into this
used for the cable design we obtain
cl= 0,0399 dB/kcm
Xc2 = 0,0126

Material
• Diameter (mm)
.

Plain-Cu
0.4

Plain-Cu
0.4

Foam-PE
22

Foam-PE
36

2. DIELECTRIC
Material
. Expansion degree ()
. Tolerance of the coaxial capacitance
(pF)

for Tc is
4/5

0.9568

Cable 2

1. CENTER CONDUCTOR

ac3 = 0,000643
The expression

Cable I

HO.
/C=096
+=
+
0

(14)

+ 0.6

+ 0.6

2.15

-1.82

+ 0.02

+ 0.02

Material

-

Width (mm)

-

Aluminium
polyester
10

Thickness (mm)

-

0.031

Tinned Cu

Tinned Cu

16

16

Diameter (mm)
. Tolerance of the di-

ameter of the dielec
tric (mm)

total
45QC
for the
Using a value of
temperature rise over an ambient temperafactor
dissipation
the
40QC,
of
ture
obtained is

3. OUTER CONDUCTOR
3.1. Foil tape

HO = 8 watts/m
power
maximum
The
to the dissipation
pression

rating
factor

is
by

related
the ex-

.

Braid

3.2.

Material

Groups
HO

P, =

Wires/group

8.686

(15)

. Wire diameter
. Lay length (mm)
Coverage

2 X T

where:

4

5

0.13

0.1

9
92 %

20
88 %

Tinned Cu

Tinned Cu

3.3. Drain wire
Material

Tc = Cable
attenuation
at
Tc
with
of
coefficient
temperature
a
0.20 % per degree celsius.

.

Diameter

(in.,)

0.4

0.4

PVC
3.3

PVC
3.3

4. OUTER JACKET
obtain
we
expression
this
Using
the maximum power rating the value of

for
.

Material
Outer diameter (mm)

PO = 532 watts
which
is
well over
minimum of 100 watts,

the

required

safe

Finally, the cut-off frequency for the
excitation
of
higher
modes,
different
to the TEM's, is not important to this
cable due to its small dimensions. The
calculated cut-off frequency
is in the
order of 50 Ghz well
in excess of the
range of the utilization of the cable.
Based on the design considerations seen
so far, Table III summarizes the details
of the construction of both cables.
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As can be seen, cable no. 2 has a smaller
dielectric
diameter
than
cable
no.
I
in
order to accomodate the
additional
aluminium-polyester foil.
However,
as
both cables must have equivalent transmission
characteristics,
this
smaller
diameter
is
compensated with a
larger
expansion degree of the polyethylene.

Table IV summarizes
the electrical and
mechanical requirements
that the
cable
must comply with,
and
that have
been
used as references in the cable design
process.
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COAXIAL
TERMINATION
SCREEN

1lmis

LENGHT

SWEEP
GENERATOR

(

BNC (Coie-telr)

CABLE

BINDERS

'

BNC (connector)

TERMINATION
75/ fj

SCREEN

Fig. 4:

FAR END CROSS TALK MEASUREMENT SEP UP

As
of

TABLE IV

PARAMETERS (at
[.

Characteristic

2.

Mutual

LEVEL
METER

A
mt.

COAXIAL

f

-75

200C)

impedance

75 ohms
465 nF/km

3. Dielectric strength (r.m.s.)
(1 minute, 50 Hz)

> 2 kV

before,
is
carried

the

installation
out in
bundles

that
run along
lengths
that
can be as
long as
50 m.
Taking into account the
braiding construction of the outer conductor a parameter of concern is the leaking
of
energy
from
two
cables
which
run
the aim
This
is
other.
the
one beside
of
specifying
a
value
for
the
Far
End

Value

capacitance

mentioned
these
cables

Cross
Talk
between
two
cable
running parallel to each other.

lengths

4. Attenuation.

(Min.

length 100 m) (f=4 Mhz)

<4 dB/100 m

5. Structural Return Loss.
Frequency range I Mhz-100 Mhz
(Length 100 m)

>20 dB

6. Minimum power rating

100 watts

The required test
consisted in a standard
which
in
measurement
Talk
Cross
End
the two coaxial cables were bound together in a length of 10 m and in which
the braids in both cables were connected
to each other and to the earth of the
equipment.

7. Far End Cross Talk
Frequency range I Mhz - 100 Mhz

Fig. 4 shows
set up.

>90 dB

(Length 10 m)
at break
8. Elongation

Center conductor
Jacket (Not aged)
* Jacket (Aged 5 days,

10 %omin.
200 % min.
150 % min.

100QC)

Jacket

(Aged

5

days,

125 kg/cm 2 min.
2

IOOQC)

94 kg/cm

sketch of

the measurement

In order to avoid the influence of pigtail
and
connecting
pins
both
cable
ends
were directly soldered to the test
equipment connectors.

9. Tensile strength
Jacket (Not aged)

a

min.

The

coaxial

soldered

to

terminating
the

free

loads
cable

were

also

ends

and

screened from outer interferences.
CABLE MEASUREMENTS

Both testing devices were placed
to-back and at some distance apart.

In order to verify the performance of
both cable types a measurements program
was set up. All measurements were carried
out
using
standard equipment and
none
of it required any special arrangement.

back-

The dynamic range of the test equipments
is up to 130 dB and the frequency range
from 10 Mhz to 1 Ghz.
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COPPER
DISK

COPPER
TUBE

SCREEN

SWEEP
GENERATOR

Zo
U,

RESISTANCE

75

~L

Fig. 5:

CAB8LE

flCOAX

=

m

TRANSFER IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT SET UP

An alternative approach to measure the
energy leak out of a coaxial cable is
by means of the measurement of its transfer impedance.
The

corresponding

Fig.

5.

set

up

is

shown

)
U, )
(16)

2

(1-n ) u

The signal which causes the interference
is
f~d
into
the
outer
structure
via
a
smill
resistance
(R).
This
coaxial
structire
is
terminated
at
the
other
end by a copper disc that acts as a
short-circuit.
The
signal
induced
into
the
coaxial
cable under test
is directly received
by the
level meter,
and
the
far end
of
this
structure
is
duly
terminated
with
its
characteristic
impedance
and
conveniently screened to avoid
picking
up any unwanted signal.
The short-circuiting disc of the outer
copper tube is connected to the coaxial
cable braid and as in the Par End Cross
Talk
measurements,
the
coaxial
cable
end is directly soldered to the connectors
of the test equipment.
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U2

in

The
principle
of
this
measurement
is
to create
a double
coaxial structure.
The outer structure (the one which causes
the interference) consists of a copper
tube and the braid of the coaxial cable.
The inner structure (the one which receives the interference) is the coaxial
cable ictually being tested.

The following equation gives
(
of the transfer impedance 5)

2
-_.L X

ZT =

cos

2

u + *2 sin

2

u

JI2 (cos u-cos au) 2 + (sin u-n sin nu) 2

where:
1
m =

(Impedance
ture)

-

R

Ai

n

of

the

outer

struc-

2

2 I L
u

A1
11,

A2

=

Wavelengths
of
the
and inner structures

outer

In order
to
avoid
any
standing
wave
phenomena, the system must not be used
with
wavelengths
smaller
than
10
L,
where L is the copper tube length.
Experience has demostrated that a suitable
for
parameter
value
or less 0.7.

m

should

be more

Parameter n can be calculated as follows

the modulus
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n

=

Al-

A

2

C/(-1
c/

'E2

1

E-2 and El are the relative
whete,
of
the
dielectrics
of
mittivity
inner and outer structures.

perthe

Z1

$0 over
copper tube
braid

values

Using the numerical
5 we obtain

seen

in

Fig.

Z 1 = 63 ohms
R

= 88 ohms

n

=

Cable 2

2.5

2.3

5. Insulation resistance
(Mohms/krn) (1 min, 500 VDC)
6. Attenuation

100,000

90,000

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

7. Return Loss (L = 100 m)

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

8. Far End Cross Talk
(L = 10 m)

Fig. 12

Fig. 13

9. Iransfer impedance

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

4. Dielectric Strength (kV)
(I min, 50 Hz)

An approximate value for Zl, is

138

Cable I

10. Elongation at break (%)
13 %

13 %

200 %

200 %

170 %

170 %

Jacket (Not aged)

186

190

Jacket (Aged)

150

160

. Center conductor

1.4

• Jacket (Not aged)
. Jacket

0=

(Aged)
2

11. Tensile strength (kg/cm )
It can be demostrated that the expression

2

2cos
u + m2 sin

(1-n ) u
2

n

(cos u - cos nu)

2

2

.

u
2

+ (sin u - n sin fu)

takes a value close to one for frequencies
ranging from 0.05 Mhz

up to 50 Mhz.

Based on the above considerations, the
test frequency should not be increased
beyond the frequency corresponding to:

(n

CABLE-I

210

Z. =o Zs

190

7O

Zs

0.I ,l
1=

10 m

=
fl

-Open-Circuit impedance
Short-circuit impedance

I170
REQUIRED

150

30 Mhz

For f

I MHz

130

RESULTS
Table V
results

110_
6 to 15 summarize the
carried
tests
on
the

and Fig.
obtained

out on both cables.

90
70 - - -

- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

501

TABLE V
Cable I

_.

Cable 2
001

impedance
Characteristic
o
(ohms )

75 s

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

129
15

131
23

65

65

I

of

FREOUENCY

(MHz)

2. D.C. Resistance (ohms/km)
Inner conductor
Outer conductor

Fig. 6:
3.

Mutual capacitance (nF/km)

CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF
CABLE TYPE I
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At

210CABLE-2

12.

d " c *T

170

15.O

- --

--

CABLE - 2

it-

=OPen-circuit impedance
Zs = Short-circuit impedanice

10Zo

Temperature = 20* C
es ting L en gt
O~
m tS
.

10-

REQUIRED

Predicted by Calculation

9-

130
8~r7

90
70---

-

-

-

-

-

4.02 dB 100 fm.
4-------------------------------------

50.

0f1

0.01

FREQUENCY

CHARACTPRTqTIC

(MHz)2

IMPEDANCE OF CABLE

TYE

00

0.1

1

FREQUENCY

(dB1l0om.)

10

(MHz)

12-

9:

CABLE - IFig.

f

ATTENUATION OF CAB3LE TYPE 2

Temperature = 20'C

10-

Testing Lan 91 = lO0mts.
9-

(dB)

AL
CBL-

48

by Calculation

Predicted

44-

17

Measured

20 dB - - -

36

minimum

values

Minimum value in theoretical calculations

PR =20 log lo
V iampul

voltage

Vrz Returned Voltage

5.322853

.3 5 d

1f00 mn2
_

_

22

0.01

FREQUENCY

Fig. 8:
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ATTENUATION

01

001

0.1

10

FREQUENCY

1

to

(AtHz1

(MHz)

OF CABLE TYPE 1

Fig.
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10:

MINIMUM RETURN LOSS VALUES ON
CABLE TYPE 1

I dB)

dB)

48

CABLE- 2
CABLE -2

7

44

Measured

20 dB

-.. .

minimum values

120

FEXT

Minimum value in theoretical calculatons
L z tO n

40
PR
36

20,ov,0 -r!
I
i

1

V= Imput voltage
Vr Returned voltege

32

28

I1O
for I

I

24 .

MHz

I

I

I

4

20 16

Minimun Required

I0

A

.

001

. . ..

. . . .,
i

..

0.1

1

FREQUENCY

Fig. 11:

. ..

.

,

to

(MHz)

MINIMUM RETURN LOSS VALUES ON

CABLE TYPE 2

0.1

so001

1

FREQUENCY
d)

Fig. 13:

110

10

(MHz)

FAR END CROSS TALK ON CABLE 2

CABLE- I

FEXT

C
CABLEI.

tO3[
(nm)

to

TRANSFER

IMPEDANCE

L: I

10/

10
BO

'014,

for f

1MHz
0.1

70

..

0.1

.

1O

1
FREQUENCY

Fig. 12:

L

Minimun Required

tOo

I

tO

11

FREQUENCY

tO0
0

(MHr)

(MHz)

FAR END CROSS TALK ON CABLE I

Fig. 14:

TRANSFER IMPEDANCE ON CABLE 1
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Moreover, the behaviour of both curves
vs.
frequency
is
completely
different
ie. while
in cable 2 the FEXT figure
increases from 1 up to 10 Mhz, the behaviour of cable 1 is the exact opposite.
The values obtained beyond the frequency
of 10 Mhz cannot be taken into consideration because of the effect of standing
waves in the short length of cable under
study.

(A/rn

CABLE-2
TRANSFER

/

IMPEDANCE

m/

//

2

-

This conclusion is consistent with the
results obtained in Fig.
14
and
Fig.
15 for the transfer impedance of both
cables.
The
addition
of
a
laminated
aluminium
foil
to
the
copper
braid,
closes the loopholes of the outer conductor to electromagnetic radiation, providing
a
much
lower
transfer
impedance
than that of the cable which only has
a single copper braid.

0.I.JL

0.1

10

I
FREOUENCY

Fig.

15:

TRANSFER

t0

REFERENCES

(MHz)

R.1

IMPEDANCE ON CABLE 2

R.C.
tute

Mildner. Journal of the Instiof
Electrical
Engineers
No.

93, III

CONCLUSIONS
the
of
analysis
The
evaluation
the
after

R.2

Lubars. "SRL
J.A. Olszewsky and H.
phenomenon
in
coaxial
cables".
58
Vol.
IEEE.
the
of
Proceedings
No. 7, July 1979, pp. 1036-1050.

R.3

C.
Blanco.
"Perturbations
in
a
wide band transmission over coaxial
due to regularly spaced irregulrte"
.....
Mdi
92

R.4

R.C.
Mildner.
Transaction
of
the
American
Institute
of
Electrical

obtained
results
cables
both
of

provides
us
with
some
conclusions cf
interest.
As we can see on Fig. 10 and 11 the
Asturn
w
osoftheseech
cale
1cable
han a.
return
loss of the cable which has a
dielectric with a lower expansion degree
(cable 1) is
significantly better than
that
of the other
cable which has
a
dielectric with a larger expansion degree.
This was anticipated in the theoretical
analysis made on the cable design section.
As
mentioned
there,
maintaining
the
uniformity
of
the
characteristics
of
the dielectric
is
absolutely essential
if a good return loss figure is to be
obtained. Due to the inherent difficulty
in maintaining the
uniformity of
both
the diameter and the expansion degree,
in
a
foamed
insulating
material,
its
performance
is
appreciably
inferior
to the corresponding solid version.

Engineers, 68 I 289,
R.5
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, mm
,.,anllim

mp,,
m ra

m

IS im,,iml

1948.

TEC Recommendation No. 96-1 Screening
Efficen 5o.
Test p
cres.
Efficiency 5.2.2. Test procedures.

From Fig.
12 and Fig.
13 we can see
that the effect of adding a thin foil
tape
to the copper braid to form the
outer conductor
has a dramatic effect
on the Far End Cross Talk performance
of the cable. Actually cable 1 was unable
to
meet
the
required
FEXT figure
of
90 dB
for
frequencies higher
than 10
Mhz.
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MINI QUAD THE WAY FORWARD FOR SUBMARINE TOWED ARRAY CABLE

Dr. Trevor R. Smith

STC Cable Systems Division, Newport, Gwent, NP9 OWS, U.K.

Abstract
Current submarine tow cable systems are usually
based on a standard quad core design, or a
coaxial cable, which are encased in cellular
material to achieve a neutral buoyancy. However,
cellular materials are compressible and under
pressure will be compacted and thus the neutral
buoyancy can be affected. This can significantly
influence operating parameters.
From a systems analysis of existing towed array
cable, it becomes apparent that it was feasible to
design a new generation of thin line hard wire
cables which met the signals requirement and were
neutrally buoyant. The reduction in copper crosssection area and the use of Kevlar fibres,
reduced the overall diameter, without the need to
introduce cellular foam, and enhanced the
operational performance of the cable system. It
also allowed existing handling equipment to be
used.
The paper describes the design aspects of an
operational 37 quad submarine tow cable referencing
test programmes and towing at sea.

Current submarine tow cable systems are usually
based on a standard quad core design, or a
coaxial cable, to a similar design as that used
for surface ship
9.cc':
f~r
forapplicoticnr.
urfce
,Jnz.f-ris
hipapplcz
submarine application it is necessary to have the
cable system designed for neutral buoyancy so that
the cable remains in a horizontal position behind
the submarine and does not tend to float or sink.
thesubarie
des otten
ad
toflot o sik,
This is particularly important since the density
of sea water can vary and sudden change of
isotherms can occur, both of which can have a
impact on operational performance of
significant
the submarine whether it be a hunter or a target.
t
Since most of the conventional cable systems would
be too dense, it is usual to encase the core in a
cellular material to achieve the neutral buoyancy.
However cellular materials are compressible and
under pressure will be compacted thereL., affecting
•
It was considered that the use of
the buoyancy.
aramid fibre reinforcement in place of steel
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armour wire could reduce or even eliminate the
use of the cellular material.
As a result of a reappraisal of the problem a
new and novel solution was developed based on a
Mini Quad concept.
Systems Analysis
All tow cables have to be designed to meet a data
transmission capability, limitations on cross
talk and be capable of withstanding the mechanical
loading associated with towing a body/array at
speed.
It was quickly realised that a surface ships tow
cable has to be longer than that for a submarine
because of the need to get the cable down to an
appropriate depth. As a consequence of the
shorter length for submarine application the
electrical parameters such as attenuation can be
relaxed but still meet the overall systems
requirement. Similarly the shorter length reduces
the flow induced drag and therefore the mechanical
loads are reduced.
Thus having established new parameters to be
achieved, it was necessary to consider the design
of the electric centre. Various forms of cables
based on quads or pairs were theoretically
appraised and compared with single and multi
coaxial cables.
In order for a coaxial cable to replace a pair it
required to work at twice the data rate. -For
a coaxial pair to replace fouir qoads then the
tie
oratet
to
o
e
coaxial s
the quad frequency.
Increasing the frequency
increases the attenuation losses.
Provided the
power feeding and telemetry is capable of
handling the data rates then a coaxial cable is a
feasible solution in terms of electrical paramoturs.
rmet
aon
neble
s
i
Heverbe sstemn
However, the system is wulnerable as one Component
failure leads to 1 total loss of 'ransmission.
There are also design problems associated with
flexible coaxials pairs of cnventinai
constructions in a tow cable co fiourvion, namely
inter pair crosstalk and fatipuc failure in the
outer conductors and in part icular, the braided
construct ion.
Arrour'c'
tow cables have been
sucressfully designed to) -,urviv fatii,,e endurance
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testing and these usually have been based on a
copper tape outer conductor.

Termination

However, in the case in question it was determined
that systems vulnerability was a key operational
factor and therefore the system dictated that a
quad type construction should be used.
Mini Quad Design
In addressing the design of the cores it was
realised that conventional quads were over
designed for the operating requirements and that
a reduced size of quad cable - so called Mini Quad
would be adequate. There was only two problems.
How could a fine wire quadded core be built which
extended the manufacturing technology to its
limits and would such a system withstand the
mechanical loading?
A considerable amount of effort went into
determining the process parameters evaluating
materials to come to a satisfactory conclusion.
Early attempts were not all successful due to a
tendency for the wire to break during the
stranding operation but all the problems were
gradually overcome and a quad with a nominal
diameter 1.35 mm produced. This can be compared
with the standard quad with a nominal diameter of
2.79 mm (Figure 1)
Having established the size of the cores, a design
of a 37 quad was established. This design
utilised aramid fibre strength members in place
of steel wires since aramid fibre has a much
higher specific strength capability which was
essential for the achievement of a neutrally
buoyant cable,
It was found that the fretting and abrasion of the
aramid fibre would be a long term problem for Lnis
type of cable and therefore consideration was
given to the use of a resin impregnated aramid
fibre, which is available as round or strip
sections. These were successfully incorporated
in the cable design. An oversheath of polyothvlene
was considered necessary to avoid problems of
ultra-violet light degradation.
The final design for a 37 quad cable, illustrated
in figure 2, produced a cable of 4., mm diameter
compared with the standard cable design of 44.0 mm
diameter.

From the onset it was decided that the termination
must be compatible with existing units and to meet
the current operational characteristics.
Fundamentally there wm'e no problems from a design
point of view.
In order to achieve a full water
blocking termination a glass to metal seal was
adapted within a termination housing. It was more
difficult to develop the processes and procedures
from the practical point of vieg.
It was iecessary
to develop the skills for handling small siz'
conductors and specialist techniques had to be
developed for takir7 the end loading. Techniques
used for "potting" armour wire could not he readily
used with the resin impregnated aramid fibre. An
outline design is illustrated in Figure
All these challenges were met and a satisfactory
termination developed.
Trials
The proof of any system is in the physical
performance and a major programme of evaluation
was undertaken by the U.K. Ministry of Defence.
The following series of tests were undertaken.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Tensile testing
Torque balance evaluation under load
Vibration testing
Cyclic loading (Tension - Tension)
Reeling tests
Sea trials

tFany of these tests were undertaken on equipment
similar to that described in a paper by Smith
and Carter at the 36th IWrS.
(Ref. 1)
Obviously, the full data cannot be revealed but
it is sufficient to report that the new Mini Quad
system met all the land based test requirements
and two systems were evaluated at sea to
investigate the Mini Quad ability to perform
under different operational circumstances.
Again
then trials were successful aol 'he new cable
system is being introduced int' fleet srvice.
The trials showed that the c-ahie system could be
used in place of all other uhmarine towed array
cable systems and io compatibl- wilh existing
cable handling facili'ies.
Conc lu ions

The reduction in the amount of copper and the
elimination of the steel armouring created a cable
design which is neutrally buoyant and which does
not suffer from the problem of compression
affecting its density and hence its position
relative to the submarine,
One of the spin off benefits f-'om the design of
the electric centre is the fact that ii is a very
flexible unit and it is now being considered for
use in wiring harnesses for tow-bodies where
space and accessibility are at a premium. The
size and weight reductions in this cable _ystec
can improve the overall operational capability of
the platform.

A novel design of submarine towed array cable has
been developed having met all the system and
operational requirements. This Mini Quad system
is now being introduced into the fleet operation
as an alternative to existing cable systems.
Reference I T. R. Smith and D. R. Carter. Fibre
optics in dynamic strain cables, _hth IWOS,
November 1987.
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DIAMETER
2.79mm
I .35fm

CONDUCTOR

0.25mm

0.64mkm

STANDARD QUAD

M1INI QUAD

CABLECENTRE
37 QUADS

19.5"m

.5o

Inner Sheath
30.0mm

204.mm

Buoyancy
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LINES:
MAGNETICMATERIALSIN TRANSMISSION
OF RESISTANCE
AT HIGH FREQUENCIES
THE AGICREDUCTION

Simos D. Dadakarides

Department of Electrical Engineering
Stanford University
PO8 10291,Stamford, CA 94309

Conclucingthe theoretica' support is a section or the effect of maoneteven relatively magnetically weak walls proic fields. It is Shown that
r
vide effective paths fo the external maqnetic field lines.This fact and
the power distribution over the Cross section of a twinaxial transmissior tine explain tne importantexperimental findino s that ftllow.o'Se
experimental findings are eapressed in terms of the p'"marr and secondary properties of twinaxial cables. Their careful examination reveals
the major performnce differencies between the intattivety toaded arrl
otental
eyls
sugest the
resctive
miyreoce
cable
t
the proximity reduced cables. They also suggestthe respective Potential
applications of each cable type.
s' o-sntatior Con: ones witn a discussion ahts aiterols It ioatilv
nduoes
th
cablewnvce at
t
-detior
e
n
the relative "pros" an cons' o' the twe cable Ivies a"' tie, "'ltior
r-dd'd.
Ctie',
coftnt.
trastir
t

ABSTRACT
A major new finding, a striking at a first sight phenomenon, is presentsmall amounts of magnetic material incorlines with
In transmission
ed.
porated
in their insulation
losses at high fregueneies are substantially
poraed nlosesat
teir nsuatin
ighfreqences re sbstntilly
reduced. In light of the marginal inductance increase, this behavior is
attributed to the decrease of the inducededdy currents within the conductors. The incorpor~tion of low-loss ferrites leads to ovtimized designs. Heavy doping provides advantageous distributed inductive loading
but light doping is also beneficial. In both cases the formed hollow
magnetic cylinders surrounding each conductor guide the manetic field
of adjacent current carrying elements. The reduction of the flux intercepting the conductors translates into reduced eddy currants, particularly at high frequencies. Nearly optimum operating condition is accomplished with low loss ferrites when mixture permeability is 10. Lightly
doped cables stillexhibit reduced losses,while all the othertransmission characteristics, including impedance, remain practically unchanned.
They can be used in new or old Systems without terminal modifications.
The light doping does not require major maifacturing process changes or
speed reductionwhich can be a drawback for heavily loadedcables. Exprimental twinaxial cables with AWG20 stranded conductors show half the
attenuation in the MHzs region, but no other major change.
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where:

(I)

(nfo)

=

e is tne 'reouencv i
Herz
i is the permeability of the conductor
C is the cnoucivuty of the conductor

Quant'tv. lt is the
Th penetration qeot" is a onys'cally meaninofu'
dimensions aon radius of curvature.
thickness of a 'aver, with inlie'te
wnicn carries a uniforow cstibuted current that causes the same losses
iv current calried by the coedutr under
as the real d'stniout-or
examination pe unit. 'ie surface materials o' the laver an' the -ea'
conductor nave tne san electromaonetic oroperties.

0.C is
from
The MLC cable performance over a frequency band starting
the critidivided in two sub-bands by the critical frequency". Below
performance with respect to the
cal frequency the MLC exhibits improved
frequency the MLC exhibits worse
unloaded cable, while above this
is closely related to the cut-off
performance. The critical frequency
and denotes the point at which the
used
frequency of the ferrite
ferrite start to dominate. This frequency is
magnetic losses of the
also ciusely related to the amount of the ferrite used. if the dopino
level i' iustantially lower thar 50% per volume the sharp reversal from
improved to degraded performance is not present because conductor losses
dominate eve, at high frequencies when good quality ferrites are used.

"o- practical conductors with 'inite dimensions and cu-vatu'e a relative
indicator is more helpful than the oenetration deoth. The simlitude
arbitrary but proortionate
principle state, that: for conductors with
shape the skin u''ec: is the same as lone as the conductors r.e so'ated
and the normalized frequenco:

(~

P=(f's)
P

When the doping level is substantially lower than 50% per volume the inneolioible. However, the presence o' the
ductive loadino is almost
maqnetic material stilt modifies, to a lesser extend, the manetic
field. -he quiance o' the fielt bv the masnetic wall results in a
reduction of the number ol 'ield lines that cross the adjacent conduc-

"not

conductors with

skin effect of

The skin effectand along with it the losses originating within the conductors, becomes more profound as frequency increases. An absolute indicaor is the "penetration depth" I which is defined as:

"rtre
have been included
Anumber of observations and rules of thumb
same reference. Two of most relevance to the present treatment is the
description of the basic "cat le cell" and tin behavior of MLC at different frequencies. The "cable cell" is composed of the conductor which is
covered by the insulation. Part of tne insulation is occupied by the
composite magnetic-nonmanetic mixture, which in effect constitutes a
the
conductor. The best location for
cylindrical wall that surrounds
is preferrable to
this wall is right next to the conductor. Also, it
have a tninner and heavily doped wall rather than a thicker and 'iqhtly
doped wall.for a given amount of available magnetic materiel.
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to.
Consequently, tmecurrent distribution
section changes. The net result is a decrease
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is the same. RdC is the D.C. resistance of the rfrluctor. The relative
within a qeometindicator p is proportional to the product (o f)
inric constant. A more generalized indicator Q can be used which
as well. It is
rorporates the magnetic prope-ties of the conducto
defined as:

the
conductor c oss
of the induced eddy

When good Quality ferrites are used this action of the lightly doped
insulation, which is also present in MLC's, offer, the advantage of
deeradaOf performance
reduced eddy losses without the disadvantage
tion beyond a critical frequency. The complementary rule of thumb, to
those for MLC's, states that: low doping levels still result in improved
performance via a phenomenon which is not related only to the insulation
but to the conductors as well. For reasons which will become aoarent
these cables are called Reduced Proximity Cables (RPC). Thepeculiarity
of RPSs rests on the fact that modifications in the insulation leave
virtually unaltered but chanqe the apparent prop-eties
its properties
as
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r is tpe conductor radius of curvature. The indicator o is prowhere
portial to(fyuP within a geometric constant. There are two "soft boundaries" for q which define the low, intermediate and high freauency f ranqes
as seen from the conductor size and conductor properties point o view.
The intermediate range is defirnd by the inequality:
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The following experimental results prove the Capability of maoetic
walls to reduce overall losses, provided that the magnetic losses ntr]duced by the magnetic material itself are very lox.
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PART II

EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS

Experimental twinaxial cables were built29 and thei- measj-ed oe'omance characteristics are presented. The cor.JuctorIs cooper AGC?'
composed of seven strands AWG32 and the insulation is standard oOivethvlene.Approximately one half of the insulation wall is dopedwith a moor
quality ferrite which comprises 16% of the ferrite-insulatior mixture volume. The low doping level is chosen so the inductance increase
is very small and any substantial performance differentiation, with
respect to the ursioped cable, can not be attributed to the distributed
inductive loading.
The cable characteristics are divided in primary and secondary ones. The
primary are independent of each other and are the capacitance.the inductance,the conductor resistance and the electric and magnetic loss elements if tse compound insulation. 'he secondary a'e the characteristic
impedance and the proDaqation constant which s expressedby its attenuatio and phasevelocity
Compoeets. ;l the follo.in r',tsn-eset
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complemented by an intra-oroximity reduction. The magnetic field of each
one ofthe seven strands comprising each cornductor intercepts the other
strands and generates eddy currents. When the insulation incorporates
magnetic materials part of the field limes of the outer strands are
guided by and close through the magnetic wall which is in contact with
their surface. This results in a reduction of the intra-proximitv ef'-i
The loP eisac e duction,whlc . oecomes stnonaer at -ich'-secu
and '-caches USate!O'4'lz
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HIGH SPEED TRANSMISSION THROUGH TWISTED PAIR WIRE

LAL M. HORE AND V. THURAISAMY

Bellcore - New Jersey, USA

ABSTRACT
High speed transmission through twisted copper pairs
in the presence of crosstalk and other impairments, is
discussed. A fundamental transmission model for
premises wiring is developed and it considers both
crosstalk and loss characterization. The model for
premises wiring parallels the transmission model used
for outside plant cable. For various desired levels of
confidence, the trade-off between signal frequency
and transmission distance is investigated. However,
in digital applications one must be cautious in
relating bit rate to frequency. Near-end crosstalk
(NEXT) is assumed to be the limiting factor and all
derivations are based on this assumption.
In addition, bridged tap causes increased signal
antaddition, which
bidged
casusiein
attenuation
mayap
result
in reducingse
the sigl
range
significantly. For example, with the critical quarter
wavelength of about 210 feet of 24 gauge bridged
tap, at 772 KHz the acceptable distance may be
reduced by as much as 1200 feet. Results are based
on measurements carried out on several vendors'
cables, and further insight is derived from extensive
computer
simulation
and
theoretical
analyses
performed in connection with the development of
standards for the ISDN Basic Access Digital
Subscriber Line.
INTRODIICTION
In the telecommunications world, the copper plant
was designed and engineered initially to provide
analog voice-band transmission. WVth the advent of
digital transmission, and with advances in signal
processing technologies, these same twisted pairs of
copper wire have been successfully utilized for
transmitting an increased volume of data. While
transmission of multi-megaherz frequencies
require other media, twisted pair copper wires
continue
to coninu
play toa
a
crucial
role
pla
rucal
ole
telecommunicati )n in the distribution portion of
loop plant and in the building wire environment.

will
will
for
for
the

The loop plant imposes severe constraints on a
transmission
system
in
meeting
performance
ot,; ctives. The loop includes outside plant cable,
central office wiring and also customer premises
wiring. The outside plant transmissicn facilities

include aerial, buried and underground cables, with a
multiplicity of wire gauges, pair counts and bridged
taps. Any design of a bidirectional transmission
facility must accommodate the wide disparity of
cable compositions, bridged tap configurations and
highly variable impedances of the loop. It is not
practical to specify the transmission parameters of
the particular loop to which a given system may be
connected.
Obiertive and Overview
Extensive transmission models exist for outside plant
cables. 1 The main question we are attempting to
answer here is: What is the maximum transmission
rate possible on a twisted pair of copper wires used
in premises wiring? Clearly. the answer will depend
on
a number
factorsinand
requirements.
We shall
discuss
these offactors
detail
in the process
of
approximate
deiin
n
problem
dining the
defining the problem and deriving approximate
solutions.
Based on OSP cable model, the feasibility of using
the existing non-loaded copper wire loops, without
preconditioning, to provide Integrated Services
Digital Network , ISDN) Basic Access has recently
been established.
To estimate performance limits,
it was necessary not only to characterize the loop
plant. but also to investigate optimum design criteria
of the transmitter and receiver components. This
involved an extensive search for the best possible
methods in transmission technology. line code, filter
techniques. echo removal, equalizer design, timing
recovery
and jitter control mechanisms, noise
minimization etc. E.g.. the echo cancelling method
(as opposed to Time Compression Multiplexing)
proved to be the winning technology and
the 2B11Q
line code was adopted as the standard. 3
The performance of inside wiring 'al)lps has received
less attention in past due to lack of premises wiring
transmission models. Thus twe develop such a model
in order to st idy t be transmission ct aracteristics of
wer to or
c ans
insidering cabe
inside wiring rable . A. complete answer to our
question cannot be, given even with such 'lettail d
studies as for the ISI)N Basic Access.
Our
discussions here will concentrate on the loop
transmission capability in a generic sense, and in
particular the trade-off of transitission ratf, and
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intersymbol

interference

to

range without reference to any particular technology,
line code etc.

reduce
effectively
permissible levels.

To set the stage for the discussion of the work
entailed here, a brief review of the relevant factors
affecting digital transmission is presented in Section
2. Performance measures and associated quantities
are described in Section 3. The studies carried out
to derive our premises wiring model are detailed in
Section 4. The results are collected in Section 5 and
of our findings are presented in
our
discussion
Section
6.

Impulse noise, by definition, has a high peak relative
to typical peaks of the background noise and is
generally of short duration. The switching system in
the wire center is believed to be a significant
contributor to impulse noise, but significant impulse
noise has also been observed at customer premises.
Since crosstalk has been a problem for voice circuits,
it
studied extensively at voice
i has
a been
ensuidetnieya
oc frequencies
rqece
and for transmission of T-1 signals. Indeed the many

Results are based on measurements carried out on
several vendors' cables, and further insight is derived
from extensive computer simulation and theoretical
the
with
in
connection
performed
analyses
development of standards for the ISDN Basic Access
Digital Subscriber Line. 41 The main results show a
premises wiring transmission model useful for
considering the trade-off between maximum distance
(range) and rate of transmission. The data and
models are for 25 pair 24 gauge cables where all pairs
are deployed with the same type of system. Thus
there are 24 disturbers crosstaiking into each
receiver. For example, the transmission rate-distance
model shows with a typical allowance for the
unknown and uncertain sources of noise, an
Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI) system operating at
772 KHz (1.544 kbps) and an error ratio of one in 107
to have a NEXT-limited range of about 2800 feet,
while at 6 MHz the distance is less than 400 feet.

aspects of the design and manufacture of cables,
such as the twist lay of the pairs, the bundling in
groups to form high capacity cables were influenced
5i 1
by the need to minimize crosstalk '

IMPAIRMENTSN
The

principal

contributors

to

noise

resulting

in

limiting the high speed transmission over telephone
noise, echoes. intersymbol
loops are inductive

SMGNAITO-NO1SE RATTO AND MARGINS
Having reviewed the contributors to potential bit
errors, we are ready to consider reasonable
requirements in the form of signal-to-noise ratios for
acceptable data transmission. From the customer's
point of view viable digital transmission may be
measured in terms of its Bit Error Ratio (BER). For
digital transmission a BER of one error in ten million
-7
(10 ) is our desired goal. This can be translated to
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), which relates closely to
the system eouipment capabilities and the wire
a
digital
In
characteristics.
transmission
transmission system, the value of SNR required to
achieve a given BER varies with many details,
including the number of different symbols (levels)
transmitted. Increasing the received signal strength
be anas advantage
noisecomponents
will clearlysuch
with
respect to
near-end
but certain
noise
crosstalk

will

increase

proportionately.

That

is,

when noise components like self or similar system
near-end crosstalk dominate, the SNR is not affected

power lines in the
consisting of 60 Hiz
serious problem for
but may require a

Furthermo e,
by the (common) transmit level.
spectrum management considerations and device
constraints may limit signal amplitudes of certain
systems.
"7
The SNTR's required to achieve 10 BER for some

Echoes can be a very serious problem in full duplex
high speed transmission on a balanced pair of copper
wires. Because of the echoes from bridged taps and
the associated wide variation of impedances from
loop to loop and because of the high suppression of
echoes required, simple balance networks as with
Echoes can
voice circuits are totally inadequate.
overwhelm a relatively weak received signal on long
loops. In the following, we assume that adaptive
echo canceling techniques are generally adequate to
reduce echo noise to a tolerable level.
Intersymbol interference (1Sf) is the phenomenon
where some of the energy from a pulse spills over

typical diital transmission schemes are presented in
The values in Table 1 are based on the
Table 1.'
is
interference
that
the
total
assumption
characterized as Gaussian. Note that the four level
code 2BIQ requires a SN-R of 24.0 dB compared to a
binary code requirement of only 14.3 dB. The
greatly reduced bandwidth required for 2BIQ results
in much lower signal attenuation, while at the same
time the crosstalk loss is much higher. That is. while
the received signal strength S has gone up, the noise
N has come down so that the much larger S/N
requirement for the 4-level code can still be met more
easily than that for the simpler binary code.

into the neighboring time slots. As with echoes,
adaptive techniques for equalizers are required to

All the impairments discussed earlier moy contribute
to the noise N. However. there are several sources

Inductive noise is caused by
vicinity of the telephone cable,
and its harmonics. It is not a
most high spced transmission,
high-pass filter.
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of noise that cannot be easily quantified, or are
uncertain or unknown. Thus it is customary to allow
a

margin

in addition

requirement in deriving

to

the

theoretical

performance

criteria.

TableI

Tll

SNR

REQUIRED PEAK SIGNAL TO RMS NOISE IN dB

We

-O
VOLTAGE

shall not dwell on the details here. Suffice it to say
that based on engineering judgment and by
consensus, a margin of 12 dB against theoretical

.EV.LS

CODE

ERROR
PROB

NOISE iPOB

B#

4

B'.'

calculations based primarily on EXT and ISI, was
accepted for ISDN Basic Access. We shall use this
as the basis for our discussion. In what
follows
S/N will be replaced by S/NEXT, to emphasize the
fact that NEXT is assumed to be the dominant
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N
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LOOP PREMISES WIRING CHARACTERIZATION
Repr'P nt.- typcl- 4B31 ?-'B2T block code

For both outside plant cables and premises wiring,
three important attributes of a transmission system
are crosstalk compatibility and range. As discussed
above, we assume that the most significant factor
determining the maximum bit rate to distance
relationship is NEXT. So far we have assumed that
the disturbing pairs in a cable are serving the same
type of systems as the disturbed pair. When this is
the case, we speak of self-NEXT and compatibility
will imply their ability to coexist. Often, different
types of systems are deployed on twisted pairs within
the same cable. In such cases NEXT is also
important, and assuring
compatibility among
systems,
usually
referred
to
as
spectrum
management, is a major concern of systems designers
and transmission engineers. In this paper we shall
consider only self-NEXT.
The range of a system is the maximum distance over
which the system will operate satisfactorily. The
measure of the available signal-to-noise ratio at the
input to the signal receiver, in turn depends on the
attenuation of the transmitted signal and the level of
noise, including crosstalk from other systems. An
ideal loop would be one of uniform characteristics
from the transmitter to the receiver. But in general
loops have more complicated makeup with not only
different gauge pairs spliced together, but may also
have one or more bridged taps of varying lengths and
locations. These taps contribute significantly to the
loss of the loop. Thus for our purposes, it is more
appropriate to think of range in terms of loop loss
than in terms of actual loop length.
In any application, the bit rate versus range
capability depends not only on the transmission
medium but also depends strongly on transmit and
receive electronics. Also the bit rate on the line may
differ fron the customer data rate. For example,
reference j discusses the effects of different line codes
(with associated optimum equalizing etc) in achieving
maximum coverage of the non-loaded loop plant for
ISDN Basic Access. Among the factors affecting the
performance of each code are its S/NEXT
requirements (Table 1) and the degree to which it

Rpr.oc. . yp, c,.M

Souc

do,th,,

.

pg., poay

R A McDonald -Sigal o No,, R e,,iofo,2BIQ Line Cod,
ANSI/EcsA Contrbuion TIDI 3/8-212. Oct t986

takes advantage of the cable loss and crosstalk
characteristics through bandwidth reduction. Our
goal here is to define a process whereby we can give
a reasonable idea of the bit rate capability of twisted
wire pairs without specific reference to any specific
system. Therefore we shall concentrate on NEXT
with the assumption that improvements possible
from the transmit and receive electronics are all in
place.
Oubgie Phtnt
The plot designated OSP, the third from the top ir
i
Figure 1 is a NEXT model for outside plant cable. 6
(Other curves and points represent premises wiring
cables and are discussed in Section 5.) The OSP plot
was derived from a computer simulation of a lumped
parameter model. The model was calibrated at 772
KHz, a frequency for which extensive field
measurement data were available., ,This calibration
allowed the definition of the lumped parameters of
the computer model. Simulation at several selected
frequencies then facilitated the derivation of the plot.
The plot represents the 1%,i/
worst power sum NEXT
points when the disturbers are single frequency
sources. The 1% point here means that 99% of the
simulated NEXT power sum values were better (i.e.,
have
this value.
cable higher
at any loss)
giventhan
frequency
may Any
have individual
better or
worse NEXT performance than given by the model.
The model also assumes colocation of up to 49
disturbing transmitters with the disturbed receiver,
in a 50-pair binder group over a long enough common
route in the cable to approach essentially maximum
crosstalk coupling.
The model is based on
termination of individual pairs with approximately
their characteristic impedance. The model does not
reu- sent crosstalk loss between individual pairs in a
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cable. The crosstalk losses differ from one to another
and have different shapes versus frequency.

that NEXT lo~s decreases with frequency at about 14
dB per decade6

120

11 100 5
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0

These are consistent with theoretical

:

predictions and field measurements.
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Samples of inside wiring cables from four different
vendors were
used
in our
measurements
to
40 80 150

772 16003150 300
FREQUENCY
SHZI

characterize inside wiring cables. Attenuation and
crosstalk were measured using a DCM model CMS-

Figure 1: NEXT Models For Inside Wire And Outside Plant Cable

2PCX

System.

Recent NEXT measurements made on loops that
included significant amounts of central office wiring
generally agree with the model but show a little less
crosstalk loss. The measurements may indicate that
central office wire and wiring practices need further
review. As a first step in investigating the question,
we performed some measurements of building wire.
Ingide Wiring Cable

The contribution to the NEXT power sum at the end
point of a cable from coupling at distant points drops
off rapidly for increasing distance. , - Figure 2
illustrates the importance of careful look at inside
wiring. The plots in Figure 2 display the percentage
of NEXT (power) as a function of exposure length for
selected frequencies. It is clear from these plots that,
at high bit -4tes, the bulk of NEXT contributed by a
loop may occur within the building wiring, especially
in a campus-like environment, high rise buildings, or
a large or multi-story central office where the switch
may be some distance from the main distributing
frame. (At the 80% point of a curve, the NEXT is
about 1 dB less than the 100%7 value (asymptotic or
converged NEXT.)
The physical characteristics of inside wiring cables
are different from those of the outside plant cable.
Inside wire and cable designs require special
materials to meet the fire safety criteria. Polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) insulation is the most often used
insulation for inside %%
ring and cable since it
provides protection against fire hazard. In situations
where more stringent fire resistance requir-ments
apply, fluoropolymers are often used.
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Computerized

The

Automatic

measurement

Cable

technique

Measuring

can

be

summarized by stating that the attenuation is
measured directly in dB by a signal analyzer
subsystem that consists basically of a single or dual
channel narrow-band signal detector, a stable signal
oscillator to stimulate the cable under test, and
interface switching for control of the drive and
receive signal paths.
Near-end crosstalk loss is measured by applying an
oscillator to one pair and a detector to another. The
cable pairs under test are driven and terminated in
stable circuit impedances that closely approximate
their charactmrtstic impedance at carrier frequencies.
Since telk.hone cable pairs are used in the balanced
mode, the single-ended output of the oscillator and
detector test signal input are impedance matched
using precision broad-band balancing transformers.
RESULTS
Table 2 summarizes the diameter over dielectric
(DOD), the coaxial and mutual capacitance and the
dielectric constant data of the four inside wiring
cable samples used for this characterization. In
estimating range of transmittpd distance versus bit
rates. NEXT and attenuation are the two key
factors. The effect of splicing on crosstalk and
attenuation was measured on one cable group and
found to be negligible for good splices. Next, the
effect of bridged tap was measured. Table 3 is a
summary of the measured values for cable sample
#1. The total length of the cable was 897 feet. A
bridged tap of length 315 feet was placed at the
transmitting end (column VIj; 3(X) foet from the
transmitting end (column V): or at 600 feet from the
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Table 2.
25/24 D LNSIDE WIRE

Sample

DOD
Avg. Ins

Coaxial
Capacitance
(pF/kft)

Mutual Capacitance
nF/mile

Dielectric Const.

1

0.032

0.124

122

3.4

2

0.031

0.120

107

3.1

3

0.033

0.118

115

3.5

4

0.032

0.134

116

37

Table 3
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i7 30

424

34

3

6300

2502

3M3

319

23

250I

3x4

117

35

2555

343

25

T,
Ingram
*.5~f

3

npe

E;
ar.

9

R

302 9 7

~ ~

31S

93',29T
0'
Snp

i3x

T.

~

a

'

300.

30

,

AmpleI

U9
oop..'

nearest to the transmit end produced higher loss
at higher
than at other locations, especially
frequencies. No appreciable diferenrce in NEXT (or
ridged tap at any of
FENT) was observed with) i h'
the locations.

transmitting end (column R'). The attenuation. the
average crosstalk, the standard deviation and the
worst crosstalk (of all the 24 possible values) for all
these cases are given in Table 3 for a set of
frequencies from 40 K-Hz to 6.3 MHz. The effect of
bridged tap on the attenuation of the cable sample
an
reultig i
frquenies
a
was alvidnt
LI

It is known from theoretical estimates .that

attenujation increase with frequency. At 6.3 MfHz the
attenuation increase was as Much as 3.8 to 4.4 dB.
AlIso, the location of the bridged tap was significant
(as expected). It was observed that the bridged tap

effect of a bridged tap is genierally felt when its
legt iofuatrwvlnh:hefradtional
measurements at 772 1Klz and 1.6 MHz were madep
qularter
with bridged taps having approximate

the worst
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wavelengths of 210 feet and 102 feet, respectively,
These taps were cut from cable sample 2. Table 4
displays the details of these measurements. As
expected, the attenuation increased significantly with
these bridged taps for each case. At 772 KI-Iz it
increased from 7.15 dB to 16.71 dB when the 210 foot
bridged tap was placed at the signaling end, These

Example: Sample #1 - 897 ft.
At 772 kHz,
Measured Avg. Attenuation
7.15 dB/kft.
Measured Avg. Power Sui NEXT = 51.04 dB
m u ed ag.
e viationE a = 51 dB
Computed Standard Deviation
3.1 dB
1 10 1

results

Computed Avg. NEXTm = next + 10log

are an

indication

of the

need

for extra

caution when bridged taps are present. Note that
one of the principal contributors to increased loss
was impedance effect of the bridged tap.
Table 5 summarizes the measurements made on the

= 51-04 + 10 log

Using the corrected value

O-1-0f
j

-

1-10-7

four premises cable samples. The automatic test set
computes the attenuation and the NEXT values both
in dB/kft from the measured values. The correction
factor for computat on of NEXT in dB/kft can be
found in reference 10 and also in Table 5 along with
other equations for "Total Average NEXT" and "1%NEXT."

110

[

=

15

51.0 dB/kft.

Computed Total Avg. NEXT = NEXT.vI

log

g -ia
5
51.0-0.16 = 50.8 dB
1% NEXT - Total Avg. NEXT - 2.33 a
= 50.8 - 2.33 x 3.1

for NEXT in

dB/kft in the equation for Total Average NEXT, the
1% NEXT is calculated.

= 43.6 dB
'l;al~le 4

0

Atu-.mit. on and Power Sum (PS) NEXT or Sample i (25/24 I) Inside
Wir,)

772 k~zlulw
,i

fr
'q

g a llridige
r I (liT )

With

a Quarter Waveleiigili Sample

1II
Avg_

_Avg
512

6.4i

IV

IlI

%it (113)I'S NEXT (dll)

g Att (diI) I'S NE

(l)

Worst

Avg

Avg.

Worst

431

1.143

477

445

897'

,

300,

ll.T.
300' 4 297'

210'

Aii(,III) I'S NvXC (,ill)

,

1.

Avg____

Avg

1462

419

Ait (,l)I'S NINI (dil)

Worst_

_Avg
11198

420

B.T.
300' f 300X' 297'/-.

BT
f 3()'

\(t(.Il)I'S NEXT(dil)
AvA
WorsAt
988

464

()

897'

samplIe I

403

(,1) I'S
A A
vg
1908
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WAost
41

3(141' 29Y'

p

ii

ni 1Ikil

496

9-101

open

ri

Avg

iiikil

Worst

At
hv4-

Avg

Worst

405

1920

657

122

B.T.
3(0
MYC) 300'- 297'_

IV
(,M) I", NIA I IM)
Avg_ _Avg
Worst

N I'
T(hIIt)

B.T.
300' +' 311'

\It t

2(11( I 157
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'0("17
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0

E

~
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l
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Table 5.
Transmission Characteristics of 25/24 D Inside Wire

Freq.
(k.z)
40

80 7

Att.
_B/kft
-72.19

2.56

N/EXT.
dB/kft
i - 72.3
worst-63.3
a-3.7
"-67.0

T

A t
5NEX dIB/krt
1 dB_
3

z- 214

- 66.8
worst-63.1
a-2 5

59

57 5

x

z 60.8

53.7

2V

772

- 7.5

-62.7
worst-57.8
a-3.8

55.4

i-2171

3150

i7 16.2.5

-.51.0

13.6

379450
worst-35.7
a -3.5

'r- 56.2
worst-52.9
a- 2.2

500

1- 6 6?

z -315.0
worst-42.2
a - 2.4

40.4

r- 42,2

z - 23,71

i - 37.9
worst-32.9

1007

r- 4U
worsl-37.7
a- 1.8

365

3150

It 1~ r 36,5
11worst-33.9
a - 2.4

30,9

i - 32 5
worst-30.1

28.5

a- 28

31,1

i7 21,92

NEXT
I (c[B

- 708
worst-67.6
o-23

639

7 2.63 -64

580

6

Att.
(dl3I/kft)
- - 2.38

r-7- 2 62

-. 3.53

NEX',,

(dB/kft)

- 64 0
worst-65
a-16
-53

531NEXT

(d[1)

585
0

uorsr-54 7
a-I 5

.
- 591
worst-56.8
a-2

-7.10 1 - 48A

54.0

- 3 79

44 2

r

708

z- 5 3
worst-51 9
1
a-

(
.50

-42 9

40 1

worst-40 9
a- 1 1

,orst-455
a - 1.7

36

worst-36.0
a -3.1
6300

i227 ..

E.VT
(dB /kft)

worst-61.6
a-.

- 332

worst-,5.5
a - 3.1
1600

Att.
(dB/kt)

worst-57.2
a- 2.3

a-3.4
1500

NEXT
I6.
d13

61.2

worst-58.1

3.87i

NEVT.
dB/kft

Sample 4

Sample 3

Sample 2

Sample I

360

-44.9
worst-40.7
av 2.2

39.8

i-

1- 15.79

i' 40.2
%orst-37 8
a -1 4

36 9

i- 16 17

i - 31 7
worst-?;2.9
a - 1L3

31 7

i- 23.18

i - 36 6

32.9

x- 24 21

r - 30 9

28 3

10.74

10,94 z- 386
worst-36 9
a -I I

worst -28 4

worst-34.0
6

a-Il

a- 1.

a-l1

NOTE
-0

+ 10 log
NEXT(dB/kft) = next

where

l 1-10Total Avg

NFXT (dh ) = NEXVT

-

10 log

1% NEXT (dB) = Total Avg. NEXT - 2.33 a

The individual 1% NEXT values for each sample
were then derived from computed total average
NEXT and the standard deviation as shown above,
For each of the four samples, the I% NEXT values
were plotted as shown in Figure 1. The plots for
indicate better crosstalk
and #3
samples #1
characteristics than that displayed by the outside
plant (OSP) model. But the plots for samples #2
and #4, which are almost identical, are consistently
about 2 dB below the OSP model. To be on the
conservative side, the NEXT model for inside wiring
was e-.imated from samples #2 and #4 and is
displayed in Figure 3. It is important to note that
this model does not take into consideration the
effects of bridged taps or gauge changes.

next
a

6

-Measured

-

a1
t

value of NEXT in dBl

- Average attentiatin in 113/kft
Average value of 25 pairs

Standard Deviat n
Length of cable

The NEXT model can now be used to estimate the
bit rate versus range values. The bottom three plots
in Figure 3 are for signal loss (not crosstalk loss)
required to achieve the required S/NEXT at the
given frequency for binary transmission with margins
of 6 dB, 12 JB and 18 dB respectively. As discussed
earlier, a margin of 12 dB is considered to be a
conservative allowance for all the unknowns etc.
However, we saw above that, bridged taps may add
significantly to loss and therefore must either be
added to the loss considerations or be included in the
margin. In the latter case. a margin of 18 dB may
not be far-fetched. Furthermore, the frequency in
Figure 3 is not directly translatable into bit rate
because any digital signal covers a band of
frequencies rather than just one.
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DISQUSON

7_

From the plots of Figure 3 a corresponding set of

60

curves have been drawn and displayed in Figure 4 for
use as a model for considering the trade-off of
transmission rate versus transmission distance for
premises wiring. We emphasize that these curves
should not be applied to any individual system. As
suggested earlier, f,)r digital systems there is in
general no simple relationship between bit rate and
frequency. We saw that the crosstalk loss worsens
andl the loss increases rapidly with frequency. Thus
a system may he designed, for example, to increase
the low frequency components
and filter the
relatively strong high frequency components. For
such a system, the practice of taking the (enter
frequency (e.g., 772 KHi, for the 1.514 rnhs AM!
digital system) to represent the system and use the
plots from Figure .twill yield results that are too
pessimistic. Noise and signal must be considered as a
whole over the signal bandwidth to obtain accurate
signal to noise ratios. Our purpose was to obtain a
simplified model that does not depend on details of
system design. Therefore. further work is needed
before this result can be applicable to any specific
system design.

14
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In summary, these plots are useful indicators in
estimnating the trends of transmission rate versus
distance with applications in areas such as cable
manufacturing,
office
wire
planning
for
telecommunications
and
high
speed
data
transmission.
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Transmission and Shielding Considerations
in Communication Cables
J. W. LEVENGOOD
AT&T Technologies

1. INTRODUCTION

Shielding of various types have been used on paired
cables for many years. Many papers have been written
on this subject, but they usually only investigate the
degree of shielding. What we propose to do in this

paper is to provide information (test results) on shielding
effectiveness of various shield materials (thin foils,

thicker foils, dual foils, braids, and hybrid shields of

XA02

XA03

both foil and braid). The edge preparation is considered

SHIELD TREATMENT
No shield.
0.0003 inch aluminum shield on a polyester film
applied longitudinally with a flat fold during
the twisting operation using a single twist

machine.
0.0003 inch aluminum shield on a polyester film

a
luminu ld
ona pol
dilm
applied longitudinally with a flat fold during
the twisting operation using a double twist

machine.

in that both flat foil and "Z" foil shicld are used in the
samples. The method of application of these shields is
considered in that samples were made with the shields

SINGLE PAIR CABLES

TABLE 1.

CABLE
XA.1

XA04

applied in the twisting operation using both a single
Owist as well as a double twist machine. Representatives

0.0003 inch aluminum shi-ld on a polyester film
applied longitudinally with a "Z' fold during

the twisting operation using a single twist
machine.
XAO05

0.0003 inch aluminum shield on a polyester film
applied longitudinally with a "Z fold during
the twisting operation using a double twist

as the crosstalk on the twelve pair cables was measured
and is presented

XA06

0.001 inch aluminum shield on a polyester film
applied longitudinally with a flat fold during
the twisting operation.

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION

XA07

90% (actual coverage 88%) braid shield.

of each shield type was made up into siigle pair cables,
two pair cables and twelve pair cables. In the last two
cases overall shield samples were also included. The

machine.

transmission parameters on each of these cables as well

There are a total of 28 cables that were made for the

shielding study.

There are seven one pair cables, nine

TABLE 2.

CA3LE

TWO PAIR CABLES

SHIELD TREATMENT

\BO I

No shield.

All wires of a given color were made in a continuous
operatiotn. All pairs of a given color were made on tie
sane equipment in a continuous operation except where
noted. These steps were used in order to minimize the
effect of wire or pair differencies. In the cases where
individually shielded pairs were used each pair was
treated the same (and manufactured) and placed into
the appropriate cable whether single pair, two pair. or
twelve pair. The twist length of each pair color was
maintained the same in all cahles and the twist length
scheme was such that, there were few if all repeats in a
cable. In each set of cables. at least one cable wtas iol
shielded so it could he used as a reference.

XB02

tlhe ,dA
-imle
pair caldos teit following 1ist gives the tcrn.
tiF(,rn+int

N110{7

Individual 0.0003 inch aluminum shield on a
polyester film applied longitudinally with a flat
fold during the twisting operation.
Individual 0.0003 inch aluminum shield on a
polyester film applied longitudinally with a "T"
fold during the twisting operation.
Individual 0001 inch aluminum shit-ld on a
polyester film .pplied longitudinally with a flat
fold during the twisting operation.
Individual braided shield (88c coverage).
Individual 0.001 inch aluminum shield on a
polyester film applied longitudinally with a flat
fold during the twisting operation with an
overall braided shield (88'(coverage).
O v,rall 0 001 inch alum inurn shield on a pol.N 'ster filui applied longitudinally with a flat fold

two pair cables, and twelve twelve pair cables.

368

XB03

\30.4

XB05
XB06
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CABLE
XBO8

SHIELD TREATMENT

the better as long as it is adequate to define what is hap-

Dual overall 0.001 inch aluminum shields on a

pening.

IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN

polyester film applied longitudinally with opposite flat fold seams. Inner shield with aluminum out and outer shield with aluminum in and
drain between shields.
'BOg

SOURCE

Hybrid overall 0.001 inch aluminum shield on 3a
polyester film applied longitudinally with a flat
fold seam with a 88% coverage braid.

V(Z)
-

Z.0
FREQUENCTY

-

DOMAIN

Figure 1. TRANSMISSION LINE

Individual 0.0003 inch aluminum shield on a
polyester film applied longitudinally with a flat

1(z)

LAz

HAZ

fold durin4 the twisting operation

It, --

XC03

Individual 0.0003 inch aluminum shield on a
a "Tz)
polyester film applied longitudinally with
fold during the twisting operation,

XCO-I

Individual 0.001 inch aluminum shield on a
polyester film applied longitudinally with a flat
fold during the twisting operation.

XC05

Individual braided shield (88% coverage).

XCO5

Overall 0.001 isch aluminum shield on a polyester film appliei longitudinally with a flat fold
seam. This cable had a layless core.

VI

Overall 0.001 inh alunminum shield on a polyester film applied XMtgitudinally with a flat fold
seam. This cable had core with a 15 inch lay.

XC08

No shield. This cable had core with a 15 inch
lay using an oscillating face plate.

I(z)

Overall braided shield (88% coverage).
cable had core with a 15 inch lay.

XCI t

Hybrid overall 0.001 inch aluminum shield on a
polyester film applied longitudinally with a flat
fold seam with a 70% coverage braid. This cable

This

(2

A zt

IL

.

z

Figure 2. SEGMENT OF TRANSMISSION LINE
Figures 1 and 2 show a transmission line and a segment
of that transmission line at a position z. Using the distributed parameters shown in that segment the equations for the transmission of a signal along the line can
be developed.
(
V(z+
I

Dual overall 0.01 inch aluminum shields on a
polyester film applied longitudinally with opposite flat fold seams. Inner shield with aluminum out and outer shield with aluminum in and
drain between shields. This cable had core with
a 15 inch lay.

XC1O

-

-RV

(

1(z)

wLz

z)-

A 1(z) = 1(z + Az) - 1(z)
= - G Az V(z) - j w C Az

lim

A V(z)=

=--

R 1(z) -

= -G

= d

15(z)

i,,L 1(z)

(2)

(3)

1'(z) -)
- i.,C U(z)

(,t)

m

(5)

dz

had core with a 15 inch lay.
XC12

I

(GA

d

XC07

XC09

--

No shield. This cable had core with a 15 inch

lay.
XC02

.. IE

(z

COAC

TABLE 3. TWELVE PAIR CABLES
CABLE
SHIELD TREATMENT
XC01

TR.NSXSSION

I

Ilybrid overall 0.001 inch aluminum shield on a
polyester film applied longitudinally with a flat

d

fold seam with a 88% coverage braid. This table

dI(z)

had core with a 15 inch lay.

-= -( R +

) 1(:)
ZL

dz
dz

G + iL'C )'(z)

dz()

Differentiating both sides we obtain:
3. DISCUSSION

d 2 1 (Z)

3.1 TRANSMISSION LINE

dz2

The equations of transmission lines have been developed
by many authors using different methods. We do not
propose to develop these equations here but to use those
available from the literature. The following work is
based upon the work by Dr. Chipmani'l.

dz 2

dz
) dV(8)
d
-x

C

dz

A transmission line may be modeled many ways, but
from an engineering standpoint the simpler the model
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SolVing

for

ds)from equation (7) and substitutinrg
dz

Obtaining the value of I(Z Ifrom equation (18) we get:
V 1'e.
" = (R + j.,L)Ire-1
(25

back into equation (6) we get:

d2

A(

1,(Z)-(

C~)=0()

dz -,L)G
( + +j-!CV~z
Solving for

Solving for
= 0

from equation (8) and substi

dU z

(9)

substituting fromn equation (12) for

-and

we get:
U+j.L

ri

dz

I

(R + >:L )(G + A.,C')1(z)

!dIW
where:

=0

/R+

L ) (61 + AC)

or.

(10)

(27)

dz4

+ jA'L)(G 4+ j...C')

=(R

( 71?+ fL)J((" +

=

(11)

+

in Certain regions of (lhe frequencY dontain
aoilo
(lepetildlig onl tihe relative value of the( elietltis involved.

( 1)

dz

=

j('?-CH

re

=

1() ~

+ t

~

e

+

~(0qeo

AtI ftequrencies such thlat
KI Iz) ;t l (I
G;:

(15)
(o1)
(II

=

The aquatioris show two signals orre traveling ill thli +-z
direction and one inl the -Z uhii-ectiorr. The first wNouldi h~e
derived fronrl tie source arid tire second if it exists wourld
be dIie to reflectiotns frornit ilie load.
re

on~~le
11'we
asyseni%%lerethre
abytewerthraren
wave thir:he

(17)

l~~z)=~
Since gainma is a comrplex variable we can define:
-=

0t

+ J3
1r e(z

1(z)
-

~

=

(1? + >L)~;

)

22)

+JIT('

The chraracteristic irmpedanice of ille line earl be ctiniirrel by rdiffer'entiatinag equiat jor (17):

~r(~)e

-(23)

dz
aridsrrbtitrtirr
irto erlatorr 74.regions
-

e~

-(1

A
Iors
* Cc iATINzlI
PHIESi 1t1D(iA RVlON. FLORIDA\

+ jJ)()
26th

-1

(:31)

(32)

L

.

Lj

(33)

2 [CJ

3.2 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS
Thre eqirivalent circit pararrwt ers of a transmtissior line
(.see Figrure 2) are thie list rilirted resist ance. in) reta:nrce.
iapacttaiwe. and oniitrie
rirese vahues are frunetiotis of the' rnechrarir'al positionritng of thie various eleroertts Of tihe line :ril the electrical characteristics of the
tmaterrials involved in tlhe line. Ieslstarice arnd induict ance
are ailso frrnctiorrs (If freqrrerrcv.
; 2! I IEfT..'ETire
parameter of resist ance will
vary withI frequrenrcy. butr is also effected by all parrt." of
the t rarisynlissior i lne arourrd it. We calr corrsider three
of interescit i respect to freqroency. Threy ate:

(21)
l:OITli '

above 100

Therefore:

L(J'~

0=I

Wh ere:
ek + j3

onlytill( low%order termis.
2

~(21

=

(30)

C=

(+8

J~(20)

-

I a~71 anq-77 of

> , (ursua~lly

>v L

(29))

Z

(19)

%
=it

.-L

(

Hlnrever. oven IIhoirglr al~lim will be srrrlcorllared to
11: it is still imlport Itit arnd can he rounrd hy ec;:oilii"
expression for- - ill a blurorrr,:l s'eries and ret uiliriiri

o rriete
elctd

V(s) = V,~ e

frusrili).eo

R at apt avrole of

I4a

Th'ie reftore:
VZ)

fal

Kfliz) and &C >>G (generallY

These are linear. honmogleeous second order equation.-,
whc
aesolutions oif ther formi of:*

wavwes coer

and Z. lend 1lrenselves to sim pill-

equat ions for

oThe

1)(1)

h(1
ic

(28

(G+J-C)j

(12)

':C)

~z)

d2
2
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hack into equation (5) we get:

(C
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where:
C 2 = direct capacitance of the two wires
1i a pair.
(!
= capacitance on u)ire I to the rest
of the world.
('ag = capacitance on uire 2 to the rest

Low Frequency
R - 2 R, + R, 1
Intermediate Frequency
Ri
Rn
R,
R--- 2 1 e + R2

(3in)

(35)

of the world.

High Frequency

(3)

R = 2 R, + 2 61 R, + 1?3
where:
R, = resistance in space of a bingle conductor
with a coaxial return.
R, = proximity effect of the shield
at low frequencies.
= proximity effect of the shield.
at intermediate frequencies.
R,, = proximity effect of the shield.
at high frequencies.
2 61 R

from the power factor (PI) of the dielectric constant as
hollows:

C = 2 ir f
(' PP
3.3 CROSSTALK

3.2.2 INDUCTTAN('E The parameter of ind,'ctiice will
parts
also vary with frequency and is also effected by all
of the transiission line around it. \e
can consider
of
giots of itratemrest wi arsput
to fie 1 a cv. Tiey
l'C"Cor

uinwanted signals from other sources. rliis could be the
intrusion or signals from another pair in the same cable
front other cables or sources. Silelds are used to
reduce crosstalk in cables and between cables. (Crosstalk
ca tnhere fore be used as a ineasure of the value of 'ari(iis shields.

(38)

There are several ieastires of' crosstalk used.
%lean:
N

Intermeiiate Freqiene
L = L,,ac + 2 Li + L,2

Crosstalk in a cable or transmission svsteni is d(fined as
lhe inltrusionJ iinto thle cable or transimissioni systemn of

(37)

Low Frequency
L = L, ae, + 2 L, + L,

Itlgh Frequiency
L

(Il)

I t
s
I' the signals are transmitted in only one direction n a
cable then only far end crosstalk (FEXT) is of iniportalice. however, if signals go both ways in a cale thlien
near end crosstalk (NEXT) must al'o be considered.

effect of the two conductors
= proximity
on each other.

are:

3.4 CO4
OND'CI'TA.CE For most materials used in the
imode'n transmission liies the value of mutual condlctance (G) is small (i.e. G<<j.(C) and may be det ermined

'leY are:

'] .T(i)

lPace + 2 (b i + 1) L, +

L,.3

(39)

Where:
L., ar, = external inductance in space
of
the twoinductance
condictorsofofa asingle
pair. conductor
L,
internal

- .NIIEA.\'
I S:

V
\
I\.

0

',(I

-20X <1ol

(12)
X

-

2

2

.N

!3

inl spare.
= proximity effect of the shield
at low frequencies.
L,., = proximity effect of the shielo
at internediate frequencies
L,.j
proximity effect of the shield
at high frequencies.
2 1L,
proximity effect of the tavo conductors
on each other.
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('AIP.I(CITANCE The mutual capacitance ( )
.2_,?
does not vary withI freque ly ifIhe dielectric constant of
S eqiu'icy
i li dieect 'iccaibl's
the insulation material i,
t woth freqiieiicy.
thiol .ou (liiscussion of tie ':pacitance of :i s iie l 'l bl :|i ('d pair is iot'vered i t lhe literatlire. -'
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FEXTK

-FEXTMiEAS +

(47)

l-ox 1gl'

It is usually best to convert the FEXT measurement to
an equal level measurement in order to have the signals
at the far end referenced to the same levels. This is

accomplished by first subtracting the insertion loss (IL)
at the measured length and then converting th- FEXT
to the referenced length.

Li

o00
Oo

The IL may be converted to the referenced length by:0
(I.oo
INSERTION I'OSSK = ILAfEASX

O

ioo

(48)

.

---

X-="
Figure 4. Z, TEST SETUP
Figure 4 presents the actual ,-st setup showing the

where:
XT = a pair to pair crosstalk value in dB
N = total number of crosstalk values
M
A
L
K
n

total number of send pairs
average insertion loss per foot
length of cable in feet
1000 feet
= 8.68588

=
=
=
=

T
3.4 SH ELDING EFFECTIVENESS

The shielding effect can be measured using the
transverse impedance method. In this method a current
is generated on the inner surface of the shield and the
resu!ting voltage on the outer surface of the shield is
an
The ratio of these two quantities is
measured.
impedance called the transverse imlpedance (Z .. + In
general the lower the value of the transverse impedance
the "better" the shield,

NETWORK
source
and
receiver
(HP-3577A
ANALYZER) under the control of an AT& t !i,, ,'100
computer using an IEEE-488 data bus. The program
that controls the measurements calculates 32 frequencies
per decade on a geometric basis and is set up to take
readings from 1 1KHz to 100 MHz or 160 readings per
sample. A calibration fixture is always measured first
and that data is stored in order to calibrate the readings.

4.1 TRANSMISSION RESULTS
The transmission parameters measured are presented in
a set of figures of resistance, inductive reactance, capacitance, alpha. beta, and characteristic impedance.
Figure 5. SINGLE PAIR CABLES (XA) (1/3 mil
foil shields)

i

..-.......

i-...
.

.

....

.

.

......

CABLE -XA
.

.

..

.

.__._._Z;_to

en

Figure 3. Zit TEST CIRCUIT
Figure 3 presents the test circuit for the tests. The gencrator develops a voltage between the selected wire in
the cable and the shield which drives a current (lz)
through the 50 ohm resistor. The voltage on thU)e
surface or the shield is detected (V,).

0

tofi

<

Care must be

taken in connecting the cable to the end terminations to
insure that the leakage due to these terminations (toes
not effect the test results.
Z,3
Unpublihed memorandum; "A (able Shiclding Effectienss
Measurement Setup", October 19. 1981, T. P. [ursh
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Figure~~ I5CAA

ndlict ive react ance, capacit ance. atten nlat iii (o

E

). phlase

imipedance (Z,) of five of the
seven single pair cables. Thes-e cables (X-A02, XAO3.
and characteristic

itI aluminumn shields
and \A05) all have 1/3
except for \AOI which has- no shield.

XAX.A0.

CABLE
-X

Figure S17 CHARACTEnISTIC IMPEDANCE
a .1,i
e. andi f) presenits tile resistance.

Fiue5

Figue S CAPCITNCE(s),

CALo

(HZ)

TI

Figure 5a i~sa plot of thle resist ance versuis freqtiency of
the cables. At low frequiencies (below 10 1Klz) all ttraces
are together and essentially flat . Above I Nlllz the
traces are separated huit parallel and are increasing at a

L
'i

Figuire 51b is a plot of the induictive reactance (j 'L)
versus frequiency of thle cables. The traces cross thle 5
ft level bcetween -10 Ml z andl 80 1Khz (i.e.
r~ ~L).Below 10 1Klz the low frequiencies equiations

a:olit/IttO
I

1

29.and30)arevali.
0.1
IK

10K

IN

FREUENY
(z)Above
Figure Sd ATTENUATION

1004

Te taceof indtictive reactance

is increasing as9 a fminctioii of frequiency (wL) and] tlie
trace of resistance is increasing as a function of v7
1 MTTz the high frequiency equations (31, 32. And
33) are valid.
Figuire 5c is a plot of' the capacitance versus freqienv- of'
lie cables. Generailly thlese *iraces wvould be fl at. lia x-
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CABLE

ever, the insulation in this case is S1~~Cand tile
dielectric constant has a slight reduiction in value withii0
respect to frequiency. The effect of thle shieid ~s very
alue is,
apparent and in one case thle capacitance
increased hy over 300 %-.0

-XA

ij_

_

_

Ui

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

a''
Figure 5d is a plot of attenuation versuis frequ~ency of' the
a
exhibit
all
..............................................
cables
shielded
the
of
traces
Thle
cables.
z
slope of V'7 above abouit I M\Ihz. Thle trace of the
linshielded cable has a slightly greater slope than thle 17
of the unshielded tbe.C-)
Figuire 5e is a plot. of phas- (3) versus frequency of th'The traces of the shielded cables and the
cables.
tinshielded cable all merge into one trace at the higher

L

(Hz)

freqe oces.FREQUENCY
Figuire .5f is a plot of inagnit tidle of the characteristic
inipedatice (Z,) versuis freqtiency of the cables. The
val tie oif the characteristic impedance itt high frequtencies
sbnw)%n dralnaticallv shows the effect of the -addition of
the shields. C'haracteristic Impedance is reduced by
soliii 60( to 70
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Figure 6. SINGLE PAIR CABLES (XA)
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5.1 TRANSMISSION

!!+

The resistance curves, Figures 5a, 6a, 7a, 8a, 9a, and 10a,
all have similar shapes. They all start out at low frewith little if any slope to the curve. At hih
frequencies they have a slope of approximately V'.
Betwveen these two regions they bend to mesh the slopes
from the two regions.
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The reactance (jwL) curves, Figures 5b, 6b, 7b, 8b, 9b,
and 10b, have similar shapes. The w accounts for the
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general slope, however, the value of inductance (L) at
low frequencies is larger than the value at high frequencies. The value of reactance for the unshielded cable is
greater than the values for the shielded cases.
The capacitance (C) curves, Figures 5c, 6c. 7c, 8c, 9c,
and 10c, have a slight downward slope due to the
material (PVC) used to insulate the conductors. Most
noticeable though is the large separation between the
curves of the various individual cables. There is a difference of between 200% and 300% within the vailous
cable -onfigurations from the unshielded to shielded
case.

SHIELDED

a slope of %If at high frequencies with a knee in
The low frequency slope can be accounted for
by observing the equation for attenuation at low frequencies
(equationcannumber
20); Similarly,
slope at
for by the
investigating
high frequencies
be accounted
equation 33. Observing that by neglecting G and that
since both L and C are nearly. constant, the slope is then
due to the slope of resistance R) which was showni
above to be approximately the f.
The phase (/3) curves. Figures 5e. Ge. 7e, Se, ge, and 10e.
are the same as the attenuation curves at low frequencies (equation 29) and have a slope that is a function of
frequency at high frekuencies (equation 31). The magni-
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tude of the individual curves increases with shielding
since C will increase much greater than , will dccrea se,
,rile phase velocity is V'p = -3 and will decreaLse it value
3
with the addition of shielding.
The characteristic impedance (Z,) curves, Figures 5f, 6f,
7r, 8f, 9f, and lOf. show that the value of Z, decreases
with frequency. This can be shown. for the low froquency case by observing equation 30. Both 1Rand C are
approximately constant. therefore, the magnitude of the
characteristic
impedance will decrease a-s a function of
1
I For the high frequency ca-se the near constant value
is shown by equation 32 sitice both 1I and ( are approximately constant in value.
5.2 CROSSTALK

and XC07 both have a 1 mil flat fold alunitiun foil
shield witi the cable having a core that was lavless
where as XC07 had a core with a 15 inch lay. Cable
XC09 had a dual 1 mil aluminum foil shield. Cable
XCIO had a 88'c copper braided shield. Cables XCII
and XCI2 both have hybrid shields, braid with alumiiurn foil. but on XCII tile braid was only 70-c where as
XC12 had a 88(' braid.
0. CONCLUSIONS
In tie it rod uction we proposed to pirovide information
for comparing various shield materials, shield configuraedge treatment on foils, and methods of applcation with respect to shielding effectiveness. transtmission
parameters on all of tie (ables and crosstalk on the
twelve pair cables. The selection of cable size. shield
tions,

The power sum equal level far end crosstalk (HEXl'I)
results are shown in Figure 11. The top curve is XC()3
followed by XC04, XC03. XC02. and then all the remaining (XCOI, XCO6. XC07, XCO8, XC00. XCIO. XCII, and
XC12). The bottom curve is XCOI.
are
crosstalk (NEXT) results
The power sum near end
shown in Figure 12. The top curve is XC05 followed by
XC04, XC03, XC02, and then all the remaining (XC01.
XC06, XC07, XCO8, XCo9. XCI0. XCl1I, and XC12).
that the more material in
These results seem to indicate
the shield the better the shield from a crosstalk standpoi-.t. The largest effect was at tile higher frequencies
however there were measurable elfects at all frequencies.

nlanufacturing methods have
types, shield materials and
yield d data on these subjects. This is presented as tile
Z,, of each cable, plots of resistance. inductive reactance, (apacltance. attenuation. phase, and characterisboth tie
graphs
each
of of
tic impedance
cables.
pair of
twelve
oft heand
each(able,
and NEXT
FEXTI

5.3 SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS

The author wishes to thank Mr. R. D. Beggs of AT&T
Technologies for his help in the design of this experiment. Thanks is due to Messrs D. E. (eller and T. G.
Ilardin of AT&T1' Technologies for their help ill manufacturing of the cable samples. The work of Messrs 13.
McNeal and M. J. Thomas was helpful in preparing and
testing samples. The contributions of Mr. P. It. Ward of
Bell Laboratories for his testing of cables for transmission parameters and crosstalk are much appreciated.
Thanks is also due to Mr. 1t. \V. Friesen of Bell Lahoratories for discussions on certain ,spects of this work.

The shielding effectiveness results are presented in Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17. Figure 13 shows the transfer
impedance for cab)les XA02, XA03, XA,\O-I. and XA.5.

XA02, XA0a3. \A0-1. and XA05 were included in order to
investigate the effect of edge treatment (flat fold versus
"Z" fold) and of machine selection (single twist versus
double twist) on the transfe,' impedance.
Figure 1-1 presents the Z(,, results for individuially
shielded two pair cables. Cables X1302 and XB03 again
compare the shielding effectiveness of tile flat fold versus
foil
the 'Z fold. ('able XBI has a I tmil alumiui u
shield. Cable NB0-5 ha-s a S8% copper braid shield.
Cable X 6 has a hybrid shield of I riil aluininum foil
and 88% coverage copper braid.
Figure 15 )presents tile Z,, results for overall shielded
two pair cables. ,\gain tilie effectiveness is a function of
the bulk of the material in the shield.
The individually shielded twe!ve pair cables displayed in
Figure 16 show an advantage to the "Z" fold seam over
flat fold seam (XC03 versus XC02). The other two
shields are 1 mil flat fold aluminum foil (XCOI) and
braid (XC05).
Figure 17 presents the Zao for the overall shielded
twelve pair cables. The levels again loosely follow the
amount of material in the shield. The two cables XC06

These data can be used to compare the relative worth of
various shields for a harticlit' application considering
Z<j as well as the
parameters
transmission
both
shields.
of vatiousand
perform ance
crosstalk
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The
impact of corrosion on buried telephone cable
shielding materials has been demonstrated over the
last thirty years in a wide range of laboratory and
soil
burial
tests
sponsored
by
the
Rural
Electrification Administration (REA) and
conducted
by the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) and
1- 16
Industrial Organizations.
These tests were
conducted on electrically isolated lengths of cable
with intentionally damaged jackets which exposed
metal
shields in
a controlled
manner.
The
comparative behavior of idle cable versus cable
carrying alternating current, as it does in actual
service, was not evaluated in the NBS-REA tests.
Since
it has been established that alternating
current may affect the corrosion of metals such as
copper, steel, and aluminum in soils, a soil burial
study was conducted to determine the corrosion
behavior and the associated effects of alternating
current on commonly used shielding materials. 1 7 - 2 0
This paper evaluates the results of the
six year
program giving special attention to the comparative
behavior of six types of commonly used shields
in
buried static and active cables,

Introduction
The metallic sheath in telecommunications cables
provides
an
important line of
defense
with
electrical
and
mechanical
protection.
The
properties required of the sheath in order to
provide proper protection include:

Mechanical Protection from Rodents
Tensile Strength
Puncture Resistance
Abrasion Resista,nr
Corrosion Resistance
Mechanical Protection from Installation Damage
Mechanical properties to
prevent Kinking, Tearing,
Puncturing
Crush Resistance
Corrosion Resistance
In each of these protection categories, the sheath
corrosion
resistance plays
an important
role.
When corrosion of the sheath occurs, the result
is
an increase in electrical resistance and a decrease
in mechanical protection.
The
importance
of sheath
integrity
in
telecommunications cable
is demonstrated by the
extensive
literature available which
documents
results of accelerated, field, and service tests.
These studies include
the effect of shielding
design
and material,
and the effect of
the
environment.
The most
extensive
tests
were
conducted
jointly by the National Bureau
of
Standards
(NBS) and the Rural
Electrification
-8
Administration (REA).1
These soil burial studies
included cables with over 120 different shielding
materials and/or designs
located at six
sites
representing various environmental aggressivities.
The
had

Conductivity
Connectability
Magnetic Properties
Corrosion Resistance
Electrical Protection from Lightning
Conductivity
Connectability
Heat Transfer
Heat Capacity
Temperature Limits
Crush Resistance
Corrosion Resistance

electrically isolated lengths of buried cable
damage sites in the outer jacket (rings
and

windows) which exposed the shielding to the soil
environment.
The characteristics of the soils at
the
six test sites and the corrosion
behavior of
the
shielding in the test cables has
been well
documented.
Results
showed
that
shielding
corrosion
behavior is
strongly
dependent
on
materials, design, and
soil environment.
For
example,
bare aluminum and bare
steel
were
corrosive in most soil sites while stainless steels
were corrosion resistant. Copper was susceptible
in acid and sulfide containing soils but corrosion
resistant
in others.
In some cases,
organic or
metallic
coating
designs
provided
increased
corrosion resistance.
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Although the corrosion behavior of metallic
sheaths in electrically isolated cable (static) has
been studied extensively, very little testing on
active cable carrying alternating current, as
in
actual service, has been conducted. Since it has
been established that alternating current
can
affect the
rate of corrosion of metals such as
aluminum, steel, and copper in soils, a cooperative
study was undertaken by REA, Horry
Telephone
Cooperative,
The
Dow
Chemical
USA,
Contel
Corporation and Texas Instruments Incorporated.
Its purpose was to compare the corrosion behavior
and the associated effects of alternating current
on commonly used shielding materials in static and
active buried cable.
Test Program and Conditions
The commercially available shielding materials
included in the test program are listed in Table I.
They were chosen because they include the commonly
used metals, aluminum, steel and copper. They also
incorporate current sheath designs including the
clad metal configuration and organic coatings.
The shielding materials were fabricated
into
twenty-five pair polyethylene jacketed telephone
cable according to REA specifications.
Continuous
five hundred foot lengths of cable
(prepared by
cable manufacturers) with damage sites at 30 foot
intervals
(active test) as well as individual
two
and one-half foot lengths of cable with damage
sites (static test) were prepared by the shielding
manufacturers. The damage site pattern (Figure
1)
was intended to simulate possible
installation,
lightning or
rodent damage to the
cable's outer
jacket.
Windows and circumferential rings were
made
by cutting the polyethylene jacket to within
0.010 inches of the shield with a single edge razor
blade
in
a depth controlled
fixture.
The
polyethylene jacket was then peeled away taking
care not to damage the shield. The
window was
designed
to
simulate
shield
damage
during
installation.
The ring was designed to simulate
gopher damage.
The pinholes were designed to
simulate
lightning damage.
Holes were made by

drilling to within 0.10 inches of the shield with a
collared drill and then removing the remaining
jacket by hand with an end mill. The ends of the
individual lengths of static cable were sealed with
vinyl tape and wax. This type specimen allows
comparison of the amount of corrosion at
windows and holes
to that occurring where
complete circumference is exposed,

of

the
the

In March of 1980 the five hundred foot lengths
cable were
buried in a test site under the

could be easily obtained at each retrieval.
The
test program called for retrieval of a control
cable (static) and a section of test cable (active)
of each type of shielding at intervals over the
course
of years.
Electrical
continuity
was
maintained by splicing the cables each time a
specimen was removed.
During
installation,
soil
samples
were
obtained at the bottom of the trench at the
midpoint of each cable. The soil samples were
sealed
in plastic bags for transportation back to
the laboratory.
The pH and resistivity of the
soils
were
measured within 24
hours
after
collecting the
samples.
The pH was
measured
according to ASTM G51-77, Standard Test method for
pH of
Soil for Use in Corrosion Testing.
The
values were measured in the laboratory using an
Orion Model 801 pH meter. Resistivity values were
measured
in the laboratory according to ASTM G5778, Standard Method for Field Measurement of Soil
Resistivity Using the Wanner Four-Electrode Method.
A Miller soil box and a Nilsoon Model 400
soil
resistance meter were used to measure the
"asreceived" and "saturated" soil resistivities.
Preparation
of soil water
extracts
was
conducted using the techniques established by NBSREA in previous studies. A suspension of soil
and
distilled water
in the ratio of
1:5 was shaken
mechanically on a ball mill at intervals (8 hours
on,
16 hours off) for a period of 72 hours.
The
extract was decanted and filtered through 45 micron
filters prior to analysis.
Qualitative analysis of the extracts
was
conducted using DC-Plasma emission spectroscopy and
a series of anionic specific methods. The primary
chemical constituents were then
quantitatively
determined by the methods listed in Table II.
EPA
water quality standards were used as an external
check on the methods employed.
The properties of the soil at the Conway test
site are shown
in Table III.
The
resistivity
values
for the
"as received" soil
samples are

listed in parenthesis and range from a low of
11,000
to
a high of 110,000
ohm-cm.
The
"saturated" resistivity values ranged from 7,000 to
34,000 ohm-cm.
As stated in G57, these values
should be considered a worst-case situation.
The pH values indicate that the soils are
nearly
neutral.
As indicated
by
the
high
resistivity values, very low concentrations of
soluble salts were found in all of the soils
including aggressive anions such as chloride, which

jurisdiction of Horry Telephone Cooperative in
Conway, S.C. A trenching machine was used to dig a
4 inch wide 3 foot deep trench and the cables were
laid in by hand. Markers were placed on the nearby

accelerate corrosion.

road
to facilitate location of the test area for
retrieval. The cables were electrically connected
(active) in series to each other and in parallel to
an existing cable which had a high level of induced
AC shield current.
The electrically
isolated
(static) specimens were buried at the same depth as
the cable six feet away from each area with damage
sites so that a pair of active and static specimens

that the soil properties at the Conway, S.C. test
site in
this program are similar to those for
Hagerstown loam, a test site of the National Bureau
of Standards. Results of the REA-NBS study
have
shown that this NBS site is comparatively mild with
regards to corrosivity.1-8 However, other effects
such as drainage, aeration, and electrical factors
play an important role in corrosion reactions and

384

An evaluation of the data in Table
compared to data from other test sites,
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III when
indicates

therefore can introduce unique characteristics at a
particular test site.
During installation, seepage of ground water
into the trench at the three foot level
indicated
table.
below the water
cables were
that the
However,
at various times
during
subsequent
retrievals, the cables were above the water table.
A rising and falling water table provides aeration
at
the cable depth.
Also the
presence
of
alternating current in the active test cable was
confirmed by measurement at the end of the six year
exposure period. These data is shown in Table IV.

years (static) and the steel in the bare or coated
aluminum
clad
configuration
under
similar
conditions had a very good to excellent rating.
These
static results for steel are
in
agreement
with those obtained at similar sites in the REA/NBS
-8
tests.1
The
behavior of steel in active cables was
quite
different
when compared to the
static
results.
Here,
the steel in the active cables
corroded more rapidly whether bare, coated or clad
with aluminum. However, a significant reduction in
corrosion
of the steel
in the
copper
clad
configuration was observed in the active cables.

Retrievals of each type of specimen were
after 0.5, 1, 2.5, 4 and 6 years.

made

After retrieval, the polyethylene jackets were
removed
from the specimens and the
flooding
compound was dissolved in kerosene taking care not
to remove corrosion products so that the extent of
corrosion could be evaluated. The specimens were
then rated by consensus by a panel using the rating
system
fn Table V.
The panel consisted
of
representatives from REA, Contel Corporation, The
Dow
Chemical
Company and
Texas
Instruments
Incorporated.
The rating system had a scale of 0
to 10 with 10 being no indication of corrosion
and
0 being electrical discontinuity due to corrosion,
Results
The
program consisted of
six
different
shielding materials and cable designs and six
retrievals
(duplicate retrievals were made after
the six year exposure period).
The performance
ratings for the 1, 4 and 6 year exposure periods
are
listed
in Tables VI through XI. The window,
ring, holes and under jacket ratings for static and
active specimens are included. For ASP, CASP and
CACSP cable constructions, the ratings are for the
steel and aluminum. For copper clad steel,
the
copper outer, steel center, and copper inner are
rated.
For aluminum clad steel,
the aluminum
outer, steel center, and aluminum inner are
rated.
Due
to the complexity of the shielding and cable
designs,
explanatory
notes are
required
to
interpret the results and these are listed in Table
XII.
A convenient way to evaluate the data in
this
program is through the use of bar charts as shown
in Figure 2 (data for the 6th year retrieval
are
averaged).
Since each metal in the multi-component
shieldings was rated, the
performance of
the
materials
systems and the comparative behavior of
the various systems in static and active cables can
be easily observed for this ring area on the
cables (where ring ratings were
not available,
window ratings were used).
Overall, the corrosion ratings of bare steel
in
the static cables were very poor. However the
coated steel ratings were very good during the
six
years of static exposure. The steel in the copper
clad configuration had a good
rating after six

In general, the
site
aluminum since the ratings
excellent.
Corrosion
was
aluminum after four years,
aluminum
(except in
the
configuration).

was
a mild one
for
ranged
from fair to
observed with
bare
but not with coated
aluminum clad
steel

The effect of AC on aluminum corrosion was not
well defined
in this study.
Bare
monolithic
aluminum had more corrosion in the static cables.
However, in the clad configuration, the active
cables had more aluminum corrosion when it was
coated and the behavior was mixed in the uncoated
clad aluminum. Where -rrosion was observed, the
outer aluminum layer in the clad was affected more
than the inner.
The outer -opper (in copper clad steel) was
rated very good to excellent
for all exposure
periods.
Superficial
corrosion
took
place
uniformly providing
an adherent
layer over the
outer
surface.
The
inner copper was
almost
unaffected
by corrosion
after the
six
year
exposure period. There was virtually no difference
In corrosion
behavior of copper In static and
active cables.
Discussion
The corrosion behavior of aluminum, steel and
copper in the cable configurations (see Table I for
constructions) of this investigation
and under
static conditions
is in agreement with previous
studies in similar soil environments. The Conway,
S.C. site environment is a mild one
compared to
other sites. However, the presence of AC
in the
active cables has produced corrosion offects which
can play an important role in the performance of
metallic shieldings in cables.
In
ASP
and CASP shielded
cables,
the
performance
rating of bare steel is
reduced from
fair (static) to very poor (active) after one year.
At the end of six years all bare steel shieldings
are very poor. With CACSP, the effect of AC is to
reduce the ratings from very good to poor after six
years
for the coated steel but
there
is
an
improvement with this coated steel over uncoated.
Since aluminum did not corrode appreciably in
this
program, it
is difficult to assess the various
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*

affects.
However, bare aluminum corrosion was
no
observed in some static ASP cables while
corrosion was observed for coated aluminum in CASP
shielding
CACSP.
Overall, the order of
and
corrosion resistance for these cable constructions
in these testa is as follows for static conditions:
ASP

<

CASP

<

CACSP

when steel
insulating
aluminum.

is clad with
properties of

aluminum due
to
layer
the oxide

the
on

The varying behavior of aluminum under static
and active conditions cannot be explained at this
and
for aluminum
site wap mild
time.
This
therefore
it
is difficult to draw significant
conclusions.
Summary

for active conditions it is
ASP

,

CASP

<

CACSP

In both bare and coated aluminum clad
steel (Al/St/Al), the steel ratings were good to
excellent with the higher ratings in static cables,
These shields
behaved similarly to CACSP except
that some aluminum corrosion was observed.
The
galvanic interaction between the steel and aluminum
may play a role in the corrosion behavior of
these
shields since
both steel and aluminum corrosion
were affected by the presence of AC.
After six
years, the bare outer aluminum ratings in the clad
dropped from good (static) to fair (active) and the
coated aluminum ratings in the clad dropped from
excellent
(static) to fair (active). The
overall
order of shielding corrosion resistance for these
cable constructions in these tests is as follows
for static conditions:
Al/St/Al

<

CAl/St/CAl

and for active conditions it is:
Al/St/Al

-

CAl/St/CAl

The copper clad steel (Cu/St/Cu) behavior under
static
conditions was similar to results
of
previous tests
in similar environments.
Copper
ratings were excellent after six years while some
edge corrosion of
the steel occurred due
to
galvanic effects. Interestingly, both the copper
and steel received excellent ratings in the
active
test
cables after six years exposure.
This
increase
in steel corrosion
resistance
in the
copper clad configuration while under the influence
of AC in active cable tests is in sharp contrast to
the reduction in steel corrosion resistance in all
other shielding configurations
in this program
under the influence of AC.

The
effect of alternating current on the
corrosion
behavior of metallic cable shielding
materials
has been studied in a boria! study at
Conway, S.C. The test site has been characterized
as
comparatively mild with regards
to
soil
chemistry and resistivity. Although the effects of
the varying water table and aeration could not
be
quantified, the presence of AC did
influence
tn
corrosivity and therefore significant effects
have
been observed and reported in this study.
Results of field testing or
6
different
metallic shielding materials in cables indicate
that there is an effect of AC in active cables when
compared to
isolated static cables.
The most
significant effects were observed with
steel.
Although the corrosion resistance was improved by
plastic coating,
alumiaam
-ladding and
coprer
cladding, the presence of AC reduced the corrosion
resistance of steel except in copper clad steel
where it improved.
The results with aluminum were
mixed in this mild environment. In the presence of
AC, the corrosion resistance of bare monolithic
aluminum was improved. The effect of AC on coated
aluminum could not be assessed in the absence of
corrosion and the corrosion resistance decreased in
the aluminum clad configuration. Copper
in the
clad configuration was not affected by the presence
of AC.
Considering the performance ratings for all
shield configurations in this program, the overall
order of increasing
corrosion resistance under
static conditions is:
ASP

<

CASP

<
-

Al/St/Al

<

Cu/St/Cu

<

CACSP
CAl/St/CAl

and for active conditions it is
ASP

CASP

<

Al/St/Al

<

CAI/St/CAl

CACSP

<

Cu/St/Cu

Although an increase in steel corrosion under
the
influence of AC can
be explained by the
discharge of the AC current where it is exposed, no
explanation exists for the
increase
in
steel
corrosion resistance under the influence of AC in
the copper clad steel configuration.
However,
discharge of the AC current from the large copper
surface would essentially eliminate any effect at
the
steel edge (but this would not explain the
increased corrosion resistance).
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TABLE IV

TAALE I
I

AC CURRENT 'N SHIELS OF TEST TABLES

SHIELDING MATERIALS IN TEST PROCRAM

tin plated steel)

CASP......(coated 8 mul aluminum/bare 6 mil tin plated

.... (aluminum clad steel clad aluminum
0.008/0.003/0.005)

CAI/ST/CAl...

'80

ASP

l00

CAS?

180

'30

CACSP

130

205

Cu/ST/Cu

205

215

Al/ST/Al

215

200

CAI/ST/CAl

220

steei)

8 mil aluminum/plastic coated
CACSP ....... (plastic coated
6 mil tin plated steel)
AI/ST/Al

SHIELD CUPRENT AT "D
OF TEST CABLE Ima)

SHIELD CURRENT AT BECINNINC
OF TEST CABLE ma)

SHIELD
TYPE
ASP ......... (bare 8 mil aluminum/bare 6 ml

clad coated
(coated aluminum clad steel
aluminum - 0.00810.003/0.0C5)

Ca/ST/Cu ..... (copper clad steel clad copper
0.0004/0.002/0.0036)

1-- Sheath interfaces were fully flooded with atactlc polypropylene
based floodant and the cable core was filled with petroltum
based filler.

NOTE:

TABLE 1.
ANALYTIC TECH1UQUES FOR SOL WATER EXTRACTS

TECHNIQUE EMPLOYED

SPECIES
Na.

AtOmic Absorption Spectroscopy

Ca

Atomc Absorption

ca.

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

K-

Atomic Absorption

M no

Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

Spectrcscopy

Spectroscopy

I

:on Selective Elect.o e

40-

:on Selective Elcctrode

304-

V-Visible Spectroscopy

HCO, -

Tltrlmetry

C0o

TItrlmetry

TABLE III
PROPERTIES OF SOILS AT CONWAY, S.C. TEST SITE

SHIELD

RESISTIVITY
(ohm-cm)

COMPOSITION OF WATER EXTRACT
(parts per million)

pH
Ca

Mg

Na

CO 3

HCO 3

SO4

Cl

NO 3

9500 (16000)

5.47

o.6

0.4

7.2

nil

0.18

3

0.1

3

ASP

34000 (110000)

5.40

1.9

0.4

5.4

nil

0.11

6

0.1

2

CACSP

11000

5.81

5.9

0.6

3.6

nil

0.10

15

0.1

8

CASP

(29000)

Al-ST-Al

7000 (11000)

5.55

3.1

n.A

'0.8

nil

0.26

3

0.1

10

Cu-ST-Cu

11000 (19000)

5.45

2.5

0.6

6.3

nil

0.13

4

0.1

16

8000 (13000)

5.40

3.4

0.7

9.4

nil

0.13

5

1.0

21

CAl-ST-CAl
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TABLE V
RATING COOE FOr TIlE EVALUATION OF SHIELDS
IN CABLE SPECIMENS
Degree of Corrosion

Performance

Rating
10

Excellent

Unaffected - no indication of corrosion.

9

Excellent

9

Very good

Superficial rust or etching on surface.
Uniform metal attack, rust, and/or slight
localized pitting.

7

Good

Appreciable pitting over the surface, but no
perforations through metal shield. Some
minor delamination or dissipation of metallurqically or plastic-bonded metals leaving
cathodic metal intact.

6+

Good

6

Good

5

Fair

only one perforation in
Localized pitting:
shield by pitting.
2 to 5 perforations in
Localized pitting:
shield by pitting
Many localized pits causing perforation of
shield ,5tof shield dissipated by corrosion:
extensive delamination of metallurgically
bonded metals.

4

Poor

pitting to perforation of
Severe corrosion:
shields 5 to l0 of shield dissipated by
of anodic part
corrosion
severe
corrosion;
of metallurgically bonded metals.

3

Poor

pitting to perforation of
Severe corrosion:
shields 10 to 251 of shield dissipated by
corrosion.

2

Very poor

Severe corrosion: more than 251 of shield
dissipated by corrosions shield still has
electrical continuity along the cable.

Very poor

shield is close to electrical
Severe corrosion:
discontinuity (ELO) due to perforation in shield
and dissipation of metal by corrosion.

Very poor

shield is electrically disconSevere corrosion:
tinuous (ELD) due to dissipation of metal by
corrosion

0

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE RATINGS FOR ASP IN CONWAY BURIAL TESTS

EXPOSURE
TINE
(TEARS) PASSIVE ACTIVE

HOLES
WINDOW

RING
|/1

1/A

1/16

1/32

TABLE VII

U-DER
JACKET

RATINGS FOR CASF IN CONVAYBURIAL TESTS
PERFORMANCE

1.0

STEEL

STEEL

-

61

3
(10)

AL

(10)

2

(30)

1

8

(10)

(10)

(10)

0

10

10

(10)
TIM
-

AL
4.0

STEEL
AL
STEEL
AL

6 0

(10)

(10)

STEEL

-

-

-

(10)

(6 )

(LO)

(10)

(10)

(10)

5

0

0

0

-

-

I

'10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

I

0

0

0

10

.63

15)

(101

(0))

(10)

110)

15

I0

'0

10)

10)

10)

I
,

'I)

t
(10,

1I0

1

101
0))

.0.

io
01

10

10)

-

I

S3

10

A)

(:0

STEEL

0

AL

)

EXPLANATION OF

FOOTNOTES

10I

1)0)

0'

12
(10,;

1.0

AL

AL
'.0

0

AL

AL
STEEL

5

AL

,i)

STEEL
AL

3)

(10)

110)

31

21

(I0)

(10)

0
(10)

1
'10)

l

5

(10)
01
110)

le

6.
110)

I0

JACEET

5

1103

(10)

(10)
8

5

5
1-)

(10)

(10)

1o)

'10)

110)

(10)

6.

0

10

(-)

110)

(10)

1/2

01

0

0

1 16

(10)

110)

(10)

0
110)

6

5

0
10)

0

0

0

0

0

0

(IS)

110)

-10)

0)

10)

I0)

5
-0)

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

(10)

I0)

10)

10)

.10)

IS)

15)

1
(10)

0

0

10)

101

SFE TABLE X: FOP FXLANATION OF FOOTNOTES
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L1

STEEL

6.0
)

51

(10)
STEEL

10)

51

I

STEEL

AL

51

i
1)0)

STEEL

STEEL

1

I UNDER
I/A

(10)

i

I)0

0INDO RING

(10)

(10)

STEEL
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(10)

-

AL

SEE TABLE Xf: FR

(I0)

0

STEL
AL

(10)

0

STEEL
A].

(10)

HOLES

(TEARS) PASSIVEACTIVE

0

1011

0

1

3

10)

10)

101

TABLE VIII

TABLE X

PERORMANCE RATINGS FOR CACSP IN CONWAYBURIAL TISTS

EXPOSURE
TIN

PERFORMANCE RATINGS FOR AL/STEEL/AL IN CONWAY BURIAL TESTS

(YEARS) PASSIVE ACTIVE

WINDOW

RING
1/8

1/4

HOLES

EXPOSURE
TIME

HOLES

I/16

1/32

UNDER
JACKET

(TEARS) STATIC

10.7

1.0

ACTIVE

WINDOW

RING
/8

1/16

1/32

UNDER
JACKET

10

10

10

10

-

-

-

-

(-1)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(-7(

10

10

tU

10

-

-

-

-

(10)

(Io)

(10)

(.0)

10

I4

1

1.0

STEEL
AL

B

8

(10)

(10)

-7

61

71

71

(10)

(10)

(10)

(I0)

51

01

10.7

(10)

A%

10

ST

8

10

AL

(10)

(10)

10

1

SEEL

AF
4.0

STEEL
AL

1.6

5

61

7

8

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

AL

IS

15

10

10

10

10

10

10

ST

7

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

0

0

(10)

(10)

(10)

10

STILL

-

o0

N

1 AL

'I0)

(10)

(10)

10

STEEL-

10

AL-

(10)
STEEL

0
-

0

(10)

(10)

3

I0

(10)

(10)

-

-AL

(10)

410

1

0

10

(10)

(10)

(10)

I0

10

(10)

(10,

0

(10)

Al

(_7)

6

10

10

10

10

78

8
7

10

10

10

10

(10)

(107

(0.1

1101

(10)

(101

1101

10

10

10

i0

10

0

10

10

10

(101

(01

(10)

10

10

-

(11)
ST

6S

(1 )

)10,8
4.0

AL

-

9,78

A

510

AL

8

AL

(10)

(10)

(i0)

ST

10

AL

70

7

10

9,98

10

STEEL

6

1

1

1

1

1101

(10)

(I0)

A

6

N

(0

A

-

(10)

(10)

1

AL

(10,

(I0)

(101)

110)

(10)

(10)

(10)

A.0

AL

6.

8

STEEL
AL

*

5

7

(10)

(10)

RI

0

10

10

ST

(10)

11)

(131

AL

H

(10)

(10)

UR..rthd by CAT; Cocapanyand reburied

SEE TABLE XI

FOR EXPLANATION OF FOOTNOTES

TABLE IX

-

-

(10)

(101

I
(N

IA)
6

(10)

AL

3

4

H

9

9

9

ST

5

R.

-

-

-

-

AL

(5)

f5)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

10

(0

(10)

1

(7)

PERFORMANCE RATINGS FOR CU/STFEL/CU IN CONWAY BURIAL TESTS

TONE
(TEARS) STATIC

HOLES
ACTIVE

WINDOW

RING
1B

I/4
1.0

CU

9

ST

a

_7

1/16

'1/32

I0

10

10

-

-

-

VEUDER
JACKET

AL

8

N

10

10

ST

10

10

-

-

AL

(9)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

-

6.

82

1101

(10)

(_)7

(10)

(10)

(10)

(9)

N

2

9

H

H

ST

10

-

-

-

CII

(101

(10)

(101

101

10

(10)

10

7

4
-

(61

1

1

(

6I

(101

(I0)

(107

,'1

9

(10)

6
A

T
AL

CR

-

(10)

--ST

C U

(0

-

10
AL

-

-

-

SEE TABLE XII FOR EXPLANATION OF

FCOOY.l''3

/10)

9

4.0

CU

8

N

9

9

9

ST

7

7

-

-

-

(10)

/10)

CU

(10)

110)

CU

8

8

ST

B

CR

(8)

9

(10)

2

6.0

CU

(9)
9

ST

So

CR

(10)

(10)
9

9

ST

9

CR

(9)
9

CU

So

ST

CR
ST

-

1

8

8

82

-

-

-

-

(10)

(10)

10)

(10)

9

8

5

1

H
-

10

(10)

(10)

110)

(10)

110)

9

9

9

10
-

-

-

-

-

1101

101

(10)

(10)

1

9

9

LO

(10)

(10)

(I0)

101

-

(I0)

(10)

/10)

9

9

9

9

9

0

-

-

-

(9)

(lI)

(10)

(10)

(9)

9
10)

-

(10)

I

9

H

9

9

10)

-

9

(RI

(10)

2

82

9
a

9
98

1

10

(1.)

(.0)

SIE TABLE XIl FOR EXPLANATION OF FOOTNOTE'
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TABLE XIl

TABLEXI

PEFORMA6CE RATINGS FOR CAL/STZFL/CAL IN CONWAYSURIAL TESTS
EXPLANATORY

EXPOSURE

TIX

(YEARS) STATIC

1.0

ACTIVE

AL

WINDOW

RING

10

10

ST

10

-

At

(10)

(10)

.

4.0

(10)

1/16

10

to

Io

-

-

-

-

_7)

(10)

1

(10)

1/32

(10) (10)

i.
1O$

Corrosion at or along line where shield was touched by
punch or cutting tool.

i0

2.

Mechanical damage.

-

3.

Coating torn.

(10)

4.

NISIR 81-2243,

5.

Sample area missing probably due to preparation of

UNDER
JACKET

10

10

10

to

-

-

-

-

(.7)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(I0)

-

-

I0

Al

1/8

_7

io

10

ST

1/4

AL

i0

is

i0

to

io

is

10

ST

10

10

i0

10

I0

10

10

Al.

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

i0

0

6

AL

6.0

T

ST

6

AL

(10)

AL

6

ST

6

AL

(6.

610

0

09.

-

-

i0

i0

02

98

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

6

10

10

10

i0

10

6

-

-

(6 ) (10)

(10) (10) (i0)

2

i0

i0

10
2

i0

is
-

One perforation not

7.

Removed for metallurgical analysis by TI prior to

8.

Extensive corrosion

10.

Filliform corrosion observed.

(i0)
is

ST

8

10

-

-

-

AL

(10)

(152)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(i0)

(101

5

5

10

10

I0

10

10

6.
(7

6.
91

-

.

I (10)

(t0)[

(10),

(10)

from the edge

Mechanical deformation (dimple) caused t. internal
products.

'corrosion

i0

1lO)

initiated

by mechanical damage.

6.

exam by panel.

(101

-

4/81

holes with punch.

(10)

5

8

AL

5 6

(10)

NOTES

-

--

Inner jacket evaluation indicted by

).

Blanks indicate inability to evaluate.
Where dual ratings are given, the second rating
Is for edge effects.
Evaluations are based on exposed area only.

AL
ST
AL

OF FOOTNOTES
SEE TABLE XII FOR EXPLANATION
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OPTIMIZATION OF RETURN LOSS AND INSERTION LOSS
PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE-MODE FIBER MECHANICAL SPLICES
W.C. Young, V.S. Shah, and L. Curtis
Bellcore, Red Bank, New Jersey

SUMMARY
Single-mode fibers having oblique endfaces can
be used in conjunction with index-matching
material to achieve mechanical splices (both
single and multiple fiber splices) that exhibit
high
return
loss
performance
without
significantly
affecting
insertion
loss
performance. Furthermore, this improvement
in performance does not require any additional
alignment complexities. In cases where oblique
endfaces are used without index-matching
material, high return losses can still be realized,
however, this may result in degraded insertion
loss performance and/or increased complexity
in terms of the relative orientation of the
oblique fiber endfaces.
This technique of
incorporating small faceted endface angles and
index-matching materials can also be used to
upgrade some of the existing mechanical splices
in installed fiber cables, if future lightwave
systems require higher-performance splices,
Upgrading the splices in this manner would only
require a simple polishing procedure and would
yield
splices
having
high
return
loss
characteristics over wide environmental and
climatic conditions.
For example, we have
demonstrated that by applying 10 degree
endface
angles,
with
random
relative
orientation within the joint, the return loss of an
index-matched mechanical splice was increased
from 24dB to more than 60dB, while
maintaining an insertion loss of 0.2dB.
INTRODUCTION
Optical feedback from reflections caused by
connectors and splices can generate intensity

noise in lasers1 and introduce power penalties
in digital transmission systems 2 . It was recently
reported, that multiple reflections between fiber
joints can cause the conversion of laser phase
noise into intensity noise that can severely
degrade both high-speed direct-detection and
coherent lightwave systems 3, even when
isolators are used. Unlike fusion splices, that
typically exhibit
reflection
characteristics
greater than 60dB, present mechanical splices
usually exhibit reflections ranging between 20
and 50dB in return loss, even when indexmatching material is used. Furthermore, as a
result of multiple beam interference, even in
cases where index-matching is employed,
climatic and environmental changes can cause
large fluctuations in return loss while only
exhibiting negligible changes in insertion loss.
In this paper, we report on a novel technique of
mechanical splicing that optimizes both return
loss and insertion loss performance of
mechanical joints by simultaneously using
oblique fiber endfaces and index-matching
material. This novel technique can be used with
single and multiple fiber mechanical joints
employing either multimode or single-mode
fibers, and can be used to upgrade the return
loss characteristics of existing mechanical
splices without degrading their insertion loss
performance, provided index-matching material
is used.
DISCUSSION
Various methods can be used to realize high
return loss and/or low insertion loss fiber joints
such as physical contact between adjacent
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fibers4 , index-matching materials between
adjacent fibers 5 , and angled endfaces 6 . In the
following we will describe how the optimization
of high return loss and low insertion loss
performance can be achieved by using, in
combination, oblique fiber endfaces and indexmatching material. These oblique endfaces decouple, from the fiber, the power reflected from
the endface, and the index-matching material
reduces both the amplitude of the reflective
power component and the beam deflection
angle caused by the oblique endfaces. This
combination,
as explained
below,
singlemode fiber joints
that exhibit
highyields
return
loss
without degrading insertion loss performance.
The return loss of a single-ended single-mode
fiber, having various endface angles was
investigated
both
theoretically
and
experimentally. Since it is assumed that the
oblique endfaces would more than likely be
applied by employing a polishing technique, and
that practical techniques of polishing fiber
endfaces have been shown to produce non-flat
and scratched surfaces, index-matching material
was used in this study. Furthermore, since this
type of simple polishing can also produce a
high-index-layer (about n= 1.6) due to
compaction 7 , a matching oil having an index of
1.6 was selected to reduce the effects caused by
these departures from ideal flat and smooth
endfaces. It should be noted, that although the
index oil reduces the reflection occurring
between the high-index layer and air, the
residual intrinsic reflection occurring between
the bulk fiber material and the compacted layer
(1.46/1.6) remains. It is this boundary that
limits the return loss performance of this type
of polished endface to a value of about 35dB
for perpendicular endfaces.
Furthermore,
although the index-matching oil minimizes the
effect from the surfaces of non-flat endfaces
due to polishing, it has no effect on the non-flat
boundary between the bulk material and high-
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index layer, that we assume has also taken a
similar shape as the endface. Investigations of
the non-flatness of these endfaces usually
reveals a concave surface caused by the radial
dependence of the fiber's hardness. The results
of our theoretical and experimental study of the
single oblique endface are shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. I - Theoretical and experimental return
loss versus endface angle (polished
endfaces of single-ended, singlemode fiber, immersed in indexmatching oil(n= 1.6).
The theoretical curve 8 assumes a spherical
concave surface across the core with a radius of
250 microns, and the crosses are experimental
values of return loss. As can be seen in this
figure, when the oblique angle is greater than 5
degrees, the return loss of endfaces polished
with this type of simple procedure (dry
polishing with I micron aluminum-oxide coated
polyester sheet on a hard flat surface) increases
much less rapidly than that of perfectly flat and
smooth cleaved endfaces.
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As shown above, oblique endfaces exhibit high
return loss characteristics, but this type of
endface also causes deflection of the emitted
beam resulting in a transverse offset as shown in
Figure 2, even though the fiber axes may be
perfectly aligned.

/

TRANSVERSE OFFSET

--------.

Fig. 2 - Schematic of a butt-joint of two
single-mode fibers having oblique
endfaces.

It can be shown that the magnitude of this
offset is a function of the fiber endface angle
and the deflection angle of the emitted beam.
By orienting the fiber endfaces parallel to each
other, to minimize the angular misalignment,
and by establishing and controlling the
longitudinal separation and transverse offset of
the fiber axes, good coupling efficiency of the
loss
insertion
(low
beam
transmitted
high
To
ensure
be
achieved.
can
performance)
return loss performance we have shown that an
angle of at least 5 degrees is required for a
single-ended single-mode fiber. When the
second endface of a joint is considered, the
return loss performance of two parallel
endfaces having the same angle is only slightly
less than the singled-ended case. But, in cases
where the second endface is not parallel, due to
the presence of a relative rotational
displacement of the two fibers, the beam
reflected from the second endface can have a
smaller angle within the first fiber, resulting in
increased returned power (i.e. degraded return

Therefore, in this case,
loss performance).
larger endface angles must be used to maintain
However,
similar return loss performance.
insertion loss performance will suffer because of
the larger angular misalignment present. In this
study, we have found that by using indexmatching material, the deflection angle can be
reduced to a very small value. The insertion
loss is then significantly improved because of
the very small angular misalignment, and the
return loss is also improved because the beam
reflected from the second endface enters the
first fiber at an angle very close to twice the
oblique angle (same as parallel endfaces).
Thus, the use of index-matching material allows
the random orientation of the two fiber
endfaces with only negligible degradation in
either insertion loss or return loss performance
compared to the case of parallel orientation. It
should be noted that the index-matching
material for the case of perpendicular endfaces
also reduces the reflective power component
from the fiber endfaces, however, the residual
reflection from the interface between the bulk
fiber material and the polishing-induced highindex layer is not reduced. But in the case of
the oblique endface, the resulting angular
interface between the bulk fiber material and
the compacted layer of the endface, greatly
reduces the coupling of this reflected power
component (1.46/1.6). Therefore, high-returnloss, low-insertion-loss mechanical splices can
be realized by simultaneously using oblique
fiber endfaces (greater than 5 degree endface
material.
index-matching
and
angle)
random
permits
Furthermore, this approach
relative orientation of the oblique endfaces
without degrading performance.

RESULTS
A v-groove splice with index-matching oil was
used to confirm the above conclusions. First, 40
splices were assembled using cleaved singlemode fibers having endface angles less than 1
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In addition, since in practice index-matching is
generally not perfect, resulting multiple beam
interference causes any longitudinal movement
of the fibers to change the return loss. For the
case of perpendicular endfaces the minimum
return loss can be very low as seen in this study
(20dB), where as for the case of oblique
endfaces the minimum value is greater than
45dB. Contrary to the large difference in return
loss performance of splices having oblique and
perpendicular endfaces, the insertion loss
performance, even with the presence of the
relatively large oblique angle of 10 degrees, was
similar for both types of splices, as can be seen
in Figure 4.

degree, and their return losses and insertion
losses were measured using a 1300 nanometer
OTDR. Next, 100 splices were assembled using
polished single-mode fiber endfaces having a 10
degree endface angle. The polishing was done
dry, using 1 micron aluminum-oxide coated
polyester sheets on a flat glass plate. Each end
was polished by hand, requiring less than 1
minute, and no inspection was made of the
endfaces. The splices were then assembled
without regard to their relative endface
orientation, and their return loss and insertion
loss were also measured with the OTDR.
Figures 3 and 4 compare the return loss and
insertion loss performance of these two types of
splices, respectively.
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Fig. 4 - Histogram of insertion loss for 40
splices having perpendicular,
cleaved endfaces and 100 splices
having obliquely polished endfaces.

Fig. 3 - Histogram of return loss for 40
splices having perpendicular,
cleaved endfaces and 100 splices
having obliquely polished endfaces.

As shown in Figure 3, the cleaved perpendicular
(less than 1 degree) endfaces have values
ranging between 20 and 55dB (mean of 27db
and standard deviation of 8dB), while the
return loss performance for the splices having
oblique endfaces show significant improvement
(mean of 55dB and standard deviation of 4 dB).

The mean and standard deviation for splices
having perpendicular endfaces was 0.21 and
0.13dB and for splices having oblique endfaces
was 0.28 and 0.12dB, respectively.
To evaluate this technique in the case of
multiple fiber splices and to confirm that six
degree endface angles are large enough to
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provide excellent
return
eihtfie-ara
slce loss
wacharacteristics,
mdfid anyFiber
eight-fiber-array splice was modified by
polishing an angled facet (6 degrees) across the
endface of the array, as shown in Figure 5.

1

Return
Loss (dB)

6DEGREE

INDEX

LINEAR ARRAY

FACET

MATCHING

SECONDARY
ALIGNMENT

MATERIAL

GROOVES

1

57*

0.19,*

0.00

2

60

0.20

0.00

3

57

0.08

0.06

4

57

0.20

0.14

5

58

0.10

0.00

6

61

0.03

0.07

7

62

0.03

0.05

0.34

0.34
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I

I

56
I

_

* 46dB (Air-Gap)

Fig. 5 - Schematic of a linear fiber array
splice,

Insertion
Loss (dB)
(Initial)

1

FIBER

Insertion
Loss (dB)

I
**

0.58dB (Air-Gap)

Table 1 - Return losses and insertion losses
for an 8 fiber array splice having
oblique endfaces.

Due to the relatively large thickness of the array
(1.5 mm), compared to an uncoated fiber (125
microns), a small facet was used to minimize the
longitudinal separation between the fibers,
since any mismatch in endface angle would have
caused a larger separation than the one
occurring in just fiber-to-fiber interfaces,
Although not a necessity, parallel orientation of
the two opposing facets was controlled by the
design characteristics of the linear-array splice,
For the previously mentioned reasons, indexmatching oil (n= 1.6) was also used in
assembling these particular splices. Table I
shows the measured values of return losses and
insertion losses of the eight-fiber-array
measured at a wavelength of 1539 nanometers.
As shown in the table, return losses of greater
than 55dB were achieved when index-matching
oil was used, and no significant increase in
insertion loss occurred when compared to
measurements made before modification of the
endfaces.

To evaluate cases where poor index-matching
and/or migration (from between the fiber
endfaces) of the index-matching material
occurs, the return loss and insertion loss of one
fiber path was measured when the splice was
assembled without index-matching material. In
this case, due to the presence of an air-gap and
the resulting increase in reflection, the insertion
loss increased from 0.19 to 0.58dB while the
return loss decreased from 57 to 46dB,as
detailed in Table 1. This measurement shows
that, if preferred, the splice can be assembled
without index-matching material and still have
good return loss characteristics. However, due
to the increase in reflection from the endfaces,
the insertion loss performance is degraded
accordingly.
The splice was also assembled such that the two
opposing facets formed a 12 degree angle. In
this case, the insertion loss was 0.80dB and the
return loss was 55dB when index-matching
material was used, and 5.4dB and 25dB,
respectively, without index-matching material.
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It is noteworthy, that even when the splice is
assembled with the opposing faces not parallel,
with
index-matching,
the
return
loss
characteristics are about the same as in the
parallel-endface arrangement.
Furthermore,
caution should be used in comparing the
insertion loss value of 0.80dB with those in
Table 1, since in this latter case the fiber-tofiber interfaces were not the same as any of the
previous ones reported on in the table, and the
0.80dB value is well within the expected value
for this particular type of single-mode, multiple-
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ABSTRACT

diameter (MFD) mismatch and lateral offset of the

The purpose of this paper is to determine
the factors that contribute to excessive loss at
dissimilar fiber splices and derive a maximum
limit for acceptable loss.
Despite variations in alignment techniques,
fusion, V-groove, and rotary splices, all yield
extremely low losses. This means that mechanical
intrinsic
fiber
as
well
as
misalignments,
Comparison of the
factors, are eliminated.
experimental and theoretical loss values fur
various combinations of matched cladding and
depressed cladding fibers indicates that the
effects of mode field diameter mismatch are
negligible.
If a transmission method of measurement is
used, an acceptable maximum level of 0.15 dB can
Assuming that there are no extraneous
be set.
errors, a splice loss in excess of this value
must be attributed to manufacturing deficiencies
of the mechanical splices,
When an OTDR is used, factors such as group
velocity and variations of scattering contribute
Therefore, when
to measurement deviations.
specifying loss values, allowances must be made
experimental
inherent
the
for
account
to
inaccuracies.

cores contribute less to the splice loss than the
Only fusion splices using fibers
end angle.
cleaved precisely and tests using OTDR are
considered.

INTRODUCTION
General
In recent years there have been significant
improvements in single mode fiber manufacturing
tolerances
and
splicing
techniques.
Some
mechanical splices perform so well that loss and
strength approaching those of fusion splices can
be achieved. This would imply that errors due to
fiber geometry variations and fiber misalignment
However, under field
are virtually eliminated.
conditions, high losses are still encountered,
In view of this, the question is whether we can
establish precisely an acceptable level of splice
loss objective,
In a paper published in 1987, Hopiavuori,
Matthews, and DeVito have reported results of a
detailed investigation of fusion splicing of
cladding
depressed
and
cladding
matchey
fibers . Their conclusion is that mode field
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The purpose of this paper is to determine
various factors that contribute to the excess
loss and derive a maximum acceptable limit.
Excess loss becomes increasingly significant when
dissimilar fibers are involved, or when early
vintage fibers are joined with present day
fibers.

Fiber Dimensional Tolerances
The main fiber variations are in the core
size, cladding diameter, ellipticity, and coreIn recent years, fiber
cladding eccentricity.
geometry
fiber
tightened
have
manufacturers
Computer-controlled processes
specifications.
now enable the manufacturer to achieve great
and
repeatability,
precision,
dimensional
For example, core-cladding offset
uniformity.
less than I micron and a noncircularity less than
At the present
2 percent have become routine.
time, standard deviations for core size (MFD) and
cladding diameter are 0.15 micron and 0.6 micron,
respectively . The precision is so high that one
process
as
describes
the
manufacturer
However, one variahility which is
"cloning".
unavoidable is the index profile, which reflects
the deposition process.

Splicing Techniques
All splicing methods involve V-groove(s).
the
sin p
ethe
twofe
esar
In the fusion process, the two fiber ends are
located in two V-grooves on either side of the
permits
arrangement
This
electrodes.
arc
mutually
in three
fiber
the
movement of
Sometimes there is a
perpendicular directions.
provision for fiber rotation. High precision and
are attained by microprocessor
repeatability
control.
Most mechanical splices feature a continuous
One exception is the rotary splice.
V-groove.
The elastomeric splice consists of two half-
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hexagonal pieces, one with a V-groove.
The
triangular interstitial space formed by the two
pieces is smaller than the fiber size.
This
enables equal distortion of all three sides so
that the fibers are concentric to one another,
The
core contains
an
index matching
gel.
Variations
of
the design
include
four-rod
arrangement (PSI) and a V-groove with a flat
plate on top (Mekconlite).
In addition to
longitudinal alignment, the fibers can also be
rotated. This, coupled with the fact that active
alignment (LID) is used, permits elimination of
most of the misalignment problems.
To achieve high precision, the V-groove must
be smooth and straight. As stated by Cannon and
Williford, the offset e between the two fiber
centers differing in radii by an amount A is:
A

The
where a is the angle of the V-groove.
The
minimum attainable offset occurs where a/2 = 900
or a flat plate. It gets worse as the angle getssmaller.
The usual
angle
is 450.
The
reliability of a V-groove depends on the fiber
outside diameter (O.D.).
If the fiber diameters
vary greatly, it will not be possible to obtain
satisfactory alignment,
In the rotary technique, the fibers are held
rigidly in two ferrules, which are then inserted
into a discontinuous V-groove formed by three
glass 4 rods contained
in a triangular metal
sleeve .
Built-in eccentricities of the bore
within the glass ferrules and the offset in the
sleeve
allow
relatively
large
rotational
movements
and small movement of the cores
relative to one another.
Active alignment
involves injecting light into the core at one end
and detecting scattered light at the splice
point.
A comparison of the various methods shuws
that fusion represents the ideal case. Losses as
low as 0.01 or 0.02 dB are easily obtained. The
rotary
technique
approaches
this
level,
especially when similar fibers are used.
In
contrast, the precision possible with a V-groove
splice is considered somewhat lower.

Extraneous Factors
The two extraneous factors that contribute
to excess loss are craft errors and measurement
inaccuracies,
There are three tangible elements that
influence craft
errors:
inadequate training,
alignment difficulties, and unsatisfactory cleave
angle.
One intangible element is the degree of
skill.
However, the alignment difficulties and
inadequate
training
can
be
corrected
by
systematic mastering of the technique. Although

cleaving tool
defects will yield
large end
angles, in general
an operator repeats the
cleaving step at least three times.
The use of
index gel can often compensate for nonuniformity
of the ends.
Many microprocessor controlled
fusion splicers will not function if end angles
are larger than 30.
One way to eliminate end
angle problems is to polish the fiber ends, as is
the case with the rotary splice.

Measurement Inaccuracies
A transmission method is often suggested for
the determination of splice loss. However, when
cut fibers or discontinuous cables are used, this
method is not accurate because of the need to use
a cutback technique. Similarly, the detector in
a LID system provides only an estimate of the
splice loss.
At
Contel
Labs,
we have
developed
a
technique
for
accurately measuring
loss
at
dissimilar splice points . However, this method
is not feasible in the field.
In most field
situations,
an OTDR is
employed.
In applying an OTDR, it is gmportant
that the trace is interpreted correctly.
First
of all, bidirectional measurement is required
with the actual loss being the average of the two
values.
Furthermore, factors such as mode field
diameter mismatch, group velocity, and vayigtions
of backscattering must also be considered

SAMPLES
A large number of splices (V-groove, rotary,
and
fusion)
were
prepared
using
various
combinations of the following dissimilar fibers
representing different vendors:

FIBER

TYPE

A

Depressed Cladding

C
D

Matched Cladding
Matched Cladding

E

Depressed Cladding

MODE FIELD
DIA.,j Am

CLADDING
DIA., pm

9.00

124.89

9.45
10.27

125.20
124.70

9.78

125.10

A
microprocessor-controlled
fuser
was
utilized to fuse fibers. Two cleaving tools were
used to prepare fiber ends. End angles were not
measured.
However, previous tests have shown
that cleaver I typically yields an average end
angle of 0.990 (sigma = 0.27) and that cleaver II
provides 2.10 (sigma = 1.25). The rotary splice
was optimized using an Anritsu source and a
detector operating at 1300 nm.
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The splices featured 3 to 10-foot fiber
sections except when an OTOR was used to optimize
during sample preparation. Only a limited number
of rotary and V-groove splices were available.
However, the V-groove devices were reused a
number of times,

MEASUREMENTS
Splice
exper mental
paperg.

loss
was
determined
using
the
technique described in a previous

The procedure is a modified version of the
traditional transmission measurement and includes
cutback and substitution steps.
The errors
introduced when the fiber ends of a test splice
are removed and reinserted at the interconnection
points are calculated based on the known values
of control splices,
by connecting a
Initial loss is measured
long section of fiber between two test points
(laboratory splices).
The fiber end at the
detector side is removed, and a third laboratory
splice is inserted. Finally, the test splice is
introduced between the third splice and the
second splice.
The
total
components:

loss

is

composed

of

three

Loss = LT + L3 + B
where,

LT = Loss at Test Splice
L3

=Loss at Splice No.

B

= Correction Factor.

3

The correction factor is determined using
control splices, the absolute loss values of
which are known.
The correction factor was 0.01 dB.

demonstrate the precision that can be achieved in
installing a mechanical splice.
The results confirm that almost all of the
factors contributing to excess splice loss can be
eliminated.
In the tests performed
in a
controlled environment, craft errors can be taken
as negligible.
Experimental inaccuracies are
also quite small, especially in the transmission
method. The high technology of alignment process
eliminates misalignments. Data published in the
industry indicate that even a 2-micron lateral
offset contributes only approximately 0.01 dB to
the splice loss
The effect of mode field diameter mismatch
on splice 9o~s~s has been discussed by a number
of authors " 'X0, .
If 2wI and 2w2 represent the
mode diameters of the two fibers, the resulting
mismatch loss can be calculated based on R. R is
defined as the ratio of the mode diameter difference divided by the mode diameter average.
R = 2 (wI - w2 )/(wl + w2 )
Loss

dB(R) = 20 log 10
2

4.343 R

.5 (Wl/W2) + (w2/w

1

/
for IR 1O.8

If we consider the worst case condition of
two fibers having MFDs 10.27 om and 9.04 mm, the
loss
contribution
is 0.02 dB.
In several
instances losses equal to or less than this value
are observed. Therefore, the mode field diameter
mismatch has only a marginal significance.
In the OTDR test (Table II) the difference
between the transmission loss and the OTOR loss
average ranges from 0.06 dB (Samples 5 and 6) to
0.21 dB (Samples 1, 2, 3, and 7).
One way loss
is still higher, thus accounting for the effect
of loss or gain in the backscattered power. The
measured backscattered power shown in Table II is
t.
i..
L..e:
a one-way OTDR value and
an
the average of the bidirectional values. I
also be calculated theoretically as follows:

RESULTS
The data are contained in Tables I and II,
and Figures I through 4, and represent the three
types of splicing, namely fusion, V-groove, and
rotary. Table II contains splice loss for three
rotary splices optimized and tested using a Laser
Precision TD-9950 OTDR.
fusion

is

for
The average splice loss
0.043 dB when a depressed cladding fiber is
joined to a matched cladding fiber.
The worst
case is 0.14 dB.
The V-groove yields an average
of 0.046 dB.
The performance of the rotary
splice approaches that of fusion splices. A low
value of 0.02 dB is obtained even when a fiber
with a low MFD (9.04) is coupled with a fiber
'aving a high MFD (10.27).
These low values
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2
MFD1 ] 2/2

Backscattered Power
(Both Directions)

[/2 MFD

MFD and MFD 2 are respective mode field diameters
of the two fibers.
The calculated and measured values agree
except in the case of Sample 8.
Samples were
prepared by optimizing in one direction. Because
backscattering
loss is almost equal
to the
average loss (Table II), it is hard to compute
the actual loss.
It is interesting to note that
preparation using an OTDR tends to yield higher
values.
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All three modes of splicing yield identical
results.
Even a simple V-groove can provide
extremely low losses.
Therefore, the acceptable
maximum can be set as low as 0.15 dB. However,
when an OTOR is employed, it is difficult to
specify a low value.

"

CONCLUS IONS

"

All three types of splicing,
V-groove, and rotary, provide

namely fusion,
extremely low

This implies that mechanical misalign-

losses.
ments

as

well

eliminated.

as

fiber

.-

intrinsic

factors

Comparison of the experimental

FI-RE .

are

HITOGRAM
OFSPLIE LOSS
F6IER 3 9.D4 m
F,.SIO

and

theoretical loss values for various combinations
of matched cladding and depressed cladding fibers
shows that mode field diameter mismatch has only
marginal significance.
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The results demonstrate that it is possible to
set an acceptable maximum loss as low as 0.15
dB.
A loss in excess of this value must be
attributed to manufacturing deficiencies of the
mechanical splices,

I
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Large measurement deviations are possible when
an OTOR is used.
This is because other factors
such as group velocity and variations of backscattering must be taken into account.
Therefore, when specifying loss values, allowances
must be made to account for the inherent
measurement inaccuracies.
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Abstract

measured power levels Pb and P. the splice loss a.
can be determined from

Local injection and detection (LID) systems allow
the loss measurement of single-mode tiber splices
using the "air gap method" by monitoring the
transmitted power while aligning and fusing the
fiber ends. However insufficiently prepared end
faces, particularly tilted en, faces increase both
measurement error and loss )f the fusion splic?
This paper reports a new technique for measuring
the mutual end angle in a single-mode fiber air
splice and investigates its influeice on local
splice loss measurement error. The analysis is
based on the physics of the Fabry-Perot resonator
formed by the fiber end faces and the air gap. A
theoretical model for interference effects in a
single-mode fiber air splice is developed and
experimentally verified. This concept has been
implemented in a microprocessor controlled fusion
splicer and allows the automatic rejection of
unsatisfactorily prepared fiber ends. In this way
maximum error of +/- 0.05 dB in determining the
splice loss can be guaranteed and an increase in
splice loss due to end face defects is avoided,

Introduction
Field experience has proven that accurate local
splice loss estimation is an important reature
involved in optical fiber splicing. Two different
methods
for
local
loss
estimation
n fusion
splicers are commonly used. The accur.cy of both
methods is restricted due to various deficiencies,
The "core monitoring" method uses the digitized
video signal of the splice point to calculate the
splice loss from the detected lateral core offset
and the tilt of the core axes /I/. For this the
wavelength dependent spotsize of the fibers to be
spliced has to be known. A deviation from the
assumed
spotsize
can
l ad
to
a
significant
measurement error. Moreover, core bending or other
splice defects like dirt, bubbles etc. are not
taken irto account.
A more reiiable method 'F to determine the splice
loss from the transmitted power level'; P. and P,
which are measured e.g by means of a 1.11) svs:, m
after optimal alignment of the fiber cores hefnre
fusirg and after ri , rusion process, respectivelv
/2,3,4/.
It is
-hown
in /21
that u;ng< the

a. - 10 log

- + ab
P.

()

where ab is the loss of the optimally aligned
splice before fusing. If an index matching liquid
is used between the fiber ends during the alignment
the
attenuation
component
a,
disappears
almost completely. With this socalled 'wet method"
the error in estimating thc
loss is as low as
+/- 0.01 dB /4/. A disadvantage of this method is
that additional hardware is required for applying
the immersion drop to the fiber ends. The "dry
method" or "air gap method" can be implemented
without additional hardware. However, data aquisition 's more complex lue to interference effects
in the air gap /5/. The Lacuracy of this method
depends on the quality of the fiber end faces,
i.e. on the air splice loss a,.
Particularly
tilted end faces cause a significant error in
splice loss estimation.
Therefore this paper investigates the transmission
properties of a single-mode fiber air splice.
Esperially the influence of end face tilts on
splice loss and measurement error of the "air gap
method" is discussed. It is shown that the oscillation amplitude of the loss of a single-mode
fiber air splice, which is observed while moving
the fiber ends in axial direction, is directly
related to an effective tilt angle of the fiber
enJ faces. A new method is dcscribed for automaticallv evaluating the end face quality of the
fibers to be spliced which guarantees a maximum
err ,r of --/- 0.0 dB by rejecting unsatisfactorily
prepared fiber ends.

Theory
The loss of a single-mode fiber air splice is
caused by
Fresnel
reflection, lateral
offset,
axial offset, tilt of fiber axes, t'lted fiber end
faces versus the fiber axes, curved fiber end
facen, surface roughness, dirt and mode mismatch.
Af'er optimal fiber alignment the loes of an aiL
splice is essentially influenced by the surface
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quality of the end faces. The most important loss
factor involved in fiber cleaving and fusion
splicing is the end face tilt particularly in the
light guiding core region.
In the worst case the total tilt angle 4 is given
by the sum of the angles of cleave *I and *2 of
the transmitting fiber I and the receiving fiber
2, respectively (Fig. 1).
The electromagnetic

and C, are determined by solving the overlap
integral /6,7/ for the directly transmitted and
twice reflected field, respectively.
We assumed gaussian shaped fundamental modes and
therefore the radiated fields in the gap are
gaussian beams. Applying the method described in
/8/ the solution of the overlap integral for
mismatched and misaligned gaussian beams can be
written as

C -

2 w, w 2

d
Fiber I

e" (X + jY)

(4)

(w1 2 +w2 2 ) 2 + (z0 A/Ir) 2
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interference
beam
Multiple
single-mode fiber air splice
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2
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[G 0o1 +R ICi1
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+2RICo I C1 Icos6]

6 = arc(C 0 ) - arc(eC
1

where the optical mismatch
mode field radii w, and w 2
respectively.
A
is
the
parameters 4', x0 , y0 , z0
misalignment (Fig. 2) of

4o

.
o

Fig. 2

-

10

log q

(3)

In equation (2) the reflectivity
for oblique
incidence is well approximated by the reflectivity
for normal incidence which causes a negligible
error
for angles less than 100.
For
this a
distinction between parallel and orthogonal polarisation of the incident wave is not necessary. C.
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Coupling of mismatched
and misaligned
gaussian beams

.

account the refraction and the 2n-fold reflection
of the radiated fields at the glass/air interfaces
the angular misalignments 4>, and 01
for the
coupling

=

is characterized by the
of fiber I and fiber 2,
wavelength
and
the
define the geometrical
the beams. Taking into

(2)

where
efficiency i? is related to the
splice the
losscoupling
a b by

ab

2

a

field radiated from fiber 1 is multiply reflected
in the air gap at the glass/air interfaces /5/.
From theory the coupling efficiency or loss of the
air splice is calculated by superimposing the
phase shifted fundamental modes which are excited
in the receiving fiber 2 by the 2n-fold reflected
fields. Due to the small reflectivity R=0.034 at a
wavelength of 1.3 Am, a good approximation of the
coupling efficiency is obtained by superimposing
only the first two fundamental modes. This step is
equivalent
to
approximating the multiple-beam
interference by a two-beam interference. Thus,
assuming a strictly monochromatic light source the
coupling efficiency r) of an air splice can be
expressed
in
terms
of
the
complex
coupling
coefficients CO and C1
=

2

]+2ir/Xz 0 -arctan[Az 0 /ir/(w 1 +w 2 )]

of

the

corresponding

gaussian

beams

according to Fig. 1 are given by
1

(b = I(2i+l),k - sin' (n sinki)
l[(2i+l)-n4l

,

i

=

-

sin'(n sin* 2 )I

0,i

(5)

where the refractive index of air has been set to
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I and n is the refractive index of the fiber core.
and the axial offset
The transverse offset x0 , y
z0 is determined by solving the simple geometrical
directly
the
of
coupling
the
for
problem
transmitted and 2-fold reflected beam of fiber 1
with the exited beam of fiber 2 (Fig. 1. 2).

3

Experimental Verification
High

resolution
were

efficiency

measurements
as

made

a

of

function

)

(

22

-

(b )

0

j

theof coupling
gapahe--(a)
the gap

width for varying end angles *. To eliminate the
influence of the azimuthal orientation of the
fiber ends an end face perpendicular to the fiber
transmitting fiber
I
axis
was
used
for
the
(*i<0.lo). The end angles were measured with an
Mireaua
using
0.1l
than
less
of
error
Interferometer.
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and IV-5.5o using an edge-emitting LED
(A-1.293 pm, &A-71 nm)
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(C)

efficiency or the loss of the air splice before
the point of contact. As can be seen from Fig. 5
the short coherence length of the LED results in a
stronger decrease of the p-p oscillation amplitude
as compared to the narrow bandwidth source. The
solid
curve
represents
the
calculated
p-p
amplitude for monochromatic light and shows good
agreement with the measured results for the narrow
bandwidth light source.
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Fig. 3 reveals the measured loss of a single-mode
fibers
for
two
identical
air
splice
fiber
(Wl=W2 =4.98 um) vs.
the end face separation d
angles.
White
(Fig. 1) for different total tilt
light and a monochromator was used as a narrow
bandwidth light source (A=1.3 pm, AX=4 nm). The
is half
the operating
observed period length
for
a
wavelength.
Fig. 4
shows
the
results
broadband light source. For this an edge-emitting
LED with a center wavelength of 1.293 pm and a
spectral half width of 71 nm was used. It should
the
slight
decrease
in
the
be
noted
that
oscillation amplitude with increasing gap width in
Fig. 3 is due to diffraction of the radiated
fundamental mode. In contrast the decrease in
oscillation in Fig. 4 is mainly caused by tho
small coherence length of the LED (I,=24 pm). A
large number of experiments was carried out for
end angles covering the range from 00 to 101. The
peak-to-peak (p-p) amplitude was determined using
of
the
coupling
the
3rd
and
4th
extremum

0I

0.0

."-

T I
T
Fig. 5

B
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Peak-to-peak (p-p) oscillation amplirude of the air gap loss vs. the total
tilt angle 4.
o

x

theoretically calculated for monochromatic light (X=1.3 pm)
measured using a quasi-monochromatic
light
source
(A=1.3 pm,
AX=4 nm)
measured using an edge-emitting
LED (A-1.293 pm, AA-71 nm)
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Application
As mentionend above the loss of an arc-fusion
splice can be estimated using the "air gap method"
by measuring the transmitted power levels Pb and
P. before and after the fusion process e.g by
means of a LID system. It is a prerequisite for
high precision loss estimation to measure the
power levels at the operating wavelength of the
fiber link since there is no strict relation-ship
between
the
losses at
different wavelengths,
Particularly LID systems operating at 850 nm are
not appropriate for precision loss estimation,
Therefore a LID system at 1.3 um has been built
into a microprocessor controlled fusion splicer
which is
the basis for the successful implementation of the "air gap method".

movement of the fiber ends has to be performed. To
measure the oscillation amplitude with an error of
less than 0.02 dB a resolution better than 50 na
is required which is achieved by using a piezo
driven z axis. Fig. 5 shows that the oscillation
amplitude for total tilt angles *<1.6o is grtater
than 0.30 dB. In this way the fusion splicer is
able to perform an automatic check of the end face
quality of
the
fibers
to be
spliced.
This
guarantees a maximum splice loss estimation error
of +/- 0.05 dB and an increase in splice loss
caused by unsatisfactorily prepared fiber ends is
avoided,

M

.5
.

.4
Since the
relative power level Pb begins
to
oscillate for gap widths below half the coherence
length of the LED the best way to measure Pb is to
average the data over a certain number of periods
at a gap width of some microns. As can be seen
from eq. (2) this is equivalent to neglecing the
interference term, i.e Pb measured in this way is
equal to the power level that would be measured in
case of completely incoherent light. For this case
Fig. 6 shows the loss of a single-mode fiber air

V
O
J

3
2/
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-
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Fig. 7
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SpI ice Loss /
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measured splice loss
gap method"
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using the
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and
"air

7 shows the correlation between the estimated

LFig.
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1
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Ie

Measured (o) and theoretical (-) loss
of a single-mode fiber air splice vs.
the total tilt angle * for a gap width
d-O neglecting the interference effect

"air gap
and measured splice loss using the
method". The data points which are out of the +/0.05 dB tolerance (n) were achieved by splicing
fiber ends with total tilt angles t>1.60. Almost
all these data points were detected using the
proposed oscillation amplitude criterion. It must
be mentioned that the data points which show good
correlation and high splice loss were intentionally
produced
by
using
inadequate
fusing
parameters to show the good correlation over the
whole loss range.

Conclusion
splice vs. the total tilt angle 1Y, where P, is the
relative power just before the splice /2/. For
ideal end faces ('=0) the loss of an air splice is
0.30 dB. It is evident from Fig. 6 and eq. (1)
that the loss of a fusion splice can be estimated
with an error of +/- 0.05 dR if ab is set to 0.35
dB and Pb is measured in the way explained above
where only total tilt angles less than 1.60 are
permitted. Therefore the operator has to decide
whether the end faces meet this requirement.
Our solution to this problem is to measure the p-p
oscillation amplitude while aligning the fibers in
axial direction. For this a high resolution axial

410

A new method for measuring the mutual end face
tilt in a single-mode fiber air splice is thenretically derived and experimentally verified. A
practical
criterion
is
proposed
in order
to
provide accurate splice loss estimation using the
"air
gap
method".
This
concept
has
been
a
microprocessor
successfully
implemented
in
controlled fusion splicer and guarantees a maximum
splice
loss estimation error of */- 0.05 dB.
Furthermore an increase in splice loss caused by
end face tilts is avoided and the automatically
performed end face check makes the splice results
even
more
independent
of
the
operator's
carefulness.
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Automated Field Spectral Attenuation Measurement Unit
for Single Mode and Multimode Optical Fibers

Avinash Garg
Siecor Corporation
489 Siecor Park (RD)
Hickory, NC 28603-0489

ABSTRACT
Fiber optic cables are measured for attenuation at various
wavelengthscusingspectral attenuation measurement equipwavelengths usingned ctraatte.Theseent
eqanpment designed for laboratory use. These systems can be
quite large, highly sophisticated,
and require critical align-

ment procedures making them essentially non-transportable.
If relocated, then extreme care must be taken with respect to
alignment of optics, temperature conditions and other
environmental and mechanical factors which could influence
the accuracy of subsequent measurements. However, there is
often a need to make attenuation measurements in the field
on fiber optic cable which IS about to be installed or which
has already been placed. An Automated Field Spectral
Attenuation Measurement System has been developed which
is capable of measuring spectral attenuation of installed or
on-reel fiber optic cable for wavelengths from 850 nm to 1700
nm with equal accuracy. In addition, the unit can measure
pre-connectorized or bare fiber. The system is small, quite
portable and can be easily carried and operated by a single
person. It utilizes a tungsten halogen bulb as a light source
instead of lasers, thereby significantly reducing its cost. At
the same time, It maintains a high measurement Atcuracy
without laborious calibrations or optical alignments after relocation, and does not require expensive environmental conditioning units for reliable operation.

INTRODUCTION
The measurement parameters of an installed fiber optic
cable/link are dictated by the need for the measurements and
include post-installation checks, routine system maintenance
and troubleshooting transmission problems due to attenuation increases. Attenuation increases may be caused by
hydrogen absorption. microbending or macrobending effects,
and point defects or damage to the cables incurred during
installation. to name a few. In solving transmission problems.
spectral attenuation Studies are preferred, as it is difficult to
differentiate among potential problems when the measurements are made at a limited set of discrete wavelengths,
Field spectral attenuation studies require measurement
equipment capable of generating and measuring a broad
range of wavelengths,
Multiple wavelength attenuation measurement devices have
adit,onally been complicated cumbersome and costly unitsinto
aonaicommecially
encmlcatle umbrscomtand ctily us
tios
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commercially available units contain multiple

lasers

which multiplies the cost by the number of wavelengths
oeing measured) or clse contain optical components requring critical alignment and tightly controlled environmental
conditions with respect to temperature and humidity fluctuations. Most of these units, by virtue of their complexity, are
essentially non-transportabie.
This paper describes a field spectral attenuation measurement device developed at Siecor R,D&E. It is capable of
making spectral attenuation measurements on installed op
tical fiber cables. The unit Is small and portable, completely
automated by virtue of a hand-held computer, and needs no
special handling. even after transporting to the field site The
system is capable of accurate and repeatable measurements
comparable to those recorded under laboratory conditions or
by the much larger attenuation measurement units discussed
previously. There are no requirements for specific controlled
environments, eliminating the need for air-conditioned vans at
the test site.

SYSTEM
The system is designed primarily for evaluation of relative
rather than absolute spectral attenuation. Absolute attenuation at any wavelength may be calculated using one OTDR
measurement at 1300 nm. The system measures by insertion
loss technique: however, if bare fibers are being measured.
cutback technique is easily possible with this unit.
The system consists of two separable sections a source unit
and a receive unit. The spectral attenuation of an installed
cable or fiber section between two separate locations is
measured without needing a fiber loop-back at the remote
end, The units are capable of coupling and/or receiving light
from either a bare fiber or a connectorized fiber (as in installed systems).
rhe schematic of the complete syst-n (source and rec=_ve
jnits) is depicted in Figure 1. Th ,
.-e unit consists of a 10
watt tungsten-halogen lamp (white light) mounted in a Kohler
optic configuration along with a long-pass filter and lenses for
focusing the light onto the launch-end pigtail or fiber The
receive-end is completely automated The receive pigtail or
fiber enters a Spex monochromator which not only splits the
incoming signal into various wavelengths but also converts
an AC signal The AC light is then
'ed into an InGaAsP photodiode and further amplified usirg a
ycrnu
eeto
mlfe.Temncrmtr
'
4ynchronous detection amplifierW The monochromator Smde
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makes it relatively operator-Independent and greatly reduces
measurement time. A typical spectral scan from 1000 nm to
1700 nm in steps of 10 nm requires less than 10 minutes

synchronous detection amplifier and a 3,25 inch Disc Drive
are all hooked to a computer via an HPIL loop.
Automation of the field unit is made possible by a hand held
Hewlett Packard 71B computer. The data is stored in an
ASCII format on a diskette and can be retrieved later and
analyzed by any computer having an IEEE 488 or RS 232
interface.

SUMMARY

The field unit Itself has limited comouting canability and
writes all the data to a floppy disk. Field computations are
limited to attenuation at specified wavelengths; however, a
bigger computer (i.e., HP 9816 or IBM PC) can easily retrieve
and analyze the data and graph the spectral curves,

°

n 1's t-en
A field qoectral attenuation measurement sy'
developed at Siecor R,D&E which is capable of accurately
measuring spectral attenuation of installed optical fiber
cables with connectorized or bare fiber ends. The system is
portable and does not require special environmental conditions or on-site alignment of optics. The unit does not require
a skilled operator or any special precautions during its
operation.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
Although the unit is capable of operating over a broad range
of wavelengths from 850 nm to 1700 nm in steps as small as
2 nm, it is normally programmed for 1000 nm to 1700 nm in
increments of 10 nm.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Before starting measurements each day, the source pigtail is
connected to the receive pigtail using a short jumper pigtail
of a similar fiber type. This forms the reference system. The
reference system has the same number of mechanical connectors in the loop as the final installed system (not including
the splices/connectors used to make up the installed system).
A spectral scan of the reference pigtail/fiber is made and

The author would like to thank J. E. Matthews IlII S. L.
Saikkonen and M. Robinson of Corning for their help in collecting the data.

stored on the diskette for later analysis. The source unit is
then moved to the remote location housing the launch end of
the cable system under evaluation. Once the iransmitting and
receiving electronics are hooked onto the transmit and receive ends of the cable, the computer performs another
spectral scan of the system and stores the scan on the computer diskette. The transmitter can then be moved to the
second system and so on.

1)
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After the final measurements or at end of the day, the
transmitter is moved back to the receive end where a second
reference scan is made. The two reference scans are then
compared to evaluate any drifts in the launch optics for which
the analysis of the measurements can later compensate.
Spectral attenuation values at 1300, 1550 and 1650 nm can
be calculated and displayed on the spot using the HP 71B.
Since the data Is on the diskette and is in a format that is
easily accessible: data analysis, graphing, etc, may be performed later with any microcomputer or PC (e.g. HP 9816 or
IBM PS/2).

SYSTEM EVALUATION
The system has been successfully used at various field locations. A sample measurement is presented in Figure 2. It has
been noted that variability over a four-hour period is well
below 0.04 dB, which translates to less than 0,004 dB/Km for
a 10 Km span. This variability is highly dependent on the
types of connectors used in the system.
A curve depicting the drift in the reference scans obtained by
the field unit from morning to evening is shown in Figure 3.
The measurement system offers a high dynamic range of 35
dB for multimode optical fibers and 32 dB for single-mode
fibers. The accuracy of the relative attenuation values is
2
better than v.0 dB/Km. If a cutback technique is used for
bare fibers, the absolute accuracy of the system is better
than +/- 0.02 dB/Km. The automation of the spectral system
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METAL-FREE SINGLE-MODE OPTICAL FIBER CABLE
WITH HIGH MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Carlos G. CORTINES

Carlos BLANCO

Susana CAMARA

ALCATEL STANDARD ELECTRICA, S.A.
Maliano, Cantabria, Spain

ABSTRACT
The cable described is made up of 8
S.M. optical fibers 10/125 with attenuation c. 0.37 dB/km and Modal Dispersion
Z 3.5 ps/km.nm, both parameters in 1330
nm window. The remaining characteristics
in the fiber are in accordance with
the
limits
established
by the
CCITT
G.652 Recommendation.
The cable consists of a central strength
member suitably treate! so as to prevent
kinking.
The optical fibers are loose in tubes
(T fiber per tube).
These tubes,
or
fiber buffer, are filled with a thysotropic compound.
A detailed description is given regarding
cable
design,
characteristics
of
the
materials used, as well as all the tests
made in the cable plus the results.
1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last ten years, the development
and progress
in Optical Communication
Technology and
the parallel evolution
in microelectronics, have made it possible
to have at our disposal communication
systems of great capacity and reliability.
Because
of
their
enormous
technical,
economic and social repercussions, these
systems constitute the great technological
challenge of our times. An important
factor
in this
technological panorama
is the means of transmission, in other
words the Optical Fiber Cable.
There
are,
at
the moment,
thousands
of kilometres of optical fiber cables
being used all over the world. All of
them
are
functioning
very
well,
all
of them were designed to withstand any
kind of installation and future maintenance.
After the problem of the increase in
attenuation of aged fibers arose, due

416

to the absorption of H 2 , and the causes
of the generation of H2 verified, the
fiber manufacturers as well as cable
manufacturers
very
quicky
eliminated
the sources of generation of H 2 from
their caole . intne subject which interests us, ie. cables, it has been demonstrated
how
metals,
aluminium,
steel
and above all, a combinaticn of them,
is a high factor of risk. Traditionally
however,
the
above
mentioned
metalb
have been the base for designing cable
of high mechanical properties.
The aim of this paper is to prevent
a wholly
dielectric
monomode
optical
fiber cable which possesses mechanical
properties comparable to those of conventional cables with metallic protection.
Among the different designs of present
day optical fiber cables, such as the
slotted
cable,
ribbon
type
cable or
cables with a central strength member
around which fibers are stranded -tight,
loose or bundle coated- Spanish manufacturers opted
for
the
latter design:
ie. central strength member with fibers
stranded around it. Obviously, if circumstances were to require it the possibility
of manufacturing any other type of cable
is always possible, since each design
has
its pros and cons,
according to
the conditions of installation and future
service required.

2.

CABLE DESIGN

In
Figure
1 the
transversal
section
of the cable is shown. As can be seen,
the cable is made up of the following
materials:
CENTRAL STRENGTH MEMBER
Rod of reinforcing fibers of strictly
unidirectional
orientation
combined
with thermosetting epoxy resin. Aprox.
83 % by wt. high modulus glass and 17
% by wt. epoxy resin.
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WRAPPING TAPES
10

1

9-

2

( k.These

At the same time as the stranding operation, two polyester-polyuretane-polyester
tapes are wrapped
around
the core and
are
laid
helicoidally
and
overlapped.
tapes,
as well as acting
as a
thermal barrier, also absorb, and prevent
the transmission of the kinking of the

polyethylene
3

8

6

Fig.

1:

Central strength member
Coating of C.S.M.

87

3 Loose tubes
4 Optical fibers
5,6 Filling compound

9
10

Layer

Wrapping
tapes
Low density
PE
Aramid fibers
High density PE

not

having

to

has

coat

a

a

tensile

diameter

the

the central
anti-kinkers

strength

larger

of

low density extruded

polyethyle-

MECHANICAL PROTECTION

Low density
polyethylene. This coating
is applied so as to increase the diameter
of ti~c central strength member to the
size necessaiy qo that in the stranding
operation, the loose Lx'bes which contain
the fibers will adapt to it. Owing to
the high cost of the tensile strength
members,
the
one
which
complies
with
the
mechanical
properties
required
is
with polyethylene
coated
is
and
used
until it possesses the diameter required
the
Financially,
tubes.
loose
the
by
cost of coating a smaller diameter tensile
strength member is lower than the cost
member which
necessary.

with
as

to

both when
later on,

ne.

CENTRAL MEMBER COATING

of

coatings

PRIMARY COATING

TRANSVERSAL SECTION

2

the

These tapes, together
strength
member,
act
for the fiber core.

4

1

of

fiber core, which takes place
the coatings are applied and
due to temperature changes.

than

LOOSE TUBES
Eight polyester tubes are stranded around
the
central
strength
member.
Inside
each tube
there
is
an optical fiber,
with its corresponding overlength. Inside
the tube there is a filling compound,
which is put into it together with the
fiber,
during the loose tube extrusion
process.
FILLING COMPOUND
During stranding, the empty spaces between
tubes and also those between the tubes
and
the
central
strength
member,
are
filled with a compound which prevents
the
penetration
and/or
circulation
of
water into the core if the coating suffered a breakage.

Two layers of aramid fibers, laid helicoidally from right to left and from left
to right, are applied over the primary
polyethylene coatinj.
Each one cf
Lhe
layers
completely
covers
the
surface
being
coated.
These
fibers,
as
well
as withstanding tensile loads, are calculated to act as longitudinal mechanical
protection, above all for aerial cables
which require high shot gun resistance.
FINAL COATING
high

A layer of
ethylene.
3.

PROPERTIES

density

OF

THE

xtruded

OPTICAL

poly-

FIBER

MTERIALS
Up
till
now the
optical
fibers
used
been
not
have
telecommunications
for
manufactured in Spain, therefore imported
fibers are used for all cables.
The
fibers
used
for
the
cable
under
discussion
were
manufactured
following
the VAD method.
The properties which this fiber
are as follows (Table i).

possesses

As mentioned before each of these fibers
was inserted into a loose tube together
with the filling compound. The properties
possessed by the loose tubes and filling
compound are shown in Table 2.
The extrusion
line used to manufacture
the loose tube allows the fiber to be
inserted with enough overlength to absorb
the tensions caused during
the
unwinding
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of the tube or those caused by changes
of temperature. In this case the overfiber was around
given to the
length
0.6 %.
The filling compound inside the tubes,
properties
platic
and
viscosity
the
shown in Table 2, is a
of which are
soft jelly, based on suitable formulas
Of SiO 2 and synthetic oils free from
scattered hydrogens.

TABLA 1

PROPERTIES OF THE LOOSE TUBES
AND FILLING COMPOUND
LOOSE TUBES
Material:

Polybuthylene-Terephtalate (PBTP)

Inner diameter

mm

Outer diameter

mm

0.90 + 0.02
1.80 + 0.02
2

Tensile strength

kg/mm

Elasticity modulus

kg/mm

Thermal exp. coefficient

OPTICAL FIBERS PROPERTIES

-4

2

- 210
-4

10

QKIC

Filling compound;

OPTICAL
PROPERTIES

TABLE 2

0.37

-

Iaake viscosity

-

0.40

-

Plasticity

Attenuation at 1550 nm
(dB/km)

-

0.25

Attenuation over range
1475-1575 nm (dB/km)

- 0.30

Mode-field diameter
(pm)

9.75 + 0.5

Cut-off wavelength
(nm)

1180 - 1280

Attenuation at 1330 nm
(dB/km)
Attenuation over range

500
15

P
P

800 at -3OQc
75 at +70OQC

dmm

200- 261) at -30pc

dmm

300- 360 at +70Qc

1285-1330 nm (dB/km)

Dispersion (ps/nm.km)
1285 - 1330 nm
1270 - 1350 nm
1550 nm

GEOMEI tCA!
PROPERTIES

-

125 + 2

Reference surface
diameter (pm)
Class concentricity
error (pm)

Median

Class non-circularity (X)
Core

Reference surface

3.5
6.0
19.0

STRANDING MATERIALS
The eight tubes containing the optical
fibers are stranded around the central
strength member with a 130 mm coil lay.
The whole is filled with a filling compound similar to that used for the filling
The
of the inside of the loose tubes.
coie
the
then wraps
machine
stranding
coils
tight
in
laid
tapes,
two
with
or loops and overlapped.
The properties possessed by the central
wrapping
the
by
and
member
strength
tapes are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

0.8
0.4

TABLE 3
PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRAL MEMBER

. 6

2
CENTRAL 3TRENGTH MEMBER

Coating diameter (pm)
Primary

205 + 15

OveLill

250 + 15

Coating concentricity
error (7)

Coating non-circularity
(2)

.- 10

11

Material:

Glass epoxy resin

mm

2.20 + 0.07

Weigth per m

g

7.7

Strength at 0.5 Z elongation
Breaking load

N

1.210

N

10,200

Diameter

Minimum bending radius at
MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES

1 % edge strain
Bend test (60 mm

0.01

100
mandrel,
diameter
mandrel, 10
dmrn

110

mm

Elasticity modulus

N/mm

Tensile strength

N,/a

2

2

60,000

2.300

turns, loss at 1550 nra

Elongation at break

in dB/m)
Proof test (M)

418

0.75

Thermal exp. coefficient
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3.4

7
1

QC-

4.4 x 10-6

TABLE 4

TABLE 5

PROPERTIES OF WRAPPING TAPES

MECHANICAL PROTECTION OF THE COATING
PROPERTIES

WRAPPING TAPES
Material:

Material:

Foam polyurethane coated with
polyester in the two sides

Aromatic polyamide fibers

No. of yarn

24 per layer,
Total 48

Thickness
0.4 - 0.6
12 + I each

nun

- Foam polyurethane

mn

- Polyester tapes
Weight

g/m

Breaking load
Elongation at break
Thermal conductivity

2

W m

"1

QK

- Weight of 10 km

60 - - 65

N
7%

(g) dtex

1580

nan
7

0.45
70

- Yarn dia.
- Fill factor

4
'40
-I

of
Characteristics
each
yarn,

Breaking strength min.

N

280

ave.

N

330

0.040

SHEATING MATERIALS

Tensile strength

N/mm

Young modulus

N/mm

Elongation at break
Our
aim was
to develop a
totally diecable with mechanfiber
lectric optical
ical properties comparable to conventional
cables
with
metallic
protection.
The

coating was, therefore, a decisive factor
in the cable design.
Several
prototypes were made
and
then
underwent both shot gun and temperature
tests. As will be seen later on the tests
demonstrated that the cable which displayed the mechanical resistance required,
has
a
double coating
of
polyethylene
with a reinforcement of fibers between
the two coats and is, therefore,
the
one
being
presented.
The
first
layer
of
PE, laid over the cable core, was
extruded
black,
low density
PE,
with
0.8
nun
radial
thickness.
The
outside
layer of PE, also black plus extruded
was of high density.
The reason
for using
high density PE
for the outer coating is because when
it
is a question
of installations
in
subducts, as these are of high density
PE,
the
friction
coefficient
between
duct and cable is better when both of
them -duct and cable- possess high density, than when the duct has high density
but the cable possesses low density.
Between the outer and inner PE coatings
mechanical protection was applied. This
protection
consists
of
two
layers
of
aramid
fibers
laid helicoidally,
first
around
from right to left then around
from left
to right.
In
this way
the
surface of the cable is completely and
totally covered.
The properties
in Table 5.

of

these

fibers

are

shown

2,650

2

127,500

%
g/cm

Density

4.

2

2.4
3

1.45

LABORATORY TEST

PERFORMANCE
HYDROGEN.

OF

SINGLE

MODE

FIBERS

IN

According to the data and studies carried
out by the fiber manufacturer-supplier,
single mode fiber contains no phosphorous
dopants.
Results after an
exposure of
16,775 hours
(nearly 2 years) in 0.25
atmospheres
of
hydrogen
are
shown
in
Figure 2.
The
total attenuation increase due
to
interstitial and permanent effects after
25 years at the above hydrogen partial
pressure,
and
a
temperature
range
of
-10QC to +30QC is predicted to be less
than
0.003
dB/km over
the wavelength
range 1275 nm - 1325 nm and 0.006 dB/km
over the wavelength range 1525 nm-1575
nm. These very small attenuation effects
are not expected to affect system performances over the
fiber
lifetime
but
can, if necessary, be
budget calculations.

included

in

system

In our laboratory a cable was put into
a climatic device at 120QC in the following way:
so as to bring about the
generation of H 2 a length of 30 m was
put
into
an
aluminium
pipe.
We
kept
a continuous control of the attenuation
30
days'test
the
nm.
During
at
1300
no variation in the initial values of
fiber attenuation was observed.
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Fig. 2:

Another issue dealt with in this study
was shot gun resistance. We wanted to
develop a design which could
be used
for aerial cables. The test was designed
to
evaluate
the
effects
of
shot
gun
blasts. The cables used as targets were
approximately
50 cm
long with a
13.3
mm outer diameter. A 12 gauge shot gun
was used to fire at the cables as this
appears to
be the most
powerful shot
gun
used by the majority of
hunters.
The shot gun loads fired in each test
1 1/4 oz No.
4 (1 1/4 oz weight of the
pellets
in
a
cartridge).
Shots
were
fired from distances of 8, 15,
20, 25
and 30 m, and
the 5 cables
(one for
each distance) were mounted on a wooden
frame
ie.
the target.
The
results
of
the tests are shown in the Table 6.

SHOT GUN RESISTANCE TESTS

420

hitting
target

aramid
fibers

8

17

4

10

15

12

1

9

25
30

7
5

2
1

5
4

1800

Since it is highly improbable that aerial
cable would
be installed at less than
8 m from the ground, tests at distances
of less than 8 m were not carried out.
It is obvious, however, that the best
way to protect aerial cables from shot
gun
blasts at
distances
of
less than
8 m, would be by increasing the amount
of aramid fibers, a very expensive solution which should only be applied when
absolutely necessary.
THERMIC CYCLES
This test allowed us to study the behaviour of the cable in temperatures ranging
from -20QC to ±60QC. The cable was put
into a climatic device and tested using
the
following
thermic
cycle
(Figure
3).

device

Location of pellet
in cable
In
In
In
outer
PE

1700

The attenuation at 1300 nm of each one
of the fibers was tested at 20QC. Then
the
temperature
was
raised
to
60QC,
reached
in
40
minutes.
The
climatic

TABLE 6

Distance
(M)

1600

PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE-MODE FIBERS IN HYDROGEN

SHOT GUN RESISTANCE TEST

No. of
pellets

1500

METER

inner
PE

In
fiber
core
-

2

-

-

-~

was

kept

at

60QC

for

12

hours,

enough time for the whole cable to reach
this
temperature.
At
the
end
of
the
12 hours the fibers were measured again.
After measuring the fibers the temperature
was
lowered
minutes.
The

to
-20QC,
climatic

at -20QC
for 12
which
timthe

reached
in
90
device
was
left

hours, at the
attenuation
of

end of
the
8

fibers
was
measured
again.
Then
the
temperature of the climatic device was
raised to 20QC again. After the cable
had been subjected to this temperature
for 3 hours, the attenuation tests were
carried out again.
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The whole cycle was repeated a second
time. There were no significative variations in fiber attenuation in any of
the
partial
measurements
nor
at
the
end of the cycle.

FINAL PROPERTIES OF THE CABLE
Besides
the properties,
already
shown,
of all the materials which make up the
tests
cable car'ed
and the out,
reults
of the specific
the following
general
propertie

MI
_

or

_

27

or

THERMIC CYCLES

5.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a totally dielectric
monomode optical fiber cable which possesses
mechanical properties
comparable
to
those
of
conventional
cables with
metallic protection and strength members.
It is our intention to obtain the homologation of this cable by the Spanish
Railways
Network
as well
as
its
use
in Electric Companies,
in
the version
of
lashed to the ground-wire of
high cable
tension lines.

of the cable can be added:

Attenuation at 1300 nm.

Ave.
Max.

0.36 dB/km
0.38 dB/km

Attenuation at 1550 nm.

Ave.
Max.

0.24 dB/km
0.25 dB/km

The rest
of
the
properties,
for
the
fiber
as
raw
material,
have
already
been shown.
Outer diameter:
h
Weight:

13.3 + 0.1 mm
1Communications,
127 -4 5 kg/km

Bending Radius:

150 mm

Tensile strength:

Even
though
the
development
has
been
carried
out
with
an
8
optical
fiber
prototype, if a fewer or greater number
of fibers are required, this could be
done with slight
modifications
in the
design.
The
modifications
would
only
be
slight
due
to
the
arrangement
of
the fibers which are loose in tubes.

6.
-

Cable design, testing and installation,
by P.R. Berk and others. Fiber Optical
1983.

-

OPTICAL
FIBERS:
Single-mode
fiber
SM-02-R and The Optimisation of Singlemode fiber. Application notes. October
1987.

-

OPTICAL FIBERS: Performance of singlemode and multimode fibers in hydrogen.
Application note AN 10, March 1988.

2500 N

The
cable
is
also
suitable
aerial and duct installation.

for

both
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CONTINUOUS MOLDING 'QUIPMENT FOR SELF-SUPPORTING
PRE-HANGER TYPE OPTICAL FIBER CABLE WITH CATENARY

T. Koseki, S. Yamaki, F. Onodera

Kitanihon Electric Cable Co., Ltd.
1-2-1 Koriyama, Sendai, 982, Japan

Summary

provide compact design. The take-up of
cable, the provision of catenary and the
molding of the pre-hanger part are conduc-

In 1982, we developed a non-metallic
self-supporting pre-hanger type optical
fiber cable (SPOF cable)

1

,2,3,4 to be used

for steel pylon suspension type optical
fiber transmission line. This type of

ted by a single unit simultaneously and
continuously, without stopping the flow of
cable.

cable has been marketed and used with successful results. Although the manufacture

Catenary is automatically imparted by
guiding the cable so that a difference is

of this cable has been conducted so far by
intermittent pre-hanger molding equipment,

provided between the length of the support
line and the main fiber cable between the

manufacturing equipment of greater effi-

metal dies. By using these mechanisms,

ciency and the ability to produce cable of
consistent quality has become necessary,

stable catenary can be imparted with high
speed.

a

To replace conventional intermittent prehanger molding equipment, we have succeeded in developing new high-performance conSUSPENSION
(FRP ROD WITH

tinuous pre-hanger type molding equipment,

PL),

which can produce SPOF cable of better

/_7N

quality at a higher speed.

NON-METALLIC OPTICAL

Introduction

PE CONNECfION

CABLSWITHI CATENARY

Figure 1 shows the structure of SPOF
cable. Continuous pre-hanger molding equip-

500mm

ment conducts the molding of the pre-hanger part

(PE Connection) while imparting

catenary

to the main fiber cable.

This equipment is such that plural

Fig. 1 Structure of SPOF cable
num-

bers of catenary setting guides and metal
dies for molding (attached with an opening
and closing mechanism) are fixed alternately on the outer circumference of a round
rotating table,

which

Iy as a take-up

unit.

machine

is

In injection molding
in

the unit to

As shown in Fig. 2, the line consIsts

el

a vupply stand for main cable and support

serves simultaneous-

incorporated

Outline of Continuous Pre-hanger Molding
Lin

line,

continuous pre-hanger melding equip-

ment,

a

trimmer,

shape

identifier

and

take-up unit.
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TAKE-UP UNIT

SAEIDENTIFIER
CONTINUOUS PRE-HANGER
MOLDING EQUIPMENT

SUPPLY STAND

Fig. 2

Continuous pre-hanger molding line

Continuous Pre-hanger Molding

Specification of

Equipment

Equipment

As shown in Figs. 2 and 4, (photographs)
plural numbers of metal dies for molding,

Diameter of table:
Height of machine:
Height of pass line:

each with an opening/closing mechanism,

Cable bending diameter:
Fitting pitch of metal dies:
Catenary setting:

catenary setting guides are
nately on

table, with

the center of

serving as an axis.

rotation, pre-hanger molding
by

Thus, with
is conducted

the injection molding machine which

moves reciprocally
the opening and

and synchronously

closing of

while continuously

424

alter

the outer circumference of a

round rotating
the table

fixed

and

the metal

with
dies,

providing catenary.
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1830 mm
1600 mm
1000 mm
1591.6 mm
500 mm
0 - 2%

10 pcs
Nos. of metal dies fitted:
10 pcs
Nos. of catonary guides fitted:
Injection molding machine: Max.llg/shot
over 75 Km/month
Production capacity:

41Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Continuous pre-han6r molding lint

Continuous pre-hanger molding equipment

Movement
As shown in Fig. 5, the incoming suspension line and the main fiber cable are
led to the catenary setting guides, i,etal
dies are closed and resin is injected. After the cooling of the resin, the metal
dies are opened and the support line and
main fiber cable are led out.
Figure 6 shows the range of reciprocating movement of the injection molding machine and the opening and closing range of
the metal molding dies.
Figure 7 (photograph) shows the open
position of the metal dies.
Figure 8 (photograph) shows the closed
position of the metal dies.
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OUIT

INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

'CATENARY SETTING GUIDE

INJECTION MOLDING

MACHINE

CATENARY

DIE-OPLNINcj

DIE-CLOSING

SE;TTING GUIDE

DI1E-OPEN ING

Fig. 5
Continuous pre-hanger molding equipment
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and its operational process

OU

INJECTION

OLIGMACHINE

u:

i.IL
REC I PICOCAT I'1MA
RANGE OF INJL(,T[0ION
MOLDING MACHIlN;.

cc

DI E-CLOS IN; RANCflJ

Fig. 6 Operating,, principle

Fig.

7 Metal

dies (open)

Fig. 8 Metal

dies; (closed)
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Provision of Catenary
Catenary is automatically provided by

ment, and we are now producing cables of
better quality at higher speed.

catenary setting guides as shown in Fig. 9
(photograph). These are fan-shaped guides
with grooves and each consists of two
parts, one for the suspension line and the
other for the main cable. These guides can
slide in a radial direction on the table.
By leading the main cable along these
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Fig. 9 Catenary setting guide

Conclusion
With the development of this manufacturing equipment, productivity of SPOF cables
at our plant has shown remarkable improve-
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AN OPTICAL FIBRE CABLE WITH HEAT

EXPANDABLE TAPE AS A CUSHIONING

Anders Larsson,

Karin Nyg~rd-SkaLman

Thomas NorLund,

Nils-Erik Grip

ERICSSON CABLES, BOX 457 , HUDIKSVALL , SWEDEN

ABSTRACT
The design of a dielectric optical fibre
cable with high crush resistance is
presented. The cable has a double sheath
with a Heat Expandable Tape, as a
cushioning between
inner and outer
sheath.
The HET wrapping is applied unexposed on
the inner sheath of the cable. When
applying the outer sheath the heat from
the extrudate will expand the HET and the
thickness of the tape will increase,
Cables with Heat Expandable Tape as a
cushioning has been tested and proved to
be suitable for direct burial by
ploughing. In some applications this
cable is an alternative to steel tape or
wire armoured cables, when armouring is
used only as mechanical protection,
Cables with HET can also be used as an
alternative to duct installation,
INTRODUCTION
To make optical fibre cables mechanically
strong and rigid enough for direct
burial, the cables often are made with a
steel tape or wire armouring. However, a
metal armouring is not always wanted. One
way to make dielectric optical fibre
cables more rigid is to have a cable
construction with a thick sheath.
Unfortunatly an optical fibre cable with
a too thick sheath, will have bad
temperature performance. This is due to
the high temperature coefficient of the
polymeric material in the sheath.One
solution to this problem is to make a
cable with a spacing between inner and
outer sheath. The spacing can be
unfilled or filled with jelly. A tape
can also be used to fill the space. Using
a tape, the tape acts as a bedding for
the outer sheath.
To apply a tape in a sheating line,
regular extrusion lines can be used.
Applying a tape longitudionally on a
cable in a sheating line is a very
simple process. However, if the tape is
thick, a few mm, some practical problems

will occure. For example a tape pad with
a 2 mm thick and 1000 m tape length will
have a diameter of 1.5 m. Other
practical problems can also be present
when folding a too thick tape around a
cable with a small diameter.
In solving the practical problems, how to
apply a thick tape on a cable, a newly
developed cable wrapping can been used.
The new wrapping is a Heat Expandable
Tape, HET. This tape expands when heated
and gives a very good bedding for the
outer sheath. The HET acts as a
cushioning and will protect the inner
cable. In figure l.is a cable is shown
where the HET is visable under the
sheath.
The development of the tape and the
process how to apply it on a cable, has
been going on for about 2 years. Much
work has been done to optimize the
expansion of the tape and the process how
to apply it in an extrusion line.
To verify the possibilities in using the
HET in cable construction a dielectric
optical fibre cable has been made. The
new cable is called Tube Jacket Cable.

Fig.l A Tube Jacket Cable, where the HET
can be seen under the outer sheath.
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CABLE CONSTRUCTION

The main design requirements of the Tube
Jacket Cable are:

To verify that a cable with a HET
wrapping as a cushioning is suitable for
installation by ploughing, a cable for
duct installation has been used as the
cable core in the tube jacket cable.

Crush strenght with 100 mm plates,in
accordance with IEC-794-I-E3: > 6000N
Bending radius
> 15 x cable diameter

A crosssection of the tube jacket cable
is shown in Fig.2. The cable is a slotted
core design with a central strength
member of FRP, fibre reinforced plastic.
The slots are made of polyethene and
produced in an extrusion line with a
rotating head.Inside the slots,there are
secondary tubes with four fibers in each
tube. The cable core is filled with
petroleum jelly, to prevent water
penetration. Linear low density
polyethene, LLDPE is used as a sheath on
the inner cable. This inner cable is
normally used for installation in ducts.
The tube jacket cable has a heat
expandable tape applied on the outside
of the cable core toghether with a sheath
of high density polyethene, HDPE. The HET
is expanded to a thickness of 2.5 mm. The
tape acts as a support for the sheating
process and as a cushion for the cable
core.The outer sheath of high density
polyethylene act as a conduit. The HDPE
-s czolart-p
fnr it "nod mechanical
properties.

Cable core:
diameter 13=m

....

7

The inner cable is spccified to meet the
following temperature requirements:
Temperature range,
operation
-30* -+70°C
Temperature range,
storage
-40' -+70°C
Temperature range,
installation -10 ° -+50-C
Heat Expandable Tape
Heat Expandable Tape, HET is a nonwoven tape on which heat expanding
microspheres are bonded with a bonding
agent.
Microspheres are spherically formed
particles, which consist of a polymeric
shell with an enclosed blowing agent.
The shell is an acrylonitrilevinylidenchloride copolymer and the
enclosed blowing agent is isobutane.
The characteristic property of HET is the
expansion, which defines the final
thickness of the tape. Expansion takes
place in the temperature range 90*- 120'C
depending on the tape design and type of
microspheres. It is possible to make a
tape for a special application as there

-

-are

Cu
q

The fibre parameters are in accordance
with the recommadation G 652 of CCITT:

\of

microspheres expanding at different
temperatires. It is also possible to
have, in the same tape, seperate layers
microspheres that expands at different

Satemperatures.
]ET-oanded:
'diameter 18mm

One advantage of HET is that a thin tape,
can give a thick bedding for the outer

sheath. When the tape expands, the
isobutane in the microspheres absorb heat
from the extrudate. This is a positive
effect which enables the use of material
with high extrusion temperature.
Expansion of the tape is approximatively
outer sheath:
diameter 22mm

ten times the original thickness.

HET should not be exposed to extremly
high temperatures for too long, due to

the risk for cracking of the
microspheres. It the microspheres crack
the thickness of the expanded tape
decreases rapidly.
Fig.2 Construction of the Tube Jacket
Cable.

Figure 3 shows the depandance of the
tape thickness to time at a temperature

tr........... W ^ & C2:t er
.....

,

0

ceedings 1988
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EXPANSION OF HET
2

Z
w
z

TIME

3

2

100 pm
Fig.3 Expansion height as a function of
time at constant temperature.
above expansion temperature
HET before expansion is showed in picture
1. Fully expanded HET in picture 2. In
picture 3 some of the microspheres are
cracked.
PROCESSING
The main task in developing a process for
using Heat Expandable Tape, has been to
make the use of the tape as simple as
possible. In order to find a simple
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100 pm

100 pm

process, it has been necessary to modify
the HET to fit the process parameters in
a sheating line. After optimizing the HET
the tape is suitable for a wide range of
cables and sheating materials.
The Heat Expandable Tape is applied
longitudionally on the cable, and folded
around the cable in a guide tube. The
guide tube is located at the inlet of the
extruder head in the sheating line.
Passing through the extruder head, the
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Deformation is measured as the inpact on
the outer cable diameter.
The test is in accordance with IEC 794-1E3.

Crush strength test
TUBE JACKET CABLE

Attenuation change (08)

Deformatlon (mm)

2r -....

- "t

18

-12

Th

v=2nn/min

S10

/ "

it

,,

CABLE

/

.

0

-"

o6

-

2

0

6

1

20

26

Load (kN)

IZ

Deformation (mm) - -1300 nu

1EL

ATTENUATION MEASURE
SET UP

1660 nma

Fig. 5
The attenuation
change and
deformation as a function of crush load.

Crush strenght test
Attenuation changes at 1550 nm
AttenuatJon change (dB)
l,-

Fig.4 Crush strenght measurement setup.

o.6-

Results:

0.6

In fig.5 the attenuation change and the
deformation as a
function of the
compressive
force
is
shown.The
attenuation reaches 0.1 dB at a load of
about 6.5 kN. A comparision is done in
between a cable for duct
fig 6.
installation
(fig
7,type
1),
a
tube
jacket cable (fig 1) and an armoured
cable ( fig 7,type 2)
Fig 6 shows the attenuation change at
1550 nm as a function of the compressive
force.

'1
-0.8

'0.6
7.0.4
-

10.2

0.2[

0o

...
0

2

4

a

8

10

12

14

Is

Load (kN)
--

TUE JACKET CABLE

DUCT CABLE
ARNMOUREOCABLE

Fig.6 A comparision between three types
of cables regarding crush resistance. The
attenuation was measured at 1550 na.

The most sensitive cable to compression
is the ductcable.
The armoured cable has a very steep
increase
in
attenuation
versus
compression at a load of about 8 kN. The
tube jacket cable shows notable increase
in attenuation above 6 kN, however the
increase in attenuation is still at 14 kN
below 0.8 dB.

(

Type 1

duct cable
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Freezing test
Test procedure: The cable was put into a
steel tube, 2.5 m in lenght, filled with
water. Four holes with a diameter of 6

0

holes was 0.5 m apart. This was made to
leakage between the
simulate water
sheaths. The temperature around the cable
was brought down below freezing point,
for 24 hours.

O

The attenuation was measured,
1300 nm and at 1550 nm.

Fig.7 Cable for duct installation, type
1 and a wire armoured cable, type 2.

Tensile load test
Test procedure: 25 m of cable is tested
under tension.The cable is terminated at
one end by winding 5 turns round a fixed
wooden mandrell.On the other end the
tension load is increased in steps of
250 N.
The elongation of the outer sheath is
measured at the cable grip where the
tension is applied. The slip between the
outer sheath and the cable core is also
measured.
Results: The strain and the slippage of
the cable as a function of the load is
shown in fig 8. The cable can withstand
a load on the outer sheath of 2,0 kN
without too much slippage. When the load
is removed the slippage will return to
almost zero.

TENSILE LOAD TEST
UBE
JACK<ET CABLE
SLIPPAGE (tm)

0 STRAIN (%)
0.12

200

PILOT INSTALLATION
In december 1987 a pilot installation
.ias been
attenuation
done.The
was
measured
continously
for
eight
months.During that time ° the temperature
to +20'C. The
has varied between -5
cable is installed into ground at 80 cm
depth. The installation was carried out
with the Swedish PTT
in accordance
insz Liation of
for
specification
armoured cable.
The cable installed has 12 fibres and it
is 700 m in lenght.
Measurement: The 12 fibres were looped
and the attenuation was
toghether
a backscatter. During
measured with
installation the attenuation change was
measured continously. From then on, the
attenuations measurement have been made
regulary over the period.
Results: The plot in figure 9, shows the
attenuation change as a function of time.
and
The measurements are made before,
after installation. In figure 10 the
attenuation
change
is
function of temperature.

The results
shows

0.1

0.08

the
lUU

testing

from

the

plotted

the pilot

cable

during

period

does

as

not

change

installation.

During

of

8

months,

0.02
-

0
0.6

1.5

1

2

2.6

3

LOAD (kN)
1traih 1%)

Fig.8 Tensile
jacket cable.

load

AlIppage (mm)

test

of

the

no

significant change in attenuation, due to

60

0

a

installation

temperature variations was observed.

0.04
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that

attenuation

00e

0-

at

Results:
The attenuation did not change
at neither 1300 nm nor at 1550 nm during
temperature cycling. In some places the
microspheres were slightly deformed but
not cracked.

armou-"d cable

Tvpe 2

both

tube
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REFERENCE INSTALLATION

Some

PILOT INSTALLATION
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optical

at2nuatlon ohange dB/km

Swedish Railway Authorities.
The cable was installed by ploughing,
toghether with two other cables directly
into the

had

-

fibre

in 1988 by the

cable have been installed
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change

CONCLUSIONS
INSTALLATION

TESTING

PROM

at

different

AND

PILOT

The tube
jacket cable fulifill our
design requirements. The cable is rigid
enough to withstand mechanical forces'

Fig.l1
Cable

that

Authorities.

occurs

when

the

cable

is

ploughed

Installation of the Tube Jacket
by
the
Swedish
Railway

directly into ground. A tube jacket cable
is comparable to a wire armoured cable
regarding the resistance against
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BLASTING NEAR FIBER OPTIC CABLE

Mark A. Setman, Max J. Brandtner

Siecor Corporation
Hickory, North Carolina

I.

ABSTRACT

Questions have arisen relative to the safety of
blasting near fiber optic cable. These questions
occur when a contractor is attempting to place
another utility line, be it water, sewer, gas or
power, along the sright of way as a fiber
optic cable.
If thL contractor encounters rock
along the right of way, he is often forbidden to
blas. in any "reasonable" vicinity of the fiber
optic cable.
This situation can cause great
additional expense for the contractor in terms of
time and increased mechanical excavation equipment costs.
Changing the route to avoid the
fiber optic cable is normally cost prohibitive or
nearly impossible. The questions posed are: "Are
fiber
optic
cables
adversely
affected
by
blasting?" and
"Must the data transmission be
rerouted during the blast?".
This experiment
showed that Siecor's single armor, loose tube
design experienced no damage within the severe
blasting environment.

Is fiber optic cable tough enough to withstand
the effects of excavation using explosives in the
immediate vicinity of the cable?
A positive
answer to this question would certainly ease the
tensions and concerns for both the contractors
and the Telcos. At face value it may appear that
fiber optic cable is a fragile entity. However,
Siecor fiber optic cable construction is designed
to protect the fiber from harsh physical and
environmental
eftects.
Within
the
cable
industry,
standards
define
the
physical
requirements for the cable.
Rigorous physical
tests have been performed on Siecor fiber optic
cables with excellent results. Tests performed
under laboratory conditions mdy yield very good
indications of the probable success of blasting
near fiber optic cable. However, unless cable is
tested in the actual field blasting conditions,
there may still be many doubts.
It was for these
reasons that a local excavation contractor and
Siecor decided to share resources and expertise
in conducting a test that would replicate typical
and worst case scenarios for blasting near fiber
optic cables.

III.

EXPERIMENT

II. BACKGROUND
Contractors placing new utility lines along
highway right of ways where fiber optic cables
have
been
previously
placed
face
tough
alternatives. There is normally only five to
twenty five feet of right of way along the road
and when other utilities are already in place,
even less space is available.
If there is an
existing fiber optic cable in place, the Telco is
often very nervous when contractors start digging
up the area near their cable. Severing a cable
can be very expensive in terms of lost revenues.
The Telco normally gets very upset at the mere
thought of using explosives when the contractor
encounters rock requiring blasting.
The Telco
will often do whatever they can to stop a
contractor from blasting anywhere near their
cable.
Mechanical extraction of solid rock is
often extremely expensive and time consuming, and
it is normally unacceptable to the contractor,

The plan employed typical blasting techniques
near direct buried fiber optic cable and involved
the direct burial of single armored fiber optic
cable in a bed of shale using a vibratory plow.
A series of blasts were detonated at varying
distances from the cable.
The blast patterns
employed were designed to simulate what would
typically be required for placing a water main
eight foot below the ground, near the fiber optic
cable. See Figure A for the plan view of the
experiment.
Fifty meters of cable were buried with the
remaining cable running above ground to the
electronic monitoring e-uipment safely located 50
meters away.
Optical tiber was spliced at the
cable ends to create over two hundred meters of
an optical fiber run in a fifty meter cable.
This situation made the cable more sensitive to
blasting effects since more fiber was subject to
the blast.
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this

device

and

an

optical

attenuator, the bit errors per pits transmitted
were kept at a level of 0. x10
bten lss
which resulted in an average of one error per
four seconds and represented the highest BER
During the
typically accepted in a system.
blasts, the BER tester was switched to display
the actual number of errors counted.
If errors
were recorded during the blast beyond the normal
rate, the BER tester would indicate that
transmission may have been adversely affected.
Figure C illustrates the layout of the BER test
device.
An Optical Time Domain Reflectometer,
(OTDR), was used to locate any possible anomalies
the fiber caused by the blast. Additionally,
a power meter was employed to measure any changes
in attenuation before and after each blast.
Bit Error Rate
Measurement Set-Up

FRW, A

The fiber optic cable employed was Siecor's
single armor loose tube design. This design is a

gel filled, double layer loose tube construction

Fiber
Optic Cable

Laser Transmitter

that utilizes aramid yarn and fiberglass strength
members,
multiple
polyethylene jackets
and
longitudinally applied corrugated steel armoring.
This design is typically recommended for direct
the
it provides
buried applications since
physical protection required for vibratory plow
installations and potential rodent or lightning
exposure.
See Figure B for the cable cross
section.
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Every effort was made to achieve realistic field
conditions. The area used was primarily shale
The
rock with a few inches of loose top soil.
dust produced by the rock drill was mostly white
indicating hard shale, with a few occasional
bursts of dark brown indicatinn soft shale.
Across most of the test area the plow could
easily install the cable to the desired twenty
four inch depth even though it occasionally
brought five to twenty five pound chunks of shale
to the surface. Over one area of the test, the
plow hammered on top of a layer of hard material
In all
at a depth of about twenty inches.
probability, a cable installation contractor
would have laid the cable the same way, right on
top of the rock. This area was also used for the
most severe test of blasting under and beside the
cable.
If the ground had been much harder, the
cable would have been trenched in and probably
surrounded by a few inches of protective material
such as sand thereby making the plow-in scenario
The likelihood of shearing or
worst case.
crushing the cable was greater than if the cable
had been trenched in through harder rock and back
filled with softer material (sand).
The explosive used was a nitroglycerine based
dynamite, which had an absolute energy (bulk
strength) of 1400 cal/cc, a relative energy of
190 (using Ammonium Nitrate-Fuel Oil, ANFO=100 as
a bench mark), and a velocity of 16,000 feet per
second.
Electric time delay caps were used to
The holes were stemmed
detonate the dynamite.
When multiple charges were
with #67 stone.
fixed, they were covered with a weighted sled
(for safety reasons) to eliminate flying rock.
The experiment was started with one charge of
five pounds, (2 each 2"x16" sticks) placed ten
feet from the test cable and ten feet deep as per
Figure A. This places the explosive at about
eleven feet from the cable. The shot raised the
No additional errors
ground about six inches.
were recorded by the BER tester and no increase
in attenuation was measured by the power meter.
Shot #2 was basically the same with the BER
(BER
of
be
more sensitive
tester 9 set to
0.5xl0 ). The results were identical to the
first shot.
Shot -3 was made with a five hole pattern as per
Figure A. Each hole was loaded with five pounds
of explosive giving a total load of twenty five
This shot was covered with tie sled to
pounds.
protect observers from flying debris. As normal
blasting practice dictates, the delay on the caps
were designed so that the closest hole to the
This shot
cable would be the last to fire.
picked the sled up about six inches, humped the
area about one foot and cracked the ground in all
directions.
This shot probably displaced the
errors
or
slightly.
No
additional
cable
increases in attenuation were seen.

Shot #4 was the same as #3 except the pattern was
varied slightly and was now five feet from
the cable as per Figure A. The results were
identical to #3.
Shot #5 was also similar to #3 and #4 except the
two closest holes were drilled about three feet
from the cable. The results were identical to #3
and #4. The cable was probably displaced a few
inches by this shot. Again, no additional errors
were detected and no increases in attenuation
were observed.
Shot #6 was a seven hole pattern containing
thirty five pounds total dynamite, with the
closest holes being two feet from the cable. The
ground was raised about a foot and the cable was
probably displaced more than six inches, but
again, no additional errors were recorded on the
BER tester.
Shot #7 was a seven hole pattern as per Figure A,
It is
which actually crossed under the cable.
doubtful that a contractor would attempt this
shot in an actual job situation with a live
the way cable is often
cable, but, given
installed around an obstruction, there is an
excellent chance that such a blast could occur
without prior knowledge that the cable was within
the hole pattern. This shot occurred in the area
where the cable was installed right on top of the
The seven hole pattern contained
rock layer.
thirty five pounds of explosive, all within ten
The closest explosive was
feet of the cable.
about six feet from the cable. This shot picked
the sled up more than a foot, humped the area
about a foot, and probably displaced the cable
No additional bit errors or
about one foot.
cable damage were found, nor was an increase in
attenuation noted.
Shot #8 was designed to be representative of an
"accidental" shot for a water line trench. Holes
were drilled a foot on each side of the cable and
Each was loaded with one
six feet feet deep.
half stick of 2"x16" dynamite which placed the
explosive at about four feet from the cable.
This shot was rather loud and disturbed the
ground in the same manner as the other shots due
to the shallow depth. As we had hoped, this shot
also caused no increase in bit errors, nor any
increase in cable attenuation.

IV. ANALYSIS
None of the blasting shots caused an increase in
attenuation as measured by the power meter and no
increase in bit errors as measured by the BER
tester. No additional bit errors were observed
effects
were
that
no
transient
indicating
witnL,sed by the cable. The instantaneous shock
provided by the blast diu not adversely affect
The cables were excavated at
the data stream.
severe blast areas and showed only
the mos
insigniflLant cosmetic scratches on the outer
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jacket. These scratches are most likely a result
of their contact with the rock either during
direct burial or during the blast and are not
considered to be any factor in the short term or
long term performance of the cable. What is most
significant is that the cable showed no signs of
deformation. The cables were still round, showed
no flattened or oval areas indicating no
significant physical damage.
This experiment was designed to replicate most
commonly used blasting techniques used in the
industry. The parameters in the test were either
considered typical or "worst case". There are
many variables that can enter into this type of
experiment: rock type and density, cable depth
and placement method, cable type or construction,
blasting methods, shot pattern, blast hole depth,
explosive type and quantity used, and the
sensitivity of the electronic equipment employed.
Our intent was to keep most of these constant or
at least to quantify the variables in order to
collect the most meaningful data possible.
fifferent parimaterq or assumptions may alter the
testing results.
However, using typical and
worst case parameters should help to justify the
results of this test relative to many other less
harsh blasting situations.
Specifically, we chose to use a vibratory plow to
place the cable into the shale rock bed as a
worst case scenario because the vibratory plow
vibrates the plow blade to fracture and move the
rock aside, laying the cable in this new path.
This method may cause the newly fractured rock to
damage the cable if the blast is severe enough.
This scenario also keeps the ground homogeneous
enough to allow the highest propagation of the
shock wave. Normal trenching burial procedures
provide a change in density of material in the
ground around the cable since the backfill
material around the cable is normaily sand or a
"softer", less dense material.
This procedure
would tend to protect the cable from protruding
rock fragments and also reduce the effect of the
shock wave.
The shale rock bed was chosen
because it is the hardest material that would be
plowed through with a vibratory plow.
If a
material like granite was encountered, then it is
most likely that the cable would be trenched in
and have that extra protection as was previously
described.

V. CONCLUSION
Unchanged attenuation measurements, as measured
by the power meter, both before and after each
blast indicated that no increase in attenuation
occurred because of the blast. No increase in
bit errors, as measured by the BER tester,
indicated
that
no
measurable
transient
fluctuations occurred during blasting. The OTDR
scan makes it obvious that no breaks in the fiber
occurred. The conclusion that can be drawn from
the readings taken during this test is that these
Siecor fiber optic cables were not adversely
affected by the blasts. No significant physical
damage was done to the cable, as subsequent
inspection showed no damage short of cosmetic
scratches.
This indicates that no long term
failure due to blasting is expected.
The cables in this experiment held up quite well
through the rigors of blasting.
Even with
charges within one foot (plan view) and two to
eight feet below the cable (side view), no
detrimental effects were observed. Some concerns
have been expressed about the crush resistance of
fiber optic cables.
These test results show
excellent protection in worst case situations.
The results of our experiment indicate that
excavation utilizing explosives and blasting
techniques standard to the industry performed by
excavation experts should be relatively safe when
employing reasonable charges and at reasonable
distances from Siecor loose tube fiber optic
cable that employs steel tape armor.
This
experiment indicates that the rerouting of data
should not be necessary; however, each company
should weigh this risk based on the sensitivity
of the data being transmitted and the severity of
their respective excavation requirements before
blasting.
VI.

Thanks should be extended to Brad Barringer of
B.R.S. for providing the site, blasting materials
and related excavation equipment.

The blasting materials and techniques described
were used because they are considered typical for
the type of rock encountered. The depth of the
blasts and hole pattern employed are typical for
the scenario of a water or sewer main going in
eight feet below the ground and would replicate a
typical large excavation that would occur along a
highway or railroad right of way.
Another
variable that was introduced into this experiment
was the cable design. Since the experiment was
performed
with
Siecor's
single
armored
loose tube cable, one should not assume that
other cable designs will produce the same
positive results.
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*A METHOD FOREVALUATING OIDATIVE STABILITY ANDPERFORMANCE OF POLYOLEFIN
INSULATIONS FOR FILLEDTELEPHONE CABLES.'

H.S.Aitken
and V.B.Mascarenhas

Canada Wireand CableLimited,
Toronto,
Canada.
ABSTRACT
Thereis conclusive evidence bothfromour priorstudies
andpublished
data that, in filledcable,depletion of the stabilization systemin
polyolefin insulation
occursas a result
of themanufacturing processes,
thestorageenvironment of the cableand theservice
environment of the
cable.A longterm programme wan initiated
to develop an accelerated
laboratory scaletest,to simulate
theseagingconditions andto predict
theperformance of different insulating materials and filling
compounds
in service.A material
testprocedure
has beendeveloped forevaluating
theaging performance of polyolefin insulation
systems.
Thisprocedure
involves
the simulation of processing, storage,
and service
parameters,
usingthe components of filledcable systems,and is a meaningful
laboratory
scale testwhich doesnot requirsthe use of completed
cables, In addition, the studydemonstrates the correlation between
residual
antioxidant activity andphysical
integrity of the insulation.
Prediction of life expectancy of the insulation
system,following
depletion of theantioxidant, may be possible.
The information obtained fromalmosttwo yearsof evaluations usingthis
technique advances the understanding of the behaviour
of filledcable
insulation systemsand providesa basis for reliablypredicting the
performance and the lifeexpectancy of filled
cablesystems.
INTRODUCTION
Sincetheintroduction of fullyfilled
telecommunications cablesover25
yearsago, therehas beenan ongoing
concernabouttheeffect of cable
filling
on thelifeexpectancy of polymeric insultione in current
use.
Whenone scanspreviously published papers on thissubject,
somefifty
odd paperspresented at previous symposia alone,
there seems to be
general
agreement
by manufacturers as well as usersof filledcables,
thatthere ts an undesirable interaction
between
the insulation
and
petrolatum fillingcompounds, however,at the serviceconditions,
generally the effectis suchthat it doesnot significantly alterthe
overall
serviceperformance of the cable.Reports
on performance of
filled
cablesaftersomeyearsof service
suggest
thatindeedthecables
f
are doingwelllt'.
Puchof thework doneprior to accepting a filledcablesystemfor
commercial cableshasbeendonethrough
accelerated agingtests.
Canada
Wirelaboratories
havebeeninvolved
in thistypeof worksincethe late
1960's
and is continually upgrading
the evaluation techniques usedin
q alifying f lledcablecomponents, Fromearlier studies
on polyolefins,
it was confirmed that accelerated agingtemperatures of 70'Cor higher
are to be avoidedso that theresults
of theexperiments wouldno' be
complicated by thesecondordertransition
point of mediumdensity
polyethylene
whichwas one ?f the nuterials
w9-TDC;
,nderstudy.55'C.
6O'Cand 65'Cweretheseiected
temperatures forthisstudy,results
of
whichformeda part of ar IWC3paper'!!.
f!'C is the upperaging
.,7-- -.... . . -. reslts
e.
of whichareretorted
here.
Theprogram
willcontinue
to studyandrepor ornthefilledablesyE'em
at lowertemperatures,
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Results of agingunder exaggerated test conditions haveshownthstin
time the stabilizing additives are depleted. Laboratory data has
suggested thatforburied cablethiscouldbe greater
than100 yearsand
for..riai cabl LOneuepletion is understandably in lesstime. What
happens
to the insulation
after complete depletion of stabilizing
system?
How longdoes the integrity
of the insulation
remainintactin
thecable and at the terminals' It is hopedthatinformation
generated
in this program
will be helpfulin confirming the lifepredicted
for
filledcablesor provideevidence for furtherimprovements of the
system,
TESTPROGRAMME
Conductors insulated
withcommercially available cellular
highdensity
polyethylene, cellular medium density
polyethylene and solid
polyprorylene (ethylene/propylent copolymer;
were selectedfor ths
work.The filling
compounds selcted werepetrolatum typecommonly used
in theindustry.
The insulated
conductors were treated
with hot filling
compounds at a
temperature and duration simulating thefilling
operation (I05'Cl.
They
were then agedin the fillingcompounds at 65*C for predetermined
intervals
of time,followedby removalfromthe filling
compounds and
further
aging in an air oven at 65'. While the insulations
were
subjected
to theabove processes, the depletion of the antioridant
Antioxidant Activity
systemwas monitored by determining the Residual
usingwellestablished Thermal
Analytical
Techniques. Slightly different
techniques were required
for cellular
insulations tEEASpecification
PR 89;and solidinsulations
(REASpecofication PH 39i.Simultaneously,
the above sampleswere also testedfor dimensional chaige,and
fiexibility/dielectric strength.
Dielectric test is used to determine
the onset of cracking, sincephysical
examination aloneisnot reliable
fordetecting the appearance of minutecrackswhichformas a resultof
emorittlement due to oxidation. Thisrepresents a majordeviation from
the methods usedin otherstudiesand is the ieadingreasonforthe
enhanced accuracy of results
andprediction of service
life.
The ResidualAntiordant Activitydata in conjunction withothertest
evaluation of c-mpatihilbty and integroty
data allowsfora mcre precose
of filledcablesystems
and promotes
a morereliable
predicton fir the
lifeof the insuiation.
An extenscn ' this sudywa t; det.rm:ne oh'
remaining
life of the moou'tion after ovpl-tedep!etin of the
stabilizer
system,
through
ai:ngof stresse pigtaimed, samples.
TST !PTFIK
A~Paratis
.
oroedIraft Cven. Any f,rceddraft':orcu'a.tng
air ecapableof sa:ntaising the testtemperature
w!tn'r
I, and caving
ineiddiens:ron large
enugh to aommodaoe everal :imerzelr
-r .
Forthis stody,a Ele w Monde:
Numler
'MCloternoEmnenO
Hogh 'l
2. Widt 24', Dept ?, anca hue F Mo e. N ab r VPDKO;
ilnternal
Dimensions:
4eigt :4, Wih 19".:eptl:P' , wereJee. E:th
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ovensweremaintained at 200 airchanges/hour.

TABLEI

?~pical Properties of Cable Filling
Coaonds
2. Immersios
trays:
Glass or Enamelled traysof a size whichwill
allowfor theimmersion
of specimens of insulated
conductors of at least

Projerty

18 inchesin lengthoncethe trayhas beenfilledwithcablefilling
compound. Forthisstudy,
enamelled traywithinternal
dimensions of 151
inchesin length,
9 inchesin widthand21 inchesin depthwereused.

DropMelting Point.
*C (ASTMD 121)

97

93

ConePenetration I 5'C,
I/10ma (ASTM D 9371

43

45

140

160

Dissipation FactorS
I MHx/Z"C (ASTMD 9241

0.001

0.01

Dielectric Constant I
I
(ASTM0 9241

2.10

3. Thermal Analyzer:Any thermalanalyzer with a Differential
Scanning Calorimeter capable of determining theOxidation Induction Time
of polyolefin
insulations
as described in NA Specification PH 89
(Residual
Antioxidant Activity after Processing).
For this study a
DuPont Series 99 ThermalAnalyzer with a DuPont 910 Differential
Scanning Calorimeter wasused.
4, Dielectric Strength Tester:An apparatus capable of providing an
AC potential(voltage)
sufficient to cause dielectric failurein the
insulation under test.The apparatus shallalsobe capable of applying
theAC potential
at a predetermined fixedriseof 500VAC persecond.
Forthis study,a Hipotronics AC Dielectric TestSetModel760-5/11340
andan AC Dielectric TestSetdesigned and builtin housewereused.
5. Microscope/Magnifying Glass:An apparatus (magnifying glass or
microscope) capableof providing 5 times magnification, for visual
examination of insulated
conductor. A hand held magnifying glass
approximately 21" in diameter was usedhere.
S. Micrometer:
A micrometer capable
of measuring the diameter of
insulated
conductors to thenearest
0.001inches.
Materials Under Evaluation
I.

Insulations

I. Cellular HighDensityPolyethylene (HOPE):824 AVG Soft Bare
Copper (SBCTconductor (insulation
density:0.640 g/cal;insulation
thickness:
0.008 inches
nominall,
Thebase resinconforming to ASTM
0 1248, Type Il,ClassA, Category 4, Grade09.
Z. Cellular Medium Density Polyethylere (MOPE):124 AVG (SBC)
conductor (insulation
density:
0.651g/cm';insulation
thickness:
0.008
inches
nominal),
The base resinconforming to ASTM D 1218,Type II,
ClassA, Category 4, Grade84.
3, Solid Polypropylene PP: 124 AVG (SBC)conductor (insulation
thickness.0.011 inches nominal, Ethylene/propylene copolymer
conforming to ASTMD 4101,ClassPP 200B 40003B II.
2.

Comiound A

ConePenetration I 65'C,
1110ma (ASTM
D 937)

~nN/25'C

VolumeResistivity
;O0'C,
ohm-cm (ASTM011691
Oxidation Induction
Time
IBO'CAlumPan,minutes

I

101,
l

50

Copound B

Z.10

5 1 l0l

5

2. Specimens of each insulation
are placedlengthwise
in an empty
sampletray suchthat theendsof eachspecimen extend
approximately '
inchesbeyondthesidesof the tray.The trayscontaining thespecimens
arethen filledwith cable fillingcompound
at a temperature equalto
thatusedin cableproduction (105'C.Afterthecompnu.d hec cooledand
equilibrated to ambient
temperature (about
25*C)twospecimens
of each
t;peare removed
from thecompound forevaluation. The traycontaining
theremainder of the specimens
is thenplacedina circulating air oven
whichis maintained at 65"C.Two colours (BlueandBrown)for eachof
three insulationtypes (MDPE Cellular, HOPE Cellular and Solid
Polypropylene) are immersedin two petrolatum type cable filling
compounds(Type A with an antioxidant and Type B withoutan
antioxidant).
Specimens of each insulation typeandcolourare removed
fromboth of thecablefilling
compounds at regular
intervals
(2 weeks,
1 month,2 months...
and latein 2 monthintervals
forevaluation.
3. Untreated Specimens of eachtype andcolour are also placedin
emptytrays andaged in air at 65"C and used as controlsamples.
Specimens are takenand evaluated at the sameintervals
an thosemgedin
cablefilling
compounds.

CableFilling
Compounds

The two cablefillingcompounds are commercial
grade petrolatum type
compounds:
Compound A is designed to meetRRAP09 (Residual
Antioxidant
Activity and HO'CCompoundFlowTest).Compound B isdesigned to meet
W5C Compound Flow Test and is formulated
with only sufficient
antioxidant t provide
stability of the compound
duringprocessing. The
typical
properties f bhth filling
compounds are givenin TableI.
SamplePrepartion
A plurality of 2 font longspecimens
of eachinsulation
typeand
colourt; be studied
mereprepared.
Basedon previous Etudius
sufficient
specimens
were prepared
to allow for theevaluation of I specimens
per
monthfor a period 3 years(plus10%for potential
reLests,
etc,).
Specimens are aged In 2 gradesof fillingcompoundand in air,
therefore,
238, 2 footspecimens wereprepared
foreachinsulation
type
and oilour.

Fig.1.Specimens
priorto immersion
in CableFilling
Compound
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Fig.2. Insulated Conductors Immersed in CableFilling
Compound.

Fig.4. Pigtailed Specimens afterDielectric Strength Test.(lNote
blows
occurin thestressed
area of the insulation.)

Spcn Eva uation
4. Cracking
Each specimen

is evaluated

for Residual Antioxidant

Activity;

Dimensional Change;Plexibility/Di:lectric Strength;
and Cracking of
Pigtailed Specimens after Depletion of lntioxidant (whenapplicable).
Rvaluation
Procedures
I. ResidualAntioxidant Activity:
The Residual Antioxidant Activity

of 'Pigtail'

Specimens af ter Deple tintof Antioxidant

(A01:When the Residual
Antioxidant Activity (O.I,T.? of toe insulating
materials becomes one minute
or lessand theAU is considered depleted,
3 specimens of the appropriate insulating material are formedinto
1 :gtnils and agedin thisconfiguration, in air at 65'C.Thepigtailed
specimens are examined weekly forcracksat 5 timesmagnification, if no
cracksare observed the specimens are returned tj theovenfor further
aging.

of each specimen is measured as perREA Specification PR-89 forthe
cellular insulations and as per REA PE-39for thesolid insulation,
except thecableconditioning (bhI 68'Clis waved.

RESULTS

I. Res
idualAntinidant he tivit~j0I.

Refer
to Figures
A thruI

2. Dimensiomal Change:
The diameter (D) is measured to thenearest
0.001inchesusinga handheld dialmicrometer, themeanaverage of 5
measurements is takenas thediameter.

in Appendix I.

3. Flexibility/Dielectric Strength:
The dielectric breakdown
voltage
of each specimen is measured between theconductor and ground. The
specimen is wipedcarefully
usinga softtissue,
to removeany fiting
compound or foreign
material fromthe insulation surface,thenwound
intoa 'pigtail'. The 'pigtail"
is formed
by making a one-inch loopin
the centreof the specimen such thatone end of the specimen crosses
overthe otherendat approximately 90 and is woundsix complete turns
aroundthe insulation (adjacent turnstouching).
SeeFig.3 below. Each
specimen is examined for cracksat 5 times magnification. The
.pigtailed" specimens arethen placedin a solution of 5% (wvw)of
Sodium Chloride in water,withtheleadsextending farenoughabovethe
solution such thatflashover doesnoL occur.The Dielectric Strength
(breakdown voltage)of each specimen is measured in turn (voltage
increased
at a rateof 500VAC persecond),

Agedin Air@ 65VC:The I.T. of HDPRagedin airat 65C decreases
gradually with time.AfterZ monthsan I.T. of 10minutesforboth
the Blueand Browninsulations indicates
thattheAO is stillactivesi,
offers theinsulating material protection against oxidative degradation.

DDPECellular

Agedin Cablefilling CompoundA. 65SC: The O,I,T. of RIPEagedin
compound A decreases dramatically during the first2 weeksof agingat
65'C,after2 weeksthereduction
in OIT. is verygradual
and after20
months theAO wouldappear to be stillactive.It is noteworthy thatthe
muchof reduction in 0 I,T.during the first2 weeksis theresultof
the simulated
filling
operation (exposure of theinsulating
material
to
thecable filling
compound at 105'C).Priorto thesimulated
filling
operation, the BlueHDPECellular insulutior
hadan O.IT. of 90minutes
and the Brown 100 minutes,after the simulation of the filling
operation, the Bluehad an O.IT. of 48 minutesand the Brown 46

minutes. Ao CIT.' or 1 minuteor lesshavebeen
observed
after
N1
months of agingand therefore
agingof pigtailed
specimens
hasnot been
initiated
so far.
Agedin CableFilling

Compound .at

65'C:The observations madefor

Compound B are generally the same us for Compound A, including
the
dramatic effect of the simulated
filling
operation on theO.1.T. of both
theBlue and Brown insulation,
The mostsignificant difference in the

behaviour
c' HUPI
Cellular
inCompound
B versusCompound
A, is the
earlier
depletion of AO in specimens
specimens
at 10 and 1Z months).

Fig,3, Pigtailed
Specimens.
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removed
from Compound U (Brown

Specimens of theUDPEcellular agedinCompound 8, pigtailed
and further
aged in Air (Cracking of Pigtailed
Specimens after Depletion of
Antioxidant showno evidence of failure
after8 monttsat 65'C.
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DPB Cellular
Agedin Air_1

65'C:The O.I.T. of MOPRagedin airat 65"Cdecreases

gradually
with time.After20 monthsO..'s of 9 minutes
forBlueand
5 minutes for Brownindicates
thatthe AO is stillactiveandoffers the
insulating material protection against oxidative degradation.
Agedin CableFilling Compound A # 6WC: As in thecasewhenBDPEis
agedin Compound A a dramatic reduction
in OIT. of the. sulation
occursduring thefirst2 weeks,afterwhichthe reduction
in O.I.T. is
very gradual.Again as with HDPB the fillingoperation is most
responsible for reduction
of O.I.T.,the Bluehad an O.I.T. of 91
minutes priorto the filling
operation and theBrown92 minutes,
filling
reduced
the O.I.T. to 55 and 65 minutes respectively. After20 months
O.I.T,'s of 7 minutesforthe Blueinsulation
and9 minutesforthe
Browninsulation, suggests
thattheAO is stillactive.
Agedin CableFilling
Compound B 0 65C:

Observations madeforsamples

agedin Compound B aregenerally thesame as those forCompound A,
excepting that theO.I.T. of the Browninsulation
afterlB months had
reached
zerominutes.
Specimens of BrownMDP! cellular aged in Compound B, pigtailed
and
further
aged in Air (Cracking of Pigtailed
Specimens afterDepletion of
Antioxidant showno evidence of failure
afterZ monthsat 5 C :n Air.
SolidPolypropylene
ACedin Air@ 6sc: The 0.I.T. of SolidPolypropylene agedin airat
65'Cdecreases gradually. After 20 monthsthe .IT. of 19 and 21
minutes
for theBlue andBrown insulations
receptively indicates
that
theAO is stillsctive.
Agedin CubleFi ing Compound
A @ EVC: As notedabovein thecoases
of
HDPRand MDP!rapid reduction
in the O.I.T. of PP occurseuring the
firstZ weeksof exposure to Compound A. 0.!,T. data indicates
thatthe
filling
operation has less effect on solidPP versusthe cellular
materials. The O.I.T.for PP prior to fillingis 86 minutesforBlue
insulation
and H7 minutes
for Browninsulation,
afterfilling
the O.I.T.
is 7I minutes
and 64 minutesforthe Blueand Brownrespectively. The
O.I.T, of PP aged in CompoundA has remainedessentially constant
betwevn
2 weeksand 20 monthsexposure time at 65'C.0.I.T.'s of 5
minutes
and 4 minutesforBlue andBrown PP insulation
respectively
indicates
that theAO is still activeand offers the insulations
protection against
or:native degradation.
Agedin CableFillingCompoundB
65C: The observations made for
compound
B are generally thesameas forcompound A. Themcstnoticeable

difference in the behaviour of PP insulation
in Compound B versus
Compound A is the earlier
depletion of AO as a resultof aging in
Compound B (bothBlueandBrownspecimens exhibit Cl,'s of lessthan
I minute afteronlyI monthsin Compound B at 6dC).
Specimens of SolidPP agedin Compound B, pigtailed and further
agedin
Air,showno evidence of failure
afterI monthsat 65'C,
2.

Dimensional Change

The changein the diameter of the insulated
conductors is measured at
regular
intervals
during the agingperiod.
Diameter changes
observed on
specimens
aged in Air wasconsidered insignificant and within normal
variation
for products manufactured on a highspeed insulating line.
Diameter changesobserved on specimens aged in both Compound A and
Compound B, aresmall,but significant, indicating that the filling
compounds or components of thefillingcompounds are absorbed by the
insulation
materials. Results aregivenin Table11.
3.

Pleoibility/Dielectric Strength

HDPRCellular:
HDPE Cellular insulation,
bothBlueand Brown,exhibits
excellent retentionof Dielectric Strength
evenafter20 months at 65C
in Air, Compound A and Compound B. This excellent retention
of
Dielectric Strengthsuggests that the flexibility of HOP! Cellular
remains
essentially unaffected after20 months. Referto Figures
J, I
and L in Appendix
2.
DP!Cellular:The comments made forHOPE Cellular Insulation
above,
holdtruefor MDPECellular. SeeFigures
M, N and0 in Appendix
2.
SolidPP: Solid PP insulation,
bothBlueand Brownexhibits excellent
retention
of Dielectric Strengthevenafter 20 months at 65C in Air,
Compound A and Compound B, in factinsulation agedin Compound A k P,
showa largeincreasein Dielectric Strengt. Thisexcellent retention
cC Dielectric Strength suggeststhatthe flexibility of SolidPP does
notdeteriorate after20 months. Referto Figures
P, Q andR in Appendix
2.
4.

Crackingof-Pigtaii"Specimens after Devletiox
of Antioxidant

(AO)
Specimens of insulated
conductors whichhavereached
complete depletion
of antioxidant were'pigtailed"
andare beingagedin air at 65'C,very
limited
data is available at thisstage.At thiswriting no cracking of
the insulations
beingaged afterdepletion of antionidant has been
observed. Thedatais summarized in TableIII.

TAEL II
Cellular HDPH
Blue

Cellular MDP!

Brown

SolidPP

Blue

Brown

Blue

Brown

LIM

LOH

lI04

0.043

0.036

0.038

0.036

0.044

.G44

0.038

0.03B

0.040

0.040

(.145

0.045

0.03

0.037

0.)40

0.I3H

0.045

0.1045

Initial
Dia.(inches)

0.037

.O36

Dia.after20 monthsin Air
@ 65"C(inches]

0.036

Di. after21 monthsin
Compound
A @ 6h'C(inches)
Dis,afterZO monthsin
Compound
B @ 65"C inches)
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TABLEIII
Cellular HDP

Cellular MDPB

SolidPP

Blue

Bron

Blue

Blue

I

I

I

I

I

I

Agedin Compound A

I

I

I

I

I

Agedin Compound 8I

2

1

3

4

4

Insulation
T Pe
Agedin Air

1

Brown

Brown

complete depletion of AD hasnot beenreached.
Testsnotstarted,
= No cracking after8 months, testcontinuing.

3

after2 months, testcontinuing.
No cracking

4

testcontinuing.
go cracking after13 months,
CONCLUSION:

A method for evaluating stability and performance of polyolefin
insulations in filledcablesystems
has beendeveloped. Thismethod does
not requiretheuse of completed cablesand is usefulforqualification
and fillingcompounds or theircombinations. The useof
of insulations
dielectric strength
failure
to determine theonsetof crackformation
in
point
tboinsulation
enhances the accuracy of determination of failure
prediction of service
life of the
and will provide
a morerealistic
system.Aging of insulationsafter depletion of antioxidant is
continuing,
resultsso far suggestthat thereis indeedlife after
complete depletion of theantioxidant.
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Fig. K
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Fig.

L
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Fig. 0
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INVESTIGATION ON THE RHEIILOGICAL CHARACTERIST1CS
OF FILlING COMPOC'NDS FOR OPTICAL FIBRE CABLES

R.W.Co-ne, J.Broad

OUSSEK CAMPBELL LIMITED,
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The second gelling system irvestigated was the
combinatio. of ipyrogenic silica with a thixctrcjo
modifier.
A comparisor. of a mcdiid
gel with its
unmodified version and bose oil showi. i:, Fig 6.
The
two
systems
show
p-arallel
flow
cur'., ,me
suggestir.g that the serSltllI tr
sear has
been affeoted. However, the mclfiec system sr.(ws
a
lower
overall
viscosity,
a 1-d -.dr
the
conditions of this experim-.t
(i.e.
:c:.trolld
stress reduction) shows :.u rcuvtrv. .,
fact the
material does recover but rot within te t-mesualt
of this experiment.
Recovery
Iharactristics are
examined in more detail in a later experiment.
The complete series of modified gels is presented
in Fig 7. All flow curves show a similar gradient
to the unmodified els,
indicating no charge in
shear sensitivity but the recovery curves all show
a
significant
increase
in
the tme deper.dar.t
factor.
The
third
gelling
mechanism
ivestigated
was
produced by gelling the base oils wit, a small
percentage of low density polyethyle:;e.
This type
of gel is Jesigned to be processed at arcur.d 120C
and therefore flow measurements made at alient
temperature
do
not,
in
this
case,
represent
processing conditions, but have been included to
show the characteristcs of the materi~l.
Flow
and recovery proporties are shown in Fig B.
Ali
three gels behave in a similar manner showing a
reduction in viscosity on shearing and a small
degree or rec overy.
A further experiment
was
carried out on this group ot materials in which
the sampl-e was applied at 120'C and allowed to
cool in
contact with the measuring head. .
low
curves produced my this method are presented in
Fig 9.
A higher initial
viscosity and a greater
degree of shear thinning was evident along with
greater recovery.
These
findings support
the
theory that the theological properties of this
type of material are highly dependant on the shear
history of the sample and can he raconstituted oh
heating above the melting point.

2.

Pecovery

qenerated
The informotion on recovery proerties
There
by the previous technique is very limited.
are alternative techniques for assessing recovery,
described
here.
Tb5
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one such
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iCe;
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At very low shear rates such as may be incurred by
thermal expansion of the cable it is likely that
the fibre doesn't actually cut through these types
of gel, but instead is held firmly in place. Some
would agree this an advantage in that the fibre
remains buffered while others would suggest this
has
fibre
the
that
in
a
d-advantage
is
restraining forces exerted on it.

ROB CORNE
DUSSEL CAMPBELL LTD
THAMEs ROAD
THAMFOAD
NT DAl
CNAYFOD,
ENGLAND

4. Creep
-xamined the viscous
Until this point we hav,
properties of the material
If we are to suppose
that at low shear rates th, fibre does not cut
through the
gel but is
allowed to move by
temporary deformation, then we must examine the
elastic properties of the gel.
One technique for measuring such properties is
cilled Creep in which a constant known stress is
applied to
the mater-]
under test
and the
resultant strain measured. The strain is measured
by monitoring angular displacement. In practice a
plo, of compllnce, which is the ratio of strain
to stress, against time is obtained. Fig 16 shows
a compliance curve one would expect for a material
that exhibits a viscoelastic respon.e at low
stress. ks can be seen when the stress is removed
there is a partial recovery back to the original
state.
Fig 17 shows a compilation of the compliance
curves obtained on the materials, as can be seen
the majority show classic vis oelastic behaviour
at low stress. The significance of tnese results
to the cable maker and the performance of an
optical fibre cable is difficult to assess and is
beyond the scope of this paper.
Conclusions
The flow data obtained for each
of the nine
compound- gives
a more reliable and detailed
charactOrisation of very soft tube filling compound
than cone penetration.

Rob Core is Chief Chemist of the Cable Products
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development of cable filling compounds at BICC.
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To fully atilise the low shear rate and compliance
data generated by the contlolled stress rheometer
morf work is required to assess the levels of
sh , r
otress and
shear rtt
fibres
exert on
cc.npoundu during the, normal service of an optical
fibre ctblo.
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TABLE 1
Pyrogenic
Silica

I4

Pyrogenic
Silica
+Thixtropy
Modifier

/

/

Mineral Oil

Low Oensity
Polyethylene

I

Plybutene
Polyal-

7

phaolefin

V/

TABLE 2

Table 2 gives
of this type.

normally

characteristics

Mineral
Oil +
Silica +
Modifier

available

on cumpounds

Polybutene
+
Silica +
Modifier

P.A.O.
+
Silica
Modifier

Mineral
Oil +
Silica

Polybutene
+ Silica

P.A.O.
+
Silica

Cone
Penetration
0 -40oC

74

218

278

70

180

300

Cone
Penetration
0 -30C

i11

278

289

162

305

334

Cone
Penetration

267

329

308

205

314

337

Cone
Penetration
0 -10C

>350

334

321

300

>350

>350

NonMelting

NonMelting

l onMolting

NonMelting

TEST

Melting
Point 'C

458

the physical

NonMelting

NonMelting
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Mineral
Oil +
LOPE

Polybutene
4
LOPE

45

151

02

93

P.A.O.
+
LDPE

380

2

AN OIL SEPARATION TEST TO PREI)ICT ELEVATED-TEMPERATURE DRIP
PERFORMANCE OF OPTICAL CABLE BUFFER TUBE FILLING COMPOUNDS
Martin C. Light, Jr.
Siecor Corporation,489 Sicc or Park--RD& E,!tickorv, NC 28603

1.ABSTRACT

filling compound dripping from the cable samples constitutes a
failure in these tests.

A -.imple, repeatable test method to measure filling compound
oil separation and predict cable drip performance was
developed.

2.2

CABLE DRIP TESTING DETAILS

The results of room temperature and elevated

temperature oil separation testing on II filling compounds

While many cable compound flow or drip tests are used in the

showed high correlation with drip test results.

optical cable industry, three of the most widely used-

Threshold

1 2-

Bell

, GTE 3 , and Rural

values of oil separation above which loose tube cable drip

Communications Research (Bellcore)

failures will likely occur were found to be 2% separation at

Electrification Administration (REA) 4 - are detailed in Table

'13'C, and 15% separation at 65'C and 80'C. Coupled with

1. Prepared cable test segments are displayed in Figure 1.

other rheological testing, this oil separation test can greatly aid

The highest test temperature encountered was the 80'C

in the understanding of filling compound behavior and tile

specified in REA PE-90.

development of improved compounds and cables.
2. INTRODUCTION

2.1

FIGURE 1

BACKGROUND

-

CABLE DRIP SAMPLES

A kc, component of loose tube optical cable designs is the
filling compound (also referred to as the flooding or
waterblocking compound).

Most optical cable fillin.L,

compounds are composed of blends of some of the fOllo in-

,

materials: natural or synthetic oils, petrolatum, waxes, g:l..
polymers, silicone oils, thickening agents, and thixotropic
agents. Filling compounds should act to prevent the inlr,
uoI
of water and other liquids into the cable, be non-volatile and
non-reactive with cable materials, and be relatively stable

30.0cm

50 0cm

across the cable operating temperature range.

I

w'axes,
oils, compounds
and relatively
low-mo>lecular-weighi
poly'r,.
Since filling
in fiber
optic cables are composed
of

if ......
8 0cm I

0cm

Armor
Duct
BE L.LCORE=

which can change consistency quickly at different temperature,

REA

and since optical cables are often required to perform al
temperatures ahcve 60'C

cables are required to pass filli,

--50Ocm
_

compound drip (or flow, tests. In tests of this type. sgmcw,

---

GTE

of optical cables (30 cm to 50 cni) are vertically suspended i
circulating-air ovens at elevated tempcIratires b'r a period

I

time and monitored for filling
componld flow: ani aniount
I(d
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2.3 RATIONALE FOR A DRIP SCREEN TEST

Another test procedure cited by filling compound
manufacturers is the "cone bleed" test. In this test, a 100-ml

Because of time and resource considerations, it is difficult to
justify manufacturing lengths of fiber optic cable for the sole
purpose of drip testing a new filling compound. It is desirable
to establish a high probability that a given filling compound
will pass all required drip tests before optimizing the many

filling compound sample is placed in a cone-shaped sieve,
initially weighed, and subjected to an elevated temperature.
The apparatus is cooled and reweighed, and the weight
difference is reported as percent of the initial wkeight: the
volume of oil collected under the cone can also be measured
and reported. The results of this one-sample-at-a-time test are

other processing variables needed to produce a high quality
fiber optic cable. Thus, a number of test procedures have been
developed to eliminate from consideration those compounds
likely to fail when tested in cabled form.

very dependent on the method used to fill the cone. Also, the
sieve-cone can retain some oils more than others, contributing
to misleading results.

Testing unjacketed, filling-compound-containing cable components - rather than segments of jacketed cables - is one way
to screen filling compounds for drip test performance. These
samples can be prepared and tested per the procedures detailed
above; results are very similar to finished cable samples tested
in the same manner. However, producing buffer tubes or cable
core units still requires a significant amount of processing time
and materials cost. A more suitable screening procedure
would test some measurable filling compound characteristic
which could be correlated to actual cable drip performance.

The oil separation test described in the following sections is a
simple, repeatable test which can be pcrformed on fiber optic
cable filling compounds with common laboratory equipment.
Sample preparation consists of obtaining and dispensing a
blended, deaired sample of filling compound. The test can be
conducted at a variety of elevated temperatures and many

A test procedure based on ASTM D-1742, "Oil Separation
from Lubricating Grease During Storage" 5, was reported in
6
the 1987 IWCS proceedings. In this procedure, a small
container holding a sieve-strainer full of compound is placed
under press-vre ,"an elevated temperature. The amount of oil
separating from the bulk of the material is weighed after the

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

test completion. A high correlation was reported betweei
results of this test and cable compound flow tests; however,
this one-sample-at-a-time procedure was designed for copper
cable filling compounds.

TEST CONDITION

3.1

OIL SEPARATION TEST DETAILS

Equipment - In addition to a thoroughly mixed and deaired
sample of the filling compound tested, the following
equipment was used to conduct oil separation tests: 10-ml
disposable syringes, 11-cm diameter Type I Whatman filter
paper, Pyrex watchglasses (12-cm diameter), 600-ml Pyrex
beakers, lab spatula. analytical bdlance (accurate io±0.0001

TABLE I: DRIP TEST PROCEDURES
GTE
BELLCORE

REA

Sample Length:

30cm

50 cm

>30 cm

Exposed Core Length:

13 cm (unannored)
8 cm (armored)
Not specified
Optional

5 cm

Lim

C_- I C
M"()
70(" _2C (core floodinme i

Oplion:l

65C ± 2-

Not specifled
No caps
(YC_±_2C <tube hllinci

Preconditioning Time:

72 hours (optional)

None

N mnc

Test Time:

24 hours

24 hours

24 hiur,

t.
No drips (<I
in preconditJonjn )

No drip.

No drip,

Number of Samples:
Cap Unprepared End?:
Test Temperature:

Failure Criteria:
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samples can be tested simultaneously. Results are obtained
within 48 hours.
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gram), tweezers, scissor,, and circulating-air ovens set to the
test temperature (± 10C).

At the end of the additional 24 hours, the watchglass assembly

Procedure -

The mixed and deaired filling compound was
loaded into a syringe with a lab spatula. Care was taken to

square and filter paper circle were again separately weighed,
and the results recorded. After noting any unusual visible

prevent introducing air bubbles into the compound. After the

changes in the sample, the sample and filter paper were

syringe was filled, the plunger was replaced and slowly

discarded.

depressed until compound flowed from the syringe,

solvent prior to any future testing.

One 11-cm circle of filter paper was weighed on the analytical

Calculations -

balance (all weights to ± 0.0001 gram) and placed onto a

was removed from the oven and allowed to cool on a marble
surface for approximately 5 minutes. The sample-containing

The watchglass and beaker were cleaned with a

During the course of the test procedure,
sample identification and analytical balance weights were

labeled Pyrex watchglass.

recorded in a laboratory notebook. Upon completion of a test,
this information was then entered into a spreadshee: program

A number of 2.6-cm (± 0.1 cm) squares were cut from another

running on a minicomputer to facilitate data analysis. The

piece of filter paper with scissors. One of the 2.6-cm squares

following designations were used for the weighing results:

was weighed on the analytical balance. After the weight was
recorded, 1 ml of filling compound was applied from the

WT 1 = filter paper square weight

syringe onto the center of the square (in a circular dab with

WT 2 = initial weight of sample-containing square

approximately a 0.5-cm space between the sample and any

WT 3 = initial weight of filter paper circle

edge). The 1-ml volume dispensed was measured by reading

0
WT 2A = post 24 hrs at 23 C sample-square weight

the graduations printed on the syringe. Using tweezers, the

WT 3A = post 24 hrs at 23C filter paper circle weight

sample-containing square was weighed. Care was taken to

WT 2B = sample-square wt. alter 24 hrs at elevated temperature

prevent moisture, skin oils, and other foreign particles from
contaminating the sample and affecting the results.

WT 3B = filter paper circle wt after 24 hrs at elevated temperature
The following calculations were
made for each sample using

Immediately after the sample-containing square was weighed

the weights as listed above (bracketed numbers are used to

it was placed in the center of the filter paper circle, which had

indicate the value of previous calculations -

been previously weighed and put on the watchglass.

to the numeric result of equation 1.1 below). All calculated

The

watchglass was then covered with an inverted 600-ml beake-

e.g. 11.1] refers

results were reported to the nearest 0. 1% separation.

and remained at room temperature (23°C ± I C) for 24 hours.
11

Initial Sample Weight

=

(WT 2) - (WT 1)

If additional samples were to be tested concurrently, they were

12

231C Sample Weight Loss = (WT 2) - (WT 2A)

prepared in the manner described above. It was found that

1.3

% Weight Loss at 23C = [121 100

one-at-a-time sample preparation enhanced test repeatability

1.4

23:C Filter Paper Circle Weight Gain

A

1.5

23C Volatile Weight Loss = [1.2] - [1.4] if> 0

1.6

% Volatile Weight Loss at 230C = 11.5)* 100 +[1.1]

1.7

% Nonvolatile Weight Loss at 23C = [1.3] - [1.61

At the end of 24 hours at room temperature, the beaker was

1.8

TIC Sample Weight Loss = (WT 2) - (WT 2B)

removed and the sample-containing square and the filter paper

1.9

% Weight Loss at T'C = [1.8]

After the weights were

1.10

TIC Filter Paper Circle Weight Gain = (WT 3B) - (WT 3)

recorded, both were replaced on the watchglass and the

1,11

TIC Volatile Weight Loss = [1.8] -[1.10] if > 0

when compared to "assembly line" sample preparation.

circle were separately weighed.

apparatus was transferred to a preheated circulating-air oven at
the desired temperature.

The watchglass was again covered

(WT 3A) - (WT 3)

231C Vol,.ile Weight Loss = 0 if[1.2] - [1.4]

minimum of 4 samples of each compound were prepared for
each test temperature.

[111
=

0

[1.1]

100

TC Volatile Weight Loss = 0 if [1.8] - [1.10] < 0
1 12 % Volatile Weight Loss at T"C = [1.11]- 100 + [1 1]

with the 60M-m beaker and left undisturbed for 24 additional

1 13 % Nonvolatile Weight Loss at T'

hours in the oven.

(In 1 8 to 1.13, 'T' indicates the elevated test temperature.)

=

[1.91 - [1.12]
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3.2

BUFFER TUBE DRIP TEST DtJIAILS

u

separation (including volatiles) and are reported as a percent ot
the initial sample weight. The drip test resulhs are reported as

Sample Preparation -

liuffer tube samples were produced
with standard tube materials on standard equipment. The tube

the percent of all buffer tube samples which failed the
respective drip test.

inner diameter was 2.0 mm. The tubes were filled in the
standard method with filling compound and 12 colored fibers.

4.2

Procedure - After a 100-meter length of filled buffer tube

Table 3 contains the results of correlation calculations

was produced, samples were prepared by cutting the tube into
_oO-cm segments. These segments were vertically suspended
over glass dishes in a circulating-air oven; the samples were
secured near the bottom to prevent them from excessive
motion caused by the oven fan. Two sets of samples were
prepared for each filling compound - one set was tested
according to the Bellcore 65°C drip procedure, the other
according to the REA 80'C procedure. No preconditioning
cycles were used, and failures were determined as outlined in
the test procedures.

performed on the data shown in Table 2. The relatively high
degree of correlation indicates that oil separation test results
can be used to predict drip test results with good success.

TABLE 3: CORRELATION OF OIL SEPARATION
RESULTS TO DRIP TEST RESULTS
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
65°C Oil Separation & 65°C Drip Failures:

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1

CORRELATION OF rESTS

RESULTS OF VARIOUS COMPOUNDS

The test results for II different fitling compounds are

80'C Oil Separation & 80°C Drip Failures:

0.86

23°C Oil Separation & 65-C Drip Failures:

G)7 G

23'C Oil Separation & 8"C Drip Failures:
23CC Oil Separation & 65C Oil Separation:

(.69
0.88

0
23 0 C Oil Separation & XO
C Oil Separation:

(79

displayed in Table 2. All oil separation results are for total

TABLE 2: RESULTS OF 65°C OIL SEPARATION & BUFFER TUBE DRIP 1 ESTIN;
FILLING

23C

65'C

65'C DRIP

C
c SEP.

-)-c)R1)

COMPOUND

% SEP.

A

0.0

0.0

13

0.4

1.0

C

0.4

8.0

0

11.4

D

0.8

5.6

0

16.4

E

2.0

10,8

0

14.3

27

F

1.7

18.8

20

36 4

-10

G

2.4

17,

67

20.7

73

I

6.0

32.0

100

34.0

1)0

12,1

22.0

25

2 (

35

J

13.1

41.4

91

45.)

1010

K

28,5

50,0

100)

5. 2

I))

'

SEP.

c FAILURE
0

F .AII.URE

0.0)

01

L0{

0
t}

All drip tests
conducted on 12:fiber tdhes of 20-nrn inner dicmctcr: no( 4lv pre( (mdii, mll,
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4.3

5.2

TEST REPEATABILITY

LIMITATIONS OF TEST

Based on studies of the same filling compounds in the same

The oil separation test results are dependent on the handling of

lab with the same operator at different times, the test

the filling compound prior to and during the execution of the

repeatability was determined to be within ± 12% of the

procedure.

separation value. The greater the total amount of separation

filling compounds to be tested and compared in a similar

was for a compound, the greater was the variability in test

manner. Also, the area of the compound touching the small

repetitions -

filter paper square should be similar for each sample.

this may reflect the fact that compounds which

Care should be taken to mix and de-aerate all

tend to separate to a greater degree are inherently less stable
and can be greatly affected by slight handling differences.

When predicting the drip performance of filling compounds in
a loose tube cable, it is important to note that oil separation is

4.4

only one mechanism by which a compound may fail a drip

TEST REPRODUCIBILITY

test. A compound with a low viscosity or one that melts near
At this time, no round robin laboratory studies have been

the drip test temperature may not exhibit a great deal of

undertaken to calculate the reproducibility of the oil separation

separation and still fail a compound drip test.

The cable

However, non-statistical comparisons of data obtained

designer must consider the total chemical, physical, and

from in-house and from filling compound suppliers have

rheological aspects of a filling compound's behavior in order

shown similar results for a given filling compound.

to produce the highest quality fiber optic cables.

test.

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
5.1

5.3

GENERAL

RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of the experimental work detailed above was to

It is recommended that further work be done to quantify the

develop a simple, reliable, and repeatable screening test for

reproducibility of the oil separation

cable filling compound drip tests. Based on the correlation

Additionally, investigating the effects of shear and temperature

coefficients contained in Table 3, it can be concluded that the

history on the oil separation of filling compounds may also

oil separation test can be used to accurately predict the drip

lead to a better understanding of long-term filling compound

performance of loose tube fiber optic cables. The highest

behavior.

degree of correlation temperatures -

0.88 average for both elevated

was obtained when the oil separation test was

test procedure.

Predicting drip performance of filling compounds

is

complicated by the wide variety of test procedures currently in
The adoption of an industry-wide compound drip

conducted at the same temperature as the cable drip test. A

use.

0.70 degree of correlation was obtained when the 23°C oil

procedure, with performance requirements closely tied to

separation value was used to predict elevated temperature drip
performance.

actual and measurable cable field requirements, could simplify
and legitimize the entire issue of cable drip.

The high degree of correlation is especially notable when the
diverse nature of the filling compounds tested in this study is
considered. The variety of compounds ranged from siliconebased systems to polyisobutylene-based blends to petrolatunis

6. CONCLUSIONS

to metallic soap cor'pounds.
An oil separation test procedure was developed which can be
Based on the test results reported in Table 1, two threshold

used to predict the filling compound drip test performance of

values were derived as upper limits for an oil separation

loose tube fiber optic cables with a high degree of correlation.

screening test. Compounds Ahich separated less than 2% at

Ihe test is simple. repeatable, uses ordinary laboratory

room temperature and less than 15% at 65°C or 80'C were

equipment, yields results in 48 hours, can be conducted on a

most likely to pass the buffer tube compound drip tests with a

large number of samples simultaneously, and was designed to

low incidence of drip failures.

test optical cable filling compounds.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A WATERTIGHT BURIED CLOSURE SYSTEM

John A. Loken, David H. Proffer, Mark J. Stanek

SIGMAFORM CORPORATION
Santa Clara, CA
SUMMARY

practices would be necessary to bring about more
significant improvement.

The problem of water ingress into direct buried
telephone plant is reviewed from a historical
viewpoint. Unsuccessful attempts to solve the
problems are discussed and a summary of the different ways in which water can enter into the
h,,riad plant ar, outlined. The foitr main leakage
paths are:
1) Permeation, 2) Leakage through the
and flood3) Condensation
closure to cable
4)Leaagethrugh
edetals
aovegrond
ingseal,
npedestals,
ing in above ground
4)
Leakage through
cable and sprvice wires. The solutions to these
four problems are presented and combine the followingRe-enterable
2) Service Wire Splices, 3) Forced Encapsulation,
4) Heat Shrinkable Outer Sleeves, 5) Heat Shrinkable Splice Caps for Pedestal Closures. Combinations of these components can provide a highly
watertight system for any type of direct buried
plant.
INTRODUCTION
When "out of sight plant" was first conceived as a
method for communities to beautify their areas by
removing unsightly overhead telephone cables, the
telephone companies were still using pulp insulated lead and plastic sheathed cables. Since this
type cable had performed well in the aerial and
underground environments, it was dssumed by the
ohone companies that they could also be direct

THE PROBLEM
Unfortunately, direct
burial drectbural
of
caUnfotuntel,
f pulp
plp insulated
isultedca-into
bles created many serious problems for both maintenance and construction crews. The overwhelming
majority of these problems were caused by water
entering the cable and splices and saturating the
pulp insulation. The water changed the dielectric
properties of the insulation creating problems
with noise and ultimately dead shorts.

The first major change was introduction of filled
cable, but while filling compounds reduced the
flow of water in the cable, the splices continued
to accumulate water in the wet areas where they
were direct buried.
water
preventwere
to attempt to
The next
used:
methods
splice.
thewas
intostep
entry
1) Petroleum
jelly wasThree
injected
into the dlo2) sure.
polyurethane encapsulants were
gravity poured into the closures and allowed
to cure.
3) The splice was removed from the buried
environment and placed in an above ground
pedestal.
This latter method had the further advantage of
making splices more readily accessible while still
maintaining the aesthetic advantage of eliminating
overhead plant.
Despite these precautions, however, a high rate of
trouble due to ingress of water into the direct
buried closures and even the pedpstal closurag continued to be a problem. Product troubles added to
the overall problem and created other difficulties.
A detailed analysis of the problems led to several
pertinent conclusions. Water can enter the closure by a number of different
paths:
1) Permeation through the closure.
2) Leakage through the seal between the closure
and cable.
3) Through
leaking or flooding
the condensation,
above ground pedestals.
stals.
nd
the throu
it
4) Leakage through the cable and service wires.

With the development of Plastic Insulated Conductor (PIC) cables, the pulp cables were replaced
and it was assumed this would solve the problem
since the dielectric properties of polyethylene
are unaffected by moisture. However, the problems
persisted even though there was some improvement.
At this point, it was realized by the telephone
companies that substantial changes in existing
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THE SOLUTION
1) The permeation problem is not a significant
factor and as a precautionary matter, a metalfoil
permeation barrier is almost always included as
part of a non-metallic closure to insure that
water does not enter through the closure itself.
2) Leakage through the seal between the closure
and the cable is one of the major sources of water
entry into the closures. The advent of heatshrink
technology has provided the most reliable and versatile cable to closure sealing method and virtually eliminated this problem. The combination of
a
outer coated
sleeve onto
in combination
hotshrinkable
melt adhesive
the sleeve with
which the
melts and bonds to the cable during installation
provids an bondstoihe ablogd
inginstall
n
provides an effective and long lasting seal.

service wire splices.
'edam is applied at the
source of entry of the service wire to the main
cable while the splice can be installed easily
where the service wire leading to the house is
spliced.
Sigmaform's Research and Development activities
indicate that combinations of the following components can provide a highly reliable watertight
system for any type of direct buried plant:
1) Service Wire Dams
2) Service Wire Splices
3) Force
E plion
3) Forced Encapsulation
4)
Outer Sleeves
5) Heat
Heat Shrinkable
Shrinkable Splice
Caps for Pedestal
Closures. This combination provides a highly reliable watertight system for any type
of direct buried plant.

3) The solution to the pedestal closure problem
also can be found in the use of a heatshrinkable
system. Butt Closures in the form of a long cap
with a shrinkable lower part can be placed over
the splice bundle inside the pedestal. When the
lower portion of the cap is shrunk onto the jacket
of the entering cables, an effective seal against
condensation, leaking, flooding, UV and oxidative
degradation is affected again by means of hot melt
adhesives coated onto the shrinkable portion of
the cap. These caps can be reentered and reused.
4) Finally, the problem of leakage through the cables itself is addressed by use of the technique
known as forced encapsulation. In this technique,
a re-enterable polyurethane encapsulant is contained in a plastic bag which is placed around the
splice bundle and sealed onto the opposite ends of
the cable opening. This bag is then compressed by
means of an outer wrapping technique which squeezes the encapsulant around the conductors and connectors into the core of the splice and even into
the cable core and most importantly between the
terneplate and the outer jacket. This added
pressure forcing the encapsulant into all voids is
the solution to the problem which occurs in all
gravity poured closures.
While the previous methods provide
the problem of entry of water into
and splices in buried plant, there
entry path into buried plant: the

solutions to
the main cable
is one further
service wire.

A study has been conducted on this source of water
entry. Both shielded and unshielded service wires
were investigated. The shielded service wires all
leaked water when subjected to a static waterhead.
A majority of unshielded service wires leaked also.
Details of this testing are available.
Sources of water ent'y into the service wire are:
1) Damage to the sheath
2) Service Wire Splices
A solution to this problem with service wires has
been to develop a service wire dam and service
wire splice based on a specially designed hot melt
adhesive in combination with heatshrink components
which results in a "flooding" an'r -molete da=.4nq
cf :ources of water entry into service wires and
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ZIPPERING FAILURES

IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS CABLE JACKETS

O.S. Cebizlioglu, P.B. Crimado, C.T. Avant and E.J. Biron

Bellcore
New Jersey, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

of
installation
underground
During
telecommunications cables, polyethylene jacket that
is bonded to the steel shield may zipper, i.e., rip
open along and above the shield overlap. The
the
cable
by
test
was
developed
torsion
manufacturers and users to assess the risk of
zippering. In this investigation, the mechanics of
torsion was studied and related to observed failure
patterns. Two cable parameters were found to be
important: 1) the unbonded zone width divided by
the jacket thickness, b/tp, and 2) the diameter-tosheath thickness ratio, D/t s . for b/tp < 5, the
well-known torsional buckling is observed. For b/t
> 5, cables appear to exhibit localized buckling oy
the unbonded portion of the jacket over the shield
overlap and may eventually zipper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunications cables with plastic jackets
nay
exhibit
jacket
damage
during
underground
installation.
In
jackets bonded
to
the
steel
shield, the failure appears in the form of sheath
buckling and/or "zippering", a tearing of
the
jacket along the shield overlap,
A
typical
cable
sheath
consists
of
a
polyethylene jacket bonded to a corrugated steel
shield. For an average cable diameter (over core
wrap) of 32.8 mm, a minimum jacket thickness of 1.0
1
mm is required( ). For cables of average diameter
greater than 76mm, a minimum 1.( mm is required.
The maximum thickness at any cross section is
restricted to 155 % of the minimum thickness.
Figure 1-1 presents a schematic representation of a
cable cross section. Underlying and overlying edges
of the shield overlap are not bonded: the overlying
edge is formed inwards to minimize sawing action on
the jacket. To further minimize iniury to the
jacket,
a tape may
be placed on the
shield
2 1
overlap(
. ihi.
able
sheath design yields a
bonded
polyethylene
jacket
of
high
torsional
I
, qr
-'ss combined with
a
iarrofi-- "1
unb -.dd portILo
-1
hde smik.IU o\,erlap,

The polyethylene jacket is bonded to the
steel shield to improve the buckling resistance of
(3
the sheath
). However, the incidence of zippering
of bonded
greatly increased with the use
has
jacket. Currently three tests are used to predict
zippering. These are notch, sheath adherence and
(1
torsion tests
). The notch and sheath adherence
tests are used as indicators of the effects of
damage on the jacket by the edge of the shield
overlap, and the bond strength between the jacket
and the steel shield, respectively. Hence, they do
not provide a measure of cable sheath performance
under the forces which may operate in the field
installation. The torsion test, on the other hand.
subjects a cable specimen to a shear deformation,
and the response of the cable sheath approximates
the
buckling and zippering damage observed in
field.
During installation into duct, cable from the
reel is fed through a C-bend or an S-bend. In each
case, the cable sheath is subjected to tensile
and/or shear forces. The damage patterns from the
field specimens clearly indicate that the intense
shearing on the jacket along the shield overlap
initiates the failure. Moreover, the field failure
patterns closely match the failure patterns on
2)
torsion test specimens. Maguire and Rossi(
also
report that their torsion test results on 5 footcable specimens were statistically consistent with
installation failures in the field.
In
this
presentation,
we
discuss
the
deformation of a thin cable jacket bonded to a
steel shield and
the relationship of
testing
stresses
to
buckling and failure
patterns in
torsion. In section II,
we describe:
(1) our
detailed observations of damage patterns, (2) their
relationship to the state of bonding of the jacket
to the shield overlap, and (3) major deformation
mechanisms of the jacket.
In section III,
we
develop an experimental shear stress-twist angle
relationship and use it with the buckling criteria
of section II to predict the failure pattern for a
test cable.

TT.

TORSION TEST

A torsion test on cables with polyethylene
''c.-'
t. jteel shield i
- poC ucre jI
evaiuating
resIsLance
to
zippering
and
other

Ji-
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deleterious

deformations such as large buckles or
kinks that can hinder cable installation. The test

of

is applied to a 1.5 meter (60 inch) length of
cable. The free end is rotated in the direction
opposite to the overlap portion of the steel
sheath.
Bonded cables under 2 inches
outside
diameter are rotated 540 degrees; cables of larger
outside diameter are rotated 360 degrees.

described in Figure
I-db.
For a suificiently
large shear stress, the mode i
buckling pattern of
Figure 11-2 can result. This mode resembles shear
4 ,5
buckling of flat plates(
). The critical 4 shear
,5
)
stress for buckling is given by the equation(

Torsion
tests
performed
on
cables
from
several vendors showed four diverse patterns of
cable
sheath
deformation.
The
first
pattern
consisted of screw-type buckles of varying radial
displacement helically wrapped around the cable at
a 45 degree angle, shown in Figure 11-1. These
represent well-known torsional buckling modes of
4
thin-walled tubes of circular cross-section( ). It
is worthy to note that the buckling pattern does
not
follow the
jacket seam. The
second mode
involves local buckling of the cable sheath in the
vicinity of the shield overlap, shown in Figure II2. These buckles form a periodic pattern oriented,
at least initially, at 45 degrees to the cable
axis and evenly spaced along the length of the
cable,
and
fourth
deformation
modes
The
third
involve zippering of the cable jacket. The third
mode is merely a terminal state of mode 11. When
buckling occurs during the early stages of torque
application, the buckled surfaces tend to behave
like a series of diagonal tension members upon
(4 )
subsequent load increases
. Zippering can then
occur by tearing of the jacket along lines normal
to the buckles, i.e.,
in the direction of the
diagonal tension field shown in Figure 11-3. The
ruptures or tears on the jacket occur along the
peaks of the ripples while the valleys remain
intact. The fourth pattern is illustrated in Figure
11-4. In this mode, cable sheath deformations are
not noticeable near the tear which occurs along the
shield overlap. The tear resembles a knife cut.
This type of failure is precipitated by cutting of
the polyethylene jacket by the sharp edge of the
steel shield because of faulty forming during
manufacture.
Cable deformation modes I and II do nnt
appear together and therefore compete. Mode I is
described as torsional buckling of thin-walled
cylinders. The critical shear stress for buckling
4
is given by the expression( )

a

split

stresses

on

(cp

ring.
the

This

deformation

segment

K (EE)

0 5

of

imposes

unbonded

2

(t/b)

shear

4acket

as

(11-2)

where K - 5.85 for a simply supported plate; E is
the modulus of elasticity;
Et
is the
tangent
modulus of polyethylene, i.e., the slope of the
uniaxial tensile stress-strain curve, and tp and b
are the jacket thickness and unbonded zone width,
respectively.
It is expected that the mode with the lower
critical stress will dominate, i.e., (?c)c < (Tc)p
for mode I and, conversely, 'rc)p < (Tc)c for mode
II.
The buckling curves of these modes plotted
against the characteristic ratios, i.e. , b/tp and
D/t s appear in Figure 11-6. The tangent moduli
required for this calculation were obtained from
our
tensile
tests
performed
on
samples
of
polyethylene jacket and steel-bonded polyethylene.
Table I1-1 sumnmarizes the results of torsion
tests performed at room temperature on bonded
cables. Cables with the same diameter listed in
this table were taken from the same reel. There was
a large variation in the dimensions of the cables
and especially
in
the width of
the unbonded
portion. For instance, measurements taken over a 3
inch-length of the cable revealed a two hundred
percent variance in unbonded width. Nevertheless,
from the buckling curves of Figure 11-6 and Table
II-1, several trends are evident. First, when the
width of the unbonded zone is small, b/tp < 5,
screw-type (mode I, Figure I1-I) buckling of the
cable seems to dominate. The test results on cables
1-3, 7, 8, 12, 13 support this observation. When
the mode I pattern occurs to this extent, it will
obviously hinder the cable placement. Second, from
Figure 11-6 and the experimental data of Table II1, it appears that when b/tp > 5*, local shear
buckling (mode II) near the unbonded region takes
place and is followed,
in most instances, by
zipperinp failure
(modes III or iV). The test
results on cables 4-6 and 9-11 coroborate this
conclusion.
Some discrepancies observed on cables such as

(rc)c -

K (EEt)

0 "5

(ts/D)

1

5

.

(11-1)

where K - 0.73, E and E t are modulus of elasticity
(or Young's modulus) and tangent modulus of the
polyethylene-steel shield composite, respectively;
ts is the thickness of the composite, and D is the
outside diameter of the cable.
In many instances, the polyethylene jacket
is not completely bonded to the corrugated steel
shield. The unbonded portion spans the shield
overlap as depicted in Figure 11-5a. When the cable
is
twisted,
an
out-of-plane
displacement
or
warping of the cross-section ensues similar to that
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4,
10
and of11 theareunbonded
attributed
to
the
distribution
zone width
alongbroad
the
cable
length previously noted. An alternative
explanation may be that an initially bonded area
can become unbonded during the testing if the shear
strength of
the
bond
between the
steel and
> 5, it
polyethylene jacket is exceeded. When b/t
does not necessarily mean that zippering failure is
imminent, i.e., cables 5, 10, 11. However, this

This ratio varies with D/t s . For the cables
tested, 5 < b/tp < 6.5. The lower limit is
conservatively adopted.
*
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Indicates a potential zippering failure since mode
I buckling must always precede zippering.

TABLE Il-I
Torsion Test Summary

Cable

Outside
Diameter
(cm)

D/t s

b/tp

Failure
Mode

1

5.97

22

3.54-4.16

1

2

5.97

22

2.33-2.76

1

3

5.97

22

2.03-2.85

I

4

7.87

28

2.40-3.28

III

5

7.87

28

5.76-6.11

11

6

7.87

28

3.27-5.94

111

7

7.62

31

0.0

1

8

7.62

31

0.0

1

9

6.35

20

5.23-6.72

IV

10

6.35

20

0.0

II

11

6.35

20

3.34-3.89

II

stress as a function of the twist angle in two
steps. First, we develop the maximum shear straintwist angle relationship. In the second part, we
derive the maximum shear stress-strain curve for
polyethylene
jacket.
Thus,
we
arrive
at
an
experimental
maximum
shear
stress-twist
angle
relationship.

(a) Maximum

Shear

Strain-Twist

Angle

Relationship

When the cable is subjected to a torque at
one end, say at z-O (where z is the direction of
the cable axis), ir addition to a twist of angle 8
(Figure
Il-5a),
an out-of-piane
displacement or
6 ,7
warping takes place(
). It is this warping of the
cross section that precipitates zippering of the
unbonded portion of the jacket.
Considering the bonded cable sheath to be a
thin-walled split cylinder, shown in Figure Il-5a,
Uq(z) and Uz(8) are defined as the two components
of the displacement vector and are shown in Figure
III-1. The total shear strain, at a given angle of
twist, has also two components that are related to
those of the displacement vector. Pg is the global
strain due to twisting. It is measured as 6UO/Az,
shown in Figure Ill-la. r1 is the local strain on
the unbonded portion of the jacket. It is related
to the second component of the displacement vector
and defined as AUz/h. AU# and AU z refer to changes,
due to twisting, in components of the displacement
vector, U9 and Uz, respectively; Az and h are
defined in Figure III-I. Thus, the total strain is
obtained from the expression

Ftot -

Pg

+

I
(Ill-1)

12

8.38

25.0

1.07-1.24

I

13

8.38

25.0

0.0

1

Ftot -

III. EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS

two
buckling
In
the
preceding
section,
patterns (mode I and mode II) were described in the
torsion
of
a
cable
sheath consisting
of
a
polyethylene jacket bonded to a steel shield. For
needs
to
prediction of failure patterns, one
determine the maximum shear stress on the cable
jacket as a function of the angle of twist in the
torsion test and compare it with the critical shear
stress defined in section I
for buckling. Ehis
critical stress can be established by using cable
parameter ratios in conjunction with the buckling
curves of Fig.ll-6.
In

this

section, we

determine

maximum

(AU9 /Az) + (AUz/h)

One can determine AU6/Az by measuring the arc
length AB, Figure Ill-la, and dividing it by the
length of the cable between the torsion grips at a
selected angle-of-twist. The local shear strain,
rI, on the unbonded portion of the jacket over the
shield overlap is determined by following the
deformation of the rectangle depicted in Figure
IllI-lb with increasing twist angle. Figure III-2a
shows the rectangle drawn on the unbonded portion
of the jacket at zero twist angle. Figures III-2b
and III-2c display the deformation of the rectangle
at 15 degrees and 60 degrees, respectively. The
local shear strain is obtained by dividing the
axial displacement AU z by h, shown in Figure IIIlb. Figure 111-3 shows a plot of total shear strain
against the angle-of-twist for one of the cables
tested.

shear
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(b) Maximum Shear Stress-Shear Strain Relationship

The maximum shear stress-strain relationship
for the polyethylene jacket is obtained from the
uniaxial
tensile
stress-strain
curve
of
a
representative cable jacket material. The tensile
stress measured in uniaxial tension is also the
(6
principal stress
), and the maximum shear stress
is one half of the principal stress. Similarly,
maximum shear strain is calculated from tensile
strain. However, in this case, one must consider
two components of the tensile strain field, tensile
strain in the direction of the principal stress,
and strain at 90 degrees to the tensile stress.
Hence, maximum shear
strain is
given by the
6
following expression( ), for a Poisson's ratio of
0.5

Fmax - 0.75 Emax

(111-2)

where Emax is the tensile strain in the direction
of tensile stress. Figure 111-4 shows the maximum
shear stress-strain relationship for polyethylene,

(c) Prediction of Failure Patterns
Having established the maximum shear stresstwist angle
relationship
for a
representative
cable, we can attempt to predict the buckling
pattern observed in the torsion test sample.
Step I: One reads the total shear strain from
3
Figure iilfor the angle-of-twist at which the
buckling pattern appears. With the total shear
strain, we then determine the maximum shear stress
on the unbonded portion of the jacket from Figure
111-4
Step II: We measure the characteristic ratio
D/t s
for the cable and read the corresponding
critical shear stress (Tc)c from Figure 11-6. If
the shear stress determined in Step I is lower
than (rc)c, then mode II buckling is confirmed.
For example, one of the test cables exhibited
a critical angle-of-twist for buckling of about 45
degrees. From Figure 111-3, a total strain of 0.36
is found. At this value of total strain, we read a
maximum shear stress of 6.2 MPa from Figure 111-3.
The measured value of D/ts, for this cable, is 28.
The corresponding critical stress for buckling,
(Tc)c, from Figure 11-6, is 6.7 MPa. Since shear
stress on the jacket is lower than the critical
shear stress, we conclude that mode 11 buckling
will occur. This result is consistent with our
observations listed for cables 4, 5 and 6 in Table
11-1, and it appears to be in good agreement with
the buckling pattern-cable parameter relationships
observed,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The
mechanics
of
a
torsion
test
for
telecommunications cables containing a polyethylene
jacket
bonded
to
a
steel
shield
has
been
investigated analytically and experimentally. The
objective of this study was to identify the most
significant cable parameters which could be used to
predict zippering during cable placement.
Four
torsional
deformation
modes
were
identified: overall screw-type buckling, Figure II1; local buckling about the overlap seam, Figure
11-2; and two cable sheath failures, Figures I-3
and 11-4. In a typical cable construction, the
polyethylene jacket is not bonded over a small
two
Therefore
segment along the shield overlap
characteristic buckling conditions are evident: (I)
the torsional buckling of the cable sheath, which
can be treated as a thin-walled tube, and (2) the
localized shear plate buckling of the unbonded
portion
of
the
polyethylene
jacket.
It
is
determined that the latter buckling mode occurs for
the
unbonded
width-to-jacket
thickness
ratios
greater than five, i.e., b/tp > 5. This has been
shown to agree with test results presented in Table
II-I and the buckling curves of Figure 11-6.
Although
post-buckling
behavior
was
not
addressed in this analysis, it is possible that
when b/tp > 5, the cable jacket can exhibit
zippering since this failure is preceded by large
localized deformations of the unbonded portion of
the jacket about the shield overlap. Work still in
progress is aimed at the prediction of failure
patterns by measuring torque and shear stress on
the cable jacket.
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CRACKING OF FOAM-SKIN POLYETHYL NE INSULATIONS IN PEDESTALS

T. N. Bowmer

Bellcore
Red Bank, New Jersey 07701
U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
These stabilizers can react or be lost by migration and
Foam-skin tII)PF insulations hase been found to be
evaporation, whereupon oxidation can occur at
susceptible to thermal o\idation and cracking after less
susceptible sites in the pol.mer molecule such as labile
than a decade in the field. Thcse insulations are used in
C-His at chain branch points or all.lic positions. The
the latest de,,ign of water resistant PIC (polyolefin
peroxy radicals (RO,,) produced will propagate the
insulated conductor) cables. The problem i.sattributed to
oxidation reaction by abstracting hvdrogens atoms and
inladequate stabilizer de,,ign
the ppedestal
environment,
inadepoquatstablie
desinrl f-ordrig
alnvuroent
Tcreate
more free radicals and or cause" main chain clea\,age
not poor quaflity control during manufacture. The
residual stability of field insulations, measured for selected
producing unsaturation, keto-compounds, organic acids
sites in the C.S.A. depended on the climatic factors,
and other oxidation products- .
primarily temperature. I he extent of cracked insulations
In the 1960-70s. catastrophic cracking occurred in low
and sulnerable plant was hieh in the hot southwest but
decreased -n nios ing to cooler climates. Cracking
density
polyethylene
(LDPE)
insulations.
Such
patterns were predicted using results from laboratory
deterioration occurred in as little as 3-4 sears in the
aging of" field samples as well as the history of cracked
southwestern United States. Extensive work showed that
I.D)PF insulations,
not only was stabilizer loss and oxidation accelerated by
high temperatures, but also the copper conductor
INTRODUCTION
catalyzed the oxidation 1.2,4- 11. Consequently,
the
Multipair telecommunications cables consist of
insulation material was changed to high density
poltolefin insulated conductors (PIC) grouped into color
polyethylene (HDPE), a less volatile antioxidant was used
coded pairs that are protected b. metallic and plastic
and a metal deactivator added. The procedures developed
sheaths. Over the last two decades PIC cable insulations
during this time form the basis of the stability
hare experienced \arying degrees of degradation inside
requirements for today's cable 2 12 -14
abiise-griuntl, reads-access closures. Buried cables are
Concomitant with these material changes, waterbrought into pedcstals \here the protective sheaths are
resistant PIC cable was introduced into the buned plant
remo\ed and the insulated copper conductors exposed for
environment in 1972. This involved filling the cables with
splicing and terminations. Temperatures greater than
a waxy hydrocarbon material. Polvpmpvlene (PP)
130 F can be reached inside such pedestals when heated
insulations were initially used in these cables, but were
bs direct sunhiht -. lhermalls-inducedl oxidation of the
replaced by a fioam-skin IDPE design in 1976 that
insulatiiun cen toallv produces microscopic defects and
incorporated an inner coating of foamed HDPE with a
crazes, \hich slowly grow in length and concentration
outer coating of solid IIDPE. 1 hese insulations were
until isihle cracks deselop leading to noisy transmission
expected, from pre\ious research 15, to last greater than 40
and interrupted setsice. The insulations are affected by
\ars in the pedestal enironment without trouble,
h umidi ty, riilns, lood. lightning, dust, sun light,
although some accelerated testing results predicted onlv a
pollutanl, and other ens ironmental fictor,,, but high
10-15 scar lifetime 16.
lemperIturCs :Id physical ,tressa ie beliesed to be the
major faclor., that determine in,,ulation lifctirm.
Foam-skin [IDPE insulations placed in 1976-S0, h ase
begun to crack in closures in southern Vrizona and New
Poliltins are durable outdoitnr materials prosided
Mexico 17. There base esen been report of cracking in
they ire pirtected agiitsr thermal oxidation by chemical
cble of later \intagce in Phoenix. lhe c;,ncern is that
idditises lega., hindered phlciols iir secorud;irv an ine,, 3.
slch faiilures are again cauwd b ,tabilizer depletion.
W tell
stabilied pol_ ethslene cin last ii irs sear,. as seen
Based on the I_DPF experience , the' s ithikest is a
b\ the lonees its of black pil yet~lretre cable jackets,
harbinger on what can be expected in the tcst of the
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country, since the high temperatures and long summers
of the southwest greatly accelerate thermal oxidation and
stabilizer loss inside pedestal closures. These concerns are
further magnified by the quantities of foam-skin
insulations that have accumulated in the field over the
last 12 years.

a Omega Model CN-310-RTD-C controller. The samples
were routinely removed and examined for cracks with an
eyeglass. This apparatus has been used routinely for
oxidative stability testing of wire insulations 19.
Infrared spectroscopy was used to confirm material
identification and detect oxidation products. Oxidation of

Insulation samples were collected from pedestals and
cabinets in different geographical and climatic regions.
Their stability was measured as a function of material
type, cable age and physical location (i.e., buried
underground, inside cable sheath, or inside a pedestal).
Cable lifetimes and cracking patterns around the country
were predicted from accelerated aging tests.

polyethylene forms C=O and C-O mocities that have
infrared resonances at - 1800 cm 1 and -1100 cm- 1
respectively. The spectra were recorded with a Nicolet
Fourier Transform
Infrared spectrometer using a
Attenuated Totally Reflectance (ATR) accessory.

EXPERIMENTAL
FIELD OBSERVATIONS
Insulations were sampled randomly from pedestals in
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Nebraska, Iowa, South
Dakota, Minnesota and Louisiana. At three selected sites,
cable sections were taken from the connector in the
pedestal to a point in the buried cable, 12-15 feet distant
and ~30 inches underground. Stability profiles were
obtained by analyzing insulations from the same wire at
regular intervals along this section.
Insulations were stripped from their copper
conductors and their Oxidative Induction Times (OT) at
200'C measured with a DuPont 990 thermal analyzer. A
sample of insulation (- 4 mg) is placed in an aluminum
DSC pan with a loose fitting aluminum cap or screen.
The cap or screen helps maintain a uniform and
reproducible temperature in the sample while allowing
oygenpradube
are t
the sample Aftwhealing
oxygen
ready t access
to the sample.
After heating the
sample to 200C in nitrogen, the atmosphere is switched
to oxygen. Degradation is observed as an exothermic
reactioan in the calorimetric trace and the time between
teadmsion
nthf ofcaloxygetric
and onset
the ofteatwen
i
the
admission
oxygen and the
degradation is

Cracks in foam-skin HDPE insulations have been
found in southern Arizona and New Mexico 17. Damage
is confined to exposed insulations in ready-access
pedestals and is usually seen near wire bends, loops or
twists. This latest cracking phenomenon is different from
that seen in LDPE and PP materials durinp 1960-70s, in
that the inner foam coating is more susceptible to
abrasion and peeling than those solid insulations which
tended to mainly crack 2t 22 . The solid HIDPE skin
protects the soft foam polyethylene underneath but once
this outer skin is cracked, the soft inner coating will easily
peel back and expose the bare copper conductor.
Several field observations are worthy of note: (1)
cracks appear preferentially at bends or stress points in
insulations, (2) all colors crack with similar frequency,
which is different from the LI)PE cracking case where
reds and whites cracked sooner than all other colors and
blc inuaosrreyra
ked. (3) sunlight heas the
pedestal and
accelerates
the crack
degradation
and than
(4)
insulations
on 26
gauge wvire
more often
gagr wires.
insulation on oh
other larger

the OIT value. Although OIT values are not reliable for
predicting lifetimes in the field, they are useful for I1)
following loss of stability in given a polyolefin
composition, (2) identifying insulations devoid of
stabilizer (OT_-0) and (3) characterizing the chemical
structureofthepolyolefin

LDPE REVISIIE)
To understand why there is a higher incidence of
cracking and insulations with low oI \alucs in the

Samples with low OIT \alues were selected for
accelerated aging tests, in which the insulated wires were
held at temperatures between 60 and I(X) C until they
cracked. Representative samples wcre chosen to cover
different insulation designs and materials as well as
different climates around the country. -Ihe top twelhe
inches of a standard six-inch square, four foot pedestal
was heated with a 2h0 Watt Glas-Col heating mantle
while the internal temperature was controlled ( ± I C) by

southwest, it is useful to res\icw the history of LDPE
cracking. LinkS(1971) examined o'cr a thousand
pedestals around the country looking for cracked LDPE
insulations and his results are shown in Figure 1. By
regression analysis of the cracking pattern, he concluded
that the climatic facto's of importance were the average
maximum temperature and the number of days that the
temperature exceeded 90 F (Figure 2). The degradation
rate increased exponentially with temperature.
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Fig.t lHl)E CRACKING PATUE1RN (197o)

Fig.2 CRACKEDl LJ)PF I\SI LA IlIONS
(1)ata from tale 1, fland Ref. 18,
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LDPE insulations installed two decades ago, and
which cracked '"ithin 3-5 years of installation in the
southwest, have now begun to crack in the cooler
sections of the country. This more recent data was
combined with Link's 1970 data and correlations with
)vanous climatic factor-, were considered. Link's"8 basic
conclusion was confirmed and the best empirical fit of the
cable age to climate factor-, was found to be:
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An accelerated aging4 test ("Pedestal Test") was
deseloped to evaluate differcrnt materials as replacements
for the LDPE 2. For this test, an Arrhenius relationship
between reaction rate and temperature was assumed :

whe,
A te

RUISIIUDi~

________

where,

AGE

30

Ir? 82
19181.2

9
___

12-15
11-20

32
___

30 2
-10±2

results arc consistent. forming a single curv. The
deiation from linearity implies that the actiation energy
is temperature dependent. The temperature used on the
for the field locations is an effective temperature,
Tctf . calculated by taking into account the day night
temperature cy-cles, the exponential increase in reaction
wihincre asing temperature2- and the 15-30'F higher
temperatures that can be found inside a pedestal in direct
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*solid

*

-sunlight'. Table I list thc field data for representative
locations across the country. The 1974 aging dlata for
HIDPIE insulations from aircore cables, predicted at
least 40 trouhlefrec vears of use (Figure 3). The
unexpected failure of' the foam-skin I-DPE insulations
implies that stabilizer is heing reacted and or lost at a
faster rate than expected from the solid [HDPE data. The

so)me general raniees can be defined. An OIl
aloe of 0-2 minutes implies that the material has little or
not stabilizer remaining and is vulnerable ("at risk") to

h~.3.~RIIIMl
PH I SI() SOli)i~ll'Eliflities.

tig..%RIII-NitillOl~tRSO.11).1),E

AND) SOIDIVE
I)I NiSI LA.*
I 10S I R(OR.
(Data fromi Iable 1. *and

Ref. 21

Seseral of these insulations had alreads cracked and
were charaicterized b% 01-1 5 alues of 0-0.4 minutes and
infrared spctra that showekd O.'idation pmoducts were
preeCnt. Ehiese facts confirm that thermal o(imiationl is the
primar% degradaition mnechanism responsible for crackine
in I [PL. PP and now f0arn-\kin II DII insulations.
.\lthou!gh 01T Nalues cannot reliably predict cable

(AIII.I

oxidation and cracking. For exam ple, all cracked
insulations had Off %alues less than 0.4 minutes. A 2-It)
m n iut
'due relects depletion oft stabihicrs. but it is

L:-

-

1201

gneraizeabout the life'time remaining of'such
for it depends rnot on lx on insulation type and

1.,~ditlcultto

011,insulation.

6

stabilier- IsstM. but also local enktiormental conditions
(e-. sun ex\posure. craft jeds it\ in pedestal]. Insulations
witn b0-20n minute of %atIues are (it little concern unless

U

so
C 60

the cable wa'.s installed recently which may imply
inadequate stabili-ation during manufacture. Times of
than 20 minutes indicate a well stabilized material.
New insulations for example ma\ hase Oil values up to

40

40greater
20

~~~01

001~ i;;:

001

5

,,

yeS)

LDPE insulations, tested haid low 01T xalues (-

foam-skin design, pedestal design, stabilizer extraction by
the tilling compounds, and or interactions with other
components of the cable may contribute to this enhance
24
rate oif loss5
-.;0
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minutes) and most showed es idence of cracking. The PP
intsulations teswd were manufactured during 1972-76 and
showed a wide range o1' 011 salues (0.6 to 100 minutes).
PP insulated wires could be tbund cracked with an OJT
of (1.6 minutes. while other PP insulations installed in the
samie \,ear in the same cit\ co uld appear like new wvith
011- xalues o f 70-S0 m in utes.
WVith1o Ut detailed
insestiuation. it is-1unclear w hether this wide ranee oft
behas or a r-ose to m sariatio ns in the local pedestl
ns inment or inconsistent quallit\ of insulations (eg.
soablili,,er not w\ell dispersed-")
Sieniticant fractions (if' foam-skin lffllPE insulations
placed in pedestals since 1976O has c owI 01 1 saloes (i.e.,
less than 2 minutest. Ilable 3 ,ind [cureuy 4 showv the
listrbution of' Oil- \aues for I i D):
fo
tam-skin
insultions for the three g-eogoraphical areas Nam pled. In

Table 2. INSI T.AJI0 sSIES ID
NSI EfRI %1.&

minutes.

10100All

1001

20)

4
25

southwtest. 60", of' thle MII L foamn-skin insulations
eamined had 01 1 x aloes less than 2 mnintes and had
eithecr cracked iir wecre "at risk" of crack ine. In the cooler
chliates of the south and fur-ther north, the percenitagie of

s ulnerable intsulatiions wkasfou1nd to be 2Y'( and I So
respecti\ el1r

20

liritonak. N,,. Mex~ico
Louisianai

linne (2. \dra.kA. Io'.3.Sooh lDA01,(. tah
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Accordingly,

tne staiLty protiles of three

cables

installed in

1977-79 were measured as a function of
position inside the pedestal and buried sections (Figures 5
and 6). Measurements of OIT values of individual

TABLE 3 DISTRIBUTION OF ofr VA.U ES
Oll V'AI-F
(NIINUIIES)

PEIR(ENT OF IIIE INStI.Al1ONS iFSII.H)
MII)\VESI

so) III\\EST

SOIT I

0-2

IS

0

25

2-10
10-20
20-.)
>.30

25
20
25

M
5
4

35
35
5

measured at varying intervals from
connector inside the pedestal to 12-15 feet back into
cable indicated that within the buried portion,
insulations were well stabilized (OIT > 35 minutes)
insulations

the
the
the
and

of unifi)rm quality (±2%). These measurements show
that the original stabilizers are not only well dispersed but
also are present in concentrations comparable to levels
typical oif insulations produced in the 1970's. Such
measurements imply that there has been no significant
extraction of stabilizer into the filling compound.

could reflect
The loss of stabilizer from the insulation
either ow stabilizer loadings a manufacturing problem)
or poor stabilizer design for the operating en i ronment ( a
technology problem). The OIl value of the product
when it was initially installed is required to differentiate
between these two possibilities. While it is not possible to
measure this OIT \alue for insulations insalled many
years ago, it seems reasonable to assume that insulations
underneath the ground, sce\cral fecet back from the

As seen in Figures 5 and 6. there is a dramatic
decrea,,e in insulation stability' where the insulated wires
emerge from the cable inside the pedestal. This result
coupled with the presious measurements on buried
o
oso tblzr
ti
fcbecnimta
scin
sections (if cable confirm that it is loss (if stabilizer, not
poor quality control, that is the progenitor of cracking.
That is not to say that poor quality control can be
completely inored. Studies of six other buried cables.
located next to pedestals containing foam-skin HDPE
iT val e
eveale O
in ations ith lodest als
ausi
I
;ICr\3C
ilI)% I
iI~ain
the buried sections of 10 and 12 minutes in two of the six

pedestal. should base 01f salues similar to when they
p a scases. [or these two cables suflicient stabilizers may
not
were initially installed. This cable section has not been
alternatively
or
manufacture
during
added
been
have
ndr
anfcre
ma
haeotduig
stbler
exposed to the elevated temperatures fo~und inside
when installed
insulations
of
\alue
011
The
pedestals.
storage.
In such cases, cracking may occur considerably
e
will be at least that found for these buried insulations.
earlier than what woul otherwise occur with a normally
stabilized insulation. Insulations from the buried sections
(if the other four cables all had OIT values greater than
20 minutes.

I'ig.4 I)lII RIBI ION OF

' I.N\IRABII.

INSt LA IIONS
-ig.5 I\lI('Al S I AIIII
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i

After

the

stabilizers

are

lost,

oxidation

of the

Fig.7 ARRIJENI S PI.O FOR PIRLDI)I-TION OF

polyolefin begins. Changes in the chemical structure lead
to physical stresses and craze formation. Physical defects

LIFETIME REMAINING

and/or voids in the insulation act as initiation sites for

(©,O, U

= 3ditt-rrnt

crazes to grow in size and concentration until visible

insulations)

---

cracks are formed. It is difficult to theoretically predict the
time between the onset of oxidation and when the first.
cracks are seen. This latency period is determined by the
defect concentration and the physical stresses on the
insulation. This interval can be determined by empirical
studies of insulations.
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The predicted cable ages for cracking are for insulations

-
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Lalayette

L

in ready-access pedestals that experience
and full sun exposure. High acti\itv
increases stress on the insulations which
degradation rate. High temperatures

T40-

regular activity
in a pedestal
increases their
accelerate

the

degradation and are determined by the climate of the
geographic area and the sun exposure of the pedestal.
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Fig.8 PREDICTIONS FOR I"OA\t-Sl'IN ll)PE
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-
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Accelerated aging experiments were performed to
predict lifetime remaining for those insulations found to
be "at risk". As with LDPE, log(time to crack) was
plotted versus the reciprocal of the temperature for aoe
selection of "at risk" insulations. A typical plot is shown
in Figure 7 for foam-skin insulations from Arizona,
which predicts cracking will occur within a further 1-3
years. Similar aging expcriments were done on field
samples from the three geographic zones and the
remaining lifetime was determined to be as low as 1-3
years in the southwest, 3-6 years in the south, and 5-7
ycars in the midwest. For each sample tested, the
remaining lifetime found was added to the time since
installation to obtain the cable age at which cracking may
begin. This turns out to 8-10 year, in the southwest,
14-18 years in the south and 16-20 years in the midwest.
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These predictions are consistent with extrapolations based

on LDPE cracking that began in the 1960s (Figure

ON .)I'E IISTORY

).
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Predictions of the onset of cracking and cable lifetimes for
representative locations around the country are shown in
Table 4.
TABLE 4. PREDICTIONS FOR FOAM-SKIN HDPE INSULATIONS

I.OCAIION

AVERAGE T,q

5x

(JLtE-AL(;USI)

DAYS/YEAR

FIRST CRACKS

CABLE

WITH > 901F

YEAR & CABLE AGE

LIFETIME
(%ears)

°Fs.eajs)

108
105
100

170
150
150

1985
1985
1987

8-10
8-10
10-12

10-15
10-15
10-15

San Antonio. TEX.

95

110

198+

12-14

El Paso. TEX.

95

101

1988+

12-14

12-17
12-17

New Orleans, I.A.

90

69

1990+

14-18

15-20

Miami, FL.
Nashville, TENN.

90
88-90

67
60

1990+
1990+

14-18
14-18

15-20
15-20

Omaha. NEB.
Minneapolis, MNN.

90-92
83

40
15

1992+
1992 +

16-20
16-20

> 20
> 20

Portland, MAINE
%cattle, WASH.

76
70-74

5
2

1995+
1995

20+
20+

> 25
> 25

Phoenix, AZ.
Iucson.Yuma AZ.
El Centro. CAL.

(a Cable lifetime
Cable age when 20-25%
insulations in a pedestal have cracked.

percentage of

The spread of the cracking around the country is
expected to follow the same pattern as was seen in the

LDPE case. since the same fundamental mechanism is
occurring; i.e, thermal oxidation of polyethylene. The
years when cracking can be expected in various parts of
the country are summarized in Figure 9. 1he number in
parenthesis equals the expected cable lifetime which is
defined as the cable age when 20-250' of the insulations
inside a pedestal have cracked. Extensive remedial action
would be needed for insulated wires in such a pedestal.

-,25
*Fig.9PREDICTIONS FOR U.S.A.
(This map is for illustration and should not be used
Io predict lifetimes for specifie location. Local
variations can greatly affect

I,%X and

go-)

", _L
I

~

, (20)

" 1996
('2-17)

,

,,

(11-20)
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REMEDIAL ACTIONS
The remedial action selected for existing pedestal plant
depends on whether the insulation is in category (I)
already cracked, (2) "at risk" of cracking or (3) in no
danger of cracking for many years. Cracked insulations
have been irreversibly damaged and cannot be
rejuvenated. Rehabilitative insulating varnish sprayed on
wires should be regarded only as a temporary fix because
it does not adhere well to the insulation surface which is
usually contaminated with filling compound or dirt.
Permanent repair requires replacement of the damaged
wires.
are
pucks
and
sprays
booster
Antioxidant
concentrated resersoirs of stabilizer that are placed in the
pedestals on the principle that volatile stabilizer will
migrate from the reseroir to vulnerable insulations,
lowever, stabilizer will also migrate to all other parts of
the pedestal, out of the pedestal and out of the insulation.
Sprays are available to coat the insuate11d wires directly
a
with a .arnish-like coating. They do - retard the
degradation rate. howe\er, they make the insulations
tacky and spraxing needs to be repeated ee&r Near or so.
Such sprays do not appear to regenerate the insulations.
since samples of such coated insulations wvere examined
and the underlying insulations had 01 F alues of -0.4
minutes. The urethane coating sealed the insulation anti
reduced further oxidation. The coating is brittle and wvill
e\entually crack, exposing the underlying insulation to
the environment once again.
It is impossible to determine whether insulations are
laboratory analysis.
or (3) ofwithout
categorythe(2) histoix
in
Iioeser.
cracking in low density
polyethylene insulations in the 1960-70s, coupled with
this fiel survey, allows susceptible geographic areas to be
identified (Figure 9). For those insulations "at risk", steps
can be taken to slow deterioration. The temporary fixes
noted aboxe may last for Nears in milder climates. The
best repair, short of replacement, consists of an internal
airtight closure that minimizes oxygen infiltration and
stabilizer evaporation. These closures should protect the
insulation like a cable sheath which prevents stabilizer
loss even inside a hot pedestal (Figures 5 and 6). Such
closures may also act as a heat sink that reduces the
temperature extremes seen by the insulation and lowers
the Teff . A reduction of 10C in T .fl should double the

in the pedestal will delay ihe onset or extent of failures.
since stress accelerates both crack formation and
propagation.

This surxe\ has confirned that 10am-skin tIDPE
insulations are susceptible to thermal oxidation and
cracking after les than a decade in the field. Such
insulations are used in the latest design of water resistant
PIC (polyplefin insulated conductor) cables. I he problem
is attributed to inadequate stabili/er design for the
pedestal en\ironment. not poor quality control during
iu
o
U.S.A. and
depended on climatic factors. primarily temperature. The
incidence of cracked inulations and %ulnerable plant was
high in the hot southwest but decreased on nto\ing to
cooler climates. Cracking patterns wcre predicted using
results from laboraitorv aging of field s;mples as well as
manufactured

thr

ii

stablitoiel

the h istorv of'cracked 1.DI' - in,,u at its.
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insulation life. The final option is to cut back into the
sheathed cable and re-splice (or add jumper cabling)
which swill replace the vulnerable insulation with wvell
stabilized insulated wires. In any case. minimizing activity
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Improved Life Expectancy Testing for
PIC Cable Insulation
Lawrence E. Davis

Superior Cable
ABSTRACT
TABLE I

the stabilization
Due to the work of several companies,
package for insulation has been changed within the last
two years to correct premature failure of cellular

insulation installed inthe warmer regions of the country.
The response of organizations to improve quality control
test procedures has understandably been proceeding at a
of
slower pace. Areas of concern include preaging
cable, maximum insulation test temperature, test
chamber, and formation of stress within the insulation

under test. Comparative laboratory evaluation of new

OIT Test Condition And Requirment
Document

Requlrment

Temperture

Pan

c

niLtutesl

Oxygen
/liowrte)
200

copper

TR-ThS 00o421

20

200

TR-TSY 000421

20

200
aluminum
3oamska
n

2Mi

test procedures will need to be conducted to establish

repeatability and compliance by manufacturers before

___

is being conducted to resolve problems and concerns

RiA PE-89

associated with the current specification requirements
and improve test methods.

foamskln

Copper

P3

sow

new requirements can be incorporated into industry
specifications. Work under an ICEA advisory committee

50

aluminum

190

30

INTRODUCTION
The stabilization package for loam and foam skin
insulation has been recognized to be less effective than
the same stabilization package in solid insulation. This is
reflected in the oxidation induction time (OIT) test and
requirements for cellular and solid insulation when the
material was accepted by the industry. Foam skin
insulation has an OIT requirement one half as stringent
as solid insulation. This is accomplished by removing
the catalytic action of copper from the foam skin OIT
test. Two additional changes in the Orr test from the
REA PE-39 to the REA PE-89 specifications effectively

TABLE II
STABLIZATION PACKAGE RANGE CHANGE
(percent)

SOLID
YA

AmoxDAMr

eCPR INMrTO

FOAM
ANTIOXIDANT COPPER INHIBITOR

cancel the other. The end point requirement is doubled

1978

0 08-0.15

00801s

0080 1 2

oxidation rate in half (Table 1). Cellular insulation was

99

011-0.20

010-0.18

0,080 12

008-0.12

1985

0.18-026

010o08

008-0.12

008.0 2

'986

0.18-0.26

0 10 0

012.018

987

0.180.26

018026

015 021

08-C12

while the test temperature is reduced, cutting the

never claimed to be the equivalent of solid insulation in

terms of oxidation stability or physical toughness; foam
and foam skin were only claimed to be "good enough".

In retrospect the claim appears to be invalid with respect

to aging requirements. Recent improvements in the
stabilization package have been incorporated to improve
life expectancy of celular insulation (Table I).
Changes in the stabilization package resulted from field
fi. -,: res and laboratory oven aging test. The current
quality assurance and quality control tests do not indicate
the need to increase the stabilization of foam skin
insulation.
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LABORATORY WORK

As a result of the field failures, AT&T and Bellcore
began a series of laboratory work to detemline the ca,se
of the failure. AT&T and Bellcore laboratory work also
indicated a need to increase dite stabilization package for
the foam skin insulation. The net result of the
laboratory work was to increase the antioxidant and
copper inhibitor in the polyethylene insulation in 1986
and 1987. While improvement in the life expectancy of
the foam skin insulation has been obtained by increasing
the stabilization package, the inadequacy of the
specification test to provide safe guards that insure
reasonable ife expectancy is still being addressed.

Early in the use of foam skin Superior Cable recognized
that filling compounds rapidly leached antioxidants from
the insulation, reducing Oxidation Induction Times
(OIT) to low values. Tests conducted in 1979 show
significant OIT reductions after one week at 70 degrees
C. Similar studies had previously indicated reduced
stability of cellular insulates. Refer to Oxidation
Stability.Studies on Cellular High Density Polyolefin
(nsulation for Communications Wire by ORell, D.O.,
and Patel, A., International Wire and Cable Symposium,
1975.

TEST IMPROVEMENT
TABLE M
Oxidation Induction Time Of Foamskin
AGED I o
CABLE
UNAGED
WEEK AT 70 C
REA PE-39
REA PE-39
1

47.6

11.25

2

24.1

2.8

3

34

4.8

The industry does recognize the need for an improved
quality assurance test for insuring the long term
performance of foam skin insulation. Numerous
opinions as to the pros and cons of different approaches
have been expressed. Two test methods are currently
undergoing evaluation to provide a standard for judging
the quality of commercial products. They are a
modification of the oven test employed by Superior
Cable to predict field problems and a modification of the
pedestal
test provided
by Bellcore.andTable
IV
provides aging
a summary
of the differences
proposed
changes of the two tests. To determine the relevance and
to delineate the differences between the test methods a
criteria must be established against which the procedures
can be judged. The following points should be

NOTE. Values are an average of ten readings

considered in evaluating the two test methods:

and are In minutes.

* The test method when used to evaluate material with
a 1978 to 1985 stabilization package should predict
early failure commensurate with fiel,
failure.

The data in Table III was presented to a material supplier
who quietly canvassed the industry to determine if an
increase in antioxidant was needed since Superior Cable
desired an increase. Unfortunately, the industry
concensus did not agree with Superior and little change
in the stabilization package was made in 1979 since an
independent cable supplier could not cost effectively
obtain an alternate material. There were several reasons
why more attention was not given to the aged OIT data.
First, OIT data did not have good extrapolation or
correlation with field failure. Secondly, the industry was
operating in the "its good enough" mode, and finally the
quality assurance test in the specifications did not
indicate any long term problem.

• The test has to be repeatable when conducted by
different laboratories.
Accelerated aging should not alter
the physical state
or crystallinity of the materials under evaluation.
(above that which may occur in the field)
Test time should be reasonable for a qualification
test.
Test
method
capable of detecting all failure
modes
whichmust
mightbeoccur.

By 1982 Superior Cable began development of an oven
aging test which incorporated preaging of the insulation
in filled cable to simulate reel storage. Initial data
extrapolation indicated some foam skin stress crack
failure would occur inapproximately 10 years inthe
warmer regions of the country. The oven aging test was
continued for several years as part of a joint effort by
Union Carbide and Superior Cable to develop a foam
skin product with improved life expectancy. The results
of the joint effort were reported in three papers presented
at the 1987 International Wire and CaNe Symposium and
established the need to increase the stabilization package
for foam skin. Concurrent with this work, reports of
field failure of foam skin insulation began to be received
in 1985 substantiating the validity of the oven aging test.

• Test should be easy to conduct.
Tw
Test should evaluate the worst case field condition
that may occur due to manufacture, storage, and
installation which can be reasnably controlled inthe
laboratory.
The oven aging test developed by Superior Cable is
capable of meeting these requirements. Oven aging data
predicted field problems before they occurred.
Moderate temperatures, 800 C, or less are used to
maintain the material below the major transition range of
high density polyethylene which are not encountered in
application of the product. Exceeding the transition
temperature of polyethylene will alter the rate of
deterioration caused by a number of degradation
processes.
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are placed in the insulated conductors, at
periodic intervals, during oven aging. End
points are determined from the initial
stressed (coil) insulation failure.

A total test time of seven months is required to insure a
30 year life expectancy, using the oven test. Seven
months is a reasonable test time for a qualification test.
The oven procedure uses the introduction of stress to the
sample at scheduled times to evaluate the degree of
thermal embrittlement and solvent cracking, as well as
exposure to hot air to evaluate oxidation. While
oxidation is the primary form of degradation for
currently used high density compounds, other forms of
deterioration must be evaluated since the introduction of
new material may have different synergistic effects or
weakness.

B.

Forced Draft Oven: A circulating air oven
I.
conforming to ASTM E 145, Type 1IB, and
having a minimum internal height of 15 inches.
Support Bracket: Any device which will
2.
allow the test samples to hang free in the oven.
Material in contact with the insulation should not
act as a catalyst to oxidize the insulation.

The oven procedure does not require special controllers,
heating mantels, or containers not found in wire and
cable plants, and is easy to conduct.

Temperature Monitoring System: Any
3.
system capable of monitoring the oven
temperature.

By using preaging of the insulated conductors in the
cable and the formation of pigtails in the test wires, the
worst case condition of reel storage and induced stress
due to installation and maintenance are incorporated into
the oven aging procedure. The air movement in a forced
draft oven also accelerates the oxidation.
Repeatability concerns appear to be the cause of
reluctance to accept the oven test in specifications. The
main elements of the procedure have been repeated by
Superior Cable on a number of different cables and
found to be repeatable within the expected distribution of
cable samples from different suppliers. Currently, a
round-robin test is being conducted to establish the
repeatability of a modified method at various laboratories
under ICEA sponsorship. The round-robin test should
confirm the desirability of using the oven aging method
of evaluating life expectancy for communication cable
insulation.

Mandrel: Smooth, round steel (piano
4.
wire, drill bit, etc.) with a diameter equal to that
of the insulated wire being evaluated and having
a surface which is free of burrs and rough edges.
C.

The ICEA working committee has modified the oven test
from the procedure used in the work presented last year.
The main features of the test have not been altered.
including the preaging of cable for 4 weeks at 70' C,
formation of periodically controlled stress in the sample,
and the uses of 800 C or less test temperature in a forced
draft oven. The modifications are the addition of
additional stress after 20 weeks in the oven (due to
longer life expectancy resulting from higher stabilization
package) and the use of a mandrel instead of the
insulated wire as the core around which the wire is
stressed. To aid in repeatability, an oven capable of
complying with ASTM E 145-68 is specified and minor
clarifications have also been included. The "Long Term
Stability of Solid, Foam, and Foam Skin Insulation
Round Robin Test" is provided below for the readers:
LONG TERM STABILITY OF SOLID, FOAM AND
FOAM SKIN INSULATION
A.

OUTLINE OF MF7THOD
Insulated conductors from communications wire
or cable are exposed to elevated temperature
conditioning in the finished product, then
removed from the wire or cable and subjected to
controlled stresses at elevated temperatures in a
forced draft over. Additional controlled stresses
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PROCEDURE:
I.

Sample Preparation:

I. 1
From completed wire or cable, cut
sufficient samples 24 inches long, so that the
samples contain a minimum of 30 insulated
conductors.
1.2
Seal the ends of the wire or cable samples
with cable caps.
1.3
Precondition the sealed wire or cable
samples, for 4 weeks, in an oven stabilized at
700± 10 C.
At the end of 4 weeks, remove from
1.4
oven, stabilize at room temperature (overnight)
and then remove the insulated conductors from
the sealed wire or cable samples.
Separate twisted pai; . into single
I.5
insulated conductors.
If the finished product contained filling
1.6
compound, remove the compound from the
insulation by wiping with a clean dry tissue or
clean soft cloth. DO NOT USE SOLVENTS.
1.7
Form a loop or hook in one end of an
inilated conductor to allow for hanging the
sample. (see Figure 1). The loop or hook should
be approximately one inch in diameter. Make a
"coil" in the insulated conductor (1 1/2" below
the loop or hook) by wrapping around the
appropriate mandrel for ten close, tight turns.
USE FORCE SUFFICIENT TO)
CAUTION:
FORM A CLOSE, COMPACT SERIES OF
TURNS ON THE WIRE WITHOUT
CRUSHING THE UNDERLYING
INSULATION. BE CAREFUL NOT TO

DAMAGE THE INSULATION WITH
FINGERNAILS. A PAIR OF THIN, COTTON
GLOVES MAY BE WORN TO ENSURE THAT
THE INSULATION IS NOT DAMAGED BY
FINGERNAILS.
1.8
Repeat Step 1.7 until 30 specimens (3of

D.

or second 'coils'
If more than 5% of the fi'st
crack on or before the 26th week, it shall be
considered that the insulation is inadequately
stabilized for the composite construction of the
prodiuct or that processing
nc
promise ththe ei
conitionhave compromised
life expectancy

1.817 unil
epet Stp
0 spcimns ( ofcommunication

are available) have been
each color, if 10 colors
prepred.conditions
prepared,
2.

Aging:

REQUIREMENT:

of the material.
E.

INTERPRETATION

I.
The
time to failure
of the first "coils"
2. 1
Hang the 30 insulated conductor
provides
a measure
of life expectancy
for the
draftprvdsamsueoliexecnyfrth
a
forced
in
bracket
a
suapport
on
specimens
spiens nine apprt
rc
1° .Insated dworst
case condition of the product as received
oven maintained at 800 + 1 C. Insulated
conductor samples from different types of wire
or cable should not be aged in the same oven. In
this case "different" means different insulating
materials, stabilization packages or filling
compounds,
If extrapolation of results to field
2.2
conditions is desired, a second set of samples
shall be placed in a forced draft oven maintained
at 700 ± 1VC. This condition is not required for
insuring adequate stabilization,
At the end of 8 weeks of oven aging form
2.3
a second "coil" approximately one inch below the
first "coil",
2.4
At this point begin inspecting specimens
for "coil" cracking every two weeks and record
the percentage of "coil" cracking for the first an
second "coils".
NOTE: Cracks may occur in the oop or hook
due to handling, weight of the specimen or
oxidation at the point of contact with the support
bracket. For this test, cracks in the lop or hook
are not counted.
2.5

At the end of 20 weeks of oven aging

form a third "coil" in each specimen and continue
to record the percentage of "coil" cracks every
two weeks for first, second and :iird "coils".
NOTE: For qualification testing purposes, the
test may be terminated when a 50% failure of the
first coil occurs. For investigation into the type
of insulation failure, proceed with Steps 2.6 and
2.7.
2.6
When 50%7 of the first "coils" fail, form a
fourth "coil" in each of the specimens and record
the percentage of fourth "coils"which crack
during formation,
2.7
When 100% of the first "coils" fail, form
a fifth "coil" and record the percentage of fifth
"coils" which crack during formation. Formation
of fifth "coils" terminates the oven aging,

by a customer for any of the failure modes for
insulation.
2.
The second and third "coils" provide
information as to the susceptibility of the
insulation to thermal embrittlement. Early failure
of the second or third "coils" relative to the first
"coil" indicates degradation of the insulation prior
to formation of the additional "coil" stresses.
3.
The fourth and fifth "coils" aid in
determining the type of insulation failure
occurring for the first "coil".
PEDESTALS IN THE LABORATORY
A comparison as to over all relevance of oven versus
pedestal test methods is inappropriate since modification
and development of both procedures are currently being
conducted. Indeed, Bellcore has suggested changes in
the Pedestal test which incorporate many of the features
of the oven test (preaging and addition of stress). The
differences in the proposed methods, therefore, are much
closer together than the original two tests. However, a
few comments are in order as io the use of a pedestal as a
test chamber. There is a misconception that the operating
environment is more closely simulated by using a
pedestal in the laboratory. When one examines the facts
it
beco-mes test
apparent
thatsimulate
the use of
pedestal
in a
laborator
does not
thethe
field
environment
better than ovens.
Cable access in the field may not even be in a pedestal.
There are several different kinds of housings in which
cable may be spliced, such as hand holes, cross connect
boxes, pedestal of different kinds, and even ready access
closures in the air. The environment in each of the kinds
of housing and even various models of pedestals may be
considerably different. In fact, operating practices may
alter the conditions within a particular model of pedestal
by the use of ped caps, polyethyelene bags containing
antioxidants, and other modifications to the pedestal that
an operating company may use.
The location of pedestals in a given run of cable may also
affect the environment within the pedestal. The pedestal
could be located at the top of a hill in an open field, or in
a ditch, or along a creek bank which may periodically
flood, or be located in a hedge row that provides
continuous shade. On a broader scale, pedestals may be
placed in swamp conditions subjecting the wire to decay
products such as hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide,
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swamp gas, etc. or be placed in salt air conditions along
a coast, or exposed to air borne pollutants in industrial
cities, or exposed to agricultural chemicals beside farm
land, or exposed to relatively clean air in open country.
The exposure of the pedestal tc temperature cycles and
humidity cycles will be widely different. Some pedestals
will have biological waste products form invading
wasps, ants or other insects leading to the use of
insecticide in some pedestals.
From the above discussion, it can safely be assumed that
neither a pedestal nor an oven totally simulate field
conditions. Then why has the use of a pedestal been
incorporated into specification test? As one advocate, of
pedestals, said: "The pedestal is a cheap static air oven".
If the pedestal is used as an oven, lets examine what
makes a good oven.
Ovens are used in the laboratory to provide accelerated
aging conditions which can be controlled to close
tolerances and that are repeatable from test to test and
location to location. If the proper conditions are chosen
and maintained then laboratory testing can provide a
means of insuring a reasonable life expectancy for cable
and wire systems. The determination of using pedestals
needs to be made with regard to the ability of the housing
to function as a test oven.
Technicians conducting pedestal aging test have noted
variations in results dependent on the placement of wire
within the pedestal, particularly rapid deterioration of
material results if contact with the metal sides occurs.
More recently Bellcore mapped the temperature
distribution in a pedestal and found significant gradients
horizontally and vertically. Therefore, the placement of
samples within a pedestal as well as the placement of the
measurement and control thermocouple relative to the
samples are critical. Also, problems with temperature
over-shoot at start-up and pedestal reentry have been
noted. These temperature variations make it difficult to
maintain reliability and repeatability when using
pedestals. Since the pedestal has a restricted volume of
usable temperature controlled space itis difficult or
impossible to employ repeated stressing of the insulation
which may be required to insure life expectancy or
determine failure modes. I-or providing controlled,
repeatable test temperature and convenient work space,
pedestals do not compare with modem ovens which meet
ASTM requirements for temperature and air exchange
rates. There is an inertia, however,to keep the pedestal
as a test oven in order to maintain the historical record.
Maintenance of a historical record is not justification to
continue using an inferior test chamber.
The selection of the type of oven to be used to accelerate
aging then depends on the desirability of maintaining a
uniform temperature within the oven and whether the air
is to be stagnant or moving. Pedestals in the field do not
have a stagnant environment. Air is exchanged due to
thermal convection and wind disturbance. A forced air
oven will exchange the air surrounding the wire more
frequently than occurs in a field installed pedestal. This
aids in accelerating the oxidation rate and reduces cross
contamination betwec samples. When using a pedestal
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as a static air oven, the air movement is restricted by the
heating mantel, temperature gradients and lack of wind in
the laboratory environment as opposed to actual use
conditions. To insure repeatability forced air oven
complying with ASTM E145 Type IIB should be
employed for artificially aging wire.

QUALITY CONTROL TEST FOR
STABILIZER
As previously noted, the oxidation induction time
proceduies used for quality control purposes are
different for solid and foam skin insulation. The
differences are related to the inability of the insufficiently
stabilized foam skin insulation to comply with the
original solid insulation requirements rather than with the
level of stabilizer needed to provide adequate service.
Logically the test requirement for foam skin insulation
should be the same as that required for solid material.
While the capabilities may be different for the two
products, the end use expectation is not. OIT test
procedures also need to be reviewed by REA, Bellcore,
ICEA and other organizations concerned with
specifications.
CONCLUSION
The need to revise the quality assurance test has been
generally recognized by the industry and an effective
dialogue for developing a consensus for a new test has
been established. Ultimately, the selection of a universal
test procedure will depend upon the effectiveness of the
test and its reproducibility.

/

Lawrence E. Davis is the Senior Engineer for
Materials/Processing for Superior Cable Corporation.
Ile received his B.S. degree in physics from the
Appalachian State University in 1969 and graduated with
a Master's degree in physics from the University of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee in 1974. Prior to joining
Superior Cable, Mr. Davis was the Materials
Engineering Manager for Technical Staff, Siecor
Corporation and was formerly a Materi. i Engineer for
Continental Telephone Laboratories.
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Tabie IV
Comparison Of Test Methods
Method

Globle Test
(oven test)

Chamber

Forced Draft
Oven

ICEA
Modified
Oven

ASTM Type II
Ovn

Thermal
Oxidation
Stability
(pedestal)

Pedestal 6 Inch
Square By 16 or
24 or 48 Inches

Preaging

Stress

4 Weeks
At 70 C

Initial
8Weeks
Q
50% of Initial
100 % of InUal

4 Weeks
Al 70 C

Initial
8 veeks
20Weeks
50% of Initial
100% of Initial

End Of Test
Period

None

Moiie

Pedestal 6 Inch

2 Weeks

Modifide
Pedestal

Square By At
Least 16 Inches

70C

Type 0i
Stress

Temperture
Deg C

Pigtail

80

Coil

80

coil

90

Coil

90

InitialCol)

NOTE: 1. Control temperture and air flow.
2. For the ICEA round robin test the stress formed after 50%
and 100% failure of the first pigtail are considerd as research
tools and may be eliminated for purposes of quality assurance.
3. Pigtails are formed by wrapping the insulated conductor around
itself. Coils are formed by wrapping the insulated conductor
around a steel mandral with the same diameter as the insulated
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STABILITY OF POLYETHYLENE INSULATIONS IN THE FIELD AND LABORATORY

T.N.Bowmer, E.P. Hjorth, R.J. Miner and O.S. Gebizlioglu

Bellcore
New Jersey. U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
The latest design of polvolefin insulations used for
copper telecommunication wires cracked after less than a
decade in the field. We ha\e compared insulations aged in
the field \with those subjected to accelerated aging tests in
the laborator,. [he thermal stability tests currently used
in
I.S.. cable requirements were shown to be
inadequate for ensuring the desired 40 sear lifetime in the
field environment. The effects of physical stress and
stabilizer extraction on the aging of cable insulations were
examined. Insulated wires stressed into tight wrapped
coils were found to degrade 3-4 times faster than straight
unstressed wires. In addition, extraction of stabilizers by
the filling compound increased degradation rates by
another flctor of 3-4. Filling compounds extracted the
stabilizers equally efliciently from both solid and fiamskin insulation designs.

A large percentage of telecommunication cables
consist of polyolefin insulated conductors (PIC) grouped
into color coded pairs and protected by metallic and
plastic sheaths. The latest design of PIC cable utilizes
insulations of high density polyethylene (HDPE)
consisting of an inner coating of foamed FtDPE with an
outer skin of solid ITDPE. Foam-skin HDJPE insulations
began to be deployed around 1976 and wsere expected to
last 40 years. However insulations have cracked inside
pedestals after less than a decade in the hot southwest of
the U.S.A.'. Clearly, the test procedures used to caiuate
these insulations did not simulate the operating
environment,
The insulations are aflected by many environmental
factors but the two most important are believed to be
temperature and physical stress. lHigh temperatures
accelerate the rate of both oxidation of the polyolefin and
stabilizer loss by extraction and esaporation. Since 1972,
buried cables have been filled wvith a waxy hvdrocarrbon
compound to make them water resistant. These filling
compounds hase been reported howe~r to extract
stabilizer from the insulition particularly when the cable
reel is exposed to the sun during storage and or transport
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belb re installation 2- 4. Once huried. temperatures are
cooler and extraction of further stabilizer is assumed to be
minimal. Physical stress accelerates craze tirmation and
crack propagation. It is imporant thereflre that test
procedures designed to screen cable insulations for long
term applications take these factor\ into account.
The Oxidatise Induction Time (Oil) test and the
EPIC (Experimental Pedestal Installation Complex)
pedestal tests hase been used to esaluate the stability of
PIC insulations. The OIT test determines the time for
oxidais e degradation to begin at high temperatures
This temperat
(typically 200 C) in pure oxygen. This test is excellent
both for screening materials and for quality control since
relative changes in OiT values represent changes in
stability and or stabilizer concentrations. The absolute
OI \alue is less important since it can not be used
reliably to forecast insulation lifetime. [(oweser, \cr low
OiT values of 0-2 minutes imply that little or no
stabilizer is present.
In the pedestal test, insulated \\ires are heated in
laborator pedestals at various elesated temperatures. The
times at which the insulations crack are noted and
lifetime predictions are then made b, extrapolating to
ield temperatures. 1he pedestal test has proved reliable
fo
rdci•
aiueiin LI)PE
_P isltnsilsb
Ijir predicting
failures,
insulations -Monitoring degradation inside firced-air ovens is an
alternatise accelerated aging technique, but previous
studies 7 suffered from large variations in results between
laboratories. These \ariations probably resulted from
inadequate temperature control fromrn
oven to oven since
diflerent ovens may have different air exchanges,
temperature tolerances and inside temperature profiles.
Current PIC cable insulations in the United States are
required to hase a minimum OIT value of 20 minutes
I!od suri\e pedestal teots of 45 days at I10 C and I Near
to ensure a
at 90,C 9.These test conditions were expected
2 1
6
predicted
40 year life although soroe aging re's
cracks may occur in fbamed and foam-skin polyethylene
insulations after onlyI 10-15 ears in the field. The current
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pedestal test involses placing loops of insulated wires
inside a heated pedestal, whereas field wires are typically
twisted together for easy identification, and folded coiled
to make maximum use of the pedestal space. Therefore

TABSLE I

accelerated

aging test

to

obtain

an

accurate

field

-

13
B

VIRl- AN) (CABLE SAML.ES

~

("ODE

stress should be applied to the insulated wires in the
simulation.

-

SAMPLE
__

______________

joam-sIkin II)PE insulation. filled cable, 1987
laisi
I)Eislto.tl'
al,18
U Solid lll)I'F insulation, filed cable, 1997

There are two approaches ito slow the degradation of
I)
Foaiii-%kin lll)PE insulation, tilled cable, 1978
polyolefin
insulations (a) modify
the operating
(%tored outside for Nears inNewi.IerscN)
environment or (b) improve the insulation material. The
E
Solid IIl'E insulation. aircore cable. 1985
former may involke deploying stabilizer boosters,
F
Solid IIl)I'I insulation. aircore cable. 1987
lowering temperatures inside closures through use of
G
Solid I)DPE insulation, aircore cable, 1987
protective shields and retlective coatings, using secondary
If
I neabled wire insulated "Rihsolid lflMl' (19C71
enclosures or even elimination of the ready-access plant
(neler extx~sed to tilling comImundl
in favor of closed plant. Improsement of the insulation
I
Inealoled wire insulated with foam-skin llIDlE (1987)
material through better stabilizers, more stable resins or
(ne~er ecposed to tilling comipound)
better filling compounds also represents a viable approach---------Bresctofomi-rNceabe(Iun A/n)
1
but requires an imiproved stability test that simulates the
oaniskin insulation, tilled cable. 1977

opertingcn~ionmctl

opeatig es ionmnt.X2
This paper examines the effects of stress and stabilizer
extraction on the aging of PIC cable insulations. Cables
that were manufactured in 1985 and 1987, but never
installed, were examined along with cables recovered frm
the field after 8-10 years service. Calibration of laboratory
testing to real field experience was achieved by accelerated
aging of these cable insulations in ovens and pedestals.
Such calibration of the accelerated test is essential for (1)
accurate field lifetime predictions, (2) evaluating stability
of new insulations and (3) quantitative assessment of
remedial actions foc insulations already installed.

Buried section from
X.

in-senice cable (tucsoni,

Arizona)

Foam-skin insulation, filled cable, 1979
Buried section from in-sersie cable (Lafa~ette. Louisiana)
loame-skin insulation, tilled cable, 1979

EXPERIMIENTAL
The cable and wire samples used in this study are
shown in Table 1. We have examined foam-skin insulated
wires in filled cables and solid insulated wires in both
aircore cables and filled cables. IVable 2 lists the v arious
test procedures used in the thermazl testing of PlC 2able
insil atio)n s

TABLE 2 -
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ON EN I YVI-1
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INSt L I lION

UXA)ORINE IIR

none

l.OOP

PEI)F1SlAI.

P1:1)51 X.
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( O)il.

PEIES I Ul.

P111.)1(51 %I p I
7011

p

none

ONXI.-,
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110e
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( OIL
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4 \\ ecks

\1 4L2

oX\I:N
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I lt'.
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Standard PC-6 (6x6x48 inch) pedestals from Kisco
Company

or Champion

Metal

Products

were

used.

PEDESTAL TEST

Fig.I

Accessories such as the terminal plates, plastic liners,
grounding straps and support frames were removed before
testing. Glas-Col Apparatus Company supplied 260 Watt
heating mantles to fit closely over the top 12 inches of the
pedestal. Temperatures of 110 or 90'C (± i°C) were
maintained at the sample position using Omega Model
#PL612
Model
or
Glas-Co!
CN-310-RTD-C
proportional controllers. For better temperature control,
the thermocouple was attached to the pedestal wall close
to the heat source (Figure I). An I2R model OTP-30A
protection probe was used to ensure that heat surges did
not expose the insulations to high temperatures, which
contribute disproportionately to the degradation.

H igh Temoerature
Cut-0 t

The isothermal profiles generated in a heated pedestal

For accelerated aging tests in pedestals and o~cns, the
insulations were removcd from the cable sheaths, the
filling compound wiped off with a dry cotton cloth, and
o,4
iitlincd below. Typically. 25
the insu!ation'; stresNed
or 50 insulated wires were selected with all colors
represented. Ox~gen Induction Times (OIT) were
measured in aluminum pans at 200 C on insulations
.
stripped from the conductors a,described clsewherel

Ii.z

ISO Iu'IsE~

I

I\.SIDL

IIL.ArTI) I'l-Di-KST IA

TOP

A
130

-

125

202

H

K

UP

105

I

I
WALL
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Probe

Controller

are shown in Figure 2 as a 2-dimensional view throug-h
the center of the pedestal, !f%iewed in 3-diruensions,
dome-shaped isotherms are seen. Temratures increased
rapidly as one moved up the pedestal and towards the
wall. It is critical to keen tie samples close to the apex of
the profile other-ise the acceleration factor and predicted
lifetime will be greatly altcrcd. The sample temperature
was monitored with thermocouples positioned at the
height of the topmost insulated wire. Similar gradients are
probably found in field pedestals.
)
Blue M model OV-510A-2 o\ens (ASTM type IlB
were used at 70 or 80C (-±IC) with 150-18) air
exchanges per hour. Insulated conductors from dificrent
cables were suspended 6 inches apart to allow an
unrestricted flow of air over the samples and avoid crosscontamination. Preconditioning of cables was done by
for periods up to 6
heatis
weeks. sealed cable sections at 70'C

Probe

Temoerature
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RES ITS AND DISCUSSION
Current Pedestal Test
The current pedestal test criteria was de\eloped from
aging studies of solid IIDPE insulations from aircore
that the same tet
made
cables6 ' . the assumption
cabls -, te being
asumpionbein
mae tat te sme est
conditions would simulate forty years in the field for
lbam-skin insulations. The buried fieldcab,- IXIX2)
recovered alter N-10 years underground were tested and
found to pass the current test. Insulations from these
buried cables had OIT values of 40-60 minutes. Since

II. Other stress contigurations

used were (I)

elongated coils, where the helix coils are 10-20 mm apart
but the outer diameter is still 3 mm, (2) large coils with a
diameter of 10 mm and -5mm between coils, and (3)
insulated wire, twisted around onc another to form a
double helix. These different stressing techniques change
the direction and absolute magnitude of the stresses ats
the
irectio
d
e
m
te
of
the tresse as
well as the relati e degree of tensile, compressive and
SiiCdi SUicSC ' appcd to t!,.e inslation
Linear elastic stress analysis - predicted the relatike
stresses shown in Table 3 for the different sample

these insulations were protected by cable sheaths in a
cool environment, they are assumed to have at least the
oxidative stability of the insulations when installed. For
these buried samples, cracks were first seen after 120-140

configurations. Close wrapped coils have high tensile
stresses directed along the axial direction of the wire
which will lead to craze formation perpendicular to the
wire and annular cracking. Elongated coils are under

days in a pedestal at 110 C. From the current test as
written (i.e., 45 test days - 40 year life), one would
surmise that these insulations would last

lower o\erall stress than close wrapped coils, and the
stress pattern is much more complex with significant
contributions from tensile, compressive and shear

40 vears x 130 test days to failure
..............................................
45 day test minimum

stresses. The stress magnitude and direction is more

. 115 cyears

TAIII.E 3- LINEAR El. SII( STRESS ANAISIS

flowe\er. insulations in the pedestal adjacent to this
cable had OIT values of - I minute which implied little
or no stabilizer remains. These insulations should begin
to crack in another 1-3 yearsi , giving an insulation

S:.\I'I.E
FORM

lifetime of - 10 years.

stress

The purpose of the pedestal test is to simulate the

(ose

field behavior and predict a minimum lifetime that can be

(oils

expected from an insulation. The analysis of the field
samples shows that the pedestal test as currently wntten
in the product requirements clearly falls short of this
objective.

Elongated

Stress
One factor missing

RFIAIIV I.SIRESSES
IENSIIY
(I)MPRESSIVE

in the current test is adequate

SIEAR

.ngile

\Vrap d
IIM)

11)

2
IS

44?

(oils

30-50

65-50

Iarte (oils

25

5

(.5

15

Loop

5

85

5

5

.
...
Angle het,,en maximum tensie siress direction and

25-30

ir"axis.

simulation of the mechanical stresses on the insulation
durinocable installation, splicing operations, terminations
and routine maintenance activities that occur during the

sensitive to the distance between the coils in elongated

insulation's lifetime. Pre\ious work on LDPE had shown
that when accelerated aging was performed in pedestals
with insulations twisted in pigtails or coils 5' 6 , the tests
predicted the field cracking times of LDPE insulations,

coils than in close wrapped coils. The elongated coils are
therefbre expected to crack later than the close wrapped
coils and produce cracks at a 25-40 degree angle to the
wire axis. The large coils will behave like close wrapped

In the current study. stress was applied by wrapping
the insulated wire 10 close turns around a mandrel whose
diameter equals the DOD (diameter over dielectric) of the
insulated wire. For example. a 1.0 mm diameter mandrel

coils (i.e.. annular cracks) but with a much slower
degradation rate since the stresses are -4 times smaller.
The loop in the current pedestal test has stresses less than
0.1 of the stresses found in the close wrapped coils and

was used for a 24 AWG gauge wire that ir, typically

therefire will take considerably longer to crack.

covered by 0.2 mm of insulation. The mandrel was
removed leaving free standing coils which typically have
an outer diameter of 3 mm and 1-2 mm between coils

These conclusions were confirmed by' expei.ments
with samples A,B.XI and X2. The results for X2 in
\arious test and sample configurations are shown in
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Table 4. Our samples showed that as the stress on the
insulation increased the time to crack decreased. The
degradation rate is at least doubled on going from the
elongated coils to the close wrapped mandrel coils. The
order of cracking is close wrapped coils - elongated coils
twists > large coils > loops : straight wires. In
addition, the predicted pattern of annular cracks in close
wrapped coils and loops, and angular cracks along the
insulation in the clongated coils, was also found.

The long term stability and field lifetime of the cable
should thus be determined b\ these strongly held
stabilizers. During heating of the cable, the OIT value of
the adjacent filling compound first increased and then
decreased after - I week suvesting that the stabilizers
moved from the insulation to the adjacent filling
compound, and then diffused throughout the rest of the
tilling compound and cable components.
O1T alues are shown inTable 5 as a function of time
at 70-C for foam-skin and solid insulations that have
been (a) never exposed to illing compounds, (b) exposed

.ABLE 4 -EFFEI(I OF Sl RE.,S ON AGING OF SAMPLE X2

SAMIPL:
(onditions

Form

D.IS (OIRSI (R t(
PedesaIl,
II
Oen.S ,
-

PRE.ONDIIIONIN(;

(lo trappd (k

I'Rt(*O'NI)IIIONED

Loop.

%Fi,

Vrapped (ods
1,

7(" I-OR
HFIKs
4 %%

60
"
24

Ilngated (,,s
Iarge

The close wrapped

ols

coil configuration is

5
45

to filling compounds in sealed jars, (c) exposed to filling
compounds as part of the normal manufacturing
procedure, or (d) recovered from the field after being

buried for 8-10 )ears. In the absence of filling
compounds, the OIT values for foam-skin and solid
insulations decreased by less than 20% after 4 weeks at
70'C. When filling compounds were present, large
reductions ( > 5 0 ,)in OIT values were obsered in both
foam-skin and solid insulations.

• '70

Fig. 3 70 ( ..\(;

preferred

because it accelerates the degradation at a faster rate than
the other configurations and shortens the test time. In
addition, the type and magnitude of the stress is easy to
reproduce and there is minimal handling of the insulated
wires. Fingernail pressure and or a tight grip on the
insulation can cause defects that can initiate cracks
prematurely. These defects are reduced in the mandrel
wrapped coils where the stress is taken up smoothly by
the polished surface of the manJrel and the coiled region
rarely needs to be handled. Using the elongated coils it is
difficult to reproduce stresses and hence variable rates of
cracking will occur. Large coils and loops are low stress
configurations that increase the test time.

E
100

J_

80
WB

B

) 60

Stabilizer Extraction
4
Brown and Das is have suggested that heating a
scaled cable at 70'C for 4 weeks simulates the
environmental effects experienced by a cable sitting in a
hot reel yard. Figure 3 and Table 5 show the effect of
aging at 70 C on the OIT values of the insulation, The
OIT value, and therefore the effectise stabilizer
concentration i. the insulation, decreases in a two step
process. The OIT value decreased by 50-60)% o\er the
first two weeks, after which the rate of loss slowed to
-5% per week, i.e.. one half of the stabilizer package
was easily lost while the remainder was strongly retained,
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Filling Compound

40

201
01
0

1
2
3
TIME AT 700 C (WEEKS)

4

Insulations from cable manufactured in 1987 that was
preconditioned, i.e., heated at 70'C for 4 weeks, has 5070% lower OFT values than the 8-10 year old cable
insulations that were manufactured, stored and buried in
the Phoenix/'Tucson area of Arizona. The area's climate
is known to be hostile for PIC insulations since the first
reports of LUPE cracking in the 1960s, of polypropylenes
in the 1970-s and now, foramn-skin HDPE insulations in the
1980s all originated there. Furthermore, preconditioning
th~e buried cables reduced the OlT values of their
insulations by 750.. These results imply that aging cablesI
for 4 weeks at 70'C may be too severe, since it results inA
a much greater loss of stabilizer than has been seen in the
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lifetime of insulations.
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Accelerated Aging Tests
am,
a cl~ate
Acceeratd

teperaure

nia

heI

carried out in lahoraitor\ pedestals or osens to simulaite
the thermial oxidlation of PlC cable insulations in the
feld. [able 6 lists, the ads antaces and disads antages htor
each. [ lie pedestal test has the ads antaces that thle test
apparatus is sim ilir to pedestals used in the field and the
test has a successful record in predicting LDIE cracking,.
I loes er. it not onls takes, a long Time (45 days. I sear)
at high tempel)ratures (9(1 C. 11It C), but also there are
lretern perture %ariiitls inside the hecated pedestal

he results of pede-stal testing are summarized in
Ficure 4 and Table 7. The 01l v\alues oif the insulations
ipeexontalrchgwlusf0.-6mnts
dipdepnntalrchgvleso0.-.mnus
in less than 41) days foir allsape;i.,lteorn
stabilizer remained. T his decay, occurred - 3 timres faster
for insulations that were preconrdit ionTed. Cracking biegan
le h
au ece hs o
aus
I his; latenicy period was determined hi the growt h rate if

~4)dy

ned by pplied stress on. and
cirizcs whichi is deit-rinc
dcet cincentratilln in. the insulation
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An effect of the temperature variations in the pedestal

shown in Figure 4. For example, the OIT of insulation

Ais

from a coil of sample B situated at the apex of the I 10'C
isotherm, was reduced to < I minute in - 40 days. It
took - 65 days for insulation from the same wire situated
2-3 inches lower in the pedestal and therefore exposed to
cooler temperatures, to reach the same value. Samplc
configuration did not atlkct OIT loss since similar
measuiements inside an oxen showed the same 011

100(Ades0,
Z

"alues for coiled and straight portions of the insulated
4.1

wire. Stress reduced the latency period between stabilizer

20

loss (OIT -0) and ,isible crack formation. Therefore, it is

,,
80

X2X

-

o
S60k

:/

B

,//0
/0
/After

20

oven testing. no
the insulation and formed cvtl.In
crxvstals were seen since evaporation rates were high.
the latency period, the insulations cracked
linearly with time and at comparable rates lir all colors

2
40

20

60

except white which cracked - 1-15,"o sooner than all the
other colo.-. This is in contrast to the 1960"s LDPE case
where reds and whites cracked much earlier than other
colors and black insulations nexer cracked 5t 14 . This is
probably a result of impro\ed understanding of pigment
chemistry. stability and dispersion by manufacturers.
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After 2-4 weeks in the pedestal test, crystals were
observed on all parts of the insulated wire in the heated
zone. Stabilizer has apparently migrated to the surface of
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different
manufacturers showed similar aging beha\ior in terms of
to crack and slope (1o, per day) values. When these
insulations were preconditioned at 70C for 4 weeks,
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believed that stress decreased this time for crack
formation by increasing craze production and crack
propagation rates and not by enhancing stabilizer loss.
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20

841

modiidtI02

B

Based on these pedCestal resutlts, cables manufactured

2

precotidltioncd 1917 cables cracked

2-3 times fluster than ilnsuLlaniotns aged 10 \ears in thefi ld
further sub,,antiating the conclusions dra\\n from Of1I

measurements that preconditionine cable,, at 711C litr 4
weeks i esc\csi\e.
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Oven Testing
Oven teting results at 80OC are summarized in
Oventesingresuts
t 8 C re smmaize
in
Figures 5-6 and Table 8 and are in general agreement
with the pedestal testing results in that:
Coiled insulation cracked first.
All colors cracked.
Preconditioning increased degradation rates.
Preconditioned modem (1987) cable insulations
cracked 2-3 times faster than 10 year old field
samples.
* OIT values decreased exponentially long before
cracking occurred.
" There was always a latency period of 10-40 days
between stabilizer depletion and onset of cracking. TEF
"
"
*
"

insulations were 1.3-1.7
" The 1977 and 1979 field
times less stable than the modern 1987 cables.

EffectOVEN
ofIN
PrenditS Acompound
ltffect o Prec onditioning

The effects of different preconditioning conditions on
the 1987 cables (A and B) periods are shown in Figure 5.
These conditions were (1) not preconditioned. (2)
Tp2condition
r 2 weeks at 7'oC, and (3)
preconditioned
preconditioned for 4 weeks at 70-C. As expected from the
OIT data in Figure 3, the firsttwo weeks of
preconditioning at 70'C had a disproportionate effect on
the
lifetime
of the insulation.
For example,
preconditioning insulation A for 2 weeks at 70'C reduced
the time to crack by more than 50% ( > 70 days) during
80'C aging. Preconditioning for 4 weeks only decreased
the time to crack by a further 20-25% (10-15 days).
Solid HDPE insulations from aircore cables (samples
and G hae not cracked after 200 days and the 01T
\alue fbr sample E is still greater than 30 minutes.
Howe\er when these insulations were exposed to filling
compounds before oxen testing, then they cracked
quickly. For example, a three inch section of cable F was
filled with an Extended ThermoPlastic Rubber (ETPR)
and preconditioned for 4 weeks at 70'C.
These insulations cracked after 32 days aging at 80°C.

Such preliminary data suggests that solid insulations are
susceptible to stabilizer extraction similar to foam-skin

insulations with the resultant decrease in lifetimes.
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mandrel are best since the\ (I) are simple to make and

FABL.E 8 - W(: OVEN TESTING RESt LTS

examine. (2) have minimal defect,
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slope of lines in Figures 5 & 6.

SUMMARY
The current thermal stability tests for cable deployed
in the U.S.A. do not guarantee a 40 year life for the
insulation in a pedestal environment. Cable insulations
that meet these current test requirements are known to
fail after less than a decade in hot parts of the country.
Either the pedestal closures should be redesigned or else
the test requirements improved to better simulate the field
experience.
Although today's cables are -1.5 times more stable
than cables installed 10 years ago, they will still not last
the desired 40 years. Improved cable formulations may
improve these lifetimes by changing the resin, the
stabilizers and or filling compounds. These formulations
are complex mixtures and therefore compatibility between
components needs to be considered early in the design
process to axoid deleterious interactions and seek
advantageous synergies.

and

consistentl\. Preconditioning was expected to simulate
before the cable is installed. Howeer. preconditioning at
70 C for 4 weeks appears too seere. Such conditions
ma
simulate cables exposed to high temperatures
( lO-F + ) for many months or tears in a reel yard. but
they do not correlate with measurements on cable that
has already been in the field for 10 %ear, in hot climates.
eg. Arizona.

pedestal and o\en tests are useful as accelerated
1ing
tests, but more data is needed on reproducibility
extrapolation to field lifetimes. The tolerances in
parameters such as temperature control, airflow rates,
preconditioning times and temperatures. and applied
stresses need to be e\aluated further. Our preliminary
studies show that consistent cracking results are obtained
if temperature is maintained at ± 1-2"C and close
wrapped coils are used. With these procedures, 10 years
in the field is equi alent to 60-70 dats in a pedestal at

a

gn

11(

C or 60-70 days in a forced-air o en at 80 C. If the

cables are preconditioned at 70 C for 4 weeks. 10 %ears in
the field becomes equi\alent to -20 days in either a
pedestal at 110 C or an o\en at 8( C. Accelerated aging
of preconditioned samples may represent a worst case
scenario where cables are exposed to the hot sun for a
long time before installation, used in ready access plant
and where the pedestal enclosure has full sun exposure.
The intrinsic variations that occur in insulation
manufacture, the test procedure and the laboratory-tofield Correlation need to be assessed before the test can be
applied to all cables from all manufacturers. Tests on a
wide ,election of cables, at a variety of temperatures and
in dillS'rent laboratories are in progress to optimize the
test conditions and procedures.
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An accurate accelerated aging test requires the
insulations to be stressed and possibly preconditioned.
Stress simulates physical activity during installation.
maintenance and repair. Coiled insulations prepared on a
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THE EFFECT OF FILLING COMPOLD
ON THE
CAPACITANCE OF FOAM-SKIN NSULATION
LABORATORY SIMULATION VS. CABLE PERFORMANCE

D. M. Mitchell

AT&T TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
ABSTRACT
Capacitance measurements have
been
made
periodically at 60-degrees C and at room
temperature on individual pairs of conductors
with foam-skin insulation, eacapsulated
in
ETPR-.type cable filling compounds. Results
from the laboratory method have been compared
with data obtained from completed cable when
held at constant 60-degrees C and with cables
exposed to atmospheric temperature changes
in
aerial
and buried environments.
The
results show that the increase in capacitance
observed for individual pairs when
immersed
in excess compound can be
significantly
greater
than that for the same combination
of filling compound and insulated conductors
in
cable.
ETPR
compounds
have
been
formulated that minimize capacitance increase
while retaining desirable properties
for
filled cable.

INTRODUCTION
The
advantages
of
foam
or
foam-skin
insulations for use
in filled, multipair,
telephone
cables - and the considerations
related to their use - have been identified
and discussed previously (1-3).
Indeed, the
pertinent
literature
has
become
quite
extensive and in referencing selected papers,
we
have no intention to overlook other
contributors. The References in the papers
cited are an archive for the
interested
reviewer.
It is of historic interest to note
that
a
British
patent issued in 1930
anticipated
the
expansion of
insulating
materials
for
improvement of dielectric
properties (4) and the application to filled
cable was proposed by Dean iii 1968 (1).
Interaction
phenomena
between
filling
compounds and plastic
insulation materials
were recognized at an early stage in filled
cable development (5, 6).
Reports by other
investigators have followed (7, 8), providing
additional insight and reflecting changes in
cable design, materials,
and test methods.
Investigation of
cell structure, per se, in
the presence of filling compound has been of
particular interest.
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A
variety of compounds and methods
for
application have been suggested (Q, 10)
for
the treatment of cable cores to resist or
mitigate the effects of water entry.
Sabia
(11)
has provided a comprehensive review of
representative
classes
of
materials.
Compounds consisting
of
petrolatum
and
selected
additives,
PE/PJs,
or
of
thermoplastic
rubbers
(I)
extended in
mineral oil, ETPRs, are currently in general
use
in the United States, and their relative
effects on cable transmission properties
are
understandably
of
interest.
Stratton,
Foessing, and Burkhard (12)
have monitored
the electrical capacitance vs. time of short
lengths
of foam-skin insulated conductors
encapsulated
in bulk quantities of PE/PJ or
of ETPR type compounds, at 70 degrees C and
at room temperature.
It
is the purpose of this paper to compare
other experimental data with that reported by
Stratton,
et
al.
In
addition, results
obtained for short lengths of conductors
encapsulated
in bulk compound are compared
with measurements made on electrically long
sections of filled cable.
Field Observations
ETPR-l
filling compound, was developed for
use
in buried multipair telephone cable;
however, its properties
(11)
prompted an
interest
in the evaluation of an aerial
section.
An
important objective was the
observation of cable handling and performance
under conditions as close as possible to
the
maximum environmental
temperature
to which
cable can be subjected within the Continental
United States. A site in the low desert of
Arizona was
selected to install 50-pair, 22
gauge
cable
containing
ETPR-l
filling
compound and having an ASP sheath.
The
foam-skin insulation is designed for 83 nf/mi
nominal mutual capacitance.

The field trial was designed to permit direct.
comparison of the performance of
aerial and
buried cable sections.
A 4178-foot aerial stir.
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was directly connected to 2483 feet of buried
cable.
Terminal cabinets were provided at
ground
level
at
each
end
of
the
aerial portion,
for periodic transmission
measurements.
Mutual capacitance has been
monitored over an eight-year period and is
reported below.
Experimental Procedure
Data obtained from the above cable have been
compared
with
measurements
of
mutual
capacitance made on approximately
1000 feet
of 200-pair, 22 gauge cable with ETPR-l
filling compound and ASP sheath, coiled on a
reel
and neld at constant 60-degree C for an
extended time period.
The
comparison is
completed with results obtained from 22-gauge
twisted pair, approximately
100-feet long,
coiled, encapsulated in bulk ETPR-l
filling
compound and held at constant 60-degree C.
Figure
I shows the
relative changes
in
capacitance with time for each configuration.
Throughout
this
report,
the
term
"encapsulated" describes short lengths of
twisted pairs or single conductors immersed
in excess filling
compound.
Twenty-six
gauge, foam-skin insulated conductor designed
for
83 nf/mi nominal
capacitance has been
used, unless otherwise noted.
effect of a modified filling compound,
The
ETPR-2,
on the capacitance of foam-skin
insulation has been included
for comparison
with ETPR-l filling compound and
ETPR-3
compound (12).
Figure 2 compares ETPR-2
filling
compound
on
26 gate
wire at
60-degrees C with the results r, :ed (12)
on 24 gauge wire at 70-degrees C. Figure 3
shows the relative time-dependent capacitance
change
in
separate
ETPR
compounds
at
60-degrees
C,
of
26
gauge, foam-skin
insulated, twisted pairs.
Figure 4 compares
the capacitance change in 26-gauge cable at
60-degrees C for the
same two compounds.
Capacitance vs. time has also been measured
at room temperature for 26 gauge
foam-skin
twisted pairs encapsulated in PE/FJ, ETFR-l
filling
compound,
and
ETPR-2,
filling
compound respecti'ely; the results are shown
in Table 1.
Discussion
From Figure I it is seen that the change in
capacitance resulting from the exposure of
a
short length of twisted pair encapsulated in
bulk filling
compound
is
substantially
greater than that observed for comparable
filled
cable
at
the
same
continuous
temperature. The aerial cable has approached
a limiting change in mutual capacitance after
8 years, at the same level approached by the
test cable
in 6 months. The latter result
can be explained by the difference
between
exposure to a constant high temperature and
to
atmospheric variations.
Although the

explanation is less clear for the difference
in capacitance change between the isolated
pair and the completed cable at the same
constant
temperature,
the
result
is
experimentally
repeatable.
We
have
considered the
remarks of
Eoll
(!)
amc
Tenzer and of Olszewski (14) with respect to
this observation. Notwithstanding the change
observed
for the encapsulated pair, the
mutual capacitance of the buried section has
not changed significantly during the 8-year
period.
This is particularly noteworthy
since
cable
containing
XTPR-l
filling
compound was developed for buried service.

r-

L

.

I

r
L

/

I
.

-

I
.

Figure 2 provides a qualified comparison of
the
performance
of
foam-skin insulated
conductors in ETPR type compounds.
Stratton
et al.
(12)
tested ten feet of 24-gauge
single conductor at 70-degrees C, whereas our
data are based on approximately 100-feet of
26-gauge twisted pair at 60-degrees C. Since
the results
include two ETPR type compounds
under somewhat comparable conditions, there
is an indication that significantly different
effects can result for different formulations
within the same generic class.
Figure 3 presents data for short lengths of
twisted pairs of 26 gauge foam-skin insulated
conductors encapsulated in ETPR-I and ETPR-2
filling compounds respectively, and held at
60-degrees C. This comparison indicates that
ETPR-2 filling compound
should demonstrate
less change in
capacitance wLen t''.'
in
cable. That indication is confirmed by the
data displayed
in Figure 4.
It will be
noted, however, that in each case the change
in cable
is significantly less than that
obtained for isolated pairs.
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Conclusion

Twisted pairs of 26 gauge foam-skin insulated
conductors have been encapsulated in ETPR-1
and ETPR-2 compounds and PE-/PJ and held at
room
temperature
for
5-1/2
months,
Capacitance has been monitored during that
period and
is reported
in Table
I. The
changes indicated thus far are significantly
less than those reported by Stratton, et al.
(12) for an ETPR type compound; the work is
continuing
and will
be compared with long
term
data from the outdoor exposure of
finished cable.

As pointed
out by others (13,
14),
the
testing
of
short
lengths of
insulated
conductors
in
bulk filling compound is
convenient and economical for the preliminary
evaluation
of
electrical
compatibility
between
insulating
and filling materials.
The
results
reported
here confirm the
validity of
the method for that purpose;
however,
it must be noted that indications
obtained by testing in bulk compound do not
necessarily
predict
quantitatively
the
performance in finished cable.
Furthermore,
the
experimental
results
indicate
a
significant
difference in the effect
_f
different ETPR type
compounds on foam-skin
insulations.
A standardized test method is essential for
the critical comparioon of results.
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IN-SERVICE CAPACITANCE STABILITY
PREDICTION OF
FILLED CABLES BASED ON 700 C LABORATORY AGING

J. A. Olszewski and J. J. Woods
General Cable Company
Woodbridge, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

environment is unquestionably a function of the
insulation/filler system, its prediction for the
expected service life of up to 40 years has to
rely on accelerated aging, commonly conducted at
70°C, and the correlation of these results to the
actual operating conditions and time spans.
The
work contained herein attempts this correlation
using a basic assumption that the modified
Arrhenius
relationship
obtained
in
temperature-time to embrittlement studies on
insulations
is applicable
to
the kinetics
responsible for capacitance changes.

Accelerated aging of solid and foam-skin insulated filled telephone cable samples at 70°c and
their resultant mutual capacitance changes, to
be more meaningful to the cable user or the cable
manufacturer, have to be related to the temperature that the cables will experience during their
anticipated service life of 20 to 40 years. This
study makes an attempt to establish such a correlation using an assumption that the Arrhenius
relationship obtained in time-temperature studies
of embrittlement of insulations is also applicable to the kinetics causing capacitance changes
in 70C agirg.
It becomes clear that low geographic latitudes, with their high temperatures,
represent the most severe global environment, and
consequently, the maximum possible deviation of
mutual capacitance from nominal.
For the same
reasons, aerial installations constitute the most
severe operating environment.
The study shows,
however, that both solid and foam-skin HDPE
insulated filled telephone cables should have
sufficiently stable transmission characteristics
under practically any climatic condition.
An
acceleation factor is developed which relates
days of 70°C aging to years of service life. The
use of this technique indicates that the mutual
capacitance change of well designed filled telephone cables should not exceed 3 percent over
their expected service life under the most
extreme global environments.

AGING AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
General Cable Laboratory studies of 1000 Hz
mutual
capacitance
stability
of
selected
insulation/filler systems in oven aging at 70°C
are shown in Figure 1.

.
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INTRODUCT ION
Most transmission stability studies conducted on
filled cables by the cable industry have employed
oven aging and insulation weight gain versus time
or capacitance changes of cable samples versus
time (1)(2)(3)(4)(5).
Publications dealing with
actual
field
performance
are
few,
cover
insufficient times of exposure to the operating
environment, or describe results obtained in the
underground environment and/or temperate climate,
such as that of Great Britain(6).
The most
significant discussions cover foam-skin filled
cables in aerial links located in subtropical
areas, i.e. Florida(7) and Phoenix, Arizona(8),
and the observed mutual capacitance changes
ranged from +0.9 to about +4.0:1 respectively in 8
years of operation.

'
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FIGURE I
In Figure
following:
i.

While the transmission stability versus time of
filled telephone cables in a given operating
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attention

is

drawn

to

the

All the insulations shown are HDPE type and
are either solid or foam-skin.
Lower
density polyethylenes were eliminated as
insufficiently stable while
plain foam
constructions some time ago were judged to
be unsuitable for filled cable designs.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

The bulk of the experimental data is on
PE-PJ filled type cables for a period of
about 5 years. The ETPR filler type cables
at the time of writing, had less than 200
days of aging, but appear to have similar
stability fn PF-PJ filler type cables.
This tends to contradict conclusions and
findings reported by Stratton, et al (9)..
The
greater
initial
drop
in mutual
capacitance on exposure to the 70*C test
temperature has to be attributed to the
higher oil content of the ETPR compounds.
All the capacitance stability curves show
the basic effect of initial measurements
made at about 20°C versus
subsequent
measurements on samples exposed to 70'C
temperature. The two-day data points most
probably reflect elevation of relatively
short cable samples to the 70oC test
temperature, augmented by varying degrees
of insulation swelling which depend on the
insulation/filler system.
In view of the
foregoing, the two-day normalized data
points were considered to be a "zero
reference".
The critical importance of cell structure
in the foam-skin HDPE/PE-PJ cables is
illustrated by the disparity between the
curves marked (1) and (2).
The former was
recorded on an earlier vintage foam-skin
design which was characterized by
an
overblown foam layer which exhibited large
interconnecting gas cells.
Curve
(2)
illustrates a state-of-the-art design and
exhibits a minimum deviation from initial
conditions.
Solid
insulations
in general
exhibit
negative capacitance changes due to oil
migration and swelling
of
solid HDPE
matrices,
except
that
PP
(propyleneethylene copolymer) insulations tend to go
through a maximum, typically caused by lack
of adhesion to conductors or gaps at the
conductor surfaces where oils migrate and
collect.

The
air
oven
insulation
aging
data
to
embrittlement are shown in Figure 1 (10).
This
study was undertaken primarily to determine if a
classical Arrhenius plot relationship, of twice
the
reaction
rate
per
I00 C
increase
in
temperature holds, and therefore, can be used for
insulation
life
prediction
at
much
lower
operating temperatures.
The plot 0 shows clearly
that 2x/10°C holds roughly for 90 C and higher
temperatures.
Between 70 and 90C the rate
increases to about 2.4x/I0°C, while below 70°C
the rate is uncertain as no failures were
obtained after 1320 days at 60C, but is at least
2.9x/100 C.
Additional
uncertainty is also
contributed by test data scatter.
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FIGURE 2

The actual performance indicated in Figure 2 for
HOPE insulation with its inflection points at C
(90'C) and possibly at E (70°C) was expected due
to the characteristic composition of the PE-PJ
filling compound in which the insulations were
conditioned for 2 weeks at 70°C before aging at
100, 90, 80, 70 and 60'C.
At a temperature of
115 to 120°C the filler is liquid, but its
individual components undergo a phase change, or
begin to solidify, as the temperature decreases.
This reduces the kinetics, and slows down the
physical aspects of aging.
The aging performance above about 80°C is not of
particular interest from the point of view of
this study, since filled cables are not expected
to operate at such high temperatures and because
the transmission stability studies in accelerated
aging (see Figure 1) are typically conducted at
70'C.
The small break in the curve at E, or about 70°C,
is most probably an indication of some transition
in the PE component. ETPR filling compounds can
be expected to undergo a similar change due to
the presence of PE wax.
No aging tests were conducted at temperatures
below 60*C because of the anticipated extremely
long times to failure.
In the case of PE-PJ
filler additional performance inflection points
are expected. One should take place around 500 C
since at this temperature microcrystalline wax
components are expected to crystallize. Thus, at
temperatures of 500C and below, the aging
processes can be expected to diminish further,
reflecting in a decreased slope of the aging
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performance curve of Figure 2. The rubber and
the crystallization of waxes encapsulate the most
mobile oil constituents.
It should be realized
that while PE-PJ compounds typically constitute
10 to 15 percent oils, ETPR compounds utilize
oils in the range of 90%.

plant cable has to be designed for the worst
possible location.
The U.S. weather statistics
for high population locations indicates that
Phoenix, Arizona at 33,50 N. latitude has higher
summer temperatures than Honolulu, Hawaii located
in the tropics at about 21.8' N. latitude. For
this ,eason the Phoenix arza is a good cable test
site.
Other important factors, such as year
round temperatures (11), daylight durations (12)
(Figure 3), and percentages of possible sunshine
(11), cannot be overlooked.

Assuming that the kinetics responsible for the
aging performance depicted in Figure 2 are also
responsible for mutual capacitance changes in
aging depicted in Figure 1, and taking a
conservative approach, or slope of line CO, the
aging acceleration factor "a" represented by 70°C
transmisison
(capacitance)
stability
studies
becomes

..

a =

............ ()

for cables operating at the same 700C (158°F)
temperature, while
for any other operating
temperature T, the equation becomes
-

a

8 4

486e .0 8 T

.

...

.......

"
.

..

,,

.......... (2)

"

where T is in °C

or,

..

2,

a = 2339e - -0 4 9 1T

,(3)

Outside plant cables however, never operate in
the
constant
temperature
environment
and
therefore modifying for times t at different
temperatures, the combined effective acceleration
factor Af represented by 70oC aging becomes
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where (tI + t2 + ....
+ tn ) = 1, or one
year
operating
cycle.
Thus,
if monthly
temperature statistics are used, then (tI =
t2
tn ) = 1/12 = .0833, etc.
In general, it should be realized that the finer
the time-temperature intervals, the more accurate
will be the approximation of the actual aging
effects.
AGING AND OUTSIDE PLANT OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
It is well known that from the point of view of
temperature
extremes
the
aerial
operating
environment is the most severe, while the tropics
encompass the regions of the highest temperature
climates. As far as the U.S.A. is concerned, the
country spans wide latitudes from subtropics to
polar regions with corresponding variations in
climate.
A scan of the climatic statistics by
the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (11)
reveals
substantial swings in temperatues for a given
northern latitude location, but any given outside
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The issue of sunshine is critically important
since
aerial
cable
temperatures
can
be
substantially higher than ambient.
A General
Cable-Lenkurt Electric study of an aerial filled
cable experimental
link
in Albuquerque,
New
Mexico
(13),
showed
38.8°F
higher
cable
temperature
than
ambient
with
zero
cloud
coverage, and 28.6'F higher than ambient cable
temperature with 10 or complete cloud coverage.
Heat absorption by "black body" jacketed cable
and infrared radiation respectively are the
responsible
phenomena.
The
parameters
of
equation 4 should take into account the above
discussed phenomena applicable to aerial cable
links.
Using Phoenix, Arizona and Honolulu, Hawaii
monthly weather data as a basis, the acceleration
factors, represented by 70*C cable aging per
Figure 1, were estimated as shown in Tables IA
and 2A. These factors were estimated to be 15.1
and 15.5 respectively, showing that Phoenix
aerial environment, in spite of colder winters,
is slightly more severe than that of Honolulu,
Hawaii.
These values of Af also imply that 40
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year aerial service in Phoenix and Honolulu are
equivalent to 40/15.1 = 2.65 years (970 days) and
40/15.5 = 2.58 years (940 days) aging at 700 C,
respectively.

Duluth, Minnesota.
Worst case underground duct installation temperatures are not known to the writers, but lack of
contact with the earth is expected to yield somewhat higher maximum yearly temperatures than
those in the worst case buried installations.
Therefore, 10°F maximum is possible as considered by some standard transmission engineering
practices(14).
These temperatures though will
never present as severe an environment as that
seen by the aerial cables.

Utilizing the results shown in Figure 1, the
earlier vintage foam-skin HDPE/PE-PJ cables would
be expected to exhibit an increase of 3.6 and 3.5
percent in mutual capacitance, in Phoenix and
Honolulu, respectively.
Present day foam-skin
and solid HDPE/PE-PJ designs would be expected to
show changes of approximately -0.1 and +1.8
percent, respectively, under the aforementioned
service conditions.

YARD CABLE STORAGE

The situation improves dramatically for higher
northern latitudes, as shown in Table 3A for
Juneau, Alaska and in Figure 4A for Duluth,
Minnesota.
In the case of these two northern
locations, the 70*C aging acceleration factors
come to 84.2 and 63.6 respectively, making the
time of aging at 700 C equivalent to 0.48 years
(175 days) and 0.63 years (230 days) respectively
for 40 years service life of aerial cables.
In
this case the expected average mutual capacitance
changes, for the same cable designs cited above,
come to

General Cable's study of temperatures reached by
cables on reels stored in the open yard showed
rough agreement with the reference (13)
study,
i.e. about 30 and 40°F cable temperature increase
over the ambient for full cloud coverage ant no
cloud
coverage
respectively,
but
these
temperatures were limited to the outer layer
winding. Black polyethylene jacket surface temperatures were on occasion about 60°F over the
ambient, while the inner cable windings were much
cooler, lagged behind the ambient changes, and
thus can be represented by the daily mean temperatures for the storage location. Considering the
fact that storage of a cable reel in the open
yard is of limited duration, yard storage has a
limited bearing on the overall aging considerations. Installation rigors on overheated jackets
remains the most important possible problem area.

+1.3 and +1.6% for the foam-skin HDPE/PE-PJ (1)
cable design
and
-1.6 and -1.7% for the solid HDPE/PE-PJ cable
design

Our study of mutual capacitance change on reels
in open yard storage of about 5 years duration in
central New Jersey - see Figure 4 - shows that
70*C
oven
aging
represents
two
orders of
magnitude faster aging, or an acceleration factor
of about 100. This observation applies to minima
exhibited by foam-skin cables and stabilization
after the decrease exhibited by solid HDPE
insulated cables.

The situation with buried installations, as
stated at the outset, is not nearly as severe,
because of lack of exposure to sunlight and lower
soil temperatures in general.
Buried cables are
typically placed at 36 inches below ground level,
and the main difficulty that has to be faced for
purposes of prediction, is lack of published soil
temperatures. Over the years, however, General
Cable has conducted a fair number of field trials
where soil temperatures at this cable depth were
monitored with a series of thermocouples. Taking
the most severe trial site, Joshua Tree, in the
California
desert,
the
lowest
temperature
measured in winter was 48*F, while the highest
was 85.1'F, the latter not during peak summer
heat. Therefore, taking once more a pessimistic
approach of 48 and 90°F ground temperature
extremes, the rough estimate of the acceleration
factor comes to
Af=
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The treatment in Table 5A shows almost perfect
agreement with computed Af of 103 and thus
implies correctness of
the approach.
The
differences in magnitudes of capacitance changes
0
in yard and 70 C agings are due to the difference
in temperature during measurements in these two
environments,
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CONCLUSIONS
The study described herein shows that the
transmission stability of modern day filled
telephone cables, be they solid or foam-skin HDPE
insulated, is sufficient to warrant their use in
buried, duct or aerial installations, in any
geographical
location.
Mutual
capacitance
changes in cables of reasonable design should not
exceed 3% during their 40 year service life.
Since the attenuation, both at voice and carrier
frequencies, is directly proportional to the
square root of capacitance, its maximum change
should be limited to about 1.5%.
This is less
than half the expected excursion of individual
pair
attenuations
in a newly
manufactured
telephone cable, based on allowable deviations of
conductor resistance and mutual capacitance from
their specified averages.
SUMMARY
This paper presents a method of relating 70°C
accelerated aging performance of filled telephone
cables to actual service performance.
Using an
acceleration
factor and climatic
statistics
allows for a prediction of mutual capacitance
change over the service life of a cable.
*

The analysis confines itself to a static scenario
for conditions of installation. The effects of
convective air currents on aerial cables and the
flooding conditions of underground duct systems
have not been considered. On the other hand, the
mechanical behavior of installed cables has not
been examined. Aerial cables are subject to wind
induced vibrations and variations of sags and
tensions with time, while buried cables are
exposed to varying longitudinal
stresses and
earth compaction.
These physical phenomena can
serve to modify the predictions of capacitance
change presented herein and could be the basis
for further studies.
Good correlation between calculated predictions
and long term monitoring of cables in a reel yard
was obtained,
and verifies
the method of
analysis.
It is expected that this will allow
for
more
rapid
evaluations
of
proposed
insulation/filler systems based on minimum 70°C
aging times.
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The Distinction Between Fire Hazard and Fire Risk:

The Importance of Such Assessments to Public Safety

John R. Hall, Jr.

National Fire Protection Association

Abstract
New models and methods are rapidly
becoming available to calculate not just
the physical growth of fire but also the
hazard and risk posed by fire. An
understanding of the concepts underlying
terms like "hazard" and "risk" will be
essential for anyone who wishes to solve
problems, or assess proposed solutions,
using these new computer-based decision
aids. A brief review is provided of
concepts and a major research initiative
now under way.

This decade has seen an explosive
growth in the number and diversity of
models and analysis methods, either
available or under development, for the
examination of fire growth, smoke spread,
and fire effects on people and property.
With this growth in capability has come a
number of new terms like "hazard" and
"risk", terms that seem deceptively
familiar and simple but that are now used
in a technically precise manner to
distinguish one class of new models from
another. In the new world of scientific
fire safety decision-making, it will be
important to know not only how these new
models work but also what questions each is
intended to address and what aspects of the
fire problem each is designed to capture.
This paper will review the meanings of the
new terms, provide a brief conceptual
overview of the new models, and describe
current research now under way to develop
them. Throughout this paper, it is assumed
that most users wish to model the effects
of changes in a product to be used in a
certain class of buildings.
Many of the computer-based models in
wide use today may be loosely referred to
as fire growth models. Examples of these
modes would-include (1) the various
editions of the Harvard code, originally
developed by Howard Emmons, (2) the highly

simplified ASET, or Available Safe Egress
Time Model, developed by Leona-rd Cooper,
and (3) the FAST model, or Fire And Smoke
Transport model, developed at the National
Rureau of Standards. In these models, a
fire is defined primarily as a rate of heat
release time-curve and a particular
l3cation in a larger space. Although the
models are often called fire growth models,
they are really smoke and heat spread
models. The specific curve defining the
fire typically must be provided by the
model user, who in turn may derive it based
on the reference curves that have been
developed for a wide range of burning
items. The principal function of the model
is then to use the laws of physics to
simulate the build-up of heat, smoke, and
toxic gases in sections of the larger space
as a result of the externally defined fire.
Fire growth models vary considerably in
complexity, speed, cost, and
sophistication. Some are field models,
providing physical charact1t~ics as a
function of specific locations in the
fire-affected space. Some are zone models,
providing physical characteristTcs-only for
large segments of the fire-affected space
and modeling the movement of the borders or
interfaces between these spaces. Some can
model only one room, while others can model
several rooms, including such non-room
areas as concealed spaces. But none of
these models address two major aspects of
fire safety - the likelihood that the fire
they model will occur and the practical
consequences to people or property of the
physical characteristics they show
developing.
A model that includes both a model of
fire growth and a model of the practical
consequences of that growth is called a
hazard model. A hazard model therefore
must include a model that translates the
physical phenomena of fire into damage to
people or property. The leading hazard
model in the U.S. is HAZARD I, developed at
the National Bureau of Standards, and it
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models damage to people through a modeling
component called TENAB, which stands for
TENABility. TENAB is a comparison
program. Its point of reference may be a
particular room or a moving location
representing an occupant. At each point in
time, TENAB calculates the instantaneous
and cumulative effects fire has had on the
location or occupant of interest, then
compares those effects to known criteria
regarding lethal or incapacitating levels
or combinations of fire effects. The best
current knowledge on toxic potency of gases
and on heat stress enter the hazard model
in this way.
To put it another way, HAZARD I uses
FAST, a fire growth model, to generate a
description of the hazardous conditions at
each location in the building as a function
of time. TENAB then calculates, based on a
fixed location or a moving location
representing a moving occtpant, the point
in time when the cumulative exposure at
that location would have been lethal or
incapacitating. If escape has not occurred
by that time, the occupants at that
location will be considered to have died.
In this way, HAZARD I directly
addresses many of the concerns that have
been raised about the lirect use of toxic
potency tests for regulation. HAZARD I
uses toxic potency information, like LCt5O
values, to translate the accumulating fire
effects into practical consequences of
incapacitation or death. But HAZARD I does
not treat a single toxic potency value as
safe or unsafe in itself. If a product has
high toxic potency but is very difficult to
ignite, then this should be captured in the
initial specification of the fire curve,
which will show the product entering the
fire later. If a product has high toxic
potency but releases mass slowly, then the
time calculations of HAZARD I can reflect
that fact.
What HAZARD I cannot do is compensate
for limitations in the state of the art of
its components, whether they be test
methods for calculating input variables or
physical, chemical, or biological
relationships that are used to make the
calculations. Like an experimental
automobile, HAZARD I is an integrated
system which includes some components that
perform in a nearly ideal fashion and other
components that are subject to considerable
uncertainty and need to be carefully
monitored by knowledgeable users.
HAZARD I includes another major
component that it treats as part of hazard
and which others have treated as part of
the population-exposure element of risk.
That component is EXITT, a model of human
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behavior in fire, which is the medium by
which HAZARD I provides a dynamic picture
of the exposure of occupants to a
developing fire. In simple terms, HAZARD I
uses FAST to determine what fire effects
are in a room, uses TENAB to determine how
lethal those effects are, and uses EXITT to
determine whether anyone is present to be
affected.
As complex and comprehensive as HAZARD
I may already sound, there are many
elements of hazard it does not include.
One is the process of suppression, whether
by automatic systems or by manual means.
Others are non-lethal effects of fire on
people and damage effects on property.
Each of these may be thought of as a
challenge for the future. HAZARD I also
does not include the key defining element
of a risk model, which is the relative
likelihood of the conditions it models.
The simplest extension of a hazard
model to a risk model would consist of
adding on a single probability number.
This simple extension is not satisfactory,
no matter how it is considered. Suppose
the probability is defined narrowly as the
likelihood of the very specific situation
used in HAZARD I - a specific fire in a*
specific location of the specific building
with specific occupants in indicated
locations. Then the probability will
inevitably be near zero, and the
significance of knowing anything about that
situation will appear to be nil.
At the
other extreme, suppose the probability is
defined broadly as the likelihood of any
fire in any location of any of that class
of buildings with all their variations in
occupancy. Then it is unlikely that a user
will know enough to be comfortable - let
alone accurate - in selecting one detailed
description to be representative of all
that variety in a HAZARD I run.
The solution to this dilemma is the use
of what is called a scenario structure.
One begins with an occupancy class of
interest and a product class of interest,
and one wishes to model the risk of fire
involving that kind of product in that kind
of occupancy. The universe of fires that
can occur in that occupancy class are then
subdivided into what are called scenario
classes. Each scenario class isde-fined by
several characteristics, such as a room of
origin, a description of the initial fire,
and a description of the locations and
characteristics of the building occupants
when the fire began. These characteristics
are referred back to the data on historical
fires and other data sources to obtain a
probability for that scenario class. At
the same time, a representative case is
identifie6 within the scenario class. It
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is designed to be representative of all the
variety in the scenario class, but this
will be a much more manageable and
defensible task than selecting one
representative of the universe of fires
because each scenario class will be more
homogeneous than the whole universe of
fires. This representative case is called
the reference scenario for that scenario
class.
The identification of scenario classes
and reference scenarios involves
considerable judgment and a balancing of
two different concerns. If the number of
scenario classes is too large, then (a) the
time and cost of running the model will be
unacceptably large, and (b) the existing
data bases may be inadequate to provide
reasonably accurate probability estimates
for each scenario class. But if the number
of scenario classes is too small, then
there will be grave, unresolveable doubts
about the representativeness of many of the
reference scenarios, given the tremendous
variation that will exist in the scenario
classes they represent.
Finding ways to deal with this dilemma,
and many others, is the mission of the
National Fire Protection Research
Foundation's fire risk assessment research
project. Begun in 1986 and due to be
completed in 1990, this project is designed
to construct a fire risk model around a
fire hazard model and to demonstrate its
general applicability to estimation of the
projected impact of product design changes
on the national fire death toll. Of the
three developmental cases used to bring the
project to its current position, one
addressed wire and cable insulation in
hotel and motel installations. The other
two were carpets in office buildings and
upholstered furniture in homes. Future
work will include a developmental case on
interior wall coverings in restaurants and
more focused work to refine the accuracy
and measure the sensitivity of the risk
method's individual modeling components.
The following is a very brief listing
of some major modeling challenges that have
been and are being addressed in the fire
risk assessment project:
o
What characteristics, recorded or
estimateable for most real fires, can be
used to estimate when, at what size, and
for what reason the fire stopped growing?
Most fires are interrupted, and this
affects the estimation of the hazard
consequences of changing a product involved
in the fire.

o
What characteristics, recorded or
estimateable for most real fires, can be
used to estimate whether and when a product
will become involved in a fire that did not
begin with its ignition? The secondary
ignition of a product may depend on the
burning properties and location of any
other item in the building.
o
What data exists, recorded for
either real fires or the population in
general, that can be used to describe the
layouts of rooms and the number, locations
and conditions of occupants in enough
detail to support hazard-model calculations?
o
What characteristics, recorded or
estimateable for most real fires, can be
used to determine whether, when, and with
consequences for fire spread, fires cross
into or out of concealed spaces? This may
be called the barrier breach model,
although there is a possibility of barrier
compromise prior to the fire which should
be captured as well.
o
How can a hazard model, designed
to handle up to ten rooms, be used to
estimate risk or hazard in buildings having
hundreds of rooms and dozens of floors?
o
How can a risk or hazard model,
which calculates risk as a cumulative
effect of toxic gases and heat stress,
capture the many rapid fatal injuries to
persons located very close to the point of
ignition? This includes people smoking in
bed, the torch operators who ignite the
materials they are working on, and clumsy
arsonists who trap themselves in
fast-moving fires.
As these questions are answered, fire
risk and fire hazard assessment methods
will become sufficiently well developed to
be used in all the major fire safety
decision-making areas we now work in using
less sophisticated tools. Fire hazard
models may be the key to our long-stated
goal of movement from specification codes
to performance codes. Because they can
address the net effects of many
simultaneous changes in a product or a
building, fire hazard models will permit
greater flexibility in assessing new
technology.
Fire risk assessment methods should
have a similar impact but will be of
particular use if ease of ignition is among
the product design changes being
contemplated. Fire risk assessment methods
also will be the models of choice for
economic decisions, such as whether to
regulate, because they are the only models
capable of estimating benefits in terms
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validly compared to estimates of the cost
of regulation. Agencies like the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission
therefore are likely to be prime users of
the new fire risk assessment tools, while
building code officials are more likely to
find that fire hazard models will suit most
of their needs.
It is important to view all of these
tools as systems in a constant state of

development.

As with other computerized

decision aids, there will always be gaps the gap between the version in widespread
use and the version the lab boys and girls
consider their best current model , the gap
between the model applications that can be
safely and confidently performed by the
typical user in the field and the wider
range of model applications that can be
executed by the model developers and their
peers, and lastly, the gap between the
scientific state of the art embedded in the
model and the state of knowledge required
to answer all questions and concerns to
everyone's satisfaction. Notwithstanding
all these gaps between the ideal and the
real, by the next decade, we can look
forward to a new level of scientific power
in our public and private decisions about
fire safety. If I may hazard a guess, we
have nothing to risk and everything to gain.

John R, Hall, Jr.
Director
Fire Analysis & Research Division
National Fire Protection Association
Batterymarch Park
Quincy, MA 02269
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FIRE MODELING: A KEY ELEMENT TO HAZARD AND RISK ASSESSMENT

William Douglas Walton

Center for Fire Research
National Institute of Standards and Technoloy
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899

While many fires will not follow this idealization, it
provides a useful framework for the discussion of compartment

Abstract
The ability to predict the temperatures, species
concentrations and other conditions developed in comoartment
fire hazard
and rsk.
risk,
in ky
thecemet
analysis off fre
fires is a key element
fire isa
i
th
anls,'is
azad ad
Decades of study of the phenomena associated with compartment
fires have led to the development of computer-based models
which can predict the fire induced environment in compartments.

Iires. All fires include an ignition stage but, beyond that may fail
to grow or they may be affected by manual or automatic
suppression activities before going through all of the stages listed
above.

This paper will review the state-of-the art of
compartment fire modeling and will present examples of current
models and their function,

Ignition Stage - This is the point at which the fire begins.
Growth Stage - Following ignition, the fire initially grows
primarily as a function of the fuel itself, with little or no
influence from the compartment. The fire can be described in
terms of its rate of energy and combustion products gencration.
If sufficient fuel and oxygen are available, the fire will continue
to grow causing the temperature in the compartment to rise.
Fires with sufficient oxygen for combustion are said to be fuel
controlled.

Introduction
Although the importilce of fire hazard and risk
assessment will be discussed in another paper. it is evident that
an estimate of the coiditions developed during the course of a
fire is necessary to make an assessment. The conditions most
commonly of interest include the burning rate of the fire
and the
associated spatial distribution of gas temperatures and species
concentrations. The species concentrations typically include
oxygen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. Other conditions
as
ateialtempratres
lowrats,
suchasmaterial
such as gas flow rates,
temperatures, het
beat fuxe,
tluxes, oher
other
species concentrations and the activation time of detection and
b imortni.Most
suppesson
my aso evics
suppression devices may also be important.
The most comprehensive
method for estimating
Themot ompehnsvemetodfo
etimtig the
he
conditions resulting from a fire is the use of a computer fire
model. This discussion of fire modeling will be limited to
comartmo
ent
T ies. iCsomp
fires
o
defin illed e is t
compartment fires. Compartment fires can defined as fires in
enclosed spaces which are commonly thought of as rooms in
~~~~buildings.
but may include other spaces such as those found in
transportation vehicles such as ships, planes. trains, and the likc,
Fires Sta~gs
Fsarate
Compartment
fires
are often discussed interms of stages
Compstages
arent
favailable
The stages are:
.Ignition
2. Growth
4. Fully developed fire
5. Decay

.

Fire Stage Definitions

Flashover - Flashover is generally defined as he
transition from a growing fire to a fully developed fire in which
all combustible items in the compartment are involved in fire.
During this transition there are rapid changes in the
c
i te
ire
ther
enion
cmrtnt
term. and
not a precise
Flashover
environment.
compartment
several variations
in definition
can beis found
in the literature.
ic the adi at rom
the
t
aur e at uwh
s t ar a s on
are based on the temperature at which the radiation from
the hot gases in the compartment will ignite all of the
combustion
contents.
300 to 650'C
have
been associated
withGasthetemperatures
onset of offlashover,
although
lashover
ost
of f
assciated with the
temperatures of 500 to 600'C are most widely used2. Flashover
has also been associated with The ignition of unburnt fuel in the
hot fire gases, the appearance of flames from openings in a
compartment.
or the ignition of all e.
of the combustible contents
maacalyeadifrnphn
may actually be a different phenomen.
Fully developed fire - During this stage, the heat release
of the fire is the greatest. Frequently during this stage
more fuel is pyrolized than can be burned with the oxvgen
in :he compartment. In this case, the fire is said to be
ventilation controlled. If there are openings in the compartment.
the ur-urncd fuel will leave the compartment in the gas flow
and may burn outside of the compartment. During the full,,
developed stage, the environment within the compartment has a
significant effect of the heat release rate of the burning objects.
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Decay stage - The decay stage occurs as the fuel becomes
consumed and the heat release rate declines. The fire may
change from ventilation to fuel controlled during this period,

conservation of energy in a number of ways based on the level
of detail desired. Similar techniques are used to calculate the
species concentrations using the conservation of mass.
Additional details may be found in the references cited.

Compartment Fire Phenomena
Energy and Products Generated by the Fire
In order to calculate or predict the temperatures and
species concentrations generated in a compartment fire, a
description or model of the fire phenomena must be created,
This model will be described in terms of physical equations which
can be solved to predict the temperature and species
therefore,
concentrations in the compartment. Such a model is,
an idealization of the compartment fire phenomena. Consider
a fire which starts at some point below the ceiling and releases
energy and products of combustion. The rate at which energy
and products of combustion are released may change with time.
The hot products of combustion form a plume which, due to
buoyancy, rises toward the cciling. As the plume rises, it draws
in cool air from within the compartment decreasing the plume's
temperature and increasing its volume flow rate, When the
plume reaches the ceiling, it spreads out and forms a hot gas
layer which descends with time as the plume's gases continue to
flow into it. There is a relatively sharp interface between the
hot upper layer and the air in the lower part of the
compartment. The only interchange between the air in the
lower part of the room and the hot upper layer is through the
plume. As the hot layer descends and reaches openings in the
compartment walls (e.g., doors and windows), hot gas will flow
out the openings and outside air will flow into the openings.
This description of compartment fire phenomena is referred to
isa two-layer or zone model.
The two layer model concept assumes that the
composition of the layers is uniform. That is the temperature
and other properties are the same throughout each layer.
Although the temperature of the lower layer will rise during the
course of the fire, the temperature of the upper layer will
remain greater and is of the most importance in compartment
fires.
Calculation of Compartment Fire Temperatures and
Species Concentrations
The basic principle used tot calculate the temperature in
the a compartment fire is the conservation of energy. As
applied to the hot upper layer, the conservation of energy can
be simply stated as: the energy added to the hot upper layer by
the fire equals the energy lost from the hot layer plus the time
rate of change of energy within the hot upper layer. From the
time rate of change of energy within the hot layer. the
temperature of the layer can be computed. Conscrvation of
energy can also be applied to the lower layer as well. Since the
volume of the upper layer changes with time, and mass flows in
and out of the upper layer, conservation of mass must be used
along with the conservation of energy. Because the energy
generated by the fire and the temperatures in compartment vary
as a function of time, the application of the conservation of
energy will result in a series of differential equations. The
transport of energy in a compartment fire is a very complex
process. In order to formulate expressions for the conservation
of energy in a practical way. a number of assumptions must be
It is possible to formulate the equations for the
made.
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The energy generated by the fire is the primary influence
on the temperature in a compartment fire and much research
has been conducted in predicting the energy release rate of many
fuels under a variety of conditions. As a fucl is heated and
releases pyrolysis products, these products react with oxygen.
generating heat and combustion products and possibly producing
flames. The rate of energy release is equal to the mass loss rate
of the fuel times the effective heat of combustion of the fuel.
The effective heat of combustion is the heat of combustion
which would be expected in a fire situation where incomplete
combustion takes place. This is less than the theoretical heat of
combustion as measured in the oxygen bomb calorimeter. The
effective heat of combustion is often described as a fraction tof'
the tht.retical heat of combustion.
The products generated by the fire are the primary
influence on the species concentrations within the compartment.
Although theoretical product generation rates may be calculated
for simple fuels, much less work has been done in measuring and
predicting the wide range of products expected to be produced
from the burning of real fuels under the wide variety of
conditions found in compartment fires.
In fuel-controlled fires, there is sufficient air to react with
all the fuel within the compartment. In ventilation-controlled
fires, there is insufficient air within the compartment, and somc
of the pyrolysis products will leave the compartment, possibly to
react outside the compartment. For calculating the temperatures
produced in compartment fires, the primary interest is in the
energy released within the compartment.
The pyrolysis rate of the fuel depends on the fuel type,
its geometry and the fire-induced environment. The energy and
combustion products generated in the compartment by the
burning pyrolysis products then depend on the conditions
within the
etc.)
concentration,
oxygen
(temperature,
compartment. While the processes involved are complex, and
some are not well understood there are two cases where some
simplifying assumptions can lead to useful methods for
approximation of the energy released by the fire. These two
cases may not however provide as great a simplification in
approximating the generation of combustion products.
Free-burning fires are defined as those in which the
pyrolysis rate and the energy release rate are affected only by,
the burning of the fuel itself and not by the room cnvironmcnt.
This is analogous to a fire burning out of doors on a calm day.
This data is most useful for estimating burning rates of primarily
horizontal fuels in pre-flashovcr fires, where the primary heating
.
of the fuel is from the flames of the burning item itself
Vertical fuels, such as wall linings and fuels located in the upper
hot gas layer, will likely be intluenced by the pre-flashovcr room
environment.
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Ventilation-controlled fires are defined as those in which
the energy release rate in the room is limited by the amount of
available oxygen. For most fuels, the heat released per mass of
air consumed is a constant approximately equal to 3000 KJ/kg4 .
Therefore, the rate of energy release of the fire can be
approximated from the air inflow rate.
The solution of a relatively complete set of equations for
the conservation of energy, mass and species requires the
solution of a large number of equations which vary with time.
Although individual energy transport equations may be solved, in
general there is not an explicit solution for a set of these
equations. As a result, one of two approaches can be taken,
The first is an approximate solution which can be accomplished
by "hand" using a limiting set of assumptions. The second is a
more complete solution utilizing a computer program. In either
case, a number of methods have been developed. This paper
will focus on the computer based methods. Each method
employs assumptions and limitations which should be understood
before employing the method.
Computer Methods for Predicting
Compartment Fire Phenomena
Computer models are simply computer programs which
model or simulate a process or phenomenon. Computer
programs are used in many areas of fire protection design,
including suppression system design, smoke control system design,
and egress analysis. The focus here will be on computer models
which predict the conditions in compartment fires.
Computer fire models can provide a faster and more
accurate estimate of the impact of a fire, and the measures used
to prevent or control the fire, than many of the methods
previously used. While manual calculation methods provide good
estimates of specific fire effects (e.g., prediction of time to
flashover), they are not well suited for comprehensive analyses
involving the time-dependent interactions of multiple physical
and chemical processes present in developing fires.
The state of the art in computer fire modeling is
changing rapidly. Understanding of the processes involved in fire
growth is improving and thus the technical basis for the models
is improving. The capabilities, documentation, and support for
a given model can change dramatically over a short period of
time. In addition, computer technology itself (both software and
hardware) is advancing rapidly. A few years ago, a large
mainframe computer was required to use most of the computer
fire models. Today. almost all of the models can be run on
microcomputers. Therefore, rather than provide an cxhaustivc
discussion of rapidly changing state-of-the-art available computer
models, the following discussion will focus on a representative
selection.
There are two general classes of computer models for
analyzing enclosure fire development. Probabilistic models treat
fire growth as a series of sequential events or states. These
models are sometimes referred to as "state transition" models,
Mathematical rules are established to govern the transition from
one event to another (e.g.. from ignition to established
burning). Probabilities arc assigned to each transfer point. hased
on analysis of relevant experimental data and historical fire

incident data. Probabilistic models do not normally make direct
use of the physical and chemical equations describing the fire
processes.
In contrast, deterministic models represent the processes
encountered in a compartment fire by interrelated mathematical
expressions based on physics and chemistry. These models may
also be referred to as "room fire" models, "computer fire" models
or "mathematical fire" models. Ideally, such models represent the
ultimate capability: discrete changes in any physical parameter
could be evaluated in terms of the effect on fire hazard. While
the state of the art in understanding fire processes will not yet
support the "ultimate" model, a number of computer models are
available that provide reasonable estimates of selected fire
effects.
The most common type of physically based fire model is
the "zone" or "control volume" model, which solves the
conservation equations for distinct regions (control volumes). A
number of zone models exist, varying to some degree in the
The dominant
detailed treatment of fire phenomena.
characteristic of this class of model is that it divides the room(s)
into a hot upper layer and a lower cooler layer. The model
calculations provide estimates of key conditions for each of the
layers as a function of time. Zone modeling has proved to be
a practical method for providing first-ordcr estimates of fire
processes in enclosures.
Another other general type of deterministic model is the
"field" model. This type of model solves the fundamental
equations of mass, momentum, and energy for each element in
conservation of energy in a number of ways based on the level
of detail desired. Similar techniques are used to calculate the
species concentrations using the conservation of mass.
Additional details may be found in the references cited.
Energy and Products Generated by the Fire
The energy generated by the fire is the primary influence
on the temperature in a compartment fire and much research
has been conducted in predicting the energy release rate of many
fuels under a variety of conditions. As a fuel is heated and
releases pyrolysis products, these products rcact with oxygen.
generating heat and combustion products and possibly producing
flames. The rate of energy release is equal to the mass loss rate
of the fuel times the effective heat of combustion of the fuel.
The effective heat of combustion is the heat of combustion
which would be expected in a fire situation where incomplete
combustion takes place. This is less than the theoretical heat of
combustion as measured in the oxygen bomb calorimeter. The
effective heat of combustion is often described as a fraction of
the theoretical beat of combustion.
The products generated by the fire are the primary
influence on the species concentrations within the compartment.
Although theoretical product generation rates may be calculated
for simple fuels, much less work has been done in measuring and
predicting the wide range of products expected to be produced
from the burning of real fuels under the wide variety of
conditions found in compartment fires.
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I-I
a compartment space which has been divided into a grid of small
elements. Imagine an enclosure filled with a 3-dimensional grid
of tiny cubes; a field model will calculate the physical conditions
in each cube, as a function of time. The calculation will account
for physical changes generated within the cube, and changes
affected on the cube from surrounding cubes. This will permit
the user to determine the conditions at any point in the
compartment.
Currently, the computational demands of most field
models exceed the computer resources of the typical user. One
6
of the field models, JASMINE' , "appears to offer a reliable tool
for the prediction of detail thermal properties on non-spreading
fire problems where radiant heat tiansfer is relatively less
important than convection."
The above discussion provides the reader with a brief
overview of computer fire modeling. For in-depth review of the
topic, see references .31. A brief review of selected zone fire
models is provided below,
Compartment Fire Models
ASET (Available Safe Egress Time) is a program for
calculating the temperature and position of the hot upper smoke
layer in a single room with closed doors and windows. ASET
can be used to determine the time to the onset of hazardous
conditions for both people and property. The required program
inputs are the heat loss fractions, the height of the fuel above
the floor, criteria for hazard and detection, the room ceiling
height, the room floor area, a heat release rate, and (optional)
species generation rate of the fire. The program outputs are the
temperature, thickness and (optional) species concentration of
the hot smoke layer as a function of time. and the time to
hazard and detection. ASET can examine multiple cases in a
single run. ASET was written in FORTRAN by Cooper and
Stroup 7 .
ASET-B is a program for calculating the temperature and
position of the hot upper smoke layer in a single room with
closed doors and windows. ASET-B is a compact version of
ASET, designed to run on personal computers. The required
program inputs are a heat loss fraction, the height of the fire,
the room ceiling height, the room floor area, the maximum time
for the simulation, and the rate of heat release of the fire. The
program outputs are the temperature and thickness of the hot
upper smoke layer as a function of time. Species concentrations
and time to hazard and detection, calculated by ASET, are not
calculated in the compact ASET-B version. ASET-B was written
iv BASIC by Walton'.
COMPF2 is a computer program for calculating the
characteristics of a post-flashover fire in a single building
compartment, based on fire-induced ventilation through a single
door or window. It is intended both for performing design
calculations and for the analysis of experimental burn data.
Wood, thermoplastics and liquid fuels can be evaluated. A
comprehensive output format is provided which gives gas
temperatures, heat flow terms, ;-id flow variables. The
documentation includes input instructions, sample problems, and
a listing of the program. The program was written in
FORTRAN by Babrauskas' .
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FAST (Fire and Smoke Transport) is a multi-room fire
computer program which predicts the conditions within a
structure, resulting from a user-specified fire. FAST version 17
can accommodate up to five rooms with multiple openings
between the rooms and to the outside. The required program
inputs are the geometrical data describing the rooms and
connections; the thermophysical properties of the ceiling, walls
and floors, the fire as a rate of mass loss, and the generation
rates of the products of combustion. The program outputs are
the temperature and thickness of, and species concentrations in,
the hot upper layer and the cooler lower layer in each
compartment. Also given are surface temperatures and heat
transfer and mass flow rates. FAST was written in FORTRAN
by Jones". FAST serves as the base model for the fire hazard
assessment system (currently known as HAZARD I) scheduled
to be released by the Center for Fire Research, NIST, in early
1989.
The HARVARD fire model predicts the development of
a fire and the resulting conditions within a room (version 5) or
multiple rooms (version 6), resulting from a user-specified fire or
user-specified ignition. Version 5 predicts the heating and
possible ignition of up to four targets, due to the original fire.
The room must have at least one opening to the
outside. Version 6 does the same for up to five rooms connected
to each other with openings (at least one of the rooms must
have an opening to the outside). The required program inputs
are the geometrical data describing the rooms and openings, and
the thermophysical properties of the ceiling, walls, burning fuel,
lnd targets. The generation rate of soot must be specified, and
the generation rates of other species may be specified. The fire
may be entered either as a mass loss rate or in terms of
fundamental properties of the fuel. Among the program outputs
are the temperature and thickness of, and species concentrations
in, the hot upper layer and the cooler, lower layer in each
compartment. Also given are surface temperatures and heat
transfer and mass flow rates. The HARVARD program was
written in FORTRAN by Emmons and Mitler".
Further
development of the HARVARD model has been discontinued
and a descendant of this model known as FIRST has been
introduced.
OSU (Ohio State University compartment Fire computer
program) is a program for calculating heat release rate, smoke
generation rate, and smoke and heat venting from single
compartments. The OSU model takes into account an initiating
fire and both horizontal and vertical fire spread, providing a
prediction of how combustible materials in the compartment
influence the course of a developing fire. The required program
inputs are material thermal properties. ignition point, rate of
heat and smoke release, and flame propagation parameters. In
addition, certain plume properties are required, including
dimensions, temperature, and emissivity. Typical model outputs
include upper layer air temperature, smoke generation rate, and
heat release rate. OSU was written in FORTRAN by Smith and
Satija' 2 .
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The NFPA and ENMT Conduit

A Real Case of Fire-Hazard Assessment:

Irwin A. Benjamin, Frederic B. Clarke, Philip DiNenno, Sharon Steele and
Henri van Kuijk

Benjamin/Clarke Associates, Inc.,
ABSTRACT
Unresolved questions concerning
the toxic hazard of combustion gases
from electrical non-metallic tubing
the National
in
resulted
(ENMT)
Electrical Code's limiting its use to
buildings of three floors or less.
The role of the hazard assessment in
successfully removing the NEC
limitation will be described,
This paper focuses on
contribution of the ENMT to
The results of
resulting hazard.
tests and the correlation with
prediction are presented
discussed,

the
the
the
the
and

The approach consisted of
full-scale experiments to verify those
parts of the method which could
readily be tested, followed by its
application to the likely scenarios of
actual use.

I. Background and Introduction
In the early 1980's a new
non-metallic
electrical
product,
tubing, was developed and proposed for
use in certain applications covered by
The
the National Electrical Code.
product is fabricated from
unplasticized poly(vinylchloride) - PVC - - in a fashion which combines
mechanical strength with considerable
The novelty of the
pliability.
product, in combination with a
heightened awareness of the role of
smoke in fire hazard, led, in 1984, to
a limitation on the use of ENMT to
buildings of three stories or less.
In an effort to learn more about
the role of this product in a building
The manufacturer, Carlon Corp.,
fire.
asked Benjamin/Clarke Associates to
develop a method for toxic hazard
assessment which could be used to
review the safety of the use of ENMT
in buildings.

Kensington, Maryland

This report describes a method
for looking at toxic hazard and to
show how it was applied in a specific
case, the use of ENMT raceway, which
Typically, ENMT is
is made of PVC.
concealed in walls, floors, ceilings
This report
or fire resistive chases.
is specifically designed to define the
behavior of ENMT in two selected fire
scenarios and to determine its
contribution to the fire hazard in a
building.
This Kind of information,
difficult to obtain without the use of
hazard assessment, constituted part of
the evidence which persuaded the NEC
to remove the 3-story limitation in
1987.
II. The Approach to Hazard Assessment
A.

LoQic

Ideally, the way to assess a
hazard is simply to carry out a series
of full-scale experiments which
simulate the situations of concern.
As is often the case, this proved
In
difficult to do in practice.
addition to the usual concerns
attendant to full-scale fire
of
the difficulties
experiments,
characterizing and analyzing smoke
generated in concealed spaced made a
straightforward full-scale test
As a result, a
program impractical.
hybrid program, using both
experimental data and engineering
calculations, was undertaken.
The
steps:

method

consists

of

several

For a given scenario,
1.
calculate the thermal environment to
which the ENMT raceway will be
(The environment will of
exposed.
course be different, depending upon
directly
whether the raceway is
exposed to a fire or located inside
However, in
walls or ceiling plenums.
case the environment is
either
predictable.)
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For the raceway, calculate
2.
the rate of combustion or pyrolysis
product released as a result of the
To do this,
environmental exposure.
one needs laboratory-scale data on the
raceway's fire performance and the
results of Step 1, above,

details of the room and test
arrangement are shown in Figures 1 and
2 and the test description is shown in
Table 1. All the tests were conducted
with wood cribs which were located in
Two
the center of the burn room. were
raceway
types of non-metallic
purposely
located within the room and

Determine the concentration
3.
of product leaving the fire room and
its relative toxic hazard in relation
to the other combustion products
expected to be present.

The
exposed to the fire environment.
fires were designed so that the 25 kg
crib fire (Tests 3-5) did not directly
impinge on the raceway, but the 50 kg
crib fire (Tests 1 and 2) did impinge
on, and did ignite, the raceway.

Since the analysis is based on
computer calculations and information
from small-scale tests one may well
ask how well the analysis can simulate
For this reason, a
a real fire.
series of room tests were conducted
and are reported herein, which were
designed to validate the method of
calculation (although, for the reasons
did not deal
cited above, they the
scenarios
specifically with
understudy).
B.
B. Organization

For this validation program a
high, was
room, 8'1"
7'10" x 12'1"
used as an experimental chamber, with
a 31.5" x 79" door, Figures 1 and 2.
It was desired specifically to obtain
measurements to compare with
calculations made to predict the
behavior of 40 lineal feet of raceway
hung near the ceiling along one side
The
to the fire plume.
and exposed
raceways were suspended horizontally
in a tray about 3" below the ceiling
and the center of the unit was 6" from
Although using exposed
the side wall.

Section III gives results of room
tests conducted to validate the
This
calculation procedures used.
part shows how the prediction of the
combustion or pyrolysis product loss
rate can be calculated from a series
of small scale tests conducted on the
cone calorimeter; and from
calculations of the fire growth rate
in the environment using modern
modeling technique such as the Harvard
The two in combination
Fire Code.
of the amount of
prediction
allow a being
generated in a given
product
fire.
Section IV looks at two scenarios
in which an ENMT raceway would
typically be used and determines the
concentration of pyrolysis product
ult of
p-sent in a givern rc , Z...
The
a typical fire in that room.
scenarios illustrate what change in
the toxic hazard could result if ENMT
were used in these cases,
III. Experimental Program
A. Full-Scale Measurement
.
-Spaint.
Test Layout and Procedure:
1.
The full-scale test program was
conducted to determine whether the
calculation techniques used could
indeed predict a given environment,
Tests were conducted at two nominal
fire energy output levels, 250 and 500
The
kW, in an 8 x 12 foot room.
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non-metallic tubing raceway in a room
would not be normal construction
practice, it was used in this test for
the purpose of demonstrating the model
These demonstrations
predictability.
would have been far more difficult if
the tubing had been used in its normal
concealed location.
A series of five tests was run in
Tests were
accordance with Table 1.
made with both ENMT (electrical
RNMC (rigid
non-metallic tubing) andBoth
of these
conduit).
non-metallic
products are made from PVC, with
or
fillers
of
negligible addition
Two blank tests were run
additives.
to evaluate the performance of the
The fire
cribs alone in the room.
effluent emptied into a 43 foot long
corridor that had a hairpin bend in it
The corridor in turn
at midpoint.
emptied into a 10 by 10 foot hood
the
which was used to collect all heat
combustion gases, so that a total
release rate record could be made.
of the room were
The ceiling and walls
of foam concrete of 44 PCF density and
were covered with 2 coats of silicone

With the 25 kg
Test Results:
2.
crib the flames from the crib did not
reach the ceiling, and there was no
With the 50
ignition of the raceway.
kg crib fire the flames hit the
ceiling and travelled across the
Ignition
ceiling to the raceway.
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at about 600 seconds at the
occurred
cntre ofthe
rabo
asnds
fr
thee
center of the raceway and from there
travelled to the ends.
Figure 3 shows the measured rate
of total heat release of Tests 1 and
2.
The 50 kg crib alone produced
about 450 kilowatts.
This value
increased in Test 2 to about 520
kilowatts, because of the added heat
release of the of raceway,
which
started burning after 10 minutes. The
measured upper air temperatures for
Tests 1 and 2, showed similar
behavior. These data were taken from
Test 2 showed an average upper layer
temperature about 50'C higher than
Test 1 because of the additional
energy created by the burning of the
raceway.
Both the ENMT and RNMC are made
from PVC,
with no plasticizers or
extenders.
The former is a thin wall
corrugated conduit and the latter is a
heavier-walled (Scheaule 40) conduit.
Hydrogen chloride (HCl) is released
from PVC in significant quantities
starting at about 270°C. The measured
raceway weight loss during the test is
shown in Figure 4.
Only a small
portion of the HCI loss occurs prior
to ignition; since the ENMT started
burning between 600 and 700 seconds,
data beyond this
time no longer
represents only the pyrolysis
(non-burning decomposition) of the
PVC, but also the added weight loss
due to the burning of the PVC.
of heat
The measured rates
release for those tests which used a
25 kg crib reached a value of about
250 kw, and are shown in Figure 5.
Tests 3 and 4 are of ENMT and RNMC
raceways respectively
and show
comparable rates of heat release,
Test 5, which was the crib without a
raceway in the room, shows a
comparable heat release rate peak and
a slightly delayed response time.
Heat flux measurement and weight loss
for raceway in these tests were also
obtained and are discussed below,
B.

--

comparison of Predicted and
Measured Fire Environment
S1. The Fire Environment:
The
f.
Thedire Eniro
t
Te
fire conditions which most affect
raceway behavior are the heat flux and
temperature around the raceway. These
can be calculated using a fire growth
model: the one used was Harvard CFC 5
(1), which allows one to enter the
actual size of the fire, which was
taken from the measured weight loss

rate of the cribs, and to obtain as
output the temperature in the upper
layer of the room, the height of the
smoke layer, the radiation to an
object in the room, flow out the door
and various other parameters.
Table 2
shows a typical input data sheet for
the CFC5 code. The values of the heat
of combustion of wood and the thermal
conductivity of the low density
concrete walls were taken from the
NFPA Fire Protection Handbook and the
ASHRAE Handbook respectively.
Comparison of the measured
average upper layer temperatures with
those
predicted by the Harvard Fire
Code for the burning crib are shown in
Figures 6 through 8 for Tests 2, 3 and
4 respectively.
In general, the
predictions are quite close, with a
maximum deviation of about 50'C for
Test 2 where the test temperatures are
higher because the tubing contributed
to the fire.
The prediction of the radiative
flux to the object is important since
the calculation of the weight loss is
based on this parameter.
Figures 9
through 11 show the comparison of the
predicted with the actual radiative
flux to the object, measured by
radiometers near the ends of the
conduit and slightly below the plane
of the raceway.
Tests 3 and 4 show
excellent agreement between the
measured and predicted values.
In
Test 2, the agreement is good until
ignition of the tubing, an event not
treated by the model used.
2.
Reaction of Raceway to
Environment:
The second step in the
procedure is to calculate the rate of
mass loss of the raceways as a result
of the thermal exposure.
To do this
the response of the raceway to a given
applied heat flux must be known. This
response was measured by the cone
calorimeter (2) , a device for
following weight loss of a sample
under well characterized heat flux
levels.
Curves were developed from
the test data, using a linear best-fit
program,
to predict
of weight
loss of the
raceway the
as arate
function
of a
given applied flux over a period of
time.
The summary of this
cone
calorimeter work is shown in Figure 12
in which the energy input, applied
shown as a
is
time,
tines
flux
function of the weight loss per unit
The values are shown for both
area.
ENMT and RNMC.
Using the calculated flux to the
object shown in Figures 9 through 11,
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the mass loss behavior of the raceways
can be calculated from the curves in
Figure 12. This procedure gives the
weight loss as a function of time for
the test.
Figures 13 through 15 show
a comparison of the measured and
predicted weight loss, based on the
exposure of the surface of the
raceway, an area of 10.8 sq. ft., to
the calculated fluxes.
Figures 13 through 15 show the
ability of the procedure to predict
the weight loss in the early stages of
the fire,
and therefore the rate of
generation of HCl.
The measured and
predicted weight losses were in fairly
In
good agreement for all the tests.
Tests 3 and 4, where no ignition
occurred the
measured weight loss
reaches a plateau when all the
volatiles are driven off.
For the
calculation curve in Test 3, this is
shown as the level when all the
theoretical
weight of HCI has been
lost.
For the total amount of raceway
used in Test 2, of 2.6 kg, the maximum
HCI present was about 1.5 kg, based on
a theoretical weight of HCI of 56 per
cent.
The measured weight loss shown
in Figure 13 which exceeds this level
represent the loss due to the burning
of the raceway.
C.

Significance

When PVC material is
heated it
will release hydrogen chloride.
Since
HCI is one of the first
volatiles to
come off from PVC as it is heated, the
measured weight
loss
of the PVC
raceway up to the time of its ignition
is a measure of the release of the HCI
into the atmosphere.
Since it
has
been shown that the weight loss can be
predicted from a calculation of the
thermal
environment flux
and the
response of the material to that flux,
one now has a method whereby
full-scale performance can be inferred
by computational methods and
laboratory data.
Another output from the Harvard
Code is the rate of mass flow leaving
the room.
The mass flow contains
within it the HC1 which was pyrolyzed
from the raceway.
From the weight
loss prediction curves in
Figures 13
through 15 and the mass flow rate a
calculation
can be made of the
concentration of the HCI in the air
leaving the room, or the concentration
of HCI into the corridor outside the
room of fire origin.
This is shown in
Table 3.
This concentration of HCI is
the predicted maximum concentration,
based on the assumption that all the
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volatiles are HC1, none of which is
lost due to settlement or condensation
on the walls and ceilings.
This section has shown that fire
behavior and its effect on the raceway
can be predicted and, as a consequence
the HCl output of the fire
room was
predicted.
The experimental program
of this work was particularly designed
to show the feasibility of predicting
mass loss of the product if
we know
its environment.
We now proceed to
analyze specific real scenarios.
IV.
A.

Toxic Hazard Evaluation

Applicable Scenarios

This
section
discusses
two
situations
where a raceway such as
ENMT is typically used.
The scenarios
of interest are where the raceway is
inside either a wall cavity or a
ceiling plenum.
The passage of heat
through a wall can be accurately
calculated
so long as the wall's
properties are known and the
temperature of an object in the space
behind
the
wall
can in
turn
be
estimated by taking into account both
radiative and convective interchange
with the walls.
In
order for significant
quantities of HCl to be released from
the PVC raceway in
a plenum or a
cavity wall it must be subject to
about 525 ° F
( 2 7 0 ' C)
surface
temperature, an equivalent flux of
approximately 7 kW/sq m.
To predict
when this temperature might actually
be reached inside
a cavity,
it
is
necessary to know the temperature-time
profile on the room-side of the wall.
If no experimental data are available,
a fire
model,
such as that described
in the previous section, can be used.
In
this
case however,
reliable real
fire data re available: Figure 16,
shows the growth of the temperature in
the upper air layer of a furnished
residential room.
This is one example
from a series
of tests
conducted at
the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, using a large fast
growing fire (6).
For the first two
minutes the temperatures in the room
do not show a significant
increase,
but then the room quickly becomes
fully-involved, or "flashed-over",
and
we see the large jump in temperature.
Two scenarios involving this fire
were examined.
For Case 1, we assumed
a raceway in a wall cavity 3 1/2" wide
and faced with 5/8" gypsum board,
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where the exposed wall area is 200 sq.
ft.
For Case 2, we assumed a raceway
in a ceiling plenum above a 5/8"
We have assumed a
gypsum board.
plenum, in accordance with Section
12-3.7 of the Lif,! Safety Code which
mandates a maximum size of 22,500
square feet, and an assumed height of
24": this represents a volume of
For fire
45,000 cubic feet.
protection we assumed a 5/8" Type X
The fire area
gypsum board ceiling.
is assumed to be limited to a single
room and the heated area of the
ceiling was taken as 200 sq. ft.
The room temperatures from the
test are reproduced in more schematic
form in Figure 17, labeled "Exposure
Fire".
These temperatures were used
to calculate the temperatures of the
raceways inside the cavity and plenum,
which are also shown in Figure 17.
The temperatures on the raceway in the
wall cavity are higher than those in
the ceiling plenum because the wall
cavity has far less surface area to
which it can lose heat.
To reach the
indicated value of 500'F, just below
the temperatures at which the HCI will
begin to evolve, will take about 16
minutes in the wall cavity and close
to 40 minutes in the plenum, after the
If the
initiation of this fire.
plenum or cavity has no communication
with the fire room, then the HCl will
not enter the room; if there is air
leakage through the wall or ceiling,
then some HCl will enter the room
volume,
B.

Wall Cavity Calculation

The worst case for an analysis of
the possible toxic hazard: is the
raceway in a wall cavity from which
the concentration of HCl is freely
communicating into the room of fire
origin through leakage in the wall.
In this case the wall cavity has a
volume of about 58 cubic feet into
which the mass loss of the conduit
will be initially distributed.
For
this particular case we can calculate
the environmental exposure of the
raceway from Figure 17, convert the
temperature to heat flux reaching the
raceway,
and from the exposure
calculate the associated mass loss of
Figure
the raceway that will occur.
18 shows the mass loss of HCI from an
assumed 40 lineal feet of raceway (4
ten-foot pieces) into the adjacent
cavity, as a function of time.
This
calculation is based on the data from
Figure 12, which allows a calculation
of the rate loss of the raceway from

radiant flux in the cavity. There will
be about 3g, or 900 parts-per-million
of HCI released into the cavity 20
minutes after the fire in the room
starts.
If all the HCl from the cavity
goes into the fire room and is
retained in the fire room (no open
doors, and no loss by deposition or
Then the concentration
absorption) .
of HCI in the 26m 3 room will be 70
ppm at 20 minutes and 500 ppm at 30
In other words, for even
minutes.
this very fast developing fire, over
30 minutes would be required to
develop significant concentrations of
HCl in the fire room assuming 100% of
the HCI is leaking out of the cavity.
An immediate lethal threat is
posed by the exposure fire after about
5 minutes, when it is in the post
flash-over regime, and producing large
The
quantities of carbon monoxide.
measured amount of carbon monoxide
that was generated in this particular
fire (7) is shown in Figure 19.
After
about 5.5 minutes, t h e
concentration-time product (4) of CO
reached a value of 75,000, well in
excess of the 40,000 to 50,000
ppm-minutes generally considered as a
value for carbon monoxide-induced
Hence, carbon
incapacitation (5).
monoxide in this scenario is
incapacitating after 6 minutes; no HCl
is even generated until about 20
minutes.
It is also worth noting that
there were over 40,000 ppm of CO for
the extended period from about 4 to 14
minutes.
During this period the CO
level is far in excess of a lethal
amount.
From this example, as shown
above, a fire large enough to cause a
mass loss of HCI from the raceway
inside the cavity or plenum would have
been burning long enough to cause a
lethal atmosphere from the generation
of carbon monoxide. The production of
HCI from the cavity would occur
considerably after the CO lethal
conditions have been developed.
C.

Raceway in Ceiling Cavity

From Figure 17 it is obvious that
the heating of the raceway in the
ceiling plenum will lag that in the
wall cavity, about 40 vs 16 minutes.
When HCI does come from the plenum
raceway it will be distributed in
45,000 cu. ft of plenum and room
space.
For these reasons, the
generation of HCI from the plenum into
the room will be only a small fraction
of that calculated for the wall cavity
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not

and therefore
scenario,
D.

the

critical

5.

Modeling of Toxicological Effects
of Fire Gases: Part I; Journal of
Fire Sciences V2, July/August
1984.

6.

Fire Development in Residential
Basement Rooms, Fang and Breese,
NBSIR 80-2120, NBS 1980.

7.

Fire Endurance Tests of Selected
Residential Floor Construction,
Fang, NBSIR 82-288, NBS 1982.

8.

Sensory Irritation Evoked by the
Thermal Decomposition Products of
Plasticized Polyvinyl Chloride,
Alarie et al, Fire and Materials,
1976, 1, 147 to 153.

Significance

Two scenarios were assessed for
toxic hazard: a raceway in a ceiling
plenum and in a wall cavity, with a
Data
fast developing fire in a room.
from an actual fire was used to
evaluate the effect on the concealed
The measured values of CO
raceways.
were shown to be above the lethal
level long before any significant
amounts of HCl would enter the room
from the concealed raceway.
V.

Conclusions

VIII.

conclusions to be drawn
The major are:
from this work

Biographies

Irwin A. Benjamin

1. The proposed methodology for toxic
hazard analysis was shown by test to
be usable for predicting the behavior
of PVC raceways exposed to a fire.

1.

For the typical case of the PVC
2.
raceways enclosed within a ceiling or
wall plenum the size of a room fire
necessary to produce HCI from this
raceway would probably by itself
produce carbon monoxide in excess of
lethal levels before production of HCl
occurred.
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WIRE AND CABLE FIRE PERFORMANCE AS DETERMINED BY A CONE CALORIMETER

Almut F. Breazeale

E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
1.
Figure

ABSTRACT

THE CONE CALORIMETER SET UP TO TEST A SAMPLE INA

The cone calorimeter, developed at
the Naiqnal Bureau of Standards
(NBS), ' is a major technological
advance for use in fire hazard and risk
assessment studies. This instrument,
which determines fundamental fire
properties of materials and products,
provides critical information for
assessing fire hazard and for developing
new products with improved fire
performance.

HORIZONTAL POSITION.

This paper describes the cone
calorimeter, discusses the types of data
that it generates and presents actual
test data.

SAMPLE

INTRODUCTION

In a closed environment fire, the
heat release rate of burning
combustibles provides the most
significant information for predicting
both the course of the fire and its
effect.
To accurately measure the heat
release rate of a burning sample, a
calorimeter was developed at NBS. This
instrument is called a cone calorimeter
because the source of its constant heat
flux is an electric coil shaped like a
truncated hollow cone (Figure 1). The

oxygen consumption principle, which
states that the amount of heat released

cone calorimeter also measures other

during combustion is proportional to the

performance properties of burning

amount of oxygen consumed during

materials, such as heat of gasification,

combustion.

-

690mm

specific extinction area of the smoke
and sample mass loss rate.
For the past
year, Du Pont has tested materials with
a commercial version of this instrument 3

Table 14 shows both the heat of
combustion and the heat of combustion
per gram of oxygen consumed for several

in order to develop materials with
better fire performance,

Principles of Operation

polymers that are widely used by wire
and cable manufacturers. It has been
observed that the heat of combustion per
unit of oxygen consumed is approximately
the same for most materials (13.1 kJ/g
of oxygen consumed).
Materials, such

To measure the heat release rate of
a burning sample exposed to a constant

as polytetrafluoroethylene, that have
heats of combustion per gram of oxygen
consumed that are significantly

heat flux, the cone calorimeter uses the

different from the default value (13.1

CONE CALORIMETER
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Tale.

measured and the sample is placed in the

IEAT OCOMBUSTION

sample holder.

AND HEAT OF COMBUSniON
PERRAMOFOXYGENOONSUMED'
HEAT
OF
POLYMER

COMBUSTION.
HEAT
OFCOMBUSTION/h
kJig
O0 2 CONSUMED.I0J/g0,

The operator then places

the sample holder on the load cell. The
sample's surface is positioned 25 mm
from the cone's open side to ensure a
homogeneous flux field. The sample can
be positioned either horizontally or
vertically; however, the cone heater is
always positioned so that the heater's
open side faces the sample surface
(Figures
and 2).
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THE CONE CALORIMETER SET UP TO TEST ASAMPLE INA

POW"bb
POWYTy
Ichwort

VERTICAL POSITION.

kJ/g of oxygen consumed), can be tested
accurately in the cone calorimeter by
changing the default value to the
appropriate value.
The data reduction software
associated with the coe calorimeter,
also developed at NBS, calculates the
heat release rate of a burning sample by
automatically collecting, storing and
then using the following data:

0

1. The amount of oxygen present in
the combustion gases as a function of
time;
2. The sample mass loss due to
burning as a function of time; and
3. The sample area, measured in
advance by the operator. It is assumed
that this area does not change during
testing. (The maximum sample area is
O.Ol m .)
The amount of oxygen in the

combustion gases emitted from a burning
sample is measured as a function of time
by a paramagnetic oxygen analyzer. This
analyzer was chosen because it is well
suited for measuring the range of oxygen
concentritions, approximately 18 to 21
percent, found in the combustion gases.
Measurements are made every five seconds
throughout the test.

I

A furnace-type spark plug is
immediately positioned above the sample
and the time required for the gases and
vapors released from the sample to
ignite is measured. Beginning at the
time of ignition, as a function of time,

To measure the sample mass loss due
to burning as a function of time, the
sample mass data is recorded and oxygen
sample is placed on a load cell and
weight measurements
are
mesuplaedn
ar recorded
od eldevery
everyconsumption
described. After
the testing
is analyzed,
as previously
is
sample holder,decid.Atrheesngs
five seconds.
clamps
and otherThenon-sample
items are
completed, the data reduction software
amdp ad rothe non-sa
e icalculates
the heat release rate and
tared prior to the test,
other fire properties that can be
Basic operation

derived from the recorded data.

To test a material in the cone

calorimeter, an operator first sets the
flux level to the desired level and then
verifies the setting with a total heat

flux gauge, such as a 12.5-mm-diameter
Gardon gauge. Next, the sample area is
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SAMPLES TESTED
Various samples have been tested in
the cone calorimeter at Du Pont,
including:
"
"
"
"

Films of thermoplastic and
thermoset materials;
Slabs of thermoplastic and
thermoset materials;
Wires and cables; and
Intumescent slabs and cables,

Films of Thermoplastic and Thermoset
Materials
It is difficult to obtain data with
thin (<0.064 cm) films or slabs of
thermoplastic and thermoset materials
because the combustion time is usually
very short. One solution to this
problem is to cut slits in the samples
with an X-ACTO knife, stack the samples
and tie them together with very fine
wire.
The stacked arrangement increases
the mass that is burned and the slits,
which allow air to escape, eliminate
warpage. Generally, such sample stacks
burn in an orderly manner (from the top
surface down), particularly if the edges
of the stacks are covered with aluminum
foil.
Slabs of Thermoplastic and Thermoset
Materials
Slabs of thermoplastic and
thermoset materials that are at least
0.32-cm thick generally have long enough
combustion times to provide sufficient
data for analysis. With these samples,
it is also helpful to cut slits and to
cover the bottom and sides with aluminum
foil.
Wires and Cables
Wires and cables are generally cut
into 10-cm-long pieces and placed side
by side in the sample holder; remaining
space in the sample holder, if any, is
filled with a medium-density
refractory material,
Some cables contain air voids or
materials that readily liquify and flow
out the ends of the cable when exposed
to the high temperatures encountered
during testing. This often results in
the cables burning on the inside,
Although this probably would not occur
in a real fire situation, it can be
avoided during testing by sealing the
cable ends with an unfired ceramic
cement in paste form.
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"Sauereisen" No. 1 Paste 6 is
applied with a spatula and can be cured
by air drying for several days at
ambient temperature. The maximum
service temperature of this material is
980 0 C, which is higher than the
temperature of most burning samples in
the cone calorimeter.
When using "Sauereisen" No. 1 Paste
to seal cable ends, it is often
helpful to cut slits into the cable
jacket to allow trapped air or volatiles
to escape. This prevents the cate
jacket from rupturing during testing.
Sealing the cable ends is not always
necessary because many wires and cables
burn in a controlled manner, beginning
with the jacket (see Figure 7).
As previously discussed, the
surface area of a burning sample is an
essential factor for calculating the
fire properties. Because wires and
cables are generally round, the actual
surface area exposed to the incident
flux of several cables placed side by
side in the sample holder is greater
than the sum of the areas calculated
from the individual lengths and
diameters of the cables. However,
because the same situation exists in a
real fire situation, no adjustment for
cable roundness is made (i.e., the
surface area of a cable is the area
calculated from the cable's length and
diameter).
Intumescent Slabs and Cables
One common problem when testing
materials, such as polyvinylchloride
(PVC), that swell and char when burning
is that the material rises into the cone
and is exposed to much higher flux
levels than those in the area 25 mm
below the face of the cone. Since the
fire properties of a sample are often
dependent on the incident flux (as
illustrated in Figure 8), exposure of
part of the sample to much higher (and
not well known) levels of flux makes the
data difficult to interpret. One way to
avoid this problem is to place a grid
over the sample surface and anchor it to
the sample holder with wire. However,
it must be remembered that this can
interfere with the natural intumescence,
thereby altering the burning behavior of
the sample. Increasing the distance
between the sample surface and the cone
is not feasible because the sample
surface would no longer be exposed to a
homogeneous flux.
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA

values for critical ignition flux for
materials used for wire and cable
applications range from approximately 1
to 35 kW/m2.

Types of Data
Many types of data can be generated
from the parameters measured by the cone
calorimeter. We have found that the
following types have the greatest
general applicability:
"
"

Critical ignition flux,
Sample mass and mass loss rate
as a function of time,
Heat release rate during
combustion,
Total heat released,
Heat of combustion,
Heat of gasification and
Specific extinction area of
the smoke.

"
"
*
"
"

Critical ignition flux, measured in
kW/m 2 , is the minimum flux required for
sample ignition. It can be determined
by extrapolating between those values of
incident flux where the sample ignites
after a long period (>300 seconds) and
the flux level at which the sample does
not ignite (>800 seconds) .

Graphs of sample mass, measured in
g/actual sample area, provide assurance
that the sample burned in an orderly
manner (i.e., pieces of the sample did
not fall off the load cell during
combustion).
If the exposure time is
long, data from these graphs can also be
used to determine the amount of
combustibles present in the sample.
A graph of sample mass loss rate as
a function of time can be used to
determine average mass loss rate and can
often also provide a more detailed
description of the burning behavior of
the sample.
(See Figure 4.) Typical
values for average mass loss r te range
from approximately 5 to 20 g/m sec.
Figure4.
SAMPLE MASS AND SAMPLE MASS LOSS RATE AT 50 kW/m2
INCIDENTFUXVERSUSTIMEFORAPOLYVINYLCHLORIDE
COMPOSITONANDA AME-RETARDANTPOLYVINYLHLORIDE
COMPOSITION. (See Table 11)

Alternatively, the critical
ignition flux can be determined by
measuring the time to ignition at

50

0

40

several incident flux levels and

extrapolating a plot of the "reciprocal
of time to ignition" versus the
"incident flux" to the flux level at
which
to
is infinite
(1/timethe
= time
0).
(Seeignition
Figure 3.)
Typical
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CRITICAL IGNITION FLUX FOR ACABLE WITH RUOROPOLYMER
PRIMARIES AND AN ETHYLENE COPOLYMER JACKET.
(See Table 111)
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The heat release rate of a sample
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during combustion
and
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(measured in kW/m

the total heat

rel

ased during the

(measured in MJ/m ) can be plotted
by the data reduction software as a
function of time. Heat release rat
values can be as high as 1,000 kW/m
(see Figure 5 , but are generally less
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generally ranges from 1 to 100 MJ/m5 .
Average values

can also be obtained.
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Figure 5.
2
HEAT RELEASE RATE AND TOTAL HEAT RELEASED AT 25 kW/m
INCIDENTFLUXVERSUSTIMEFORAPOLYETHYLENEANDA

RAME-RETARDANT HALOGEN-FREETHERMOPLASTIC.
(SeeTablell)
125

900

gl

75

/

flame source. The vapors result from
volatile ingredients and/or the thermal
decomposition of the sample. The heat
of gasification can be viewed
graphically or as an average value.
(See Figure 7.) Typical values range
from 1 to 10 MJ/kg.
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The heat of gasification, measured
in MJ/kg, is the amount of heat required
to form vapors that can be ignited by a
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Figure 7.
HEAT OF GASIFICATION AT 40 kW/m 2 INCIDENT FLUX VERSUS
TIME FOR ACABLE WITH SILICONE PRIMARIES AND APVC
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The heat of combustion, measured in
MJ/kg, is the amount of heat released
during sample combustion. This value
may be constant during sample burning or
may vary with time. In either case, the
data reduction software calculates an
average value for the time period. (See
Figure 6.) Typical values range from 1
to 40 MJ/kg.
Flgure 6.
TIME FOR A CABLE WITH POLYOLEFIN PRIMARIES ANDthat

HEAT OF COMBUSTION AT 50 kW/m' INCIDENT FLUX VERSUS
APOLYOLEFINJACKET.(SeeTableIII)
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The cone calorimeter is equipped
with a helium-neon laser and ancillary
measure the optical
properties of the combustion products.

40

A light beam (the laser) passing through
the combustion products (smoke stream)
is attenuated acccrding to Bouguer's
law. The light attenuation is a
function of the initial light intensity,
the path length and the extinction

20

coefficient. The extinction coefficient
is measured by the cone calorimeter and
then converted to he specific smoke
extinction area, m /g. This value
relates the smoke produced to the mass
of the sample burned. Thus, the
specific extinction area, a measure of
the density of the smoke generated
during sample combustion, can also be
presented graphically or as an average
value.
(See Fiqure 8 ) Typical values
range from 0 to 1.3 m c.
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FigureS.
2
SMOIM SPECIFIC EXTNCTION AREAT 50 W/m
and 25 kW/M2

pruouces a much less dense smoke; and
generates lesE heat during combustion.

INCIDENT FLUX VERSUS TIME FOR SLABS OF FLAMERETARDANT POLYOLEFIN COMPOUND 1. (See Table 11)

Table 11.
FIRE
PROPERTIES
OFSIX.JACKETING
COMPOUNDS
TESTED
INTHECONECALORIMETER*
1.25
AVRG
2
0 W/m
AVERAG
0.5 M

Critical Ignition,
Flux
at
Ignition Time
0
50 kW/rn
Hear
of
Gasification
Heatof
Combustion
Specfic Extnction Area
LossRote

E

S0.75
Z
z
0.0Mass

IeWJm2 <10

8

COMPOUNDSE
D
C

1.0
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125
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MU/kg

58
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100

100
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Table III lists cone calorimeter
Oata for three functionally equivalent
cable samp es.
These cables were tested
at 50 kW/mi
The ends of the cables
were not capped because preliminary
experiments showed that the properties
measured by the cone calorimeter were
not affected by the presence of the cap
for these cables (see Figure 7).

0 120 240 360 480 600 720 840 960
TIME
(sec)

Typical Data
Cone calorimeter data for six types
of cable jacketing materials are listed
in Table II. This information, obt~ined
from 0.32-cm-thick slabs at 50 kW/m
incident flux, makes it possible to
determine and illustrate the trade-offs
that occasionally must be made to
produce materials with the required fire
performance properties. For example:
al Compared to polyethylene, PVC is
more difficult to ignite (higher
critical ignition flux) and produces
less heat while burning (lower heat of
combustion).
However, PVC produces
denser smoke than polyethylene, as shown
by its greater specific extinction area.
to~~~
fl mettaiucocned
PVC
*t Compared t PV , a flCe-Tole
retardant

ae1.

ARE PROPERTIES OF THREE CABLES
TESTED
INTHE CONE CALORIMETER'
PROPERTY
CoicollIgnition
Flux
Timeto Ignitionat
50OkW/ml

HeatofGasfiaton
Heat ofCombustion
Specific Extnction Area
Mass
Loss Rate

9 Compared to a flame-retardant
grade of PVC, the flame-retardant
polyolefin compounds #1 and #2 are more
difficult to ignite and produce smoke of
approximately the same density.
However, these compounds produce mo~.i
heat during combustion,
9 Compared to the flame-retardant
polyolefin compounds #1 and #2, the
flame-retardant polyolefin compound #3
is much more difficult to ignite;

A

CABLESB
C

kW/ml

12

T3

sec

13

47

71
18
073
69

95
22
023
79

MJ,'kg
MJ/fig
mnlg

9 m'sec

21
.31

100
20

034
49

at 50kiN m icit y~l Copie"ns -menotcapped
A - PolwnylChlorrde
Jacwe
and Silicone
Firmornes
8 - folyotefi'Jacketan
04eC
orcrei,r n
CopotyntJackel
PninAnesCtylene
ac

grade of PVC produces less dense

smoke and requires a greater energy
input to produce volatiles (higher heat
of gasification) . These materials are
equivalent in ignitability.

UNIT

The data lisLed in Table III show
that although cable B (polyolef in
primaries and jacket) is equivalent in
ignitability to cable A (silicone
primaries and a PVC jacket), it produces
a less dense smoke and requires somewhat
more energy to form ignitable vapors.
Cable C (fluoropolymer primaries
and an ethylene copolymer jacket) is
considerably more difficult to igrnite
than cable A or cable B and produces the
same lower density smoke as cable B.
The heat released during combustion is
judged to be equivalent for the three
cables.
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CONCLUSION

The cone calorimeter can provide
data to aid in determining the fire
hazard associated with wire and cable
materials. The wide range of data that
it generates, limited only by the
imagination of the operator and the
skill of the software writer, is also
extremely useful for developing new wire
and cable products to meet end-user
requirements for improved fire
performance.

/

Although this instrument is
relatively new, its value to the wire
and cable industry is already quite
evident. The cone calorimeter truly
represents a major technological advance
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Du Pont's Wire and Cable Group, Polymer
Products Department, joined Du Pont in
1965 after earning a Ph.D. in organic

for use in fire hazard
assessment studies.

chemistry from the University of
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THE NIBS SMOTOX WG PROGRAM

H. J. ROUX

ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES, INC.
LANCASTER, PA 17604
NOVEMBER 17, 1988
The work of the combustion toxicity working
group of the National Institute of Building
Sciences, known as the NIBS SMOTOX WG, is
on-going. Appropriately though, and because of
recent advances in the test equipment, this
work is at a critical stage, dictating the
following status report.
The purpose of the NIBS SMOTOX WG is to
develop a small scale performance test for
potential toxic hazard. It is not the purpose
of the NIBS SMO'7X WG to develop another smoke
or combustion toxicity test, of which there are
several, but which typically only measure toxic
potency. The two best known tests of this type
are the NBS Cup Furnace and the UPITT
(University of Pittsburgh) combustion toxicity
tests,
A toxic potency test is well suited to
measure the "quality" (actually, the "lack of
quality") of the smoke, once the smoke is
produced by the burning product.
It does not,
however, measure the "quantity" of smoke
produced by the burning product, the other
critical ingredient in any test of potontial
toxic hazard.
The proposed performance test for potential
toxic hazard intends to measure both the
"quality" and the "quantity of smoke,
simultaneously. In measuring "quantity", the
test intends to consider both ease of ignition
(commonly measured as time to ignition) and
rate of burning, as the most important
responses of a product to a fire.
A practical derivation of the above
principle, in the form of a test method, is to
expose the product to a given fire, allowing
the product to respond to the fire in terms of
ease of ignition and rate of burning, and
exposing thereto, i.e., to the smoke produced,
an appropriate animal specie. In this work,
rats are used as a surrogate for man. The time
at which the rats succumb (death, for instance)
is then a measure of the potential toxic hazard
of the product.
The use of time to measure potential toxic
hazard is most appropriate because nearly all
events relative to fire safety are time
dependent.
For example, there is the time of
fire ignition and growth, the time to detection
and subsequent alarm, the time for travel and
evacuation, the time for response of the fire
department, etc. There is also the time that
man needs to be exposed to a given

concentration of gas (or combination, or
mixture of gases) to be affected in terms of
incapacitation or death.
Such a scheme for a potential toxic hazard
test has been developed by the WG, which takes
into account time to ignition, rate of burning,
and toxic potency (as represented by the
concentration x time product) simultaneously.
PROPOSED TEST METHOD
Incorporated in the above derivation of
the principle of potential toxic hazard is the
idea that this measure of potential toxic
hazard, time of death, is solely a time during
the exposure of the animals to the fire. For
some autb'orities, this is sufficient; in that
it is thought that the escape of man from a
toxic hazard situation is success,
with any continuing or delayed health effects
to man medically treatable. However, there are
other authcrities (which to date have prevailed
in the WG) who feel that the continuing or
delayed health effects to the animals must be
included in the measure of potential toxic
hazard. It is generally believed that these
effects will be complete within 14 days after
the test exposure. Consequently, a different
derivation of the principle of potential toxic
hazard is proposed by the NIBS SMOTOX WG.
The actual derivation of the principle of
potential toxic hazard, accepted by the NIBS
SMOTOX WG, is the following form of a test
method. Again, the product is exposed to a
given fire, but, in this derivation, for a time
that is just sufficient to cause deaths of the
animals during the length of the test plus 14
days post exposure.
It is this fire exposure,
expressed in terms of the time of fire
exposure, that acts as the measure of potential
toxic hazard. Obviously, there is a given for
this fire exposure, which is the severity of
the fire.
FIRE EXPOSURE
One of the key parameters in this test
method is the fire to which the product is
exposed. It is the intent of the proposed test
method to place the product in a given fire, a
steady fire, and to let the product respond to
that fire.
It is not the intent of the
proposed test method to simply ignite the
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product and allow it to independently burn,
alone, for this is less challenging of the
product and certainly not representative of a
real fire exposure. The immediate question,
therefore, is -- what fire?
A study of applicable fire statistics for
the USA clearly indicates that the principal
cause of death due to smoke inhalation alone is
of a fire that has left tne room of origin
(equated by the WG to flashover of origin) and
where the victims are located remote from the
room of (fire) origin. Logic does side with
these findings, in that flashover is expected
to create both the volume of toxic gases and
the heat pump in the room of origin to drive
these gases to a remote location. A meaningful
fire, therefore, that is directly applicable to
the proposed test method is flashover. A
consequent, apt description 2f flashover is a
radiant tlux level of 5 w/cm with piloted
ignition.
Herein, though, laid the cause for
extensive discussion by the WG, i.e., an
appropriate radiant flux level for flashover.
(Piloted ignition is not a question.)
Data
submitted to the WG, for the definition of
flashover included radiant flux l2 vels as low
as 2 w/cm and as high as 10 w/cm . However,
practical considerations to come into play;
these include a) the lack of capability of the
test equipment to obtain and sustain very high
radiant flux levels, b) the lack of
discrimination between products that could
occur at higher radiant flux levels (known to
the author -s the "crowd effect"), c) a
suspicion that a high radiant flux level is not
of importance once the product starts to burn,
and most products 'ill burn freely, with
flaming, at lower radiant flux levels, and d)
some evidence (from heat release research
results) that the greatest effect of burning
may be at moderate radiant flux levels. For
the moment, the work of the WG will 2progress
with a radiant flux level of 5 w/cm .
Conceivably, an equally meaningful fire is
one, again with piloted ignition, that
duplicates open burning (flaming). This is
thought to be the fire of consequence for
building contents, for it is felt (tore by
conception than by actual data) that it is when
flaming occurs at the end of smoldering that
the greatest potential toxic hazard is created
by this class of products. Yet, certainly, the
fire exposure in the proposed test method could
be a smoldering fire, without piloted ignition,
if needed for building contents
MEASURE
In that time of fire exposure is the
measure of potential toxic hazard by this
proposed test method, it is suggested that this
measure be reported as IT ?.
It is
"irradiation time", a suf iciently sterile term
to preclude an erroneous understanding of the
term for it is not equated to any given time in
a real fire, but illuminating enough for it is
an identification of the driving force of the
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fire exposure, i.e., radiant flux. The
subscript 50 is derived from the legendry of
toxicology, for the response of animals in a
toxicity test is normally measured in terms of
50% of the animals. The IT
is therefore the
irradiation time (time of a given fire
exposure) that is required to kill 50% of the
4
an mals during the test exposure (30 minutes)
plus post exposure (14 days).
It is a principle of this proposed test
method that the longer a product has to be in a
fire before it creates a toxic hazard, the
safer it is; because it provides more time for
alarm and response, either extinguishment
and/or evaluation, to the originating fire.
(The originating fire is considered to be of
In some cases,
other than the test product.)
this time may be more than sufficient to
prevent a toxic hazard from originating in the
first place from the product. In other cases,
the product will now be part of the "crowd
effort", i.e., all of the toxic hazards from
all of the products in the fire. The toxic
hazard in either case is still the same
biological response, 50% animal deaths.
TEST EQUIPMENT
The new equipment for this proposed test
method is now at Southwest Research Institute,
assembled and tested. This is a most recent
development. The equipment, so far, exceeds
all expectations.
The new equipment is
actually a new combustion chamber, and the
necessary chimney connection to the animal
exposure chamber.
The combustion chamber is a horizontal
Pyrex cylinder, of approximately 5" diameter
and 13" length. There are removable Pyrex
plugs at each end for ease of cleaning and of
insertion of the specimen. Up to 4"x"
specimens are possible. The specimen can be
continuously weighed by means of an external
load cell.
There are two external radiant heaters
(dual tubular lamp type), angled in order to
obtain a uniform radiant flux level on the
upper surface of the specimen.
The chimney connection between the
combustion chamber and the animal exposure
chamber is 11-3/4"xl-1/4"x12-1/2".
It is
divided into three channels or stacks; the
two outer stacks of about 3" width through
whic', "cool" air from the inimal exposure
ch;.mber flows to the combustion chamber, and
ore center stack of about 6" width through
which "hot" air (i.e., t',e products of
combustion) from the combustion chamber flows
to the animal exposure chamber; all in a very
smooth fashion.
The animal exposure chamber is still the
standard NBS chamber. o: 2001 size (12,204 cu.
in.).
It ooes accommodate six animals (rats),
head only exposure.
A shutter is located between the top of the
chimney and -he animil exposure chamber.
't
acts to obtaii the time of fire exposure.
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IOSUMMARY
There are many labels that can be affixed
to this proposed small scale performance test
for potential toxic hazard. It can be
considered a comparison test of products under
the same fire conditions. It does acknowledge
those factors that create a toxic hazard in a
real fire, i.e., thermal stability of a product
and the toxic potency of the gases produced by
the burning product. The proposed test method
is expected to produce a scaler value (IT 50),
It is
which may be used in various ways.
expected that alternative methods, e.g.,
predictive N-gas modeling, will be designed to
determine IT 50 without recours: to excessive
trial and error testing.
In conclusion then, the esseutial elements
of this proposed test methods are: a) a fire
of consequence; a test of product(s); a scaler
value for the test results; an expected
comparison of test results between different
products; a measure of potential toxic hazard,
i.e., a measure of both the "quality" and the
'quantity" of smoke, simultaneously; and a
measure of the fire size, i.e., severity and
time of exposure, to cause a given
toxicological response (i.e., death of 50% of
the animals in the 30 minute test exposure plus
14 days post exposure).
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Development of a field-usable, high-strength splicing technique
for 1.55 um dispersion shifted fibers.

K. OSAKA

T. YANAGI

Y. ASANO

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
T;kya-cho 1, SaKae-ku, Yokohama-city, Kanagawa Pref., JAPAN 244
Summary
Recently fiber optic submarine cables are
ardently introduced and laid between islands and
continents.
For this purpose optical fibers
should bear relatively high tensile stress during
installation of such submarine cables.
Usually
one unit length of optical cable is around 50 km,
therefore in order to install longer lines, cables
should be spliced every 50 km. (For 1.55 um wavelength system, repeater distance is expected to
become longer than 100 km.) But conventional high
strength splice technique employed some chemicals
or gases in order to attain high-strength splice
and the splice machines tend to be toxic and
difficult to operate.
We developed a new technique by fabricating a
5 um thickness thin film coatings around bare
fibers to protect against any mechanical damages
during splicing process.
Also all processes were
improved and arranged into specific machines and
tools.
Using these improvements, an average
splice of 0.05 dB with a mean strength of 51 N
have been achieved.

chrolinehydrogen gas and restored the splice point
with UV curable material.
Thereby he obtained
fiber strengths over 4 GPa. Leach '' used arc
fusion and obtained mean splice loss of 0.1 dB and
mean splice strength around 1 % strain by minimizing the exposed fiber length and controlling
fusion process. Many reseachers pointed out there
are at least two essential factors to perform high
strength splicing---perfect
cleaving and good
fiber alignment.
To lower the splice loss and to shorten the
operation time, fibers should be fixed stably
during fusion process.
In normal splicing, bare
fibers are set onto V-shaped grooves which damages
the fiber surface. To overcome these difficulties
we developed thin film coating techniques which have been applied to 1.3 um fibers. An average splice loss of 0.09 dB and a mean t.ensile
strength of 20 N were obtained.
In this paper, an improvement to the above
technique and its application to DSF is reported.

2. PROCEDURE
i. ;.TkuDUCTION
Fusion splicing technique for optical fibers
are widely accepted and are regarded a one of the
most reliable connecting method in regard to lower
splice loss and higher stability after reinforcement.
For
longer transmission lines---long-haul
lines, undersea cables---operating wavelength of
1.5Sum is projected to be used for the benefit of
lower transmission loss. Various kinds of 1.55 um
dispersion shifted single mode fibers (1.55 DSF)
are proposed.
The structure of such a fiber is
more complicated compared with the one used at
conventional 1.3 um wavelength. Because the core
diameter is smaller and easier deformed. More
efforts is required to achieve low splice losses.
One of the drawbacks of fusion splicing is
Usually
the low strength of the spliced part.
the strength of an original fiber is around 70 N
for primary coated 125 um fiber but decreases to
7 N after splicing.
The main cause is assumed to
be the contact of bare fiber with surrounding
materials such as removing blade, cuttirg blade

A set of high strength splice apparatuses are
listed in Table 1.
2-1. Applicable optical fibers
Most of the silica based fibers in the
commercial market are applicable only if their
buffer
coating materials can be successfully
removed and fiber diameter is around 125 um. The
structures and dimensions of the test fiber a e
shown in Table 2.

Table. I
Process

Name of the tool, machine
and equipment

1

Mechanical strioper
with a hot iron
Ultrasonic BatCleaver
Coating Machine

JACKET
REMOVING
2 CLEANING
3 CLEAVING
4 THIN FILM
COATING
5 SPLICING

546

Arc Fusion Sci~cer
Direct Core '"ontn'ra

and v-shaped groove for alignment.

For factory splicing of single mode fibers.
coating
splicing techniques and the
various
reported.
restoration techniques have been
employed flame fusion splicing using
Krause

Apparatuses and Machines.

6

PROOF

P,-'cf -ester

7EST

7
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2-2. Procedure of the splice
The procedure is divided into 7 steps. Each
process is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
(1) Jacket removing: Certain
fibers
were
The
easily removed its jacket by using heat.
found
temperature was different and
optimum
dependent on to its jacket material. Fig. 2 shows
the dependence of the stripping force on temperature.

The

between
prevent

lowest

region was 80-1201C.

the blade of 150-180 um was
damaging onto the fiber.

The

chosen

Table. 2
Diameter of the jacket
Diameter of the cladding
Diameter of the core
Cut off wavelength
Material of the jacket

to

(I)JACKET REMOVING

(3) Cleaving: A new type of cutting tool was
developed.
A fiber end is set between two
clamps, each holding a bare fiber portion and
coated one, and given a certain tension. A round
blade is positioned between the clamps, moving
perpendicular to the fiber axis thereby making
scratches onto the fiber surface.
During the
process the initiating flaw gets deeper and deeper
and finally the fiber breaks resulting in a flat
endface.
(4) Thin film coating:
fiber

The bare

is coated one by one with

portion
UV

250 um
125 um
8 um
1.1 um
UV Curable Resin

gap

(2) Cleaning: Primarily stripped fibers typinally
have some residuals on the
surface.
Dipping such fibers into acetone with ultrasonic
vib-ation was found effective for cleaning .
A
well-cleaned fiber is necessary to recoat in the
following process.

the

Test Fiber

(4)THIN FILM COATING

(2)CLEANIN

(5)SPLICING

(3)CLEAVING

of

(6)REINFORCEMENT

curable

resin, except for a few mm from the cut end and
irradiated under a UV lamp. Thus the fiber is
protected with a UV layer during the following
processes.
(5) Fusion splicing: Two ends of fibers are
set on the V-shaped groove and fixed with a
plastic clamp. The fibers are aligned using a CCD
camera
and
microprocessors. : " ("Direct
Core
Monitoring System") Finally the fibers are fused
together with a core axis offset less than 0.2 um.

Fig. I Spicing Procedure

6

optical fiber

F

5

5
4

U

]acketing
ntr

'4-

01

(6) Proof test:

To Drove the strength of the

spliced points, every fiber experiences a proof
test by pulling for one second. The proof test
conditions are listed in Table 3.
reinSpliced fibers are
(7) Reinforcement:
forced with heat-shrinkable tubes that are conventionally used for protection. This application is
mainly
intended for splices between
two cables,
where spliced points are accomodated in closures.

2-3. Required time
Table 4 shows the average results of time
required in each process.
Totally, it took about
20 minutes to finish one splice.
Table. 3 Proof Test Condition
Duration Time
Pulling Speed
Tensile Force

I sec
10 mm/sec
2.5%
(23 N for

125 um fiber)

c

2

C1
g

1
L LI
8

I

0

20

40

60

80

100'120'140 160

temperature

(0)

Fig. 2 Stripping force
dependency on temperature

Table. 4 Process Time
JACKET REMOVING
CLEANING
CLEAVING
THIN FILM COATING
FUSION SPLICE
PROOF TEST
REINFORCEMENT
TOTAL

I min
2
1
3
2
3
I

x for
both
fiber ends

20 min
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3. BASIC TECHNOLOGIES
PROCESSES

CONVENTIONAL
METHOO(A)

CONVENTIONAL
METHOD(S)

NEW
METHOD

HGH
3-i. Comparison with conventional methods
Fig. 3 shows a comparison between conventional methods and new method.
The new method
consists of seven processes, some of which are
others are modified or improved
newly develope,

H& SThE)

NORMALSTR

TD

STRENGTH

CLEAVING

Il

JACKET
REMOVING

from conventional ones.
Conventional "high strength" splice rnethod(A)fl
started from cleaving and ended with restoration
of the jacketed material.
Major disadvantages
are : (a-i) The use of chemicals is inavoidable.--limits the applicable field.
(a-2) Cleaving characteristics are not good because difficulties arise during cleaving when
jacket is not removed.
(a-3) Splice losses are not good because of the
instability of fiber holding.
Conventional "normal" splice method(B) is
simple and straight forward. Time required is
usually less than 10 minutes per splice, but it is
impossible to prevent the fibers from weakening.
The new method was developed in regard to
being simple, straight forward and accurate. The
machines were developed or improved to be small,
lightweight so that they could be carried to the
field, as well as being more accurate in order to
splice 1.55 OSFs.
The asterisks in Fig. 3 indicate the newly
developed processes or machices.
The key technologies are cleaving and thin-film coating, that
made it possible to use conventional splicer with
higher strength and equivalent splice loss.f7)

____

CLEANING
CLEAVINGn

*

THIN FILM
COATING
-FUSIO
FUSION
SPLCING

*

PROOF TEST
RSTORATION
/REINFORCE
PROOF TEST
Fig. 3 Comparison of splicing methods
tension release lever
bare fiber
fiber
clamp

clam,
lm

o

3-2. New cleaving technique
In order to accomplish lower splice
losses,
the endface of fibers should have a
mirror
and be perpendicular to the fiber axes.
surface
Conventionally fibers are scored and pulled or
bent to make good results.
'
Gloge 8 investigated the cleaving principle
using such a cleaver that gives a fiber tension,
score and bending sequence.
He obtained the
cleaving conditions using breaking tension in
the
range of 125 to 175 g, scorer pressure of 1.5 to
7.5 g and
7.5 cm radius breaker.
He used a
straight diamond tip as a scorer and scored the
fiber by touching and pulling. Haibara 3 fixed a

fiber

with two clamps,

discarded.

A

round blade moves perpendicular

jacketed fiber
guide
linear

b
base plate
lever
raising

(a) schematic view of the cleaver

(b/ a, peara-ce

to

the fiber axis and is raised stepwise stroke by
stroke,
thereby the initiating score becomes
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T
blade

scored with a round blade

and bent with a round breaker.
In this cleaver,
no
tension is added to the fiber.
Instead of
controlling the blade oressure,
a certain
fiber
deflection was imposed equivalent to 10 g tension.
The optimum bending radius was around 6 cm.
In these two techniques,
a bare fiber had to
be clamped thereby the fiber was weakened.
Fig. 4 shows the schematic view and an appearance of the developed cleaver.
There
are two
clamps,
left one
holds the surviving
fiber
coating, right one holds the bare fiber
to be
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spring

Fig.4

1

Cleaving too

larger. A tension is imposed to the fiber using a
coil spring. In case of higher tension, the

endface tend to become "haci'le",

(0)
fiber
end

in case of lower

he

tension, the fibers would not be cleaved. Fig. 5
the relation between the tension and an
shows
average cleaved angle.
210 g tension gave the
This value is very close to
minimum angle.
Suzuki s ( I') result,
where good endfaces were
obtained when the fracture stress was around 20
kgf/mm(=240 g). Fig. 6 shows the typical endface
observed with an interferometric microscope.
The height of the blade and the fiber at the
initial is experimentally changed. The height
between the top of the blade and the bottom of the
fiber is defined as Ah. When Lh is larger than 50
um the fibers are cut.
Fig. 6 show a histogram of
the endface
inclination of the fibers using the cleaver and a
typical endface.
All endfaces were flat, and an
average inclination angle was around 0.50. Fig. 7
shows the relation between the splice loss and
The solid line is the
the endface inclination.

/

En0.8
0
v 0.6
U

0.4 -

n

,-

0 0.4
c 0.2
0

LN50 180 210 240
tensile force T

(9)

Fig. 5 Relation between tension and endface angle

10

8=0.5*

W,
U

wC

mean value of the data.
This result suggests the
splice loss of 1.55 DSF are much more dependent
on endface angle than 1.3 um fibers.
3-3. Thin film coating technique
Cleaved fiber ends need to be protected from
mechanical damages.
We utilized IJVcurable resin
chemically compatible to fiber buffer layer and
fabricated a thin film around the bare fiber.
Fig. 8 show the machine and the principle of
A fiber end is inserted into UV resin
coating.
dip and fed along its axis at a constant speed,
thereby a thin layer remain on the fiber surface
(Fig. 8 (C)). This process is divided into 3
steps.
(1) Bridging of UV curable resin---precise control
of supplied resin is necessary.
(2) Constant coating---Move the fiber into the
bridging and feed in the direction of fiber axis
at a constant speed.
(3) Irradiation of UV light---A fiber bundl2 is
the
used to introduce UV light and to illuminate
fiber ends uniformly.

5U
U
0
0

.

1

0.5

0

endface inclination 8
(b) Typical endface
(a) Endface inclination
=0.63om
Fig. 6 Endface inspection
1.5
M

*

-

.
10

U

5

t

/

b

o-ol~umfiber
ofe

u 0.5
.Y
c*

*

U

0
0

1

2

4

3

5

endface inclination 8
Fig. 7 Splice loss dependency

air supply
-hin

sunction nozzle
tank

i

(a) Appearance

'-bore

coated
region

s pply -~nozzle
a bridge of
UV resin

fil

fiber

feeding
Smechanism

blprinciple

(c)a thin-film
coated fiber

Fig. 8 Thin film coating machine
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The
coating thickness depends mainly on
physical characteristics of the resin, and the
coating speed.
Fig. 9 shows typical relation
between temperature and the viscosity. Higher
viscosity
cause fluctuation of the thickness
and lower viscosity leave the fiber uncoated. A
uniform layer was obtained by keeping the temperature constant.
Fig.10 show a cross section of
a coated fiber, coated region and diameter measurement along the fiber.
There was a small fluctuation but it did not cause any significant loss
increase when clamped.
After many fibers of various coating thickness were obtained, it was found that thicker
coating cause eccentricity resulting in unstable
holding and thinner coating was easily broken by
usual handling.
Optimum coating thickness were
found around 5 um.
Using such fibers, the effectiveness of thin film coating is shown in Fig. 11.
The figure shows the stability
of transmitted
light power, when two coated fiber are butt-jointed
together.
Solid line indicates light power is
stable when fibers are clamped on a V-groove.
Dashed line shows a large decrease of light power
when a original jacketed fiber is clamped. In the
latter case, the light power remained unstable for

more

20.m
(a) a cross section
.

ie

coated region

than 10 minutes because of the elasticity of

the jacket material.

bare fiber

resin A

1

100 um
o
-(b)
u
Cn 3
-5 10

SEM photograph

resin B
2-

12mm -I

0

10

20

30

40

50

temperature

60

(0)

Fig. 9 Viscosity of UV curable resin
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,
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(c) diameter fluctuation
Fig. 11 Transmitted light power change
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10 Appearance of a thin film coated fiber

4. PERFORMANCE

104-1. Splice loss
Fig. 12 to 14 show the comparison of the
splice loss. In Fig. 12, histogram of the splice
loss of bare fibers is shown. In Fig. 13, the
result for jacketed fiber clamp method is shown.
In Fig. 14, the result for thin film coated fiber
is shown.
Thus, it is shown that the first and
the last case give us very low and stable splice

U

3=0.05(dB)

C:
w

o=O.03(dB)
N50
N=

5U
U

0

losses.

V

0.05

0

splice loss a

4-2. Strength of the splice
Figs. 15 shows the failure strength of a
spliced and reinforced fiber.
Thin film coated
fibers show stable and consistent performance and
the yield for 2% screening (18.6 N) is more than

97%.U

0.10

0.15

0.20

dB)

Fig. 12 Splice Loss---normal splice

10
C:

5i=.28(dB)
o.0.20(dB)
N=3

01

5. RELIABILITY OF THE SPLICE
5-1. Static fatigue
Table 5 shows the test condition.
A spliced
fiber was reinforced with
a heat-shrinkable tube.

-

The breakability for 5000 hours was zero.

5-2. Dynamic fatigue00.0.0304050607
Fig. 17 shows the results. The mean tensile

splice loss a (dB)

strength until failure was not dependent on strain
rate.

Fig. 13 Splice L~ss ---original jacketing clamp

5-3. Heat cycle

0110

-400 C to

+700C for

10

cycles.

Maximum

power

change was 0.01 dB per splice point.

U

1o-

0

5-4. Humidity
Same sample as in 5-3 was left in 95% RH,
600 C for more than 10 hours.
The loss change was
less than 0.01 dB/splice,
5-5. Heat shock
Same sample was dropped into -700 C alcohol.
There was no significant change.(< 0.01 dB/splice)
6. CONCLUSION
6-1. Performance of thin film coating method
The strength and splice loss were investigated by comparing with conventional methods.
The strength is 51 N on the average which is
equivalent with jacketed fiber clamping method.
The splice loss is 0.05 dB which is equivalent with bare fiber splice.
The time required is 20 minutes per one
splice.
6-2. Reliability of thin-film coated fiber
The long term stanility (static fatigue) and
dynamic fatigue, neat-cycle test were imposed.
All the results showed that the reinforced portion
of thin film coatel fiber had
good reliability.

0

0.05

0

0.10

0.15

0.20

splice loss a (dB)
Fig. 14 Splice Loss---thin film coating
(bthin filmcoated fiber
(onormol splice
\ (b)thin film coated fiber
(after reinforcemnt)
.
99.9
.
)
1
,'original
./
k , _.
90
fiber
.
70
50
30
0
> 10

3
0
12

3

5 7 10

30 507010

tensile force until breok T(N)
Fig. 15 Tensile strength
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Table. 5

Test Conditions for reliabity
of the reinforced fiber

ITEM

CONDITION

References
(1) Y. Negishi et al., "High-strength fiber splice
applied for submarine optical fiber cable," p.263,

RESULT
good

J. Opt. Commun. 6, '85.

STATIC
FATIGUE

0.5/1.0% strain,
> 5000 Hours

2

DYNAMIC
FATIGUE

strain rate
5 to 500 mm/min.

good
(Fig. 17)

3

HEAT
CYCLE

-40 to +70'C,
10 cycles

< 0.01 dB

(3) A. C. Hart et al., "Coating Technique for high
strength light guide fusion splices," Applied
Optics, p.1731, Vol.22, No.11, '83.

4

HUMIDITY

95% RH, 600 C, > 10 hours

< 0.01 dB

(4) T. Yanagi et al.,

HEAT

0
room temperature to -70 C,

< 0.01 dB

SHOCK

10 times

I

5

(Fig. 16)

(2) J. T. Krause et al., "Tensile strength > 4 GPa
for light guide fusion splices," Elec. Letters.
p.812 Vol.17. No.21, '81.

"High Strength Splicing with

Fabrication of a Thin Film," OFC '87.
(5) T. Yanagi et al.,

"Method for splicing optical

fibers" USP 4,749,252.
EE(X10hours

TIME

TEST
SAMPLE STRAIN

3

4

5

I

I

I

I

NO.

(6) N. Hakamata et al., "Development of a Compact
Fusion Splicer with Direct Core Monitoring System
SUMIOFCAS TYPE 34." p.37, No.27, Sumitomo Electric

-

2

I

Tech. Review, '88.

.-

2

0.5%

(7) K. Osaka et al.,
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5
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Fig. 17 Dynamic Fatigue
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fiber and preparaVol.52,
B.S.T.J.

development of

(10) H. Suzuki et al., "A breaking dynamics study
on endface
forming of
optical
fibers," (in

N-23

_j

1

_L_

fibers,"

an automatic cutting tool for optical fibers," J.
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"Optical
splices,"

(9) T. Haibara et al.,
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Fig. 16 Static Fatigue
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MECHANICAL OPTICAL FIBER SPLICE CONTAINING AN ARTICULATED
CONFORMABLE METALLIC ELEMENT

Richard A. Patterson

3M Company

A new mechanical optical fiber splice
has been developed which is very fast
and easy to use and at the same time
provides loss performance approaching
"tuned" mechanical splices.
The new
splice
derives
its
performance
capabilities and ease of use from a
unique
conformable
articulate
metallic element which simultaneously
aligns and clamps the optical fibers
within
the
splices.
This
paper
describes the design configuration,
operating principles, and function of
the new splice.
Results of testing
on the new splice are also provided,

Background
Optical fibers have been spliced
using
both
fusion
systems
and
mechanic '
fiber
splices.
Fusion
splic .. _ 6ystems can provide low loss
splices but usually require expensive
fiber alignment and fusing equipment.
Mechanical splices typically requirc
less expensive
assembly equipment,
but without tuning, cannot provide as
low
initial loss as fusion splices,
Tuning of mecha,.ical splices involves
adjusting the relative positions of
the fibers in the splice to bring the
fiber cores into better alignment.
Usually, tuning of mechanical splices
increases the splice assembly time,
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Austin, Texas

and may also require the use of
loss minimization
such
as
local
light injection and detection or an
additional operator.
The subject of this paper is a
new single or multimode mechanical
optical fiber splice which is very
fast
and
easy
to assemble,
and
provides insertion loss performance
approaching
a
tuned
mechanical
splice.
Because the new splice
does not require tuning, it can be
completely
assembled
in
approximately 30 seconds following
normal fiber preparation consisting
of
plastic
coatirig
removal
and
fiber
end
cleaving.
All
combinations of
250um
and 900um
plastic coatiiigs can be accomodated
in the new splice.
The new splice
is
assembled
using
a
small,
inexpensive
plastic
holding
and
actuation fixture.
The
new
splice
has
shown
excellent
stability in long term
temperature
cycling,
water
immersion, and vibration tests.
It
provide- low insertion loss without
tuning ard low back reflection.
It
can also withstand fiber tensile
loads
in
excess
of
.75
pound
without significant ( .03db) change
in loss.
Description of New Splice
The
new
mechanical
splice,
which is shown
in exploded view
Figure
1, consists of
five
(5)
major parts. Four of these parts
are molded from a highly stable
glass-filled
plastic
material.
These
molded
parts
include
the
"Dacket",
the
'cap-,
and
two
identical
"end
plugs".
When
assembled,
these parts create
the
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The
case or housing for the splice.
other part of the splice is the "V"
shaped metallic fiber alignment and
The element is
clamping element.
fabricated
in
a
series
of
high
precision metal embossing, blanking
a
soft
operations
from
and
bend
corrosion resistant aluminum alloy.
precision
element
contains a
The
channel located at the base of the
"V" section for aligning and clamping
the glass optical fibers. Figure 2 is
an assembly drawing showing the cap,
in
end plugs
jacket,
element and
their assembled form.
The major structural member of
the new splice housing is the jacket.
The jacket is 1.50 inches long, .25
.15
inches wide.
inches high, and
The top side of the jacket is flat,

entry
ports
are
circular
fiber
formed.
These entry ports are in
precise alignment with the fiber
7hannel
alignment
and
clamping
within the element when the 3lement
in
its
positioned
is
properly
groove inside the splice jacket.
As can be seen in F_1ure 2,
The fiber entry ports have a smafl
diameter section closest to The "V"
shaped element cavity that opens up
into a
larger diameter section
The
near the ends of the splice.
inner smaller diameter section is
inches
in
approximately
.008
diameter by .110 inches iong, and
accurately guides the bare glass
and
into
the
alignment
fiber
channel
within
the
clamping
The smaller diameter hole
element.

and the bottom side contains a full
radius
along
its
entire
length of
1.50 inches.
Openings are molded in
the top (flat) side, and in both ends

opens
up
into
a
larger
diameter
hole
at
a
tapered
transition
section.
The
larger
diameter
portion of the port is chamferred

The top surface of
of the jacket.
the jacket also contains fiber size
designation circles,
The cavity or opening in the top
side of the jacket receives both the
metallic "V" shaped element and the
has
a groove
cap.
This
cavity
running along its full length at the
bottom for locating the "closed" side
The open side
of "V" shaped element.
of the element faces the open side of
alignment
and
cavity.
The
the
in the element is
clamping channel
positioned near the bottom of the
cavity and parallel to the 1.50 inch
The element cavity also
dimension.
into
its
side
molded
has detents
walls which engage matching detent

at its outside end and provides a
plastic
slip
fit
on
the
snug
coating
of
the
fiber.
The
small
and
transition
betwen the
large entry port diameters serves
as a stop for the plastic ccating
on the fiber when it is inserted
The snug
fit
into the splice.
between the plastic coating on the
housino
and
the
splice
fiber
minimizes the bending stress on the
exits
the
splice
fiber
as
it
of
housing.
The larger portion
the port is sized at approximately
.011 inches diameter for the 250um
.037
or
at
approximately
fiber
inches for the 900um fiber.
The new splice cFn have entry

This produces a
ribs
in
the
cap.
detent system tnat holds the cap in
its initial open positiun and then in
its final closed position.
jacket
also
Both
ends of
the
contain openings which are connected
These
to the central element cavity.
each
have a
semi-circular
openings
groove molded along the side face of
radiused
adjacent
the
the
opening
the
jacket.
These
bottom side of
grooves form half of the fiber entry
The
and guiding ports in the splice.
grooves
are
half
of
these
other
the
the side
faces of
molded
into
When the end plugs
splice end plugs.
are inserted into the end openings of
stepped
jacket,
two
precision
the

ports to accomodate 250um plastic
coatings on both of the ends to be
spliced, 250um coating one end and
other
end,
or
900um
coating
the
ends.
These
900um
coating
both
been
designated
combinations
have
housings.
coded
splice
by
color
The 250um to 250um splice is al
The 250um to 900um splice
black.
has a black jacket and white cap.
The end of the splice for receivinq
the 250am fiber has a black plan
9
00um fiber has
and thp end for the
The 900am to 900um
a white plua.
is all
white.
Additional
splice
is
identification
fiber
size
provided by the designation circles
which are located on the top flat
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portion
The

of the jacket

250um

designated

port

end

by

triangle.

near the ends.

of

a circle
The

the

splice

is

containing

900um

port

a
is

designated by a full circle.
An
additional
function
of
splice end
plugs
is to
retain

the
the

the

full

the

radius

cap.

slot

is

inches

wide

section

is

inches
between

adjacent

The

wider

the

approximately
and

the

of

.065

narrower

approximately

wide.
the two

top

section

.055

The
transition
slot widths are at

element inside its cavity and prevent

300 angles.

it from being lifted out even if the
cap is removed.
As can be seen in
Figures I and 2, the element contains
notches
at
both
ends.
The plugs
contain projections
which
fit
into

When the cap is seated in its
"open" detent position inside the
jacket,
with
its top
.050 inches
above the top of the jacket,
the
open
legs
of
the
element
are

these notches in the element when the
element is properly located in its
groove
inside the jacket,
and the
plugs
are
fully
seated
in
their
openings.
The nooks on the plugs
thus hold the element in the proper
position inside the jacket.
The cap for the new splice fits
into the
central
cavity
in the
jacket after
the element
and
end
plugs have been installed.
The cap
consists of a flat top section with
two
parallel
side
skirts
running
under
the full
length of the top
section. Detent ribs are molded into
the outside faces of the skirts at
both
ends.
These detents
engage
matching detent features inside the
jacket element cavity when the cap is
installed in the jacket.
The first
detent position holds the top of the
cap approximately .050 inches above
the top flat portion of the jacket.
The cap can be pushed to the second
detent position where the top of the
cap
is flush with the top of the

located in the wider section of the
slot inside the cap.
When the cap
is
pushed
into
the
jacket
and
seated
fully,
the
legs
of
the
element
ride up into the narrower
section of the cap.
This forces
the legs of the
element together
and causes the fiber alignment and
clamping functions to occur inside
the element on fibers which have
been
inserted
into
the
splice.
Figure 3 shows a cross sectional
view of the new splice with the cap
in its "open" position and legs of
the element
in
contact
with the
wide portion of the slot in the
cap.
Figure 3 also shows the cap
in its closed position with the
legs of the element pushed together
when they are forced up inside the
cap as the cap is pushed flush with
the top of the jacket.
The new splice is provided to
the
fiber
installer
completely
assembled with the cap in its open
position.
The
inside
of
the

jacket.

The

cap

is

held

in

this

position
by
engagement
of
an
ddtcdit
, .o
dctct rih. inside
the jacket
Two small notches are provided
in each side of the jacket under the
flat top sortion of the cap.
These
notches allow the closed cap to be
reopened
with
a
special
tool
by
providing access to the underside of
the cap so it can be lifted,
The cap has a "U" shaped cross
section.
The slot which is located
between the side skirts of the cap
runs full length uoder the top of the
cap.
This slot contains a wider
section between the side skirts at
the
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in a
of

open

side

of

the

"U"

section.

This wider portion

.ransitions into a

narrower
section
inside
walls of

further
skirts,

the

up
and

the
ends

element

is

filled

with

a

silicone

based
index matching gel at the
factory.
A small amount of the
same gel is diso injected into both
the entry ports of the splice to
insure that the fibers are coated
with qel
when
they are inserted
into the splice.
The new spl ices
are packaged individually in sealed
compartments
in
a vacuum
formed
packaged to keep them clean and dry
prior to use.
Fiaure
4
shows
the
molded
plastic assembly tool that is used
to hold the new splice and cpti-al
fibers durina the assembly process,
and to close the cap of the Splice.
T her

tool

mounted

•

contains

above

the

a

pivoted

splice

hand

c

holId1no

cradle at the( center cf thc base.
Fiher retention pads are Iccated at
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the ends of the tool to restrain the
optical fibers being inserted in the
contains
also
tool
The
splice.
integral fiber cleave length gages at
both ends to check the length of bare
fiber projecting beyond the edgs of
the plastic fiber coating.

the "W" shaped groove to prcduce a
in
shown
as
element
completed
is then
The element
Figure 6.
filled w.ith index match gel and is
ready to assemble in the splice.
In its final bent "V" shaped form,
the distance between the radii on
is
legs
the
of
side
back
the

the

splice
mechanical
new
The
and
alignment
fiber
its
obtains
"V"
from the
capabilities
clamping
The
element.
metallic
shaped

This
inches.
.070
approximately
provides a snug fit of the element
legs inside the wider .065 inches
section of the cap groove.
When the element is bent into
"V" shape, the original
its final
"W" shaped groove in the element is

metallic element is fabricated from a
aluminum
resistant
corrosion
soft
process
fabrication
The
alloy.
utilizes this aluminum alloy in strip
As the strip passes
form from rolls.
precision
at
series
a
through
blanking
and
stamping,
embossing,
operations, flat element blanks like
5
are
Figure
in
shown
one
the
produced. The completed flat element
blank contains a high precision "W"

equalateral
an
into
transformed
fiber
cross-section
triangular
channel
clamping
and
alignment
the
of
length
full
runs
which
element at the base of the "V".
This channel is comprised of the
fiat
ninth
and
fifth,
first,
"W.
original
the
from
surfaces
is
channel
The
shaped groove.
large enough initially, so that a
be easily
125um glass fiber can

Operation
of
Principle
Metallic Element

shaped

cross

section

ot

groove

across

The chamferred
its center portion.
sections at each end of this groove
provide a funnel shaped transition to
the fiber alignment channel when the
element is bent into its final "V'
shape.
in the
The "'W" shaped groove
nine
contains
blank
element
and
surfaces,
planar
individual
creates two thinned sections or hinge
points about which the element can be
The
bent to create its "V" shape.
two edges of the flat element which
are parallel to the main "W" shaped
the
on
radiused
also
are
groove
opposite side so they will easily
the
after
cap
the
inside
slide
element is bent into its "V" shape
The
and assembled inside the splice.
notches in the corners of the element
blank are engaged by the projections
end
the
on
previously,

plugs

as

described

After the flat element blank has
been cleaned, the "W" shaped groove
any
for
optically
inspected
is
The element blank is then
defects.
in a precision
located
accurately
This
fixture.
bending
automatic
fixture clamps the element blank in
and
position,
correct
the
simultaneously bends both legs of the
blank about the thinned sections in

inserted

into

it

from

each

end.

The chamfers at each end of the
channel make it easy to insert the
fiber.
After bending, the element can
3
contain
to
considered
be
The
articulated parts or sections.
center section is a flat topped
This
triangular cross section rib.
rib is attached to each of the
element legs or levers through the
in the original
thinned sections
These thinned
"W" shaped groove.
flexure
like
function
sections
hinge points for the element legs.
When the legs are forced together
as they would be wher the cap is
forced down over the element, the
legs pivot about the hinge points
and the fiber channel surfaces on
are brought
the inside of each leg
This reduces the
closer together.
size
cross sectional
channel.
alignment

6

of the fiber
flexure
The

size
channel
fiber
and
hinge
are
principles
reduction
illustrated in Figure 7.
The ratio of the distance from
fiber
to the
pivot
flexure
the
surface on the inside of
channel
the element, and the flexure pivot
to the end of the element leg is
This reults in
relatively large.
a high mechanical advantage in the
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leg of the element with respect to
the central rib and opposing element
leg.
The mechanical advantage is
large
enough to
create
relatively
high compression loads on the fibers
when they are inserted in the channel
and
the
element
legs
are
brought
together.
The
three
surfaces
comprising
the fiber alignment channel in the
."V
shaped
element
are
relatively
soft when
compared
to
the fiber.
These surfaces have a tensile yield
stress of between 4,000 and 8,000
pounds per square inch.
When the
legs
of
the
element
are brought
together on the fiber ends in the
channel, the fibers embed themselves
slightly
into
the
three
ductile
surfaces of the channel.
Since the
surfaces are acting or pressing onto
the fibers at equal angles of 120 ° ,
The
fibers
embed
themselves
approximately equal amounts in each
surface,
The metallic element in the new
splice
can
precisely
align
the
geometric centerlines of fibers that
have been inserted into it.
If the
cores in the fibers are relatively
concentric to their cladding outside
diameters, then the cores will also
be brought into alignment within the
element.Testing of the new splice on
current fiber indicates that actual
tolerances
on
core
co
cladding
concentricity are very small.
Thus,
alignment
of
the
fiber
cladding
centers in the new splice does align
the
cores
sufficiently
to provide
insertions
Loss below
.2db without
tuning in most cases,
The new splice also
has the
capabijity to align fibers which have
slightly
different
cladding
diameters.
This
situation
is
illustrated in Figre 8.
Each fiber
embeds itself into the three surfaces
in the alignment channel
qhen the
element is closed by the cap.
If the
pair of
fibers in the splice are
different
diameters,
the smali~r
fiber will embed itself less deeply

alignment achieved within the new
splice is the most precise of any
non-tuned system available today.
The new splice's high fiber
retention capabilities are achieved
by a combination of 1) the contact
area between
the
fiber
and the
channel walls, arid 2) the energy
that is elastically stored in the
element legs.
When the legs of the
splice element are forced together
by the cam surface inside the cap,
bending stresses are generated in
the element legs
These stresses
are below the elastic limit of the
element material in the legs.
This
causes the legs of -he element, and
to some extent the
plastic case,
act
like
springs wnich
maintain
the compressive load on the fibers
in the element channel.
In
order
to
achieve
low
insertion loss in the new splice,
the
fiber
center
lines must
be
brought into alignment.
This is
accomplished by the aeometry and
function of the metallic element.
An additional requirement for lo,.
splice loss
is that
the cleaved
fiber end faces must be brought
into contact and held it, contact
when the element is clamped onto
the fibers.
Fiber
end
contact
inside
the
splice
occurs
as
a
result
of
the
normal
splice
installation procedure which will
be described next.

in

fiber

the

channel

walls

and

the

larger

fiber more deeply.
Since
each
fiber
is
embedded
uniformly intc the channel walls, the
two differing diameter fibers wilI
still be alioned.
It is believe]
that
the
,ype
of
active
fiber

S
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Splice Instal Lation Procedure
The
following
procedure
is
used to assemble the new splice and
results
in
the
fiber
end faces
being in contact when the splice
cap is actuated.
With practice,
the splice assembly portion of this
procedure can be completed in 30
seconds.
11
Place splice in holder in
assembly tool shown in Figire 4.
2)

tcip
to

an

desired

cleave
lenath.

first
250um

plastic coated tiber is stripped to
12.5 mm and 900um plastic coated
fiber is stripped to 14.0 mm.)
3)
portion
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Posiion
of
first

plastic coatino
fiber
in
foam
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insert bare
retention pad and the
glass portion thrcugh the entry port
the
until
element
the
into
and
plastic
fiber's
cr, the
shoulder
oDt
aqainst
the
coating
bottoms
(The
chamfer insiae the entry port.
and
"open"
initially
is
element
fibers can be easily inserted through
element
the
into
port
entry
the
channel.)

Position second fiber in
5)
foam retention pad at opposite end of
fiber.
first
from
tool
assembly
Insert bare glass portion of second
fiber through entry port and into the
element, until it comes into contact
This
face.
first fiber end
with
occurs approximately at the center of
Fiber contact can be
the element.
easily seen because a distinct buckle
or bend occures in the first fiber
foam
and
the
spl ice
the
between
retention pad on the tool as it is
slightly

back

out

of

ELFMeN-t

FIBS

OPTICAL

1

second

cleave
Strip and
4)
fiber to desired length.

pushed

_
IIGURE

MTALLIC

AS5.MBLEO

SPLICE

8,

C-"

5PLIC.P.

,

_6

MbSeeftD5

thee

ZNOIDUAL
fl

PUW

splice by the second fiber.
back
fiber
first
Push
6
against second fiber until bends in
both fibers between the splice and
their respective retention pads are
approximately equal.
7) Bring handle of assembly tool
down on top of splice cap until cap
closed
fluch
its
to
forced
is
force
compressive
The
position.
the
in
buckles
the
by
generated
installed fibers holds the fiber end
faces in contact until the splice cap
is closed and the fibers are clamped
within the element.
Testing of

S ,IS

the New Splice

been
have
tests
of
new splice to verify
These tests
its overall performance.
A

number

-

conducted on the
have

OR.,O

included

temperature

cycling,

insertion
retention,
load
tensile
loss, water immersion, vibration, and
The results of this
back reflection.
in
summarized
is
testing to da te
Figure 8.

-,C

--

___.
-
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Undersea Single Mode Fiber Optic
Rotary Mechanical Splice
R. R. Cammons, G. A. Decker, G. F. DeVeau

AT&T Bell Laboratories,

2000 Northeast Expressway,

Crawfords Corner Road,

Norcross, GA 30071

Holmdel, NJ 07733
Traditionally, fiber optic undersea cable
systems have used arc or flame fusion
splicing

technology

to

join

fibers.

Fusion techniques have been applied to
fibers drawn from different preforms to

ABSTRACT
::her optic mechanical splice has been designed for use in tie undersea cable
joint environment. When used to join single mode fibers madeto ight gcomemc
A new

reqAurements, it provides a low loss connection between two fibers without the aid of
an optical test set to improve alignmenL If used with a test set. losses are typically
reduced to negligsble values. The design of this splicing system is based on a widely
used. highly reliable splice used in terresmal fiber applicanons. The uniersea splices
described in this paper are designed to be incorporated inside a joint box. a device that
enables one to join two muJri-fiber high-sengilb cables. Materials were chosen to
provide high reliability in the joint environment that includes surviving the high
temperature of a splicebox overtnolding process. In this process, molten polyethylene
is injected into a mold surrounding the splicebox and cooled, isolating the high voltage
current carrying joint and attached cables from the sea. Later. the splice -ran exoerience
cyclic temperature swings while the cable resides in storage warehouses on land. It is
exposed to shock and vibration during loading on a cable ship. transportanon to the
deployment site. and finally during cable laying in the ocean. After these stressful
events, the splice is to remain in continuous service for 25 years. Twenty five year
rei,ability assurance has been based on (I extensive data gathered on its widely used
te.restrial counterpar , t2) ensuring that those components in the terrestrial splice that
were replaced for the undersea splice design were equal to or more rugged than those
of the terrestrial version. 3) modeling and testing individual critical components and
il) assembling and successfully age testing many splices subject to extreme stress. at
levejs far greater than those expected fo, servwce. The device has been used during
rpir and integration operations in comrnertial deep water lightguide systems,
demonstranog feasibility Of reliably assembling the splices on a cable ihip and

make system length spans before cabling

as well as joining the fibers from cable
spans to their counterparts emanating
from repeaters. As undersea systems
were put in service, fusion fiber splicing
was introduced to the shipboard environment. 1 High strength flame fusion splicing,ll a technique that produces splices
with the same mechanical characteristics, and made of the same materials as
an unspliced section of fiber, did not
reuire any lifetime prediction studies
beyond the formidable problems associated with predicting the life of continuo wever,
fibr
ous fibers in undersea cables. However,
mechanical non-fusion splices, and low

durability in the ocean environment.

1.
.Backroun
Fiber splices can be subdivided into two
categories:
into
are incorporated
that other
1. splices
cables and
potentially high
l hadjoin;
ctal apdiothro t
strain applications
those that are included in cable
joints, repeaters, etc., that experience low mechanical strain during
service
category usually implies that
first
The
the splice must be similar in appearance
unspliced
to geometic
properties
and physical
has fewer
The second
fiber.
constraints, which usually implies that
2.

strength fusion splices reinforced by
mechanical splints, require another set of
analyses and tests if they are to be committed to 25 year service. Typically,
these types of splices represent major
changes in mass and bending stiffress
compared to the virgin fibers that they
moreover, they include additional
materials that may experience dcg.-da
tion and displacement, or adversely react
with each other and the materials in the
splicebox, as a result of the previously
mentioned polyethylene molding cycle,
shock and vibration, or the splicebox
the seabotresting
relief.
of the
fiberonstrain
tom. Analysiswhen
environment
an the ef
t e
mn tys system,
spic
effect
the
and
mounting
splice
on the adjacent fiber, while experiencing

ta t
implicanb
e

mechanical shock and during long-term

its cross sectional area can be far larger
than that of the adjoining fibers.

service, must be considered. If improperly designed, these components could
induce stress in the fibers causing latent
fiber failures. However, experience with
the widely used AT&T connectorized

c

ts

,

sal l
whosssectich

splices used in land systems showed that
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well designed splices were reliable and
could be assembled under harsh conditions such as those in terrestrial
manholes. Unlike fusion splicing, this
technology relies on simple, inexpensive,
rugged equipment; the resultant good
performance does not require a vibration
isolated, quasi-cleanroom environment
on a cable ship.
It was decided, therefore, that a nonfusion splice would be suitable when
jointing cables at sea, since they are
easy to assemble and they would be
stored in a low strain configuration
inside a splicebox. The first phase of
the development effort was directed at
developing the splice and its assembly
procedures for the undersea application;
the remaining efforts were devoted to
demonstrating the overall reliability of
the product, and its suitability to undersea construction and repair applications,
2. Splice Design

assembly, storage, and service conditions
stated above and all reliability tests were
performed on samples rhat were exposed
to multiple simulated assembly conditions as shown in Figure 2. The design
changes required to transform the terrestrial rotary splice into its undersea counterpart included: replacement of the
relatively low temperature material used
in the terrestrial splice ferrule housing
with a high temperature material,
replacement of the relatively low glass
transition
temperature
UV
cured
adhesive used in the terrestrial splice
with a heat curable high glass transition
temperature adhesive, and replacement
of the buffer tubes/fiber strain reliefs
with high temperature resistant substitutes. The main reason for these
changes was to increase the splice's
tolerance to the high temperature that it
would experience during splicebox overmolding.

A drawing of the undersea splice is
3. Reliability Assessment
shown in Figure 1. In deep ocean, the
splicebox environmental conditions are
Field service and laboratory stress tests
mostly static with temperature ranging
of the terrestrial mechanical splice have
from IC to 4C and moderate relative
shown no degradation mechanism nor
humidity. Assembly and storage condifailure mode. It has been in commercial
aremuchmorevarible.Forare
tions are much tion
about
more variable.
terrestrial
For
splicesthere
in
service
for 750,000
more than
three years,
instance, the undersea splicebox is oversre and
tereabnoies
and there have been no failures
efoe
olythylne
i isservice,
moldd wthbee
mepoed ithe oyehylne
iis
after successful installation. Assuming a
deployed in the ocean and this causes
constant failure rate, we can statistically
the internal temperature to be much
infer with high confidence that the terhigher than normal for about one hour.
restrial splice has a FIT rate (number of
Although a typical joint requires a single
failures in 109 hours) of less than 1.
molding operation, three consecutive
The design philosophy behind the underovermolding cycles were imposed on the
saslc
a obido
hshgl
sea splice was to build on this highly
splices in the tests, as shown in Figure
foundation by increasing its
ortheunlkey
2, o acont pssbiltyreliable
of having to remold a joint. All splice
materials must remain adequately stable
for this time period. When a cable system is in storage, temperatures can vary
from -20C (-417)to 40C (104F). These
feritio
s (reur tod dhe4F)es
thee
mechanical parts that are dimensionally
and chemically stable when repeatedly
exposed to high temperature
p

the
iencein
modes t mayte
modes that may be experienced in the
teen
only m inomt dince
only minor material differences between
the terrestrial splice and the undersea
version, and those differences were carefully designed to increase reliability, the
undersea splice is projected to be at least
as reliable as the terrestrial splice.

The general design is almost
one used for a previously
rotary mechanical splice that
land based systems.121 Tests
to see that the splice worked

To check the validity of these assumptions, we have performed a battery of
highly stressful tests to ensure that we
did not introduce any failure modes into
the product during the redesign process.
The following sections describe these
tests.

exactly the
developed
is used for
were made
well at the
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3.1 Aging Studies in the Laboratory
150 undersea mechanical splices were
assembled and exposed three times to
the therr, cycle ewperienced during the
polyethylene overmolding of the undersea bplice enclosure (Figure 2).
The assembled losses for the splices in
the lifetest are displayed in Table 1.
These splices were assembled without
any optical testing or monitoring equipment since we wer interested in the
loss and stability of splices obtained
Typical
without active alignment.
attenuation values when using optical
monitoring equipment are less than 0.05
dB average loss and a standard deviation
of 0.05 dB. All splice losses reported in
this paper are for splicing singlemode
fibers drawn from different preforms.
This exercise was designed to simulate
the worst case splicebox assembly conditions during which multiple attempts
are made to overmold the splicebox with
polyethylene. Typical loss ct-anges during the overmold process are shown in
Table 2. As can be observed, there are
minor changes in loss during the overmold cycle, and the result is usually a
net reduction of loss.
The purpose of the lifetest was to detect
thermally accelerated aging mechanisms.
were divided
150 splices
These
50
chains upofinto
connected
three separate
thre sparte
onectd
cain of50material
splices. All chains were immersed in
distilled water (a humidity environment
much more severe than expected even
under worst-case service conditions), but
each at a different constant temperature.
One was maintained near OC, another at
room temperature, and the last at 40C.
The optical loss of the chains was measured at 1.31 microns several times per
month for 300 days. The tests continue.
Histories of the measurement results are
shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. The
curves show the optical loss of the
splices over time indicating the mechanical stability of the design. The results
of the aging program suggest no thermally accelerated aging mechanism in
the splices.
3.2 Shock and Vibration Testing
The undersea mechanical splice was
subjected to the same shock and
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vibration test requirements that undersea
repeater components must withstand.
The specifications of this test are below:

VbainTs pcfcto
Frequency (Hz) Acceleration
5-11
11-500
500-1000

0.5 in. disp.
3Gs
1G

Octaves/min.
NA
0.1
0.25

Shock Test Specification
5 shocks, 100 Gs x 6 ms, sawtooth

All tests were performed on three axes.
Again, to ensure realism, the splices
under test were subjected to the thermal
effects of three simulated splicebox
polyethylene overmolding cycles. None
of the splices failed during these tests.
Loss changes were small or non-existent.
The repeater shock and vibration
specification is designed to be a conservative test of discrete components in a
cable system.
33 Index Gel Studies
A thermally cured index matching gel is
s
e
at f
the
A
applied between the abutted fiber ends to
optical loss and reflections.
minimize
Special care was taken to ensure this
would not fail or degrade
significantly over the life of the cable
system.
3.3.1 Catalysis Inhibition The index
gel is a two part RTV silicone material
made of component parts that must be
mixed together, applied between the
faces of the adjoining fibers in the
splice, and then cured by heating. The
curing of the material can theoretically
be poisoned by the presence of
hydroxyls, carboxylic acid groups, sulfanates, airines, and unsaturated organic
groups.

"-

Glass slides were treated with the following:
1. 1,1,1 Trichloroethane
2.

Acetone

3.

1,2 Dichloromethane (Methylene
Chloride)

4.
5.

Dichlorodifiuoromethane (Freon)
Methyl Alcohol

6.

Ethyl Alcohol (denatured)

7.

Sulfuric Acid (aq), dilute

The slides were allowed to air dry and
then mixed gel was applied and thermally cured. The results showed that
the residues of these chemicals are not
harmful and there would be no inhibition to cure as long as the surfaces were
dry.

pie fiber array splices that have been in
service for more than five years. We
judge that it is not likely the material
will significantly darken owing to photon transmission.
Deliberate
Support
33.4 Bubble
attempts were made to whip up the gel
with vigorous stirring during mixing of
the component parts before use. The
aerated gel was then applied to a splice
and loss was monitored while heating
the splice. Excess loss was less than 0.1
dB and this eventually disappeared. The
material does not support bubbles well
and introducing bubbles of optical
significance owing to mispreparation of
the material is not likely.
3.4 Potential Adverse Material Interactions
The properties of the materials used in

3.3.2 Water absorption Another study
tested the optical transmissivity of the
gel on a continuous optical spectrum
starting below 1.31 and extending above
1.55 microns optical wavelength. The
thin layer gel samples were exposed to
high heat and humidity. The results
showed no increase in loss at 1.31 or
1.55 micron wavelengths. The loss did
increase at 1.24, 1.39, and 1.65 micron
wavelengths indicating an absorption of
water. These effects disappeared when
the material was placed in a dry
environment showing that the water
absorption is reversible. The conclusions
are that heat and humidity do not detectably age or affect the chemical composition of the gel, the gel absorbs and
releases water in a reversible way, and
the absorbed water within the gel layer

the splice were investigated to see if
there would be some significantly harmful chemical reaction within the sp!ice or
between the splice and the materials in
the splicebox. The most likely possibility was judged to be stress corrosion
cracking of the BeCu alignment sleeve
in the presence of secondary and tertiary
amines in the hardeners of the adhesives.
This would only occur if a craftsperson
did not properly mix the adhesive and
the adhesive did not thoroughly cure.
High temperature and high humidity
tests of samples of the alignment sleeves
in the presence of the pure hardener
while under mechanical stress greater
than service stress showed no signs of
stress corrosion.
It was also noted that the alignment
sleeve was resistant to stress relaxation

does not produce detectable optical
transmission degradation at 1.31 or 1.55
micron optical wavelength regions.

even at temperatures higher than service
conditions. Relaxation of the sleeve
after 25 years under cable storage and
is predicted to be well
service acceptable
conditions limits.
within

.33.3 Darkeninge

OwinR

to

Optical

to
Radiation The gel has been exposed
at
200
rads
of
gamma
radiation
60,000
rads/sec and suffered no measurable
change of loss. The expected radiation
dosage over the 25 year service life is
typically on the order of a few rads.131
Terrestrial rotary splices using this type
of gel material have been transmitting
infrared optical energy for as long as
three years with no measurable increase
in loss. The same is also true of multi-
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4. Field Experience
Field experience has been favorable in
terms of its compatibility with the shipboard installation environment and its
optical performance. The device has
been used to install a new repeatered
cable span in the Optican I system during 1987 (which links two of the Canary
Islands), installation of the TAT-8 shore
sections and deep water sections during
1987 and 1988 respectively, and installation of a repeaterless inter-island link off
the

coast

of Taiwan

in

1988.

1

No

failures have been observed after proper
instaIation. Yield - the number of
splice attempts that do not have to be
remade before closing the splicebox
owing to failing the inspection criteria
-

SIMULATED OVERMOLDING CYCLES

[

is nearly 100%.

5. Conclusion
A mechanical splice was developed for
use in undersea cable systems. It has
been tested extensively and found to be
reliable. Shipboard use has shown it to
be a cost saver in terms of crew training
compared to flame fusion splicing
Assembled transmission systems have
been wcrking well after almost a year of
service. No special requirements were
needed to modify the shipboard environment for splicing, making this splice a
practical device for at-sea jointing operations.

-I
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OF DIFFERENT TYPES

West Gerrrany

A.Y. Oehler, T.N. Hauff and W.E. Heinlein
University of Kaiserslautern, 6750 Kaisers]autern, West Germany
Summary,
A new technique is reported for the
minimization of splice loss between dispersion-optimized single-mode fibers and
conventional
single-mode
fibers.
These
low-loss splices will be important for future dispersion-optimized optical
fiber
networks. For example, a loss reduction
from 0.8 dB to 0.1 dB was achieved by
slightly tapering the splice region. The
measured splice losses are in good agreement with our calculations. The method of
splice-loss minimization was applied to
splices between dispersion-flattened, dispersion-shifted, matched-cladding and depressed-cladding single-mode fibers. The
diameter of the slightly tapered splices
is sufficiently large for the splices to
be mechanically stable and independent of
the
environment,
i.e.:
the
embedding
medium. The simplicity of the splicetapering technique suggests tapering the
splices in a modified fusion splicer,
Introduction.
For future optical communication networks consisting of dispersion-flattened
single-mode fibers (DFSM-fibers) and components with standard single-mode pigtails, such as lasers and couplers, lowloss
splices
between
these
different
fibers are required. Splices between these
dissimilar
fibers
cause
high
splice
losses because of different mode field
diameters' which are 2w0 =6.3 pm for the
DFSM-fiber and 2w0 = 9.9
pm for the
standard
matched-cladding
single-mode
fiber (MCSM-fiber) at the 1.3 pm wavelength that we used for our study. We
devised a new technique of field matching
to reduce the splice loss between DFSMand
standard
MCSM-fibers
by
slightly
tapering the splice region 2 . In this contribution we expand our investigations to
splices of selected fiber co"binations.
The field matching is based on the unlike
behavior of the mode field parameters of
different
fibers during
tapering.
For
example: by tapering a DFSM-fiber, the
mode field expands rapidly in contrast to
a standard single-mode fiber, where the

mode field decreases initially and, with
further tapering, increases less than the
mode field of the DFSM-fiber. Thus, optimum field matching and low splice losses
between different fibers can be obtained.
The matched mode fields are still coreguided in contrast to the method of Mortimore
et al. 3 . Therefore,
the matched
splices are mechanically stable and insensitive
to the environment,
i.e.:
the
embedding medium. The field matching can
be performed in a modified commercial
fusion splicer. The influence of dopant
diffusion in the splice region 4
as a
function of the tapering parameters will
be discussed.
Splicing strategy: General considerations.
Two fibers with different index profiles
are joined by a fusion splice. Tapering
the joint reduces the diameter of the
splice junction, as shown in Fig.l. The
resulting tapers can be characterized by
the taper ratio TR = a /a0
= < 1, wherein
a t is the radius of te tapered fiber and
a 0 that of the untapered fiber. These
tapers act as mode transformers. The taper
ratio can be chosen so that the core guidance is maintained and so that a minimum
of loss results at the junction between
the fibers. Thus, the surrounding medium
has no influence on the mode fields. To
illustrate the operation of the tapered
splice one may consider the Petermann spot
size parameter w0 at the splice j'nction
as a function of TR. The spot size w0 of a
MCSM-fiber,for example, decreases slightly
with decreasing fiber diameters until TR =
0.85, while w0 of a DFSM-fiber shows an
increase 2 . Therefore, field matching is
possible through a suitable choice of TR.
The splice loss is influenced by
refractive-index profile diffusion: by anr-ailng the splice, first the refractive
index profiles of the fibers wi±l be
smoothed by diffusion. We calculated in
our example the reduced splice loss for
smoothed refractive-index profile A (MCSM)
of the MCSM-fiber and A
(DFSM) of the
DFSM-fiber in accordance Swith
the dopant
concentrations mentioned in 4 (Fig. 2).
Secondly, further annealing leads to a
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both
fibers,
process between
diffusion
refractive-index
in
a
common
resulting
A in the central region of the
profile
For
a splice between
(Fig. 1).
splice
DFSM-fiber and MCSY-fiber this leads to
into
Taking
field matching.
additional
the
diffusion
processes,
account
the
the
0.11 dB at
loss of
splice
minimal
1.3 pm wavelength is obtained for TR
0.62 (Fig. 2).
The splice-loss reduction of an
profileby
caused
splice
untapered
smoothing is approximately equal for both
m wavelengths. However,
the 1.55 and 1.3
the influence of the common refractiveindex profile is less effective at 1.55 km
(see Table 1). The minimal splice loss at
1.55 pm is 0.15 dB for TR = 0.75. Thus, by
a suitable choice of TR the splice loss
can be reduced for broad-band application,
To compare the exact values of the
well-known overlap integrals of the mode
5
with an approximation made by
fields
assuming that the field distribution is
the
diffusion
and
neglecting
Gaussian
the
calculated
we
(Fig. 2),
processes
splice loss for Gaussian fields with the
spot size w 0 . Therefore, if Gaussian field
distribution is assumed, the splice loss
at 1.3 pm would disappear for TR = 0.70
because the spot sizes are equal. However,
the exact splice loss reveals a finite
minimum,
Practical

results.

All untapered splices were prepared
equipment.
splicing
conventional
using
Optimum splicing parameters were the same
as for splices between conventional MCSMThe
s).
1.8
time:
(fusion
fibers
measurement equipment is shown in Fig, 3.
a
into
launched
was
beam
laser
The
DFSM(i.e.:
fiber
dispersion-optimized
single-mode
dispersion-shifted
or
fiber
length,
km
2
of
(DSSM-fiber))
fiber
spliced to a MCS21,-fiber of minimum 5 m
are
lengths
iiber
These
length.
sufficiently long to suppress higher-order
modes,
Following splice loss measurement of
the untapered splices, the splices were
computermotorized,
to
a
clamped
controlled jig. The laser and receiver
units remained fixed. The splice reqion
was then heated with an oxybutane microtorch and tapered symmetrically by moving
the jigs. The transmitted light power was
recorded vs. the taper length.
Splice between DFSM fibers,
A histogram of splice losses between
DFSM-fibers is shown in Fig. 4.
identical
1.55 pm wavethe
losses at
The splice
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length showed a siilar behav: r. Tneesc
snal!
tesults prcve that, in sritc cf t*':
spot size of DSY-fibeli,
cDFS-ri
en
'
i,
splices
ht
obtained.
Splice betwe,,, EFPI-

ar.i

C

-ierc.

The splice losses at 1.3 pc a., shown
r eorl
P
5. Ct
the
listogram of Fig.
in
. OB i. _r good
untapered splice loss of
agreement with the calculate/ value of
0.83 dB for butt-joint splices (Table 1).
taper
vs.
light
power
The
transmitted
We achieved a
length is given in Fig. 5.
minimum splice loss of about 0.1 dE which
is in good agreement with the calculated
splice loss, assuming a commoen zefractive
index profile caused by diffusmon. Trte
was 0.6 dD
mean splice loss at 1.55 p
Our
tapering.
dB after
before and 0.2
those
t an.
lower
are
losses
splice
4,
wherein only
reported by Zell et al.
heating of the splice region ,ac used to
reduce the splice loss.
Splice between DSSM-'and

ICSM-fibers.

We calculated the splice loss between
dispersionavailable
a
commercially
shifted single-mode fiber and a standard
MCSM-fiber at the 1.55 Vm wavelength. The
results are shown in Fig. 6. For a buttjoint splice the splice loss is 0.25 dB
for TR = 1.0 and for an optimun taper
loss
splice
the
= 0.56,
TR
ratio of
Fig. 7
(without diffusion) is 0.Cl dO.
shows the mode field radii of the DSSYand MCSM-fibers vs. taper ratio. The field
distributions of both fibers are shown in
Fig. 8. With optimum tapering the splice
loss is 0.06 dB when a diffusion-smoothed
refractive index profile is assumed, and
a diffusion-caused common
when
dB
0.1
refractive index profile is assumed. This
MCSY,/DSSV
of
case
the
in
that
means
splices the profile diffusion raises the
splice loss.
Fig. 9 shows an example of DSSM/MCSY
tapering
during
change
loss
splice
together with histograms for the initial
tapering
our
of
final
values
and
experiments at 1.55 pm. The mean splice
0.4 dB,
about
loss before tapering is
which is higher than the expected 0.25 dB
loss
splice
The
value.
theoretical
increases to about 0.6 dB as the fiber is
heated and before the tapei process is
started. It then decreases to 0.1 dB (mean
value: 0.15 dB) during tapering. This last
value is in good agreement with theory,
theoretical model does not
although our
10
increase. Fig.
the
initial
explain
shows a photograph of a tapered splice and
the taper ratios which
a histogram of
splice loss values. They
yielded minimum
0.7, as theoTR = 0.6 and
are between
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retically
expected
for diffusion-cauged
common refractive index profiles.

ing.
The costs uf installation and maintenance
of a WDY-system consisting of a
dispersion-optimized
SM-fiber
trans-

Splice between DSSM-and depressed-cladding
SM-fibers.
We calculated the splice losses between
a DS.SM-fiber and
a depressed-cladding
single-mode (DCSM) fiber for the 1.55 pm
wavelength. The spot sizes w 0 are g-yen in
Fig. 11. The splice losses are shown in
Fig. 12. With the exception of the lower
loss of an untapered butt joint splice,
the overall picture of the values listed
in the table is the same as for MCSM/DSSM
splices.

mission line and using only conventional
SM-fiber components are much lower than
those of a systen requiring speciallydesigned
components
for
dispersionoptimized fibers.

Splice between MCSY4- and DCSM-fibers.
We calculated the loss for a splice
between a MCSM-fiber and a DCSM-fiber,
assuming worst-case
field diameters of
2w 0 = 11 pm (MC,,
SM-fiber) and 2w,= 8 pm

(DCS

SM-fiber,

respectively,

for

the

1.3
pm wavelength. In
this
case,
the
minimum splice loss is
achieved for an
of
region
a
with
splice
untapered
diffusion-caused common retractive Lidex
The splice loss of this fiber
profile.
combination can be reduced for the 1.3 pm
and
1.55 pm wavelenghts
from
0.5 dB to
0.3 dB
simply by annealing
the splice
region without tapering
the splice
(see
Table 1)

splice loss (dB)

fiber cornbination
Dispersion
Flair.SMFMatched
Clao.SMF

rati
1.30

1.55

1.00
0.68
0.52
0:61

Case I Case 2
0.83
0.62
0.24

0.11
0.13

1.00

0 61

Conclusion.

0.82

0.24

We have shown that splice losses
between different fibers can be reduced
significantly through slight tapering of
the splice region. The simple handling
suggests that the tapering operation can
be accomplished through modification of a
conventional splicer. Our initial
experience
with
a
semi-automatic
splicer,
wherein ,e manually moved the clamps apart
while maintaining
the arc,
showed good
results.
The
outer
diameters
of
the
slightly
tapered
splices
are
still
sufficiently large
so that the matched
splices can be handled like conventional
splices (Fig. 10).

0.74

0.42

0.75

Our studies show that in transmission
fibers,
lines using dispersion-optimized
i.e.:
DFSMor DSSM-fibers,
conventional
single-mode components can be used.
The
between
losses
splice
high
anticipated
these fibers with large and small spot
sizes can be avoided through our splicetapering
technique.
Fig.
13
shows
the
example of a dual-wavelength DFSM-fiber
transmission
line
using
standard
SMpigtailed lasers, standard SM-fiber WDMs
and standard SM-fiber repair patches. we
assumred 10 repair patches along the 30-km
DFSM-fiber line.
Instead of an expected
cumulative
17.6
dB
splice
loss
using
untapered splices, we obtained a low value
of 3.5 dB
(at 1.3 and 1.55 pm) by taper-

Dispersion

1.30

Flatt.SMRDepressed
Cladd.SMF

Dispersion
Shift.SMFMatched
Cladd.SMF
Dispersion
Shift.S MF-

1.55

0.66

0.72
0.70

029

1.55

Depressed
Cladd.SMF
Matched
Cladd
Depressed

130
.

1.00
0.60
0,60
0.56
1.00
0.63

0.27
0.15

1.00

0.87
0.85

Case 3
0.34

0.45
0.29
0.25

0.17

-

0.52

0.30

0.21
0.36

0.14
0.24

0.25

0.18

0.22

0.17
0 10

0.06
0 01
0. 17

0.18

079

006

0 09

I 00

0.47

0.47

0 15
012

026
030

Cladd.80mSMF

Table 1.
Calculated losses between different fibers
Case 1: Ideal butt-joint spl4ce, without
profile diffusion, index-matched;
Case 2: Similar to Case 1, except that
profile diffus'on 3 is taken into
account;
Case 3: Similar to Case 2, except for a
region with common refractiveindex profile ac (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a tapered splice with
at
profiles
refractive-index
assumed
different locations
Matched-cladding single-mode fiber
(SMF) with refractive-index profile
A (MC) ;
=Depressed-cladding single-mode fiber
with refractive-index profile A~(DC);
= Dispersion-flattened SMF with refractive-index profile A(DF);
=Dispersion-shifted SMF with ref ractive-index profile A(DS);
= Refractive-index profiles, smoothed
Sby diffusion process in the taper
regions;2
= Common refractive-index profile
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5

Fig. 3. Measurement set-up for DFSM-MCSM
splices.
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Taper Ratio
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Calculated losses of symmetriFig. 12.
cally-tapered splices between DSSM- and
at the
DCSM-fibers vs. taper ratio TR
1.55 pm wavelength
a = Gaussian field approximation (leading
to spot sizes 1);
b = Exact field distribution, neglecting
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Dual wavelength DFSM-transmission line, using standard SM-pigtailed lasers,
SM-fiber WDMs and ten SM-fiber repair patches.
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Single-Mode Multifiber Technique for High-Density High-Count Subscriber Cables.
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ABSTRACT

Practical single-mode multifiber jointing

( 4 )

'

( 5)

for this purpose.

The connector

is constructed in the factory for application to

techniques, an efficient fiber coat stripper, a

pre-connectorized cables.

mass-fusion splicer and a field-installable

connector must rapidly be constructed in the

multifiber connector, have been developed,

field.

Therefore, a multifiber connector

allowing both easy construction and low-loss is

Their performances have been evaluated for
experimental subscriber lines with 10-SM-fiber
ribbon cables.

For practical use, the

It has been found that average

splice losses for the same ribbon and for

desirable.
In this paper, the design and performances of
the practical single-mode multifiber jointing

different ribbons are 0.02dB and 0.1ldB,

techniques, the mass-fusion splicing equipment and

respectively.

the multifiber connector, are described.

An average connection loss of

0.42dB for field-installed connectors has been

The

results of a field trial are also presented.

obtained.
2. Mass-Fusion Splice
2.1 Splice Equipments Design
1. Introduction

Figure I shows the relationships between

In construction of single-mode optical fiber

problems and solutions in achieving low-loss and

subscriber lines, several kinds of optical cables

highly efficient mUltifiber splicing.

and jointing techniques are required.

cutting tool

Particularly, multifiber jointing techniques,

already been developed to solve these problems.

including mass-fusion splicing and multifiber

With this equipment, some degree of low-loss

connectors, are indispensable for high-density,

splicing has been achieved

( 1)

,(

2)

and a fiber holder

A fiber
(3)

have

1 )

.

high-count optical cables such as feeder cables.
Low-loss and higher operating efficiency are

F.E.SACONTSSM-F

1SON1

I

IMNPSE

FUSIONSPLICING
MkASS

required for mass-fusion splicing.

A mass-fusion
LOW-OSSHIGHY
Io,

splicing machine for 4-SM-fiber ribbons with image

EFICINCYSOSKIOINA

II

SPLICING

processing equipment"), a fiber cutting
,.()()and a fiber holder'' have been
developed for achieving low-loss splicing.

For

FISTS OXISET

LILNAIN

VARIANCIPS

Ej
.A

M~tXANICAL

1

X SZTh

R

practical use, the reduction of mis-stripping,
mis-splicing and miniaturization of splicing

A multifiber connector with a

precision plastic-molded ferrule has been
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PIM AXV

tt___
CA'
..

I INS
SO I JT

W

equipment are important.

required.

7

ON t
OI

[IXIN

A low-loss multifiber connector for fiber
ribbons, that is small, and economical, is

SIXONGIS

S

.....

1-cAT,15
N 2

TI;R!

f
I

SIIIP

Figure 1. Relationship between purpose and
solutions to achieve a low-loss and highly
efficient multifiber splicing.
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On the other hand, the two major problems,

blades and a ceramic heater for controlling

end face gap variances and non-uniform heating,

temperature.

have not been completely solved.

Figure 3 shows the effect of

In this section, splicing equipment

which

temperature on

resistance when stripping a 10-SM-fiber ribbon.

solves these problems is described.

circles are the measured values, the solid

Mis-splicing mainly occurs when there are large

0

at 20 C, and broken line is

between the fiber and its coating.

in the region of 70 to

100 C.

dccies-,

by eq.(1).

is very effective in

variances direct ly,

but

reduc ing the

the mis-stripping rate

increases due to the difficultv

that

a,

i.Ji(ated

the effect

an average

0

resistance

The resistance
I'

was

fouud

of shrinkage disappears over 7

0

C.

encountered when

The mis-stripping rate using a

stripping.

convent ional stripper
This is

Strongly

line is

a calculated value based on eq.(I) and resistance

end face gap variances due to weakly bond

bonded coat

The filled

The length of coat stripped was 30mm.

(l)Coat stripper with heater

COAT STRIPPING

increases more than 50%.

inefficient for field use.

Therefore,

LENGTH

a

7

new coat L;tripper for stripping the strongly

30mm

6-

bonded coat easily needs to be developed.
The resistance required to strip the coat

is

4

determined by how much the coat shrinks and the

z

strength of the bond between the coat and fiber.
Therefore, when the coat

is heated, shrinkage will

be reduced due to its thermal

expansion.

length decreases in proportion

to the temperature,

described as,

to-t)

<

The

shrinkage p of unit

pC(

w

CC

Where,

thermal

2

)-

taking into consideration the theory of shrink
fit.

•

0

C is the constant determined by

expansion coefficients

fiber, elastic modului, etc.,

-20

0

of the coat and

40
TEMPERATURE

and to is

Figure 3.

temperature at which shrinkage disappears.

80
T

120
0

( C)

Effect of temperature on

resistance when stripping 10-SM-fiber

ribbon.

Figure 2 shows the construction of the coat
stripper.

The stripper consists of a pair of

Figure 4 shows the relation between the length
to be stripped vs. resistance.
Open circles,
triangles, and rectangles indicate resistances for

COAT PUSHER

BLADE
NPOWE

Lhrc,- uifferent

\_.And
FIBER

fibci ribbons LhaL aj,, not

licatcL.

the filled marks correspond to the resistances
heated to l0°0 C.

A7

Furthermore, the cross

indicates the resistance of non-bonded ribbon
without using heating.

HEATER

BLADE

same as that of the non-bonded ribbon.

SLIDE GUIDE

result

FIBER HOLDER

This

indicates that the strength of the bond

force between coat and fiber disappears when
heated.

.I

FIBER RIBBON
Figure 2.

When the coat is heated,

the resistance decreases to about lkg which is as

Construction of the coat stripper,

During field tests it was confirmed that, when
heated, the resistance of a strongly bonded coat
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o

A

*

A

L = 3.5mm

" WITHOUT HEATING

0

d = 500pm

:HEATING

,L
U

z.
2(a)

UNIFORM

HEATING

Uj

L = 3.5mm
d = 350pm

0

10
STRIPPING

Figure 4.

20
30
LENGTH L (mm)

Relation between the length to be

stripped and resistance.
is

reduced and the coat can be stripped easily

with blades.

ne stripper is 40xl00x40mm 3 ,

(b)NON-UNIFORM HEATING

small enough to make it very convenient for use in

the field.

Figure 5. Brightness of 10-SM-fibers during
electrical discharge.

(2)Uniform heating conditions
The rate of mis-splicing and splice loss
increases when the temperature varies between
individual

fibers.

The heating technique has

been studied and a Low-loss splicing of less than
O.1dB has been obtained for 5-GI-fiber ribbons ( 6 ) .

WU

C 0.2-

The offset d and electrodes gap L corresponds to

LOW POWER

the number of fibers to be spliced simultaneously,

Figure 5 shows the

confirmed experimentally.

a
A

W

U

Figure 5(a)

shows a uniform heating condition and (b) shows
Figure 6 shows the

the non-uniform case.

U7
0
0

ratio d/L.

obtained experimentally.

POWER

0L

0

0

A

A

A,

C, 0

0

0

0

0

"

I

"

NON-UNIFORM

1.1

1

1.2

NORMALIZED DISCHARGE CURRENT

The discharge current i is

normalized by the smallest value

0
o 0 oz:OVER

0
0

0.1-

relation between normalized discharge current i/io

vs.

o 0

0

brightness of the 10-SM-fibers during electrical
discharge, recorded by TV camera.

In a
A/

.
0

therefore the uniform conditions have been.Lu

Figure 6.

i0 which was

Relation between normalized

discharge current and the ratio d/L.

The open cir(ices and

triangles indicate uniform heating conditions for
Moreover, it

lO-S.Y-fiber ribbons and non-uniform ones,
respectively.

The uniform heating is obtained in

the hatched region.

The non-hatched regions

was found that these offset and

electrodes values are not only applicui!L

to 10-

SM-fiber ribbons but also easily applicable to

indicate the non-uniform, low-powe, or exc._sive

fewer fiber rihbon

power regions, respectively,

ribbons, by controlling the discharge current.
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, name""

'-.--

1

-

1')-fiber

2.2 Splicing Machine Construction and Performance
A mass-fusion splicing machine has been

Figure 8 shows the spli-e loss distribution of
the one 10-SM-fiber ribbon under laboratory

developed adopting a uniform heating condition,
The machine is suiLable for mono-coated fiber,

conditions.
4-

lOum.

The average mode field diameter is

An average splice loss of 0.02dB was

SM, 5-GI, 8-SM and 10-SM-fiber ribbon etc., by

achieved.

changing the pair of fiber holders and controlling

0.04dB and 0.02dB for 4-SM- and 8-SM-fiber ribbons

the discharge current.

respectively, were obtained.

Figure 7 shows the mass-

In addition, average splice losses of

As far as we know,

fusion splicing machine, the coat stripper and the

these are the lowest splice losses to be achieved,

cutting tool.

so far.

The conventional image processing

procedures ( ') for noting fiber end face variances
aLc excluded from the splicing machine, because

3. Multifiber Connector

the end face variances are less than lOum which is
small enough to attain low-loss splicing.

3.1 Connector Structure
Figure 9 shows te stru-ture of the multifiber

Therefore, the splicing machine is simplified and

connector for 10-SM-fiber ribbons.

miniaturized.

consists of a pair of ferrules with a gum boot,

The size of the machine is

170xllOxl4Omm 3 .

two guide-pins and a clamp spring.

The connector

At the

ferrule end, ten fibers are positioned precisely
between two guide-holes.

The ferrules are

aligned by the guide-pins and are held by the
clamp spring.
The componcnt, made by a precision
plastic molding technique suitable for mass
production, has ten fiber-positioning holes with
fiber-introducing guide grooves.
This structure
allows for easy ferrule construction.
Ten bare
fibers of a ribbon are inserted together into the
-

fiber holes with the aid of the

.corresponding

. -fiber-guide

-

grooves and are fixed to the ferrule

component using an adhesive.
Figure 7. The mass-fusion splicing machine,

3
dimensions are 7x3x8mm .

the coat stripper and the cutting tool.

alignment error is less than

40

The component':

The fiber hole
um.

FERRULE COMPONENT
PIN GUIDING HOLE

30

FIBER POSITIONING
=

w

z

S20

VA

7

Ave. 0.02dB
o/A0.2dB
N= 100

HOLE

GUM BOOT

FERRULE

10 -

RIBBON
INTRODUCING

0

_____-__.GROOVE

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

SPLICE LOSS (dB)
Figure 8.

CLAMP SPRING

Splice loss distribution of one

10-SN-fiber ribbon under laboratory

Figure 9.

conditions,

connector for 10-SM-fiber ribbons.

Structure of the multifiber
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To make ferrue construction easy in the field,

100

1.0

ferrule with a one fiber hole

a single type of

_

diameter, which fits a specified maximum Outer

there is the problem of mis-alignment due to
clearance between the fiber hole and the outer
diameter of the fibers increasing, as illustrated

,

in

figure

10.

It

<

0

Here,

diameter of the fibers, should be used.

0

ADHESIVE

cc

5,0
Z

05

WITHOUT

50
][]r-,•WITH

FILLER,,
FILH

;

FILLER

is important to suppress the

I

mis-alignment due to clearance by utilizing theD
fiber centering effect of the adhesive.0

injected into the fiber hole for fixing the fiber.
The adhesive material was
experimental ly.

Test

investigated

0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6
CONNECTION LOSS (dB)

2.0

(a) CLEARANCE : lpm

ferrule components were

formed using the same mold and were assembled with
three types of fiber ribbons with differuiine in
the

filer's

outer diameter.

I.Jum zer -disjpersiiu
field diameter of

1.0 >

20

The ribbons have

i u-cM-tiber with a mode

l0um,

.0

00

a core-cladding

i
0

eccentricity

of

less than 0.3un and an outer

variance of less than

diameter

The clearance between

the fiber hole and

the

0
0

fiber's outer diameter was made to be 1,

2 and

4um.

(a)

Two types of adhesives were used:

resin and

(b)

000
a 0 0 0c

lum per ribbon.

epoxy resin with

having an average outer diameter

glass

Z

W,

epoxy

[

fillers

of 2um.

0-"

Using

0.4

the three types of fiber ribbons and two types of
adhesives described above, the test
constructed.

The test

a reference
of lum,

ferrule,

construcLed

D

0.8

1.2

1.6

0

2.0

CONNECTION LOSS (dB)
(b) CLEARANCE :2/um

ferrules were

ferrules were connected to

and the connection

0

with a clearance

20

losses were examined.

1.0

Figure 1 1 shows the measured conne(t ion los.
The solid curves in
probability

(8 )

,

>

t'-

figure 11 are the calculated

in which the

assumed to be located in

fiber (enter

is

a (aussian distribution

FIBER POSITIONING
HOLE

PIN GUIDING
HOLE

i
10

o

10-

0

0.5

o
o°°
Q

z

w

0 D
0(

O

0.4

0.8

CONNECTION

1.2

1.6

2.0

LOSS (dB)

(c) CLEARANCE : 4pm
OPTICAL FIBER
Figure 10.

A cross-sectional view of a

ferrule.
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Figure 11.

Connection loss distributions

with clearance of

lum, 2um and 4um.

within the fiber hole with an alignment error J
From figure 11,

lum.

(5) Two ferrules are aligned by two guide

the fiber centering effect

pins and are held by a clamp spring.

is found to be remarkable for the ferrules using

Index-matching material is used between
the fiber end faces.

This is explained by

glass filled epoxy resin.

On the basis of the above procedure, the

the fact that glass fillers are filled round the
clearance between the inner wall of the fiber hole
and the fiber.

multifiber connectors were assembled with

clearance was found to br, supprossced using

was 20 minutes per ferrule.

adhesive with fillers,

connection loss distribution.
connection

3.2 Connector Assembly and Performance

The average
Me(har)ial

fiber-ribbon

is

alnd

irr ied out.
I.

test resul ts are shown in Table

is as follows:

() The coating of

loss was 0.37dB.

Figure 12 shows the

environmental tests were also

The assembling procedure for the multifiber
connector

Assembly time

fiber ribbons in the laboratory.

Therefore, mis-alignment due to

10-SM-

The

The results

were found to be satisfactory.

removed

by the stripper.

Table I. Results of mechanical and

(2) The bare fiber ends are inserted into

environmental tests for multifiber connector.

the ferrule fiber-holes filled with epoxy

OF
CONNECTION
LOSS

resin with glass fillers.

ICHANGE

ITEMS

CONDITIONS

CONNECTION

10CYLS

(3) The epoxy resin in the ferrule is heated for
10 minutes and is cured using a small heater
capable of heating five ferrules at the sime
are
The heater's dimensions
time.

RE-

I

K.d

3

lOOxlOllxl2Omm .
(4,)

The

ferrule end

is

sheets are used.

Three types of
It

AMPLITUDE :10mmp.p.!

VIBRATION DIRECTION

ol

polishing machine with dimensions
120x 120x lSOmm .

FREQUENCY :10Hz

poIished by a small

takes about

<0.1dB

:X,Y,Z

TIME : 2h FOR EACH

polishing
10 minutes

DIRECTION

to finish the pol ishing procedure.

-30C - +60"C
HEAT-CYCLE

30 30

4h/CYCLE

<0.2dB

10 CYCLES
Ave. = 0.37dB
c- = 0.21dB
N

cc20

=

HUMIDITY

90%RH
Time : 100h

100

Uj

z

0

4. Fxperimental Results in Field Tests
Mass-fusion splicing, using a coat

sLrippr, a

splicing machine, and a multifiber connector, have
been evaluated

0

0.5

1.0

CONNECTION
Figure 12.

in experimental

The experimental

1.5
LOSS (dB)

Connection loss distribution

connected to a reference ferrule,

2.0

ribbon cables,

field

lines constructed of

line tests.
l0-S'l-fiber

includes 100 fibers.

4.1 Mass-Fusion Splicing
As mentioned above, the splice loss of 0.02db
for same fiber ribbon has been obtained.
On the
other hand,

splice

loss may increase due to mode-
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field diameter(MFD) variances, in the field.
*

Figure 13 shows the splice loss between launched

*

fiber whose MFD is lO.5um and tested fibers whose
Splice loss increases as

MFI) is 8.5 to 1O.5um.

Therefore, the effect of

MFD variances grows.

v.Old

this variance on the characteristic of mass-luSion20

= 0.O8dB
N = 140

20

splicing has been confirmed in the field.

cc
o: IN LABORATORY

z

IN FIELD
LAUNCHED FIBER'S

-0.2 -:
:9

10-

M FD =10.5 gm

co
0

-j

W

.1
MF

---

-*0-

0

0

0

0.1

0.4
0.2
0.3
SPLICE LOSS (dB)

0.5

0

0

1

tests.

TESTED FIBER (pjm)

11(i tot I

,
is

t ime per fiber

10. Sum.

The

14 shows the spl iCe

overage

is

found

the same fiber ribbon
thoughtC that the

li s-spl ic ing rat es

It

,Pl ite loss

one

i

4

T1Ihe

than that

fifth smallr

achieved

by conventional

tool , and

splicing

rate r omplIetc ly

vanishes,

so that

the

HOT MELT

ADHESIVE
TUBEHRNKBL

HUETSRNAL

total mis-splicing is sivnificantly, reduced.
Thel( splicing success rate of about
was achieved.
[(

s-Otto

splice is

Therefore,

80

the

per one

GLASS CERAMIC

length

TENSION MEMBER

short toenf.

Figure 15.
element.
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FIBER RIBBON

<

mis-

the mis-fusion

r i ill

I i het

shir i kab Ic t ube.

ieat

by

t he

The mis-

rate Cof mis-fun i t; howover was 07.
is

tn

port ion oif

(a'bles.

4

larger.

have a I so been not ed;

str ip p in gs was 9%, m is -cuit t Ing9s wa S 13%

stripping rate

r e i i oj

human ei r ror and

11lJ VOr iianC es,

condit ions made

environmental1

spll if e

e xt remelI

her opt ial

fo,

than that

the laboratlorv.

in

i)

to be frivhl'

larger

(*Idiis

r bbn
1))0

f hbers was

n Iv 27s(-( , which is

fiigh-densi I v molt t

of sub-o riber' l ines.

in the consi rotion

the value of

tot

Furt fiermore , I li

loss di - t r ibut ion.

loss betwseen (liif I (rent

This value

0.11B.
practical
But

short

p I o1ns a

fo I

edws20(c

fiber and tested fibers whose MFD is 8.5 to

Figure

I Me' req(ul red

slilI I(I jTig

ibrribnilIft

Splice loss between a launched

Figure 13.

Splice loss distribution in field

Figure 14.

8
9
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11
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Construction of reinforced

Figure 15 shows the construction of the
reinforcement element.

5. Conclusion

A semi-cylindrical,

Practical,

glass

low-loss and high-efficienc);

ceramic tension member is used to depress a

multifiber jointing techniques, a coat stripper, a

repeated thermal stress.

mass-fusion splicer and a fiiultifiber connector,

No-loss-increase

have been developed.

appears after reinforcement, and no-loss-change

(l)Mass-fusion

during the heat-cycle has been observed.

4.2 Connector

used with

also been evaluated

developed.

in the experimental

pre-connectorized
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Field Measurements of Return Loss for Ferrule-Based Mechanical
Splices
A. F. Judy, J. A. Aberson, G. F. DeVeau
AT&T Bell Laboratories
2000 Northeast Expressway, Norcross GA 30071
Abstract
Field OTDR

measurements

sliesaes

on t

of

instlled

at

pi

ferrule-based splices have shown that typical

Regardless of the designed value of return
loss, one must verify in the field that the

desired

especially

values

are

important

attained.
when

This

splices

is

are

mode wre
i a hiin
gsa psplices
ih
lictivity
ae being
bere
a day are
as many n asa 60 fiber
made by a single splicing crew. This can be
accomplished with commercial OTDRs using

return losses are below the cumulative fiber
backscatter for transmission systems and
hence should have no effect. Morerver they
,re large enough to be clearly stcen on an

install

OTDR thereby assisting in maintenance and
restoration procedures through the ability to
locate
splic, s.
Similar
accurately
meisurements in the laboratory show that

the following multi-step operation.

even
splice
return
losses,
other
unmeasureably small ones, can be obtained
through modifications to the present splice

The OTDR transmits narrow pulses into a
fiber and displays the reflected signal versus
time or, equivalently, distance. If the

preparation methods.

distance between splices is larger than one
half the OTI)R's spatial pulse width, the
splice reflections can be viewed separately
from each other as shown in Figure 1. The
return loss of the splices can in principle be
determined by measuring the height of the
reflctions.
However two complications
t
con
diicat
r
.The
first
is
that
OleDs
only
display
occur.
The
relative decibel scale so one can only
nieasure the di difference between two
o
r e n
re t he To de rence
reflections. To get absolut e readings one
known
must,
wh ichi generate
the splicea can
he reference
conipared reflection
to. The
most reaily available reference is the
ite
la le r e fer e
mayle i b ly a
itself.
fiber
th
from
backseatter
Rayleigh

1. Introduction
Fcrrule-based mechanical splices can be
ofli
e
tn
de-bed
eanwidang
(lesigned to yied a wide range of return
losses by varying the end preparation
method and/or index matching gel.''' while
large
somea reflection, are not usually desirable,
sonc aso
cstmerbjct o anihigly
small values because the inability to see
them on an OTDI{complicates fault locating
logcaldesin
Tus
design gal
goal culd
could
procedu res. procdurs.
Th
us a logical
large
be
to
reflections
splice
the
be for
enough to see with an OTDR but small
enough to negligibly impact, even high-speed
AT&T's
systems.
transmission
digital
Rotary Nechanical Splice is an example of
results
and
design,
of
type
this
deinonstrating its characteristics for fieldand
installed systemns
will be shown
discussed. Other designs with lower (or
higher) reflections could also he offered if
needed. As an example, by using slightly
different end-preparation methods, ferrulebased splices can be modified to achieve
ultra-low

reflections

which

may

2. OTT)? Return Loss Measurement Afet/od

55

-

se
45

40

>'
_j

35
3-

be

appropriate for analog transmission systems.
RSorie results illustrating this will be given

DISTRNCE 5km)

Figure I.

Typical

OTDR Trace

also.
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At any point in the fiber its reflectance is:121
R 6 -.
=--PWa. S

(!)

2

where
v, is the group velocity,
PW is the temporal pulse width of the
equivalent rectangular pulse,
a, is the fiber attenuation due to Rayleigh
scattering, and
S is the proportion of backscatter that is
captured by the fiber (which is a function of

For later use we also derive the equation for
the backscatter that occurs when the input
signal has a much wider duration than

typical OTDR pulses. We begin by
generalizing equation (1) to show the
backscatter that occurs at the fiber's input
due to a differential length, dz, of fiber that
is a distance z from the input. If the input
is a continuous wave signal, the reflectance
will be equation (1) with an equivalent pulse
width of 2dz/v, and multiplied by the
round-trip fiber attenuation:
R6 (z)= dz a, ,Sexp-2 'z

the fiber's spot size).
Defining the return loss as RL= 1OLOCIo(R),
equation (1) shows the return loss due to

When this is integrated
length, L, one obains

backscatter (RLb,) for nominal AT&T single-

reflectance:

mode fiber to be -46.3 dB at 1.31 pm and

-48.8 dB at 1.55 pm when PW=2 6 . The
uncertainty in these numbers is typically a
few tenths of a dB due to fiber parameter
uncertainties. Note that RLb. changes by -3
dB for every halving of the OTDR's pulse
width. So if very narrow pulse widths are
used, RLb, can become too small to measure.
In this case one could use as a reference the
-14.7 (lB Fresnel reflection from a 0* fiber
end in air. This can also be used to check
the RLb, value.
The second complication is that even the
difference between the fiber and splice
reflections cannot be read directly from the
OTDR. The reason is that the reflected
power measured at the splice is the sum of
the power backscattered from the fiber and
the power reflected at the splice. (This is
because the spatial width of the OTDR
pulse is much wider than the splice so most
of the pulse remains in the fiber while a
portion is being reflected by the splice.)
Thus the actual difference in decibels
between the splice and fiber return loss
(RL. -b.) is found from the measured
difference (RLmea.qP-o) by:

over the entire
the cumulative

a, (

R*:'-I-S

2a

I-exp-2.L).

For long fiber lengths the exponential term
the

is negligible and
backscatter is

reflectance

due

to

*

b

S

which corresponds to return losses of about
-31.6 dB at 1.3 pim and -31.7 dB at 1.5 im.
These are the cumulative return losses due
to
backscatter
alone
for
a
typical
transmission
system
and
represent
a
reasonable design goal for splices and
connectors.
.8. Field

Measurement Procedure

where the factor of 2 in the exponent is
needed because most OTDRs display oneway loss, i.e. one-half of the measured
round-trip loss. One then finds the return
loss from the splice as:

For field tests on large numbers of splices, a
computer controlled measurement is most
convenient to use. This also allows disk
storage of the data for later analysis or
comparison. Normally we use an Anritsu
OTI)IR (MW98A or MW 10A) controlled by
a lip 9826A computer using in-house
software. Each splice and fiber is measured
for loss and return loss using varied OTDR
settings. The actual calculation of return
loss usually requires combining multiple
sweeps.
First the entire cable will be
measured with a high attenuation setting
and a wide pulse width. This insures that
the peak level is not clipped or distorted.
Then the fiber backscatter will he measured
at a lower attenuation (higher gain). with

RL, = RL.,_b,+ RLb..

the splice reflections "masked", and at times

RLPOb= 10 LOGn 110(2RLm...,,&,,"IO_

1).
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I

a narrower pulse. This ensures that the
lower level backscatter signal will have
minimum noise, will be free of "dead zone"

distortion due to transients from preceeding
reflections, and will be accurately measured

I Il

. I

I

i

i

Histograms of the splice return losses
(Figures 3 and 4) show a mean value below
-40 dB with a worst case value of -29 dIB.
HISTOGRM: Pts192
3

between even closely spaced splices. Since
these OTDRs cannot mask more than three
splices on the screen, this last step alone
requires numerous sweeps. The following

W
z
M

4.97

ed.."19.6

0L

0

results utilize all of the above techniques.

S

Rvg--4H.6

L,

4. Typical F'ield R esults

4

We report on two different routes that were

z

installed by different operating companies.

The first is a recently installed 48-fiber link
connecting a RBOC central office to an
facility.
It
Communications
AT&T
®
consisted of five Lightpack cables and four
outside plant cable splices. This installation
used untuned, passively aligned (blind)
Enhanced
Rotary
Mechanical
Splices
(ERMS) that were installed by the RBOC's
craft.
The route's short length of 3.96 km allowed
the conitectors at the far end to be looped
together enabling all 192 fiber splices to be

0

Rg--42.2

Pts192

SO- 5.14

-.

-2
de]

----38
ce Returr Loss

HISTOGRAM:

30 -

Median-41.3

U
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U
U
0
to
"
z

measured bidirectionally from one end of the

route. A comparison of the two oppositedirectioned measurements on each of the 192
splices (Figure 2) shows the consistency of
the measurement procedure. The rootmean-square difference is 1.6 dB for all the
data and, more meaningfully, 0.8 dB for the
splices greater than -45 dI.
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This worst case is not substantially different
from the -31.6 dB cumulative
fiber
backscatter that a normal transmission
system generates. Also it is interesting to
note that while the statistics at the two
wavelengths are similar, the 1.5-jim return
loss is not perfectly correlated to the 1.3-pm
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reflection at a splice is the coherent sum of
two reflections, one from each ferrule end.

HISTOGRRM:
n

6

The small gap between the two ends will
have slightly different phase shifts at
different wavelengths resulting in differences
in the coherent interference.

wU
z
5
.
IX

The second route is an 18-fiber Lightpack
cable link installed by AT&T. It had 12
outside plant cable splices which were made
with tuned, actively aligned ERNIS for

0
,2

)

lowest loss. All 198 fiber splices were
measured bidirectionally at 1.3 pm. Figure 6
HISTOGRRM:
Rvg--41
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U
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Low Reflection Polish

For the 48 splices measured, the

for the standard polish), with the worst

SdB

.being

-41 dB (versus -29 dB previously). Of
other polishing materials could be
found that will produce characteristically
different results.

,10 -course
-

0

z

I
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mean return loss is -56.4 dB (versus the -40

3

W

obtained.
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Figure 6.
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shows the return loss distribution for these
tuned splices to be essentially identical to
that of the untuned splices above,
5. ExperimentalResults for Modified
Ferrule-BasedSplices
As applications of fiber optics become more
widespread and varied, special requirements
on splice return losses may arise. Designers
and maintainers of such new systems can
still use ferrule splices; for, by simply
choosing different end-face finishes, these
splices can achieve virtually any return loss
specified.
To illustrate, we present here laboratory
results for two methods for changing the
return loss characteristics of an ERMS.
First, with only the substitution of a
different polishing-paper material for the 0.3
pm paper now used on ERMS ferrules, the
return losses shown in Figure 7 were

A second approach is to alter the standard
0* angle of the ferrule end-face. To study
this, a polishing tool with a 10* wedge-angle
was used with standard finishing materials

to prepare ferrules. The reflections for the
resulting splices were, like fusion splices,
undetectable on the OTDR. Which is to
say, return losses less than -70 d13 can be
obtained for the ERMS with 10* end-angles.
And, because the pre-aligned features of the
ERMS
make
its
initial
untuned
configuration very close to its lowest-loss
state, these angled splices are tunable and
have proven to be environmentally stable for
both splice loss and return
C
6. Conclusions
Field OTDR measurments of installed
ferrule-based splices have shown that typical
return losses are below the cumulative fiber
backscatter and hence would not, cause
systems.
transmission
for
problems
Furthermore they are usually greater than
the OTDR detected fiber backscatter and
easily observed for ac-urate fault locating.
Also, two variations for end-face preparation
show that ferrule splices can be tailored to
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produce any level of return loss that is
needed. No other splicing method has the
capability to achieve such flexibility.
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REDUCED MODE-FIELD DIAMETER SINGLE-MODE FIBER
FOR SPECIALTY APPLICATIONS

Timothy C. Starkey
James W. Suggs

Corning Glass Works
Advanced Fiber Products

Fiber-optic technology has presented a unique
opportunity to advance the science of tact!cal
missiles.
FOG-M and related programs have
demonstrated the possibilities that exist in this
area.

performance in one or two of these areas. This
can lead to performance tradeoffs in other areas,
but depending on the application, this tradeoff
may be appropriate.

As payout speeds have increased, attenuation
increases at the "peel point" bend have become a
problem. Since bend sensitivity varies with
mode-field diameter, the challenge is to reduce
the mode-field diameter as much as possible,
without adversely affecting other key parameters,
Corning's Advanced Fiber Products department has
developed a small mode-field diameter single-mode
fiber to address this concern. Bending loss tests
have shown little or no increase in attenuation
for bend diameters as small as 4.8 mm. This fiber
offers advantages in the areas of small diameter
cables and sensors as well.
The high degree of
bend-loss resistance could allow the use of fiber
optics in more rugged environments than was
previously feasible.

The design of a single-mode fiber is a tradeoff
between attenuation, mode-field diameter and
dispersion. ALl three of these parameters have an
impact on a fiber's functionality and their
relative impact depends on the application. For
most telecommunication applications the following
requirements typically apply:
low attenuation to
achieve the maximum distance between repeaters;
node-field diameter that offers the best tradeoff
between spliceability, connectability and bend
loss; and low dispersion at the operating
wavelength to allow high bit-rate transmission,
These requirements have lead to a fiber with 1300
nm attenuation in the region of 0.35 dB/km to 0.40
dB/km, mode-field diameter in the range of 8.5 um
to 10 um and a zero dispersion wavelength around
1310 nm.
For maximum performance, dispersionshifted fibers offer attenuation values at 1550 na
of 0.20 d6/km to 0.5 dB/km, mode-field diameters
of 7.5 um to 9 um and a zero dispersion wavelength
of approximately 1550 nm. This type of fiber
offers the best overall performance of any
commercially available fiber. As applications for
optical fiber have become more demanding, the need
has arisen for specialized fibers with higher

Applications bdch as FOG-M, the fiber optic guided
missile, rapidly deployable technical cable, fiber
optic sensors and others have demonstrated the
need for a fiber with enhanced resistance to bend
induced attenuation increases. Bend diameters on
the order of a few millimeters illustrate the
potential severity of this requirement. Operation
at 1550 nm creates an additional problem due to
the wavelength dependence of macrobend
attenuation. This is due to the increase in
mode-field diameter with increasing wavelength.
Another area of recent interest is microcables.
For specific applications it can be advantageous
to decrease the size of the cable to a minimum.
Reducing the protection afforded the fiber by the
cable can Increase the risk of bending loss.
Smaller, more flexible cable can also be bent and
kinked more easily and this can lead to a greater
susceptibility to bending induced loss.
Many fiber optic sensor systems rely on coiled
fiber.
In particular, fiber optic hydrophones may
use coils with many thousands of turns, resulting
in an extremely bend intensive environment. To
operate in this configuration fiber must have a
high resistance to bend induced attenuation
increases.
it has been demonstrated that mode-fleld diameter
1
is the key to bending loss.
In order to
significantly improve a fiber's bending
performance, the mode-field diameter must be
reduced. To do this while maintaining the cut-off
wavelength in the region near the operating
wavelength, the refractive index delta must he
increased.
Corning's Advanced Fiber Products department has
developed a step index single-mode fiber
specifically for these specialized applications
with a more highly doped core region and a smaller
core diameter. The cut-off wavelength is
maintained below 1300 nm, making operation at 1300
nm and 1550 nm possible. This results in a fiber
with a mode-field diameter of approximately 6.5 to
7.0 um at 1550 nm and 6.0 um to 6.5 um at 1300 nm.
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The attenuation values are approximately 0.6 dB/km
at 1300 nm and 0.3 dB/km at 1550 am. These
attenuation rates are more than sufficient for the
distances over which these fibers will be used.
As a result of the increased delta, the zero
dispersion wavelength is shifted.
Preliminary
data indicate that it falls in the region of 1400
nm. This will still allow high data rate
operation at 1300 nm and 1550 nm over length of
several tens of kilometers. Narrow line width
lasers can improve on this if necessary.
The attenuation and dispersion values of this
fiber are such that this fiber would not be
suitable for standard telecommunications
applU:at'on.
However, the bending performavce is
of primary importance. A variety of tests are
possible depending on the application. Several
tests have been performed on this fiber and each
indicates excellent bend performance. With one
turn wrapped on a 5 mm diameter mandrel, the 1300
nm and 1550 nm attenuation increases by less than
0.1 dB.
13,000 turns around a 1/2" diameter
mandrel shows no increase at 1300 nm or 1550 nm.
Standard fibers have attenuation increases of up
to 50 dB/km in these same tests. Lateral load
(sandpaper) tests show greatly improved
performance over standard fibers as well.
Ordinarily, reducing the cladding and coating
diameters of
tandard fibers causes the
susceptibility to bend loss to increase. However,
the excellent bend performance of this fiber can
be utilized to create a reduced diameter fiber.

The outsLde vapor deposftion prnces

u-ed hy

Corning makes diameter changes very straight
forward. By simply depositing less cladding
material the diameter can be changed without any
need to modify the core deposition process.
For
an experimental 80 um diameter fiber with a 135 um
coating diameter, bending loss at 1550 nm is less
than 0.2 dB for a 5 mm diameter bend. By
comparison, fiber with an 80 um clad diameter and
a typical dispersion shifted core design is dark
at 1550 nm and has a 4.0 dB loss at 1300 nm under
the same conditions. This indicates the magnitude
of the improvement in the fiber.
While this fiber is a specialized product that is
not suitable for traditional telephony
applications, it does offer unique ddvatkLages in
special applications. With this fiber, small
diameter cables become more feasible. A variety
of applications could benefit from this.
Tethered
vehicles need small, light weight cables, as do
systems such as Ariadne. The excellent bending
performance also allows the use of this fiber in
tethered weapons and sensor systems where fiber
has not previously been usable.

lGiroux er
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OPTIMIZING POLYMER COATINGS

FOR

FIBER OPTIC ACOUSTIC SENSORS

N. Lagakos arnd J. A. Bucaro

Naval Researc-h Laboratory
Washingtor, DC 20375

ABSTRACT
Polymers have been studied as coatings for single mode
optical fibers used in interferometric acoustic sensors. Using the measured temperature and frequency dependence
of the elastic moduli of polymers, coatings optimizing the
fiber sensor response have been identified.

I. INTRODUCTION
Phase modulation of light in single mode fibers has
been successfully utilized for detecting environmental
changes such as pressure, magnetic and electric fields, ac.
0
celeration, and temperature 2) Suitable fiber coatings are
used for different detections: polymeric jackets such as nyion or polyester for acoustic fields, magnetostrictive coatings such as Ni or met-glass for magnetic fields, piezoelectric
materials such as PVF 2 for electric fields, and metals such
as Ni or Al for temperature sensing. In each case, when a
field is applied on the fiber it generates strains in the outer
coating which are transferred to the fiber core causing phase
modulation.

it can be shown that

(4)

-n 2

+

2
Here Pll and P 12 are the elastooptic coefficients of the core
and n is its refractive index. The first term in (1) is the part
of A
A which is due to the fiber length change, while
the second and third terms are due to the refractive index
modulation of the core, which is related to the photoelastic
effect").
In order to calculate the sensitivity as given in Equation (1), the strains in the core e. and fr must be related
to the properties of the fiber la~crs. The strains in a given
layer are related to the stresses through the elastic moduli of
(5 )
while the displacements are expressed in terms
that layer
of the strains. The constants involved in these calculations
are found from the appropriate boundary conditions. The
3
applied pressure is assumed to be hydrostatic . Having
calculated the various constants, the strains in the core are
determined and the sensitivity is calculated using Equation
(1)(6).

A Marh-Zehnder interferometric sensor has been utilized to detect phase modulation in single mode fibers, and
is shown schematically in Figure 1. Any phase modulation in the sensing fiber can be detected by comp,',ing the

In general, the acoustic sensitivity is a very strong
function of the elastic moduli of the outer hard polymeric
coating of the fiber. High sensitivity can be achieved with
coatings of low bulk modulus and high Young's modulus
materials. This can be understood from the next two figtires. Fig. 2 shows ht acoustic sensitivity of a fiber as a
function of coating thickness for different coating Young's
moduli. All the other parameters of the fiber were kept constant. As can be seen from this figure, for thick coatings
the sensitivity is determined by the bulk modulus which
governs the fiber dimensional change. For typical fibers,
however, both the bulk modulus and the Young's modulus
are important. As can be seen from Fig. 3, high sensitivity requires low bulk modulus and high Young's modulus
coatings. In this case, the bulk modulus determines the
"maximum" fiber dimensional chanes, while the Young's

phases in the sensing and reference fibers. Fiber couplers
are used to split and recombine the light beams. The pressure sensitivity of the optical phase in a fiber is defined as
AO/AOP where A is the shift in the phase 0 due to a
pressure change AP. If the given pressure change ,5 resuits in a fiber core axial strain e, and radial strain r, then

modulus governs the fraction of these changes, or strains,
which can communicate to the fiber core.
The important role of the Young's modulus is also apparent from Fig. 4 where AO/(OAPr 2 ) is shown as a functicn of ttickness and Young's modulus of the coating. The
bulk modulus was kept constant (2.5 x 101" dyn/cr 2 ). As

In this paper wveconsidtr thle acoustic response of op( )
tical fibers in the low frequency or hydrostatic 3 regime.
In this case the fiber coatings play a very important role
in determining the fiber acoustic sensitivity. The necessarv elastic moduHi of many commercially available polymers were studied as a function of frequency (102 - 10
Hz) and temperature (0 - 35'C). Utilizing these results,
polymers optimizing the fiber acoustic response have been
identified.

II. ACOUSTIC SENSITIVITY OF FIBERS
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can be seen from Fig. 4, eveni for small coating thickness a
high Young's modulus results in high sensitiv~ty .:,c it can
communicate high fraction of the applied stress to the fiber
core, while low Young's modulus requires substantial coating thickness. Therefore, in designing a compact sensor,
both bulk and Young's moduli are important.

I11. POLYMERIC COATINGS

TFE (1? ). The smallest temiperatutre anid frequency dlependeflce is obttitied with polystyrene (1 IS)iol\ \iiiyl chiloridle
(21), Lucite (9). and Noryl ( 1(). Siiiod .lopenden'tcu i, i.,o
obitiied with Delrin (7) anid Zitel (101). 0n~ the otlir
hand, high depend(enlce is obtained with the soft U%' curabile elastoliers due to tihe large frequency and tertiperat tire
depernb'r ce of t hei r Young's ni dtil us.
Table 11, columnii 1. lists the iliost prorilli'inig polviiers

The Svcoral
The elastic moduli of polytmers required to predict the
mm d.
enresitp ittof
luated
ith thse p
modeil fibers cieo
fiber acoustic sensitivity were stuidied as function of fre7
o l1 1co1is ic.
the olvarsiin
The tfibrd cotmn sh
quency and temperature.t ) The frequency arid temperafteclsi
aito
h vrl
Tetidclnnsoturc dependence of the Young's niodulius was olbtainedl from
sensitirvity in the temperature range of OR - 330 C aid( for
measurements on bulk samples in the forrii of rods wvith difrequencies 10' - 10' Hz. The fourth wida fifth columins
amecter 1.5 - 3.5 cm and length 5 - 15 cmn. Thle bulk modurlnis
show thle ptred(icted minimum detect able pressuore NN'1liethle
wvas considered to be frequency independent and was inea7t
coatedl with a
esris
reference fiber of the irtreontn
sured tit only one convenient frequency (1 M\Hz).1
3
oil, nylon (Zytcl 101) aid( it 110 od. aluiinum.iiii
0. 5 1111ilit
Wie have studied the elastic mioduli of several cornr"C.peCtivelv. Ili these cahetihatroris it is assunnied that the
monly used thermoplastics, rubbers, and U\' curable u'las
sensing fiber is 30mn and the iiunuin detect able phase
toners (which are listed in Table 1) in the temrperauture
s10'rin.
ndiao
range of 0 - 350 C for frequencies 102 to 101 Hz andi 1 NlHz
which can be fournd in Ref. 7. The Young's and the bulk
Frornt Table II we can see thiat thle highest sensitivity
moduti mneasuired experimentally at 1 \MHz at three temiperis iubta~inted withI TFE ((tle ptrimiarily to its low bulk mnod(attires. The least Young's modullus variation wva" ob)tained
uhirs ) with, however, significant t('ripierut tire aund~ fiequieiicv
with Rexolite (19), polystyryne (17, 18), polyvinyl clu10variaution, The second highest sensitirvityv is olbtairied With
ridle (21), Noryl (10), polysulfoue (20), nylon (5, 6), and
p~olystr'rile (due to its high Young's iioiiis) withI vvr'i
acrylic (9). The least bulk modulurs dependence is found in
sinall temipera tutre aid~ frequency variat ion. Rexohite (a.
polystyryne (17, 1S), Rexolite (19), polysulfone (20)), acrylic
cross linked styrene polyrmer) arid TFA-34h0 give also high
an
ey small variation. Norylveshgcii
(9,Noryl1 (10), (9)iivt
polyvinyl chloride (21), arid nylon (5).sniiiyadvr
ie
ihsni
III ordher to obtain the frequency dependhence of tire
tivity and very small variation, anid nylon gives small sellsitivit y (due to its high b~ulk modulus) and thre snliallest
elaistic rnoduli of the polymers, thle freqirencv (lpienlrce
of the Young's modulus was studied in tlire range of 102 _ 104
temperature and frequency variation. In general, good ser,sitivity is olbtainedh with all Teflons as a result of their small
Hz at three different temiperatuire s assuming thre bulk mnodbulk mlodullus.
riurs to be frequency independent. It was folrod that away
Somle of tile most promlising polymers hiave b~een used
fromt arty transitions thre Young's miodulus is proportinal
as fiber coatings in Fig. 5 which shows thre acoustic senisito log of frequiency, i.e. E=AlogrOF±B. Tire corefficienuts A
and B oufthre best linear fit are listed in Ref. 7. It was found
tvtyoforfiescadwth(fer'tcaig.Frtik
fiber coatings, high sensitivity is obtained with Teflon TFE
that the ursed equration dhescrib~es well thle Young's mioduluis
arnd Teflon FEP 100 dtire to their low bulk mnodurlus. For
in most polymers in thre frequency range of 102 _ 101 H'Z.
loe coating t hickness. Noryl results in i uthur senisit ivIni general, as it was expected, the Young's mrouluis deit tire to its intermnediate burlk raodilurs arnd high Yourrg's
creases as terrperature increases or as frequency dlecreauses.
noihs
Similarly, the bulk modulus decreases as temtperatutre increases. The least temperature and] frequrency variation was
IV. CONCLUSION
obtained with Rexolite (19), polystyrene (17. 1S), Noryl
(10), polycarbonate (14), polysulfone (20), and nylon (6).
Thre low frequency acoustic sensitivity of optical fibers
as fiber coatings for iiterferorne'trie senISOr-S.

Using the hydrostatic analysis the acoustic sensitivity
of fib~ers coated with various Itolyirners was obtained front
tie bulk and Young's moduli listed itt flef. 7. Iii these u-alculations, tire fiber o.d. was taken to be 0.33 trn, a, "thin"
fiber, 1 mim, as used in thre tested sensors. arnd 4 r11n1, a
"thick" coating case. The results of these calculations are
listed in Taible 1. As can be seen from this Table, for fibers
with thick coatings maxrmurm sensrt ivity rs obtained with
Pulvurethiante Conap (29) and Uralite 3130 (30). arid Teflon
TFE 11 (1) due to their low bulk moodulhus. For fibers- with
typical thickness coatings, however. irtaxinurat sensitivity is
obtained with polystyrenes (17, IS) arid flexolite (19) dtile
primarily to thteir high Yourrg's mnodulus. and with Teflon
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has been reviewed andi has been funrd to stronigly depend
oil the e'lastic rirodili oif the fiber coatings. Thre (last ic ioi'Il necessary to predict thle sensitivity have beeni st udied ais
aufunct ion uif frequency andl terniperrt ur' arid paulyntu'rs op.
ihnizirug the filber acoustic resluiis(' have ]be'rit iderut ified.
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A FIBER OPTIC CABLE FOR MILITARY INSTALLATIONS

J. D. Fridman, The MITRE Corporation, Bedford, MA, U.S.A.
A. Goffin, MOD Belgium, Brussels, Belgium

Abstract
An all dielectric fiber optic cable for
underground installations has been developed for application in military communication networks.
The cable was designed
to withstand rigorous military environmental and operational specifications.
The performance of the cable was tested
relative to characteristics of the optical
fibers to preserve stated attenuation and
bandwidth margins.
Cables were retested
in laboratory link length simulation tests
and after final installation in the network.
Field tests were also performed to
establish the vulnerability of the cable
to explosive charges.

fiber optic cable, developed for the first
time to withstand the harsh environment
created by military engagements.
Description of Cable
A photograph of the fiber optic cable
is shown in figure 1. A cross section of
the cable construction and the disposition
of the fibers, fillers, reinforcing elements, Kevlar strands, and outer jacket
are shown in figure 2.

Introduction
Fiber optic cables used in underground
installations are available world-wide
from various manufacturers.
They are usually designed and fabricated for commercial system applications, in which
adherence to strict military standard
specifications for their environmental or
operational performance is not a requirement.
Furthermore, most of these cable
configurations use metallic shields or
metallic wire rods to reinforce their
structure. Therefore, they are sensitive
to the coupling of high intensity electric
fields or to their detection when installed within trenches,
Since available commercial cables did
not fulfill a specified need, it was found
necessary to develop an underground fiber
optic cable subject to military environmental conditions. The cable was specified to be of all dielectric construction
with dual wavelength optimized fibers,
designed to withstand rigorous military
standard performance tests.
The perfoLmance of the cable was tested relative to
characteristics of the optical fibers to
preserve specific attenuation and bandwidth margins. After field installation
the cable was retested to confirm and
compare its actual performance against
laboratory tests.
This paper describes
the design and tested performance of the
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Figure 1.

Cable with Four Fibers

The cable has the following
characteristics:
Number of fibers
Outer diameter, D
Bending radius
weight
Pulling force
Available lengths

4 or 6
12 mm
20 X D = 24 cm
0.140 kg/m
150 kg
1050 m and
2250 m

Fibers used in the construction of the
cable are optimized for dual wavelength
operation, and their characteristics are
as follows:
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Type

Graded Index

Core/cladding diameter

50 + 3/125 om
multimode

fibers.
These structural elements are in
turn wrapped with polypropylene tapes and
a tight fitting plastic tube to hold the
whole configuration together.
The final
outer structure of the cable is then made
up of a layer of Kevlar strands for tensile load reinforcement and a PVC outer
jacket to complement the cable
construction.

I0

The cable is specified to withstand a
variety of applied mechanical loads such
as flexing, compressive impact, tensile
loading, and twisting with the proviso
any one of the optical fibers not increase attenuation by more than 0.5 dB/km.
Cable performance has been defined over a
-25 0 C to +50°C temperature range relative
to an optical fiber attenuation change not
to exceed 0.2 dB/km.
In addition, the
cable is specified to be made up of materials that have flame retardant characteristics.
For instance, when set aflame,
the cable must be self-extinguishing with
a burning time not to excee
30 seconds,
over a distance less than its outer cir-

12

5

6 7 8that
12
12 3
4
,5

11

1. CENTRAL FRP ELEMENT
2. OPTICAL FIBERS AND FILL'.RS
3.JELLY
10
4. HOPE TUBE FILLED WITH

cumference.
All tests and procedures to
characterize the properties of the cable

9

have been performed tnder the United

POLYBUTENE JELLY

of

Department

Defense

Military

5. FRP REINFORCING ELEMENT

States

7. JELLY

Standard 1678 (DOD-MIL-STD-1678), Fiber
Optic
Methods and Instrumentation

6. PLASTIC FILLERS

Test

8. POLYPROPYLENE TAPES
9. HOPE SHEETS
10. REINFORCING ELEMENT IN KEVLAR
11. TAPES

Test Measurements

12. PVC OUTER JACKET

Figure 2.

Cable Tests

All Dielectric Underground
Fiber Optic Cable

Buffer diameter

Double coated
with acrylate
at 325 or 500
pm

Attenuation

2.5 + 0.2
dB/km ac 850
nm; 1.0 + 0.2
deBkr
nm

Bandwidth

The maniufacturer syntematically performed core and cladding geometry and
attenuation and bandwidth test measureForty 1-km
ments on all optical fibers.
cables of four and six fibers were systematically tested for their attenuation
characteristics at 850, 905, 1060, and
100 nm.
Results are illustrated in figire 3:
an attenuation curve typical of

F
\ 272

at 1300
I

P00 MHz-km at
850 and 1300
nm

±.

22

.23

2.22

2
E

Numerical aperture

0.20

+

0.015

o

Fibers are color coded in red, yellow,
wiite, and black for the four-fiber cable,
with blue and green added for the sixfiber cable.
The cable has been designed
and manufactured to incorporate all dielectric elements to reinforce the structure of its fiber optic core.
A central
dielectric element provides stiffness for
optical 2ibers and plastic fillers i'i a
tube filled with polybutane jelly.
Fourr
reinforcing elements and plastic fillers
interspersed

around

with jelly

are then

T

?

9

\\
1

-

103

-,
1.0

1o75

,
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850 900
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the tube containing the optical

Figure 3.
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Cable Attenuation Measurements
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ILI
such fibers is indicated (dashed linci,
and the spread of measured data shown,
Most attenuation measurements are clustered around 1.0 ± 0.2 dB/km at 1300 nm
and 2.5 + 0.2 dB/km at 850 nm, thus
meeting the specifications.

were fused together during the tests to
obtain an increased measurement
sensitivity.

One may characterize dispersion effects
in fibers by measuring the impulse response of the fiber in the time domain or
the baseband frequency response in the
frequency domain.
Impulse response measurements were performed on all the optical fibers supplied by the manufacturer.
Results obtained at 850 and 1300 nm showed
a wide range of bandwidths extending from
1600 MHz-km to 400 MHz'km, with a mean of
780 MHz-km at 850 nm and 920 MHz-km at
1300 nm.
The next series of test measurements
were performed on the fiber optic cables
for their thermal, mechanical, and environmental characteristics.
Tests were
conducted over the -25 0 C to +50'C range at
850 nm and 1300 nm.
Results obtained,
shown in figure 4, indicate that the variation in the optical fiber attenuation was
less thdn 0.2 dB/km over the full temperature range.

CHANGE IN ATTENUATION

-30

20

2

-16-

:80m

30

40

so

TEMPERATURE.'C

CHANGE

IN ATTENUATION

:1

3oo

,10

-2

.05
-10 -30

0

2

30

3load

40

50

TEMPERATURE.C

Figure 4. Thermal Characteristics
of Fiber Optic Cable at
a) 850 nm and b) 1300 nm
when subjected to a variety of flexing, impact, tensile loading, and twist
tests per DOD-MIL-STD-1678, the mechanical
behavior of the optical cables was assessed relative to an allowed increase of
0.5 dB/km at 1300 nm.
The following test
results were obtained on a six-fiber
cable.
Note that all fibers in the cable
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. Impact Test:
Method 2030, Procedure
II.
From a height of 15 cm a weight
of 3 kg is dropped 100 times.
The increase in attenuation was
0.12 dB/km.
* Compressive Strength:
Method 2040,
Procedure II.
A load of 5000 newtons
is applied within 5 seconds to the
cable assembly.

- Installation Tensile Loading:
Method
3010, Procedure II.
A 100-meter
specimen cable is submitted for a duration of 5 minutes to incremental
tensile loads applied over a 5-second
interval.
A residual increase in attenuation of
0.5 dB/km was observed at 3000 newtons.
Other cable samples showed no
residual increase for loads applied
at 1000, 2000, 3000, and 4000
newtons.

(dB/kn)

b)

Increases in attenuation were observed to be less than 0.5 dB/km.
Extending the flexing to 3200 cycles
broke one fiber in the cable assembly. When measurements were repeated
on a 6-cm drum, no degradation in the
attenuation of the fibers was observed after 1000 cycles.

At the maximal load an increase of
attenuation of 2.1 dB/km was observed, but the fibers completely
recovered to their initial state
after a relaxation time of 2 seconds.

(dB/km)

6)

* Cyclical Flexing:
Method 2010, Procedure II.
A drum 3 cm in diameter
is used to cyclically flex the cable
1000 times.
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Method
. Operating Tensile Loads:
3010, Procedure II.
A 200-newton
is applied to a 100-meter specimen cable for a period of 72 hours.
No increase in attenuation was
observed.
* Cable Twist:
Method 2050, Procedure
II.
A 2-meter cable specimen is submitted to alternate clockwise and
counterclockwise torsions of:
180 cycles at +180'
20 cycles at +360'
10 cycles at +720'
No increase
observed.

in attenuation was

* Longitudinal Tightness: Two specimens
of 1 meter length are submitted for
periods of 7 and 16 days to 1 meter
of water pressure.

Explosive Tests'
User concern over cable plant
gedness and survivability becomes

No water penetration was observed.
* Transversal Tightness:
External
sheaths of the cable are immersed in
1 meter of water.
Dry gas was blown into one end.
Less
then 1 ppm of water was measured in
the gas 6 weeks later.
Method 5010. A fiber
* Flammability:
optic cable specimen is set aflame.
The burning time of the cable outer
jacket was 10 seconds over a flame
travel distance of 35 mm. Both these
observables were within the specification of 30 second burn time at a
flame propagation distance of 36 mm.
System Simulation Tests
Laboratory simulation tests were performed with concatenated cable assemblies.
Three sets of 6-fiber cables about 1 km
long were fused together with 17 splices
for a total length of 19.4 km. Bandwidth
and attenuation measurements were then
performed at 1300 nm. A total attenuation
of 20 dB was obtained.
Of this attenuation 17.4 dB was directly attributed to
the fibers specifically used in the cables, resulting in a 0.15 dB average loss
per fusion splice.
The bandwidth was measured at 64 MHz, relative to a theoretically calculated value of 65 MHz.

rugan

important issue in military applications.
Hence the susceptibility to dzmage or
failure of cables due to explosive charge
detonations or other heavy shock and
stress forces must be better understood.
The capability of underground cables to
resist dynamic forces generated by explosive blasts is a function of the cable
mechanical design and rigidity, its location relative to the blast, and the magnitude of the explosion.
Tests were performed at White Sands
Missile Range, New Mexico, to evaluate the
response of buried fiber optic cables to
accelerations and stresses developed by an
explosive charge.
During these tests, observations were made of cable parameters
that might be affected by these forces.
Transmission bit error rate measurements
were made to determine cable performance
changes, and cable attenuation profiles
were monitored with an optical time domain
reflectometer. The tests involved detonation of a 250-kg conventional charge in
close proximity to copper and fiber optic
cables buried both directly and in protective steel conduits to simulate a buried
cable plant.
The 250-kg explosive charge
equivalent used in these tests was generated by 90 lb of liquid nitro-methane,
detonated with a prime cord and booster
charge.

Attenuation tests were performed
throughout the final network after installation of the cables.
For optimal
performance of any link in the network,
cables were selected and fused together to
compensate for their attenuation and variations in bandwidth. Since each cable had

Five different cables were tested,
including two types of fiber optic cable.
The three metallic cables were 50-mm and
16-mm coaxial (Heliax) and a composite
cable produced by Cableries & Corderies du
Hainaut, Dour, Belgium. This composite
cable consisted of a 14-gauge twisted
pair, a 22-gauge twisted pair, and two
coaxial cables.
These four conductors
were all encased in a double sheath, one
of corrugated steel and the other of lead.
The cable weighed approximately 4 lb/ft,
and its mechanical structure was designed

been measured out and identified before
installation, all concatenated links could
be rechecked and final on-site test results confirmed.
In a final field installation only one of the cables laid
underground had to be replaced because of
microbending losses in excess of 0.5
dB/km.
This particular attenuation increase was due to a manufacturing defi-

to help withstand the impact of high dynamic forces.
Both optical cables were of
all dielectric construction.
One was the
six-fiber loose-tube underground cable
described herein and manufactured by
Opticable, S.A., Brussels, Belgium.
The
other, which was instrumented for this
test, was a four-fiber tight-bound tactical cable.
The cables were buried in

ciency in one fiber of the cable run that
was aggravated by greater than normal
earth movements during trench digging and
refilling. As a further precaution the
fiber optic cables were subsequently enclosed in impact resistant plastic tubing.

trenches to depths of 1 and 3 weters at
distances of 2.5, 3.5, and 5.5 m from the
center of the charge casing.

Installation Tests

The experiments demonstrated the necessity to isolate cable structures, not
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designed specifically to withstand explosive blasts, in protective tubing. When
laid bare, side by side in the same
trenches, the coaxial cables, except the
one designed to withstand the direct impact of the explosives, were crushed and
damaged to a far greater extent than the
fiber optic cables.
Cables contained in
protective steel tubing survived the
tests.

tronic Systems Division, Air Force Systems
Command, Contract F19628-86-C-0001.
References
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Conclusions
The development of an underground, all
dielectric fiber optic cable has successfully evolved from initial specifications
and laboratory tests to its final production phase.
Measurements made on the fibers and cable assemblies were used as a
reference for the final installation and
field measurements performed on the total
network.
Excellent correlations have been
established between the cable performance
in the network and its essential characteristics established during laboratory
Test results
and factory measurements.
also indicate that fiber optic cables,
unless designed specifically to withstand
large dynamic forces, should be installed
in steel tubing
to
their survivabilty
re increase
f ntey
te imedateviability if they are in the immediate vicinity of high probability impact targets.
Otherwise, they may be directly buried in
the ground or additionally protected in
plastic tubing.
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SINGLE MODE BEND INSENSITIVE
OPTICAL FIBER
D. BISWAS, K. KARBASSIYOON AND
L. HODGES
ALCATEL CABLE SYSTEMS, INC.
ROANOKE, VA

24019

Abstract:

A standard single mode telecommunication
fiber whether depressed or matched clad,
shows high bend loss when the fiber is
subjected to a sharp bend.

A single mode bend insensitive fiber (SMBI)
was developed for applications where a
sharp bend is of concern. This fiber
outperformed standard telecommunications
single mode depressed clad fiber in two
types of bend tests where the fiber was
wound on 75mm and 0.25 inch diameter
mandrels. The bend test results, the wound
fiber on canister results and its low
temperature performance are discussed.

1.0

By selecting the appropriate core profile,
mode field diameter (MFD), and cutoff
wavelength, the bending loss of single mode
fiber can be optimized (3).
Mandrel tests
and pin array tests are commonly used to
measure the bend loss of optical fibers.
Recent experimental data (4) correlated the
bend induced loss and mode field diameter
of single mode matched clad and depressed
clad fibers.

INTRODUCTION
By adjusting the profile parameters Alcatel
has developed a modified single mode fiber
that has been tested to perform
significantly better than a standard
telecommunication fiber when subjected to a
sharp bend. Procedures to evaluate bending
loss performance and temperature cycling
and the experimental results are discussed
in this paper.

Radia'ive losses occur whenever an optical
fiber undergoes a bend of finite radius of
curvature. Fibers can be subject to two
types of bends:
(a) bends having radii
that are large compared to the fiber
diameter, e.g., such as occur when a fiber
cable turns a corner, and (b) random
microscopic bends of the fiber axis that
can arise when the fibers are incorporated
into cables. In this paner the radiation
losses due to large curvatures (macrobending) will be addressed.

2.0

BEND LOSS PERFORMANCE

Results from mandrel testing of three (3)
matched clad and three (3) depressed clad
single mode fibers are shown in Figure 1.
100.00069uOepressedClad
ooo Matched Clad
1.2 pm
10.000
-9.5
m
8.8

For slight bends the excess losz is
extremely small and essentially
unobservable. As the radius of curvature
decreases, thp loss increases
exponentially until at a certain
criticalradius the curvature loss becomes
observable (1).

0(c (dB/km)

t .
AcR 1/2e-

R

(2)

4

whe~re: Ac -~ 33

3 2

4C /

F is the curvature radius
is

.

1.000

0-

0.100-

0.010-

the normalized f-eouenc

If the bend radius is made a bit smaller
oci-e this threshold point has been reached,
'he losses suddenly become extremely large.

"'.

0

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 05 70 75
Bond Diameter (minl
Figure 1 Mandrel Test: Loss vs Bend
Diameter at 1550nm for Three
Pairs of
Fibers Having Similar 13 00-nm MFDs (From
Ref.

4)
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Table 2 lists results from both bending
tests comparing the attenuation performance
of two groups of telco type fiber having
different mode field diameters with the
performance of the modified SHBI fiber.

Standard Telco
Single Kode
Fiber 1

Fiber2
SKI

114 Turn

Wavelength

100 Turn
Red Loss

1.3

0.0

1.55

0.10

10.5

8.5

1.3
1.55

0.0
0.12

4.8
9.5

--

1.3

0.0

0.03

1.55

0.0

0.30

9.5

-.

Bend loss

6.5

Table 2. Attenuation Data on Bending Tests

3.0

TEMPERATURE CYCLING PERFORMANCE
Figure 3.

A Typical Wound Canister

The SMBT fiber is designed to provide
excellent bend insensitivity at 1.3um and
1.55um wavelengths and it is particularly
important when the fiber is wound on a
canister and deployed at high speed. A
photograph of a typical wound canister is
shown in Figure 3. Typically the fiber is
wound with approximately 100g tension. A
small amount of adhesive is applied on each
layer of fiber for better fiber pack
stability.

When this fiber is temperature

a

1300 rrl

L 1500 TOO

-

.T

•

cycled between -50oC to +60oC, the loss is
negligible as seen in Figure 4.
T-

44.,t

ouin9ooYw

C

Floure 4. Temperature Cycing Data of a
Woundl Aluminum Canister ot Slna:e Mode Bend
Insensitive Optical Fiber.
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It is clearly seen that standard
telecommunication fiber exhibits
significantly higher bend loss when
subjected to small diameter bends. In
order to reduce the high loss associated
*ith r:nall
dia-eter bends, Al-atel has
developea a modified single mooe fiber
which exhibits very iow bending loss. Two
types of mandrel testing procedures were
used to measure the attenuation due to
bending:

The test fiber is wrapped around the 0.25
inch mandrel as shown in Figure 2. The
fiber is positioned between two larger
diameter mandrels with a support weight
susoended to apply the tensile force
ncessati to maintain the 90o oend. The
weight does not have an effect on the
measurement as long as it is large enough
to hold the fiber in contact with the
mandrel for the 1/4 turn. The change in
tiber attenuation due to the 90 degree bend
can be calculated from:

1. 100 turn on a 75mm diameter mandrel
(FOTP 62):

A = -10 log (Pr/Po)
The test fiber is carefully wound on a 75mm
diameter mandrel without overlaps or
crossovers in the fiber. After winding 100
turns, an additional 1.5m of fiber is used
on each side for injection and detection.
The loss is measured using the standard cut
back method.
2.

.dB)

Wher 7, and Po represent the powers
thl. h the test fiber with and without the
90" bend respectively.
Results from the 900 bend test comparing
standard telco depressed clad single mode
fiber with the modified single mode bend
insensitive (SMBI) fiber for various
mandrel diameters are shown in Table 1.
The attenuation performance of the SMBI
fiber is vastly superior to the telco
desian for bending diameter less than 1.0
inch.

90 degree bend on a 0.25 inch diameter
mandrel:

This test determines the loss induced in a
fiber by a single 90 degree bend around a
0.25 inch diameter mandrel. This test is
intended to simulate the loss which is
induced when a fiber is paid out from a
wound canister (or bobbin) during high
speed deployment.

wavelength

Mandrel Diamters (ncbes)

L0

e T
Standard Telco

1.30

0.0
0.25
0.01 0.05 0.78 7.5

Single-Mode

1.55

0.19

1.18

4.10

1i.0

1.30
i.s

0.01
0.02

0.01
0.05

0.01
0.05

0.01
0,13

S ol

---

...
0.26
2.

Table 1. 90" Turn Bend Loss (dB) Data for

.,,C

Different Mandrel Diameters

--

FIGURE 2.

900 Bend Test Fixture
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A single mode fiber design was modified for
improved bend performance. It was compared
with standard telecommunication grade
single mode depressed clad optical fibers.
This single mode bend insensitive (SMBI)
fiber showed minimal increase at 1.3 and
1.55 um wavelengths during the 100 turn
and 900 bend testing. The SMBI fiber is
particularly suitable where the fiber is
subjected to a sharp bend. This fiber can
be wound on an aluminum canister and
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several military related progra,,z +hat
require special high strength fibers to
satisfy the needs of bobbin winding and
high speed payout of the Fiber Optic Guided
Missile (FOG-M) and the Advanced Anti-Armor
Weapon System - Medium (AAWS-M).
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SINGLE-FIBER TACTICAL CABLES FOR SINGLE-MODE AND MULTIMODE SYSTEMS

K. Kathiresan, L. C. Hotchkiss and S. P. Gentry, AT&T Bell Laboratories, Norcross, Georgia 30071, U.S.A.
J. 3. Flucvcg, ATOT Ne....v.k

Nor--ors. Georgia 30071, U.S.A.

V. E. Kalomiris, U.S. Army CECOM, Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey 07703-5202, U.S.A.

The design and development of single-fiber optical
cables for use in tactical applications have been
completed. Development effort was guided by the
detailed design criteria provided by the contracting

The two different fiber types are single-mode and
multimode fibers. The single-mode cable uses standard
8.8-pum mode-field diameter single-mode fiber. The
multimode cable uses a newly developed 50/125 mm
core/cladding radiation-hardened multimode fiber. For
all applications, the fibers are prooftested to 690 MPa
(100 ksi). The singip-m'Ad cables can be operated at
1310 nm and 1550 nrn, and the multimode cables can be
operated at 850 nm and 1300 nm. The cables can be
used in either one- or two-way transmission.

organization, the U.S. Army CECOM.

The operating temperature

ABSTRACT

Four different

cable designs were developed under this program. The
cable designs include two different cable sizes, 2.5 mm
and 4.0 mm, and twu different fiber types, single-mode
and multimode.
Two different cabie
one
oP'-.
lightweight and the other more rugged, were developed
in this program so that different cables can be used for
different applications. The cable designs are similar to
the two-fiber single-mode and multimode tactical cables
previously developed for the U.S. Army. The cables can
be used in either one- or two-way transmission. The
results of optical, environmental and mechanical
performance tests for the four cable designs are
presented in the paper.

INTRODUCTION

range of these cables

is

-55 °C to 85 ' C. The design criteria for the single-fiber
cables are similar to those used for the two fiber singlemode and multimode tactical cables previously
developed for the U.S. Army CECUM. 12
III l
following, tb design, development and performance test
results for the four single-fiber tactical cables descr;I -d
above are presented.
CABLE DESIGN
The cross-sectional views of the four cable designs are
given in Figure 1. All four cable designs are alldielectric and use either the single-mode or multimode
fibers described above. The fiber is coated with a dual
acrylate coating which is mechanically strippable. The
fiber is then tight-buffered to 1 mm (.039 inch)
diameter with a blue-colored polyester elastomer. The
buffering material is also mechanically strippable in
OUTER JACKET

The design and development of single-fiber optical
cables for use in tactical fiber-optic applications have
This development program was
been completed.
funded by the U.S. Ary Communication-Electronics
Command (CECOM). 1 Four cable designs were
developed under this program. The cable designs
include two cable sizes and two fiber types. The two
different cable sizes are 2.5-mm and 4.0 mm in
diameter.
The 2.5-mm design is compact and
lightweight, while the 4.0-mm design is similar, except
more rugged and thus can withstand more stringent
mechanical environments. The 2.5-mm and 4.0-mm
cables have tensile ratings of 270 Newtons and 1350
Newtons, respectively. These cables can be used in
radar remoting, robotic vehicle control/communication,
and other general tactical communication system
applications. The cables can be deployed either from

SINGLE MODE
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KEVLARM
YARN

8.8/125 um
F"BER

MULTIMODE
50/125 urm

2.5 mm CABLE OD.
1.0 mm BUFFER OD.

backpack, a ground vehicle or from a helicopter. The
cable size should be selected based on the application

and the stringency of the mechanical environment the
cable will experience.

-

7

4.0 mm CABLE O.D.
1.0 mm BUFFER OD.

Figure 1. Single-Fiber Optical Cable Designs
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order to facilitate repair and connector termination in
the field.
The buffering material was chosen to
minimize microbending losses induced by exposure of
the cable to temperature extremes of -55'C and 850C
and to meet the stringent mechanical performance
requirements.
Aramid yarns, which are the main
tensile-load-carrying members, are stranded over the
buffered fiber. Appropriate amounts of aramid yarns
to attain the
and 4.0-mm
cables
for the
2.5-mm
are
A
rspectivel.
r-tir-,
N tensile
1350
N anc!
270 used
flame-retardant polyurethane outer jacket is then
ran
flmeredvetardanthe pol
extruded over the aramid y~rn.
PERFORMANCE
The cables were subjected to all the required optical,
environmental and mechanical performance te:ts. The
fibers were also subjected to a battery of optical,
mechanical and dimensional requirements before they
are used in the cables. Typical results of these singlemode and multimode fiber performance tests can be
found in the References 4 and 5. These references also
include temperature cycling and accelerated aging test
results for coated fibers as well as buffered fibers.
Thus, performance was evaluated both for the finished
cable and the individual components. In the following
cable performance evaluation, two to three cable
srnples for each design were used for the environmental
tests. For all the mechanical tests, the results
correspon'i to triplication of tests.
First an
cabcs.
lengths.
at 1310

attenuation Lt t w s econducted for the finished
Typically the cables wert manufacturcd in 1-km
The attenuation results for singie-mode cables
nm and 1550 nm, and multimode cables at 850

i

nm and 1300 nm are given in Figures 2 and 3. No
distinction is made for the 2.5-mm and 4.0-mm cables in
these data. The requirement for single-mode cables is
that the attenuation rate be less than or equal to 0.5
dB/km at 1310 nm. Corresponding requirements for
multimode cables are 3.75 dB/km at 850 nm and 1.5
dB/km at 1300 nm.
The two primary environmental tests are temperature
ging. The
t temperature
e temperature
cli
ara
cycling
aging.
cycling and accelerated
used ior the cable evaluation is presented in Figure 4.
The temperature range requirement for tactical cable is
However, the cables were
from -46 C to 71 'C.
evaluated for the extended temperature range of -55 C
to 85 C. The results of temperature cycling for all four
cable designs are presented in Figures 5 through 8. The
requirement of maximum increase in attenuation for
single-mode cables is 0.3 dB/km at 1310 nm and for
nultimode cables is 0.5 dB/km at 850 nm and 1300 nm.
The results are given for five temperature cycles for the
extended temperature of -55'C and 85'C. The -46°C
and 71 'C added loss data were consistently lower than
the corresponding data at -55"C and 85"C. All cable
designs pass the requirements showing excellent
performance.
The accelerated aging test consists of subjecting the
cables to a temperature of 110*C for 10 days. This test
temperature and duration simulates the mechanical
response of the cable maL,-ipls to an exposure of 85 *C
for the design life of 20 years. This simulation criteria
was arrived at using the viscoelastic mechanical
properties equivalence principle described in Reference
6. The results of the accelerated aging tests are
presented in Figures 9 through 11. The added loss
requirements for accelerated aging tests are the same as
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those for the temperature cycling tests. The 2.5-mm
multimode cable design was not tested due to a
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These results show excellent

performance of the cable in the accelerated aging test.
The cables were also subjected to the required
mechanical tests summarized in Table I. The results of
the mechanical tests are also summarized in tabular
form.
Table II presents the results for primary
wavelengths, i.e. 1310 nm for single-mode cables and
nm for multimode cables. Table III presents the
ciata for single-mode cables at 1550 nm and multimode
cables at 850 nm. Though not requi--d, a 1-mm corner
and a radiant heat test were added to the matrix
for a thorough evaluation of the cable designs. As can
be seen from the tables, the 4-mm cable design either
meets or surpasses all the mechanical requirements.
The lightweight. 2.5-mm cable meets all the test
requirements, except for the knot and the 1-mm corner
bend tests. However, the added attenuation at the
primary wavelengths recovers after the load is removed.
It should also be noted that in the 1-mm corner bend
test, the cable is bent far below its minimum bend
radius.

1310

Uj

25

NUMBER OF DAYS

Accelerated Aging Test Result for
2.5 mm Single-Mode

-

TEMPERATURE. C

it

NUMBER OF DAYS

Figure 10. Accelerated Aging Test Result for
4.0 m0 Single- ode Cable

The twist bend test specified in the program uses the
test Trocedure I)OD-STI)-1678, Method 2060. In this
procedure a test weight of 10 kg is specified for all
cables less than 6.1 mm in diameter. The 10 kg
requirement of DOD-STD-1678 is Nery stringent for
smaller diameter cables. Most industry procedures for
similar tests specify weights which vary

proportionally

to the cable diameter. Thus, the number of cycles for
the '4.0-mm cables was selected as I00)0 cycles, instead
4f 2000

cycles which is conventionally used in tactical
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TABLE I. SFOCA CABLES MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS

N
NO.

REQUIREMENTS

DESCRIPTION

2.5 mm O.D. CABLE

4.0 mm O.D. CABLE

OPERATING
TENSILE
LOAD

EIA-455-FOTP-33
180 N (40 Ibf), 5 MINS
ADDED LOSS, A < 0.2 dB

EIA-455-FOTP-33
300 N (65 Ibf), 5 MINS
ADDED LOSS, A < 0.2 dB

2

TENSILE
STRENGTH

EIA-455-FOTP-33
270 N (60 Ibf)
ELONGATION < 2.0%
A - NOT SPECIFIED

EIA-455-FOTP-33
1350 N (300 Ibf)
ELONGATION < 2.0%
A - NOT SPECIFIED

3

COLD
BEND

DOD-STD-1678, 2020
MANDREL DIA. = 12.5 mm
-46 C, 5 kg, 3 TURN
A< 0.2dB

DOD-STD-1678, 2020
MANDREL DIA. = 20 mm
-46 C, 10 kg, 3 TURN
A< 0.2dB

4

IMPACT

DOD-STD-1678, 2030
0.5 kg, 15 cm, 100 CYCLES
A < 0.2dB

DOD-STD-1678, 2030
1.5 kg, 15 cm, 100 CYCLES
A < 0.2dB

5

KNOT

AT&T BELL LABORATORIES
DIAMETER = 12.5 mm
A< 0.5dB

AT&T BELL LABORATORIES
DIAMETER = 20 mm
A< 0.5dB

6

COMPRESSION

DOD-STD-1678, 2040
10.1 cm DIA., 450 N (100 lbf)
A < 0.2dB

DOD-STD-1678, 2040
10.1 cm DIA., 1780 N (400 Ib)
A < 0.2dB

7

CYCLIC
FLEXING

EIA-455-FOTP-104
MANDREL DIA. = 12.5 mm
5 kg, 2000 CYCLES
A< 0.2dB

EIA-455-FOTP-104
MANDREL DIA. = 20 mm
10 kg, 2000 CYCLES
A< 0.2dB

8

FREEZING WATER
IMMERSION

DOD-STD- 1678, 4050
-10 C, 6 HOURS
-2 C, 1 HOUR
A< 0.2dB

DOD-STD-1678, 4050
-10 C, 6 HOURS
-2"C. 1 HOUR
A< 0.2dB

9

TWIST
BEND

NOT
REQUIRED

DOD-STD-1678, 2060
MANDREL DIA. = 20 mm
10 kg, 1000 CYCLES
A < 0.2 dB

10

CORNER
BEND

NOT REQUIRED
AT&T BELL LABORATORIES
1 mm RADIUS, 90 N (20 Ibf)
1 minute, A < 0.5 dB

NOT REQUIRED
AT&T BELL LABORATORIES
1 mm RADIUS, 300 N (65 Ibf)
I minute, A < 0.5 dB

11

RADIANT HEAT

NOT REQUIRED
AT&T BELL LABORATORIES
900"C, 10 min., A < 0.2 dB

NOT REQUIRED
AT&T BELL LABORATORIES
900'C, 10 min., A < 0.2 dB

12

FLAMMABILITY

DOD-STD-1678, 5010
60 ANGLE TEST
EXTINGUISH < 30 see.

DOD-STD-1678, 5010
60 ANGLE TEST
EXTINGUISH < 30 sec.

1
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TABLE 11. SUNMMARY OF MECHjA'NCAL TEST RESULT'S FOR CABLES AT PRIMARY WAVELENGTHS
CABLE DESIGN (FIBER TYPE/ CABLE 0.1). rmm/ BUFFER 0.1). mm)
_______________TEST

_______

SM/2.5/1 .0

I

M[M/2.5/i.0

I

SM/4.0/1 .0

MM/4.0/1.0

MEAN/MAX/M.AX. ALLOWED INCREASE IN ATTENUATION AT I3I0nm FOR SM OR l300nin FOR MM
OPERATING TENSILE LOAD

.00/.00/.2
.00/.01/-

.04/.09/.2
.01/.04/-

.03/.08/.2

TENSILE STRENGTH

.00/.00/-

.00/.00/-

COLD BEND

.02/.04/.2

.00/.00/.2

.01/.01/.2

.00/.00/.2

.00/.01/.2

IMPACT

.00/.01/.2

.01/.0I/.2

.01/.02/.2

.01/.01/.2

KNOT

.59/.64/.5-

.40/.47/.5-

10/.13/.S

.06/.07/.5

COMPRESSION

.00/.W/.2

.01/.01/.2

.0l/.01/.2

.01/.02/.2

CYCLIC FLEXING

.00/.00/.2

.00/.00/.2

.04/.09/.2

.03/.07/.2

ICE CRUSH

.00/.00/.2

00/.00/.2

.02/-06/.2

.07/.09/.2
.04/.06/.2

TWS

ED.02/.04/.2

*RECOVERED A.FTER LOAD REMOVAL
SRECOVERED TO .32/.37/.5 AFTER LOAD REMOVAL
SRECOVERED TO .27/.48/.S AFTER LOAD REMOVAL

TABLE III. SUMIMARY OF MECHANICAL TEST RESULTS FOR CABLES AT SECONDARY WAVELENGTHS
CABLE DESIGN (FIBER TYPE/ CABLE O.D. mm/ BUFFER O.D. mm)
TEST
____________________

MEAN/MAX./M.AX.

SM/2.5/1 .0

MM/2.5/1.0

SM/4.0/l.0

MM/4,0/1.O

ALLOWED INCREASE IN ATTIENUATION AT 1550nm FOR SM OR 850nm FOR kM

OPERATING TENSILE LOAD
TENSILE STRENGTH
COLD BEND
IMPACT
KNOT
COMPRESSION
CYCLIC FLEXING
W(E CRUSH
TWIST BEND
CORNER BEND
RADIANT HEAT

.00/.00/
.01/.01/.03/.09/.2
.01/.01/ 2
4,08/4.46.5*
.00/.00/.2
.00/D00,.2
'00, 00,/.2

.07/.10,'.2
.06/.12/064/.06,,.2
01/ 01/.2
.4U/.44/.5*
.04/.05/.2
.05/.09/'.2
.05/.09/.2

11 N '/12.22/.5*
.00,/.00/.2

I.0/.39,/.5**
.07/.13/.2

.04/,11/.2
.01/.01/.01/.017.2
.00/.01/.2
.08/.13/.5
.01/.017.2
.03/.07/.2
.02/.04/.2
.02;/.05/.2
.33/35/.5*
.00/.00/.2

.02/.0.3/.2
__06/.1II'-

00/.01,/12
.01/.01/.2
.06/ 08/1.5
.02/, 03,/2
02/'.04/.2
02/.06, 2
02/05/.2
37' 41/5.*
09,'.24/.2

AFTER LOAD REMOVAL
TO .73, l.13,.5 AFTER LOAD REMO~VAL
RECOVERED TO .74.'I.38,'.5 AFTER LOAD REMOVAL

*RECOVERED
*RECOVERED
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application. The 2.5-mm cables were not subjected to
twist bend tests. EIA-RS-455 FOTP-91 does provide
weights based on cable sizes, and the cables will be
tested using this procedure in the future.
The weight requirements for 2.5-mm and 4.-mm cables
were 6.0 kg/km and 25 kg/km, respectively. The
diameter and weight results for the cables are given in
Table IV.
TABLE IV. SFOCA CABLE DIAMETER AND WEIGIT RESULTS
CABLE DESIGN
FIBER TYPE/
CABLE O.D. (mm)/
BUFFER O.D. (mm)

AVERAGE
DIAMETER
(null)

AVERAGE
WEIGtIT
(kg/kin)

SM/2.5/1.o
MM/2.5/1.o
SM/4.0/1.0
MMI4.01i.O

2.3
2.4
3.9
3.8

5.3
5.6
12.
12.8

5.

"Final Engineering Design Model (FEDM) Test
Report for Single-Mode Fiber Optic Communication
Systems (SIMFOCS)", Report submitted to U. S.
Army CECOM for Contract No. DAAB07-95-CK565.

6. K. Kathiresan, et al., "Selection and Test Criteria
for Polymeric Materials for Tactical Fiber-Optic
Cables", Proceedings of the 1988 Annual Technical
Conference (ANTEC) of the Society of Plastic

Engineers, Atlanta, Georgia, April, 1988.

CONCLUSIONS
The single-fiber tactical cables described herein meet
and surpass all the optical, environmental
and
mechanical requirements imposed by the sponsoring
agency, U.S. Army CECOM. Cables with different sizes
and fiber types have been developed for use in varied
tactical applications. The technology utilized in the
design and development of these cables is similar to
that of their two-fiber predecessors, enhancing field
serviceability, compatibility and maintainability.
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OPTICAL FIBER MODULES FOR MILITARY AND SPACE APPLICATIONS

Mike Hartmann, Ron Landgraff, Bill Philipson

PCO, INC.

Optical fiber is now being widely used
for commercial applications.
Military
applications are moving rapidly towards
production.
This paper summarizes the
status
of
commercial
transceiver
modules, and describes some of the
efforts now in progress for military
applications.
Introduction
The number of applications for fiber
optic communications links has grown
rapidly over the past 5 years.
Usage
of
these
links
has
spread
from
Telecommunications to Computer/Datacom
to
Mil itary
and
Government
and
Instrumentation.
In the Computer/Da'3com and Military
applications,
users
are demanding
products with
increasing
levels
of
integration.
These integrated products
are described as "data links",
This paper briefly reviews the status
of Data Link products in commercial and
military applications.
We summarize
the characteristics of some of the more
prominent comme cial products and then
highlight some of the more advanced
module developments being funded by the
Army to illustrate the differences in
mi"itary applications.
In the last
section we rel.iew trends in data link
products.

emitting diode (LED).
Typically, the
module
includes
a receptacle
for
mating to an optical fiber terminated
with
one
of
the
standard
optical
connector types, SMA and ST being most
popular.
Modules compatible with the
TTL logic families are available
for use up to 50 Mb/s, while emitter
coupled
logic
(ECL)
is used
for
modules with ratings up to 200 Mb/s.
Important transmitter
specifications
include
wavelength
of
operation,
maximum modulation rate, and level of
optical energy coupled to the mated
optical fiber.
Receiver modules
convert
infrared
energy
back to electrical
signals.
Again,
the
moduie
housing
usually
accepts a standard optical connector.
receiver module
Two
very
important
specifications
include
the minimum
optical signal strength required for
reliable conversion and the maximum
optical signal
strength that can be
accepted
without
saturation.
The
difference between these two levels
(sensitivity level
minus
saturation
level)
is a critical
parameter
in
defining the operating range of an
opti cal
data
link.
Of
equal
importance
are
the
wavelength
of
operation and the maximum bit rate for
which the module was designed.

Fiber optic transmitter and receiver
modules
for
data
communication
applications
are
available
in a
variety
of performance
categories,
The mojules are designed primarily for
the
transmission
of serial
digital
data, featuring compatibility with the
standard digital logic families,

R eceiver
mod u 1 e s
ar e
al so
characterized by their compatibil ity
with different formats of the serial
formats for
Various
data.
digital
serial data transmission, such as nonreturn to zero (NRZ) , bursty packet
transmissions, continuously scrambled
data, or continuous encoded data, can
determine whether a given
receiver
module
is
usable
in
a
given
application.
If usable,
the data
for mat
ca n
s till
affect
the
performance of the module or require
the modification of the transmission
protocol.

Transmitter modules convert the input
logic
signal
to infrared energy by
means of a driving circuit and a light

Typical
of
low
cost,
moderate
p e rf o rm a nc e
d ata
I in ks
a re
shortwavelength products utilizing 820

Data
Link
Modules
Appl ications
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Commercial
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nanometer technology. The transmitter
consists
of
an
LED
(requiring an
driving
circuit) typically
external
coupling -16 dBm of optical power into
a 62.5/125 micron optical fiber at up
to
50 Mb/s.
A typical
companion
receiver is usable to 5 Mb/s, with
dBm,
saturation
sensitivity of
-25
level of -9 dBm, operation using 5 volt
power supply, and an open collector
output for TTL or CMOS signal levels.
This type of link could operate over a
4 kilometer distance for a purchase
price below $100 without restrictions
As data rate
on the data format.
increases to 50 Mb/s, the prices rise
Above 50 Mb/s,
to about $200/pair.
utilize
fiber optic modules
most
differential ECL logic levels and 1300
Table
nanometer operating wavelength.
of three
I compares
the offerings
vendors of products aimed at the 125
Mbaud data rate market.
Dual-in-line
metal
packages with
ST
connector
compatibility are used by all three
vendors, with a selling price on the
in small
less
$600
or
of
order
quantities.
Table I
Manufacturer
A

Transmitter
& Receiver

8

C

Packaging
Size (inches)
(less connector)

1.OOx.48x.35

1.00x.48x.37

Style

16 pin DIP

16 pin DIP

Hermetic

yes

Connector

ST

ST

Data Rate
(Min/Max)
MBit/Sec

10/220

40/220

Electrical

I/O

Operating Temp.
Range O°C

no

1.77x.94x.35
24 pin DIP
no
Mini-BNC

10/200

100 K ECL

10 K ECL

-40 to +70

0 to 70

0 to 50

-5.2 ± 10%

-4.5 ± 5%

14-17 dB

11-13 dB

10 K ECL

Power Supply
Voltage

Link Budget

-5.2

± 5%

13-15 dB
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Link
Data
Applications

for

Modules

Military

Data link products are planned for many
including
applications
military
communications, underwater
tactical
sensor systems, ships, aircraft and the
In this Paper, we
space station.
review some modules whose development
w h i c h
is funded by the Army,
ind
trends
major
the
illustrate
requirements in the military and space
areas.

Table 3
Performance of Low Speed Link
Transmitter peak optical power
coupled to 50/125 m fiber:
-14 dBm typical at 25"C
dBm minimum at +85C
dBm maximum at -46°C
power
peak 8ptical
for 10 " BER:
dBm typical at 25C
dBm minimum over -46C
to +85"C
Receiver saturation level:
-12 dBm worst case over -46"C to
+85°C range.
Link Budget:
22 dB typical at 25C
17 dB worst case over
-46C t; +85°C range

-16
-12
Receiver
required
-36
-33

the
for
calls
program
Army
The
rate
data
a low
of
development
transmitter/receiver (DC to I Mb/s) and
a high data rate pair (1 Mb/s to 50
Features of these links are
Mb/s) .
summarized in Table 2.
Surface emitting LEDs were chosen for
temperature
and
reliability
their
stability. Figure 1 shows a diagram of
the low speed link. The low speed link
uses off-the-shelf ICs, has a single 5
V power supply for the transmitter, the
link wiil dissipate about 1.5 watts and
the
for
supply
a ± 5 volt
has
receiver.
Performance goals of the low speed link
are summarized in Table 3.

-

-

in
shown
S
link
speed
high
The
This link uses two
Figures 2 and 3.
custom-integrated circuits and clock
lcops.
lock
phase
with
recovery
Performance of the high speed links is
summarized in Table 4.

Table 4
Table

2

T

Features of Transmitter/Receiver
Modules
1300 nm wavelength of operation
Arbitrary

-
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input data format

Miniaturized and connectorized
16 pin DIP or 24 pin
packages:
DIP
Hermetically sealed
Extended temperature range
(- 46C to +85C)
Single 5 volt supply or dual ± 5
volt power supply
Back-to-back connection without
overloading
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Performance of High Speed Link
Transmitter peak optical power
coupled to 50/125 m fiber:
-14 dBm typical at 25°C
-16 dB minimurm at +85°C
-12 dBm maximum at -46°C
Receiver

peak optical

power

required for 10 BER:
-36 dBm typical at 25°C
-33 dBm minimum over -46°C
to +85"C
Receiver saturation level:
-12 dBm worst case over -46 C to
+85°C range.
Link Budget:
25*C
19 dB typical at
16 dB worst case over
-46°C to +85°C range

LED

RX-

T-X

DATA

TX

-----

XJ~-D

_i

I

I

-D T

------. STATUS

DISABLE

Figure 1.

DATA

---

Low speed Link
(DC to 1 Mbit/s)

LD

SCRAMBLER

1

L-----------------

SCRAMBLER---------r

DISABLEI

LED DISABLE

Figure 2.

High speed Link
(I Mbit/s to 50 Mbit/s)
Transmitter Module.

I--

DATA

I--- --.~STATUS
TIMING EXTRACTION

1[-C

DATA

LOCK----

RECOVERY

4 DATA
*------------:DESCRAMBLER

----------Figure 3.

I----------> CLOCK

High Speed Link:
Receiver and Timing
Extraction Module.
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Data Link Trends
In commercial applications, data rates
are rising rapidly.
The FDDI standard
calls for 100 Mb/s of data.
Several
products operate to 200 Mb/s and above.
The
integration
of more
functions
(coding and clock recovery) into the
module is likely.
The next generation
of products will likely be laser based
and will have data rates from 200 to
1,000 Mb/s.
For the military, data rates will rise,
temperature ranges will expand to 125"C
and mil-qualified parts usable in the
most
rugged
applications
(aircraft,
space,
etc.)
will
be
produced.
Ultimately, laser-based products will
appear.

Summary
It is clear that data link products are
finding application in both commercial
and military applications.
On the military side, there is a strong
trend
towards
integration
of more
functions in the basic data link module
and a trend towards wider temperature
ranges.
Functions
that
are
being
absorbed into the basic module include
clock
recovery,
multiplexing
and
demultiplexing, coding, alarm signals,
etc.
Compact packaging continues to be
a major concern.
On
the
commercial
side, data
link
modules
are
moving
to lasers
as
sources, lower cost (as usual, prices
are dropping rapidly), and lower cost
packages (albeit, at a sacrifice in
temperature range and link budget).
The outlook for data link products is
excellent.
We now have
multiple,
reliable
vendors
with
the
technological, financial and marketing
resources
to
produce
the products
needed by our customers.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS ON TAP

Dr. Trevor R. Smith and John McDermott

STC Cable Systems Division, Newport, Gwent, NP9 OWS, U.K.

Once installed the cable can be simply removed or
replaced if required.

ABSTRACT
A patented technique has been developed and
trialled, for installing fibre optic data link
cables within live mains (ie. under pressure and
flow conditions).
The paper outlines some of
the aspects of the design of the cable, the
development of the installation and retrieval
techniques, trials data and operational
experience to date.

CABLE DESIGN
Up to fourteen components, either fibres or fillers.
are helically applied around a centre strain
member. The fibres can be either single or
elected for the transmission system
multimode,
requirements. The cable design is suitable for
pipeline pressures up to 70 bar (1015 psig) and
has been qualified up to 150 bar (2180 psig).
The
fibres are buffered and the cable is solid filled
(Figure 2)
to withstand the working pressure.

INTRODUCTION
Fo," rany years STC has manufactured power, data
o Lb, installed
cules
.....
either underwater or in water filled conduits,
The STC Dataflo technique was originally patented
in 1983 and a 300 m test loop built to develop
the cable design and installation system.
The objective was to develop an installed cable
system using existing pipeline infrastructures.
This would have the advantages of fast, esy
deployment and eliminate expensive trenchin,.
There would be limited excavati,. work a d_'ld
entry/exit points and the cable would be :.ri
securely in a damage-proof environment.
The pipeline is exposed onll at the entry/.it
points for the cable. The cable section length
is variable up to 17 k , and is normally selected
as the distance between valves.
An underpressure tapping is made into the pipe
The cable
using specifically designed saddles.
is introduced to the pipe through a glanded entry
system. A drag inducing device guides the cable
towards the previously prepared exit point where
it is accurately positioned, captured and
retrieved through special seals.
(See figure 1)

Cable construction materials are selected not only
th fluids, but also to mak:
to be compatibl, w
the cable, when installed, approximately neutrally
buoyant. Typical sheath materials are grades of
polyetheylene, nylon or polyurethane.
The cable is designed to exist in the pipeline
environment and withstand ooth installation and
operational strains.
The central strain member will see very high
tensile loads during deploym-.it, the magnitude
dependant on cable length and the fluid velocity.
During and after installation the cable will be
subject to dynamic stress, with fluid flow
If the pipeline
possIble in either direction.
i, to be pigged this again will put additional
tensile and dynamic strain on the cable.
Cable diameter is influenced by several factors.
Firstly the need to keep the flow induced strain
within tolerable limits (smaller dia7. 'rs reduce
Secondly tie need to be
the flow induced load).
near neutral buoyancy. Thirdly pipe routing
with tight bends necessitating a mrre flexible
ccble.
"[he cable diameter has to ho accurately controiled

Cable sheath materials and pressure seals would
be selected to be compatible with these pipeline
liquids.
In some cases there may he a requirement
for the pipeline to be pigged - either to scrape
deposits from the pipewall or to separate products
The cabloe system can be
being transported.
designed to surviv" with nost commonly ,used pigs.
able system,
Foam swabs would no affect the

sealinc aF
to ensure that the dynamic und static
the cable enters and exits the pipeline does not
give rise to leakage.
[ifferent forres act on the cable diring
It i.
installatior and ong ter. -pecation.
conditions
d
necessary t-) evaluate both thea
ensure safe operat ion of 'he cahleo sys' 0..

..
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prudent design suggests that consideration is
also given to the forces that would be induced in
the cable during a withdrawal operation,
The forces acting on the cable can be categorised
as loilows.
Primary Forces
Drag:
Friction:
Pressure:
Buoyancy:
Tension:

due to liquid flow
due to cable weight in fluid
due to pressure at input and exit
of cable
due to upthrust of fluid on cable
due to final clamping forces

Secondary Forces
Gravity:
Capstan:

due to cable weight in inclined
pipe
due to additional friction at
bends

In addition there are the forces associated with
pressure around the cable, the bending stresses
on a cable due to pulling off drums and being
inserted into the pipelin-, and the friction
t
forces a pipe seals.
Figure 3 gives a diagramatic representation of the
forces in the pipeline.
The drag forces are , function of the flow rate.
When the cable is stationary these forces are
highest (note, higher forces would be induced
when pulling against the flow),
Maximum cable tension increases significantly with
length of installation.
(Figure 4)
Friction of the cable and the capstan effects
around bends only apply during installation,
A full mathematical model has been developed to
determine the cable stresses and thereby confirm
the cable design and installation parameters.
It
also is used to assist in the 'flight plan'
determined for every instaliation.

(Figure 5) and it has been used e-chow hio the
impact of friction and bends influences the tension
along a cable length during installation.
(Figure
6)
It is possible to determine windows of operation
for a successful ins'allation.
(Figure 7) Should
the operating conditions fall outside the
acceptable window it may be necessary to redesign
the cable, modify the flow rates for short term,
reduce the section to give shorter length or
utilise a modified installation technique.
UNDER PRESSURE TAPPING
A number of techniques are available to ap into
a pipeline while it is operating un: : fluid flow
and pressure.
Most involve the placln of z
saddle around the pipeline and the hole is then
drilled through a valved spigot.
The appropriate
technique would be selected depending on pipelite
material and pressure.
'eot
udelprlc sre
tappings allow the swarf and the coupon removed
from the pipeline to be withdrawn without
contaminating the fluid.
The tapping would be at right angles to the
pipeline unless the pipeline has to be pigged.
°
In this case it would be at 30 to allow the
cable to be introduced without obstructing the
nipeline.
Experience has been obtained on ductile iron,
grey iron, polyethylene and steel pipelines, with
consideration now being given to asbestos cement
and PVC. Current experience has covered the
range 61 mm - 600 mm nominal diameter.
Tools and techniques have been developed to allow
all fittings necessary for the cable to be
installed under pressure during the tapping
operation.
These include quills, bend restrictors,
seals and valves.
Access chambers for vertical entry to the pipcline
are considerably smaller than for angled entry
whore pigging is expected.
INSTALLATI n

From early trials work it was ralised that there
are a large number of installation parameters
to be considered as the cable is launched into the
pipeline network. Pressures, flow conditions,
length, size of cable bends, topography etc., all
have an influence on the cable.
If the cable
overshoots its final exit point, can it be safely
withdrawn the few centimetres necessary for
successful capture?
As a result of this
experience, it was decided that a plan of
installation would be written for every scheme
detailing speeds of installation against the
environmental conditions.
This plan became
colloquially known as a 'flight plan' bocause it
resembled an, airline pilots op)-rational pr)cedures.,
This model ha, Leen compared with experimental
data and shown to give a goor correlation,
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The cable is produced in lengths t
suit the
pip-lin seetnon. Where noe-ssar, it can b,
passed th ough a cleaning or sterilisotion process
before being fed through the insertion equipment.
This insertion equipment is designed to drive the
cbls
throulgh the seals aod into the pipeline.
Ai dra7 ii ducing device then guid-s the cable in
t
1 i id flow.
The cable is desipned '( be
Ily
I. neutralIv buonoct rind niomum friction
I
e.perinced between the cabl
and tllh pip'.
The c:)blo syster can he deplnyed in m,,!t pipelinc
,unfiFgurations incl dinr bends and vortical
se-t ions.
The deplont
rul)e is; relative t,
th,
flow in tho pipe and c-tn he up ti.f, km/lr
1o, Im/sec).
oncstpip-iinecsper-ct,
at
velbi ies helow im/sec.
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The insertion equipment is used to control the
deployment speed and to locate he cable for
capture. A 'flight plan' is developed for each
installation and it is usually possible to monitor
cable progress through sensors located outside
the pipeline.
These sensors accurately position the cable end
for capture.
A considerable amount of experimental work has
been undertaken to develop drag inducing devices
which ensure that the cable is held centrally and
stably in the flow to enable capture to take place.
These drag inducing units vary in design due to
the size of pipe, pressure and flow rates,

CONCLUSION
The experimental stage has now been completed and
the system is being introduced commercially as a
proven alternative to conventional installation.
The method needs trained installation crews usirg
the specially developed cable, equipment and
techniques. The advantages of installation speed
and use of existing conduits/wayleaves make it an
attractive proposition to both pipeline operators
and telecommunication networks. It can be as
easily installed both in the downtown areas,
thereby reducing congestion and reinstatement
costs, and in rural areas without neeu to disturb
crops and pasture. By being installed inside a
pipe, the risk of third party interference is
reduced.

Capture equipment enters the pipeline through the
prepared underpressure tapping and the cable is
withdrawn through the seals. These tappings are
°
at 300 or 90 to the pipeline dependent on
whether pigging occurs.
The cable will then he
tensioned to a predetermined level to ensure
optimisation of cable life.

Water and fire mains are one of the areas no.
having these novel cable systems introduced.
BIOGRAPHIC NOTES

Experiment trials have involved proving these
techniques for continuous cable length up to
11 km and have also involved 'pumping' a cable
inside a duct up a height of 80 feet.
TEP;:INATION/JOINTING
Where the cable sections have to be jointed to
form part of a c:-ipleted rab.e system tails would
be taken 1r07,
cur side of the valve and
jointed csin
.-al
s: fibre optic techniques.
Alternative!,'
raditional cable laying
techniques u; be employed to take the cables
fiom the access pit to an adjacent building.
PIPELINE INTEGRITY/FRACTURES

Dr. Trevor Smith holds the position of Technical

The under pressure tapping techniques will not
affect the integrity or certification of the
pipeline. However, if the pipeline leaks or is
fractured it is worth considering the position of
thecabe.number
the cable,

Manager
of STC Cable Systems
Division, and
where
he has responsibility
for engineering
c has been wih
specialist cable manufacturing.
has he a
manuPirtrthen,
ic
s
hoitos hn
en
ange
r
numbe of seni
of senior management positions in
international manufacturing and research
organisations with a particuclar emphasis on pipe
isa
e
dvelonmenI.
tins
vavea
valve and fittings develodmenc. He is a
chartered Water Engineer and a cha-tcr"J Gas
Engineer. He holds a degree in Mechanical
Engineering and a PhD for research into glass
esawardsb
h f
reinored pla
reinforced plastics, both of these awards being
obtained from Nottingham University.

Being within the protected environment of the
pipeline the cable is less suseptible to
accidental damage than when simply trenched or
buried in conduits.
If the pipeline has a minor
leak, clamp repairs will not affect ,he cable.
it is
If there is a catastrophic failure or burst
likely that the cable will survive the initial
damage. However, the pipeline operators main
priority will be the reinstatement of the piped
service.
If possible, the cable can be easily
removed, stored and replaced when tho work is
complete.
If it is damaged during !he pipeline
repair the installation of the replacement cable
is simple as the end fittings are already in place.

John McDermott joined STC in 1983 and is
responsible for the marketing of specialist
optic cable systems.

fibre

Should any pianneu maintenance on the pipeline or
route changes be contemplated, early crnsideration
can be given to the cable.
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CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL CABLES BASED ON VERTICAL FIRE PROPAGATION

M. M. Khan and A. Tewarson

Factory Mut al Research Corporation - Norwood, Massachisetts
ABSTRACT
This paper presents the resilts of a study
undertaken at Factory Mutual Research Corporation
of
to quantify the vertical fire propagation
cables ising laboratory-scale flammability apparatus, where large-scale fire radiation ondftinns
are simulated. A new technique has been developed
to quantify vertical fire propagation rate from
the chemical heat energy released and burned surface area of the cable.
his fire propagation
rate was found to be proportional to the ratio of
radiant fraction of chemical heat release rate to
the thermal response of the cable; the ratio is
expressed as the Fire Propagation Index (FPI).
The results from the laboratory-scale (500 kWscale) flammability apparatus were validated by
conducting large-scale cable fire tests in the
5000 kW-scale flammability apparatus.
A laboratory-scale test method has been proposed to classify cables based on FPI.

02062

In this paper, electrical wires and cdbles
are classified based on their vertical fire propagation
behavior.
fundamental
flame propagation theories,
an Using
engineering
relationship
has
been developed for the vertical fire propagation
rate for wires and cables using experimental data
from small-scale (500 kW-scale) and large-scale
(5000 kW-scale) cable fires.
Based on this relationship, a Fire Propagation index ('PI) has been
identified to classify wires and cables into three
groups. Group 1 cables are not expected to have
self-sustained fire propagation (fire propagation
in the presence of heat sources only).
Fire propagation is expected to be self-sustained for
Groups 2 and 3 cables; the fire propagation rate
increases linearly with time for Grojp 2 cables,
whereas it increases exponentially with time for
Group 3 cables.
Finally, based on FF1, a small-scale test
method has been proposed to classify wires and
cables.
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
Fire Propagation Velocity

INTRODUCTION
Electrical wires and cables are installed in
Elmstevetriciresc and cbL
a r inthed in
almost every occupancy and industry for the purposeontolandsigalig.
ofpowr,
enealin the wire and
ly, the polymeric materials used
ombsmteralsare
inulaionsandjacet
c~hl
c~Thle insulations and jacket materials are combustibles in varying degrees. These combustibles
in erm nrfireproainu fir
haard
pns s,
pose serious fire hazards in terms
fire propsgation and growth, generation of heat, smoke, corrosive and toxic compounds

international standard test methods for the flammability evaluation of cables, they are difficult
to Ise to assess the fire hazard of cables in
large-scale fires.
In order to evaliate the realistic fire behavior of wires and cables in relaLion to their end use applications, it is nocessary to develop a small-scale test method, where
larger-scale fire conditions are proper ly simiul ated.
Recently, a new small-scale test techniqie,
where flame radiation condition of large-scale
fires are simu-lates, has been developed for the
assessment of tile vertical fire propagation beha2
.
vi-or for cables '
Data from there small-scais
tests have been validated throuAgh large-scale
cable fire tests3.

In order for a flame to propagate over the
surface of a combustible solid, sufficient
heat
ufcetha
o~);tbesld
sraeo
must be transeerred from the burning region to the
unburned region to raise it to the temperature for
sustained ignition.
A detailed disc ission perexpeimea
ine
Ad a
tain trnt
in the experimental
advances
recent
to
raining
stidy of the mecoanisms controlling
flame propagable solids ha
stin ove the. surfaceof cbtr
ion over the surface of combustible solids, has
tf
been
presented in a rev' w paper
Upward flame propagation velocity for thermally thick solids, in concirrent flow (i.e., gas
flow is in the same direction as that of flame
propagation), is expressed as5:
V/2 =."
=ff

w

V

1/
/
n/

1/2

iT

-S

where V is in fl/a;q

pc,
is t
r

h

ithe radiant heaL

2 )

flix from the2flame to thg solid sirfac- (kW/m
and if is the flame length ,;
T
is the Zsniad figt
tion or pyrolysis temperature (K),
7
is the inbirnpd solid surface lemperat ire (K) and (kpci i3
the thernal prperties
of the solid:
K is thnermal
condictivity (Wm-K), o is density (kgin,
a0) c
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.2

The denominator in Eq (1) can be defined as
the thermal rjsponse of the surface of the combustible solid ' , which is a function of time to
sustained ignition:
1/2
ig

t (Tg - T )(kpc)
ig

where t.A
is thl impose

1/2

/q

(2)

is the time to ignition(s), and q
heat flux to the solid surface

The fire propagation velocity is a function of time is thus,
dt(t)
dt
V(t) =
Finally, by using Eqs (I) and (3), th, fire
propagation velocity can be expressed as
1/2
*
n/
1/2
V/2
(XR)ch /(T ig- Ts)(kpc)
(9)

(kW/m ).
The fire propagation velocity in Eq (9) is proporqf in Eq (1), is taken as proportional to the
radiative fraction of chemical heat release rate
from the burning material surface, which essentially provides heat to the unburned surface to
maintain flame spread process:
'n
ca (XRch)n

(3)

where XR is the radiant fraction, Qoh is the
chemical heat release rate (kW/m), and n is less
than unity.
It has been experimentally shown 6.for pool
fires that flame radiative heat flux, qf,
increases and approaches an asymptote with the increase of mass fraction of oxygen, m o ain the
environment. The asymptotic valie of 2qf (for m
between 0.344 to 0.466) was found t be equivalent
to the values for large-scale fires .
The fire propagation velocity, V, can be determined from the following expression:
1
W I [AT/E T
W(t)

]

E(t)

where %(t) is the birn out or combustirn
3
length
(m) as a function of time, W is the width
of the 5olid (m), AT is the total burnt surface
area (m ) E is the total chemical heat energy
released (kJ) from ignition to complete flame extinction (AT/ET is assumed to be constant), and
E(t) is the chemical energy released (WJ) as a
function of time, which ia given by,

te

gQh(t) dt
rig

(5)

where Qch is the chemical heat release rate
(kW), integrated between ignition (tig) and extinction (t.) times (s).
In case of a single vertical cable configuration, Z(t) in Eq (4) can be written az ' :
=

[d

[AT/ET]

E(t)

T

T

(6)

where d is the outer dameter of the cable
(m).
For multiple cables in vertical wall configiration (singl
layer)3,
1(t)

V

-

[~ ]AT/ET] E~t)

where N is
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
Experiments were conducted in our 10 kW-, 500
kW- and 5000 kW-scale flammability apparatuses3,
shown in Figure 1. About 35 cables of various
types of insulation and jacket materials, including three solid pine cylinders, were used in the
laboratory-scale apparatuses (10 kW- and 500 kWscale).
In order to validate laboratory-scale
data, five cables out of 35 cables were examined
in the large-scale apparatus (5000 kW-scale).
Ignition Experiments in 10 kW-Scale Apparatus
Cable samples, 0.10 m long, both ends covered
with aluminum foil, were exposed to different
radiant heat flux values. In the experiments, the
time to piloted ignition was meas:red.
No significant variations were found in the niloted ignition 5ata due to vertical or horizontal configurations . Figure 2 shows the relationship between
time to ignition and external heat flux where a
minimum value of external heat flix on the X-axis,
- /2
when (time to ignition)
equals zero, is defined as critical heat flix for piloted ignition,
which separates the ignition and no ignition
zones. The inverse of the slope of the linear
portion of the curve in Figure 2 represents the
1 2
thermal response, (T._ - T ) (kpc) / , satisfying
the relationship in Eq (2), where proportionality
constant is assumed to be unity.

t

1(t)

tional to the ratio of the radiative fraction of
chemical heat release rate to the thermal response
of the cable surface.

the number of cables,

(7)

Vertical Fire Propagation Experiments in 500 kWScale Apparatuis
Experiments were conduc~e in the 500 kWscale flammability apparatus
using 0.51 and
1.3 m single cable in vertical orientation. The
cable was surrounded by a quartz tube, 0.30 m in
diameter and 0.63 m in length, extended t 1.4 m
by a Pyrex tube with similar diameter. Air with
an oxygen concentration of 30-40% was introduced
at the bottom of the quartz tube with a gas velocity2 of 0.11 m/s, simulating flame radiationdominated large-scale fires. The cable was surrounded at the bottom by four coaxially placed
tungsten-quartz radiant heaters. The external
heat flix zone (from these radiant heaters) was
about 0.20 m vertical length from the bottom of
In the exeriments, peak external heat
the cable.
flix value of 50 kW/m was used.
Thus, both external heat flix assisted fire propagatirn and
self-sustained fire propagation beyond external
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1

0.20

3

has been previously shown that V valies
for cables, from 5000 kW-scale apparatus (calculated by using Eqs (7) and (8)) and corrected for
50% enhancement of the heat flux to the cable
surface, showed an excellent correlation with the
V values for the same cables (calculated by using
Eqs (6) and (8)) from 500 kW-scale apparat is.

1It

t
0.15

Figure 3 is divided into three regions (based
on the parameter in X-axis) identified as Groups
7, 2 and 3. Cables falling in Group I have virtually no self-sustained fire propagation unless
heat soirces are provided. Cables in Group 2 have

0.10

a.

0.05

self-sustained fire
propagation which increases
linearly with time. Group 3 cables have very
self-sustained fire propagation which increases exponentially with time.

20_rapid
10

0

Figure 2.

20
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]
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Based on the three-group regions in Figire 3,
the parameter in X-axis, is thus expressed as Fire
Propagation Index (FPI), which is miltiplied by

Relationship between time to ignition and
external heat flux.

10

for round numbers.
is expressed as:

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

FPI as a function of time
(10)

Fire Propagation Index

FPI(t)

Figure 3 presents the fire propagatinn velocity versus the ratio of radiative fraction of
chemical heat release rate to the thermal response
of the cable surface for 0.51 and 1.3 m long
single vertical cables in the 500 kW-scale apparatus.
The fire
propagation velacity, V (m/s),
and chemical heat release rate, Qch/7d (kU/r)

T(pc)

2

3
x 10

where N is the number of cables.
As an example, Figures

14

throjgh 6 show the

p!ot of FPI as a finction of time for some selected cable samples from both small-scale and largescale experiments, where groip boindaries for
classification of cables are shown. For Groip 1
cable, FPI is less than 10; for Groir 2, FPI is
eqial to or greater than 10 bit less than 20; and
for Groip 3, FPI is -qial to. or greater than 20.

~

PVF cable in Figire 4 is classified as Grouip
I cable.
Its fire
propagation was n.1 slf5 is tin-d.'
ta
Extent of fire propagat,n renained
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FPI(t) = [(XRQh (t)/d.N)1/3

_T

0O.12K

3

(11)

Qch was measured jn th experiments and thermal
/2
response, AT(kpc)f
(where AT = Tig - Ts) was
determined from ignition experiments.
In Figure 3, an excellent data correlation for cables
and solid pine cylinders can be noted, which
satisfies the engineering relationship in Eq (9)
with n = 1/3.

Solid

/AT

) 1/2, x1

12

values were determined by ising Eqs (6) and (8),
with the experimental val ies of E(,) and AT/ET.

0.15

d)

For multiple cables in vertical
(single layer of cables),

(where d = outer di meter of the cacle), are the
peak average valies . X, the radiative fraction,
is generally equal to
.
for turbulent fires.
V
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1 also indicates trat FPI values not
only vary for cables with different insulation and

~l
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jacket materials but

also vary for cables with

similar type of insulation and jacket materials
because of differences in additives, cable con-

4
- 20

--------------------------------------------------

t

-lae-Scadei

struction and size of the conductor.
Standard Small-Scale Fire Test for Cables

2

0.010

Based on the stidies we presented, it is
possible to propose a standard small-scale fire
test using an apparatus similar to that in Figures 1A and 1B, a single vertical cable with a

5

00

Time

length of 0.51 m (surrounded by a quartz tube of
0.61 m long and 0.30 m in diameter) and air with

1200

100

00

600

400

200

an oxygen concentration of 40% at a flow rit- nf
0.11 m/s and external heat flux of 50 kW/mf at the
bottom as an ignition source. Fire products gene-

[seconds)

Figure 4. FP1 as a function of time for PVF/none cable;
diameter
.0050
0
m.

- 1-I--

' I '

30

r

'

I

rated during fire propagation are captured in the

I

is

-

4power,

20 -----------------

-------------------------------

sampling duct of the apparatus where measurement
can be made for chemical heat release rate as a
function of time.
By using the radiative fraction
of this chemical heat release rate per unit circumference of the cable raised to the one-third
and thermal response data (determined from
ignition experiments), a fire propagation index

can time
be derived
and plotted
as 6.
a function
of
as shown(Eqin10)
Figures
4 through
Based on
the group boundaries in Figures 4 through 6, a
.........

cable can thus be classified as Group 1, 2 or 3 in
terms of its fire propagation characteristics.
FPI should not touch the group boundaries at any
time during the test in order for a cable to

~roup
I
,

0

0
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,10
100

,50200
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20
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,

0 300
[uecoud-]

,
30
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400
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for a particular group classification.

500
CONCLUSIONS
1.

Based on the application of

theoretical ex-

pression for flame spread, an engineering
relationship has been developed for the

Figure 5. FPI as a function of time for PE/E -Cl cable;
diameter 0.0094 m.

(5000 kW-scale) apparatuses. Table I shows a good
agreement between data from small-scale and largescale test6 in terms of FPI. This suggests that a
small-scale test method for cable, where largescale fire conditions are properly simulated, can
be used for c~ble classification,

vertical fire propagation rate for cables
using experimental data from laboratory-scale
and large-s- ale cable fires.
2.

Fire propagation rate can be calculated as a
function of time using chemical energy released during fire propagation and birned
s rface area of the cable.

35I

I

3.

30
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-Scaie
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25
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.220-- -----------------------------------------------Grou

2large-scale
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00 2I0
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40
"400

Time

600
Goo

I

goo

Oxygen concentration of 30-4o

in the gas

flow can be used for the laboratory-scale

3

,

(#eeond.]

cable samples to simulate the fire propagation rate expected in larger-scale cable
fires. Vertical'fire propagation data in
frs
Vetcl iepoagindtan
small-scale tests have been validated through
tests.

4.

Fire propagation rat- is expected tn depend
on the type ot' polymeric material ised in
cable insilation and jacket, ruter diameter,
size of the conductor, cable constriction and
surface temperat irof the cable.

5.

A "ire prnpagation index has been identified

0initial
1000

L- classi'y nables. A small-scale test
methnd this can b used to -lassify cables
Figure 6. FP1 as a function of time for PE/PVC cable;

based C

this

;rrc

3agai,.

index.

diameter = 0.011 m.
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TABLEI
CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL CABLESBASED
INDEX (PEAK AVERAGEVALUES)
ON FIRE PROPAGATION
Large-Scale

Small-Scale
Polymeric Materials
Insulation

Diameter

Jacket

(m)

00.51 m Length = 1.3 m

Length

Cable

(multiple cables)

(single cable)
FPI

FPI

Class.

Length = 4.9 m
FPI

(Group)

PVC

PVC

0.0036

32

N

N

3

PVC

PVC

0.0044

26

N

N

3

PVC

PVC

0.0092

15

14

N

2

PVC

PVC

0.013

11

N

N

2

PE

PVC

0.011

23

N

32

3

EP

PVC.

0.011

12

11

N

2

PVC

EP

0.034

7

N

N

1

PE

PP

0.'094

17

N

N

2

PE

PE-Ct

0.0094

17

N

N

2

EP

EP

0.016

6

6

N

1

EP

EP

0.025

5

5

N

I

XPE

XPE

0.0095

N

13

N

2

XPE

XPE

0.011

11

N

N

2

XPE

EVA

0.012

7

N

9

1

XPE

EVA

0.022

7

6

N

1

XPE

PCP

0.015

9

N

7

1

XPO

XPO

0.016

9

9

9

1

EP

PE-CN-S

0.0035

22

N

N

3

EP

PE-Ce-S

0.0043

21

N

N

3

EP

PE-Cl-S

0.016

7

7

N

I

EP-FR

None

0.028

N

7

N

1

PE-Ct

None

0.015

11

11

N

2

ETFE

EA

0.010

5

N

N

1

PVF

None

0.0050

6

N

7

1

PEP

PEP

(.0079

N

3

N

I

PEP

FEP

0.0092

3

N

N

1

0.013

N

15

N

2

0.019

N

I4

N

2

0.029

N

13

N

2

Solid Pinea
Solid Pine

a

Solid Pine'

a: Solid cylinder; N: Not measured; CL: Chlorinated; CI-S: Chloro-Sulfonated;
EA: Ethylene-acrylic copolymer; EP: Ethylene-propylene copolymer; EVA:
Ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer; ETFE: Ethylene-tetra fluoroethylene copolymer;
FR: Fire retarded; FEP: Fluorinated ethylene propylene; PE: Polyethylene;
PCP: Polychloroprene; PVC: Poly(vinylchloride); PVF: Poly(vinylidene
fluoride); XPE: Cross-linked polyethylene; XPO: Cross-linked polyolefin.
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USING COMBUSTION TOXICITY DATA IN CABLE SELECTION

Stanley Kaufman
James J. Refi
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Norcross, Georgia

ABSTRACT

Rosalind C. Anderson
Anderson Laboratories
Dedham, Massachusetts

University of Pittsburgh Test Protocol

As a result of New York State's combustion toxicity
reporting requirements, combustion toxicity data are
available on all electrical cables sold in NY. To use
these data in cable selection, a method is presented
for converting lethal concentration (LC 50 ) data
expressed in weight of material (grams) into lengths
(meters) for comparing wire and cable.
Since
combustion toxicity data alone should not be used
for cable selection, an approach to choosing safe
cables is suggested which considers flame spread,
smoke emissions and LC 50 expressed in length. A
full scale validation test of this approach is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
With the adoption of New York State's combustion
toxicity reporting requirements,'i a large volume of
combustion toxicity data was generated by the wire
and cable industry and made available for cable
purchasers and specifiers of electrical cable. The
sponsors of the NY law hoped that when these data
became available, it would create market demands
for s-ifer cables to which the wire and cable industry

New York state required that combustion toxicity
data be generated in the University of Pittsburgh
combustion toxicity test ill illustrated in Figure 1. In
this test, animals are exposed to fumes generated by
materials heated in an oven. The material is heated
at 20 C/minute and animal exposure is initiated at a
sample weight loss of 1%; animal exposure then
continues for 30 minutes. After a 10 minute recovery
period, the test animal mortality/survival ratio is
noted. The test is conducted several times (4-10)
with increasing samnle weights. and a response curve
of sample material weight versus mortality generated.
A statistical method is used to calculate the mid
point of the log-weight versus mortality curve and
this mid point is reported as the LC50 value
(concentration of material which causes 50%
mortality
of
the
test
animals,
i.e.
lethal
concentration) for the tested material. The unit of
LC 50 is grams.
A.-

would respond.
i

take
position that a database of combustion
toxicitytheinformation
exists and these data can be
used wisely or unwisely. We suggest ways of viewing
the data that have the greatest potential for leading
to safer cables.
The data used in this paper were generated by the
Arthur D. Little company under a contract with the
Electrical

Manufacturers

Association

(NENMA). The principal investigators were Rosalind
C. Anderson (toxicologist) an.] Peter %V. Kopf
(chemist).
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for using combustion toxicity da, a along with other
fire data to help a cable specifier choose safer cables.
Before being enacted, public hearings and debate
surrounded the adoption of New York's toxicity

National

............SUMA-

TEA

The objective of this paper is to present an approach

_U
Exw

0- OF
]I

.....

,

0',

T

A

CE A

Figure 1. Test

apparatus

for

the

Vniversit v of

Pittsburgh cornlbustion toxicity test.

In the NENIA st wim. two materials were used as
intralaboratory controls, a nylon
6/6 and a
commercial PVC compound. Figure 2 shows the
distribution of test results for nylon: the results are
tightly clustered between 5 tand10 grams.
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The LC 5 0 and Product Comparisons
The potency of fumes is described by the LC 50 value.
This value defines, in grams, the mid point of the
active pcrtion of the concentration response curve,
and provides a convenient way to compare materials.
Before making conclusions based on these test values,
there are two important points to note.

Number of
Samples
10-

8-

The first consideration is that the LC 5 0 value, being
expressed in units of grams, is not immediately
informative about a product constructed or used on a
different basis. The desirable unit for measuring
safety should include both the toxicity of the
material and the quantity used. For wires and
cables, the critical dimension for comparison of
products is the length of cable that might cause
animals, rather than the
death for 50% of the test
weights of these cables.141 For carpets, the dimensions
for comparison would be surface area rather than

4

21

0

I

I

0

IweightIf4

4

8
12
16
20
24
28
LC 50 Values (grams)
Figure 2. Histogram of the University of Pittsburgh
test results on nylon 6/6 control samples

The second important principle is that in combustion
toxicology, as in most biological work, the logarithms
of the test values, rather than their measured values,
define the important relationships between tested
products. Products for which LC 5 0 values are

In contrast to the results on the nylon samples, the
results of the tests of the PVC control samples
(Figure 3) are more widely scattered. In general, it
was found that test data from halogenated materials
are less reproducible in this test system than are data
from materials without halogens. Replicate samples
of halogenated materials vary by as much as a factor
of three. The reason for this is not precisely known;
however, data from the Vinyl InstituteJ3! .uggest that
smoke containing HCI is highly reactive and changes
composition rapidly, and that the change in
concentration is dependent on time. humidity and
type of surface in contact with the smoke.

measured as 10 and 20 grams are related similarly as
products with LC 50 values of 1 and 2 grams, or 100
and 200 grams. In each of these examples, the first
product is numerically twice as toxic as the second.
It can be seen from control data that except for
chlorinated materials, reproducibility is within a
factor of two. For this reason, it is difficult to argue
that materials in which LC 50 values differ by a factor
of two have different toxicities. There is an ongoing
debate among toxicologists about how different
(factors of 2, 5 and 10) the LC 50 of two materials
should be before the materials are considered to have
different toxicities.15 1 61
THE NEMA CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

Number of

Samples

In the NEMA classification scheme, there are 5 single
material major categories and 12 multiple
material
major categories. In the interest of brevity, we shall
consider only the single material categories.

6-

4PVC
All PVC compounds were placed in a single category
regardless of plasticizer, stabilizer, filler, flame

21

0

P

retardant or smoke suppressant. The mean LC 50 for
is 17.6 grams with 98% of the population
between 8.5 and 32.9 grams.

MPVC

,

28
24
20
16
12
8
LC 50 Values (grams)
Figure 3. Histogram of the University of Pittsburgh
test results on PVC control samples.
0

4

Polyolefins
Like PVC, all polyolefin plastics were placed in a
single category, including unfilled polyethylenes and
polypropylenes used in outside plant cable as well as
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I

P

U I
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l

!

L

NI.

E!1

and cross)inked
(filled) polymers
fire-resistant
polymers. Polyolefin rubbers were placed in the
hydrocarbon rubber category. The mean LCS0 is 9.9
with 98% of the population between 6.6 to 14.5.

I

I

I

i

,

•

Number of
Samples
40

Fluoroplastics

30

All fluoroplastics except polytetrafluoroethylene
homopolymer
(PTFE)
were
placed
in
the
fluoroplastics
category
including
three
tetrafluoroethylene
copolymers:
(1)
FEP,
a
fluorinated ethylene propylene copolymer, (2) PFA,
perfluoroalkoxy tetrafluoroethylene copolymer, and
(3) ETFE, ethylene tetrafluoroethylene copolymer.
Also included were polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
homopolymers
and
copolymers,
and
ethylene
chlorotrifluoroethylene copolymers (ECTFE). This
category includes fully fluorinated polymers, FEP
and PFA, partially fluorinated polymers, PVDF,
ETFE and ECTFE as well as a mixed halogen
polymer, ECTFE. The LC5 0 of this category is 8.9
with 98% of the population between 3.7 and 19.0
grams.
Hydrocarbon Rubbers
This category includes both thermoplastic as well as
crosslinked
rubbers,
including polyolefin
type
ethylene propylene and ethylene propylene diene
rubbers, natural rubber, styrene butadiene as well as
polyester rubbers. As anyone familiar with rubber
technology would expect, many of the rubbers
contain fillers, reinforcing
agents
and
flame
retardants. The LC5 0 is 18.4 with 98% of the
population between 9.7 to 32.6 grams.

mean - 16.5 grams
137 samples
20-

10-

0-

--36
44
20
28
12
LCS0 Values (grams)
Figure 4. Histogram of the LC .. values for the five
single material categories in the NEMA
classification system.
4

0

Number of
Samples
5

30-

LC5 0 Values (grams)
10
20
30 40 50
3 4 0
,
10

25137 samples
20-

ChlorinatedRubbers
15

This category includes chloroprene, chlorinated
polyethylene and chlorosulfonated polyethylene. The
LC 5 0 is 22.7 with 98% of Lhe population between 9.1
to 48.7 grams.

10.
5-

Summary
Figure 4 shows a histogram of the 137 LCs0 values for
all five material classes described above. Notice that
rather than having a normal (Gaussian) shape, the
distribution is skewed toward low values and has a
lo-g high-valued tail. A shape such as this can occur
when a lower limit is imposed by the test; for
example, negative LC50 values are impossible with
this test method. Analysis of such data can be
improved by taking the natural logarithm of the data
as shown in Figure 5. The log-normal appearance
justifies the use of log scales when portraying LC5 0
data.
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0.

2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
In(LCs0)
Figure 5. Histogram of the logarithm of the LC 0
material
five
single
for the
values
categories.
1.0

1.5

2.0

Figure 6 shows a logarithmic barplot of the range of
LC5 0 values (98% limits) for the 5 single material
categories. Because the LC50 values of all categories
overlap, we cannot judge whether some material
classes are significantly different from others.
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may be taken as similar to one another. Although
the LC50 values for the chlorinated rubber materials
are
similar
to those
for the
hydrocarbons,
it is not
clearly
evident
whether
the chlorinated
rubbers
are
similar to or different from the PVCs. Finally, the
LC 5 0 values of the fluoroplastic and polyolefin classes
clearly differ from those of the PVC, hydrocarbon
and chlorinated rubber classes.
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Figure 6. Logarithmic barplot of the 98% limits on
the LC 5 0 values for the single material
categories,
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(

pJ
pvc

orinated
rubber

10

polyolefins
A useful tool for making such judgments is to
portray the LC 5 0 values via the boxplots shown in
Figure 7 .[71 Boxplots are a convenient way to
summarize and compare several sets of data. The
lower edge of the box is at the first niartile of t'c
data, the upper edge at the third quartile, and the
line though the center at the median. Vertical
"whiskers" extend out of the box to show the range
of the data. Data values lying outside a prescribed
range
are
considered
"outliers"
and
plotted
individually as asterisks. The notches on a box
indicate a rough 95% confidence level on the median.
If the notches on two boxes overlap, the medians of
the two data sets do not significantly differ from
each other.
LC 50
(grams)
50

ln(LC.so)
4.0
hydrocarbon
rubber

3.5
3.0

•
2.5
2.0

CABLE SELECTION
The New York State Combustion Toxicity law
contains a caveat on the use of combustion toxicology
data. It is worthwhile to repeat that caveat here:
This test is a measure of acute toxicity of the
thermal decomposition by-products of the
tested material using a specified procedure
under controlled laboratory conditions. The
test results alone do not constitute a
characterization of the hazard, safety or risk of
materials, products or assemblies under actual

20

factors which are pertinent to an evaluation of
the fire hazard of a particular end use.

nTe

olyolefins pvc
Poto

fluoroplaslics

Figure 7.

va!uc-

fire conditions. The ,esu/ts of this test. if used
in any assessment of hazard or risk, should be
considered in conjunction with all of the

1.5
1.0

3
1.0
Figure 7. Ingqrithmic boxplots -f the LC,
for the single material categories.

40
30

hlorinated
rubber 10
-

1.5 fluoroplastics

3

Logarithmic boxplots of tihe lCo values
for the single material categories.
For example, the notches for the fluoropla.stics
overlap those for the polyolefins and so the two
classes may be considered to have similar ICS2e
values. Likowise, the PVC and hydrocarbon classes

The best way.to compare the fire hazards of various
cables is through a computer simulated hazard
analysis. However, hazard analyses are too complex
be widely used. As far a. we know, the only
hazard analysis of cable that has been conducted and
published is Bukowski's analysis l8 of fluoroplastic
A less rigorous approach is to
plenum cables.
consider the three fire properties that are important
for determining the fire hazard of a cable, viz:
1.

flame spread

3.

toxic potency.
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The importance of minimizing flame spread is
apparent when one considers the potential for cables
to spread fire through a building. Choosing a
communications cable with the right flame spread
properties is simply a matter of complying with the
National Electrical Code which has the fire resistance
hierarchy illustrated in Figure 8.1911101 If, for example,
a particular application calls for CM rated cable,
then any candidate replacement cable must have a
CM rating at a minimum with a CMR rating being
preferable.

Consider two hypothetical insulated 24 gauge wires
with equal insulation thicknesses. The first wire is
insulated with material A which has a specific gravity
of I and a LC 5 0 of 20. The second wire is insulated
with an equal thickness of material B which has a
specific gravity of 2 and a LC 5 0 of 40. One might
choose a wire insulated with material B based on its
LC 5 0 being twice that of material A. However,
because material B has twice the specific gravity of
material A, twice as much B material is used per unit
length, and this exactly offsets the apparent
advantage of the higher LC 5 0 material.

PLENUM CABLE

CMP

RISER CABLE

CMR

let us
To further consider the effect of density,boxplots
revisit the fluoroplastic, polyolefin, and PVC
of Figure 7. Because the density (p) for each tested
material is not available, we will assign typical values
3
for each class, namely, 0.95 g/cm for polyolefin, 1.35

GENERAL PURPOSE CABLE

CM

for PVC, and 1.76 for fluoroplastic.

CMX

which produce a given LC 5 0 . (ICs0/p) for the three
materials. Notice that the high specific gravity of
the fluoroplastics has shifted its box down and that
the low specific gravity for the polyolefins has shifted
it up, thereby causing these two classes to have
different toxicity characteristics when viewed on a
volume basis as opposed to a weight basis.
Contrastingly, the polyolefin and PVC classes now
approach similarity as compared to their distinctively
different relationship on a weight basis.

F

LIMITED USE CABLE

Figure 8. National Electrica! Code fire resistance
hierarchy for communication cables.
not
should
cable
replacement
candidate
A
smoke
because
emissions
smoke
compromise
emissions reduce visibility and impede egress. If one
then
is considering a cable for a plenum application,
a CMP rating is required. Since the CM!P listing
includes both flame spread and smoke requirements,
the only additional property needing consideration is
toxic potency. However if mne is considering general
purpose (CM) or riser (CMH) applications, smoke
emissions are not specified and one has two options:
1.

0C
n
ln(LX50)
3.5

Measure the smoke for the candidate cables
smoke
adding
by
consideration
under
measurements to the prescribed flame spread

3

(cm )

30
25
20
15

3.0

2.5

tests for these cables, or
2.

Figure 9 shows

of the logarithm of the material volumes

4boxplots

I

Upgrade to a plenum cable.
2.0

Having assured oneself that the candidate cable is no
worse than present cables in flame spread and smoke
properties, one is then ready to consider toxic
potency. However, in no case is the use of raw lCs,o
values a suitable approach by itself for choosing the
safer cable.

polyolefins

pvc

--

5

1.5
1.0
fluoroplastics

2

0.5
LCS0 Expressed as Length
To convert LC 5 0 values that are expressed in grams
into a more useful form for wire and cabe analysis,
we need to convert to a unit of length. A few
examples should help clarify and support this
statement. Consider two 24 gauge insulated wires,
One wire is insulated with 10 mils of solid FEP and
the second with 10 mils of foamed FEP. The 1LC50 of
both these wires is 8.9 grams. but the wire with
roamed insulation has less material and would emit a
lower level of toxic gases when burned.
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Figure 9,

logarithmic boxplots of the LC,
expressed as volumes for the
material categories.

values
single

To consider the effects of density and the amount of
material used, i.e., insulation and jacket thicknesses.
we need to convert LCs0 values ino length. This is
the length of insulated wire or cable needed to
contain a weight equal to the LC. 0 . Figure 10
illustrates the method for converting from l,(',,
expressed in grams to IC o values in meters.
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r1copolymer.

linear density (g/mI) = l5(Xitrp I1(D/2+
where:
D = conductor diamreter
t= insulation thickness
3
p =density (g,/cnii )
=LC,,0 (granrs)/lineiar
1L( 0 (mneters.)

t)2-(D/2f'

(11ni1s)
(mils)
density

Figure 10. Converting LC, values from gramrs to
mete4rs for a sin gle Inrsu lated conductc-r.

ti

confidence
Figure 11 shows the results (using 05'
int~ervals on the median) as a firnetion of insulation
thickness for 2-1 AWG wires insulated with
polyolefin. and fluorop~sqstic.
The polyolefin wire
falls 'in the iriddle of the PVC range--indicating that
the meihian p-rformance 1t-)r the two nmaterials is
essentially simrilar. As a groop, the LC.50 values ini
leng~th for PVC arid polyolefins are- sigirificaritlN
li'liejr than for flirorojilastic insulated wire,

*

*

hypothetical matetials (A and B3). The specific
gravity and te',Iie strength for PVC are typical
values, while tire specific gravity anid tensile strength
I-r the fluoroplastics are the properties of ECTE
The LC(50 range (20-30 grams) of
hypothetical material A was chosen to represent a
material above the mean (15.5 g) of thre distribution
of LCSO values shown in Figure S. while the LC,5
value of -40-60 grams for hypothetical material B
represents a niat rial at th- extreme high end of
1,C, values found. The specific gravities aird tensile
st rengths assigried to thre hypothletical materials are
reasonable for filled polymers.
jacket thickness

00
0

0Q

0

0

0

linear density of insulation (g/ii)= 8X linear density
of siugle insulated c- luctor
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L-CrO (Meters) = 1500 LC.50 (grarns)/(jacket linear
I pqdenrsity
+ inrsulation linear density)
LC~ 0

(mieters)

IlTI(L(-)
5
.1

Converting LCI valu-s from grams to
meters for an eight (orid ictor cable.

Figure 12.
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Table 2
LC,5 0 (meters) Values of 4 Pair Cables

Material
PVC
Fluoroplastics
Material A
Material B

Insulation
Thickness
(mils)
6
5
8
8

Jacket
Thickness
(mils)
20
8
30
30

LCs 0
(meters)
1.25-1.53
n 02-1 27
0.90-1.35
1.60-2.40

Looking at the LC 50 (meters) values we see that the
PVC and fluoroplastic cables in this example have
LC 5 0 (meters) ranges that slightly overlap. We are
therefore hard pressed to conclude that the to
cables significantly differ. Hypothetical material A.
which has a high LCs0 (20-30 grams) has an LCs 0
(meters) range significantly overlapping PVC and the
fluoroplastics-indicating no significant differences
among these three cables.
Only hypothetical
material B, which has the highest LC 5 0 (40-60), has a
LC 50 (meters) above the range of the other cables.
Validation Testing
If one uses LC 5 0 expressed in either grams or meters
in cable selection, then one has made the assuniptin
that a correlation exists(l'
between the toxic
potencies (LC 50 ) determined in the Pittsburgh
protocol and a real fire scenario. Certainly the test
conditions of this combustion toxicology test differ
from those of a developing fire.
To determine if one cabl is safer than another in a
real fire scenario requires full scale fire testing. 112 ] If,
for example, the cables being considered were rated
for riser use (CMR), then the UL 1666 riser cable test
could be expanded to include smoke and toxic
potency. Smoke measurements could be readily
added, and combustion toxicity could be ascertained
by directing some of the effluent to a series of animal
exposure chambers. Until testing of this type is
done, it will not be known whether cables with
higher LCs0 values are truly safer.
SUMMARY

0

The NY State database of combustion toxicity
information includes LC 50 values for cables used in
buildings. These data should not be used alone for
cable selection, but along with flame propagation (II,
fire resistance
ratings) aiof smoke data.
To
reasonably use combustion toxicity data in cable
selection, the l,C-0 values should be converted to
length.
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COMBUSTION TOXICITY EVALUATIONS OF POLYMERS
FOR ELECTRICAL AND BUILDING APPLICATIONS
Harlan R. Bratvold, William J. Christian, Stephen P. Woynerowski

Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
Northbrook, Illinois
of the New York State Fire Prevention and
Building code.
Since adoption of the New York State
Once the testing has been ccmpleted by an
regulations on combustion toxicity, UL
approved laboratory and filed with the
has installed the University of Pittsstate, th- product becomes officially reburgh test equipment and has been servgistered w~th the Secretary of State and
ing manufacturer- in need of toxicity
data. Combustion toxicity has been
is issued a file number which allows the
evaluated by standard protocol for inproduct's continued use within the State
of New York. This combustion toxicity
dividual products for direct submittal
to New York State as 4ell as to estabtest data filed with New York State will
lish product classes. Two types of
be a public record available to any interested party.
product classes have been established.
One type involves only the products of
a single manufacturer, and the class is
In order tc fully cover all building proowned and used by that manufacturer.
ducts in question , New York Statc devised
The other type involves only the proa three year phase-in plan. Starting Deducts which use materials of a specific
cember 16, 1987, electrical wire insulageneric makeup, and can be used by UL
tion and synthetic electrical conduit had
to classify products cf any manufacturto be tested for combustion toxicitr and
er that meet the class definition UL's
filed with them. Pipe, duct and thermal
experience with this test protocol and
insulation must be tested and filed by
its plans regarding other protocols
December 16, 1988 and interior finish and
under development will be discussed.
interior floor finish by December 16,
1989. This amendment covers all products
Introduction
permanantly installed in a building, but
does not include appliances, temporary
fixtures, or electrical connecting cords.
In December 1986, the New York State Fire
Prevention and Building Coda Council passMethods
ed an amendment for combustion toxicity.
New
Yorkto became
first of
state
in the
nation
requirethetesting
building
Underwriters Laboratories Inc., in renateials
torequrco
stiong ofii
sponse to the needs of manufacturers, has
materials for combustion toxicity,
installed the necessary University of
The
that led to triis requirement
Pittsburgh test apparatus, and has served
Teg process
processthaftled
toe trequiremte
as a recognized New York State approved
began in 1982, after the tragedy of the
test facility for combustion toxicity
Stouffer's Inn fire in Westchester County,
since May 1987.
New York. There has been evidence that
many of the deaths from that fire were
The comtuztion toxicity testing required
caused by toxic combustion products. In
general, it all
is du
believed
80 percent
of
by New York with
Statethemust
he conducted
ive tofir
lot thatarein
inluactaccordance
"Procedure
for Eva
all lives lost due to fire are in fact
ation of Acute Toxicity Resulting from Exposure of Mice to Thermal Decomposition
The New York State amendment requires
Products Using a Modification of the Protocol Developed at the University of
building products to be tested, by an
Pittsburgh."
approved laboratory, for combustion toxicity and data filed with the Secretary of
This test procedure is a dynamic exposurc
State's office in Albany. No product can
be installed or used as a part of a buildms
thal coteno':
en
ing or factory manufactured home within
te
o an
50 (etcent
ratimnls
that state unless such product is tested
pected to kill 50 percent of the animals
exposed) value. The LCSO value is a stain accordance with Article 15, Part 1120
tistiual number derived from a series of
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test runs at various sample weight. The
test apparatus is shown in (figure 1) and
the procedure is performed as follows:
A prescribed amount of sample is weighed
and placed on a quartz pedestal in a programmable oven. The samole weight is constantly monitored by means of a weight
sensing device on which the pedestal
rests. Once in place, the sample is subjected to a temperature rise of twenty degrees celcius per minute. When a mass
loss of 1% is detected, the combustion
products from the sample are educted from
the oven at a flow rate of 20 liter per
minute from a quartz tube placed through
the oven door. The combustion products
are diluted with cool air before being inducted into a chamber where four male
white mice are exposed in head only exposure mode. After passing through the exposure chamber, the combustion products
are drawn through a series of filters to
remove particulate matter and then through
gas analyzers which continuously monitor
percent oxygen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide.
Calculations and Results
The test procedure requires calculation of
the LC50 value by the Weil method. The
formula to calculate an LC50 is:

TABLE 2
Nylon
Polyvinyl Chloride
Cross Linked Polyethylene
Flouroplastic
Nylon and PVC
PVC and Polyethylene
Rigid PVC
Wood

5.757
8.333
7.583
2.029
10.000
11.990
6.542
41.771

-

6.954
16.262
23.779
12.550
15.072
25.883
13.146
65.441

Note: Wood was added to the table to
serve as a reference as many toxicologists
have compared relative toxicity to wood.
Classification of Products
Currently, there are two ways to submit
combustion toxicity data to the New York
Secretary of State's office in Albany.
The first invc1 ves testing of individual
products by the standard protocol and
direct submittal for official registration
of those products tested. The second involves select testing of products of similar composition to represent a group or
"classes" of products. If the class is
approved by New York State, any individual
product within the product class will be
assigned a toxicity potency range. This
range is established from the data submitted for all products tested.

log LC50 = log D + (f + 1) log R

Where:
D = The lowest of four dosage
levels used
R = The geometric progression

Underwriters Laboratories has established
two types of product classes. The first
type is a proprietary product class that
involves only the products of a single
manufacturer or association.

factor of dosage levels

f = Mortality factor (available in
Table I)
This method requires a minimum of four
dose levels to be tested per material
provided that the logarithms of successive
dose levels differ by a constant (d).
The geometric factor is the ratio of successive dose levels and is denoted by R,
thus d = log R. For the University of
Pittsburgh test, four animals are exposed
per dose level. The goal is to obtain,
from the animals dosed at four successive
levels, a set of mortality data (r-values)
that match one of those in Table 1. Each
r value represents the number of mortalities achieved for one dose level.
Underwriters Laboratories has performed
combustion toxicity tests on a variety of
compounds commonly used in the wire and
cable industry. The compounds h .e been
actual commercially produced insulations
for electrical wire and cable. Based on
data acquired from these tests, approximate ranges of LC50 values on various
types of wire insulation have been obtained. These ranges are summarized in Table
2.

tab!ih-

ment of an approved proprietary product
class could likely result in significant
savings in testing costs to an individual
manufacturer who produces a pzoduct line
that currently has or in the future may
have, variation in material composition.
UL offers its services for consulting -nd
submittal cf product classes on behalf of
a manufacturer. Assuming New York State
acceptance of a proposed proprietary product class, we also offer the option of
acting as an organizational representative
in submittal of future products for acceptance within the class(es) approved by
the State of New York.
The second type of classification is a
non-proprietary class. These classes are
similar to proprietary classes in content
and structure but are owned and managed
by UL. With the assistance of knowledgeable manufacturer representatives, UL established these classes for the convenience of anyone. The class is defined by a
range of various compositions and constructions tested and submitted by UL to
New York State. In order to be considered
for acceptance within an approved nonproprietary class a manufacturer needs to
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submit its product composition for review
to UL. If accepted by UL, full combustion
toxicity testing of that product will not
be needed resulting in a savings to the
manufacturer.

H. R. Bratvold
Undezwriters Laboratories Inc.
333 Pfingsten Road
Northbrook, IL 60062

Future Activities
UL is presently installing equipment for a
new smoke toxicity test developed under
the sponsorship of the Nationai Institute
of Building Sciences. The NIBS test attempts to address relative toxic hazards
in terms of more than just toxic potency.
It reflects three of the five product
characteristics thought to effect toxic
hazards in actual fire situations:
A) Ease of ignition.
B) Rate of smoke generation (mass
loss).
C) Toxic potency.
The two characteristics it does not presently address are quantity of product in
use and flame spread.
Although this test is still in the developmental stage, it holds promise of
achieving ASTM and/or NFPA adoption.

Mr. Bratvold is a
Senior Associate
Managing Engineer in
the Casualty and
Chemical Hazards
Department with
Underwriters Laboratories. He is chairman
of the subcommittee D20.30 on plastics and
also serves ASTM committees on Rubber,
Occupational Health and Safety, and Hazard
Potential of Chemicals.

W. L. Christian
Undcrwriters Laboratories Inc.
333 Pfingsten Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
Dr. Christian is
Manager of Research
& Technology
,
\
Development with
Underwriters Laboratories. He is currently a member of NFPA committees on
Systems Concepts for Fire Protection, Contents and Furnishings, Fire Test, and Toxicity of Combustion Products. He also
servfes on the ASTM Task Group on Smoke
Corrosivity.
.

Conclusion
Underwriters Laboratories is committed
to providing safety testing for clients
in need of demonstrating compliance with
government regulations or nationally
recognized standards. Combustion toxicity
testing according to regulations adopted
by the State of New York is one result of
that commitment. UL plans to have the
capability to conduct new combustion
toxicity test protocols that may develop
and become regulatory requirements.

q

S. P. Woynerowski
Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
333 Pfingsten Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
Mr. Woynerowski is
an Associate Project
Engineer in the
Casualty and Chemical Hazards Department with Underwriters Laboratories. He is tho test
cooridinator for toxicity testing and is
presently assisting in the construction of
the NIBS test apparatus at UL.
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REGISTRATION CATEGORIES FOR WIRE AND CABLE PRODUCTS:
TOXICITY STUDY OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Rosalind C. Anderson, Ph.D.

Anderson Laboratories, Inc.,

Dedham, Massachusetts
was to be sufficiently narrr. to
substantiate the chemical similarity.

Abstract
Data obtained during a study of
compound. and mixtures of comxnounds used
by the wire and cable industry indicate
that products can be divided into broad
groupings according to their chemical
and toxicological attributes. The major
groupings were:
compounded polyolefin,
hydrocarbon rubber, PVC, chlorinated
rubber and fluoroplastic. From these
five groups singly and in combination,
thirty-two groups were found to allow
categorization and registration of most
products in compliance with the New York
State Building Code 15/1120. After
carefuL review of new versus tested
formulations, the categories may be used
by study participants for registration
of products yet to be entered into the
marketplace.

Introduction
The New York State Building Code
15/11201 requires insu"ation and
jacketing combinations used in wire and
cable products to be tested for
combustion product toxicity by the test
method developed at the University of
Pittsburgh.
The test values, LC50 and
associated physical and chemical data,
are submitted to the State for inclusion
in the publicly available data base.
As
an alternative, covered products may be
registered as members of a preestablished chemical based category.
The industry members, participating in
tne NEMA study needed to register
products in as simple and inexpensive a
manner as could be consistent with the
requirements of the law. The approach
was to establish broad categories which
describe the actual compounds and
mixtures of compounds in common use.
The only guidance from New York State at
that time was that the categories were
to include chemically related products,
and that the range of toxicity values
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Formulations were submitted by
participants of the NEMA study and were
found to include fewer than 10 different
generic polymers or resin systems
typically used in wire and cable jacket
and insulation compounds.
Widely used
compounds as well as certain
compositonHlly unique compounds were
selected for testing.
Most of these compounds belong to one of
five families of chemicals, e.g.,
polyolefin compounds, hydrocarbon rubber
compounds, polyvinyl chloride compounds,
chlorinated rubber compounds and
fluoroplastics (see Table 1).
These
five families used alone or as mixtures
occur in a majority of the products to
be registered. Pittsburgh Test data
were used to affirm major category
groupings of these widely used compound
mixtures. Only one combination
(nylon/PVC) was noted which required a
major registration category outside of
this matrix.
Smaller groups of compounds or mixtures,
not in frequent use were designated
minor registration categories. Examples
are aramid compounds and EVA compounds.
Low frequency mixtures included a number
of the fluoroplastics combined with
hydrocarbon rubber compounds or
polyvinyl chloride compounds in addition
to a number of very specialized
products.
For single family products the
categories were obvious, however, for
mixtures it was necessary to establish
quantitative rules to govern the
categorization, depending on the
proportions of components used. Because
of the sensitivity of the test
and the
somewhat uniform toxic potencies of
these chemicals, changes of less than
10% of a compound formulation or in
relative proportions of compounds did
not result in a large enough change of
LCs, value to be statistically
demonstrated. As a result for mixtures
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of compounds as well as for ingredients
of a mixture, we have elected to
consider components which are prE-ent at
more than 10% by weight. For example, a
binary system in which one compound is
present at less than 10% is considered
to be a single component system.
For submission to the State, each group
was described by the chemistry of the
components, the statistical parameters,
mean, range of LC, values, boundaries,
and coefficient of variation: A sample
from the approximate mid point of the
group was identified to represent the
group. Seventeen major and fifteen
minor categories were approved by New
York State on December 14, 1987 and have
been sufficient for the registration of
all but a few single covpred products.

two are not equivalent in toxicity, and
the inverse, how close two numbers must
be to demonstrate similar toxicity.
This was addressed during the NEMA
project because of the need to verify,
by means of LC50 values, the
relationship between genericly related
compounds.
Definition of Identity, Replicate
Testing
The repeat studies of two control
products have been useful in
establishing the range of LC5 0 values
acceptable for use in category
definitions. A series of 22 replicate
tests was conducted with nylon 6/6 as
the test material. The range of LC
values is from 4.8 to 8.5 grams. T e
coefficient of variation (CV) is 18.5.

The Pittsburgh Test
The test designated by New York State
was designel it the University of
Pittsburgh.
The test apparatus
consists primarily of a furnace and an
anin,al exposure chamber. After the
sample is placed in the furnace on a
balance the furnace is heated at a
constant rate, causing the sample to
decompose and/or burn. The animal
chamber is connected to the furnace for
a 30 minute interval after the test
sample begins to loose weight. Four test
animals breathe the cooled and diluted
fumes. Animals are observed 10 minutes
after the end of the exposure for eye
damage and survival,
Data showing the weight loss, and
temperatures of major events (initial
weight loss, flame) are collected. The
test segment is performed with at least
four different starting sample weights
in order to cefine the relationship
between the logarithm of the dose and
the frequency of the response (death)
for the test material.
The LC

0

The unit of measure used for comparison
of tested materials is the LC50 . This
is a calculated value expressed in
grams. 4 Other dimensions, e.g., length,
volume could be used. The materials
tested by this method to date have
resulted in LC5 0 values of less than
0.01 grams to greater than 600 grams.
Of two products, the one having the
lower LC50 value is the more toxic.
There are no absolute rules for the
interpretation of these LC50 values and
much discussion has centered around the
degree of difference between two
products necessary to document that the

The smoke generated by halogen
containing products as represented by
PVC is less reproducibly tested. Ten
replicate tests of a compounded PVC
resulted in a range of values from 10.0
to 27.5 grams, CV 25.9.
The 22 replicate tests of nylon 6/6
represent the largest pool of repeat
testing available for this test method.
The CV of 18% indicates very good
agreement between test-values. The
chlorinated materials show greater
fluctuation in repeat testing, with a
coefficient of variation of 26%. The
reason for the greater variability _s
not well defined but a number of options
are readily hypothesized. The sample
itself may have been less homogeneous.
It has also been demonstrated that the
HCl levels in smoke varies with time,
humidity and surface contact.
In
either case, exact replication of
exposure conditions is difficult to
assure.
In addition, in animals following
exposure to HCL the effect develops
slowly except in high concentration
exposures. Frequently at the end of the
test and 10-minute observation period,
animals are alive which would not
survive more than a few additional
minutes. By contrast, animals exposed
to smokes containing rapidly effective
toxic agents seldom are in such a
precarious status.
There is some question whether the test
version which was selected by the New
York State Building Code which is only
40 minutes in duration, is too short to
give an evaluation of acid gas releasing
products comparable in severity to the
evaluation of products from which the
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toxic agents are more rapid in action.
Data available in the Arthur D. Little 6
report to New York State indicate that
in a 48-hour or 14-day study the LC5 0 of
some chlorine containing products would
be measured as approximately twice as
potent as in the 40-minute test.
Provisional Guidelines for CateQories
Because a factor of two or three is
encountered in the definition of
identity, logically it follows that
related compounds will show a broader
spread in Pittsburgh Test values.
On the basis of these replicate tests,
it was our aim for the NEMA
registrations to structure categories
such that a range of three between
lowest and highest LC, values would
signify a family relationship,
.
indicating similarity of toxic potency
for products containing no-halogen. For
halogen containing compounds, a broader
range of four was projected. With one
exception, products which were outside
the group due to unusual chemistry or
LC50 values outside the target range
were excluded from the category and were
recommended for registration as single
covered products.
Geometry
An important preliminary question
whether the effect of geometry of the
experimental sample had an effect on the
LC5 0 value for these wire and cable
products was resolved by a series of
tests in which commercially available
wires and cables were examined in
several different configurations:
final
product with conductor in place,
jacketing and insulation stripped from
conductor, and the same compounds in
pellet form. The results shown in Table
2 demonstrate that for these products
the LC50 values are not dependent on the
sample geometry. This was demonstrated
for a variety of wire and cable
products.
The Array of Test Data
The project required five to six hundred
tests of products, compounds and
mixtures of compounds used in the wire
and cable industry as insulation and or.
jacketing. The test results displayed,
without regard to the compound identity,
indicate that a rather uniform behavior
is to be observed from these products on
a weight basis. The mean of the test
results was 21 grams, with a heavy
representation at the lower, more toxic
end of the scale. The lowest value was 4
grams: highest value 73 grams, a range
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over two orders of magnitude. The
higher values most frequent were
obtained from products which were highly
filled, as evidenced by residue weight
data.
If a longer version of the test (24-,
48-hour observation period) had been
selected by the New York State Code
Council, the distribution of data points
would differ as a result of changes in
the values obtained from the compounds
which form acid gas during thermal
decomposition.
The LC50 range for such products might
be reduced to about one-half of the
value measured at the 10-minute post
exposure.
Although the array of values
would be different, the range between
high and low LC5 0 values in this study
would probably not have been greatly
extended.
The CateQories, Major and Minor
Because the LC50 data indicated
sufficient agreement between related
products, it was possible to base the
category system on only five broadly
defined family groups: polyolefin
compounds, hydrocarbon rubber compounds,
PVC compounds, chlorinated rubber
compounds and fluroplastics. The
compounds included in each major group
are identified on Tables 3 and 4.
Representatives of these families are
frequently used alone as well as being
used in most of the mixtures which the
matrix would suggest.
For each presumptive category, examples
of individual compounds which contained
the major fire retardants as well as
varieties of plasticiser, filler and
stabilizer were tested. Individual
formulations were examined to determine
whether each could be included as a
category member on the basis of both
chemistry and measured toxicity.
Compounds and mixtures which were
identified as frequently used or high
volume were assigned major category
status. The major categories and test
data summary are listed on Table 1.
Minor categories were established for
products which were described
infrequently in the data submitted by
industry. These were found to represent
3 to at most 50 examples. In addition,
these unusual products were frequently
marketed by only one or possibly two
manufacturers. Because of very limited
use of these materials a much reduced
testing program was conducted in support
of these groupings. The test results
fo these products, Minor Categories are
described on Table 5.
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The groups are not uniquely
distinguished by the mean LC, or the
range of toxicity values. Significant
overlaps are noted between groups. The
lower, more toxic end of the spectrum
contains compounds, fluroplastics and
polyolefins which are typically used
with little or no filler. The groups of
PVC, hydrocarbon rubber and chlorinated
rubber were higher on the continuum of
LC5 0 values. Statistical measures can
be used to show some differences between
groups on a weight basis. The groupings
do not show dissimilarities of practical
importance when compared strictly on the
ba:;is of weight. These data do not
,imonstrate the advantage of one
chemical class of compounds over another
used in wire or cable products. There
are,
however,
differences
between
large
which are
compounds
specific
enough to merit attention. The highest
and lowest values of the study are
separated by a factor of 18.
Application of Data

3.

4.

Alarie, Y.C. and R.C. Anderson.
"Toxicologic classification of
thermal decomposition products of
Paracolymers,"
ai
tic
Toxicol. Appl. Pharmacol, 57:181188, 1981.
Weil, C.S. Biometrics, 8:249-263,
1952.
1952.

5.

Beitel, J.J., C.A. Bertelo, W.F.
Carroll, Jr., A.F. Grand, M.M.
Hirschler and G.F. Smith.
"Hydrogen Chloride Transport and
Decay in a Large Apparatus: II.
Variables Affecting Hydrogen
Chloride Decay," Journal of Fire
Sciences, Vol. 5 March/April 1987.

6.

Anderson, R.C. and P.A. Croce.
Study to Assess the Feasibility of
Incorporating Combustion Toxicity
Requirements into Building Material
and Furnishing Codes of New York
State. Vol. 2: Report of Findings,
May 1983.

The groups are not dramatically
different from one another in measured
toxicity values although specific
compounds in the study will differ
significantly from others. Because the
structure of the categories does not
reveal individual product differences,
there is no easy way to use these data
for compound choices.
To use LC5 0 data in a practical way will
require individual product toxicity
values and specific information about
how the candidate materials are to be
used, e.g., the jacket and insulation
thickness required to deliver the
necessary physical properties. The LC50
values being expressed in terms of
weight need to be adapted for use with
compounds which are applied according to
a different measurement unit.
The author wishes to acknowledge Dr.
Peter W. Kopf as a major contributor tc'
this study.
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TABLE 1
COMPOUNDS INCLUDED IN EACH CATEGORY
Class

Compounds

Polyolefin

XLPE, LDPE, PP, MDPE, PE,
XHDPE, HDPE, EXPE, PPE

Hydrocarbon Rubber

TPR, SBR, EPR, Polyester,
EPDM, Natural Rubber

Polyvinyl Chloride

Polyvinyl Chloride

Chlorinated Rubber

Neoprene, CSPE, CPE

Fluoroplastics

PVDF, HFP, FEP, PFA, ECTFE,
ETFE

TABLE 2
LC5 0 VALUES FROM PRODUCTS AND COMPONENTS
Effect of Geometry
LC50 grams
Intact
Product

Samnle

Mixed
Pellets

TC
multi conductor
PVC/Nylon

9

15

Flat Cable
multi conductor
Polyester/PVC

14

17

Armored
multi conductor

16

17

TC
multi conductor
Neoprene/TPR

16

MV 90
single conductor
CSPE/EPR

47

33

MV 90
single conductor
XLPE

9

11

THHN
single conductor
PVC/Nylon

9**
1*

*Two separate tests

**Small

diameter

Large: diameter

NOTE:
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Disrupted
Product

PVC =

Polyvinyl

chloride
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19,14*

11

14

9

TABLE 3
MAJOR CLASSES FOR SINGLE COMPOUND PRODUCTS
LC,0 grams
# Tests

Mean

Range

CV*

Polypropylene

25

10

8-14

17

Hydrocarbon Rubber

31

18

10-31

25

Polyvinyl Chloride

31

18

9-28

28

Chlorinated Rubbers

33

23

13-51

40

Fluoroplastics

17

9

4-16

34

*Numbers rounded up at .5 or above.

TABLE 4
MAJOR CLASSES FOR PRODUCTS WITH MULTIPLE COMPOUNDS
LC5 0 grams
Compounds**

# Tests

Mean

Range

CV*

PO/HR

13

13

8-18

21

PO/PVC

13

18

12-33

37

PO/CR

14

18

12-38

40

HR/PVC

16

20

13-28

22

HR/CR

19

25

16-35

26

PVC/CR

13

27

9-45

36

Nylon/PVC

9

13

9-27

23

PO/HR/PVC

9

17

13-20

13

PO/HR/CR

8

15

11-19

19

PO/PVC/CR

11

18

14-24

16

HR/PVC/CR

9

22

16-26

15

PO/HR/PVC/CR

8

20

15-25

18

*Numbers rounded up at .5 or above.
**PO -

Polyolefin; HR - Hydrocarbon rubber;

PVC - Polyvinyl

chloride; CR - Chlorinated rubber.
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TABLE 5
MINOR CLASSES, INFREQUENTLY USED COMPOUNDS OR MIXTURES
LC 50 grams*
Class Name"*

Tests

Mean

Range

Aramid

3

11

7-17

SR

5

53

41-73

EVA

6

24

16-56

P0/EVA

4

12

10-14

HR/EVA

7

23

11-40

PVC/ EVA

4

29

17-47

HR/ F

5

15

9-27

PVC/F

4

19

14-26

PVC/SR

3

28

26-30

CR/SR

4

37

27-47

Aramid/SR

5

50

34-70

CR/EVA

6

22

20-28

CR/F/SR

4

22

14-37

P0/CR/EVA

3

14

12-17

PC/F/SR

3

16

15-18

P0/PVC/CR/EVA

3

20

18-24

*Numbers rounded up at .5 or above.
- Silicone rubber; EVA - Ethylene vinyl acetate
Ethylene Acrylate Copolymner; P0 - Polyolefin;
PVC - Polyvinyl chiroide; HR - Hydro~carbon rubber;
F - Fluoroplastic; CR - Chlorinated rubber

*SR
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AXE EXCHANGE CABLE FIRE PERFORMANCE TESTING

David J. Adams

Loris Colla

Telecom Australia
Metropolitan Division
Network Management
Melbourne

Telecom Australia
Research Laboratories
Melbourne

ABSTRACT
Telecom Australia is planning the
introduction of halogen-free, low-smoke,
lire-retardant cahles for use in -ew c'r t-d
Programmed Control switching installations,
This paper describes t-he work undertaken by
Telecom Australia to determine the grades of
commercially available materials considered
suitable for use in the exchange environment.
Tests were commissioned to assess the
reaction to fire for the specific
application, addressing the majority of
cable installation configurations.
The Lesting programme undertaken has
determined several alternative grades of
comercially available materials considered
suitable for use and capable of replacing
PVC as the cable sheath material,

INTRODUCTION
The all-electronic, AXE 10 Ericsson, Stored
Programmed Control telephone switching
system was adopted by Telecom Australia for
the modernisation of the telephone switching
network in 1981.
AXE 10 is the basis for
the evolving digital switching networks of
the future and is used in more than 60
countries worldwide,
Telecom Australia AXE exchange cable design
requirements were described by E. Buczma e
1
al at. the 1987 IWCS . Telecom Australia
adopted a halogen-free, fire-retardant
conductor insulation in 1984, that evolves
low levels of coL-osive and toxic gases when
exposed to fire.
This material replaced the
move expensive nylon insulation previously
used in these cables and, in addition,
offered superior electrical and flammability
properties were required. However, until
now the outer cable sheath has remained PVC.
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Stephen Grubits

National Building
Technology Centre
Sydney, Australia

Telecom Australia has experienced a number
2
of exchange fires . The damaged caused
and the high cost of restoration resulting
from the burning of relatively small amounts
cf PVC. strenwthpn-d ,. infontion that its
use in new installations should not be
perpetuated.
The presence of irritant gases and dense
smoke are features of fires involving PVC,
particularly when considerable heat is
generated in an enclosed space and there are
high volumes of PVC cable such as in a
telephone exchange.
Comprehensive exam¢ination of surfaces
covered with soot is not immediately
possible, and it is usually weeks after a
fire that the corrosive damage caused is
fully apparent. Any Preventative measures
are then too late, and repairs and
replacements of equipment are expensive.
Such damase generally exceeds many times
over, that caused by the fire itself, since
no equipment or apparatus installed in the
vicinity of the fire escapes contamination
by the corrosive vapour and the smoke.
Damage caused to Printed Circuit Board
Assemblies by smoke has been particularly
evident.
Considerable damage can al%o occur to the
exchange building and cases have been
3
reported where the concrete and steel
reinforcement were badly damaged by
hydrochloric aid attack with the result
that the entire building had to be
demolished. In addition, the emission of
toxic fumes required the evacuation of
several blocks of homes in the vicinity.
4

Significant damage has also been reported
where a fire was confined on one floor of a
multi-storey telephone exchange but caused
smoke and toxic related damage to equipment
on the other floors of the building.
In
this case, smoke was given off in large
volumes during the fire which was a hazard
in itself by obscuring exits and totally
hindering fire fighting operations.
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Also smoke that deposited as fine soot on
surrounding surfaces, absorbed the hydrogen
chloride gas released from the PVC during
the fire. W,.ithatmospheric water vapour,
this gas converted to hydrochloric acid
leaving a very corrosive acid soot firmly
adhered to all surfaces, not only in the
near vicinity of the fire, but also at
locations well away from the fire source.
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAMIME
The overall objectLive of the programme was
to substitute the use of PVC compounds with
low-smoke, halogen-free, fire-retardant,
Ihermoplastic materials suitable for use in
Telecom exchange cables.

SCREENING TESTS FOR CABLE SHEATHING MATERIALS
In early 1987, Telecom Australia began an
evaluation programme of a number of
halogen-free, non-drip, fire-retardant,
low-smoke polymers capable of replacing PVC
as the cable sheath material.
Twenty-three
commercial and experimental materials were
sourced and screened according to the
laboratory tests described in Table 1, for
extrusion trials on cable for evaluation in
the subsequent fire tests.
These
requirements had to be met before a material
would be considered.

This entailed the following, more specific,
objectives

FARLEI

tow SMOKE.FIRE
SCattaltG TESTS
FOR IIALOENtFiji.
BETABOAOT
SHEATRtTG
MATERIALS

1.

Determine the cable types that are
targets for PVC replacement.

2.

Determine fire scenarios and cable
configurations to be used in the design

TEST

1. otnioatability

of full scale fire tests.flwT.t1costsOS
3.

1

r aq.,t ISO - 6

3 warbeing hung

longitudinally to,an oen at
ino"C for S day%. Fire plaque

Develop techniques for measurement of
OtIntnnrl
.1 -ntd1
fire characteristics in full scale
tests .
The full scale test is used to
2
,,iws .Oygn concentration (NOCi Both thistesl and th.Critical
are *tto "t5
leoper,C
VId.,
predict the performance of the cable
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4. Sokeh Evoltiton

assessed.
CABLE TYPES FOR PVC REPLACEMENTTstha
5. trnttiQ and flonliation at Break

Cables contaitting PVC insulation and sheath
compounds have been used by Telecom
Australia in all telephone exchange cabling
except in the case of the AXE-10 Ericsson

exchanges. For AXE-b0, as previously
discussed, the conductor insulation is a6.CroityTefnlcduivymstb
halogen-free, fire-retardant material, but
the outer cable sheath has remained PVC.
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As telephone switching growth is now almostfatT
exclusively provided by AXE equipment it was
decided to confine the substitution of isaC
to AXE cables only.
It is envisaged that
AXE (and its future equivalents) will
replace all earlier switching equipment by
about the year 2010.
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Six materials were found to satisfy the
above conditions. These compounds are based
on polyolefiihic copolymers filled with
hydrated alumina or a similar inorganic
filler which endothermically react to
These
liberate water at high temperatures.
types of materials also satisfied the
tolerable cost penalty relative to PVC
sheathed cables.

TABtE2
CAPLES
Of THEAXE XCC.AGE
CONSTRUCTION

Cable Stze
Nol of
aures

Methods of Lest for the combustion
propagat ioin characteristics of single
specimens of these materials with a small
heat source of ignitioni do not give a
indication of actual fire
behavior of
ultipile
lengths of cable installed in the
exchange.
Accordingly, the test for Early Fire Hazard
Properties of Materials of Australia
Standard 1530.3-1982, as described by E.
1
Buczma et al at the 1987 IWCS
is applied
to cables with a view to using this test as
a means of grading their intrinsic ignition,
flame spread, heat release and smoke
evolution properties.
Australian building regulations use

1530.3-1982 test methods and
requirements exclude the use
which have rapid flame spread
produce considerable smoke in
escape ways.

the AS

the
of materials
and which
essential fire

Cable

Sheath

Sheath

Diameter

thicness

Mater jal

(an)

64.

(em)
90

64w

9.0

3.4

SM2

64w

9.3
9.

l 3
14

SM3
SM4

64w
8.

8.8
5.5

0.9
.0

PVC

aw

52

10

SM4

8w
8

5.3

14

SM2
SM3

8w
8w

5.2
5,0

10
0.7

SM6

591

w-

2.

All cables consistof 0.4 nw dia copper conductors.

wires

3.

All cables consist of Noryl PX 1766 conductor
radial wall thickness of 0 1 n.
nean

4

Sheath Mate, 1i1 (SM) codes used for the halogqeu-free materials
under ealuation:
SMI- Pirelli Afume, 4710 SV
5M. - Plelli SVOiO

Natlonal

SM6 - MitsubishiFR 3201

6

TABLE
3
RESULTS
OF tHEEARLY
FIRE WARDTESTS

Cable SiZ
No l Mire
f
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Mate la

Ignition
Ti"n
Wo)
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meat
volvd
(VJ/

64w
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64w

W8?
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0 06
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0.29
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ran)
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MeanOtical
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009
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Pvc
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flame spread tIme ' not determt-1d for
2
rpgtsterthe I 4 6Mm Increase in radiant heat
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Insulation wlt'. a

5M5- Megolon S I

TechnoloSy Centre

The six sheath compounds selected from the
screening test programme of Table I were
subsequently used to manufacture trial
-,ngths of AXE exchange cables.
The types
and ,onstruction of the cables subjected to
AS 1531. 3 and the full scale fire test are
listed in Table 2. The results of the tests
for Early Fire Hazard properties are lirted
in Table 3.

PVC

I

SM3- ICI CFR 95
SM4. Megolon S 300

(t4BTC)
of the heat energy impressed on
the walls of a test room when various small
fires were deliberately kindled.
The NBTC
was commissioned by Telecom Australia to
conduct both the Early Fire Hazacd and full
scale fire tests,

SM5

NOTES

The standard regime of increasing, impressed
radiant heat applied to the Lest- specimens
in this meLhod was originsally defined
following studies made aL the Australian
Building

Type
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CABLE CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE FULL
SCALE FIRE TESTS

FULL SCALE FIRE TEST

Inspections of several AXE exchanges were
conducted to determine the most appropriate
cable configuration to be used in designing
the full scale fire tests,
The guiding principle used in the
inspection assessment was that the cable
configuration chosen for full scale fire
test reflect the most common and vulnerable
situation.
Examination of all exchanges revealed five
possible configurations for AXE exchange
cables, three vertical (Figs 1,2,3) and two
horizontal (Figs 4,5).
Horizontal cable configurations were
disregarded because it was considered
significantly less severe than the vertical
configurations,
Cables configured in the ex.haige as shown
in Fig. 3 were chosen for incorporation in
The full scale fire test.
This
configuration of bunched cables was
considered to reflect the mos common and
vulnerable setting for a fire.
The riser
shaft cable configuration, shown in Fig. 2,
allthough depicting a high volume of cables,
was not considered as vulnerable and
certainly not as common.
The cable service
shaft in all AXE exchange buildings is
7
'fire stopped' at all openings and is
located in isolation, away from equipment
and personnel.
Therefore, the cable configuration selected
for the full scale fire test was chosen to
depict the cable arrangements and fire
scenario shown in Fig.3 and incorporates :

The full scale fire test is an essential
part of the PVC replacement programme. The
test is used as a measure to predict the
performance of the AXE cable configurations
with various sheath materials under fire
conditions that may be anticipated under
conditions of actual use.
With the advent of many new polymeric
materials whose widely differing fire
performance properties are not known, there
has been a proliferation of new small scale
test methods, most of which originated ap
ad-hoc tests in laboratories. Their
relevance to the performance of products in
real fires was seldom a factor in their
development. A few of these test methods
have achieved recognition as standard
methods by virture of their endorsement by
standards organisations.
Intrinsic property tests, such as oxygen
and temperature index are of more use in
product development, quality control and in
the establishment of specifications and
regulations. For instance, oxygen index is
not useful in establishing fire hazard
standards. For materials such as those
under evaluation, a small heat source for
ignition can be insufficient to overcome
the expected large activation energy caused
by the flame retardants. Hence, higher
oxygen concentrations, (higher 01 levels),
are required to obtain ignition. However,
with a sufficiently large ignition source
the resultant heat release by the fuel may
be sufficient to overcome the activation
energy and cause the material to continue
burning.

bunching of cables with three bunches
of varying bunch sizes :
4,8 and 16 cables in each bunch,

The full scale test provides the most
reliable measure of hazard potential with
the intention to correlate the properties
measured with the Early Fire Hazard Tests.

a single layer of bunches suspended
vertically,

The full scale fire test configuration is
shown in Fig. 6.

spacing of bunches of 25 mm.
fixing of bunches aL intervals of 300
nim with a single cable tie.
use of a ladder arrangement
Lhe bunches.

to support
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Fig. 1
Main Distribution Frame
Cable Configuration

Fg
Fise. 2hf Cable
Configuration

Fig. 3
Equipment Rack Cable Configuration

Fig. 4
Exchange Equipment
Shelf Cabl- cr-nfiguration
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Fig. 5
overhead Cable Configuration
from Riser Shaft to Exchange
Equipment.

Bundles of cables, 6 m
16 8 4
Measurements:
* Fire height with time
0 Smoke evolution
* Oxygen depletion
* Carbon tionoxide evolution
* Heat output
* Video record

To compare the characteristics of a waste
paper basket fire containing paper and
cotton rags soaked with ethanol and the
full scale test ignition source, heat
release and radiant heat flux measurements
8
were undertaken to achieve correlation .
The radiant heat flux was measured using a
heat flux transducer located in the plane
where the cable would be burning during the
full scale fire test at approximately 300
mm above the fuel surface where the maximum
radiant heat flux was expected. The heat
release rate was measured by Oxygen
Calorimetry.

,,

,,,,

The fire shaft test facility consisted of a

i .'

The emphasis of [he full-scale Lest
procedure was to reproduce the most. likely
fire scenario described previously. The
severity of the igniLing fire source was
chosen Lo represent a likely fire severity
that could be encountered. The fire source
severity was chosen to be approximately a
150 kW fire of 10 minute duration which was
considered to be equivalent to a
waste-paper basket fire consisting of paper
and cleaning rags containing flammable
solvents.
A standardised and more reproducible fire
source consisting of 9 sticks of 300 x 25 x
13 mm and 4 sticks of 150 x 25 x 13 mm
softboard arranged to form a 5 layer high
crib was used.
Immediately prior to the
test, the sticks were %oaked in 600 mL of
ethanol in a sheet metal tray measuring
305 x 457 mm. The tray was used to hold
the crib during the test.
This fire source was considered to be more
appropriate than the ribbon type propane
gas burner heat source specified in IEC
332-3, "Tests on e3ectLic cables under fire
conditions, Part. 3 - Tests on but :hed wires
or cables". The 20 kW heat output of the
ICC 332-3 burner was not. considered Lo be
sufficiently severe to represent a typical
fire scenario nor does it preheat the cable
significantly above the ignition sourct as
t.ould be the case with a real fire.

6 m high masonry shaft with a 1 m x 1 m
internal cross-sectional area. The shaft
was lined inside with glass-fibre
reinforced plaster sheets. The shaft was
provided with a 0.8 m x 2.8 m opening on
the observation room side at its base and a
0.8 m square opening on the same side of
the shaft near the top. Both openings in
the shaft terminated within the main test
building.
A centrifugal fan was used to induce a 0.2
m/s draft in the shaft and to vent the
combustion products to the outside. A wire
mesh cable ladder was attached to the wall
of the shaft opposite the openings.
The test shaft was equipped with the
following instrumentation located at the
top of the shaft opening
Thermocouples. Three type K
thermocouples to measure the
temperature of the combustion products.
Anemometer. An insulated paddle
anemometer was located in the centre
of the opening to monitor flow of hot
gases.
Smoke Density Meter. A photoelectric
type smoke density meter was located
vertically acrose 'he opening. The
meter consisted of a light source that
directed a near collimated beam of
light to a photodetector across a 0.75
m smoke path.
Gas Sampling Probes. A stainless
steel probe was used to collect
samples of the combustion products for
analysis by a paramagnetic type Oxygen
Analyser and an infra-red absorption
type carbon monoxide gas analyser.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In addition, cotton threads were located
across the face of the cables at 1.0 m
vertical increments to monitor the rate and
extent of flame spread. The threads were
tied to microswitches which were connected
to data logging equipment.

Assessment of the results recorded for the
Early Fire Hazard tests, (Table 3), the
full scale tests, (Table 4) and the ranking
of materials, (Table 9), yielded the
following comparative observations
concerning the flaisuability and smoke
characteristics of the materials evaluated.

The outpul of the transducers and flame
spread monitors were connected to a
datalogger that sampled all the channels
once every 10 secs.

PVC ignited the earliest.

A video camera connected to a recorder was
located at the base of the shaft to view
the ignition and early stages of flame
A second camera
propagation on the cables.
was located on the floor above to view the
flame spread within the shaft,

PVC contained the spread of flame
better than most materials, (except
SM5), even though its minimum oxygen
concentration is the lowest of all of
the materials. The rate of flame
spread was similar for all materials.

FULL SCALE FIRE TEST RESULTS

The heat released from PVC burning
cable is comparatively low.

Table 4 records the results obtained for
the full scale fire tests depicting the
following characteristics

PVC produced the highest levels of
smoke and was distinctively darker in
nature.

Ignition time. The time for the
cables to ignite.

Material SM4 comparatively displayed
the best overall performance.

Flame Spread. The time for the flames
to reach the 4 m marker.

The level of correlation between the
Early Fire Hazard test (small scale
test) and the full scale fire test
results to assess comparative material
ranking was satisfactory for the
ignitlion time, spread of flame and
heat evolved characteristics, (refer
to Table 5).

Heat Evolved. The rate of heat
evolved is calculated from the
flow-rate and the temperature rise
No attempt was made to
data.
compensate for losses in the heat
release determination as the values
were meant principally for comparison
and ranking purposes.

However, the level of correlation for
the smoke density measurements was
poor and requires further
investigation. For the purposes of
discussion here, the smoke density
results obtained for the full scale
tests will be used.

Smoke Density. The maximum smoke
density (averaged over a one minute
period), toget-her with the value of
the integral representing the total
quaniity of smoke produced.
4
TABtE

obof

Mres

FIRETESTS
SCALE
OFTHEFULL
RESULTS
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flaw
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64V
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64w
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SH4
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64W

PVC
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79
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1.3
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SIZ
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PVC
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All halogen-free, fire retardant
materials evaluated displayed
acceptable minimum fire performance
requirements for use in the telephcne
environment.

CONCLUSIONS
The cable fire performance testing
programme undertaken has determined several
alternative grades of commercially
available materials considered suitable for
use in the AXE-10 Ericcson exchange

TABLE5
PAING OFMATERIALS
EarlyFire HaZard Te-tS
Ignition
Time

Sheeth
Material

Flame
Spread

Heat
toued

Smoke
Donsity

54M

2

7

6

Z

SM2
S43

4
5

5
4

5
4

1
4and

3

2

5

5M5

6

1

I

6

SM6

3

6

7

3

Pvc

7

54

Ignition
Time

Sheath
Material

]introduction
2
FullScaleFire Tests
Flame
Spread

Heat
FUolned

Smoke
DensIty

environment and capable of replacing PVC as
the cable sheath maLerial.
The materials were comparatively assessed
rated for their fire performance
behavior under fire conditions that may be
anticipated under conditions of actual use.
The programme conducted here will enable a
cable specification to be issued for the
of halogen-free, low-smoke,
fire-retardant cables for use in all new
AXE-10 Ericsson telephone exchanges.
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NEW PLASTIC SINGLE MODE FIBER CONNECTOR FOR SUBSCRIBER NETWORKS
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Abstract
In the fiber optic telecommunications market
investigations meanwhile focus on the
subscriber network. In contrast to the longhaul communication routes the fiber optic
connectors play an important role concerning
the cost of the subscriber line. To achieve a
low cost level without loosing in single mode
fiber connector quality, nowadays proved to be
standard, a completely new connector design was
developed. The design comprises precision
injection molding technique for almost all
parts, including the fiber centering component
which incorporates a V-groove. The mean
insertion loss can be as low as 0.05 dB, the
return loss was 40 dB and more.

1. Introduction
In the near future fiber optic technologies
are expected to penetrate into the subscriber
network. Because of the huge transmission
capacity of single mode fibers which probably
will satisfy all demands even on a large time
scale the advisable technology will be the
single mode one. This new application area
requires new concepts for the connection
technology: Cost is an important factor,
beca.
of the higher number of connectors per
fiber kilometer; packaging and packaging
density is important for the effective line-up
in cross connection cabinets [1]; last but not
least low insertion and high return loss
characteristics either allow the
implementation of low cost light emitting and
receiving devices into the system or very high
speed systems being vulnerable to reflections
from imperfections in the transmission line.
The synthesis of these two requirements, high
quality and low price, which are in general
judged to be diametrically opposed, does not
lead to an adequate solution, if conventional
techniques are used. Connector ferrules
(cylindrical as well as conical) for single
mode fibers always need single part machining,
core alignment procedures and time-consuming
grinding and polishing in order to achieve the
submicron precision of the core centricity in
the ferrule which is necessary if insertion

losses well below I dB are expected.
Considering this situation the question arose
whether it is possible to make use of the high
precision geometry of the fiber itself by
coupling two fibers via their cladding in a
common V-groove.
2. V-oroove coupling
The influences on the insertion loss of a
cladding-cladding-coupling in a V-groove can
be divided into two groups: First, there are
the statistically distributed spot size radii
of the fibers, second, the statistical
distribution of the fiber geometrical
parameters. These factors had to be analyzed
very carefully to give an answer to the above
question.
2.1 Different spot size radii
Starting with Marcuses derivation of the loss
a when coupling two fibers with spot size w,
und w2,
a

=

-

2 V
10 log ( -V7-+-1--

, V =

W

(

the distribution of the loss a was calculated
when assuming spot sizes that are distributed
gaussian. The theoretical calculations as well
as the experimental investigations prooved
that the excess loss caused by this effect is
only of minor importance (2]: Coupling fibers
the spot sizes of which are distributed around
9 timwith a standard deviation of 0.25 Aimwill
result in a mean excess loss of 0.02 dB only.
If 9 jimspot size fibers should be coupled to
10 im spot size fibers both of them having
0.25 timstandard deviation the value for the
mean excess loss will be s'ightly increased to
0.08 dB.
2.2 Fiber geometry
All fibers, regardless of the manufacturing
process employed, come along with statistically
distributed values for the cladding radius R,
circularity and core centricity. The core
position of a fiber to be coupled via its
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cladding in a 90 degree V-groove is shown 'n
figure 1: The distribution of R is described by
the deviation 6 from the mean R, the noncircularity is characterized by the two
oarameters 17 and 0, the core excentricity is
expressed by e and p.

Statistical analysis allowed the calculation
of the loss distribution as a function of
given statistics of the geometry parameters.
Figure 2 shows the probability density and the
accumulated probability for an arbitrarily
chosen set of fiber geometry parameters that
results in a mean loss of 0.2 dB.
p(a)

"--

=R xe
+6 t lc
n
t :0,20

0,'5 *

P

0 3,O

')

-0.
T

S0.6

0.05.
_e

0.25

6

2Fig.

71

pro)

0.5

0.2

0.75

aldB!

2: Probability density p(a) and
accumulated probability P(a)

Fig.l: Fiber core position in 90* V-groove and
parameter distributions
The lower part of figure 1 shows the
distributions for these five parameters, they
are assumed to be gaussian except for the two
angles which should be uniformly distributed,
So the core position is a function of these
five variables. After some calculation an
analytical solution is found for the mean value
a of the loss:

w

2

(2

2

+

(2)

The equation shows that the mean loss depends
twice as strong on the width of the
distribution of the cladding diameter as on the
other variables.
The following example shows the influence of
the various contributions of fiber geometry
imperfections to the loss:
With
a
77

=

0,3 Mm
0,4 Im

E = 0,5 Im

a

0,25 lm

a = 0,2 Mm

the partial sums

a , a , and a of
1
equation (2) resulting from radius deviations,
core excentricities, and non-circularities are:
a

0.08 dB

a

0.13 dB

a

=

0.09 d,

So the overall sum S
a willtis
be 0.3 dB in this
example.
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The experimental investigation included
fibers from different manufacturers. Very
extensive coupling measurements were made [2].
For non-identical fibers from ore manufacturer
each a mean loss of 0.11 dB was measured. When
coupling identical fibers the mean loss was as
low as 0.07 dB.
These results indicate that the parameter set
chosen above for the example does not meet the
real quality of fiber geometry which is better
than assumed in that example.
From these investigations, especially the
experimental ones, it is obvious that the
intended V-groove coupling is an alignment
principle which is well suited for connectors.
Its feasibility however depends very strong on
the quality of the fiber geometry.

3. Connector Design
Figure 3 shows a photo of the connector. It
basically comprises four parts, all of which
are made by precision injection molded
plastics: The adaptor. the two plugs and the
coupling device, which is the small part
between the two plugs. It contains the Vgroove which couples the two fibers. Normally
it is connected to one of the two plugs. The
fact that the coupling device can be separated
from the plugs offers the advantage to choose
its materials independently. Furthermore
cleaning or inspection of the V-groove or the
fiber endface is readily done, if necessary.
The fibers are fixed in a part of the plug that
called stamp. The floating fixture and the
contour of the stamp provide the pre-alignment
of the fiber in the first phase of the
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connecting procedure, in the second one the
fiber is precisely aligned by the V-groove. A
spring exerts a gentle pressure perpendicular
and horizontal to the fiber axis. Thus the
fibers are in close contact to the V-groove and
at the end of the connecting cycle the fiber
endfaces are in physical contact.

N - 240
a - ,05dB

0

0,02

0,04 0,06 0,08 0,10 0,12

0,140,16 0,18

Fig. 4: Loss histogram

8Fig. 3: Plastic single mode fiber connector

7-

The connection of a plug is simply done by
pushing it into the adaptor, where it is
locked by a slot-and-key-mechanism.
Disconnection is only possible when both of
the resilient arms of the plugs are pushed
together at the same time, thus releasing the
plug to be pulled out.
The size of the rectangular adaptor is 17 x 12
mm , its length is 66 mm. These are dimensions
that are thought of to be not too small for
easy handling and not too large for achieving
high packaging densities in cross connection
cabinets.

6

4. Connector Performance

N=20
c= 0,01dB

54

3
21

0.01

0.02

a [dB]

4.1 Insertion loss

*

The connectors were assembled with Philips
PCVD single mode fibers from the same drum.
Figure 4 shows the histoaramm of the insertion
loss for 240 different combinations. The mean
value of 0.05 dB impressingly justifies the
completely new connector design. As there is
still a small contribution of the fibers to the
loss one can state that the connector inherent
(extrinsic) mean loss will be below 0.05 dB.

0,03

Fig. 5: Loss repeatability
Thus, as for the connector loss
characteristics, an ultimate quality level is
reached that can only be affected by the
quality of the fiber geometry.
4.2 Temperature

Figure 6 shows the temperature dependance of
Subsequent mating cycles of a connection gives
no significant change in the insertion loss.
The measured values, as shown in figure 5, all
lie within the short-term stability of the
optical attenuation measuring system.

the insertion loss for five different
connections.
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Conclusion
0.20-

-

This paper describes the development of a
completely new single mode connector for
application in subscriber networks. The

""-

essentials are:

_

-The connector is a very high performance
component and a low cost device at the same
time.

0.10

-The

cladding to cladding coupling in a V-groove.
cost is possible by exclusive use of

.Low
No
0,02-

plastic parts.
-30 -20 -

00

20

4b 5b

70

T[C

Fig. 6: Temperature dependance of loss a
The behaviour of the connectors is not
identical, but it is absolutely satisfactory,
because the loss variation is less than 0.1 dB
over the entire temperature range of -30°C to
+70°C.

The rectangular adaptor offers the advantage

of easy handling and allows packaging
densities whii fulfill the demands of cross
-connection cabinets and of main
distribution frames [1].

The design permits excellent loss
characteristics over the temperature range of
-30'C and +70°C and for very high mating
cycles.

4.3 Mating Durability
This test was conducted to investigate the
connectors loss behaviour under progressive
wear of the mechanical slides. In general this
is a critical test for fiber optic connectors
that make use of plastic fiber aligning parts.
Figure 7 shows the loss behaviour for three
situations found to be typical. The complete
test was made without any cleaning of any
connector part. The results again confirm the
design: As no high absolute dimensional
accuracy is necessary, the wear of the parts
does not influence the fiber alignment.
o ol

-
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OPTICAL-FIBER FANOUT CONNECTOR USING PUSH-PULL MULTI-FIBER CONNECTOR
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ABSTRACT
In an optical subscribers network, small and
high performance fanout connectors are needed to
fanout ribbon fibers to individual single fibers.
Fanout connectors for use in graded index fiber
subscriber lines have been developed. They are
composed of a branching unit, a multi-fiber pushpull connector and five single-fiber push-pull
connectors. The dimension of the branching unit
have been reduced to 90(L) x 33(W) x 9(H) mm3 .
In particular, its thickness is reduced to only
9mm by using the newly developed push-pull multifiber connector. Considering the long-term reliability and the low bending loss of the bent
fiber in the branching unit, the minimum branching
length was designed. The average loss of mass
produced fanout connectors was found to be 0.44dB.

2. Design
2.1

The fanout connector is composed of a branching
unit, one multi-fiber connector and five singlefiber connectors, as detailed in Fig.1. The
single-fiber and the multi-fiber connectors are
mounted on PVC-jacketed, and Kevlar-reinforcEd
optical fiber jumper cords. In order to realize
the fanout connector which has the advantages
of high fiber density and easy handling, small
size single-fiber and multi-fiber push-pull
connectors are necessary. The multi-fiber pushpull connector plug and adaptor and the branching
unit case are plastic molded to reduce cost
and weight.

2.2

1. Introduction
Optical subscriber network needs high-density
high-count optical fiber cables which accommodate
a number of ribbon fibers. It is very important
to fanout ribbon fibers to individual single
fibers in telephone offices or subscriber
buildings. Usually in order to fanout a ribbon
fiber, individual single fibers are divided from
it and then spliced individually with particular
single fibers or jumper cords. The spliced parts
and the excess length of these are put in a
closure or a cabinet. The problem with this
method is that it requires the large space for
accomnmodation of the ribbon fiber fanouting
portion. Therefore. demands for small and high
performance fanout connectors have increased,
This paper describes the design and performance
of the newly developed fanout connector with
the multi-fiber push-pull type connector.
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Structure of the fanout connector

Multi-fiber push-pull connector

The multi-fiber push-pull connector has a transfermolded square ferrule [1] on which the five
graded-index fibers with 50pm core and 125pm
cladding diameter are positioned precisely at
0.25mm intervals between the two alignment holes
for guide pins, as shown in Figs.1 and 2. Mating
plugs are joined and aligned with these two guide
pins of stainless steel, whose diameter is 0.7mm
and tolerance is within 1pm. The deviations of
the diameter and the center position of each fiber
holes are designed and manufactured to be within
1vm and 3 -m respectively (Fig.3).
The push-pull connecting techanism has two
features; one is easy handling. For connection
only push the boot of the plug and only pull the
ejector for disconnection [2][3]. The other is
the mechanical characteristic; low insertion
force and high mechanical coupling strength are
accomplished. The mechanical coupling strength
means the minimum tensile strength loaded on
the fiber cord which can pull out the plug from
the adaptor by force. The connecting mechanism
is detailed in Fig.4. In order to reduce connector thickness to 9mm, two small springs
(Spring I) for forcing the ejector are arranged
on the both sides of the ferrule.
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Jacketed Multi Fiber
12
Multi-Fiber Push-Pull Adaptor

74

Branching Fiber
Single-Fiber Push-Pull
Adaptor
9
SgnalMulti-Fiber

Jackeed
Fiber

Plug

"ePush-Pull

Single-Fiber

F-ig.l

Perspective View of Fanout Connector

N: 100
AVE: 1. 2
30-

Guide Pin Hole
Fiber Hole

C

CT20-

:211

10 -

4+......K

0

1

2

3

Deviation (pm)
Fig.2

Structure of Plastic Square Ferrule
Fig.3

Fiber Holes center Position Deviation
of Plastic Square Ferrules
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Proiection

Groove

S rni II
(1)

Boot

-Before

connection

~ptAdaptor
Holding the plug boot and inserting
the plug into the adaptor, projection
of the plug pushes up the calw of the
adaptor.

(2)

Projection pushes up the claw completely.
ejector knocks against the claw and
moves back. Two small springs (Spring
I) for forcing the ejector is being
constricted.

(The
(3)

The claw is falling in the groove and
the square ferrules are pushed each

other.

(4)

Connection is complete. The ferrules
are pushed each other by the coil
spring (Spring I) with O.8kgf, to
ensure stable optical

(5)

Fig.4

Mechanism of Connection

The relationship between the insertion length
and insertion force was calculated and the results
are shown in Fig.5-(1).
The zero point of the
insertion length is defined as the point where
the projection first touches the claw. The
calculated insertion force (F) is given by the
following expression.
F(x) = fl(x)

+

f(x)

+

f 3(x)

f,(x); the sum of the claw flexure force and the
frictional force between the claw and the
projector
f,(x); the press force of the two small springs
(Spring I)
f,(x); the press force of the main spring
(Spring 1)
x
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coupling.

In order to realize easy handling and connection
endurance, this multi-fiber push-pull connector
was designed so that f~max and Fmax are less
than Ikgf, and 2kgf respectively.
Fig.5-(2)
shows the measured results. These results indicate
that the measured results are generally in accordance with the calculated results, and f ,max and
Fmax are O.6kgf and 1.7kgf respectively and meet
the requirements. The withdrawal force was also
calculated and measured in the same way. These
results are given in Table 1.
Considering the accident which may be caused
by catching jumper codes, the minimum coupling
strength was required to be greater than 10kgf. By
selecting the appropriate material and designing
the optimum structure as the ejector, the mechanical coupling strength of greater than 14kgf was
accomplished.

; insertion length
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Table 1
(kgf)-

-

-

2

-

-

.

fl:

Claw's Flexure Force

The designed and measured results of
the insertion and withdrawal forces
Insertion force

f2 : Ejector Spring Pressure
f3 : Ferrule Spring Pressure
f4: Total

(U

U
0

Withdrawal

force

Design
D

Measurement

Design

Measurement

Fmax

2.0

1.7

2.0

1.1

f)max

1.0

0.6

1.0

0.8
[kgf]

4J

.O

2.3

-_

The single-fiber push-pull connector[4] with a
MP-ferrule [5] has a push-pull connecting
mechanism like that of the multi-fiber pushconnector, and can be mounted at intervals
of 6mm, as shown in Fig.l.

"I
\
,pull

-'

..

2

I

2

.I

3

Insertion Length (x)

Fig.5-(1)

(m)

2.4

Calculated Relationship between
the Insertion Length and Insertion Force

210w
Uunder

_

0
W

LO

=

o

2

I

As illustrated in Fig.1, the branching unit
consists of a multi-fiber adaptor and five singlefiber adaptors are mounted at intervals of 6mm.
The dimension of the branching unit is 90(L) x
33(W) x 9(H) mm3 .

3

Insertion Length (x)

Fig.5-(2)

Branching unit

The branching fibers which joint single-fiber
adaptors and multi-fiber adaptors are bent except
for the central jointing fiber. Therefore, an
investigation of the time to failure caused by
bending strain is very important to guarantee
high reliability. The result of the calculation
about the relationship between the time to failure
and the bending radius is shown in Fig.6. When
0.7% proof tested fiber is used as branching
fiber, the bending radius must be more than 25mm
the condition that the life time is almost
equal to that of optical fiber cable used in
subscriber metwork. Taking into account the
minimum radius of 25mm and the 6mm intervals
of single-fiber adaptors and the production precision, a minimum branching length of 40mm was
designed. Bending loss of jointing fiber was
negligible. Furthermore, using 2% proof-tested
fiber as a branching fiber, the branching length
can be shortened to 20mm.

(kgf)

o

Single-fiber push-pull connector

(mm)

Measured Relationship between
the Insertion Length and Insertion Force
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......
mmmm

i

lmm ' m1 "m"
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'~m

(days)
2% proof
tested fiber

103

(15years)

---

0.7%
proof
tested
fiber

------- (dB/1)
-2.0

10

10

o

2

0

1

-1.0

C

Bending Loss

.4

10

5

10

15

20

25

30

(mm)

Bending Radius
Fig.6

Relationship between Radius
and Time to Failure
Relationship between Radius
and Bending Loss
fiber length: E=50mm
failure probability: lx10-6

2.5

70
35
Sp
I=

Swab
Sig.7

A

Collet Chuck

Sptin

Nob

Cross Section of Cleaning Plug

B

Cleaning plug

The push-pull type connector is easily connected
and disconnected. In the frequent mating of
the push-pull connectors, the surface of the
ferrule may be sometimes stained with dust. The
cleaning plug, as shown in Fig.7 has been developed
for, the cleaning of the single-fiber push-pull
adaptor, and has the following features.
(1) The cleaning plug can be easily connected
with the single-fiber push-pull adaptor,
because it has the same mechanism as that of
the single-fiber push-pull connector.
(2) The cleaning effect of this plug is excellent
because the swab is given sufficient pressure
and rotated by the nob rotation.
(3) The swab can be easily exchanged by pushing
the nob.
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3. Fabrication of the branching unit

4. Performance of the fanout connecto^

Fig.8 shows the fabrication process of the
branching unit and the details of the main process
are as follows.
(1) Single-fiber insertion
Bare single-fiber is inserted into the MPferrule filled with epoxy adhesive and cured.
(2) Polishing
The MP-ferrule's endface is polished,
(3) Single-fibers arrangement
The single-fibers with the ferrules are cut
to each designed braching length. The tips
of five single-fibers are arranged side by
side like a five-fiber ribbon with a clamp,
(6) Unit assembly
Branching fibers with five MP-ferrules and
a square ferrule, five single-fiber adaptors,
a multi-fiber adaptor, and a branching unit
case are assembled.

(1)

The fanout connector was mass produced, using
the single-fiber and multi-fiber push-pull connectors for 50/125pm graded-index fibers. 2970
insertion losses of the 596 fanout connectors
were measured at 1.3pm LED. Histogram of the
insertion loss and the relationship between
the fiber No. and the insertion loss are shown
in Fig.9 and Table 2 respectively. The average
loss was 0.44 dB. No correlation between the
insertion losses and fiber No. is found. The
insertion losses of the fanout connectors are
summed by those of the single-fiber push-pull
connectors, those of the multi-fiber push-pull
connectors and the bending losses of the branching
fibers. The average losses of single-fiber and
the multi-fiber push-pull connectors were found
to be 0.15dB and 0.26dB respectively. Therefore,
the average bending loss is presumed to be about
0.03dB.

500

N: 2970

400

AVE: 0.44 [dB1
Co= 1.31m
Core: 50,m

Single-fiber insertion

Cladding: 125

-0300

(2)

MP-ferrule polishing
j/

(3)

Single-fibers
arrangement

z
200

-

ioo

0

(4)

Fig.9
Iof

Fig.8

Square ferrule
polishing

(6)

Unit assembly

0.6

as

1.0

.2

Insertion Loss (dB)

Nulti-fiber insertion

(5)

0.4

02

Table 2

Historgram of Insertion Loss
Fanout Connectors
Relationship between the fiber No.
and the insertion loss of fanout
connectors

Fiber No.

Average loss

1

0.43

2

0.41

3

0.44

4

0.47

5

0.44

Fabrication process of the branching unit

fdBJ
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The return losses of the fanout connectors were
measured at 1.3pm and were greater than 35dB.
Fig.1O shows the results of the multi-fiber connector repeatability test. The variation in

insertion loss during 1000 push-pull actions was

Multi-Fiber Cord

within 0.O3dB.
Multi-Fiber Push-Pull Plu

Various kinds of mechanical and environmental
tests were carried out and the variations in

M

insertion loss were measured.

Multi-Fiber Push

For the tensile

i

s

A
ull Adaptor_

strength test, the tensile strength was loaded
on the multi-fiber cord, and the optical coupling
strength of the multi-fiber push-pull connector
was measured. It is defined as the maximum
tensile strength at which the increment of the
insertion loss reaches to 0.2dB. The optical
coupling strengths (PI, P2, P.) were measured by
applying force an axial or radial direction of a
connector as shown in Fig.11 and 8.5kg of P1,
4.2kg of P2 and 4.1kg of P 3 were obtained
(Table 3).

Ej

(dB)
The vibration test was carried out at the
frequency of 1OHz and the amplitude of 10mm for
2 hours, and the fluctuation in insertion loss was

0.8

m

within 0.05dB.

,

(dB)
Ul

,

W0

0.6

00
0
CIJ

-~4
-.4
W -A

0.4

106

0.

>

>140.2

0

•

0

•0

-

5

0

(kgf)

>

Tensile Strength (PI)
Number of Mating
Fig.10

Table 3

Repeatability of Multi Fiber
Push-Pull Connector

Optical coupling strength

Direction

Optical
coupling
strength

P,

8.5

P2

4.2

P,

4.1

Fig.11 Tensile Strength Test
on the Direction of P
1

(Times)

Fig.12 shows the results of heat cycling test,
from which insertion loss change was within 0.07dB
over temperature range of -300 C to +60*C. The
results concerning other testing items are shown
in Table 4. Results of these tests demonstate
that the newly developed fanout connector exhibits
the stable connection performance.

[kgf]
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W
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.
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.

o
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average insertion loss of a number of mass
produced fanout connectors was 0.44dB. Various
kinds of mechanical and environmental tests were

-0.2.

-0.:

0

4

6

9

Testing Time
Fig.12

Table 4

0

Q

14

In pai'ticular its thickness is reduced to only
9mm by using the newly developed push-pull multifiber connector. Low insertion force has been
achieved with the claw of the adaptor, and high
mechanical coupling strength has been accomplished
with the optimum design of the ejector of the
plug. Considering the long-term reliability
and low bending loss of bent fiber in the branching
unit, a minimum branching length of 40mm was
determined.

conducted to confirm the stability and reliability

,6

(Hours)

of the fanout connector.
The fanout connector was put to practical use
in the optical subscriber network and are quite
effective for raising the fiber accommodation
density of the MDF (Main Distribution Frame) in
telephone offices.

Temperature Cycling Test of
Fanout Connector

Performance of the fanout connector

Testing item

Condition

Result

Average loss

1.3vm LED

0.44dB

1.3pm LD

More than
35d8

Return losss

Repeatability

1000 times

Within
0.03dB

Heat
cycling

0
0
From -30 C to 60 C
10oH

Within
0.07dB

High
temperature
temperature

0
80 C, 100H
_nector",

ditto

Low
temperature
temperature

-3O°C, 100H

ditto

_[4]

Humidity

60°C, 95%RH, 100H

ditto

Vibration

iOHz amplitude
10mm, 3 direction

Within
0.05dB
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5. Conclusion
Fanout connectors for the use in the optical subscriber networks have been developed. They are
composed of a branching unit, a multi-fiber pushpull connector and five single-fiber push-pull
connectors. The branching unit size has been
reduced to 90(L) x 33(W) x 9(H) mm'.
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Performance Characteristics of Plain

Copper

Versus

Tinned

Copper for Solderless Wrapped Connections

3avid bunleavy

Bell Canada
ABSTRACT

Temperature cycling, heat ageing, high

tempera-

ture

This paper compares the performance characteristics of plain copper versus tinned copper for
solderless wrapped connections. To satisfy real
life conditions and a 40 year reliability objective,
tests were conducted which subjected the
connections to temperature cycling, heat aging,
humidity and thermal
shock. It was considered
that these tests would accelerate the ageing
processes
that tend to cause electrical and
mechanical instability. The test results
indicate that plain copper meets the stability
objectives for a 40 year service life in a central office environment,

humidity exposure, and thermal shock tests
were conducted in order
to compare the inservice and lifetime performance characteristics
of both plain and tinned copper conductors for
solderless wrapped connections,
S APLE PREPARATION AND TEST PROCEDURE
To evaluate the performance characteristics of
plain copper versus tinned copper, 33 - 100 pair
NE 66QC100 wire wrap connecting blocks were
individually wire wrapped with equal amounts of
24 AhG (0.51 m diameter) plain and tinned copper wire. Of the tinned wire samples, two coating specifications were used as shown in table
3. All joints were wrapped using a manually
operated O.K. Wrap tool (model GI00).
As shown in figure 1, the test wires ends were
wrapped to tin plated terminal posts
(.06"
X
.04") forming a connection loop.

INTRODICTJON
Tinned copper has
long been used for indoor
applications with telecommunication equipment in
-BX, and PABX exchanges. Its
central offices,
early use was most likely due to the general
it improved the solderability perbelief that
formance, since plain copper if left exposed
to
the environment would readily tarnish and exhiA
bit signs of oxide film.

CONNECTION

LOOP
SOLDERLESS WRAPPED
"xCONNECTIONS
JNhAY

With the introduction of solderless wrapping,
Linned wire was kept presumably for its improvid
ON14rCT0
PLUG
mechanical and electrical performance a result
SytemlehricalRefrene
ndiffusion
aBel
of the solid lised
state
between wire lubPOSITION
and
J0
terminal. It has been stated
in a paper pub--.
[ished in a Bell System lechnic.al Neference (}'ub
48010)1 that
the use of plain copper would
reduce the life requirement by approximately one
half, as well as produce noisy and
unreliable
connections under
certain environment.al condi
tons.
Recent research work performed by Telecom
Aus
tralia
indicates plain copper pertorms equally
well if riotbetter than
tinned copper
conduc
tors.
In view of this and the potential cost
savings of using plain copper, Bell
Canada has
conducted a series of tests to more closely
examine the effects of diffusion
and (orrosiom
mechanisms on
the long
term reliahility
of
solderless wrapped connection.

POLARITY
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SWITCH
L
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-
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C
- SWITCHER
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-
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I
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I
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POSITION
SWITCHER

__
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/
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I
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Using a 6624A HP System DC Power Supply and a
3852A Data Acquisition control unit, 4 point
resistance measurements
for
each
of
the
connection
loops were
recorded.
To eliminate
thermal potentials all calculated resistances
were
based on forward and reverse voltage
measurements by reversing the direction of the
current.
A second set of measurements was taken
immediately
after
the
first
to
assure
repeatability of the test method and measuring
apparatus.

Heat Agein

Two connection loops (one copper

High Humidity

from

each

of

the

and

one

tin)

test blocks were fully sol-

dered. In this way, any significant variation in
connection loop resistance would provide a further measure of the system repeatability as well
as the degree to which oxidation, corrosion, or
tin wire intermetallic growth affects the bulk
3
wire resistance.
In order to ensure the measurement of thin film
barrier resistances, the current source was initially set to zero before being increased to the
100 mA maximum as specified by ASTM for dry circuit testing.
Figure 2 shows
measurement.

Test blocks were exposed to a con!, dot
temperature of
lll3C.
Resistance measuiements were
recorded initially and ;fter 10, 20, 30 and 40
days. All test blocks were stabilized for 2
hours at 250C prior to measurement. It was
expected that
this test would simulate the
amount of stress relaxation and metal diffusion
at the contact points of the wrapped connection
over its intended life.b

a fully wired test block under

Test
blocks were subjected to a constant relative humidity of 95% or greater for a total of
25 days. All test blocks were stabilized for 3
hours at a temperature of 250C before being
measured at 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 day intervals.

Thermal Shock
A final group of test blocks was subjected to 10
cycles of a temperature alternating between
-150C
and i180C with a dwell time of 20 minutes
at each temperature extreme.
Ihe samples were
stabilized for 45 minutes at 250C before being
measured for changes in joint resistance.
RESULTS
The test
results
comparing plain copper to
tinned copper wire are shown in tables 1, 2, and
3, as well as in figures 3 through 9. All resistance
variations shown are the differences
between those of their initial values and after

the given testing period.
The general observations were as follows:

Figure 2

Test Block Resistance Measurement
TEST ENVIRONM4ENTS

The following tests were performed in
order to
compare the
long term reliability behavior of
both plain and tinned copper for solderless
wrapped connections:
Temperature Cycling
Test blocks were placed in an environmental
chamber and subjected to 100
cycles with each
cycle consisting of a temperature change from
-400C to +600C. The dwell time at each temperature extreme was 2 hours and 25 minutes. The
temperature changes occurred at a rate of 150,C
per hour. The chamber
humidity was not con
trolled. Resistance measurements were performed
initially and after 25, 50 and 100 cycles. All
test blocks were stabilized for 3 hours at
25'C

680

a)

all resistance
one milliohm

b)

tinned copper performed better in the temperature cycling and thermal shock tests

c)

plain copper performed better
ageing and high humidity tests

variations

were well

in the

below

heat

Repeatability of the resistance measurements was
on average below 0.01 milliohms while resistance
variations
of the fully soldered connection
loops were on average below 0.02 milliohms.
DISCUSSION OF RESIILTS
The

low resistance variations observed in the
test results of the soldered connections clearly
indicate:
a)

the measurements are sufficiently
for use in a comparison study.

h)

the effects of oxidation,
tin
intermetallic
growth
resistance are negligible.
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accurate

corrosion, and
on bulk wire

Results of Temperature Cycling and

Table I

TEMP. CYCLING & THERMAL SHOCK TEST

Thermal Shock Tests

'O.OF

A_____
R VS
TEST

700

SAMPLE SIZE

700

E

150

150

[

RESISTANCE' 25 CYCLES
VARIATION L(m il. hn )

STO .060

,/

-

STO

0

u.2

AVG .169

"

/

.128

."
.

- 92

G..

1 60 CYC'ES

............

0

204
AVG .164
STO

142
164

AVG
STD

AVG .071

100 CYCLES

I

-

NO. OF CONNECTION LOOPS
10 CYCLES0CYLSI

.10
51
AVG .363
STO .238

510 .36
AVG .162
S'D .130

CYCLES

0.5

THERMAL SHOCK
TIN
COPPER

TEMPERATURE CYCLING
TIN
COPPER

A1.

0

125

50

75

100

CYCtE
-

Table

2

Results

of

SAMPLE SIZE

1 COPPER

TIN

300

300

300

COPPER
300

0.5

B

NO. OF CONNECTION LOOPS

RESISTANCE

AVG
STD

172
128

.034
.144

.183 'AVG
.172 ST0

.031
.172

z
0

AVG

.364

.227

5

STU

.185 ST0

.176

AVG
STD

.366 AVG
.2041 ST

.252
.223

AVG
STD

.446
8 AVG
.2841 STD

."0S
.2421

AVG .00 *AVG
ST LC .124 STD

tS DAYS

t

VARLATION ,

(milliohms)

20 DAYS

AVG
STD

263
.143

AVG

.

AVG .047
STO .125

20 DAYS
30 DAYS

354
173

AVG
STD

AVG
419
190 1 STD

0.3

>

0.2

(J

.f "
0.1

x

AVG .128
STID 138

AVG
STD

0.4

AVG .177 AVG
0STD 176 ST0

6 DAYS
10 DAYS

HEAT AGEING TEST
AjR VS TIME

HUMIDITY

HEAT AGEING

TIN

COPPER

Figure :3

Heat Ageing and Humidity
Tests

TEST

-..

1lN

0
0

- ...--10

40

20
DAYS

204
149

B

TIN

-0"

COPPER

Figure 4

HUMIDITY rEST
Table 3

ELONGATION

TINTHICKNESS
um (microinches)
2
1
FREE

COPPER WIRE

281

TINNED WIRE
lot# 1

259
259

TINNED
lot # WIRE
2

/ A R VS TIME

Properties of' Wire used in Test

23.1

CONDUCTIVITY
BEFORE
WRAPPING
3
% IACS

_
0.4
,,fl
z

0.3

-

101 2

0.2

15
(SO)

993

0.o

(20)
1.15
(4r)

1.7
(67)

-

.

TOTAL

0.2

//

0.1

100.1

0

to

5

20

25

DAYS
Notes.

f
I

TIN

C)- COPPER

measured using a Kocour thickness tester

2 measured using Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry
3 International Annealed Copper Standard

Figure

5
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HUMIDITYTEST

ENVIRONMENTAL CYCUNG TEST
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Further review of the test results indicates
that the pull-out forces required for the copper
wire are substantially higher than those for the
tin after the heat ageing process. This phenomenon may be explained as follows:

Since the data shows all resistances well below
one milliohm, it can be safely assumed that all
connections are stable and the 40-year reliability objective is satisfied. Although there were
slight performance differences between plain and
tinned copper in each of the tests (an estimated
0.2 milliohms per two connections), they were
not considered significant in terms of affecting
the lifetime reliability objective. It should be
stated that these differences are very low considering the threshold of transmission impair6
ment is quoted at 100 milliohms.
However well plain copper was found to perform,
there still remains unanswered questions regarding the relative performance. It was considered
that these differences could be explained by the
various mechanisms such as stress relaxation or
diffusion. With this in mind, pull out tests
were performed on freshly stripped and wrapped
wire samples as well as on specimens obtained
from the temperature cycling and heat ageing
test. Results of this evaluation are shown in
table 4.

a)

a higher contact surface is established between the copper wire and the post, since the
copper wire can more easily deform in wrapping as seen by its elongation characteristics

b)

the likelihood that the test temperature and
duration was high enough to promote the
slower reacting plain copper/tin post diffusion mechanism - which is hypothesized to
produce a much higher limiting shear force
g
than that for tin plated copper

As for the lower pull-out forces observed for
the copper samples in the temperature cycling
test, this is probably due to two factors,
namely:
a) the nature of the test; since heating with
periodic cycling and measurement is claimed
to be more severe than undisturbed heat
ageing.10

Examination of table 4 shows that the wire-wrap
pull-out forces for the tin wire groups increase
after the temperature cycling and
slightly
ageing processes. This phenomenon is consistent
with the theory of solid state diffusion.

b)

It was also noted that wires with the thicker
tin plating had a higher piull out force. This
may be explained by the fact that thicker ductile coatings maximize the post-to-wire contact
and ensure the greatest possible area for cold
8
welding.

the lower temperature levels and diffusion
time which do not promote the same higher
limiting shear forces as in the heat ageing
test
CONCLUSION

Based on the test results it can be concluded
that plain copper meets the stability objectives
for a 40-year service life in a central office
environment.

Pull-out Force Test Results

Table 4

ELONGATION

1

%

2

FREE

TOTAL

PULL OUT
FORCE kg

RESISTANCE
VARIATION rn

TINTHICKNESS
urn (microinches)

HEA1
TEMP
TEMP
CYCLING; AGEING CYCLING

,

HEAT
FRESHLY
AGEING STRIPPED

COPPER WIRE

28.1

-

-

.353

.204

9.5

172

13.6

TINNED WIRE
lot*#12.

25.9

0,5
(20)

1.5
(50)

.161

.436

141

14.5

13.2

TINNED WIRE
lot# 2

23.1

1.15
(46)

1.7
(67)

.145

.404

14.1

15.9

13.2

,

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

measured using a Kocour thickness tester
measured using Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry
values based on an average of 10 samples
representative samples were found capable of being unwrapped
from the terminal without breaking 7
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Abstract
simple connector-connection to accommodate
all the cumbersome operations, eliminating
A new and quick jointing system for
the necessity for a fusion splicer" and
OPGW has been developed. This system
various other preparations.
Therefore, it
consists of a plant-fabricated
SM multiis
a
great
on-site
labor-saving
fiber connector, pulling hardware and a
contribution.
.joint box.
The
connector permits
a
The a pulling hardware which this
simultaneous eight-fiber connection, with
system consists of, protects the connector
connector loss reduced to a low level of
and
the
end
of
the
OPGW
during
0.16dB. The pulling hardware protects the
installation.
A multi-fiber connector and
connector during the installation. It is a
the joint box which accommodates the
flexible
stainless-steel
tube.
It
fibers and the mated connectors make up
provides resistance against various forces
the rest of this system.
as well as smooth wheel passability. The
organizer in the joint box is divided into
two parts,
respectively
accommodating
2. Structure and Characteristics
mated connectors and fibers, so that
stability
in
the connecting
area is
2-1 Optical multi-fiber connector
maintained and the accommodation work is
easy. Installed on steel towers, the
The OPGW must be jointed with low loss
prototype of this new product has been
since
it
is
often
used
over
a
proven to exhibit such good features as
comparatively
long
distance
and
is
easy
installation
characteristics
and
provided with a number of jointing points.
excellant optical properties.
High longConsequently, connectors contained in the
term reliability of
the multi-fiber
OPGW
should
demonstrate
the
lowest
connector was proven through a long-term
possible connector loss while providing
observation of the trial products.
outstanding stability. It is desirable
*

I. Introduction
The present trend with optical-fiber
cable
is
that
with
the
increased
applications of optical-fiber cable, there
is an increase in the number of optical
fibers
constituting the cable which
results in tremendous time required for
jointing work. Under the circumstances,
there is a great demand calling for a
simplification of the jointing method with
improved efficiency.
The jointing work of the composite
overhead ground wire with optical
fibers
(OPGW) is a very time-consuming task
because of the necessity to construct
scaffolds, wind-breaking tents and other
equipment for both preparation and removal

that the OPGW permit a simultaneous multifiber connection which requires less time
while offering more convenience than the
conventional fusion splicing methods.
A remarkaly compact structure of the
connector has been designed with outside
dimensions measuring 26 mm in diameter and
130 mm in length (Fig. 1), accommodating
eight ferrules in one single housing.
The
ferrules
have
been
made
of
zirconia-ceramics
and
have
physical
contact mating faces.
They have also been

Ferrule
Coup]ing Nut
}ousing

on high steel towers.
In order to solve such a problem as
cited above, a system has been developed,

fusion

splicing.

This

system

permits

Boot

--

in which OPGWs are fabricated in-plant
with connectors on both ends and delivered
to the site where they are installed to

undergo connector-connection instead of

Rubber

-

Fig.1

_30 3

Structure of' Multi-Fiber Connector

a
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flexibility to permit the wheels to pass
to
smoothly, and tension-resistance

permit the wire-traction.
12F

The

pulling

requirements

are

should meet the
in
represented

1.

-table

2: L,

hardware

which

: : :>

h

Table

1 Requirements

Stringing
force

tension

Outside diameter
Wheel

passabi I ity

of Pulling Hardware
500 kgf
(max.lO00kgf)

Max. 70 mm
;450

Urethane-I i ed

wheels can be used.
Assembly
properties
-

Connecting

F'ig. 2

Loss

Connecting

(dB)

Pulling hardware

multi-fiber
Since
the
optical
connectors are fabricated in plant on OPGW
ends , it is possible to carry out the
with connectors on ends. It
installation
installation
requires
means that the
rigid protectors which protect the OPGWend connectors from various exterior

forces during the operation. Meanwhile,
protectors

should

OPGW
R

Metal End
-- etal e
\

Rubber C

In order to meet the requirements, it
has been designed as shown in Fig. 3, with
specifications as described below:
a. Metal end of the OPGW
].The fiber unit is protected by a metal
sleeve gripping the interior at the end

of the OPGW.

dB on the average.

the

-

provide

sufficient

Protecting Tube
PVC Tubp
PVC
ube
pcal

Fiber

b. Protecting tube
stainless-steel
l.A
lace-reitiforced,
provide
flexible tube is used to
force and
resistance against tension
improves
lateral pressure. It also

wheel passability.
was
incorporated
for
2.A
PVC
tube
taking
into
waterproofing,
consideration transit, outdoor stowage,

etc.
3.The outside diameter was designed
not to exceed 65 mm for the sake of
passability.

A wheel
about

3000

--

K

_

lig.3
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Structure

of

Iling

EYe

Polling Hardware

passability test

was performed

to
4,
Fig.
on the pulling hardware,
confirm the mechanical strength and other
characteristics of the trial products.
Table 2 shows the test results. Fig. 5
describes the fluctuation of the tension
increase when
which is found to
force,

the
_Pu

A sufficiently high grip

stringing
the
stand
to
force
tension force is achieved.
2.The end is convered by a moderately
tapering rubber cover to improve wheel
passability.

,wheel

200
"

Water-proof
des i gned.

Loss

of
a
precision
inspected
by
means
measuring system. The connector exhibits
with
low
stabilized
characteristics
connector loss. Taken at random, Fig. 2
of 0.16
shows a favorable connector loss

2-2

ity

-•5Water-proofabil

".-

2 ..

:.2

".

Attachable and
detachable on site.

pulling

eye

encounters

the wheel

(to

approx. 1.7 times the designed force).
This increase, however, is tolerable and
poses no particular problems. Under this
test it was proven that the trial products
have favorabel characteristics.
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Table

2. Test Results

of Wheel

Passability Test
Results

Items

Wheel

passability

No

No

problem

problem

No problem

OPGW

No

problem

No problem

loss

No

loss

No

tube
-

Attenuation

increase

880kgf

Tension

W1hee

Designed Tension
1000kgf

No problem

Protecting
Appearance

Max.

Designed Tension
500kgf

increase

1670kgf

cables
of the jointing;
the joint
box is
designed to provide four cable
inserting
holes, an organizer
part
for
accomodating
four
mated connectors
and
an other
organizer part for
accommodating four
pairs
of optical fiber
units. The joint
box is provided with an O-ring between the
box and the lid and with sealing tubes in
the
cable
insertion
holes
to
insure
waterproofing.

/I
i0
PuI I ng

loss

Iardware

OPGW

Cable

I

sertl

on hole

Connector

Lid
Wheel

F1i. g .

return

I

I ',

go

Passability

Bo I t,

T.st,

return

go

'-

-,

k.._,
:
,, 750

A40

.,

_

SJ

.

1 11

Stop

,taFt
Fig.5

F-xir ple of [uctuation
Jls I on Yorco

-ig.6

Structure

3.

2-3 Joint box
A joint
box which
consists
of
an
aluminum alloy box, an aluminum alloy lid,
an O-ring and an organizer was developed
as
for accommodating the mated connector
well as the optical fibers. Fig. 6 shows
the structure of the joint box, with the
organizer separated into two parts; one is
to accommodate the mated connectors and
the other is to accommodate the optical
fibers. Such a design as cited above has
reduced adverse factors against the inside

and

connectors

to

of

Joint, Box

of

3-1

fiber

___
.__

___

the

possible
level,
while contributing
ease in accommodating the optical
and connectors.
Taking into consideration the

Field

test

Installation

test

during
installation,
Product behavior
properties
and
other
optical
by installing
characteristics
were tested
the trial products on steel towers. The
test employed two OPGWs with connectors on
both ends and four six-fiber connectors.
The test revealed that there was a master
on the average
connector loss of 0.14 d1
in the course of a connecting operation.
Fig. 7 shows the structure of the OPGW
and
Table
3,
its
under
the
test
The

stringing

small

in

pulleys were

which a

number

to the
fibers

normal type
OPGWs. Fig. 8 shows the
stringing method, in which samples were
hung on steel towers spaced 188 m and 206
m
apart
respectively,
with
three

branch

of

method was one

lowest

used
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Aluminum-Clad
Wire
Steel

Rope

Messenger

Existing OGW

Unit.lHardware/

Fig.7

3.

Table

Nominal
area
SStrand

Cross Section of OPGW

section
(mam-)

connection

segment-shaped

type

Outer* diameter

(3.8)

9.6
...

.

5,780

49. 16

and

acting

pulleys

on

the

sample

to

smoothly

pass

over

in

hardware,
the
ends
of the
the connectors after stringing

5applicable

2.

to the OPGW with connectors.
connector-connection
method
completed the

...... weigh.
.-.
Standard
(kg/cm)

....
334.4

.

...

the
well

1.54

("/km)

expansaon

Elimination

fusion splicer
as
scaffolds

operation

m
15,200

Equivmlent elastic
modulus
(kg/mm)

jointing work

in 40

minutes.

This
to conventional
require about fusion
one daysplicing
in the
case used
of the
method.

resistance

c'oeffic'ient

instruments.

connection diagram.
test
results,
in

hardware
proved to have
an expectedly
satisfactory effect;
confirming that the
conventional
operating
methods
are

-

(mma
)Ainu
Stran
constucThe
)'pip

)

hold-

have
shown
very
connector
of 0.15
dB a on
thefavorable
average.
The pullingloss

Estimatedel~ad steel
crosswire
sectional-

(20(

force

were

the sample. The test revealed no change
the pulling
OPGWs. And

...
..
Aluminum-

Electric

fibers

the measuring

tension

wheels

(Alminum
__..

tensile
(kUfn

to

where

during the stringing operation is round to
be outstandingly low (Fig. 10), permitting

(mm)

Minimum
load

connected

which
--

Field Test

points

Fig. 9 illustrates the
Table 4 shows the

(mm)
-

206m

l.ig.8

6/3.23

(mm)

Joint Box

lt188m

55

.............
.......
i ....
luminum pipe
/5.0

area

Engine,
jullrir

OPOW Conrt,.ct ion

construction

A

Measuringl
Site

results

of

and

in

the

preparation and removal
remarkable
simplification
jointing work.

12.9- 10

the necessity

other equipment
for
the
splicing

economizat ion

work,

for
as

of

leading to a
of
the
OPGW

equivalent

(I/-C)
Table

4.

Test.

Results

ofst ringing

T

e

t
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3.Conventional methods are applicable
It has been confirmed that the use of
the pulling hardware which protects the
ends of OPGW with connectors permits
conventional methods to string the OPGW
without any damage to
the fiber,
connector,
ctc.
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ABSTRACT
A new technology, which makes it possible to
transfer live data transmission circuits with no bit
error by controlling the transitional signal level
variation gradually, is presented as resistor
insertion multi-connecting.
NTT has developed a cable transfer splicing
system adopting this technology. The system will be
introduced for actual applications in December
1988.

DISTURBING

2. PROBLEMS IN CONVENTIONAL TRANSFER METHOD
For transferring voice communications circuits,
multi-connecting method has been applied. It is
possible to prevent disconnection of the circuits
with this method, but some bad influences, which
shown in Figure 1, are caused.

Conductors are spliced non-simultaneously
between both transfer points
Bridged tap condition occurs
1. BACKGROUND
Recently, the number of non-telephon circuits,
which carry data signals, facsimile signals and so
on, is worldwidely increasing. These data
communications require a higher quality and higher
reliability network than those used only for voice
communications.
To satisfy the requirement, NTT is currently
replacing existing cables with improved polyethylene
insulated cables, however the work sometimes causes
serious problems shown as follows.
(I)Permanent signal level variation
(21Disconnection of the circuits
(3) Transitional signal level variation

The permanent signal level variation can be
reduced by designing the lin! loss of new cable as
same as that of old cable. And disconnection of the
circuits can be prevented by multi-connecting of new
and old cables. However, as there was no methods to
suppress the transitional signal level variation,
which occurs in a short time (several milliseconds)
I it was impossible to transfer live data
transmission circuits without disturbing the
information.
Therefore, some new technology and systems,
which perform transfer with no bit error by
suppressing or controlling the transitional signal
level variation into acceptable value, have been
earnestly required.
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Transfer
point
'

Transfer
point
Existing

cable

Tip
(Old cable)
Ring
Ny

Direct

multicauses
unaccptable signqal
level variation
cornct ing

cable

Tip

and rilng con.Jii'tors at,,
i'd fillon simultaivousl \ it
-i'h
transft.r point
(C.dJ d.'es)

CMRR : Common mode signal rejection ratio
Figure I Problems in conventional transfer method

Figure 2 shows an example of the signal level
variation during the existing multi-connecting
transfer. The transitional signal level variations
are caused in the several milliseconds.
As a result, if the data transmission circuits
are transferred by this metod, the information will
be influenced and caused a iargp amount of bit
errors.
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To control it gradually within the limmit
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allowed for data transmission systems, resistor
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'developed.
-

2-

the transitional

The instantaneous level variation is caused by
the direct connection of new and exlstng cable

3.0 km
1.5 kliz

Cable length
Signal (sine wave)

t

3.1 Investigation of controlling
signal level variation.

:0.4 .
mm

Conuco.di
r
Conductor
diameter

insertion multi-connecting technology has been
In its process, new and existing cable
conductors are first connected each other through
the electrical resistors inserted in new cable,
which are at a high value (Figure 4i).After that,
the resistances are being decreased with some
stages.

-

Splice
new cable
2.0 sec

Cut off
old cable

t: splice tip of new cable at upper side
t2: splice ring of new cable at upper sid,,
t 3 : splice tip of new cable at lower si&
t,: splice ring of new cable at lower side
ts--t: Cut off old cable conductors
in the same process as above

Existinig cable
RL

R,

Figure 2 Example of signal level variation
New cable

Figure 4

3. NEWLY DEVELOPED TRANSFER METHOD
To achieve a non-interruption and disturbancefree cable transfer, It is effective to control the
transitional signal level variation, which caused
during conventional transfer, gradually.
Figure 3 shows the new transfer technology
using the "resistor Insertion multi-connecting
method" to satisfy the requirment.

I

[

-

Rsistor insetioi multi

OTI,.,.ic

(L)Experimental results 7
To fix the first inserted resistance valule and
decreasing steps, calculations and measurements of
the level variations with some resistor insertion
multi-connecting models had been carried out.
Figure 5 shows the results of them.
By this experiments, the first inserted
resistance value was required as over 10 k Q , and
it was necessary to decrease the resistance with
small steps in the range between 5 kil and zero.

, '

+

--o--
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value

Calculated value

0

,

-2
r
C~rlI
,r d amoter
Cai . Ih','th
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,, '

Figure 3 Resistor insertion multi-connecting transfer
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(2)Experimental results 2
According to that result, the level variation
in each steps would be suppressed at acceptable
rate, however bit error will be caused because the
compensation function of data transmission systems
can not follow the variation if the resistance
holding time is too short.
Figure 6 shcjs the experimental results of bit
error measurement during the process under the some
resistance holding time.
The data transmission systems applied to this
measurement are shown in Table 1. Their receiving
signal levels were set to the minimum value with
signal attenuator.

GCT
recommendation

Resistance holding period
5 10
53 100
....
.....

Transmission
speed [bps]

[

V.22

1200

v.26

2400

V.27

4800

~.

(3)Application to transfer circuit
To apply this technology to transfer circuit,
it is also necessary to cut off the old cable by
the symmetrical resistance insertion in the old
cable.
Furthermore, to suppress the variation of other
transmission characteristics, for example, common
mode signal rejection ratio of balanced pair,
reflective loss, it is effective to carry out the
resistor insertion process both at two conductors
and at two traisfer points with 2-pair transfer
circuits simultaneously.

3.2 Investigation of applying to
mission system

fmsi
500

A new digitalized high speed data transmission
system using 200 kbps TCM (Time compression

___

Multiplexing) technology was developed as pre-ISDN
system in the same period. A transfer curcuit
having fixed resistors and relay switches as a

kje
--

____00__

__._9

.9

0

variable resistor was manufactured and its

-inserted

for this new system was studied.
In this transmission system, as 28 mA DC
current constantly flows on the circuit, noises,
which disturbing the signals, will be caused if the
line resis~ance changes. So, the transfer circuit
using stepping resistance transition could not be
to this system with no bit error.

-adaptability

3.2 k
X.20

6.4k
2--2

[

-.

1 k

64 k
64

DSU

iapplied

k

To clear this problem, it is necessary to

________

Bit error occurred
Digital service unit

realize the more continuous and gradual transition
of inserted resistances.
To realize this transition, LED-CdS
photocoupler was introduced as the variable
resistor. Its resistance is fixed by the current
flowing into the LED. So, by cotrolling the current
gradually and accurately, the inserted resistances
can be set to ideal value.
Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the control
and calibration circuit for adapting LED-CdS
photocoupler to a controllable resistor.
fhe control information is memorized in the
memory iC as the value of the voltage. it is
converted into current and supplied to the LED along

Figure 6 Results of bit error measurement

Table 1 Characteristics of data
transmission svstems
Troimrsssion
speed (bps)

Transm.ssionon
meth,J

1200

PSK

20o

PK

S...

.

4800
...

K
.0..

9600

Sgr.al
sending

S!A
re-ov:y

the transition curve by CPU support. The resistance
of the LED-CdS photocoupler is calibrated and

level

lve!

checked with the calibration circuit.
Figure 8 shows the inserted resistance
transition and Figure 9 shows examples of the signal

0 -- 5 Oi
0
..-0

QN

-

:v l

level variation during the new multi-connecting

-15dFsM 6-2
-

-15 dB.

0 --15-d

6- 32 d

transfer by controlled LED-CdS photocoupler.
Figure 10 shows the maximum value of level
variation versus transferred cable length (the new

9- "12'11

and old cable length are the same).

-

-

3.2k
igital code,:
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ii. CABLE TRANSFER SPLICING SYSTEM1

FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONSTo apply this transfer circuit to the practical
applications, NTT has developed some new products
and technology shown as follows.

L

P.
-

R

-

0
n freem-FHiS

T r~ctii

.510 2,The
r
lp

0

.

1Transfer equipment using a resistor insertion
multi-connecting method;ar
inserted resistors aeLED-CdS
photocouplers. It automatically perfomes the
CS-pair transfer. It also contains a new pair
dentification circuit adopting the lock-in
amplifie
principle. Teef
ct nsare
supported by a built-n microprocesscr.
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(2)A pair transferable connector;
A pair transferable connector is capable of
splicing 10-pair conductors in a body with
incorporated insulation displacement type
contacts. Two connectors can be mated each
other. It is also possible to make contact with
the spliced conductors through contact holes at
the bottom.
(3)Transfer splicing equipment;
it connects the connector or conductors to
the transfer equipment electrically using
conductive pin probes.

5. EVALUATION OF THE TRANSFER SPLICING SYSTEM
The capability of error-free transfer had been
confirmed with simulating data transmission systems,
which mentioned in the above, in experimental
facilities since January 1986 to March 1987.
Futhermore, after some improvement, it was
applied to commercial test for confirming its
function and workability.
Table 2 shows the number of transferred
circuits in commercial test.

Table 2 The number of transferred circuits
in commercial test
Trasmission method

Nmerof

cr data s-eed

circuits

Voice (telechone)

6355,

of crcs

In transfer splicing of the metallic cable
containing the data transmission circuits, it is
necessary to carry out the transfer without
disturbing the information on the pair.
The new transfer technology using the "resistor
insertion multi-connecting method" makes it
possible to control the transitional signal level
variation gradually and to transfer with no bit
error.
This technology has been introduced into the
cable transfer splicing system for practical
applications.
This actual system has been co-developed
together with NTT, 3M Company and Fujikura Co.,Ltd.
ever since 1985.
In addition, this system has been improved
through commercial tests from April 1987 to March
1988 and will be introduced for actual application
in December 1988.
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Voice band data
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D:gital coded data
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Financial informatiors
cr trade informaticns, etc
Femote security service
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-

In these test, it was confirmed that transfer
splicing is carried out with no bit errors, and it
takes about 10 minutes per 10 circuits transfer
splicing.
NTT has started providing the ISDN system using
320 kbps TCM digital transmission technology in a
pair metallic conductors since April 1988, which
satisfy the CCITT I-series recommendations. With
this circuit, it is possible to transfer with no bit
error.
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Single-Fiber Optical Connector for Tactical Applications

B. V. Darden and B. G. LeFevre
V. E. Kalomiris
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Norcross, Georgia 30071
US Army CECOM, Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey 07703
ABSTRACT
A single-fiber, practical hermaphroditic connector has been designed
for use in tactical fiber-optic communications systems and robotic
vehicle applications. It is intended for use wherever two-way
transmission over a single optical fiber is indicated. Development
effort was guided by detailed design criteria simlar to that used for
the two-fiber Tactical Fiber Optic Cable Assembly (T FOCA) unit
previously developed for the U.S. Army CECOM. The single-fiber
(simplex) connector is available in both multimode and single-mode
versions. Typically, insertion loss is less than IdB when installed on
either 50/125-i a multimode fiber or single-mode fibers.
Many features of the successful AT&T duplex TFOCA connector
have been incorporated into the simplex design. These include the
same biconic components, cable retention hardware which requires
neither special tools nor adhesives, waterproofing seals, and field
cleanability. The connector was designed to accommodate cable
diameters ranging from 2 to 5 mm. Operating temperature range is
from -55' to 85'C. The new connector is 2.8 cm in diameter, a
mated pair is 15.2 cm long (excluding bend limiter) and weighs 325
grams, including dust covers.

Figure 1.

Duplex Connector

INTRODUCTION
In 1987 AT&T completed development of a two-fiber, hermaphroditic
connector for use in tactical fiber-optic communications systems.11
The connector, shown in Figure 1, and its companion bulkhead
receptacle were designed to be rugged, waterproof, and resistant to
the stringent environments experienced in tactical military
applications. A duplex embodiment of AT&T's biconic connector,
the tactical unit is available in multimode and single-mode versions,
and insertion loss of each is typically less than 1 dB.
For many tactical fiber-optic communications systems and tethered or
robotic vehicle applications, two-way transmission over a single
optical fiber is indicated. AT&T has designed a single-fiber
(simplex) connector for those uses. Development effort was guided
by detailed design criteria similar to that used for the two-fiber
Tactical Fiber-Optic Cable Assembly (TFOCA) unit previously
developed for the U.S. Army CECOM. Many features of the
successful duplex connector have been incorporated into the simplex
design. These and other features of the new connector, along with
testing results, will be described in this paper.
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TACTICAL SIMPLEX CONNECTOR
Tactical systems often employ cable assemblies, typically I-kn in
length, which are concatenated to complete fiber links as long as 15
kilometers without repeaters. For those uses it is desirable for the
cables to be terminated with hermaphroditic connectors so that all
cable ends are identical. Any cable end would mate with any other.
For more traditional applications such as those where a connector
mates with a bulkhead receptacle only, the hermaphroditic feature is
not required. The new simplex connector is suitable for both uses
described above and is available in both multimode and single-mode
configurations. It meets mechanical and environmental requirements
listed in Table I.
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The connector is 2.8 cm in diameter and a mated pair weighs 325
grams, including dust covets. A companion bulkhead receptacle was

TABLE I. Connector Requirements

Insertion Loss:

1.5 dB Maximum (Multimode, Single-Mode)

developed for the system and shares a common interface. Hence, any

Mating Durability.
Coupling Torque:

1000 Complete Cycles
0.75 inch-pound Maximum

cable end can be mated with any other or with a receptacle. The
sleeve holder can be separated from the connector plug by

Shock Drop:

10 ft. Drop. 6 Times

unscrewing the connector coupling nut. When separated the sleeve

Shock:
Vibration:
Cable Retention:
Tensile Strength:
Flex Life:
Twist Life:
Temperature
Cycling:
High Tempera=:
Low Temperature:
Temperature Shock
Water Immersion:
Humidity:
Salt Fog:
Dust

40g Sawtooth Pulse. 11 ms Duration
5-500-5 Hz, 15 Minute Sweep, 4.2g
Cable Dependent - up to 300 te.
2! 300 tbh.
2000 Cycles at +20"C, 1000 Cycles at -55"C
1000 Cycles at +20'C
-55 to + 85C
MIL-STD-810D, Method 501.1 (85"C)
MIL-STD-810D, Method 502.1 (-57"C)
-57"C to +85"C
2-Meter Depth, 24 Hours
MIL-STD-810D, Method 507.1 (> 90%, 30C)
MIL-STD-810D, Method 509.1
MIL-STD-810D, Method 510.1

holder is secured by a flexible lanyard. A captivated dust cover
closes the open end of the sleeve holder.
The schematic in Figure 3 shows the connector mating sequence.
Mated simplex connecos am depicted in Figure 4. For applications
where the hermaphroditic feature is not required, the connector can be
provided without the sleeve holder. Then the connector mates

Mud Immersion:

5 Minutes, 10 Timea

Fungus:

MIL-STD-810C Method 508.1

directly with a bulkhead receptacle which contains a sleeve. When
edconnector is unmated, a special dust cover is attached to prevent
water or dust entry.

.

8-M

.....

Hermaphroditic connectors are readily designed and produced when
an even number-2, 4, 6, etc.--of fibers are to be mated. Half of the
fibers are terminated with a traditional male terminus and the others
with a female. Thus, when two connectors are joined, the male
termini mate with their female counterparts, and high performance
connections, i.e., T I dB, can be accomplished. However, producing
a high performance hermaphroditic single-fiber connector is more
difficult. Large efforts have been expended with only spare
achievements to date.
The AT&T tactical simplex connector can be described as a pseudo
or practical hermaphroditic unit---not hermaphroditic in the strictest
sense, but hermaphroditic in its application. As shown in Figure 2,

the simplex connector consists of two major components---connector
plug and sleeve holder-and a dust cover.
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The sealed connector insert assembly shown in Figure 5 contains the
bicoic plug. A fluorosilicone bellows seal allows the plug to float
axially and radially so align with its counterpa ina mated connector.
It also prevents water ent around the plug during connector

cleaning operations.

SEND

..

LIMTER.

.

An 0-ring seats the insert-connlector shell

interface. The forwad most part of the assembly is a threaded
retaining ring. The ring secures the assembly within the connector
shell; its geometric features align and orient Ehe connector with the
sleeve holder and proect the biconic plug. Arc-shaped lobes,
protrmuding to partially encircle and shroud the plug, am of stout
to insure positive engagement with mating slots in the
proportio
sleeve holder, and to withstand the impact if the unmated connector
is dropped on its end.

.=.
.-

c.

•_
'

CONNECTOR

SLEEVE

PLUG

COUPLING
NUT

Figure 6.
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Simplex Connector Cross Section
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Figure 5.

The internal details of the receptacle, shown in Figure 7, are identical
to corresponding parts of a connector sleeve holder. A short fiber
pigtail extends from the rear of the assembly for splicing to an
internal fiber or elecuo-optiucl device. The receptacle may be
mounted through a D-hole in panels up to 6.4 mn thick with a
standard AN-series jam nuL An O-ring under the mounting flange
seals the panel-receptacle interface. The receptacle protrudes about
2.2 cm in front of the bulkhead and 3.5 cm from the rear. An
unmated receptacle is protected by a lanyard-attached dust cover
identical to the one provided for the connector.

Connector Insert Assembly
JAM NUT

Figure 6 shows in section the complete simplex connector assembly.
A metal shell encloses the insert assembly described above and
the cable-termination hardware. A free-turning coupling nut
retains
ightens the joint between the connector plug and sleeve holder, or

DUST COVER

between a connector plug and receptacle. Coupling threads are a
modified 60" stub for strength with a double lead for quick and easy

engagement.

An insert-molded bend limiter at the rear of the

connector compresses a seal which blocks the water-entry path along
the cable, and mechanically isolates inner parts of the connector from
cable twist. Other leak paths are blocked by O-rings under the end
cap and at the connector shell-sleeve holder interface.
The connector is joined to the cable by capturing the aramid yarn
typically used in tactical cables with a special steel retention
assembly easily put together without special tools. No adhesive is
used in the cable termination operation. The connector was designed
to accommodate cable diameters ranging from 2 to 5 mm. Only the
cable retention hardware, bend limiter, and cable seal-four pieces
total--need to be replaced to change cable sizes.

Figure 7.

Unlike duplex tactical connectors, no excess or slack fiber is stored in
the si,'plex connector shell. If the connector should require a
replacement biconic plug. the cable can be reterminated easily
because of the simple retention hardware design.
A sleeve holder comprises an essentially symmetrical, cylindrical
metal shell
with internal coupling threads and a cavity which retains
a biconic alignment sleeve. In each end of the sleeve holder is an
O-ring which seals agains the connector shell to prevent water or dust
entry.
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Bulkhead Receptacle

MATERIALS
Ca. .f h.

The connector and receptacle shells and sleeve holder are aluminum
die castings. The conector end cap, dust cover, and coupling nut are
machined from wrought aluminum. All aluminum parts
are given an
anodize
for the
corosion
resistance.
All ismuJmode
connector
parts
awe finish
black and
single-mode
connecltr
also black except
for
a gold-colored endcap and dust cover. These are different for

(SI.gle-Rod)

..
0 9

30.

"

Zo -

identification
purpoes. Te cable-retention hardware and ocher metala
items are passivated stainless steel; the lanyards are plastic-coated
stainless steel stranded cable. Except for the biconic plug, the
conectr-insert assembly is injection molded from filled resins
having excellent dimensional stability, high impact snength, and good
chemical and hea resistance. Seal materials are neoprene and
fluorosilicone.
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CONNECTOR TESTS

N

25

The connector design objectives of low loss and field ruggedness
were evaluated by testing samples to the requirements listed inTable
1. The samples consisted of plug-to-plug or plug-to-bulkhead
combinations terminating either 50/125 Wm radiation hardened
multimode or 8.81125jun standard AT&T single-mode fiber. Except
where noted, the loss (or loss change) measurements were made with
1300 nm LED sources. The results are discussed in the following
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Insertion Loss - The primary requirement of any connector is

insertion loss. For this particular study it was measured by two
methods: (a) cut and insert (per EIA FOTP 34) and (b) substitution
(per EIA FOTP 171). The results ae summarized in Table 2. Each
set of cut and insert data is the result of 20 measurements made on
four samples. The substitution measurements were made with
jumpers prepared by terminating 2.5 mm tactical cable. Both
multimode and single-mode values averaged less than 0.6 dB. For
the single-mode case a comparison between the two methods is
shown graphically in Figure 8. The 0.1 dB difference may be
attributed to the fact that substitution measurements involve
unmatched fibers.

016

06

1

LO( 0l)

Figure 8.

Insertion Loss of Simplex Connector Measured by: (a)
Cut & Insert and (b) Substitution Methods

Thermal Cycling - The thermal cycling perfomance of the connector
was measured over the range of - 55 to 85"C according to the
schedule shown in Figure 9(a). Six mated pairs of connectors
terminating 6-meter lengths of single-mode fiber tactical cablef 2l were
tested at 1300 nm using a filtered white light source. The results are
shown in Figure 9(b). An average change of less than 0.1 dB
-occurred over the given temperature range. The same cycle for 2
mated pairs terminating multimode cable t21 showed an average
change of less than 0.3 dB.

.0-

TABLE II. Insertion Loss (dB)
Multimode

Single-Mode

FOTP 34

80

0.42

0.12
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80

0.50
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Thermal Cycling Performance of Single-Mode
Connector (a) Thermal Cycle. (b) Added Loss
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MatingDurabili - The ability of a connector to sustain a high
number of successive mating without damage or excessive
intermittent cleaning is an important measure of its durability. T'he
tactical simplex connctor was tested to 1000 imtings without
damage and with loss change les than 0.5 dB with cleaning at 375.
650 and 900 cycles. These data are shown in Figure 10.

SUMMARY
A single-fiber practical hermaphroditic connector, based on biconic
alignment components, has been designed and successfully tested for
environmental and mechauical conditions of tactical communications
and robotic field applications. Its development was facilitated by the
use of proven technology and materials based on the AT&T two-fiber
TFOCA connector. The simplex connector is capable of maintaining
less than 1.0 dB attenuation under operating field conditions.
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Environmental Performance (General) - In addition to thermal
cycling, connector samples were subjected to the environmental
stresses of sustained storage temperature extremes, temperature shock
simulating shipping, water immersion, humidity, dust, and mud
immersion (refer to Table I for conditions). The connectors
sustained their functionality without damage or loss change exceeding
0.3 dB. The TIVCA connector which uses the same basic materials
has previously been successfully tested to salt fog & fungus exposure.
On this basis the simplex connector meets all the environmental
requirements of Table 1.
Mechanical Performance (General) - In addition to mating durability.
connector samples were subjected to a series of mechanical tests to
evaluate field-ruggedness. Three of those tests simulate transportation
and field-handling conditions: shock drop, shock, and vibration.
Three others: Cable retention, flex life, and twist life simulate
stresses at the cable/connector interface during field-handling. These
latter 3 tests were conducted on samples terminating 4.0 mn single21
mode tactical cable . The tensile strength requirement designates
the load rating of a mated connector pair joining two cable
assemblies. The connector met the mechanical requirements of Table
I without damage or loss of functionality and with loss changes not
exceeding 0.3 dR.
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MACROBEND LOSS OF 1300nm OPTIMIZED SINGLE MODE FIBRE AT 1550nm
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ABSTRACT
The ratio of the mode field diameter measured
at 1300nm to the effective cut-off wavelength
has been identified as a useful parameter for
predicting macrobend loss of 1300nm optimized
This ratio,
single mode fibres at 1550nm.
designated the fibre's MAC number, has been
shown to be directly related to the degree
Thus
of mode field confinement at 1300nm.
it is a practical and proven indicator of bend
Once an empirical relation has been
losses.
no further time-consuming bend
established,
loss measurements are required on individual
For such fibres to possess enhanced
fibres.
bend resistance at 1550nm, we found that the
However, the
ratio should be less than 8.5.
appearance of a secondary bend loss mechanism
for some depressed cladding fibres at the 1550nm
window for bending diameters greater than 50mm
indicated that the scheme is strictly applicable
only to fibres obeying the pure bend loss theory
for the range of bending diameters recommended
by CCITT G652.

1.

INTRODUCTION
employing
applications
telecommunication
Most
1300nm optimized single mode optical fibres in
the network also require the cabled fibre to
The bending
perform satisfactorily at 1550nm.
performance at this window is of concern due
to the increased proportion of light in the
Consequently, CCITT recommendation
cladding.
G652 specifies methods that can be used to qualify
the bend performance of these fibres. Two methods
were mentioned. For nualification purposes only,
the multiple-turn ( > 40 turns), large-diameter
(60 or 75mm) mandrel wrap test is recommended,
In cases where routine screening of every fibre
is needed, a simplified single-turn, small-diameter
(20-30mm) bend test was included as an alternative.
Recent tightening of the bend loss at 1550nm
from 2dB to IdB per 100 turns over a mandrel
diameter of 60 or 75mm means that a significant
proportion of fibres meeting the CCITT specification for mode field diameter (MFD) and cutoff wavelength will not meet the new criteria.
In some applications, a bend loss of O.2dB has
been specified.
Thus, a method of assurance
is required.
The multiple-turn wrapping test is ruled out
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as a routine procedure because it is economically
unviable. Furthermore, spectral loss measurements
employing the alternative single-turn test performed on both matched and depressed cladding
fibres led us to believe that the test is unreliable for two reasons: firstly, substantial oscilations observed in the spectral bend loss curve
at 1550nm for some matched cladding fibres indicate that up to 7dB difference in results can
be obtained if narrow line width lasers with
slightly different centre wavelengths were used.
Secondly, we discovered that the mapping relation
(based on pure bend loss theory) that allows an
equivalent single-turn, small-diameter bend test
to be constructed as a simplified alternative
to the multiple-turn large diameter specification
is not valid for some depressed cladding fibres
due to the appearance of an unexpected spectral
loss feature at the 1550nm window at large bend
Its magnitude and threshold wavelength
diameters.
is a function of bend diameter. Thus, a practical
method for ensuring satisfactory macrobend performance at 1550nm for 1300nm opti. ized single
mode fibres is required.
We will describe a method for predicting the
macrobend loss of matched cladding fibres at
155Onm based on the individually measured mode
field diameter at 1300nm and the effective 2 metre
Our measurements were percut-off wavelength.
formed independently of a very recent CCITT contThis paper confirms those results
tribution
and provides a theoretical foundation for the
Further analysis led us
measured bend losses.
to propose the ratio of MFD to cut-off wavelength
as a new parameter for characterising the macroWe designate
bend loss of single mode fibres.
as the fibre's MAC number. We show
this ratio
by simple arguments, that it is related to a
newly-defined normalized spot size of the fibre,
an important parameter used for the characterof macrob~n~ing performance of single
isation
mode optical fibres ' . Spectral loss measurements
on both depressed and matched cladding fibres
will also be presented to highlight some unusual
wavelength-dependent features at bend diameters
of interest.
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
2.
Several recent papers on macrobend loss measurements have described the MFD a, beinq the prim_
ary variable affecting attenuation
increase
However, extensive computations on various types
of single mode fibre designs have strongly indi-
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cated that the MFD normalized with respect to the
core diameter of the fibre is a primary indicator
of bend losses 7 . In practice, the core diameter
is not measured on each fibre.
Instead, it can
be deduced from the 2 metre cut-off wavelength
measurements if the delta of the refractive index
profile is available and the relationship between
the theoretical and effective cut-off wavelength
is known. For matched cladding single mode fibres,
the former is optimized at 0.3%.
Variations
can be detected from preform measurements.
In
the latter, the relation is linear and a ratio
of 1.15 was frequently quoted .
We have derived
a composite design
from
We avedeive
acomoste
esgn chart
hat fom
computations on an equivalent-step-index (ESI)
fibre with a nominal refractive index delta of
Figure
0.30% and core diameter of 8.8 microns.
1 shows the equi-bend loss curves with the MFD
(Petermann II definition) and theoretical cutFor each delta,
off wavelength as the axes.
the cut-off wavelength is varied by changing
normalized
the core diameter via the well-known
9
cut-off frequency parameter, Vc . For an equivalent step index fibre we can write:
X

where

= 2

ran.,

T/

(11

Xc - theoretical cut-off wavelength
2a - core diameter
n., - cladding refractive index = 1.447
Vc - normalized cutoff frequency = 2.405
A - delta = 0.3%

Thus, by keeping A constant, we can change the
core diameter through X. .
A family of curves
is obtained if we repeat the process for each
A.
The variation of A about the nominal was
chosen to reflect small changes due to production
tolerances on the refractive index profile.
The bend loss at 1550nm over 50 turns with a
bending diameter of 60 mm have been calculated
from the pure bend loss formula of Kuester and
Chang' ° .
The zero dispersion wavelengths were
also calculated and included in Figure 1, using
a computer program which incorporates Kobayashi's
sellmeire coefficients 11 .
Interpolation was
employ'd to deduce material dispersion for arbitrarily chosen values of A.

The significance displayed in Figure 1 is that
due to strong influences inA , a fibre characterised by a large MFD and simultaneously long cutoff wavelength can shcw the same bend loss as
another fibre with a smaller MFD and shorter
cut-off.
This observation led us to believe
that the simple ratio of MFD over the cut-off
could yield a dimensionless quantity needed for
assessing the bend loss susceptibility of single
mode fibres. For convenience, we designate this
ratio as the fibre's MAC number. Table 1 shows
the variation of this quantity at points A and
B in Figure 1 for a number of equi-bend loss
curves. small
The variation
MAC Bnumbers
is sufficiently
between Ain and
compared
to the
variation between equi-bend loss lines so that
differences in the MAC number can be correlated
By taking the
with the bend loss measurements.
ratio of MFD over cut-off, we have effectively
calculated the slope of the straight line connecting the equi-bend loss curves to an imaginary
we are only working
However, because
origin.
around a very small portion of the MFD-cut-off
plane, each curve effectively becomes a point
so that differences in the slope between two
closely spaced points along the curve tends to
zero.
Table

1:

Characteristics of the theoretical
MAC number for the calculated bend
loss at 1550nm;
50 turns;
60 mm
diameter.

MAC

Number*

BEND LOSS

POINT A

POINT B

10

821

8.18

0.5

8.04

8.04

0.1
0.02

7.75
7.42

7.74
7.45

-

*Points A and B lie on the equi-bend loss curves
at the limits of zero dispersion wavelength identified by 1300 and 1320 nm respectively.
It can be shown simply from eq. (1) that the
MAC number is related to the normalized mode

i

I

I'x i-tend loss and eoqo -z.rs ds i

a,
s for arttI-

[«soas

orowavelIth

fihre. Bond [os cal -Wdt

«U Iuar, at b 0m

-,,'d
j V,,wt .

d at

MAC number
_

-off

---

'
.,[_be

field diameter in the form:
=

6.81K

(MFD/2a)

(2)

where K denotes the ratio of theoretical cutoff wavelength to the effective 2 metre cutand 2a is the core diameter of the ESI fibre.
The ratio of the MFD over the core diameter is
Various
an indicator of mode field confinement.
definitions of MFD appear in the macrobend and
microbend loss formulae but at 1300nm, their

differences

are small

for

fibres with cut-off

wavelengths close to 1300nm.
Corrections can
made from measured data.
A fibre in which
light is tightly confined to the core, that is,
one identified with a small normalized MFD or
a small MAC number would be expected to be least
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susceptible to bending-induced losses.
3.

F
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MULTIPLE-TURN MANDREL WRAP
BEND LOSS MEASUREMENTS
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As a consequence of the theoretical results in
Table 1, we have carried out mandrel wrap bend
tests on 75 samples of matched cladding UV-acrylate single mode fibres with an overall diameter
of 250 microns.
The sample length is 20 metres
and the fibres were hand wound with near zero
tension and twist on a smooth PVC pipe of 60.3
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2 metres from the source V-groove indicating
that mode stripping is complete. All measurements
at
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The
are main factors affecting measurements.
fibres were connected to the measurement system
via V-grooves.
No change in received power was

out
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The repeatability between measurements is better
than 0.05dB. Residue twist and imperfect windings

were carried
of 20 ± 21C.
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of 4nm and the centre wavelength is 1562nm.
The excess loss due to bending is indicated by
the readout from a power meter with reference
and
averaging
facilities.
total
system drift
of measurement.
period
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is less

a 60mm diameter
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mm diameter.
Double-sided tape is used to hold
the fibre in place.
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ed in Figure 1 so that a comparison can be made.
An equi-bend loss curve with a MAC number of
8.6 is fitted to the scattergram in Figure 2
to identify fibres having bend losses of 0.1dB
at 1550nm over 50 turns with a mandrel diameter
of 60mm.
If we define the corresponding MAC
number as its cut-off value, then Figure 3 confirms
that it is equal to 8.5.
If sufficient samples
with MAC numbers greater than 9.2 are measured,
curve fitting techniques can be employed to deduce
an empirical formula between the bend loss and
MAC number.
Good agreement with the cut-off
MAC number is obtained if the K factor in equation
(2) is set to 1.1 and corrections are made to
the measured mode field to account for the slight
(--.3%) differences between the Petermann II and
Gaussian mode field diameters. These adjustments
to the theoretical MAC number returns a value
of 8.7 and have been superimposed on the measured
datain Figure 2.
Figures 2 and 3 indicate that for a fibre to meet
the tighter CCITT bend loss specification of
0.5dB and bending diameter of 60mm, its MAC number
must not exceed 9.2.
This result will exclude
fibres on the top left hand corner in Figure 2.
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For the MAC number to be used as a reliable guide
for screening fibres, an indication of its reliability is required. Measurement reproducibilities
on the MFD and cut-off wavelength are typically
0.1 micron and 2Onm respectively.
For CCITT
specified 1300nm optimized single mode fibres,
the MAC numbers lie in the range 7.22 ± 0.20
to 9.73 ± 0.27.
Thus, allowing for a sufficient
margin to cover measurement reproducibility and
various definitions of MFD, a MAC number not
exceeding 8.0 is a convenient rule-of-thumb for
selecting bend insensitive fibres.
For fibre
manufacturers, a figure of 8.5 can be used to
define the allowed ranges of MFD and cut-off
wavelength for enhanced bend resistant non-dispersion shifted fibres.
This scheme can be generalized to cover all single
mode fibres obeying the pure bend loss theory.
For example, depressed cladding fibres have an
average MAC number of 7.2 compared to 8.2 for
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Figure 4:

Bend loss signature of depressed cladding
fibre at 60m bending diaeter
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These measurements confirm recent published reports
that for bend diameters greater than 50mm, depressed cladding fibres can have higher excess bend
losses than matched cladding fibres'$ . Knowledge
of the behaviour of the mode field is required
Computerto fully understand the phenomenon.
aided modelling based on the tipped profile model
has led Reed to believe that the relevant parameter
is the power in a mode at some critical bend
radius' Extensive parametric studies have been
s
carried out to understand the phenomenon' .

with the pure bend loss theory.
Preliminary
experiments suggest that the refractive index
of the primary coated cladding mode stripper
is an important parameter in limiting the magnitude of these transition losses.
.
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SINGLE TURN BEND LOSS MEASUREMENT

5.

.

.-.

The single-turn, small-diameter bend test is a
CCITT G652 recommended simplified alternative
to the multiple-turns mandrel wrap test for assessing bend performance at 1550nm.
To obtain a
spectral signature of the loss, the same spectral
loss set-up was employed.
Measurements were
performed on short 2-metre samples of matched
and depressed cladding fibres.
Figure 7 shows
the excess

bend

ding fibre used
meter

of

loss of

the same depressed clad-

in section 4 for a bending dia-

20mm.

No

unusual

feature

is

present

that could lead one to predict the excess loss
shown in Figure 4 for the multiple-turns mandrel
wrap test at a bend diameter of 60mm.
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These results are timely because it is the first
such reported study which suggests that the simplified
single-turn
single-wavelength bend test
may not be a reliable method for routine testing
of either matched or depressed cladding
mode fibres.
An alternative is to employ

single
a com-

puter fit to the spectral loss data obtained
from cut-off wavelength measurements with the
loop replaced by a smaller diameter in the

.60mm

range 20 - 30mm.

-

B7

/

.

.,

,

.

..

A matched cladding fibre with an MFO of 10.5
microns and cut-off
wavelength of
ll8Onm was
measured under the same conditions.
Figure 8
shows
the appearance of large
resonant peaks
and troughs at the 1550nm window. These features
appearing on top of the exponentially increasing
pure bend
loss curve is commonly referred to
as transition losses.
A difference of 7dB in
excess loss can be obtained if lasers with slightly
different centre wavelengths in the range 1520Harris and Castle attributed
1570nm were used.
the dips in the total bend loss to snychronous
coupling
between the fundamental mode and the
leaky whispering gallery mode and that the peaks
I
.
As such,
are caused by asynchronous couplinq
the asymptotic value of the peaks should aoree
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6.

CONCLUSION

"
We have established that the ratio of MFD measured
at 1300nm over the 2 metre cut-off wavelength
(MAC number) is a reliable indicator of the macrobend loss susceptibility of single mode tibres
at 1550nm.
Our measurements showed that fibres
should have a MAC number less than 8.5 to ensure
a bend loss of less than 0.1dB over 50 turns
on a 60mm diameter mandrel.
If sufficiently
large samples are taken, this method can be used
to screen fibres for bend loss with a high level
of confidence.
The MAC number suheme can also
find applications ir quality control.
For example,
poorly coated sinole mode fibres are known to
be susceptible to microbendino losses.
The coating will attenuate the LP,,
mode and thus shorten
the cut-off wavelenoth with a correspondino increase in the MAC number.
Thus, a scheme employed
loss susceptibility
could
to screen macrobend
ahich
'Iis
the same time eliminate those
at
Th
'AC number
are prone to microbendino losses.
should be of assistance to fibre users for specifying the combinatirti of MFD and rut-off wavelength
required to meet a specified bend loss.
These
results can be generalized to apply to all single
theory.
mnde fibres obeying thu p ire bend l ns
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METHOD FOR SINGLE MODE FIBRE BENDING STUDIES IN SHORT FIBRES OR CABLES

Taria Volotinen and Leif Stensland

Ericsson Cables, P 0 Box 457, S-82401 Hudiksvall, Sweden

Abstract
The fundamental mode in single mode
fibres is sensitive to bends especially
at long wavelengths, where a large part
of the power is carried in the cladding
outside the core. The behaviour of the
fundamental mode at these wavelengths may
be difficult to study but can be
simulated by the next higher order mode
near its cut-off wavelength. The paper
discusses
shortly the theoretical
justification of this idea and gives some
experimental results on the correlation
between the spectral behaviour of the
LPll-mode near cut-off and the loss of
the fundamental mode at long wavelengths,
Some applications of such LPll-mode
studies are proposed.

Introduction
The intrinsic attenuation of standard
single mode fibres of today is very low,
0.30 - 0.40 dB/km at 1300 nm and even
0.16 - 0.25 dB/km at 1550 nm. In order to
maintain this low attenuation in when the
fibre is cabled, the cable must be
carefully designed. Further, the cable
must also maintain its low loss in
different installation situations, thus
the cables are often tightly specified as
far as mechanical and environmental tests
are concerned.
Consequently, in the
cabling process and in such tests, only a
very low additional loss is permitted,
usually of the order of 0.01 - 0.1 dB/km.
It
is thus very important to use
extremely
sensitive methods, when
experimentally studying or optimizing
cable constructions,
The physical
process that can cause
additional loss in fibres in cables is
bending. There are two types of fibre
bending situations, microbending and
macrobending. Single mode fibres are
sensitive to both types of bendings,
however, the wavelength behaviour is
slightly different for the two bendings.
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It is not always easy to identify which
bending type that is present in a
practical situation. On the contrary, a
clear distinction between them is easy
to do theoretically (see theory below).
Fibres themselves have been extensively
tested for macrobend sensitivity, ref 1.
The sensitivity of these measurements
were, however, limited to 0.1 - 10 dB/m,
which does not meet the demand from the
cable mechanical and environmental tests.
The situation is similar for microbend
tests.
In a practical situation the two bending
types may be present simultaneously.
Normally, though, one of them dominates
and it is important to analyse the fibre
bending situation in the cable in order
to choose and optimize the appropiate
cable construction. In order to clearly
attribute an added cabling loss in a
certain situation to one of the two
bending types, accurate measurements have
to be performed on the cables over a wide
wavelength
region.
If
only
the
fundamental mode of the fibre is studied
in these test, very long cable lengths
are necessary. Such tests are expensive
and - in temperature cycling tests - time
consuming. There is thus a need for
sensitive tests, which can be used on
short cables. Further, there is a need
for a test on the tolerance before an
attenuation
increase starts
in a
manufactured cable.
In this paper, studies of the next order
higher mode, the LPll-mode, are suggested
for cable and fibre bending tests. First,
fibre properties are discussed end a
short theoretical introduction is given.
In the
major part of
the paper,
experimental evidence is given to the
correlation between
the LPll-mode
attenuation near the mode cut-off
wavelength and
the LP01-mode
(the
fundamental mode) at long wavelengths.
Finally, the method is discussed with the
reported experimental
results as a
background
and
possible
further
applications are indicated.
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Theo

Macrobends

Standard single mode fibres usually have
effective cut-off wavelengths around
1200 nm. The theoretical cut-off wavelengths are somewhat higher. The fibres
are thus bimodal in easily accessible
wavelength regions. The fundamental mode,
i e the LP01-mode, is of course the
interesting mode from the system point of
view. However, in bent fibres, the
attenuation of the fundamental mode, a 01 ,
increases rather slowly versus the wavelength. It is thus necessary to use long
fibres or long wavelengths for fibre
bending studies. On the other hand, the
attenuation of the next higher order
mode, (the LPll-mode),
all, increases
rapidly to extremely high values as the
wavelength increases towards the cut-off
wavelength of the mode. The additional
loss from macro- and microbends also give
quite large and clear changes in the all
spectral behaviour near the cut-off wavelength. In the following the LPll-mode
behaviour will be discussed,
g1 1 measurements
a1 1 is measured by a special spectral
measurement. In this test the
fibre
launch end is overfilled and a comparison is done of the transmitted power
before, Ptot, and after, P 0 , inserting a
LP1l-mode blocking filter, fig 1. If P0 1
and P1 1 are the power in the LP01 mode
and the LP11 mode, respectively, launched
in the fibre, we get
Ptot=P01.10 -0
P-

=P0

- 0 0

0

L/10
-a
L/0
L
+P1 .10-L1

.L/10

(1)
(2)

4a0l(R)=A0.(Vo-R)Aall(R)=Al.(V13.R)-

.exp(-B. 2.v03.R)

(3)

where we have assumed that P 1 1 =2.PoI.
(There are four LPl1-modes and only two
LP01-modes.)
A convenient type of diagram that will be
used through out the paper is the
log(a0 1 ) and/or log(all) vs wavelength
plot. Far from cut-off a 0 1 Uall, thus
al l -a01 is very small, but closer to
cut-off all increases by several orders
of magnitude, reaching by definition
22 dB/m at the so called effective cutoff. As a0 1 is negligible in comparison
to al1 in this region of interest, in the
following a1 1 will be used instead of the
correct all-a 01 .

(4)

-exp(-B.)2.V,3.R) (5)

where R is the bend radius, v0 and v, are
the radial decay parameters for the LP01
and LP11 modes respectively, A 0 and B are
constants and A 1 is a slowly varying
parameter. When the wavelength increases
towards infinity, v0 decreases towards
zero giving an slowly increasing LP01
attenuation mainly due to the exponential
factor. The LPl1-mode loss is of a
similar form to that of the LP01-mode.
However, v, decreases to zero when the
wavelength approaches the theoretical
cut-off wavelength of the LPll-mode. As
A1
is only slowly varying with the
wavelength, it can be regarded as a
constant. Thus we get an extremely rapid
change of A a 1 , which is several orders
of magnitude. Also for
a1 1
the
the
dominates
factor
exponential
wavelength behaviour. Thus for different
R, the a ll( ? )-curve is shifted in
wavelength, such that
)?.v3R = constant

rearranging, we get
all-aOl=lO(log(2-Po)-log(Ptot-Po))/L

A macrobend situation occurs, when the
additional loss is mostly pure bend loss.
In bent fibres all modes are leaky and
pure bend loss is thus really the mode
attenuation due to leakage. This leakage
occurs because the phase velocity of a
mode wavefront in a bent fibre has to
increase linearly with the distance from
the bend center. Sooner or later the
phase velocity will reach the speed of
light in the cladding and beyond that
point the mode will consist of a
radiative part. Marcuse (ref 2) has given
formulae for the additional macrobend
loss, which can be written approximately

(6)

as can also be seen in fig:s 2 and 3.
However, in the region of interest,
varies only by ± 10 % and can thus be
considered
almost as a constant in
comparison to v1 . Thus by studying the
Aa1 1 ( ?k)-curve near the LP11 cut-off
wavelength for a fibre in a cable, we
may obtain the bending radius R, and be
able to predict Aa 01 at long wavelengths.
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Microbends
Microbends occur when the bends are small
but sharp, many and lying rather close,
Microbends are thought to be induced by a
disturbance of
the fibre.
Such a
disturbance is often random and may be
external, e.g. due to pressure against a
non-smooth surface, or internal, e.g.
tension in the fibre glass. Microbends
are characterized as being a mode
coupling
situation in contrast to
macrobends, where the loss is due to
leaky modes. The mode coupling occurs
from the guided mode, which can be the
LPOl- or the LPll-mode, to modes in the
cladding. As these modes are highly
lossy, they can be regarded as radiative
modes. For mathematical simplicity they
can
be
grouped
together
into a
"quasimode", ref 3, with a propagation
constant Or- If the guided mode has a
propagation constant fg, the microbend
loss
will
be
determined by
the
disturbance spatial power spectrum at
the
ref
4.
If,
further,
09-0r,
disturbance is thought to have a gaussian
autocorrelation behaviour, we can write
approximately
AO1=CO.a .Lc.exp(-(D(v02 -Vr)Lc)2 )
2

2

Aall=Cl0''Lc'exp(-(D(vl -vr')Lc)

)

Practical situations
In practice both types of bends are
likely to be present simultaneously. The
two types of bending should not influence
each other and thus the total loss should
simply be the sum of the two bending
losses.

(7)
(8)

where CO, C1 and D are constants, a is
the disturbance RMS-mean deviation value
and Lc its correlation length. As usual,
by definition (see e.g. ref 5)
V2=(62-k'
2n22).aW

Thus, also for microbending, the LP01 and
the LP11 additional loss behaviour are
similar to each other. However, in this
case, L. is small, perhaps a few tenths
of a millimeter, while in the case of
macro-bending R is large, several tens of
millimeters. The non-zero value of vr and
the small Lc-value allow v, to increase
to much higher values, i.e. to lower
wavelengths before the
exponential
factor and thus Aal have decreased very
much. Thus microbends give a much less
rapid change in the Aall versus wavelength diagram than macrobending. Macroand microbending can thus be easily
distinguished from each other from the
behaviour of all. The type of bending
that is present in a cable could thus be
easily inferred from all.

(9)

where v stands for v0 , v, or vr, 0 for
P8, P1 (i.e. Pg) or Or, k=2r/k , n 2 the
refractive index of the cladding and a
the core radius. (As Pr must be smaller
than k'n2 , Vr2 will
be a negative quantity and (v'-vr2 ) will be positive for
all v.)

Experimental results
The attenuation of the LPI1 mode near
cut-off has been studied and related to
the LP01 loss at long wavelengths in a
number of cases including
-

macrobend test, different diameters
microbend test, different sandpapers
cabling process
cable temperature cycling

In all these tests, 12 OVD-fibres of the
matched cladding type and 12 MCVD-fibres
with a slightly depressed cladding were
studied. The fibres were carefully chosen
to show different macro- and/or microbend
sensitivities. The cable studied was a
filled loose tube construction with four
coloured fibres in each of six tubes. The
tubes were helically placed in petroleum
jelly filled slots
in the central
strength member. The cable was finally
sheathed with polyethylene.
Measurement results of all four cases
will be reported below for one fibre
(fibre A) in the cable, in addition, for
another
fibre
(fibre B),
only cable
measurements will be given.
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Fibre attenuation measurement procedure
The attenuation of the LP01-mode was
obtained by the standard cut-back method
procedure with a 2 m length of the fibre
as reference including one loop of 280 mm
in diameter (or smaller if the fibre
had a long cut-off wavelength).
The
attenuation of the LPll-mode of the
fibres was obtained by the special
spectral measurement (see theory). The
spectral scans were taken between 800 nm
and 1700 nm in steps of 10 nm.
Typical transmission scans of one fibre
are shown in fig 1. a 0 1 is evaluated from
the scans 1 and 3 and all from the scans
I and 2 by the formula (3). The results
are presentated in log a versus
diagrams. Near cut-off, for a typical
A ,
fibre, log all is almost linear in
which was also predicted in fig 2. Thus,
log all can be well represented by a
straight line
log all = All + B1 1 (

)

-

Aceff)

(10)

where if all is given in dB/m, the slope
of the line i.e. B1
is of the order of
40 Am-1 for straight or macrobent fibres
and about 5 um-1 for microbent fibres,
Aceff, finally, is the effective cut-off
wavelength making
All=log
22
by
definition.

Typical spectral transmission curves look
like fig 5. It is obvious that the LPllmode is much more bend sensitive than the
LP01-mode. In fig 6 the log all( ) plots
are given. A number of observations can
be done from these plots. The fibre in
this test was a matched cladding fibre
(fibre A). Short pieces of this fibre, 2
and 50 m respectively, gave very steep
all-curves. These fibres were not bent to
diameters smaller than 280 mm. In the
macrobend test the all-curve is shifted
to shorter wavelengths, when the bend
diameter is decreased. This effect was
predicted in fig 2 and is well known
from cut-off measurements. This knowledge
of the bend shift are used below, when
the all spectral behaviour of cabled
fibres is analysed.
Microbend test
All fibres in the cable were subjected to
a standard microbend test. In this test a
50 m piece of the fibre was used. The
fibre was placed on a sandpaper, usually
type P 180, and pressed against it by
glass plates. 4 or 6 m of the fibre were
then subjected to a pressure from the
glass plates of 10 N/m. all was again
measured by the special spectral
measurement method. When calculating the
a1 l value, only the length of fibre under
the glass plates was used assuming that
the loss of this part was dominant.

Macrobend tests
All fibres were subjected to macrobend
tests at different bend diameters between
30 and 100 mm. In this measurement, fibre
lengths of 35 or 50 m were used,
depending on the bend diameter. all was
obtained by
the
special
spectral
measurement procedure (the relative value
was obtained by using in formula (3) as L
the bent portion of the fibre, assuming
that all in the straight parts is
negligible). Great care was taken in
assuring that no part of the fibre was
unintentionally bent to smaller diameter
than 280 mm. The bends were taken up on
a mandrel in such a way that first half a
loop of the proper bend diameter was
attached to the mandrel. Later the
subsequent loops were wound clockwise and
counter-clockwise, respectively, on the
mandrel on both sides of the first halfloop,
fig 4. In order to get good
reliability, rather long parts of the
fibres, up to 25 or 40 m, respectively,
were carefully wound on the mandrel.

A fibre subjected to microbends shows a
quite different all behaviour from that
of a fibre under macrobending, fig 7. The
wavelength dependence is less steep and
the sensitivity of the LP11 mode to
microbends is only one order of magnitude
higher than that of the LPO1-mode. As
seen in fig 8 the all-curve is still
approximately a straight line as in
formula (10), however,- Ithe
slope, i.e.
BI1, is only about 5 gm .
An example of microbends can also be seen
in fig 8, where the all-curve for the
4 km long fibre on the measurement spool
is not as steep as expected. It is
believed that this effect was due to
microbending on the spool, at least for
the innermost fibre layers.
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Discussion

Cable process test
In the cable process test the fibre loss
was measured at several stages for a 10 m
sample and for the complete cable length,
about 1.7 km. In fig 9 a large shift in
the all-curve is found for the fibre
after the first process step, i.e. after
putting the fibre in a filled tube. This
is understood as a large excess length of
the fibre, buckling it to bends of
the
diameter about 50 mm. During
stranding of the tubes, they were
stretched so the excess lengths of the
fibres was decreased and the fibre bend
diameters increased to about 130 mm. The
cable stranding should give the fibres
an average bend diameter of 165 mm, when
the cable is straight, thus some buckling
excess fibe length remains. This kind of
information cannot be obtained from the
ao
0 1 -curve, as such a bend diameter does
not change the attenuation of the LP01mode by a noticeble amount and because of
fibre bending sensithe different
tivities. The final sheathing of the
cable changes the all-curve only very
slightly and has thus not given any
further stretching or compression. In fig
11 a fibre, B, from another tube is
shown. In this tube the fibres were
stretched in order to have little or
negative excess lengths. It is clearly
shown that the bending diameter in the
fibre in the tube is no smaller than in
the cable.
Cable temperature test
The 35 m cable sample and the complete
long cable were subjected to a
temperature cycling test between - 400 C
and + 700 C. For the fibre A, which had
rather large excess length and did show a
small a0 1 increase at - 400 C, but no
change at + 700 C. A significant macrobend
type shift did show up in the all-curve,
fig 10. For this particular fibre even
the 35 m long cable sample gave the same
result. This result indicates thus that
temperature cycling tests may be reliably
performed even on quite short cable
lengths.
Fig 12 shows f ibre B in the
other tube. Due to the fibre deficiency
in the tube, the highest loss occurs at
high temperatures and the all-curves have
less steep slopes, indicating that some
microbending is present. As in fig 10 it
is quite evident that most information
can be obtained from the short cable
length. In this case even the high
a
i.e. + 700 C, gave
temperature,
microbend type of change of all. The
cause for this is unknown.
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It has been demonstrated that in single
mode
fibres the LPll-mode is more
sensitive to the two bending types than
the fundamental LPO1-mode. The LPll-mode
may thus be used for probing the bending
status of a fibre, even if only a short
piece of it is present.
Many applications of the LPll-mode study
method can be envisioned. Both fibre and
cable tests are possible and advantageous. Among the fibre tests are
-

macrobend sensitivity studies,
especially at large bending diameters
primary coating development
measurement spool influence on
attenuatiun studies
fibre splice evaluation
colouring of fibres

Possible cable tests are
-

-

secondary coating development
process parameter optimisation
cable mechanical tests
cable temperature test
other environmental tests
cable installation tests
cable imperfection analysis

especially
studies
are
LPll-mode
efficient in identifying which of the two
bending types that dominates in a
particular situation. They are further
easy to perform as there is no need to
cut-back
the fibre.
The necessary
reference is obtained from the fibre with
the LPll-mode blocking filter.
Conclusions
Studies of the next higher order mode,
the LPll-mode, in standard single mode
fibres, has been proven to be a valuable
in fibre and cable attenuation
tool
change investigations. The fibre bend
is possible to
diameter in cables
evaluate, even on quite short samples.
Further, e.g. in temperature tests, short
f ibres or cables can be used. on long
lengths the results can be analysed to
greater depths than with the usual LP01mode studies.
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in a P 180 sandpaper microbend test with
different lengths, 0 -6
m, of the bent
fibre.

2

0

1

Wavelength

Fig 5
Transmission curves for a 50 m long fibre
in a 100 mmn diameter macrobend test
with
different lengths of the bent part of the
*fibre;
0 -40
m, curves 1, 3 -7.
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Fig 8
Log
a1 1
and
log aal
diagrams
of a
microbend test with different sandpapers,
fibre A.
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Fig 9

Fig 10

Lag a1 1 and log a0 l diagrams of the
steps
in the
cable process.
The
manufactured cable was 1730 mn long, in
addition a 10 in cable sample was also
tested, fibre A. For the loose tube
additional loss is present both for the
LP01- and the LPll-modes. For the cable,
however, the LP0l-mode shows no bend
loss, while from the LPll-mode the fibre
bend diameter can be inferred.

Log al1 and log a01 , diagrams of a
temperature cycling test of a 1730 m and
a 35 mn cable respectively, fibre A. 35 in
Of the cable is a sufficiently long
sample if LPll-mode is observed.
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Fig 11
Log a~
and log a 01 , diagrams of the
steps in the cable process, 1730 m and
10 m cable respectively, fibre B. In this
case the tube was made with a slight
fibre length deficiency.
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Fig 12
Log all and log a01 , diagrams of a
temperature cycling test of a 1730 m and
a 35 m cable respectively, fibre B. Due
to fibre length deficiency the highest
loss is obtained at high temperatures,
where the fibre in under microbending.
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model s or exper imental r'es.I)'a.ned on, short
fiber lengths, basel giver. jnly qoual~tut~ve indl-

Abstract
A new approach for calculating the loss incres
-

se in cabled fibers based only on experimentalI
ly determined fiber and cable parameters is
presented.
A theoretical model for predicting the loss inThreot
crease of a fiber compressed by linear preaau
re on a rough surface is illustrated.
A dedicated measurement apparatus for charac
terizing surface roughness has been developed,

aios'
This paper sil I present a new approach to this
probtlem rnich gives very reibepredictions
,f microbernding losses of- cal led optical fir.s
itisorbses
eitordccal

ivn
ftrsentvtyom-

coedncnnv
infcn
plctoai
the optimization of loose type catie design and
in the fault anasysis of manuifactured cables.

The prediction of the loss increase based on
the measured rough-ness spectrum nas b~een crt.~rtcl
firmed by experimental tests on different types of 'icers and cabhles.
The application of this method in cable desi
gn and technology for reducing cabhled firers
sensitivity to microbending is discussed.
Further application in the field of loose ty
pe cable design and fault analysis are propo
sed.

oe
witer micr-orndings are genera*ec In optical caties when the fiber is compressed by
"nal me
cnanicai stresses aiz-inst the cable mat.erials.
As an example it. a loose tit.- cab le ;ilh 'elocal
structure sib jected to axial strain '.he f ters
are compre
eod against_ the t~tbe surfacre -3 ooon
as the cab>lt axial strait, exceeds tnc fiter extra
nth

~x

in case of microb-enauirgs, fiber axis cjrva ture
can be considered a random sari ate which can re

lntroduction
In the last years the intrinsic attenuation of
silica fib~ers has reached its ultimate limit.fsin

-naracterizeo by its power spectral density,
se, parameters dep-end in:

gle mode fib-ers with attenuation lower than
0.2 dbt/kmat 1.55 pim are already commercia. y
availabtle,
In this situation even slight loss increases djie
to subtsequent fiber handling can have a signifi

a
b

cant impact on optical system performances,
es-besoede
pecially in trunk or sub~marine lines w.-ere repeaterless span up to 200 km are b~eing designed.
Therefore large efforts are being devoted to 1M.
prove cable design and technology ;ith t~, ob-

most frequent cauises of loss incr-ag- i
cables. The ph/ sirs of this nibenomenon ir'-iab.e
tely understood btno
ta are available at present. lip 1 1.";~ 'nr

who

Xagnitude of the comezression force
Ceometrical and phyo-i's' rharac'eristcs of
cal e -ate-rials and fiber coatinps.

- crbendins

losses in

sinole mode ortlical

fi-

terpligfthfbrfu'ercrodrjn.di

aetl7iL-l
modes. The majgnitude of hoiscoup. inp_lo-ss J1perds on tbhe filter cnaracterisiics and on the o
rat..
f toIefirer axis
w-r spectral desiy
I

'ecnirrxatnteide
Jertive of rducing all the possible impa~r-.entsFolwn
iile
lii a singlea mode
of fib~er attenuatio-n due to manufacturing, instal
lation or servicingz of optical cables.
The fib-er microbe~nding phenomenon is one of trine
e

Ko
(

{.

)
4~

.'

tempts to, predict loss increases in si ngle mod
fiber due to microb-ending by applyin
*eria
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As regard the roughness characteristics of the
surfaces, the relevant roughness spectral conponents for microbending loss calculation are

The measurements were performed on surface sample
leitfh at iOi mm ,ith sampling period of at "ut
2U- pm. in these conditions the noise introduced

those within the frequency range corresponding
to spatial periods of 0.5 2 mm.
Power spectra measurements of surface irregularities
were performed by u- ing a suitable modifled commercial roughness eter having vertical

by the high and low frequency componentsa in the
spatiail frequency range of interest
.as mininmzd.
Thr- results obtained show ai good riproducit'ility (of the numerical values of the characterstic
paras 1er
f The spectrum f rctiur 1%)

sensitivity of aJout 0.05 i m and spatial

reso-

lotion of 5 pm (fig.2). With this apparatus the
t
profile of the surface irreiolarilies
is ot ained by moving, at constant speed, a sharp stylus (2.5 pim radius), kept in contact with the
surface itself at very low pr'-ssure.

As an example the pow er density spectrum obtained
on a polypropylene
e
. t-splt
is shrwn irn
fig. 3.
lti fig.4 an he-tI ug:
of tne numerical
values ottainAi 1.; me siring
ovz ral
tines the
same sample is prsin'tr-d fior Th parameter p

The vertical displacement of the stylus is
trasformed by means of a photnelct
c trans-,i-ui,
cer in an electrical si sral which is sampled

which is
hos
critiia
frol
thm
h point ,f view
Ara)tndtri
s
i-use'.
The measi-remnts
aa
als
;w that thel rouhess
of the fitcr

and digitized by a high a peid digital a, r:c.
The data are then proc sed 1.y
p:,rsonaa Ierr

IA

puter with F.F.T.alg

reelF ig ile
r'ala
o
a' !-ut

ompared with those of catur the frequency conge

,irtth:-.
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As all the materials involved in microbendings
phenomena work in compression state with small
L"CI

deformations, their elastic characteristics in
these conditions were fully characterized using
a T.M.A. apparatus. in table I the compression
elastic moduli measured for some of the materials used in optical fiber and cable manufac

RF

turing are presented.LFOPIA

FSURFRCE
Type
3M

MRTERIML'CFIBER
E IMP a3
Type

Imperi a 1
F-- .

.

. .

-

P B T

2000

PEE K

K::

--

Inner

3.45

'!

i

1000

P

i

100

CORTING
E [MPal

4i

3500 __:
.

-

35i

Outer

I300.0

11

1I

J!

Fig,5 -

....

Apparatus for microbending attenuation
test vs linear pressure.

Tab.l -

Compression elastic moduli

for surface

materials and coatings.

sion force between two plates coated with sand

The test is performed by winding with zero tension a long length of fiber (500+1000 m) or the
bob;in and expanding it while monitoring fiber
transmission loss versus wavelength and fiber
strain. Linear pressure on the fiber is calcula
ted from the measured fiter elongation ieing
p - EAC/R, where E is the elastic modulus, A the
area of the coated fiber and R the bobbin radius.

paper. With this technique, in order to obtain
significant loss increases, very coarse mate-

From these measurements, microbending losses as
a function of wavelength and linear pressure are

rials and high liaear pressures have to he
used. In these
conditions the deformations indu
ced in fiber coatings are well beyond their eastic limit. Therefore these tests are not repre

obtained.
Experimental tests using the expandable hobbin
have teen performed on a number of fi:ers having
different refractive index profiles. The results

sentative of the real situarion of the eabled
fibers and mor mover cannot been isd
fr
an ex-

ottained have been correlated with predicted
theoretical values based on measured
roughness power density spectra of the lobbin coa-

1.1rrobending tests on fibers
Microbending sensitivity tests on optical fibers are generally carried out by submitting
a short length of fiber (1+2 m) to a compres-

perimental verification of microbending loss
calculations as this model is based on the hypo
tesis of perfect elastic behaviour of the materals involved.
In this work microh-nding effects on optical fi
hers were characterized by using an expandable
hobbin. This 300 mm diameter metallic boft in,
coat-d with the special rough material (3M Imprial
S PA raTde' 40 m.), has been specifically d ve I ot-d. Its radial dimension can e(, rario I by means of a-I motor driven device. This devi''
is conne 'ted with a personal computer hwhich
'
rntols also in optical measuring syste
mp,)50d of an apparatus for spectral
aittenual i )n r,ei
aurenm,,nt

oaj''ment

ting material (fig.6).
The loss increase vs wavelength is shown ill fi. .7
for a step index matched cladding 1.3 pm optimized single mode fiber (M.C./l on tat .11) with
double acrylate coating. Figure 9 shows the loss
increase as a function of linear pressure
1.3 im for the same fi[Ier.

at a

rind a test
at for fiter 3rain me;i
Ly
has,, hi ft tchniqe
fig..
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In figure 9 the attenuation

increases at 1.3 um

for a linear pressure of 1.9 g/mm are shown as
a function of spot-size for different fibers all
of step index matched cladding 1.3 ym optimized
design.
In the same figures 7-8-9, the results ottained

*

NC.,

on segmented core 1.55 )im dispersion shifted fiter design are shown.
The relevant calculated results on the hasis of
the theoretical model are represented by the solid lines in figures 7-8-9.
The excellent agreement between the experimental
and the calculated data confirms the validity of
the model and of the experimental procedure adop
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Microbending tests in optical cables
Fiber microbendings in optical cables are generally caused both by thermal variations and mechanical stresses. The experimental tests have
been performed in a condition which was the
closest to the theoretical model. An unfilled
loose tube cable having twelve polypropylene
tubes helically stranded around a central
strength member has been chosen (fig.lO).

Strength Membec

Plctl

conditions during tube extrusion. This periodicity has a very limited effect on the fiber microbending loss increase as it is outside of the cri
tical frequency range. Similar results were obtai
ned on the other tubes.
The loss increase values measured during the cable tensile test for the fiber included into the
tube No.10 are shown in figures 11-12 as a functio, of wavelength and linear pressure.

ThpQ Loppin

5

p_ .051.

PP

Tub

Opticol

.

Fiher/

o

,.

nirtp.%,-

Fig.l1

-

Miroending loss increase yr wavw-iength
for the M.C./2 fiber at three different
linear pressures (o) measured, (-

-)

calculated.

Fig.l0 - Optical core structure of loose
tube cable.
Each tutbe contained a single step index filue
matched cladding 1.3 um optimized design.
A cable sample of 200 1 length was subjected to
a tensile test and fiber spectral loss together
with fiber strain was measured as a function of

7

tensile load. As a result of this test, fiber
loss increase vs linee' pressure can he calcula
ted taking into account the geometrical

struc-

ture of the cable.
In order to compare the experimental data with
the calculated values the roughness power density spectra of the polypropylene tubes were
measured. Several tube samples were cut at regular distances along, the cable length. The sampier were longitudinally divided in two half
with i specifically developed technique and the
ro uihnoss profile was measured along a generatrix of the inner surface. As an example the
rouinoss power density spectrum -f tuh 1'4o.1O
is sh,'wn in fig.3.
The spectrum wait found to have a very dist liht

. . . . . . . .

.

. . ...

.

Fig.12 - Microhendin
loss increase vs linear
pressure for the M.C./
fiter
at
wavelengths (o) measured,
, 'l
culated.

peak at a frequency correspondit
to a periid
ouF -10 cm which was ussr iated to technological
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The solid lines correspond to the calculated
data and also in this cases a very satisfactory
agreement between the calculated values and the
measured data was found. This agreement is substantially confirmed by Tah.III in which experimental and calculated values of loss increase
at 1.3 p.m, normalized for a linear pressure of
0.87 g/mm, are shown for the twelve fibers
included in the cable.
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for the fibers in a tested loose tube cable.

Further experimental tests were carried out on
a helically grooved unfilled core cable (figu-

Fig.14 -

ra 13) containing one fiber per groove. The
measured power density spectrum of the groove
was found to have a distinct peak at a frequen

Grooved catle material roughness power
spectrum, with center radian frequency
-CL = 0.628 rad/mm
curve.

cy corresponding to a period of 10 mm (fig.l4).
Measured loss increase results were also in
this case in excellent agreement with the cal
culated values.
Tests are in progress to verify the applicah i
lity of the model to filled multifiber loose
tube and grooved core cables. Preliminary results show that the effect of the filling compound is negligille if the filling compound
itself is homogeneously soft along the catle.
As regards multifiber cables there seems to te
a significant dispersion of 'he measured ios
increases among the fitei . - itained in the
same hollow space (tube or groove). Hoever thic
theoretical calculated values fit
reascna(]y
I
L12 average measured results.
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Applications
Cable design and technology
The results of 'his work could have a sizniicant impact in cal Io desip-n and technologv.
On one hand they provide Jesirn cri'eria andi
lo contr,l
indicate which process parameters municroledrinp
led in order to minimize the filer
sensitivity in optical catleos.
On the other hand,

once the cale

materils alr

the 7anufacturing
rrec
are well character!Z-l
and unJer continuous control, they a) o,
icZatmlonr-t cal it. dkeJn]c
in,
r:te
In'
the predicted 'iaorqo
ndir
esS inrreas-s.
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) fitting

From the theoretical model and the experimental
results it appears that microbending loss increa
ses in optical cables depend on material proper
ties and its extrusion process.
A detailed analysis of the measured power densi
ty spectra shows that the surface irregularities
can be considered as a combination of the ondulations, introduced by the extrusion process,
and the roughness, depending ort intrinsic mate
rial properties and extrusion parameters. The
ondulation are characterized mainly by long period components while roughness is predominant

riods in the range 0.5+2.0 mm.
Moreover our experiences confirm that microbending losses are a strongly increasing function
of the fiber spot-size as shown from previous
literature data.
From this analysis it appears that in order to
reduce the fiber microbending sensitivity in op
tical cables the following steps should be ta-

a) optical fiber with reduced spot-size;
b) fiber coating with low intrinsic roughness

in the short period range (fig.15 curve 1).
As regards the effect on fiber attenuation the

and physical characteristic suitable to increase the spectral filtering effect of the

power density spectrum of surface irregularities is filtered by a weight function which depends on materials mechanical characteristics

weight function at the frequencies of interest (e.g. low mechanical modulus);
c) cable materials with low intrinsic roughness;

(fig.15 curve 2). Numerical calculations performed for fibers and cable materials curren-

d) extrusion parameters which minimize the roughness of the extrudate;

tly used show that the effect of the latter
is negligible and that the weight function pa-

e) manufacturing process parameters which produce low intensity ondulations at frequencies

rameters are determined only by fiber coating
characteristics,

as far as possible from the critical range
of interest for microbending increases.
-

The possibility of prealcting .i
-olh reliability the fiber microbending loss increase
can be used to gi ve
f ,rther degree of freedom
in loose type cat le design.
Actually with the jsf ,f this method the operating cable strain rang -an fe extended beyond
the fiber stress-free ,indow.
As an example in casr of a cale

submitted to a

time variant tensile load (e.g. overhead graundwire) a reduction of the empty space inside the
cable, and therefore of its dimensions, is possible if a known attenuation penalty is accepted
for the periods of time relative to the highest
loads.
This option may lead to the design of a cable
with a substantial reduction in material, manufacturing and installation costs.
Fault analysis
Four possible causes of loss increase in optical
fiber cables are known at present, namely:

Fig.15 - Curve I : Roughness normalized power
spectrum of tube No.10 vs
spatial period.

- a) microbending

Curve 2 : Weight function.

--

macroen
c)) hydrogen

- d) radiation
The microbending loss at each wavelength for a

By finding out which

given fiber is linearly dependent on the value
of the resulting spectrum at the frequency de-

crease in actual cables it is possible to evhlua
te the significance of the impairment and to pre-

phenomena

fined by the fiber spot-size.
Those frequencies, for the fiber type and wave

dirt its future evolution.

cause loss in-

lengths of interest, correspond to spatial pe-
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-1

The model illustrated in this paper can help to
understand if the observed loss increase is due
tor mi
ed
effposecoanly.s ocalculation
For this purpose an analysis of the spectral

Conclusion

lossincrase
aveto
carried out.
ut.cables.
be caried
to h
loss increase have
Actually if cable materials and process are well
characterized it is possible to perform an itera
tive procedure in order to fit the measured data
with the theoretical
curve.
heoeticl
cuve.tical
withthe

The applicability of a theoretical model for the
of microbending loss increases has
heen experimentally verified on fibers and on
nf esado
xeietlyvrfe
te
The high degree of confiaence
reached
ecreached
G d
ee
d
Thedigh
blen
the re
mslngte
u
and m
pes ite
betw
ion:
iat
appg
f
o
f
t
iffere
d
n
i
es
giv
da
model in different fie!os of application:

If the fitting procedure gives positive result
microbending is the only cause of the loss increa

a) reduction of microlending sensibliitv of cabled fib ers through the icproverent of cat le

se and the actual strain in the fiber, and there
fore in the cable, can :e evaluated. In case of

design and technology;
h) increase of the degree of freedom in loose

negative result other causes must be considered.
In some cases loss increase at only two wavelengths (1.3 pm and 1.55 um) are known.
From our experiences the fitting procedure developed gives useful information also in these
conditions. In figure 16 an example of actual

type cable design hy enlarging the operating
strain range;
c) detection of microbending phenomena in case
of loss increase found in ranufactured cables.

fiber loss increase found in two groove core cables, experimentally manufactured , are shown.
In cable A microetndings where intentionally in
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The results of the fitting procedure, performed
only on fiber loss increases at 1.3 um and
1.55 um, confirm that in the case of cabie A
microbending is the only cause of the loss increase and that in case of cable R other causes
are present.
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EFFECT OF COATING ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF OPTICAL FIBERS
H. H. Yuce and A. D. Hasse
Bellcore
Morristown, NJ 07960
P. L. Key and NI. J. Andrejco
Bellcore
Red Bank, NJ 07701
SUMMARY
Polymer coatings on optical fibers protect the glass
surface from mechanical damage and minimize
microbending losses incables. The effectiveness of the
coating for protecting the strength of the fiber can var
significantly with the specific coating. We present the
strength and dynamic fatigue results for a group of eight
different fibers and discuss the results in terms of the
effect of the coating. We show that the coating affects
both the distribution of law sizes in the glass as well as
the rate of growth of these flaws in the presence of stress.
To adequately characterize the long term mechanical
reliability of polymer coated optical fibers, short term
strength or proof testing must be accompanied by fatigue
testing.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although low loss glass makes an excellent
transmission media, coatings are necessary to make fibers
practical for communications systems. Coatings can
provide mechanical protection of the glass from abrasion
and the environment and minimize microbending losses
associated with cabling and installation. In addition,
some coatings can be dyed to identify indi idual fibers in
a multi-fiber cable I.
'There is no single coating material that can satisfy
all these requirements. For example polymer coatings",,
especially dual coatings consisting of an inner low
modulus polymer and an outer high modulus pol.mer,
ha.ve been shown tv be esnecially resistant to
microbending losses 2 . On the other hand, polymers are
%e permeable to ensironmental agents such as water
which reduce the mechanical strength of the fiber.
Coatin ssuch as amorphous carbon and titanium
carbide hase been shown to prosidc an hermetic barrier
to moisture but are ineffectixe at prc\inting microiending

the glass and water permeability can significantly affect
In this
the mechanical properties of the coated fiher
paper, we present strength and dynamic fatigue results for
eight fibers, four were purchased from different sendor
and four were produced in our laboratory. LEcn though
the outer surface of the glass was similar fior the fibers
produced in our laboratory we obserxed significant
differences in fatigue properties among the fibers which
we attribute to a coating effect.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
For this study we obtained eight kilometer lengths
of optical fibers. Each fiber had a nominal glass diameter
of 125 pim coated with various UV-curable. epoxy
acrylate polymer coatings to 250 i diameter. Four of
the fibers (designated herein as Vendor I - 4) were
commercially a\ailable fibers. The other foui fibers were
produced in our laboratory by drawing from a fire
polished synthetic fused silica rod (20 Suprasil 2 Type
Ft. Two fiber, were coated in-line with two [!V-curable
cpoxy polyurethane acrylaie coatings that %%ere purchased
from two different sendors (designated as fiber A-) and
B-0). In addition, two fibers were drawn and coated with
the same two UV-curable epoxy acrslates but with I11o
by weight of 0.3 pm aluminum oxide powder dispersed in
the coating (fibers designated A-I and B-I). Such
additions of alumina ha1e been shown 2 to reduce the
median strength of the fiber.
The mechanical properties of the eight fibers were
determined by tensii a testing at strain rates ranging from
rin to 5O li min. Generally a total if 60
samples with a gage length of 50 cm \ere tested at each
strain rate. Hloweser, due to lack of material oniv 10 and
30 sacoplcs were tested at 0.005., in for fiber, A-i and
[3-0. -1he test, were performed on a ,crew drien
unisersal tenile testine machine, in a laborator
ensiroinmen! it 22 C 2 C and 45 . ! 5".. rel'itic
1.1
IN.
hurmiitv with the breaking loads measured to
Sample, were gripped on 16 cm diimelcr c;ptan,
\la,,king tape was
co ered with a soft elasooeric ,lcese.

losses. The majority of fibers for telecommunication,
applications are coated with LV-cutred epoxy acrxlate-'.
fhe requirements for polymeric coatines hase recently
been summarized brn Toler and Kar;i.

used to hold the fiber ,amples securely on lie capstans.
coating \kas
In :!dditiol, the stripping frec o tilhe

Polymer coiatings have frequenti, been regarded as
an inet laver which presents mech;inic;il cont;act with the
Iiher ,urface. Ilossesr, a number of inscstiator, ha\e
shown that propertics of the pol\x mer such as adhesion to

hiof ite stripping! te, ,:irr pie \ as 1.5 cm and
g.geien,
1
mnt I he stripping fi ice
as condutedt at 5() main.
tire lest %%
was :ineurcd IM-fibers in the as- receicd condition and
atter espourc t wI)and 90 C %%aicr f'or 24 hurs.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The dynamic tensile test results for the eight fibers
are shown in Figures 1-8 plotted on Weibull axes. The
tensile data can be fit to a single Weibull distribution of
the form:
P = I -exp -o

0 1j]

more protection and slower crack growth. Table 2 shows
the eight tibers ranked in order of decreasing strength
(based on median strength at a strain rate of 50',. min),
decreasing m salues and decreasing n \alues.
I able 2 - Fibers Ranked
In Order of Strength, rn, n

(I

for all but the two fibers containing abrasi\e particles in
the coating (Figures 7 and 8). In this equat,)n P is the
cumulative probability of failure at a stress less than or
equal to o and o0 and m are empirical distribution
parameters. The values of the Weibull expooent m are
listed on Figures 1-8.
In the presence of stress and certain chemical
species such as water, the size of flaws existing in the
glass can grow to a size that causes failure. Assuming
that the growth rate of such flaws is proportional to a
power function of the stress intensity. it can be shownt3
that the dynamic breaking strength o depends upon the
applied strain rate, ,:
t2)
o = B,F-1
where n is the crack growth exponent associated with the
power law dependence of the crack growth rate and B is
an experimental parameter. The median strength values
of the data shown in Figures I-9 are plotted as a function
of strain rate in Figures 9 and 10. Fitting the line
predicted by equation 2 to these data yields the \alues of
o listed on Figures 9 and 10.
The results of the coating stripping test are shown
in Table 1.
[fable I - Coating Stripping Force (grams)
Fiber
As Rec'd
60 C HO
90 C H,O
Vendor I
314
319
297
Vendor 2
173
27
19
1915
167
282
Vendor 3
Vendor 4
398
25
54
4. DISCUSSION
[ he mechanical reliability of an optical fiber
depends upon the initial distribution of flaws in the fiber
and upon the rate of growth of those flaw, in the
presence of stress and chemical species from the
en\itronment. I he median initial size of the flaws in a
fiher is indicated by the median short term strength with
larger salues of strenith associated with smaller law sizes,
[he kaluc of the \Veihull exponent in indicates the
breadth of the distribution of flaw sizes in tte liber with
large \lues of in associated with a narrow distribution of
1law siies. I hus, coatings prosiding good mechanical
protection should result in large ,altues O'M. Similarly,
the crack growth exponent n is a sensiti\e indicator of the
effectiscness of the coating at protecting the fiber from
the ensironment with large values ofn associated with

Strength

m

n

A-0
3
B-0
I
4
2
B-I
A-I

3
1
2
A-0
4
B-0
A-I
B-I

A-I
A-0
I
B-I
B-0
3
4

Examination of this table shows that coatings vary
in their ability to protect a fiber mechanically and to
protect it from the environment. For example, the fiber
of vendor 3 shows high strength and a large m but a low
n. This is demonstrated esen better by comparison of the
two libers with abrasise particles in their coating (A-I and
B--I) with the corresponding fibers without the abrasive
material (.-0 and B-fl). In this case the same glass was
used in all four fibers. The short term strength of fiber
A-0 and B-0 are almost the same since this strength is
largely rellecti\c of the initial glass condition. The
diffierence in the coating shows up as differences in both
m and n. Examination of the results of the fibers with
the abrasive dispersed in the coating shows the expected
low short term strength and low it values due to the
abrasion of the glass by the dispersed abrasive. However,
there is practically no change in the crack growth
exponent n tor these fibers from the abrasi\e-free fibers.
T-his result indicates that the addition of abrasive does
not chance the clTfctiseness of the coating as an
ens ironmenidi barrier.
T he results of the coating stripping test shown in
Fable I indicate that coating on vendors I and Ys fibers
are more resistant to noisture than vendors 2 and 4.
with the ranking shown in Table 2
is
In addition to a coating,, barrier effect (mechanical
and environmental), it should be noted that a coating can
aflect the local chemical ensironment at the crack surface
in two other ways. I-irt. polymer coatings contain
mobile ionic species and contaminants which can diffuse
to the coating glass intetlace. Second. while coatings are
recognized to be fairl, permeable, they do act to
encapsulate the contaminants and moisture at the
coating-glass interface. - his encapsulation can lead to
signiicant chetnical concentrations at the glass surface
Which is the location of most strength reducing flaws in
fiber,. Numerous studies ha\e shown a strong effect of
chemical ensirotment such as pH and ion size on the
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rate of propagation of cracks in glass

.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The long term mechanical reliability of a glass fiber
depends upon applied stress, fiber strength. the rate of
growth of flaws in the glass, and the fracture toughness of
the glass. The polymer coating on the fiber can affect the
initial distribution of flaw sizes as well as the rate of
growth of those flaws in the presence of stress. Neither
measurement of fiber strength nor proof testing is
adequate to assure the long term mechanical reliability of
optical fibers since neither provides information about the
rate of crack growth. Thus, short term tests must be
augmented with fatigue tests.
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Figure 9: Mean dynamnic fatigue values for polymner

coated fibers.
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HEAT RESISTANCE PROPERTY OF UV COAT FIBER FOR OPGW

PJ. Ohta, *N. Nirasawa, *S. Okuyama

**P.A. Hall, **I.

*Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.

**Alcan-Sumitomo Electric. Inc.

ABSTRACT
The allowable maximum temperature for UV curable
acrylate coated fiber was investigated experimentally, assuming its application to an optical
ground wire (OPGW). it was clarified that the
practical temperature limit of UV coat fiber is
about IO0C for long term (400hr) and 250'C for
short term (30 minutes x 3 times). If UV coat
fiber is used over these temperature limits,
it may cause intolereble loss increasing at low
temperature due to deterioration of coating.

Matsubara

2. Experiments
2.1

Samples

Samples of UV coat single mode fibers and trial
Six-Fiber units for OPGW were prepared. The fiber
coating diameter is 0.4mm. Six-Fiber unit consists of six fiber stranded around FRP (Fiber
Reinforced Plastic) rod, and a thin heat-resistant
plastic wrapping tape (Fig.1).

1. Introduction
Fi. I 2ix-Fiter

It is true that thermo curable silicone coated
fiber has higher heat resistant property than
UV curable acrylate coated fiber (UV coat fiber
in short). However, UV coat fiber is the most
widely used in the world. Hence UV coat fiber
is sometimes required to be used in relatively
high temperature environment. The application
of this fiber to an OPGW is one example. But
it was not so clear what the maximum temperature
and duration was at which UV coat fiber was
usable. This paper reports the experimental
results of the heat resistant properties of UV
coat fiber while assuming an accidental case of
heat hysteresis which OPGW could suffer.

738

2.2

unIt

Test scheme

The heat hysteresis such as continuous heat aging
and short term heat aging were imposed on the
samples. The heating conditions were decided
assuming those which an OPGW might suffer by
accidental currents. During or after these heat
experiences, the transmission loss. the young
moduli and the elongations of the coating materials
were measured. In addition, the temperature cycle
test was conducted on the same samples to estimate
whether or not they can endure normal environments
after having suffered from the accidental heat
hysteresises. Some tests on fiber tensile strength
and fiber fatigue were also conducted before and
after tne heat aging. The whole evaluation
scheme is show" ir Fig.2.
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Fig.2

2.3

__.'

Evaluation schece

Test condition and results

2.3.1

Continuous heat aging
2.3.1Contnuousheatagin

The 1km specimens which were loosely coiled in
about 300mm diameter were held at temperatures
0
of 80 C, 100'C, 120'C and 1501C for a total of
400 hours. The transmission loss was measured
at room temperature every 100 hours during and
after aging which was done with cut-back method.
Fig.3-a and 3-b show the transmission loss change
at 1.3pm and 1.55 m wavelength under various
temperatures. The changes of transmission loss
and residual loss when the temperature was
returned to room temperature were within the
measurement accuracy.

-

The data of the Six-Fiber---.......-----------------A.

units in Fig.3-b are the average loss of the six
fibers.
Fir 1-a Transmission loss ciange of tiber under vaious ag fg teapera.are

2.3.2

Short term heat aging

The 500m specimens which were loosely coiled in

about 300mm diameter were exposed to the heat
hysteresis shown in Fig.4 (peak temperatures
were 1801C, 200'C and 250 0 C). The transmission
loss was continuously monitered at 1.3um and
1.55pm wavelengths. The maximum change of the
transmission loss was recorded for every specimen
at maximum temperature. Fig.5 shows the maximum
value of the transmission loss after units against
the maximum temperature. The transmission loss
changes were less than 0.02dB/km and no residual
loss changes were measured :'en the temperature
returned to room temperature.

.
-.
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Fig.4 Heat hysteresis
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-
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2
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2.3.3

-

-

rr

i

Deterioration of coating material

The residual young moduli and elongation of UV
acrylate were measured after the tests described
in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Figs.6-a and 6-b show the
results. The short term heat aging seems not
to affect the young modulus and elongation Lip
0
But at temperatures over 250 C,
to about 2501C.
heat aging should be avoided for the UV acrylate
even if heating time is short, because it causes
rapid material decomposition (Fig.7).
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The temperature cycle test (from -40 C to +100 C,
10 cycles) were done for the same samples which
had experienced continuous or short term heat-.
aging described in 2.3.1 or 2.3.2. The changes
of the transmission loss were monitered con0
tinuously at 1.55pm at low temperature (-40 C)
in every sample.
Figs.8-a and 8-b show the peak
0
loss value at -40 C against the heat hysteresis
of the samples. The short term heat aging seems
not to affect these results (Fig.8-b). However,
the loss changes were observed for the fibers
that experienced continuous heat aging at over
0
100 C (Fig.8-a). The similar tests were done
also at 1.3pm wavelength, but no significant
loss change was observed.
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Fig.8-a Peak loss values at -40 C
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Pig8-b Peak loss values as -40 C
against short term aging temperature
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2.3.5

Mechanical test

Fig.9 shows the results of the tensile strength
test for the fibers of before and after the short
terms aging at 1800C, 200 0 C and 250 0 C with a
gauge length 30cm. The higher aging temperature,
the more the tensile strength. This is thought
to be caused by the effect whicn results and
causes the moisture around the fiber to decrease
when the temperature rises up.

9

\

n 27.4

Fib.10 shows the static fatigue property at room
temperature. The data for the fibers after having
experienced high temperatures have longer breakage
time due to the aforemartioned reason.

7-
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Fig.9 Tnsile strength of the fiber
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4. Discussion

5. Conclusion

Both short term aging and continuous aging did
not affect the transmission loss and the tensile
strength of the fiber, but they surely degraded
the young moduli and the elongation of coating
materials. The degradation caused loss increase
at low temperatures and the influence was more
severe for unit fibers than fiber alone. This
fact explains that the loss increase at low temperature is caused by the decrease of the buffering
effect of the coating against loteral pressure
due to hardening of the coating material, rather
than the shrinkage of the coating material.
Table 3 summarize the results described in 2.3
and we may conclude the allowable temperature
for UV coat fiber is,

The practical temperature limit of UV coat fiber
is about 1001C for long term (400 hrs) and 250*C
for short term (30 minutes x 3 times) for OPGW
application. If UV coat fiber is used over these
temperatures limits, it may cause intolerable
loss increasing at low temperatures due to deterioration of the coating materials or rapid decomposition of coating materials.

1) 100'C for continuous heat aging (400 hrs)
2) 250'C for short term heat aging (30 minutes
x 3 times)

Table 3 Total results
Continuous heat aging
Items

80' C 100

Transmission 1.3um

°

Short term heat aging

C 120* C 1500 C 180

°

C 200 ° C 2500 C

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

critial

poor

good

good

good

Tensile strength

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

Temperature

1.3Mm

good

good

good

good

good

good

good

cycle

1.55Mm

good

good

criticl

poor

good

good

good

good

good

cri1cil

poor

good

good

good

loss

1.55MUm

deterioration
of coating materials

Total dicision
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A New Heat Resistant Optical Fiber
with Special Coating

S. Araki, T. Shimomichi, and H. Suzuki
Fujikura Ltd.
1440, Mutsuzaki, Sakura-shi, Chiba, Japan
Abstract
An optical fiber coated with a ladder
siloxane polymer has been developed for
use under severe conditions. This fiber is
very superior in mechanical properties at
elevated temperatures, and superior in
static fatigue in a high humidity
environment. After aging at 200*c for a
long period of time, a ladder siloxane
coated fiber can maintain nearly the
initial fiber strength. The n values of
static fatigue in excess of 25 are found
for this fiber when exposed to severe
conditions, such as in atmosphere at 200 0c
or water at 80*c for prolonged periods,

1. Introduction
(1)(2)
Ladder siloxane polymers(LSPs) have
remarkable features, such as heat
resistance, high hardness, water
repellency and high, adhesion to a silica
glass surface because of the intermediate
structure between silica glass and an
organic polymer. Therefore, we have
considered that a thin film of an LSP
existing between a silica fiber surface
and a conventional coating layer may
enhance the mechanical reliabilities of
optical fibers under severe conditions.
For example, the strength degradation of
conventional coated fibers at high
temperatures, above 200*c, may be reduced
by the thin coating of an LSP on a silica
fiber surface. And the stress corrosion on
a silica fiber surface may be reduced
in an environment of high temperature
and humidity.
In this work, we studied the
suitability of LSPs for the thin primary
coating which is advantageous in the
maintenance of fiber

strength, even under

severe conditions. So, at first, we
investigated the characteristics and the
structure of LSPs to select a suitable LSP
for silica fibers. Secondly, we evaluated
the mechanical and the optical properties
of the LSP coated fibers after long
exposure above 2001r

2. Characteristics of ladder siloxane
polymers
LSPs in their uncutd state are flaky
oligomers and are soluble in organic
solvents. The viscosity of this resin can
easily be adjusted by the use of
solvents, so they are easily applied by
thin film coating processes such as
dipping, spinning and spray coating. LSP
resin is cured by hydrolysis and
condensation.
In this work, we used an LSP which has
a liner organosilicon polymer between the
ladder structure. The idealized structure
of the LSP is shown in Fig.l. The liner
organosilicon polymer plays an important
role in increasing the elongation of the
LSP. Table 1 shows the characteristics of
the LSP in its liquid state and cured
film form, respectively. A small amount of
a catalyst is added to the LSP resin in
order to get a high curing rate. The cured
film has about 7 % elongation. The value
is nearly equal to the maximum value of
silica fiber elongation. Fig.2 shows the
weight changes of several coating
materials measured by thermogravimetry at
elevated air temperatures. In the cases of
thermosetting silicone and UV curable
urethane acrylate, the weight decreases of
these materials begin with the temperature
around 150*c, and the thermal
progress at a
decomposition make rapid
0
temperature above 3 0'c. On the other
hand, the LSP used in this work indicates
little weight change even at a temperature
of 300 *c. However, oxidation of the LSP in
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Fig. 1

,,)

Idealized structure of the ladder
siloxane polymer
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air is caused by pyrolysis over the
temperature range of 5001c, and SiO2
results from the oxidation.

Table

1

strength. We prepared two kinds of
LSP coated fibers (Fiber A, Fiber B).
The elongation of the LSP used for Fiber A
is about 7 %, while that for Fiber B is
less than 1.
A liner organosilicon
polymer was not introduced into the ladder
structure of the LSP used for Fiber B.
Fig.4 shows the Weibull plots of the
tensile strength for Fiber A and Fiber B.
The tensile strength was measured at room
temperature on a 3 m gage length with a 10
% strain rate. The breakage at low
strength level in Fiber B mainly results
from the fractures of the LSP layer during
the tensile tests. These fractures seem to
be due to the presence of weak points in
the LSP layer. Therefore, to obtain both
long and high strength fibers, the

Characteristics of the ladder
siloxane polymer

liquid
25"c

viscosity

300 cps

solvent

sec-butanol

additive

catalyst

elongation of

(curing condition: 200'c,30min)

film

elongation

7 %

pencil hardness

4H

LSPs must be much the

same

level as that of silica fiber, and in
general, LSPs must be highly adhesive
silica surfaces.

to

Single mode fiber

refractive index

(0.126

n 25 1.53
D

Ladder allexane Polymer
layer (thickness Turn)

-

UV cured Primary

100

,

.

costing(.200)

.
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3.

Preparation of
coated fibers

the

Fig.3 shows the cross section of
LSP coated single mode fibers prepared in
this study. The outer diameter of these
fibers is 125 pm, and the thickness of the
LSP layer on t,? fiber surface is about 7
pm. The primary and secondary coatings are
200 pm and 250 pm in diameter,
respectively. In the coating process, the
LSP coating is cured by heating, and
subsequently, the dual coatings of UV
curable -esin are applied by the use of
in-line applicators. The curing
temperature range of the LSP is from 400 c
to 500"c.
Prior to selection of the LSP listed in
Table 1, we investigated the relationship
between the elongation of an LSP and fiber
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L,

ladder siloxane

.

0.1
0.2

Fig. 4

Weibull plots of tensile strength for
the

4.

2
3 4 567
0.5
1
STRENGTH (GPa)

LSP coated

fiber (Fiber A,Fiber B)

Properties of the ladder siloxane
coated fibers after aging at elevated
temperatures

We investigated the tensile strength,
the static fatigue, and transmission
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losses of the LSP coated fibers, before
and after aging in air at elevated
temperatures. In addition, we compared
these fibers with a conventional fiber
under the same conditions. The
conventional fiber has only the dual
coatings(O.D.250 pm) of UV curable resin.

CONDITIONS

T

0
X

g......

..

7

'

2,OO
0
16-

6

LSP -ldfibV

5

4.1 Tensile strength
To estimate the mechanical
reliabilities of the LSP coated fibers in
a high temperature environment, we
measured the

r 3
W 2

SEM photomicrograph of the fracture
surface for the conventional fiber
coated with UV curable resin after
aging at 300'C for 3days

2oo

-

V

tensile strength after aging

at 200"c and 30 0"c, respectively. Fig.5
shows the median tensile strength plots of
the LSP coated fibers compared to the
conventional fibers after aging at
elevated temperatures. In the case of the
LSP coated fibers,
the tensile strength
after aging at 20 0*c in air for 30 days is
4.3 GPa, and this value corresponds to
about 80 % of the initial strength.
Although the LSP film indicates little
weight change, even at the temperature of
300"c as shown in Fig.2, the heat
treatment for the fiber at 300°c rapidly
degrades the tensile strength of the
fiber. After aging at 300'c for 25 days,
the median strength of the LSP coated
fiber is 1.1 GPa. At the temperatures
around 300'c, it seems that the
degradation of the LSP elongation is in
progress, and the fracture of the LSP
layer scratches the smooth surface of the
silica fiber.
The strength of the conventional fiber
gradually decreases with time due to the
heat treatment of 2000c, while the aging
at 300*c brings about the rapid decrease
of fiber strength in only a few days. The
SEM photomicrographs of the fracture
surfaces for the conventional fiber arid
the LSP coated fiber after aging at 3001c,
are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7,
respectively. We can conclude that these
fractures are caused by shrinkage of the

Fig. 6

200c

4

"I

\

n

-

conven.,oneI UV coaled fib.,

,
0

20

10

30

TIME (DAY)
Fig. 5

Tensile strength plots of the LSP
coated fiber and conventional UV
coated fiber

LSP or UV cured coating layers on fiber
surfaces.
Fig.8 shows the Weibull plots of the
tensile strength for the LSP coated fibers
after aging at 200*c for 30 days. The
tensile strength was measured at room
temperature on a 100 mm gage length with a
10 %/min strain rate. The median of the
tensile strength is 5.2 GPa in the initial
state, while the strength after 30 day is
4.3 GPa. As shown in Fig.8, the tensile
strength after 30 days decreases roughly
parallel to the initial strength. The
degradation of the LSP elongation seems to
bring about the strength decrease, because
the LSP coating layer is overcured by heat
treatment of 2006c for over a long period
of time.
4.2 Static fatigue
The static fatigue of the LSP coated
fiber was tested by using the mandrel
bending technique under various

Fig. 7

SEM photomicrograph of the fracture
surface for the LSP coated fiber
after aging at 300°C for 25days
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conditions. The gage length of the static
fatigue specimens was 100 cm, and 10
replicate specimens were tested at each
stress level. The specimens used in our
tests are divided into two parts; one is

IrI

for 30

For the fiber before aging, the

in the atmosphere at .5ec, 50 %RH,
And, the static fatigue for
fiber after aging
2

the atmosphere at

was

5°c,

tested only

50 %RH.

For

•

tog

tn

Ga

under various conditions

Summary

t

c

0

of static fatigue results

80"c.ornrater
25"C.50%RH

30.1
2.3

0o96k

1.

18.9
76.9
19

__9.3_____.7

6

In Fig.9, the static fatigue data under
various conditions are plotted as
time-tn-fai lIrf

2

in

at 80ec and in air at 25c, 50 %RH.

median

oz

Fiber Type of specrmen
Condition
nl
IPcae ie fe
A
LPatenra(fteray)2 . 0R4341
LSP coated fiber
s
before aging
200"c.in err
26.0

comparison, the static fatigue of the
conventional fiber was measured in water

I

0.

days.

static fatigue was tested in water at
80"c, in the oven maintained at 200"c, and
the

Table

05

Static fatigue data of the LSP
coated fiber and conventional
fiber

the fiber before aging, the other is the

mrespectively.

0.

,

Fig. 8 Weibull plots of tensile strength foro.

at 200"c

0.

2

(GPa)1

fiber after aging

0.5
(aa)

E

Iversus

Converrtrona
fiber
beforeagng
125"c.

0rrwar161

C.

8',wte1.1
50%RH

25.5

1.
169

applied stress(logo0 ). On the basis of the
commonly adopted empirical relation, log ts
= -n logesm log ko, we calculated n and
log kswhere were characteristic
parameters. Table 2 shows the summary of
static fatigue results. In the atmosphere
at 25 c,
50 %RH, the n value and the log ks
for the LSP coated fiber after aging are

and 19.8,

S34.1

respectively. These values

are higher than the n value(29.3) and
log k 19.7) for the LSP coated fiber
before . aging.
LSPtested
coatedatfiber
.
..
................
. specimens
. And, the
were
eachlIhas 26.0 and 18.9 for the n value and
log ks in the atmosphere at 200 0c,
respectively. And also, the LSP coated
fiber indicates a high n value and log k
0
in water at 80c, while the n value arid
•log
ksfor the conventional fiber coated
with a UV curable urethane acrylate are
about 16 and 10, respectively. Therefore,
it becomes clear that the LSP coating
acts as a water barrier,
4.3 Transmission loss

The purpose of this study is the
realization of a heat resistant optical
fiber. So, when using the LSP coated
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fibers in the atmosphere at temperature
around 2006c, the transmission loss must
be minimized and fiber strength must be

stabilized for extended time periods.

The loss of a (JV curable resin coated
fiber increases in the atmosphere around
200c. One of the main II[
reasons for the
loss increases is thermal degradation
of UV cured coatings. As it is difficult
to prevent the thermal degradation, we
investigated the fiber parameters(MFD,
'.C
) of the LSP coated single mode
fiber to minimize the loss increases.
The spectral loss curves for two LSP
coated single mode fibers are shown in
Fig.10 and Fig. l1, respectively. The loss
curves of two fibers were measured
both
before and after aging at 20 0 c for 30
days. These fibers which were dusted with
talc to prevent the adhesion of UV curable
coatings,
were wound under 50 g of tension

onto silica class drumsO.). 200mm). After
aging, the loss increase of the fiber(F
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Spectral transmission loss for the
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9.8 pm, Xc 1.22 pm) shown in Fig.10 is 0.25
dB/km at 1.30 um. On the other hand, the
fiber(MFD 8.Opm, XC 1.25 pm) shown in
Fig.1l
indicates little loss increase at
1.30 pm. It is necessary to select the
suitable fiber parameters for the LSP
coated single mode fiber having UV cured
coatings in order to realize a heat
resistant optical fiber.
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5. Conclusion
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In our study, it has become clear that
the LSP coated fiber is superior in heat
resistance and static fatigue. Therefore,
the LSP coated fiber will prove suitable
for use in a wide range of circumstances
under severe conditions, such as, for
ground wires, in environs of fire hazard,
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